
SUBJECT ID NUMBER GRADE 

LEVEL

TITLE DESCRIPTION

ART APPRECIATION VC518-28 J-H HOW TO VISIT AN ART MUSEUM This video shows you: what is in a painting using simple techniques; plan 

the visits around your special interests; pleasures of gallery walks made 

alone or with others; how to come up with a greater understanding of art, 

and other areas of appreciation.

ART APPRECIATION - 

ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

DVD046-42 J-H CASTLE Explore the giant castles built by King Edward during England's legendary 

campaign to bring Wales into the British Empire. A colorful and detailed 

animated story also dramatizes medieval life.

ART APPRECIATION - 

ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

DVD046-43 J-H CATHEDRAL The great European cathedrals of the Middle Ages are among the finest 

architectural achievements of all time. Built of stone and glass, they soared 

to unprecedented heights as the medieval church reached to the heavens to 

express their devotion. Author David Macaulay hosts an hour of 

spectacular location sequences and cinema-quality animation celebrating 

France's most famous cathedrals. Travel back in time to 1214 to explore the 

design of Notre Dame de Beaulieu, a fictional but representative Gothic 

cathedral.

ART APPRECIATION - 

ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

DVD518-26 H 300 YEARS OF HOUSING This program examines the timber frame, 16th century stone buildings, 

Queen Anne housing, baroque housing, the Georgian terrace, Regency 

housing, working class housing, the villa of the suburbs, early council 

housing, garden city estates, speculative development between the World 

Wars, and more. 

ART APPRECIATION - 

ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

DVD518-27 H FRANK GEHRY:ARCHITECTURE 

AS ART

Part in-depth analysis, part whirlwind tour, this program captures the 

essence of Frank Gehry and his iconoclastic creations through the 

celebrated architect's own words; the insights of Cesar Pelli, Richard Serra; 

and a broad sampling of Gehry's many structures.

ART APPRECIATION - 

ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

VC032-7 I-H THOMAS JEFFERSON'S 

MONTICELLO

On a hill outside Charlottesville, Jefferson built a house that provided him 

with a setting for his many skills and interests. Film displays his collections 

of paintings and furniture and his ingenious devices for comfortable living.
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ART APPRECIATION - BALLET VC550-18 I-H THE FIREBIRD (THE ROYAL 

DANISH BALLET)

The Firebird is kept in an enchanted garden where she is guarded by a 

Victorian family, lead by a father figure. With the help of her lover, the 

Firebird liberates herself from the family's strict traditions and bonds, and 

with each pas de deux she becomes more and more human. As in every 

fairy tale, good trumphs over evil. Her lover overcomes evil, in the form of 

the garden's guardian, and is at last reunited with his Firebird.

ART APPRECIATION - BALLET VC550-19 I-H CINDERELLA: A DANCE FANTASY This classic fairy tale is depicted in its entire romantic splendor in a ballet 

production created especially to introduce children to the world of dance.

ART APPRECIATION - BALLET VC550-4 H DANCE THEATRE OF HARLEM Four signature pieces from the all-black ballet company. Fall River Legend 

(the story of Lizzie Borden), Troy Game (a satire of the machismo attitudes 

inherent in sports), The Beloved (a ballet for two dancers, confronting 

themes of violence and fanaticism in the relationship between a minister 

and his wife) and John Henry.

ART APPRECIATION - BALLET VC553-1 H DON QUIXOTE This sparkling full-length production by Mikhail Baryshnikov captures all 

the excitement and Spanish color taken from Cervantes' masterpiece that 

have made Don Quixote one of the most popular and joyful of the ballets.

ART APPRECIATION - BALLET VC553-4 P-H I CAN DANCE: INTRODUCTION 

TO BALLET FOR CHILDREN

This is an exciting way to introduce children to the wonderful world of 

ballet and the joys of dance. Professional dancer Debra Maxwell has 

designed this video specifically for this girls and boys by following a child’s 

first ballet lesson, including: five basic positions, barre and center work.

ART APPRECIATION - BALLET VC553-4 P-H BOLSHOI SOLOISTS CLASSIQUE Celebrate the mastery of the great Bolshoi stars, Nina Timofeyeva and 

Mikhail Lavrosky, who perform the classic and elegant style of the Soviet 

ballet tradition. 

ART APPRECIATION - CHILDREN'S 

MUSIC

VC690-1 P DAY WITH THE ANIMALS A musical trip to the zoo, featuring "Little Bo Peep" "Do Your Ears Hang 

Low" "Itsy Bitsy Spider" and nine more music videos.
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ART APPRECIATION - CHILDREN'S 

MUSIC

VC690-11 P RAFFI: A YOUNG CHILDREN'S 

CONCERT

Music for early primary children. Fun to sing songs, many of them familiar, 

with lots of word play. 

ART APPRECIATION - CHILDREN'S 

MUSIC

VC690-12 P-I RAFFI ON BROADWAY: A FAMILY 

CONCERT

This show, captured live at the Gershwin Theater in New York City, was 

part of Raffi's jubliant 60-city Family Concert tour of 1993. It includes such 

old favorites as "Baby Beluga" and "This Little Light,” along with new 

songs written by Raffi during his active involvement in the environmental 

movement.

ART APPRECIATION - CHILDREN'S 

MUSIC

VC690-13 P-J JAZZ TIME TALE Aside from its awkward animation, this charming tale does well in 

introducting the viewers to a young "Fats" Waller and his professional 

debut at the Lincoln in 1919. Solid support for Black History Month. 

ART APPRECIATION - CHILDREN'S 

MUSIC

VC690-17 P-I NOTES ALIVE! DR. SEUSS' MY 

MANY COLORED DAYS

Kids will delight in following the adventures of a child and a dog as they 

share all the everyday emotions that go along with growing up. From 

happy Pink Days to quiet Green Days, children will see how the Arts 

enhance the expression of their feelings. Narrated by Holly Hunter.

ART APPRECIATION - CHILDREN'S 

MUSIC

VC690-3 P CARS, BOATS, TRAINS, AND 

PLANES

The Kidsongs Kids and Uncle George chase Mike the Dog through the 

park. They sing "Car Car Song" "Up, Up and Away" "Wild Blue Yonder", 

plus seven more videos.

ART APPRECIATION - CHILDREN'S 

MUSIC

VC690-6 P SING OUT, AMERICA! Uncle Sam & kids take a musical trip through the history of the U.S.A. 

Features "Home on the Range" "I've Been Working on the Railroad", 

"Living in the U.S.A." and eight more videos.

ART APPRECIATION - CHILDREN'S 

MUSIC

VC690-7 P ANIMAL ALPHABET Travel the globe with exotic animals while Geoffrey introduces cartoon 

letters, each with its own song. Includes 27 original songs that express 

rhythm and movement of the animal as well as the sound of the letters.
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ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC602-1 I-H CONCERTO! MOZART: 

CONCERTO FOR FLUTE & HARP 

Dudley Moore introduces The London Symphony Orchestra, directed by 

Michael Tilson Thomas, and the performances of James Galway, Marisa 

Robles.

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC602-16 I-H CONCERTO! RACHMANINOFF: 

PIANO CONCERTO #2

Dudley Moore introduces The London Symphony Orchestra directed by 

Michael Tilson Thomas, and the performance of Barry Douglas.

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC602-2 I-H CONCERTO! BEETHOVEN PIANO 

CONCERTO NO 1

Dudley Moore introduces The London Symphony Orchestra directed by 

Michael Tilson Thomas, and the performance of Alicia de Larrocha. 

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC602-22 H-A ORCHESTRA! VOL. 1 Introduction to the symphony orchestra, featuring Maestro Sir Georg Solti 

and the talent and humor of Dudley Moore. This volume presents the 

upper strings and the woodwinds.

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC602-23 H-A ORCHESTRA! VOL. 2 This volume presents the lower strings, the brass, and the percussions.

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC602-24 H-A ORCHESTRA! VOL. 3 This volume presents the piano, the conductor, and the making of 

"Orchestra!"

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC602-3 I-H CONCERTO! SAINT-SAENS: CELLO 

CONCERTO NO. 1

Dudley Moore introduces The London Symphony Orchestra directed by 

Michael Tilson Thomas, and the performance of Steven Isserlis.

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC602-4 I-H CONCERTO! COPLAND: 

CLARINET CONCERTO 

Dudley Moore introduces The London Symphony Orchestra directed by 

Michael Tilson Thomas, and the performance of Richard Stoltzman.

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC602-5 I-H CONCERTO! BARTOK: VIOLIN 

CONCERTO NO. 2 

Dudley Moore introduces The London Symphony Orchestra directed by 

Michael Tilson Thomas, and the performance of Kyoko Takezawa.

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC650-10 I-H ROSSINI'S GHOST Rossini's Ghost is the story of three women who learn that friendship, like 

opera or a great pasta sauce requires nurturing, patience, and time.
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ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC650-3 I-H STRAUSS: THE KING OF THREE-

QUARTER TIME

The year is 1868 and not all is well with Johann Strauss, Jr. He is haunted 

by the constant pressure to outdo him. He meets Nicholas, a humble stable 

boy. To their surprise, the composer and the boy find a bond of trust and 

embark on a collaboration that will be music to the world's ears.

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC650-4 I-H BACH'S FIGHT FOR FREEDOM The chapel organist, Johann Sebastian Bach, is enraged. It's bad enough his 

boss, Duke Whilhelm, stifles his creativity. Now the bumbling fool has 

given him a servant he suspects is a spy! But soon, the temperamental 

composer recognizes a kindred soul in his new 10-year-old assistant, 

Frederick. For both know too well what it's like not to be able to follow 

your dream.

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC650-7 P-J BEETHOVEN LIVES UPSTAIRS "The spirit of a gypsy, the discipline of a soldier. Beethoven characterizes 

the ultimate musician in Beethoven Lives Upstairs. The sweetness and 

beauty of the composers music is in contrast with his eccentric madness. A 

compelling way to discover the passion of one of music's greatest 

composers. 

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC650-8 I-H HANDEL'S LAST CHANCE It is 1742 and we are in Dublin, where ten-year old Jamie O'Flaherty and 

the brilliant composer George Frideric Handel live. Jamie, who comes from 

a very poor family, has been caught stealing and is in jail. Handel, whose 

career is failing, needs his newest composition to be a big hit. By a stroke of 

destiny, the young boy and composer become unlikely allies. The young 

boy lends his golden voice to the first performance of Messiah. This 

production is filled with many of Handel's most glorious musical works.

ART APPRECIATION - CLASSICAL 

MUSIC

VC650-9 I-H LISZT'S RHAPSODY All the money and fame in the world couldn't compare to the joy of 

creating something all his own. An inspiring and timeless tale of dreams 

fulfilled.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-1 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "A" LESSONS 

1-2

Lesson 1: Introduction to FORESHORTENING                                                                                                                                        

Lesson 2: Introduction to SURFACE 
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ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-10 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "J" LESSONS 

19-20

Lesson 19: Review Club Achievement Levels and Emphasize Adding 

"Extras".                                                                                                  Lesson 20: 

Complete Intermediate Review Cycle of 12 Magic Words.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-11 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "K" LESSONS 

21-22

Lesson 21: Advanced FORESHORTENING                                                                                                                                                    

Lesson 22: Advanced SURFANCE

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-12 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "L" LESSONS 

23-24

Lesson 23: Advanced SIZE                                                                                                                                                                             

Lesson 24: Advanced SHADING

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-13 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD:"M" LESSONS 

25-26

Lesson 25: Advanced SHADOWS                                                                                                                                                                   

Lesson 26: Advanced OVERLAPPING

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-14 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "N" LESSONS 

27-28

Lesson 27: Advanced CONTOUR                                                                                                                                                                      

Lesson 28: Advanced DENSITY

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-15 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "0" LESSONS 

29-30

Lesson 29: Daily Practice - Review Club Achievement Levels and 

Emphasize Pencil Practice                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Lesson 30: Pencil Club in Direction Five - 7 Drawing Exercises. Complete 

Advanced Review Cycle of 12 Magic Words.                                                                                                                                                                                     

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-16 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: " P" LESSONS 

31-32

Lesson 31: Direction One and Seven - Using Drawing as a Communication 

Skill.                                                                                                Lesson 32: 

Using FORESHORTENING on Water and in Drawing Interiors. The 

SHADING Club - 7 Drawing Exercises.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-17 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "Q" LESSONS 

33-34

Lesson 33: Using OVERLAPPING on a Complex Tree.                                                                                                                                    

Lesson 34: Using One-Point Perspective to Create an Interior.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-18 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "R" LESSONS 

35-36

Lesson 35: Alignment is Important in Creating Depth.                                                                                                                                       

Lesson 36: Advanced Two-Point Perspective Using a Rubber Band for the 

Horizon Line.
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ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-19 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "S" LESSONS 

37-38

Lesson 37: Extras - These Exercises Are Not Only Instructional, They're 

Fun! Lesson 38: Extras - Using These Advanced Key Drawing Words to 

Create 4 Cartoon Characters.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-2 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "B" LESSONS: 

3-4

Lesson 3: Introduction to SHADING                                                                                                                                                           

Lesson 4: Introduction to SHADOWS

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-20 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "T" LESSONS 

39-40

Lesson 39: Extras - The Draw Squad's Most Popular Lesson.... The 

Unibears. Lesson 40: Extras - Drawing Cartoon Faces and People.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-21 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "U" LESSONS 

41-42

Lesson 41: A Secret Building With a Moonbot.                                                                                                                                               

Lesson 42: A Complex Secret City.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-22 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "V" LESSONS 

43-44

Lesson 43: A Super Advanced Secret Planet.                                                                                                                                                  

Lesson 44: The Ultimate Secret Universe.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-3 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "C" LESSONS: 

5-6

Lesson 5: Introduction to DENSITY                                                                                                                                                       

Lesson 6: Introduction to CONTOUR LINES

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-4 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "D" LESSONS 

7-8

Lesson 7: Introduction to OVERLAPPING                                                                                                                                                 

Lesson 8: Introduction to SIZE

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-5 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "E" LESSONS 9-

10

Lesson 9: Introduction to CONTOUR                                                                                                                                                               

Lesson 10: Complete Introduction Cycle of the 12 Magic Words with 

Positive Attitude and Daily Practice.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-6 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "F" LESSONS 

11-12

Lesson 11: FORESHORTENING                                                                                                                                                            

Lesson 12: Intermediate SURFACE

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-7 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "G" LESSONS 

13-14

Lesson 13: Intermediate SIZE                                                                                                                                                                            

Lesson 14: Intermediate SHADING

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-8 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "H" LESSONS 

15-16

Lesson 15: Intermediate SHADOWS                                                                                                                                                              

Lesson 16: Intermediate OVERLAPPING
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ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING DVD518-9 P-I THE DRAW SQUAD: "I" LESSONS 

17-18

Lesson 17: Intermediate CONTOUR                                                                                                                                                                

Lesson 18: Intermediate DENSITY

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-1 P-I DRAW SQUAD, A (LESSONS 1-2) Lesson 1: Foreshortening                                                                                                                                                                                      

Lesson 2: Surface

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-10 P-I DRAW SQUAD, J (LESSONS 21-24) Lessons 21- 24 : When students complete these four 30 minute lessons, they 

will have completed over 200 drawings.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-11 P-I DRAW SQUAD, K (LESSONS 25-28) Lessons 25-28: These four lessons wrap up the program with a final 

advanced review of all ten magic words, the art elements, and the club 

achievement levels.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-12 P-I DRAW SQUAD, L (LESSONS 29-32) Lessons 29-32: Drawing in 3-D with the 10 magic words.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-13 P-I DRAW SQUAD, M (LESSONS 33-36) Lessons 33-36: Advanced Overlapping, Using One-Point Perspective to 

Create an Interior, Alignment is Important in Creating Depth, Advanced 2-

point Perspective using a Rubber band for the horizon line.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-14 P-I DRAW SQUAD, N (LESSONS 37-40) Lesson 37-40:Lesson that is not only instructional but fun, Using these 

advanced key drawing words to create cartoon characters, Draw Squad's 

most popular lesson, the Unibears, and drawing cartoon faces and people.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-15 P-I DRAW SQUAD, 0 (LESSONS 41-44) Lessons 41-44:A secret building with a Moonbot, a complex secret city, a 

super advanced secret planet, and the ultimate secret universe.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-16 P-I THE SEVEN MAGIC WORDS OF 

DRAWING

This video contains the basic building blocks of learning to express yourself 

by creating imaginary worlds and creatures and putting them on paper. 

Commander Mark does exercises to help you master the seven basic key 

words of drawing: foreshortening, shading, surface, size, overlapping, 

density, and contour.
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ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-17 I-J DRAWING FOR ALL-VOL. 1 Basic Shapes

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-18 I-J DRAWING FOR ALL-VOL. 2 In, On, Above & Through plus Animals

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-2 I-J DRAW SQUAD, B (LESSONS 3-4) Lesson 3: Shading                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Lesson 4: Shadows

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-20 I-J DRAWING FOR ALL-VOL. 3 Perspective & Landscape

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-21 I-J DRAWING FOR ALL-VOL. 4 People

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-22 I-J DRAWING FOR ALL-VOL. 5 Exploring Colors 

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-3 P-I DRAW SQUAD, C (LESSONS 5-6) Lessons 5-6 Now that the students have been introduced to the basics, they 

are ready to experiment with two 30 minute lessons on contour, 

foreshortening, and surface.

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-4 P-I DRAW SQUAD, D (LESSONS 7-8) Lesson 7: Overlapping                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Lesson 8: Density 

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-5 P-I DRAW SQUAD, E (LESSONS 9-10) Lesson 9: Contour                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Lesson 10: Complete Introduction Cycle of the 12 Magic Words with 

Positive Attitude and Daily Practice

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-6 P-I DRAW SQUAD, F (LESSONS 11-12) Lesson 11: Foreshortening (Intermediate)                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Lesson 12: Surface (Intermediate)

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-7 P-I DRAW SQUAD, G (LESSONS 13-14) Lesson 13: Size (Intermediate)                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Lesson 14: Shading (Intermediate)

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-8 P-I DRAW SQUAD, H (LESSONS 15-16) Lesson 15: Shadows (Intermediate)                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Lesson 16: Overlapping (Intermediate)

ART APPRECIATION - DRAWING VC518-9 P-I DRAW SQUAD, I (LESSONS 17-20) Lessons 17-20:  Includes four 30 minute advanced lessons in which the art 

elements of color, texture, balance, design, and repetition, and alignment 

are discussed.
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ART APPRECIATION - MUSIC - 

INSTRUMENTS

VC603-3 P INSTRUMENTS OF SYMPHONY 

ORCHESTRA: WHAT'S A HORN

Video will help students understand how horns produce sound; how horn 

players control pitch and range; and how the invention of the valve has 

enabled one trumpet to do the work of seven.

ART APPRECIATION - MUSIC - JAZZ VC602-28 H JAZZ: GUMBO (VOL.1) Jazz is born in New Orleans during the 1890s, at the height of the Jim Crow 

era. It is a creation of the African-American community but incorporates 

every kind of music heard in the streets to the country's most cosmopolitan 

city, from Caribbean dances and Italian opera to blues, ragtime, military 

marches, and the call and response of the Baptist church.

ART APPRECIATION - MUSIC - JAZZ VC602-29 H JAZZ: THE GIFT (VOL.2) Flappers, prohibition, speakeasies, and the booming stock market, the 

uproarious "Jazz Age", sets the tone for this episode, and the story of jazz 

becomes the story of two great cities, Chicago and New York, and two 

extraordinary artists whose lives and music span almost three quarters of a 

century; Louis Armstrong and Duke Ellington.

ART APPRECIATION - MUSIC - JAZZ VC602-30 H JAZZ: OUR LANGUAGE                                                                                                                                                                                          

(VOL. 3)

As the stock market soars to record heights, jazz is played in dance halls 

and speakeasies everywhere. The music now places more emphasis on the 

innovations of supremely gifted individuals; such as Bessie Smith, Bix 

Beidebecke, Benny Goodman, Artie Shaw, and Duke Ellington.

ART APPRECIATION - MUSIC - JAZZ VC602-31 H JAZZ: SWING: PURE PLEASURE                                                                                                                                                                          

(VOL. 4)

In the mid 1930s, as the Great Depression stubbornly refuses to lift, jazz 

comes as close as it has ever come to being America's popular music. It has 

a new name - Swing - and for the first time musicians become matinee 

idols. Some of the greats at this time were Benny Goodman, Tommy 

Dorsey, Jimmie Luncefore, Glen Miller, and Artie Shaw.
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ART APPRECIATION - MUSIC - JAZZ VC602-32 H JAZZ: THE TRUE WELCOME                                                                                                                                                                                     

(VOL.5)

As this episode begins, America finds itself mired in the Great Depression, 

the worst crisis since the Civil War. Jazz is called upon to lift the spirits of a 

frightened country. Both Louis Armstron and Duke Ellington are 

prospering in spite of the Depression. In the summer of 1935, Goodman's 

band is playing at the Palomar Ballroom in LA and they begin to play the 

jazz they love - and the Swing Era is born.

ART APPRECIATION - MUSIC - JAZZ VC602-33 H JAZZ: SWING: THE VELOCITY OF 

CELEBRATION (VOL. 6)

The heart of jazz is too often kept under wraps. But in the middle of the 

country - in black dance halls, roadhouses and juke joints--a new kind of 

music has been incubating. It will fall to Count Basie and Lester Young to 

bring its healing power.

ART APPRECIATION - MUSIC - JAZZ VC602-34 H JAZZ: DEDICATED TO CHAOS                                                                                                                                                                            

(VOL. 7)

When America enters World War II in 1941, jazz music goes to war, too. 

Swing becomes a symbol of democracy at home and bandleaders like 

Glenn Miller and Artie Shaw enlist and take their music to the men and 

women of the armed forces overseas.

ART APPRECIATION - MUSIC - JAZZ VC602-35 H JAZZ: RISK                                                                                                                                                                                                         

(VOL. 8)

One by one, the big bands leave the road, but Duke Ellington stubbornly 

keeps his band together. Louis Armstrong puts together a small group, the 

"All-Stars," and spreads his fame. Norman Granz makes a success of his 

Jazz at the Philharmonic Tours. Bebop musicians Dizzy Gillespie and 

Charlie Parker are creating the most thrilling and inventive jazz ever 

played. Narcotics plague sweeps through the jazz community, ruining lives 

and changing the dynamics of performance.

ART APPRECIATION - MUSIC - JAZZ VC602-36 H JAZZ: THE ADVENTURE                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

(VOL. 9)

Louis Armstrong decided to risk his career by speaking out against 

southern defiance of the Constitution. Miles Davis signs with Columbia 

Records and becomes an icon for an entire generation of Americans. Duke 

Ellington experiences a rebirth of his career. Sonny Rollins, John Coltrane 

and Ornette Coleman help launch a new jazz movement - the avant-garde.
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ART APPRECIATION - MUSIC - JAZZ VC602-37 H JAZZ: A MASTERPIECE BY 

MIDNIGHT

By the early 1960s, jazz is in trouble. Young people now overwhelmingly 

prefer rock 'n roll - through Louis Armstrong manages to outsell the Beatles 

with "Hello Dolly". Some musicians go into exile overseas. Miles Davis 

decides that if he cannot outsell rock he should join forces with them, 

creating the enormously popular music called Fusion.

ART APPRECIATION - MUSIC - JAZZ VC602-38 I-J MARSALIS ON MUSIC & SOUSA 

TO SATCHMO

With the help from his jazz band and students from Tanglewood, Wynton 

puts a spin on music appreciation. Backed by superb performances, this 

also teaches the fundamentals of music and also makes learning fun. 

Rousing performances of Sousa, Joplin and Armstrong demonstrate this 

evolution.

ART APPRECIATION - OPERA VC565-1 I-H WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE: A 

FANTASY OPERA

A small boy is sent to his room for being mischievous. He conjures up a 

fantasy world and sails to the Land of the Wild Things.

ART APPRECIATION - OPERA VC602-20 I-H OPERA Opera presents twelve highlights from the world's most popular operas, 

performed by a galaxy of stars led by Luciano Pavarotti, Placido Domingo, 

Joan Sutherland, Mirella Freni and James Levine. From the drama of Bizet's 

Carmen to Puccini's heart-breaking Madama Butterfly, a combination of 

stunning productions and outstanding performances brings you the magic 

of opera.

ART APPRECIATION - OPERA VC602-21 H OPERA 2 Opera 2 presents more favorite highlights from the world's greatest operas, 

bringing together today's operatic superstars with lavish and imaginative 

productions to create the unique experience of grand opera. Some operas 

are: The Ride of the Valkyries, La Donna e Mobile, Hunning Chorus and 

Intermezzo, E lucevan le stelle, and more.
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ART APPRECIATION - OPERA VC650-2 I-J BIZET'S DREAM Bizet's Dream is the story of an unusual friendship between two people 

who share the ability to feel life deeply and a beautifully filmed testament 

to the power of music to set those feelings free. "This rich visual story 

introduces the viewer to the composer Bizet and his opera 'Carmen' 

through the eyes of 12-year-old Michelle. With humor, drama, music and 

dance, this video is a hit for music appreciation!" 

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY DVD500-6 H-A MEDIEVAL ART & MUSIC Journey back to medieval times in Western Europe to study pivotal 

changes in music, architecture, and art. Your students will study the 

construction of cathedrals and understand how the Catholic Church 

dictated the esthetic of the time. Photographs of magnificent cathedrals, 

stained glass windows, statuary and stone carvings, frescoes, tapestries, 

and illuminated manuscripts are accompanied by period music.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY DVD500-7 H-A IMPRESSIONISM IN ART & MUSIC Experience the spontaneity of impressionist art and music in this 

fascinating program. Clearly defined parallels are drawn between the 

artist's use of color and light and the composer's use of instrumentation. 

Culminating in a discussion of impressionistic influence on modern art and 

music, this program is an excellent precursor to Twentieth-Century Artistic 

Revolutions.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY DVD515-25 H-A LEONARDIO DA VINCI: 

RENAISSANCE MASTER

A master painter, da Vinci not only created some of the 15th Century's 

most enduring works, but he also anticipated many of the advances of 

modern science.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC500-1 J-H THE CUBIST EPOCH This video studies the works of the Cubists: Picasso, Braque, Gris, Leger, 

Gleizes, Villon, Delaunay, and their followers. A comprehensive survey of 

most of art and artists of this movement is included.
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ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC500-11 P-I LINNEA IN MONET'S GARDEN Based on the book of the same title, this is a unique blend of imagination 

and education, teaching children about the art and life of Claude Monet, 

one the most important painters of the 20th Century, while entertaining 

them with the mystery and beauty of art and nature. 

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC500-2 J-H GERMANY: DADA The Dada movement, grandfather of pop art and surrealism, is delightfully 

displayed by original Dadaists, including Hans Richter and Richard 

Huelsenback, in this unique film collage of art, music and poetry.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC500-3 J-H CRETE AND MYCENAE This video offers an incredible view of the lands and legacies of two 

magnificent ancient cultures. It explores the connections between the 

Minoan civilization and Mycenae, and probes the ruins at Knossos.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC500-4 P-I MANY WAYS OF SEEING/ART 

ADVENTURE

Through the subject of "Trees" young students can grasp the many ways of 

seeing. In "Sculpture" children can begin to recognize the different styles of 

art in space. A museum trip starts the "Art Adventure." Students then 

become detectives as they travel into great paintings to find out everything 

they can about them.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC500-5 P-I COLOR/ELEMENTS OF DESIGN Color is introduced through easy to follow instructional and reinforced 

through master paintings. Elements of design are explained through 

photographs.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC500-6 I-H ARTISTS AT WORK/ART AROUND 

US

Explores the tools an artist uses; why people create works of art; and the 

style they use to express their feelings. Comparisons of famous artwork 

encourage analogical thinking. Applies the facts and concepts introduced 

in the first three videos. Paintings with which children can readily relate 

are analyzed in a most enjoyable way using questions, games, and 

overlays. 
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ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC500-7 I-H ART IN AFRICA Gives a rich intro to the cultural diversity of societies past and present. 

Included are examples of Stone Age painting, masks, and sculpture from 30 

African tribes, and some examples of art from Oceania.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC500-8 I-H THE ART OF ASIA The Art of Asia shows examples from India, Nepal, Tibet, Bruma, Thailand, 

Cambodia, Indonesia, Korea, the major dynasties of China, and each of 

Japan's historical periods.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-1 H GOYA This video probes the brilliant Spanish master's most prominent works, 

including his etching, tapestries, portraits, frescoes, and the famous "black 

paintings.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-11 H NORMAN ROCKWELL'S WORLD: 

AN AMERICAN DREAM

Rockwell himself narrates this portrait of one of America's most beloved 

illustrators. Program shows how Rockwell faithfully recorded the world 

around him and reflected the aspirations and concerns of a whole 

generation.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-13 H CHAGALL Explores Chagall's life and work and documents the history of this man 

who began life as a poor Russian Jew; yet, before his death, became the 

grand old man of French art. Teacher previewing recommended may be 

inappropriate for young students.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-18 H REAL WORLD OF ANDREW  

WYETH

Video contains a relaxed interview with the artist, intercut with footage of 

Wyeth's work and of the landscapes which are its inspiration. Wyeth is 

very much a traditionalist in his compositions which are realistic and 

provocative. Teacher previewing recommended may contain art 

inappropriate for young children.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-23 I-H IN A BRILLIANT LIGHT - VAN 

GOGH IN ARLES

This program tells the story of Vincent van Gogh's 444 days in the south of 

France. The film was made in location in the Netherlands and in Provence, 

using van Gogh's original canvases. This video focuses on works of art 

rather than on the life of the artist.
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ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-28 P-H MARY CASSATT: AMERICAN 

IMPRESSIONIST

The year is 1878, and Mary Cassatt, an American painter living in Paris, is 

desperately trying to finish a new group of paintings in time for the 

prestigious Paris Salon. She receives a rather un-welcome surprise when 

her brother, his wife and three rambunctious offspring arrive on her 

doorstep for a lengthy visit.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-29 P-H LEONARDO: A DREAM OF FLIGHT This is a story of Leonardo da Vinci's friendship with young Roberto, son of 

a local bird seller; Leonardo's obligations as the Duke's court artist prevent 

him from pursuing work on a flying machine he's invented. Amidst 

political unrest and personal tragedy young Roberto brings Leonardo a 

step closer to flight.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-3 H PICASSO: WAR, PEACE AND LOVE Beginning with the famed Guernica mural, this video artfully documents 

the master's later accomplishments, including many previously 

undiscovered pieces.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-30 P-H DEGAS AND THE DANCER This is story of French painter Edgar Degas. In debt after the death of his 

father and filled with doubts about his talent, Degas attends a ballet class at 

a friend's request, to do some illustrations. He's inspired by a young 

ballerina, whom he hires to pose for him, but in his studio the 

temperamental artist and the gentle girl clash.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-31 P-H MONET: SHADOW AND LIGHT Artist Claude Monet spends a glorious summer painting in a revolutionary 

style aboard his studio-boat with his friend Renoir. The bliss ends when his 

father cuts his allowance, creditors try to confiscate his belongings, and a 

pompous critic attacks his work. Without money for rent and his paintings 

seemingly worthless, Monet runs off to spare his family more pain. Luckily, 

Monet has an ally in young Daniel, an aspiring artist. While Monet shows 

Daniel a new way of seeing the world through his new Impressionist art, 

Daniel helps Monet see the importance of family.
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ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-32 P-H GOYA: AWAKENED IN A DREAM Acclaimed Spanish artist Francisco de Goya is fed up with life at the royal 

palace. His recent works bewilder the court and even Javier, Goya's son, 

questions his father's sanity when the artist ridicules arrogant King 

Ferdinand. Goya leaves the palace for a rustic villa to paint for him.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-34 J-H MICHELANGELO Michelangelo tells you his own life story on an entertaining video that 

mixes art history with playful! Cartoon humor. From his childhood and 

student days in Florence to his career in Rome as a sculptor, painter and 

architect, his tale is a factual yet fun-filled introduction to one of the most 

famous names of the Italian Renaissance.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-4 H GIOTTO AND THE PRE-

RENAISSANCE

All of the remarkable innovations and major frescoes that made Giotto di 

Bondoni the undisputed master of the Florentine painters are filmed here in 

vibrant detail. This program records each of the major cycles of Giotto's 

frescoes in superb detail.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-5 H DEGAS: THE UNQUIET SPIRIT Explores life and work of complex man and artist, especially controversial 

was his treatment of women. It includes many original works. Teacher 

previewing is recommended, it may contain art which is inappropriate for 

young children.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC515-9 H SEURAT: POINT COUNTERPOINT It defines the life and work of Seurat, with a close-up look at the creator of 

the pointillist technique. Seurat's revolutionary style coupled with his 

masterful draftsmanship made this artist a force to be reckoned with. 

Teacher previewing is recommended, it may contain art inappropriate for 

young students.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC517-5 I-H SELF PORTRAITS/SPORTS AND 

GAMES

Examination of self-portraits from Durer through Miro. Narration 

emphasizes each artist's contributions to the many ways one may look at 

one's self. Depicts sports in art from the Greek Olympics to modern day 

basketball. Uses many instructional overlays to teach the lessons of 

composition and organization that underlie these active masterpieces.
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ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC517-6 I-H HORSES/RIVERS AND THE SEA This presentation groups the horse into four areas: horses of different 

cultures; horses in romantic/action settings; the race horse; horses of the 

Old West. Using impressionism and realism, this video is divided into four 

categories: rivers as part of the landscape; seascapes with varying horizons; 

sailing ships; narrative paintings.

ART APPRECIATION & HISTORY VC517-7 J-H LASCAUX REVISITED We owe the discovery of Lascaux to pure luck and a child's game. Lascaux 

is one of the greatest marvels revealed to man, so fascinating that 

thousands crowded in to see it and in doing so nearly destroyed the murals 

and carvings which had been preserved for 17,000 years. Algae and 

bacteria invaded the rock walls.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD029-30 P-I A. LINCOLN AND ME A gangling and awkward young boy, who is “skinny as a bean pole” and 

has the same birthday as Abraham Lincoln, discovers that he has more in 

common with the Great Emancipator that he ever imagined.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-100 P-I WILLIAM BRADFORD (ANIMATED 

SERIES)

William Bradford fled with the Pilgrims to the new world, where he 

discovered that the price for religious freedom was hunger, sickness and 

death. He became Governor of the new land, and after their first critical 

harvest, he set aside time for the Pilgrims and their new Native American 

friends to feast together and express their thanks to God. Thus, he became 

the Father of Thanksgiving Day.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-101 I-H AN APPLE FOR HARRIET 

TUBMAN

Children learn about Harriet Tubman’s life, beginning with the harsh 

treatment she received as a child slave and including her escape to 

freedom, her legendary role as a “conductor” on the Underground Railroad 

and her life as a free woman in upstate New York.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-102 I-H ABRAHAM LINCOLN: 

PRESERVING THE UNION

Captivating and filled with information of Abe's life history. There are 

photographs some splendid drawings, great narrations of Lincoln's 

writings; and historians representing many different points of view on the 

great man.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-103 H ABRAHAM LINCOLN In Abraham Lincoln, kids will examine the life of this country boy from 

Kentucky who rose to become President of the United States and who 

guided his country through one of its darkest hours while speaking out 

against slavery at a time when many were too afraid to take a stand.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-103-1 P-I ABRAHAM LINCOLN (ANIMATED 

SERIES)

A century ago, only one man stood in the way of the disintegration of the 

United States of America, and he was a gangly, storytelling country lawyer 

from Illinois with no political experience at the national level. Abraham 

Lincoln not only saved the nation, but, carved out an immortal place in 

world history.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-104 P-H BARACK OBAMA: THE STORY OF 

OUR 44TH PRESIDENT

Everyone knows that Barack Obama is the first African-American 

president. But, did you know that he doesn’t like ice cream, or that his 

favorite game is Scrabble, or that he flew kites competitively when he was a 

kid in Indonesia?

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-105 P-I GEORGE WASHINGTON 

(ANIMATED SERIES)

George Washington, "The father of our nation", comes to life in this 

remarkable story about his extraordinary accomplishments as a military 

leader. Follow his contributions to the forming of a new nation and final 

peace in 1783.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-110 J-H DAVY CROCKETT Davy Crockett is perhaps best known for his struggle to push further 

westward into the American frontier and for his advocacy for the poor, he 

was also a thrice-elected member of the U.S. Congress. From his 

disheartening service in the U.S. Army to his profession of the principles of 

common justice to his life’s end at the Alamo.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-111 J-H GEORGE CUSTER: SHOWDOWN 

AT LITTLE BIG HORN

George Custer is one of America's truly mythic figures, a compelling figure 

whose name is synonymous with defeat, yet whose life was marked by 

towering accomplishments.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-113 J-H THE TRUE STORY OF ALEXANDER 

THE GREAT

Tutored by Aristotle, helpless witness to his father's assassination, and a 

brilliant, pioneering tactician, Alexander the Great had conquered the 

known world-and sealed his legacy as one of history's most remarkable 

rulers-by age of 25.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-118 J-H THE TRUE STORY OF MARCO 

POLO

Historians from varying schools of thought try to separate fact from fiction 

in the life of famed Venetian merchant Marco Polo and his alleged foray to 

China in the 13th century.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-135 H THE MYSTERY OF EDGAR ALLAN 

POE

He is the uncontested master of the macabre, a genius whose melancholy 

nature made his own life as tragic as one of his strange tales. Edgar Allan 

Poe's haunting poems and chilling stories established him as one of the 

most important men of American letters. But behind his popularity and 

artistic success was a personal life defined by broken hopes and failure.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-14 J-H ROBERT E. LEE Arguably the greatest military commander of all time, his brilliance single-

handedly kept the outnumbered and under-supplied Confederacy in the 

Civil War long after they should have been forced to surrender.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-143 J-H CHARLES DICKENS An unforgettable look at the man whose originality, compassion and 

exuberance created some of literature's most cherished works.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-148 J-H SITTING BULL:CHIEF OF THE 

LAKOTA NATION

One of the last great leaders of the Native American Resistance, Sitting Bull 

earned his place in history with his stunning victory in the Battle at Little 

Bighorn-yet his life encompassed much more than one battle.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-151 H MOZART As a toddler, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's musical gifts made him the 

darling of Europe's highest courts. But, as a man, his rebellion against a 

domineering father led him to a life of gambling, debt and excess. Why was 

a composer of such unremitting genius left to die in poverty?
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-152 H BEETHOVEN: THE SOUND AND 

THE FURY

This musical genius was tormented by loneliness, heartbreak and the loss 

of his hearing. But his talent transcended his anguish and the music he 

created has endured through time. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-19 J-H OSAMA BIN LADEN: IN THE 

NAME OF ALLAH

Explore the life of the religious extremist and terrorist from his childhood 

to the events leading up September 11, 2001.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-33 J-H SIGMUND FREUD: ANALYSIS OF A 

MIND

His revolutionary ideas transformed our concept of the mind, yet the father 

of psychoanalysis was plagued by neurotic fears and troubling obsessions.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-34 J-H MAO TSE TUNG: CHINA'S 

PEASANT EMPEROR

A ruthless leader who became a god, Mao Tse Tung ruled one quarter of 

the world's population for 25 years.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-36 J-H GANDHI: PILGRAM OF PEACE Explore the incredible life of this charismatic leader, his remarkable 

accomplishments, philosophy and enduring legacy.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-38 H FREDERICK DOUGLASS As a young man, he experienced the brutality of slavery firsthand. As an 

outspoken leader of the abolitionist movement, he became one of the most 

powerful voices in American history.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-41 I-H CHRISTOPHER 

COLUMBUS:EXPLORER OF THE 

NEW WORLD

He was determined to find a westward route to Asia. Instead, in 1492 

Christopher Columbus made history by accidentally disembarking on the 

shores of the New World. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-64 J-H SAM WALTON: BARGAIN 

BILLIONAIRE

He made a fortune by slashing prices. In thirty years, he went from dime-

store merchant to America's richest man. Sam Walton single-handedly 

created a retail empire. By selling everything from cookies to washing 

machines at rock-bottom prices, he made Wal-Mart into the nations’ largest 

retailer.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-65 J-H IS WAL-MART GOOD FOR 

AMERICA?

Frontline offers two starkly contrasting images: One of empty storefronts in 

Circleville, Ohio; The other, a sea of high rises in the Sourth China 

boomtown of Shenzhen. What is the connection between American job 

losses and soaring Chinese exports? Wal-Mart. 
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-76 I-H ALBERT EINSTEIN BIOGRAPHY As one of the most important minds of all time, his name has become a 

universal synonym for genius. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-77 H CHARLES DARWIN:EVOLUTION’S 

VOICE

Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution is one of the most important 

discoveries in the history of science. But, in his quest for truth, he had to 

battle prejudice, ignorance, and his own fear.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-79 J-H THOMAS EDISON This program reveals little known stories behind some of Edison's 1,049 

patents and inventions, including the light bulb, the phonograph, and the 

movie camera.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD035-80 J-H ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL His desire to help his deaf mother communicate led to one of the most 

important inventions of the 20th century. However, the telephone was only 

one of many notable contributions he made to modern technology.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD059-12 P-I MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.DAY In Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, kids will take an in-depth look at the life of 

this Civil Rights leader and learn about his commitment to nonviolence in 

the pursuit of social change.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD059-13 P-I MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. (1929-1968) Moving interviews with civil rights leaders Andrew Young and 

James Farmer detail the inspirational life of Martin Luther King, Jr. Born in 

Atlanta; King was the son of a preacher and a church musician. He became 

a minister himself, inspired by his father's associate, Benjamin Mays, and 

by the teachings of Gandhi, whose nonviolent approach to social change he 

adopted. King was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize and became a pivotal 

force in the passing of the voting rights law.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD059-19 J-H CITIZEN KING Explore the last few years of Dr. Martin Luther King's life; this production 

traces King's efforts to recast him by embracing causes beyond the civil 

rights movement, by becoming a champion of the poor and an outspoken 

opponent of the war in Vietnam.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL DVD059-20 H KING Forty years after Martin Luther King's assassination, newsman Tom 

Brokaw takes viewers through the extraordinary life and times of 

America's civil rights visionary. KING goes beyond the leged to portray the 

man, the questions, the myths and, most important, the relevance of Dr. 

King's message in today's world.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC028-1 J-H WINSTON CHURCHILL 

(SPEECHES COLLECTION)

Winston Churchill was the British lion, its bulldog, the defender of its 

freedom, the pride of her people. In the dark early years of WWII-when the 

entire world cowered before Hitler and his hordes, Winston Churchill alone 

stood firm. Through his Parliamentary and radio speeches to the British 

people, Churchill was to summon up such wellsprings of national pride 

and fervor that his poetic words would later earn him a Nobel Prize for 

literature.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC028-10 J-H FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT 

(SPEECHES COLLECTION)

Franklin D. Roosevelt was one of our country's most extraordinary leaders. 

He was born to great privilege and physical hardship. It would have been 

quite easy for him to have avoided the turmoil of a public life. And yet, he 

chose to serve his country through its worst economic depression and most 

terrifying World War. Be it campaign speech, state address, fireside chat, or 

wartime exhortation, the speeches of FDR are filled with ease of confidence, 

the sense of manifest destiny, that made him such a natural leader.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC028-11 J-H HARRY S. TRUMAN (SPEECHES 

COLLECTION)

Harry S. Truman was the "Give 'em Hell" President who led the American 

people through the Korean War and crusaded against communism without 

compromise. This video brings you back to the fascinating "Cold War" era 

of Harry S. Truman, dropping the first atomic bomb, as he warns about the 

spread of communism, as he fights all unionization of industry, and as he 

fires war hero Douglas MacArthur.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC028-2 J-H DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER 

(SPEECHES COLLECTION)

Dwight D. Eisenhower was not this country's most forceful or dynamic 

President. And neither was he the most eloquent public speaker. He spoke 

haltingly and ill-at-ease. But he was a man of his time, and his honest down-

home Kansas farm boy style struck 1950's America as a true note.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC028-3 J-H ADOLF HITLER (SPEECHES 

COLLECTION)

The world will never forget the horrific consequences of Adolf Hitler's 

words. Before, only German-speaking people could understand Hitler's 

messages of propaganda and hatred. Now, through scrupulous research 

and translation this startling video will present his most dramatic, speeches 

with English subtitles, revealing the demonic phrases he used to hypnotize 

the masses.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC028-4 J-H JOHN F. KENNEDY (SPEECHES 

COLLECTION)

The first President to utilize the medium of television. You will see all the 

major addresses, from his 1960 Presidential campaign through his three 

controversial years in office.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC028-5 J-H ROBERT F. KENNEDY (SPEECHES 

COLLECTION)

Robert Kennedy, the young vibrant senator from New York, was one of the 

most charismatic speakers of our time. This video brings you his speeches 

at Columbia University, his 1964 Democratic Convention address, his wise 

proposals on new Vietnam policies, his ironic reflections on the 

assassination of Martin Luther King and much more.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC028-6 J-H MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 

(SPEECHES COLLECTION)

Martin Luther King, Jr. was perhaps the most inspirational speaker of all 

times. His words moved a nation with their gripping, passionate plea for 

racial justice. Follow his electrifying speeches from the early days as a 

young pastor in Montgomery, to the great march on Washington, including 

the final prophetic speech in Memphis just days before his tragic 

assassination. The Speeches Collection is a moving remembrance of Martin.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC028-7 J-H ABRAHAM LINCOLN (SPEECHES 

COLLECTION)

It includes the following materials from Lincoln's political career. The 

"house divided" speech; highlights from the Lincoln-Douglas Debates; 

complete readings of The Emancipation Proclamation, the Gettysburg 

Address, The Second Inaugural Address, and more.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC028-8 J-H GENERAL DOUGLAS 

MACARTHUR (SPEECHES 

COLLECTION)

Douglas MacArthur the heroic WWII General was the most dynamic 

military speaker of the twentieth century. Hear about the arms race, the 

future of Communist China and Japan's affluence that have all since come 

true. Watch the historic footage of the signing of the peace treaty that 

ended WWII.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC028-9 J-H RICHARD M. NIXON (SPEECHES 

COLLECTION)

Richard M. Nixon was a great statesman who will ironically always be 

remembered as the President who resigned from office in scandal and 

disgrace. This video transports you back to the tumultuous "Nixon Era." 

Highlights are: his infamous "Checkers" speech, his explanation of 

America's involvement in Vietnam, his ground-breaking trip to Communist 

China, his denial of any wrong-doing in the Watergate, and much more.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-1 I-H GEORGE WASHINGTON: 

FOUNDING FATHER

He was a gentleman farmer from Virginia, and a brilliant and bold tactician 

who proved equally adept at leading men into battle and a young nation 

into the future. From his youth of privilege to his inauguration as the 

nation's first President, here is George Washington's remarkable life.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-10 I-J ANDREW JACKSON Interaction between Jackson and a folk life character "The Common Man" 

provides viewers with an interesting perspective on life and achievements 

of Andrew Jackson. The social and political climate in which Jackson lived 

and rose to power is conveyed.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-29 I-J GREAT AMERICANS: ABRAHAM 

LINCOLN

Abraham Lincoln was the 16th President of the United States from March 

1861 until his assassination in April 1865. He successfully led his country 

through its greatest internal crisis, the American Civil War, preserving the 

Union and ending slavery.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-3 I-J GEORGE WASHINGTON Washington himself recalls important events in his historic career: his 

service in the British Army and American Army, his farm at Mount 

Vernon, and his terms as President.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-30 J-H LINCOLN: THE MAKING OF A 

PRESIDENT (1860-1862)

The video journeys back from the White House to Lincoln's poor 

backwoods home. This captures the president's powerful face and those of 

his family and contemporaries. This video traces the growth of his ambition 

to succeed and his simple eloquence. At the eye of the hurricane that was 

the Civil War, Lincoln held the moral compass to guide his nation onward.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-31 J-H LINCOLN: THE PIVOTAL YEAR: 

1863

In calling for the abolition of slavery, Lincoln changed forever how 

America would define the meaning of the phrase "all men are created 

equal." We also hear the story behind the Gettysburg Address. His 

eloquence echoes as powerfully today. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-32 J-H LINCOLN: I WANT TO FINISH 

THIS JOB (1864)

The turmoil of the Civil War formed the backdrop for Lincoln's re-election 

campaign in 1864. Behind the scenes, we get a close look of how Lincoln the 

man coped with the pain of so many casualties. "I enjoyed this series. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-33 J-H LINCOLN: NOW HE BELONGS TO 

THE AGES (1865)

The drama of Abraham Lincoln's life seemed destined to close with the war 

he fought so hard to end. In the conclusion, we see how his enemies plotted 

their final revenge. This video reveals how Lincoln's own dreams 

foreshadowed his impending death. "I enjoyed this series. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-40 I-H WARREN G. HARDING: FROM 

MAIN ST. TO WHITE HOUSE

Though elected by an overwhelming majority, Harding led an 

administration fraught with corruption. Program traces Harding's rise from 

newspaper editor to president, placing in a biographical context the 

circumstances that brought about his eventual disgrace.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-45 I-H WILSON Wilson was the 28th President of the United States. A leader of the 

Progressive Era, he served as President of Princeton University from 1902 

to 1910, and then as the Governor of New Jersey from 1911 to 1913.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-5 J-H THOMAS JEFFERSON - Part One A young Thomas Jefferson from the Virginia wilderness is transformed by 

the fire of the Enlightenment into his country's most articulate voice for 

human liberty. Jefferson suffers heartrending personal loss, even as he 

gives voice to a new era of democratic government. He then journeys to 

Paris as U.S. Minister to France and supports the rising French Revolution.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-50 H FDR-THE WAR YEARS Much of Franklin Delano Roosevelt's greatness rests on his remarkable 

leadership in World War II. Here is the incredible behind the scenes 

chronicle of those turbulent years, beginning with FDR's election to an 

unprecedented third term. This video documents the life of the 

monumental statesman who guided America through the darkest years in 

modern world history.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-58 I-H HARRY S. TRUMAN: HIS LIFE AND 

LIBRARY

On April 12, 1945, America lost a great leader. At that same moment, Harry 

S. Truman was thrust into the limelight, becoming the 33rd President 

during the most complex periods of our Nation's history.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-59 J-H JOHN F. KENNEDY The many significant events Kennedy dealt with during his administration 

are shown, including confrontation with the Soviet Union over the Cuban 

missile bases, nuclear test ban treaty with the U.S.S.R., and his demand for 

new equal rights legislation.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-6 J-H THOMAS JEFFERSON - Part Two Part Two-Returning from France, Jefferson strives to preserve the new 

American government and helps create the first political party through his 

bitter struggles with the Federalists. As third President, he doubles the size 

of the country with the Louisiana Purchase. By the end of his remarkable 

life, he had advanced the cause of religious, political, and intellectual 

freedom everywhere and had changed the course of human events.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-60 I-H RONALD REAGAN: THE MANY 

LIVES

He was the oldest man ever elected to the U.S. Presidency, but he brought a 

vigor and vision to the office that revitalized the spirit of the nation. Ronald 

Reagan's ascension from the humble roots to his triumphs in the White 

House is one of the most improbable and inspiring life stories of this 

century. Follow his childhood to his careers as a sportscaster, movie actor, 

TV star, Governor of California and finally President of the United States.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-65 J-H BILL CLINTON: HOPE, CHARISMA, 

& CONTROVERSY 

A&E  presents a definitive biography of former President Bill Clinton, the 

first Democratic president since FDR to be elected to a second term. The 

program covers Clinton's life from his boyhood in Hope, Arkansas, to his 

tumultuous time in the Oval Office, highlighting important childhood 

experiences and defining moments of his career. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-7 I-J THOMAS JEFFERSON Interviews with Jefferson himself acquaint viewers with the 

accomplishments of this great statesman: his political writings and career, 

his ministry to France, his founding of the University of Virginia.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-70 I-H GEORGE W. BUSH: ELECTION & 

INAUGURATION

President Bush takes the oath of office and delivers his inaugural address in 

which he speaks of the "American Promise." For only the second time in 

U.S. history, a son of a former president moves into the White House.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-75 I-H FIRST LADIES Spend an hour with America's most provocative, influential 

women...Martha Washington, Abigail Adam, Dolly Madison, Mary Todd 

Lincoln, Eleanor Roosevelt, Jackie Kennedy, Betty Ford, Nancy Reagan, and 

Barbara Bush. Go behind White House doors for a revealing look t the 

incredible First Ladies. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-76 I-H PRESIDENTS From the stately George Washington to the practical George Bush, this 

fascinating program uncovers amazing, little-known facts about every 

American president. Learn more about - Jefferson, Jackson, Lincoln, T. 

Roosevelt, F. Roosevelt, Truman, Kennedy, Nixon, and Reagan.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC029-9 J-H THE REAL THOMAS JEFFERSON He was a genius, a visionary and one of the founders of our country. He 

invented our monetary system, fought for religious freedom and argued for 

public education. Yet his critics called him a coward and a snob. Take a 

fresh look at the real Thomas Jefferson and discover the complexities and 

contradictions of a great American.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC032-147 I-H GEORGE WASHINGTON: Young, Ambitious, and Adventurous. Before he became an icon of 

greatness in the history books of America, George Washington began his 

life as the son of a rich colonial plantation owner on the banks of the 

Potomac River in Virginia. What were his early years like? And how did 

they prepare him to become one of our country's founding fathers? Find 

out in this revealing exploration of his younger years and the depth, 

richness and diversity of life in colonial America.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC032-88 P-I JUST A FEW WORDS, MR. 

LINCOLN

This is the story of the events preceding, and the actual delivery of, 

President Lincoln's famous Gettysburg Address.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC034-21 P-I WHERE DO YOU THINK YOU'RE 

GOING CHRISTOPHER 

COLUMBUS?

This is the story of Columbus' journey from Spain to find a route to the 

"Indies". Determined to find a route to Japan, Columbus's voyage took him 

to San Salvador and on to Cuba and Haiti. Convinced that he had 

discovered Japan, Columbus returned to Spain to be received by Queen 

Isabella.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-1 I-J CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS: 

EXPLORER OF THE NEW WORLD

His explorations opened up the New World to Europe. He wanted to find a 

new route to Asia, but became the first European to set foot on the New 

World.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-100 P-I HELEN KELLER (ANIMATED 

HERO SERIES)

A childhood fever leaves the very bright Helen Keller deaf and blind, 

cutting her off from human communication. This turns her into an angry, 

untamed child who often explodes into fits of savage fury. It falls on the 

spirited shoulders of 21-year-old Anne Sullivan to break into Helen's dark 

and silent world and end her awful isolation.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-101 P-I HARRIET TUBMAN (ANIMATED 

HERO SERIES)

"The Moses of her people" that's the honored name by which Harriet 

Tubman is still remembered today. From 1849 to 1860, in 17 dangerous 

missions to the Confederate South, she helped more than 300 slaves escape 

to freedom in the North.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-103 P-I CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS 

(ANIMATED HERO SERIES)

While the whole world sailed east on a path to find China, Columbus 

believed it could be reached in two weeks...by sailing west! With the 

support of Queen Isabella of Spain, Columbus set sail only to have his crew 

threaten mutiny after three weeks of sailing and no sight of land. At the 

moment of turning back, land was discovered and Columbus realized his 

dream through determination.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-104 P-I WILLIAM BRADFORD: THE FIRST 

THANKSGIVING (ANIMATED 

HERO SERIES)

As a peacemaker, he befriended the Native Americans who taught the 

struggling Pilgrims how to survive. By the end of the first year, William 

Bradford became the Governor of the new land. After their first critical 

harvest, he set aside time for the Pilgrims and their new Native American 

friends to feast together and express their thanks to God. He became the 

Father of Thanksgiving Day.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-105 P-I GEORGE WASHINGTON 

(ANIMATED HERO SERIES)

"The father of our nation," George Washington, comes thrillingly alive in 

this electrifying animated video about the general's extraordinary military 

exploits. This inspiring tale in the Animated Hero Classics series shows 

Washington's leadership-courageous, determined, humble, brave, and 

patriotic.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-106 P-I LEONARDO DA VINCI 

(ANIMATED HERO SERIES)

This intriguing program not only introduces the towering figure of da 

Vinci but also paints a moving portrait of a humble man whose deep 

concern for others won him a lasting place in the hearts of his fifteenth 

century countrymen. The amazing breadth and depth of de Vinci's unique 

genius and character provides wonderful proof of the power of humility.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-107 P-I POCAHONTAS (ANIMATED HERO 

SERIES)

Except for the raw courage of a native American peacemaker named 

Pocahontas, the English settlers at Jamestown in the early seventeenth 

century soon would have died from starvation and exposure. Her brave 

intervention both saved the settlers' lives and brought peace between two 

very different peoples. (Animated Hero Classics)

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-109 I-H DANIEL BOONE Looking back at the trail Boone blazed through American history, this 

video returns to the 18th century Kentucky to meet the boy who became an 

expert marksman. It heads west with the young man who escaped Indian 

capture four times. Then it returns to our nation's capital to visit the wise 

statesman who advised U.S. presidents on policies of expansion. Daniel 

Boone remains our country's most outstanding example of courage, 

leadership, and independent spirit.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-11 J-H PRESIDENTS OF A NEW NATION 

(1789-1829)

This video contains an in-depth review of the six great leaders who, along 

with a handful of others such as Ben Franklin and Alexander Hamilton, 

created a new government which has survived two centuries. Included are 

George Washington, John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, James 

Monroe and John Quincy Adams.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-110 J-H DAVY CROCKETT: AMERICAN 

FRONTIER LEGEND

Davy Crockett really was "born on a mountain top in Tennessee." Child of a 

poor pioneer family, Davy mastered the skills of hunter, scout and 

woodsman. Self-educated, he rose from the backwoods to the U.S. 

Congress. Following a losing bid for reelection, Crockett left Washington 

for Texas where he faced his defeat bravely defending the Alamo. He won, 

nevertheless, his legendary status in the American imagination.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-111 J-H GEORGE CUSTER: SHOWDOWN 

AT LITTLE BIG HORN

Despite graduating last in his class at West Point, Custer distinguished 

himself during the Civil War and was promoted to general at the age of 23. 

He was then assigned to drive the Sioux Indians into reservations. But on 

June 25, 1876, a devastating miscalculation of Indian strength at little big 

Horn River resulted in the massacre of all his men.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-112 J-H BUFFALO BILL: SHOWMAN OF 

THE WEST 

He was one of the Wild West's most legendary characters. This video tells 

the story of the man whose real life adventures were more exciting than 

fiction. He was a messenger for the railroad, a Pony Express rider, a 

prospector, an Indian scout, and a buffalo hunter. But his biggest claim to 

fame was his fantastic Wild West Show. With sidekicks Annie Oakley and 

Sitting Bull, Buffalo Bill Cody shaped our modern perception of the "Old 

West".

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-115 J-H GENGHIS KHAN - TERROR AND 

CONQUEST

This video travels back to ancient Mongolia, China, and Persia to recount 

the life and conquests of Khan. The legend of the illiterate peasant who 

unified the Mongol tribes into a ferocious fighting force is told as never 

before. Remembered mostly for his savage cruelty, Khan used his uncanny 

motivational powers to develop a vast empire across central Asia, bringing 

untold spoils to his domain.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-116 J-H MARCO POLO-JOURNEY TO THE 

EAST

This video traces this daring explorer's spectacular life from start to finish. 

This shows Polo's route to the fabled court of Kublai Khan and then to Java, 

Ceylon, and India before returning to Polo's home city of Venice, where 

friends who decades before had given him up for dead celebrated his 

triumphant return.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-117 H CONFUCIUS Confucius' name is synonymous with ageless wisdom. His teachings are 

often cited as the inspiration behind East Asia's current "economic miracle." 

Travel back to China's troubled feudal era to tell Confucius' dramatic story, 

from his impoverished childhood and down the long road to his years as a 

celebrated teacher.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-119 J-H LEIF ERICSON: VOYAGES OF A 

VIKING

Before the Pilgrims, before Columbus, before the Conquistadors, there was 

Leif Ericson the first European to set foot on North American soil. This 

video brings to life the stirring saga of this Viking adventurer who visited 

our shores around the year 1,000 AD. This video follows the fateful journey 

that secured the great explorer's place in history.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-12 J-H PRESIDENTS OF A NATIONAL 

STRUGGLE (1829-1901)

The 19th Century saw varying forms of leadership in the personalities of its 

Presidents. It was an era of substantial accomplishments and strife. This 

video covers the 18 presidents who served during this time.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-120 J-H PONCE DE LEON-THE FIRST 

CONQUISTADOR

The full story of the Spaniard’s quest for wealth, power, and eternal youth 

is discovered by retracing his quest and conquests in the New World. 

Ponce de Leon gained fame when he voyaged to the Americas with 

Columbus in the 16th century. There, he discovered Florida and served as 

Puerto Rico's first governor.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-121 J-H ATILLA: THE SCOURGE OF GOD This video shows the fifth-century ruler in a true light. Shrewd and 

intelligent, charismatic and compassionate, Attila the Hun used his most 

forceful attributes to forge a loose confederation of nomadic tribes into the 

most fearsome military machine of its time.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-122 H MARIE ANTOINETTE: THE 

TRAGIC QUEEN

This video deals with France two hundred years ago. She was married to 

Louis the XIV's grandson when she was fourteen. During the French 

Revolution, she was beheaded during Revolution.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-123 I-H NAPOLEON BONAPARTE: THE 

GLORY OF FRANCE

The program traces the rise and fall of the Corsican commander, traveling 

across Europe in search of the true story of this towering historical figure.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-124 J-H ELIZABETH I: THE VIRGIN QUEEN One of the most important rulers in history, Elizabeth I came to the throne 

at a time when England was under threat of annexation from abroad and 

collapse from within. When she died after a reign of 45 years, she left 

behind a nation protected by the greatest navy on earth and in the midst of 

a cultural explosion she made possible.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-125 H MUSSOLINI: ITALY'S NIGHTMARE The enigmatic journalist Benito Mussolini seized power through a potent 

combination of terror and persuasion. Promising glory while crushing his 

enemies, he held Italy in his grasp for more than two decades. Eyewitness 

experts reveal how his alliance with Hitler ultimately destroyed his country 

and led to his execution and mutilation by Italian partisans.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-126 J-H NICHOLAS & ALEXANDRA The tragic story of Russia's last czar and his czarina revealed. Intimate 

diaries, letters and personal effects from the once-sealed Imperial Archives 

tell the astonishing story of the Romanov's reign. Chilling eyewitness 

accounts, testimony from executioners, and a somber exhumation finally 

put to rest the enigma of their dynasty's horrifying end. This is the ultimate 

chronicle of a romance that changed the world.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-128 H CLEOPATRA: DESTINY'S QUEEN Cleopatra was the most powerful woman of the ancient world. Already a 

temptress at age twelve, she offered herself as a gift to Julius Caesar, then 

used his influence to capture the Egyptian throne from her brother. Later, 

when the powerful Marc Antony summoned her to Tarsus, she arrived on a 

river barge dressed as the goddess Venus.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-129 J-H KING ARTHUR: HIS LIFE AND 

LEGENDS

Join BIOGRAPHY for a wondrous look at the adventure, the romance and 

the bravery that have fueled imaginations for over a thousand years--the 

stirring legend of King Arthur!

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-13 J-H PRESIDENTS OF A WORLD POWER 

(1901-1992)

In a little over 100 years the U.S. became a world power. Video highlights 

the accomplishments of each of the men who served as president during 

the 20th century.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-130 J-H HERCULES: POWER OF THE GODS Explore the remarkable story of the original muscleman, the mythological 

hero whose name is synonymous with strength.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-135 H EDGAR ALLAN POE He is the uncontested master of the macabre, a genius whose melancholy 

nature made his own life as tragic as one of his strange tales. Edgar Allan 

Poe's haunting poems and chilling stories established him as one of the 

most important men of American letters. But behind his popularity and 

artistic success was a personal life defined by broken hopes and failure.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-136 J-H F. SCOTT FITZGERALD-THE 

GREAT AMERICAN DREAME R

His flamboyant lifestyle epitomized the madcap excess of the Roaring 

Twenties. His classic stories made him one of the most important American 

authors of the twentieth century.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-137 J-H H.G. WELLS H.G. Wells is best known as the author of science fiction masterpieces, but 

his fame reaches beyond these early works. He predicted the invention of 

many modern technologies. Some of his astonishing forecasts include 

chemical warfare, the atom bomb, and computer chips. It is no wondered 

Wells was called "The Man Who Invented Tomorrow."

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-138 J-H MARK TWAIN: HIS AMAZING 

ADVENTURES

He was an American original, a gifted and irreverent story-teller whose 

portrayal of a young nation captured the imagination of the world. On the 

trails of the Wild West, on the streets of New York, and in the shore towns 

of his beloved Mississippi River, Mark Twain lived out the greatest 

adventures of nineteenth-century America.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-139 J-H STEPHEN KING: FEAR, FAME & 

FORTUNE

Explore the life of this American author of contemporary horror, suspense, 

science fiction and fantasy fiction.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-14 J-H ROBERT E. LEE Robert E. Lee was an American soldier and general in the Confederate 

States Army. In this rank he took part in the Mexican War and repeatedly 

winning distinction for his conduct and bravery.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-140 J-H TONI MORRISON Toni Morrison's novel Beloved won the 1988 Pulitzer Prize, establishing her 

more firmly than ever as a major chronicler of the black experience in 

America and as one of the nation's finest writers. With a warm, intelligent, 

and knowledgeable approach, she talks about the problems of slavery and 

its appalling legacy, revealing the true story on which Beloved was based.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-141 J-H WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE William Shakespeare's tumultuous life produced an unmatched legacy of 

drama and poetry. But the Bard's own story remains, for the most part, a 

mystery. This video puts together the clues of Shakespeare's identity, from 

his comfortable youth in Stratford-on-Avon and his marriage to an older 

woman at eighteen to the night of carousing that led to his death at age fifty-

two.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-142 J-H JOHN STEINBECK Born in Salinas, California, novelist John Steinbeck was best noted for his 

portrayal of the proletariat. His writing realistically depicted the 

economically depressed in the U.S., particularly the itinerant farm laborers 

of California. Grapes of Wrath is the novel which best fits this 

characterization. The subjects of his writings included the sea, traveling, 

and common people.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-143 J-H CHARLES DICKENS Born to a life of obscurity and dark despair, his genius made him one of the 

most successful and beloved figures of his time.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-145 J-H POCAHONTAS: HER TRUE STORY She was the Native American princess who, at the age of twelve, saved the 

life of English explorer Captain John Smith. Popular history remembers her 

for a single act of courage. Yet Pocahontas had a vision of peaceful 

cooperation between the European settlers and her own people that was far 

ahead of its time-and jeopardized her life on more than one occasion.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-146 J-H CRAZY HORSE-THE LAST 

WARRIOR

When General George Custer and his men blundered into Little Bighorn, 

Crazy Horse was lying in wait. He was there when the Sioux defeated 

General George Crook in the Battle of the Rosebud. This is the story of one 

of the fiercest Indian warriors of the west. Crazy Horse etched his legend 

into the American landscape by standing his ground long after other tribes 

had succumbed to the westward advance of the pioneers.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-147 H PANCHO VILLA: OUTLAW HERO Was he a decorated national hero or a merciless outlaw? The truth falls 

somewhere between the facts and the folklore about him. Was he a 

Mexican Robin Hood or a murderer? He was a general in the 

Revolutionary Army and later moved in the Governor's Palace.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-148 J-H SITTING BULL: CHIEF OF THE 

LAKOTA NATION

Medicine man, Warrior, Spiritualist. His name was Sitting Bull, and he was 

one of the fiercest foes the U. S. Army ever faced. Sitting Bull led the Lakota 

Sioux to victory over General Custer at Little Big Horn. He taught his 

braves new fighting techniques to combat the advance of the white man. 

But it was his talent for spurring others into action that the army feared 

most. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-149 J-H JAMES JOYCE Explore the life of this Irish writer and poet. He was considered to be one of 

the most influential writes of the 20th century, and a key figure in the 

development of the modernist novel.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-15 J-H SUSAN B. ANTHONY Susan B. Anthony endured threats and ridicule in her tireless quest for 

reform. Her pioneering efforts helped found America's first civil rights 

movement-and blazed a trail for countless others to follow.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-150 J-H MUHAMMAD Muhammad was the founder of the religion of Islam, and is regarded by 

Muslims as a messenger and prophet of God. He was a Diplomat, 

merchant, philosopher, orator, legislator, reformer, military general.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-151 H MOZART Mozart was vulgar, extravagant and bawdy. But, inside this childish man 

lived history's greatest musical genius.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-152 H BEETHOVEN: THE SOUND AND 

THE FURY

This musical genius was tormented by loneliness, heartbreak and the loss 

of his hearing. But, his talent transcended his anguish and the music he 

created has endured through time.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-153 H LEONARDO DA VINCI: 

RENAISSANCE MASTER

Leonardo da Vinci is widely regarded as the greatest artist who ever lived. 

Yet this remarkable genius was equally skilled as an architect, engineer and 

scientist.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-154 H MICHELANGELO: ARTIST AND 

MAN

Michelangelo Buonarotti is one of the greatest artists of all time, a man 

whose name has become synonymous with the word "masterpiece"

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-155 H ANDY WARHOL: A LIFE ON THE 

EDGE

Andrew Warhola, known as Andy Warhol was an American painter, 

printmaker, and filmmaker. He was a leading figure in the visual art 

movement known as pop art.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-156 H NORMAN ROCKWELL With over 300 "Saturday Evening Post" covers to his credit, Norman 

Rockwell is unquestionably America's most popular and famous illustrator. 

His "Four Freedoms" became a World War II poster as influential as Uncle 

Sam's pointing finger.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-157 H ANSEL ADAMS: PHOTOGRAPHER An absorbing and warm-hearted portrait of Ansel Adams. Captures the 

spirit and artistry of the man as he talks about his life and demonstrates the 

technique that made his work legendary.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-16 I-H MOTHER TERESA: A LIFE OF 

DEVOTION

She responded to her calling like no other in modern times. Her 

phenomenal labors on behalf of the poor, unwanted and needy earned her 

the name "the saint of the gutters." She earned countless accolades and 

awards-yet as her fame grew, she remained unchanged, giving all she had 

to help the least fortunate.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-17 I-H DIANA, THE TRUE STORY Her grace, beauty and strength made her a beloved icon to millions. When 

she died in 1997, the loss was felt around the world.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-18 I-H OZZIE AND HARRIET: THE 

ADVENTURES OF AMERICA 'S 

FAVORITE FAMILY

The series starred Ozzie Nelson and his wife, singer Harriet Nelson, and 

their young sons, David and Eric Nelson, better known as Ricky. The series 

became synonymous with the 1950s ideal American Family life.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-19 H IN SEARCH OF BIN LADEN This video provides background and insight into bin Laden's life and 

motives, from his formative experience in the Afghan jihad against the 

Soviets, to the 1998 bombings of two United States embassies in Africa and 

his statements and fatwahs calling for the murder of Americans. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-2 I-H BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: CITIZEN 

OF THE WORLD

He was America's ambassador to the world-a unique individual who came 

to symbolize the inventiveness and industriousness of an entire nation.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-20 J-H HO-CHI MINH Ho Chi Minh was a Vietnamese Communist revolutionary that inspired by 

the basic message of freedom and equality in the Western liberal tradition; 

spoke out strongly against the oppressive policies of the French and later, 

the Americans. His speeches embodied a political activism that would 

make him a national hero and help lead his country to independence.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-21 J-H JOHN WILKES BOOTH: ASSASSIN 

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Long before he changed the course of history with a single bullet, John 

Wilkes Booth made a name for himself in 19th century America. This video 

looks at the life of this one-time star to find out who the man behind the 

derringer really was.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-22 I-H MUHAMMAD ALI Heavyweight Champion - "Shows the life and the many struggles of a 

famous athlete. Good story for discussing the moral character and the 

decisions one has to make in following one's beliefs." 
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-23 J-H HIROHITO Labeled a demigod by his own people, Hirohito became known 

internationally first as a warmonger, then a conciliator, and finally a 

symbol of Japan's rebirth. Starting with his ascension to the Emperor's 

throne, this video examines the early days of his reign, when his lust for 

power carried Japan to the heights of aggression in Asia and the Pacific. It 

explores Hirohito's responsibility for Japan's bitter defeat in WWII, his 

renunciation of divine power, and his role in his country's miraculous post-

war resurgence.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-24 I-H THE MYSTERY OF AMELIA 

EARHART

In 1937, Amelia Earhart, the first woman to fly around the world, 

mysteriously disappeared. No trace of Miss Earhart, the navigator, or the 

plane was ever found. This film dramatically covers the immediate events 

surrounding her disappearance and the main elements that have 

contributed to that mystery. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-25 H A WOMAN'S PLACE This film not only pays tribute to notable individuals who have made great 

contributions to society, but it celebrates the fact that today A Woman's 

Place is, everywhere! The material is not presented in chronological order 

but is paced to sequences that logically relate to each other-such as women 

in the arts, in science, women in business, women in athletics, women who 

dared to be "first".

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-26 J-H MALCOLMX: A SEARCH FOR 

IDENTITY

Biography brings you his complete story, beginning with his childhood in 

the racist and segregated America of the Jazz Age, and his early years as 

the Harlem hoodlum "Detroit Red." You'll follow the future leader through 

his prison conversion and rise to prominence with the Nation of Islam, 

where he became a voice of hope for African-Americans.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-27 H JACKIE ROBINSON Scenes of lynching and 60's civil rights protest and beatings. Some 

educational value. Constant blacks vs. whites theme. Evaluation depends 

on your view of this subject. If you are trying to teach how difficult blacks 

had it in the 40s-60s and make Jackie a hero to those oppressed people, then 

this would be appropriate.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-28 I-H GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER Born into slavery and reared during Reconstruction, George Washington 

Carver struggled through poor health, poverty, and prejudice...to become a 

great benefactor, not only to his people...but to his country as well. Carver 

is known in history books as the "peanut man." But his work as a creative 

scientist stretches far beyond that endeavor.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-29 I-J BENJAMIN FRANKLIN Franklin tells his own life story: his careers as a printer, author and 

inventor; his ambassadorship to France; his involvement in the creation of 

the Declaration of Independence; his participation in the Constitutional 

Convention.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-3 J-H PAUL REVERE: THE MIDNIGHT 

RIDER

As a leader of the Sons of Liberty, he risked death as a courier and spy and 

helped organize the Boston Tea Party. A master silversmith-his work is still 

admired today-he used his skills to engrave powerful propaganda, 

enraging British rulers. This unique video tells Paul Revere's complete 

story.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-31 J-H THE EARP BROTHERS: LAWMEN 

OF THE WEST

The jury is still out on the Earp brothers. Did this family of gunslingers 

uphold the law in the wild boomtowns they were hired to protect? Or were 

they ruthless killers who used their badges to rise above the law? From 

their mid-western roots during the Civil War to the western cattle and 

mining towns of Dodge City, Tombstone and Leadsville and the Gold Rush 

years in California. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-32 H ROBIN HOOD: OUTLAW OF THE 

FOREST

Everyone knows the legend of Robin Hood and his band of Merry Men. But 

how true is the story? In this video the facts and myths about this 

chivalrous champion of the poor emerge from the darkness of Nottingham 

Forest.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-33 H SIGMUND FREUD This biography covers Freud's life from medical experimentation with 

cocaine to latent sexuality in babies. Deals and shows private life and his 

persecution as a Jew.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-34 J-H MAO TSE TUNG Mao Zedong was a Han Chinese revolutionary, political theorist and 

communist leader. He ruled the People's Republic of China as a dictator 

from its establishment in 1949 until his death in 1976. Controversial 

political figure known for his theoretical contributions, military strategies, 

and his brand of Communist policies.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-35 J-H COLIN POWELL: A SOLDIER'S 

CAMPAIGN

Colin L Powell's story is one of guts and grace, from his humble beginnings 

in the South Bronx and two grueling tours in Vietnam to the masterful 

command of Allied forces in the Persian Gulf. But perhaps his most 

remarkable achievements took place behind the scenes in a peacetime 

Pentagon, where he confidently raised above racial barriers to become the 

most powerful officer in the military.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-36 J-H GANDHI-PILGRIM OF PEACE In a world fraught with war, Gandhi proved that violence is not the only 

road to change. In the process, he became one of the most influential 

figures of the 20th century. This is a story of the man whose campaign of 

"truth and firmness" brought a great power to its knees.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-37 J-H SHERLOCK HOLMES: THE GREAT 

DETECTIVE

Learn about this fictional character of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

A brilliant London-based consulting detective, well known for his astute 

logical reasoning, his ability to take almost any disguise, and his forensic 

science skills to solve difficult cases. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-39 J-H SENATOR JOSEPH MCCARTHY: 

AN AMERICAN INQUISITOR

This video tells the tale of the Senator who made his name by ruining the 

reputations of others during the Communist "witch hunts" of the 1950s. In 

interviews with war-time buddies, reporters, and neighbors, McCarthy's 

rise from a mid-western chicken farm to the Senate floor is traced by those 

who knew him best.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-4 J-H JOSEPH STALIN: RED TERROR Joseph Stalin dominated his nation like few other rulers. Among the most 

ruthless tyrants in history, the full extent of his atrocities may never be 

known. BIOGRAPHY profiles the former seminary student who sent well 

over 20 million people to their deaths.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-40 J-H RH MACY: MERCHANT PRINCE "Merchant Prince", presents the complete story of this retail pioneer and 

traces the empire that formed around his name. Learn how the Straus 

family took over the business after Macy's death and transformed it into the 

world's largest single store.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-41 I-H WILD BILL HICKOCK: 

GENTLEMAN OF THE OLD WEST

He was a figure in the American Old West. His skills as a gunfighter and 

scout, along with his reputation as a lawman, provided the basis for his 

fame. His nickname of Will Bill has inspired similar nicknames for men 

known for their daring in various fields.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-42 I-H HELEN KELLER Very good biographical information. I would recommend using with 

intermediate children only if Helen Keller is being studied, definitely not an 

entertainment film." Janice Powell & Evelyn Harrison, Richard Gird As an 

infant a severe illness left Helen Keller blind and deaf, but she refused to let 

these disabilities prevent her from making her mark. Her success as a 

scholar and lecturer inspired many. She proved to the world that strength, 

determination and patience can make any obstacle surmountable. She is 

truly one of the most remarkable women in history. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-43 J-H THE AMERICAN WOMAN: 

PORTRAITS OF COURAGE

Join Patricia Neal for a fascinating look into the lives of women who altered 

the course of history in America. From the earliest days of our nation, 

women have struggled to uphold human dignity, break down unjust 

barriers and pave the way for opportunity for future generations.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-45 J-H CHURCHILL Sir Winston Churchill was one of the most influential leaders of all-time. 

Perhaps more than any other, he alone represented Great Britain at its very 

finest hour. Churchill was an aristocrat who possessed the common touch. 

He was a brilliant orator, a great writer and an inspiring leader whose 

unyielding courage helped shape the course of world history.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-46 J-H WILMA RUDOLPH Wilma Rudolph was born the twentieth of 22 children to a poor family in 

the segregated South. Partially paralyzed by polio, her strong will and 

determination helped her to walk...and then run to win three Olympic gold 

medals in track and field. Rudolph is remembered as one of America's 

greatest female athletes.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-47 I-H AMERICAN PRESIDENTS Learn the amazing facts about America's Presidents. Many questions about 

our chief executives will be answered in this lively video that reviews the 

extraordinary facts about the men who have occupied the White House. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-48 I-H MANDELA'S FIGHT FOR 

FREEDOM                                                                                                                                                                       

(BEHIND BARS-FREE AT LAST)                                                                                                                    

VOL. 1

From youthful protester, to political prisoner, to the president of a newly 

free nation, Nelson Mandela embodies the ideals of freedom as no other 

man of this time. This is the story of a living legend in an epic tale of the 

triumph of democracy over the tyranny of race. Told in the voices of those, 

black and white, which created a new nation of hope on the ruins of hate.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-49 J-H MANDLEA'S FIGHT FOR 

FREEDOM                                                                                                                                                                    

(THE MAJORITY RULES)                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

VOL. 2

From youthful protester to political prisoner. To the president of a newly 

free nation, Nelson Mandela embodies the ideals of freedom as no other 

man of this time. This is the story of a living legend in an epic tale of the 

triumph of democracy over the tyranny of race. Told in the voices of those, 

black and white, which created a new nation of hope on the ruins of hate.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-5 H EISENHOWER AND THE COLD 

WAR

Examines the development of Cold War diplomacy during the Eisenhower 

years, describes the American response to international crises, and defines 

the expanded realm of American international interests.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-50 J-H FIDEL CASTRO Fidel Castro led a remarkable six-year fight to rescue his country from a 

corrupt regime. Yet the rebel leader who claimed he was not interested in 

leading the new government soon became dictatorial, ordering executions 

and imprisoning many thousands of political opponents. Rare archival 

footage chronicles his rise and rule, while interviews with people who 

know him offer insight into the man himself.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-51 I-H AMELIA EARHART: QUEEN OF 

THE AIR

A daredevil and a tomboy, Amelia Earhart always knew she would make 

her mark in history. Earhart's most famous act was her last--her 

disappearance while attempting to fly around the world. What really 

happened? This extraordinary program tells the dramatic story.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-52 I-H THE REAL BUDDY HOLLY STORY This entertaining and enlightening show is the most definitive biography of 

Buddy Holly ever assembled, featuring interviews with members of The 

Crickets and many of Buddy Holly's family and friends who knew him 

best.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-53 J-H CESAR CHAVEZ (1927-1993) Cesar Chavez dedicated his lifetime to the fight against injustices suffered 

by migrant farm workers-both immigrants and workers who, like Chavez 

were born in the U.S. Chavez founded the United Farm Workers of 

America, AFL-CIO labor union. Before he founded the AFL-CIO labor 

union, workers had no way to challenge the bad working conditions and 

salaries far below the minimum wage with no benefits.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-54 J-H HENRY FORD "The way to make automobiles is to make one automobile like another 

automobile, to make them all alike." With this premise, Henry Ford 

launched the idea of the assembly line, the automotive industry, and an 

American Dynasty. He left the farm at fifteen to become a mechanic and 

then a race car driver.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-55 H SCHWARZKOPF: HOW THE WAR 

WAS WON

This video contains the now famous military briefing, in its entirety, in 

which General Schwarzkopf explains the military tactics that led to the 

conclusion of the Gulf War.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-56 I-H MICHAEL JORDAN: OFF COURT This is the story of how a fierce competitive nature and desire to be the best 

propelled Jordan to off-court stardom. Follow "MJ" as he grows from a 

talented youth into the symbol of success and excellence he is today. Hear 

his coaches, competitors, and friends pay tribute to this excellent role 

model. This grandson of a tobacco sharecropper annually funnels $10 

billion into the United States' economy.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-57 I-H TIGER WOODS: HEART OF A 

CHAMPION

This video explores how a talented 2-year-old who stole the limelight on 

the "Mike Douglas Show" rose to being a "legend on the loose." Experience 

the excitement as Tiger dominates the amateur tour, then goes on to repeat 

this success in his first year on the professional tour. Also highlighted is his 

first major championship win in Augusta.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-58 J-H THE ROCKEFELLERS The Rockefellers, the Cleveland family of John D. Rockefeller and his 

brother William, is an American industrial, banking and political family of 

British/German origin that made one of the world's largest private fortunes 

in the oil business during the 19th and early 20th century, primarily 

through the Standard Oil Company. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-59 J-H THE KELLOGG BROTHERS: CORN 

FLAKE KINGS

Video about the Kellogg Brothers, the Corn Flake Cereal Kings.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-60 J-H ANDREW CARNEGIE: PRINCE OF 

STEEL

He was a Scottish-American industrialist businessman, entrepreneur and a 

major philanthropist. He was one of the famous leaders of industry of the 

late 19th and early 20th centuries.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-61 J-H THE DUPONT'S: AMERICA'S 

WEALTHIEST FAMILY

The DuPont's are one of the most powerful and secretive families in 

America. They first made their fortune by manufacturing gunpowder, and 

they are known throughout the world for the company that bears their 

name.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-62 J-H J.C. PENNEY: MAIN STREET 

MILLIONAIRE

Chain store executive, pioneer in profit sharing, and philanthropist, James 

Cash Penney built a corporate empire following business precepts based on 

the Golden Rule.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-63 J-H THE WOOLWORTH'S: FIVE AND 

DIME FORTUNE AND FAILURE

An original American five-dime store. The first Woolworth store was 

founded with a $300 loan by Frank Winfield Woolworth.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-64 J-H SAM WALTON: BARGAIN 

BILLIONAIRE

He made a fortune by slashing prices. In thirty years, he went from dime-

store merchant to America's richest man. Sam Walton single-handedly 

created a retail empire. By selling everything from cookies to washing 

machines at rock-bottom prices, he made Wal-Mart into the nation's largest 

retailer.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-65 J-H THE VANDERBILTS: AN 

AMERICAN DYNASTY

This is the story the Dutch family who created railroad and shipping 

empires during the prominent 1800s, due to the family patriarch Cornelius 

Vanderbilt. Their members were the leaders of the high American Society, 

until their fall in the early 1900s, known as the Fall of the House of 

Vanderbilt.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-66 J-H HOWARD CARTER: TRIUMPH & 

TREASURE

Howard Carter was an English archaeologist and Egyptologist, noted as a 

primary discoverer of the tomb of Tutankhamen in 1922.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-67 I-H MILTON HERSHEY: THE 

CHOLOLATE KING

He built one of the great American fortunes from the ground up. But in an 

era of ruthless robber-barons, he had a different idea of success; He treated 

his employees with respect. With a combination of ingenuity and 

persistence, he built his Hershey Chocolate Company into a bustling 

enterprise for himself and his workers.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-68 J-H BILL GATES Bill Gates is the Microsoft Founder. He is the King of the Microsoft 

Industry. Growing up he went to a private school called Lakeside. He knew 

when he was in high school that he wanted to be involved with computers. 

In the fall of '73 he went to Harvard and thought that he would study law. 

He became involved with Paul Allen and the two of them came up with the 

first personal computer. Gates was a billionaire at the age of 31.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-69 H FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT                                                                                                                                                                                

(PART 1)

PART 1: The greatest of all American architects. He was a genius, a man 

who believed he was destined to redesign the world, creating everything 

anew. 
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-70 H FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT                                                                                                                                                                                     

(PART 2)

PART 2: Lloyd designed over eight hundred buildings including the 

Guggenhem Museum, the Johnson Wax Building, Fallingwater and more.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-71 P-H ALBERT EINSTEIN:                                                                                                                                                                             

LIGHT TO THE POWER OF 2

This is a wonderful story of friendship, prejudice and believing in oneself. 

A highly unlikely meeting of minds occurs in the USA during the 1950s, 

when visiting professor Albert Einstein comes to the rescue of a young 

African-American girl. Nine-year-old Lannie is unmotivated and her poor 

grades at school drive her struggling parents to despair.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-72 P-H GALILEO: ON THE SHOULDERS 

OF GIANTS

This video blends light comedy with drama and revolves around an 

unusual friendship between the great visionary genius Galileo and Cosimo 

de Medici. Cosimo ultimately champions his mentor's observations that the 

Earth revolves around the sun, the moon revolves around the Earth. He 

helps Galileo set forth the law of falling bodies and invent the telescope.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-73 P-H MARIE CURIE: MORE THAN 

MEETS THE EYE

This video drama is set during WWI, when the two Boudreau sisters decide 

to aid the war effort by catching spies. The strange comings and goings of 

scientist Marie Curie makes her a prime suspect. When Martine and Elaine 

Boudreau follow Madame Curie to the battle front, they discover that Curie 

is actually using science to save lives.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-74 P-H EDISON: THE WIZARD OF LIGHT This historical video opens the world of science to young viewers. The 

Edison video is told through the eyes of Jack Maloney, a young orphan 

who escapes from an orphanage and becomes Thomas Edison's apprentice.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-75 P-H NEWTON: A TALE OF TWO 

ISAACS

This video revolves around Newton finding mathematical ways of 

explaining and predicting planetary motion. The magnitude of what 

Newton gave up to devote himself to his science is presented through the 

contrast between his solitary life and the life choices made by his 

apprentice, Humphrey Newton.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-76 I-H THE LIFE AND MIND OF ALBERT 

EINSTEIN

Take a journey inside the mind of a genius. Albert Einstein was considered 

by many to be the greatest thinker of the 20th Century. His amazing 

discoveries gave scientists around the world new insights about the 

universe in which we live.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-77 J-H OPPENHEIMER, J. ROBERT - 

FATHER OF THE ATOMIC BOMB

Physics professor J. Robert Oppenheimer was plucked from the University 

of California at Berkeley to lead the army's top secret Manhattan Project in 

1942. Three years later, his mission completed, the former professor became 

a government advisor on nuclear weapons. Oppenheimer chose to 

campaign against further development of nuclear arms.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-78 I-H WILBUR & ORVILLE: DREAM OF 

FLYING

Wilbur and Orville Wright were talented and creative master years ahead 

of the leading inventors of their time. This video is a dramatic portrait of 

the brothers who first conquered space but were defeated by the weight of 

the world.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-79 J-H THOMAS A. EDISON - FATHER OF 

INVENTION

Join hosts Peter Graves and Jack Perkins as BIOGRAPHY profiles the most 

important people of our century and centuries past.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-8 H TRUMAN AND CONTAINMENT This video documents the growing tensions between the U.S. and the 

Soviet Union and the end of WWII, identifies the origins of the Cold War, 

and examines why the U.S. pursued a policy of containment in post-war 

years.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-80 J-H ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL-

VOICE OF INVENTION

Alexander Graham Bell was an eminent scientist, inventor, who is credited 

with inventing the first practical telephone.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-81 J-H SIR ISSAC NEWTON-THE GRAVITY 

OF GENIUS

A&E Biography examines the life and remarkable genius of Sir Isaac 

Newton, the father of modern science.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-82 J-H NEWTON: MIND THAT FOUND 

THE FUTURE

Looks at Newton both in his own time, as a strange, hermetic genius who 

discovered the law of gravity twenty years before he told anyone about it, 

and as an influence on our own time. Edmund Halley, Newton's friend and 

colleague, tells us about Newton.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-83 J-H GALILEO: CHALLENGE TO 

REASON

Shows Galileo's experiments and dramatizes the conflict between Galileo's 

new scientific thinking and the church's authority. States that although in 

the end Galileo recants, it is view which is to dominate the West in 

succeeding centuries.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-84 I-J GALILEO AND HIS UNIVERSE A "You Are There" production, narrated by Walter Cronkite, this video 

takes viewers to the 17th century to explore the origins of Galileo's 

"heretical" ideas, his confrontation with Father Tommasco Caccini, and his 

appearance before the Inquisition.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-85 J-H MARIE CURIE: A LOVE STORY This dramatic program recounts the story of Marie Sklodowska Curie's life, 

her marriage to Dr. Pierre Curie, their Nobel Prize for physics, Pierre's 

tragic death and Marie's continued work which led to her second Nobel 

Prize.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-86 I-J AMERICAN INVENTORS The Commission of the Bicentennial of the United States Constitution has 

granted official recognition to "American Inventors". This means that the 

Commission has recognized this project to be of "exceptional merit with 

national significance, and substantial educational and historical value"

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-87 I-J HARRIET TUBMAN AND THE 

UNDERGROUND RAILROAD

Video uses a "you are there" theme. Newscasters interview key people in 

telling the story of Harriett Tubman and the Underground Railroad. Some 

people interviewed are: a slave owner, Harriett's father, a Quaker couple, 

Jefferson Davis, abolitionist Garrison, and Harriett. 

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-9 I-H STALIN This video presents the life of Stalin so that students may gain insight into 

the nature of Communism and the nature of one of the ruthless dictators of 

history.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-90 P-I BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 

(ANIMATED HERO SERIES)

High into the stormy sky, a kite with an iron point bobs in the wind. 

Suddenly, lightning cuts through the sky and a spark emits from the key 

attached to the kite string. As Ben Franklin watched the lightning gouge 

Philadelphia’s night sky, he came up with a brilliant discovery that would 

change the world forever.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-91 P-I ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL 

(ANIMATED HERO SERIES)

Discover how compassion and determination can lead to world-changing 

inventions as Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922) and his partner, Thomas 

Watson; turn a project that could merely improve the telegraph system into 

one that leads to the dream of the telephone!

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-92 P-I THOMAS EDISON AND THE 

ELECTRIC LIGHT (ANIMATE D 

HERO SERIES)

Never was genius more fun! Thomas Edison opens up the laboratory of 

America's most celebrated inventor and invites you to explore its secrets. 

This fast-paced, bird's eye view of Edison's legendary persistence takes you 

behind the scenes to reveal the hard work and sheer excitement of daily 

discoveries with "the Wizard of Menlo Park."

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-93 P-I LOUIS PASTEUR (ANIMATED 

HERO SERIES)

Join the adventure as Louis Pasteur (1822-1895) sets out to solve some of 

the greatest medical mysteries of all time. Along the way, the great French 

scientist struggles against personal tragedies, doubting "official science" 

and failed experiments. Yet his determination never deserts him, even 

when Pasteur faces his greatest challenge of all. Will a rabies vaccine tested 

only on animals save a boy's life? Should he even risk such a bold step?

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-94 P-I MARIE CURIE (ANIMATED HERO 

SERIES)

At an early age, Marie Curie was taught the importance of education. As an 

adult, she became an amazing heroine of science. Her devotion to her work, 

despite poverty and sickness, gave the world the theory of radioactivity, 

the discovery of plutonium, and the isolation of radium. Marie Curie was 

the first person to receive two Nobel Prizes, but she chose not to profit from 

her research on radium so that the findings could be used for cancer 

research.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-95 P-I FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE 

(ANIMATED HERO SERIES)

It was the height of the Crimean War, and English soldiers were dying by 

the hundreds. Battlefield losses were expected, but it was the shocking 

conditions of British field hospitals that caused scores of the deaths. Into 

these rat and flea-infested facilities stepped a woman of uncompromising 

convictions, great patience and an iron will.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-96 P-I THE WRIGHT BROTHERS 

(ANIMATED HERO SERIES)

This is the thrilling story of how two American bicycle repairmen (the 

Wright Brothers) ignored the scoffers and risked everything, including 

their very lives, as they persevered to realize their vision of becoming the 

first to manage powered flight.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-97 P-I GALILEO (ANIMATED HERO 

SERIES)

Galileo was the extraordinary astronomer and inventor who discovered the 

truth, at the risk of his reputation and freedom. He refused to support a 

false view of the universe and spent the last eight years of his life under 

house arrest.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-98 P-I JOAN OF ARC (ANIMATED HERO 

SERIES)

Story of Joan of Arc. The year is 1429. France clings desperately to 

independence as English invaders advance ever more deeply into French 

territory. Just as the city of Orleans seems certain to fall, a 16-year-old 

maiden from Lorraine rises out of nowhere and through sheer, bold faith 

rallies her countrymen to a surprising victory. The celebration is short-

lived; through treachery the English kidnap the girl, brand her a witch, and 

burn her at the stake. (Animated Hero Classics)

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC035-99 P-I MARCO POLO (ANIMATED HERO 

SERIES)

This action-packed story captures the greatest highlights of Marco's 

astonishing adventures throughout India, China and many other exotic 

lands far from his native home in Italy. His spirit of adventure opened up 

new worlds to his European contemporaries.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC041-1 I-J STORY OF CHRISTOPHER 

COLUMBUS

Brings to life story of America's discovery and of a man whose conviction, 

courage, and faith brought it about. Dramatizes highlights in life of 

Columbus, including his dreams of travel, search for aid, long voyage, and 

landing at San Salvador in 1492.
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BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC047-18 J-H MARXISM: THEORY THAT SPLIT 

THE WORLD

Explores historical and current dimensions of Karl Marx through 

dramatized interviews with those who knew him, animated explanations of 

his major tenets and documentary treatment of monumental changes 

wrought in his name.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC059-12 P-I MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.: A 

PICTURE BOOK

This video introduces the young viewer to Dr. Martin Luther King as it 

recalls Dr. King's life, ideals, and accomplishments.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC059-13 I-H DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was one of the most loved, respected, and 

feared leaders in American History. He was the conscience of the struggle 

for civil rights; and became one of it's many heroic martyrs. Using rare and 

largely unseen film footage and photographs, this video explores how Dr. 

King's ideas, thoughts, and causes evolved in the face of the rapidly 

changing climate of the Civil Rights Movement.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC059-14 P-I MARTIN'S BIG WORDS This program is based upon Doreen Rappaport's book about the life of the 

civil rights leader.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC059-15 I-J OUR FRIEND, MARTIN A sixth-grade project turns into a magical, time-traveling adventure they'll 

never forget! Authentic historical footage of Martin Luther King, Jr. is 

blended with colorful animation as the students learn about-and actually 

meet-the civil rights leader.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC059-2 I-J MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. Wife Coretta King, and friends, voices their assessments of his leadership in 

the civil rights movement. Video traces Dr. King's non-violent actions as he 

commits his life to his cause. Reveals the indelible impact he had on 

American civil rights and the world.

BIOGRAPHY - GENERAL VC059-3 I-H MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR This video portrays the life and times of the civil rights leader Dr. Martin 

Luther King, Jr. It outlines the major events that characterized the civil 

rights movements of the late 1950's and 60's. Discusses Dr. King's 

accomplishments as well as the contributions made by others.

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0050 A IN PRAISE OF EDUCATION Author: John I. Goodlad
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0051 A BRINGING OUT THE BEST IN 

TEACHERS: WHAT EFFECTIVE 

PRINCIPALS DO 

Authors: Joseph Blase and Peggy C. Kirby

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0052 A THE ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL: 

ESSENTIALS FOR EFFECTIVE 

SCHOOL LEADERSHIP

Authors: L. David Weller & Sylvia J. Weller

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0053 A TEACHING AND THE ART OF 

SUCCESSFUL CLASSROOM 

MANAGEMENT 

Author: Harvey Kraut

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0054 A THE LEADERSHIP SECRETS OF 

COLIN POWELL

Author: Oren Harari

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0055 A EDUCATION IS NOT A 

SPECTATOR SPORT

Authors: Willard R. Daggett, Ed.D. and Bendict Kruse

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0056 A THE ESSENTIAL 55 Author: Ron Clark

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0057 A THE COURAGE TO TEACH: 

EXPLORING THE INNER 

LANDSCAPE OF A TEACHER'S 

LIFE

Author: Parker J. Palmer

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0058 A CREATING THE NEW AMERICAN 

SCHOOL: A PRINCIPAL'S GUIDE 

TO SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT 

Author: Richard DuFour and Robert Eaker
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0059 A CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION THAT 

WORKS: RESEARCH - BASED 

STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING 

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Author: Robert J. Marzano, Debra J. Pickering, and Jane E. Pollock

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0060 A ASSEMBLY REQUIRED: A 

CONTINUOUS SCHOOL 

Authors: Lawrence W. Lezotte & Kathleen M. McKee

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0061 A POWER STRUGGLES: SUCCESSFUL 

TECHNIQUES FOR EDUCATORS 

Author: Allen N. Mendler, Ph.D.

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0062 A THE SEVEN HABITS OF HIGHLY 

EFFECTIVE PEOPLE: POWERFUL 

LESSONS IN PERSONAL CHANGE

Author: Stephen R. Covey

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0063 A GETTING STARTED: 

RECULTURING SCHOOLS TO 

BECOME PROFESSIONAL 

LEARNING COMMUNITITES

Authors: Robert Eaker, Richard DuFour, & Rebecca DuFour 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0064 A SMART SCHOOLS: BETTER 

THINKING AND LEARNING FOR 

EVERY CHILD

Author: David Perkins

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0065 A THE DIFFERENTIATED 

CLASSROOM: RESPONDING TO 

THE NEEDS OF ALL LEARNERS 

Author: Carol Ann Tomlinson

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0066 A WHO MOVED MY CHEESE? AN 

AMAZING WAY TO DEAL WITH 

CHANGE IN YOUR WORK AND IN 

YOUR LIFE

Author: Spencer Johnson, M.D.
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0067 A PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 

COMMUNITIES AT WORK: BEST 

PRACTICES FOR ENHANCING 

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Author: Richard DuFour and Robert Eaker 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0068 A THE LIFEWORLD OF LEADERSHIP: 

CREATING CULTURE, 

COMMUNITY, AND PERSONAL 

MEANING IN OUR SCHOOLS

Author: Thomas J. Sergiovanni

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0069 A LEADING QUIETLY: AN 

UNORTHODOX GUIDE TO DOING 

THE RIGHT THING

Author: Joseph L. Badaracco, Jr.

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0070 A THE INSPIRING TEACHER: NEW 

BEGINNINGS FOR THE 21ST 

CENTURY

Author: Robert A. Sullo

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0071 A GEEKS & GEEZERS: HOW ERA, 

VALUES AND DEFINING 

MOMENTS SHAPE LEADERS

Authors: Warren G. Bennis & Robert J. Thomas

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0072 A SHACKLETON'S WAY: 

LEADERSHIP LESSONS FROM THE 

GREAT ANTARCTIC EXPLORER  

Authors: Margot Morrell and Stephanie Capparell 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0073 A THE PRINCIPAL AS STAFF 

DEVELOPER

Author: Richard P. DuFour

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0074 A BLOOD, SWEAT, & TEARS: THE 

EVOLUTION OF WORK

Author: Richard Donkin
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0075 A MAKE IT SO: LEADERSHIP 

LESSONS FROM STAR THEK, THE 

NEXT GENERATION

Authors: Wess Roberts, Ph.D., and Bill Ross

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0076 A CREATING LEARNING 

COMMUNITIES: THE ROLE OF THE 

TEACHER IN THE 21ST CENTURY

Author: Mary Renck Jalongo

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0077 A COACHING & MENTORING FOR 

DUMMIES

Author: Marty Brounstein

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0078 A ROOKIE TEACHING FOR 

DUMMIES 

Author: W. Michael Kelley

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0079 A MOTIVATING STUDENTS  WHO 

DON'T CARE: SUCCESSFUL 

TECHNIQUES FOR EDUCATORS

Author: Allen N. Mendler

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0080 A GOOD TO GREAT: WHY SOME 

COMPANIES MAKE THE 

LEAP...AND OTHERS DON'T

Author: Jim Collins

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0081 A THE FIRST-YEAR TEACHER: 

TEACHING WITH CONFIDENCE 

(K-8)

Authors: Karen A. Bosch & Katherine C. Kersey 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0082 A REDISCOVERING HOPE: OUR 

GREATEST TEACHING STRATEGY

Author: Richard L. Curwin

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0083 A THE FIFTH DISCIPLINE: THE ART 

& PRACTICE OF THE LEARNING 

ORGANIZATION

Author: Peter M. Sence
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0084 A EFFORT AND EXCELLENCE IN 

URBAN CLASSROOMS: 

EXPECTING AND GETTING 

SUCCESS WITH ALL STUDENTS

Authors: Dick Corbett, Bruce Wilson and Belinda Williams 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0085 A FISH! Authors: Stephen C. Lundin, Ph.D., Harry

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0086 A BEYOND PIECEMEAL 

IMPROVEMENTS: HOW TO 

TRANSFORM YOUR SCHOOL 

USING DEMING'S QUALITY 

PRINCIPLES

Author: Ron Warwick

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0087 A WHAT DO I DO WHEN...? (HOW 

TO ACHIEVE DISCIPLINE WITH 

DIGNITY IN THE CLASSROOM) 

Author: Allen N. Mendler

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0088 A MORAL LEADERSHIP: GETTING 

TO THE HEART OF SCHOOL 

IMPROVEMENT

Author: Thomas J. Sergiovanni

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0089 A DISCIPLINE WITH DIGNITY FOR 

CHALLENGING YOUTH 

Authors: Allen N. Mendler and Richard L. Curwin

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0090 A SAFE AND ORDERLY 

ENVIRONMENT

Authors: Jo-Ann Cipriano Pepped and Lawrence W. Lezotte 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0093 A THE BULLYING PREVENTION 

HANDBOOK: A GUIDE FOR 

PRINCIPALS, TEACHERS, AND 

COUNSELORS

Authors: John H. Hoover and Ronald Oliver

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0094 A WHAT'S WORTH FIGHTING FOR 

OUT THERE? 

Authors: Andy Hargreaves and Michael Fullan
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0095 A VIOLENCE GOES TO SCHOOL Authors: John Nicoletti, Ph.D. & Sally Spencer-Thomas, Psy.D. 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0096 A ELEMENTARY TEACHER'S 

DISCIPLINE PROBLEM SOLVER 

Author: Kenneth Shore, Psy.D.

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0097 A BULLY PROOF: A TEACHER'S 

GUIDE ON TEASING AND 

BULLYING FOR USE WITH 

FOURTH & FIFTH GRADE 

STUDENTS

Written by Lisa Sjostrom and Nan Stein Developed by Nan Stein 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0098 A INNOVATIVE DISCIPLINE Editor: Sabrina Holcomb

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0099 A WHAT'S WORTH FIGHTING FOR 

IN YOUR SCHOOL 

Authors: Michael Fullan & Andy Hargreaves

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0100 A DEALING WITH PEOPLE YOU 

CAN'T STAND: HOW TO BRING 

OUT THE BEST IN PEOPLE AT 

THEIR WORST

Author: Dr. Rick Brinkman & Dr. Rick Kirschner

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0101 A THE 108 SKILLS OF NATURAL 

BORN LEADERS 

Author: Warren Blank

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0102 A THE 3 KEYS TO EMPOWERMENT Authors: Ken Blanchard, John P. Carlos, and Alan Randolph

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0103 A IMPROVING SCHOOLS FROM 

WITHIN

Author: Roland S. Barth

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0104 A SHAKING UP THE SCHOOL 

HOUSE: HOW TO SUPPORT AND 

SUSTAIN EDUCATIONAL 

INNOVATION

Author: Phillip C. Schlechty
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0105 A EMPOWERING TEACHERS: WHAT 

SUCCESSFUL PRINCIPALS DO

Authors: Joseph Blase & Jo Blasé

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0106 A BUILT TO LAST: SUCCESSFUL 

HABITS OF VISIONARY 

COMPANIES

Authors: James C. Collins & Jerry I. Porras

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0107 A METHODS THAT MATTER: SIX 

STRUCTURES FOR BEST PRACTICE 

CLASSROOMS 

Authors: Harvey Daniels & Marilyn Bizar

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0108 A THE 21 INDISPENSABLE 

QUALITIES OF A LEADER: 

BECOMING THE PESON OTHERS 

WILL WANT TO FOLLOW

Author: John C. Maxwell

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0109 A LEADING IN A CULTURE OF 

CHANGE 

Author: Michael Fullan

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0110 A THE 21 IRREFUTABLE LAWS OF 

LEADERSHIP: FOLLOW THEM 

AND PEOPLE WILL FOLLOW YOU

Author: John C. Maxwell

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0111 A RESULTS: THE KEY TO 

CONTINUOUS SCHOOL 

IMPROVEMENT 

Author: Mike Schmoker

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0112 A BECOMING A PERSON OF 

INFLUENCE

Authors: John C. Maxwell & Jim Dornan

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0113 A SHAPING SCHOOL CULTURE: THE 

HEART OF LEADERSHIP 

Authors: Terrence E. Deal & Kent D. Peterson
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0114 A THERE ARE NO SHORTCUTS Author: Rafe Esquith

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0115 A ENGAGING FAMILIES: 

CONNECTING HOME AND 

SCHOOL LITERACY 

COMMUNITIES

Authors: Betty Shockley, Barbara Michalove, and JoBeth Allen

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0116 A COPING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE Author: Robert M. Bramson, Ph.D 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0117 A LEADERSHIP IS AN ART Author: Max DePree

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0118 A THE LEARNING GAP: WHY OUR 

SCHOOLS ARE FAILING AND 

WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM 

JAPANESE AND CHINESE 

EDUCATION

Authors: Harold W. Stevenson & James W. Stigler

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0119 A LINCOLN ON LEADERSHIP: 

EXECUTIVE STRATEGIES FOR 

TOUGH TIMES

Author: Donald T. Phillips

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0120 A UNDERSTANDING BY DESIGN Authors: Grant Wiggins & Jay McTigher

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0121 A ENHANCING PROFESSIONAL 

PRACTICE: A FRAMEWORK FOR 

TEACHING

Author: Charlotte Danielson

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0122 A QUALITIES OF EFFECTIVE 

TEACHERS 

Author: James H. Stronge
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0123 A WHAT WORKS IN SCHOOLS: 

TRANSLATING RESEARCH INTO 

ACTION

Author: Robert J. Marzano 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0124 A EDUCATING EVERYBODY'S 

CHILDREN: DIVERSE TEACHING 

STRATEGIES FOR DIVERSE 

LEARNERS

Editor: Robert W. Cole 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0125 A A NEW VISION FOR STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

Authors: Dennis Sparks & Stephanie Hirsh

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0126 A SUCCEEDING WITH STANDARDS: 

LINKING CURRICULUM, 

ASSESSMENT, AND ACTION 

PLANNING

Authors: Judy F. Carr & Douglas E. Harris

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0127 A MAPPING THE BIG PICTURE: 

INTEGRATING CURRICULUM & 

ASSESSMENT K-12 

Author: Heidi Hayes Jacobs

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0128 A LEADERSHIP JAZZ Author: Max DePree

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0129 A A FRAMEWORK FOR 

UNDERSTANDING POVERTY

Author: Ruby K. Payne, Ph.D.

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0130 A THE LEADERSHIP PARADOX: 

BALANCING LOGIC AND 

ARTISTRY IN SCHOOLS

Authors: Terrence E. Deal & Kent D. Peterson

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0131 A LEADERSHIP SECRETS OF ATTILA 

THE HUN

Author: Wess Roberts, Ph.D.
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0132 A THE CONGRUENT LIFE: 

FOLLOWING THE INWARD PATH 

TO FULFILLING WORK AND 

INSPIRED LEADERSHIP

Author: C. Michael Thompson 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0134 A FINAL TEST: THE BATTLE FOR 

ADEQUACY IN AMERICA'S 

SCHOOLS

Author: Peter Schrag

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0135 A WHOSE AMERICA? CULTURE 

WARS IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Author: Jonathan Zimmerman

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0136 A LESSONS FROM THE TOP: THE 

SEARCH FOR AMERICA' S BEST 

BUSINESS LEADERS

Authors: Thomas J. Neff & James M. Citrin

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0137 A LEARNING BY HEART Author: Roland S. Barth 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0138 A CLASS DIMISSED: A YEAR IN THE 

LIFE OF AN AMERICAN HIGH 

SCHOOL, A GLIMPSE INTO THE 

HEART OF A NATION

Author: Meredith Maran

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0139 A HOW'S MY KID DOING? A 

PARENT'S GUIDE TO GRADES, 

MARKS, AND REPORT CARDS 

Author: Thomas R. Guskey

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0140 A BEN FRANKLIN'S 12 RULES OF 

MANAGEMENT

Author: Blaine McCormick - The Founding Father of American business 

solves your toughest problems
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0141 A 50 CREATIVE TRAINING CLOSERS: 

INNOVATIVE WAYS TO END 

YOUR TRAINING WITH IMPACT!

Authors: Lynn Sotem & Bob Pike

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0142 A THINK LIKE A CHAMPION: 

BUILDING SUCCESS ONE 

VICTORY AT A TIME

Author: Mike Shanahan

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0143 A WHAT IT TAKES TO BE #1: VINCE 

LOMBARDI ON LEADERSHIP

Author: Vince Lombardi, Jr.

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0144 A ORDINARY RESURRECTIONS: 

CHILDREN IN THE YEARS OF 

HOPE

Author: Jonathan Kozo!

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0145 A LEFT BACK: A CENTURY OF 

FAILED SCHOOL REFORMS

Author: Diane Ravitch

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0146 A GENIUS: A MOSAIC OF ONE 

HUNDRED EXEMPLARY 

CREATIVE MINDS

Author: Harold Bloom

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0147 A THE SCHOOL AND SOCIETY & 

THE CHILD AND THE 

CURRICULUM 

Author: John Dewey

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0148 A ELIZABETH  I  CEO: STRATEGIC 

LESSONS FROM THE LEADER 

WHO BUILT AN EMPIRE

Author: Alan Axelrod

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0149 A START SOMETHING: YOU CAN 

MAKE A DIFFERENCE 

Authors: Earl Woods & the Tiger Woods Foundation 
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0150 A THE PRIVILEGE OF YOUTH: A 

TEENAGER'S STORY OF LONGING 

FOR ACCEPTANCE AND 

FRIENDSHIP

Author: Dave Pelzer

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0151 A ROBERT E. LEE ON  LEADERSHIP Author: H. W. Crocker, III 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0152 A ALEXANDER THE GREAT'S ART 

OF STRATEGY

Author: Partha Bose

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0153 A THREE SEDUCTIVE IDEAS Author: Jerome Kagan

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0154 A THE NEW LEADER: BRINGING 

CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION 

TO THE WORKPLACE

Author: Gregory P. Smith 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0155 A PATTON ON LEADERSHIP: 

STRATEGIC LESSONS FOR 

CORPORATE WARFARE

Author: Alan Axelrod

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0156 A FAITH IN THE GAME: LESSONS 

ON FOOTBALL, WORK, AND LIFE

Author: Tom Osborne

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0157 A WINNING WAYS: 4 SECRETS FOR 

GETTING GREAT RESULTS BY 

WORKING WELL WITH PEOPLE

Author: Dick Lyles
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0158 A JOE TORRE'S GROUND RULES FOR 

WINNERS: 12 KEYS TO 

MANAGING TEAM PLAYERS, 

TOUGH  BOSSES, SETBACKS, AND 

SUCCESS

Author: Joe Torre with Henry Dreher

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0159 A THE WAY WE WERE? THE MYTHS 

AND REALITIES OF AMERICA'S 

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Author: Richard Rothstein

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0160 A REAGAN ON LEADERSHIP: 

EXECUTIVE LESSONS FROM THE 

GREAT COMMUNICATOR

Author James M. Strock

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0161 A GOLDILOCKS  ON 

MANAGEMENT: 27 REVISIONIST 

FAIR Y TALES FOR SERIOUS 

MANAGERS

Authors: Gloria Gilbert & Thomas Mayer

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0162 A HATE HURTS: HOW CHILDREN 

LEARN AND UNLEARN 

PREJUDICE

Authors: Caryl Stern-LaRosa & Ellen Hofheimer Bettman

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0163 A WOODEN: A LIFETIME OF 

OBSERVATIONS AND 

REFLECTIONS ON AND OFF THE 

COURT

Author: Coach John Wooden

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0164 A DIFFICULT CONVERSTIONS: HOW 

TO DISCUSS WHAT MATTERS 

MOST

Authors: Douglas Stone, Bruce Patton, & Sheila Heen

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0165 A 50 CREATIVE TRAINING OPENERS 

AND ENERGIZERS

Authors: Bob Pike & Lynn Solem
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0167 A CORPORATE CELEBRATION: 

PLAY, PURPOSE, AND PROFIT AT  

WORK

Authors: Terrence E. Deal & M. K. Key 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0168 A SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR'S 

COMPLETE LETTER BOOK

Compiles and Edited by Gerald Tomlinson 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0169 A THE ANGUISH OF LEADERSHIP Author: Jerry Patterson

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0170 A THE ONE MINUTE MANAGER 

MEETS THE MONKEY

Authors: Kenneth Blanchard, William Oncken, Jr., and Hal Burrows

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0171 A THE HEART OF A LEADER Author: Ken Blanchard

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0172 A THE LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE Authors: James M. Kouzes & Barry Z. Posner

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0173 A IT EVEN HAPPENS IN "GOOD" 

SCHOOLS - RESPONDING TO 

CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN 

TODAY'S CLASSROOMS

Author: Festus E. Obiakor

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0174 A COMMON-SENSE CLASSROOM 

MANAGEMENT: SURVIVING 

SEPTEMBER AND BEYOND IN THE 

ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM

Authors: Jill A. Lindberg & April M. Swick 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0175 A BEST PRACTICES FOR HIGH 

SCHOOL CLASSROOMS: WHAT 

AWARD-WINNING SECONDARY 

TEACHERS DO

Author: Randi Stone
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0176 A BEST CLASSROOM PRACTICES: 

WHAT AWARD-WINNING 

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS DO 

Author: Randi Stone

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0177 A TREAT PEOPLE RIGHT! HOW 

ORGANIZATIONS AND 

INDIVIDUALS CAN PROPEL EACH  

OTHER INTO A VIRTUOS SPIRAL 

OF SUCCESS

Author: Edward E. Lawler III

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0178 A TEACHING SELF CONTROL: A 

CURRICULUM FOR RESPONSIBLE 

BEHAVIOR

Author: Martin Henley

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0179 A LEAVING NO CHILD BEHIND: 50 

WAYS TO CLOSE THE 

ACHIEVEMENT GAP

Author: Carolyn J. Downey

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0180 A DIFFERENTIATED 

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES: 

ONE SIZE DOESN'T FIT ALL

Authors: Gayle H. Gregory & Carolyn Chapman

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0181 A 101 GREAT IDEAS FOR 

INTRODUCING KEY CONCEPTS IN 

MATHEMATICS: A RESOURCE 

FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL 

TEACHERS

Authors: Alfred S. Posamentier & Herbert A. Hauptman 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0182 A LEADER TO LEADER Authors: Frances Hesselbein & Paul M. Cohen 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0183 A MEETING THE NEEDS OF 

STUDENTS OF ALL ABILITIES: 

HOW LEADERS GO BEYOND 

INCLUSION

Authors: Colleen A. Capper, Elise Frattura, & Maureen W. Keyes 
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0184 A BE-KNOW-DO: LEADERSHIP THE 

ARMY WAY

Authors: Frances Hesselbein & General Eric K; Shinsek

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0185 A THE MENTOR'S GUIDE: 

FACILITATING EFFECTIVE LE 

ARNING RELATIONSHIPS

Author: Lois J. Zachary

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0186 A THE 10 THINGS ALL FUTURE 

MATHEMATICIANS AND 

SCIENTISTS MUST KNOW (BUT 

ARE RARELY TAUGHT)

Author: Edward Zaccaro

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0187 A FOSTERING EMOTIONAL 

INTELLLIGENCE IN K-8 

STUDENTS

Author: Gwen Doty

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0189 A AFFIRMING EQUITY: A 

FRAMEWORK FOR TEACHERS & 

SCHOOLS

Author: Fred Rodriguez

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0190 A WHAT WORKS IN SCHOOLS: 

TRANSLATING RESEARCH INTO 

ACTION

Author: Robert J. Marzano

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0191 A MUST OUR SCHOOLS DIE? A 

PLAN TO MEET THE CURRENT 

CRISIS IN EDUCATION

Author: David H. Paynter

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0192 A SUPERVISION AS A PROACTIVE 

PROCESS: CONCEPTS AND CASES

Authors: John C. Daresh & Marsha A. Playko

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0193 A CREATING AN INCLUSIVE 

SCHOOL

Authors: Richard A. Villa & Jacqueline S. Thousand
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0194 A SO EACH MAY LEARN: 

INTEGRATING LEARNING STYLES 

AND MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES 

Authors: Harvey F. Silver, Richard W. Strong, & Matthew J. Perini

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0195 A DIFFERENTIATED SUPERVISION 

(2ND EDITION)

Author: Allan A. Glatthorn

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0196 A STUDYING YOUR OWN SCHOOL: 

AN EDUCATOR'S GUIDE TO 

QUALITATIVE PRACTITIONER 

RESEARCH

Authors: Gary L. Anderson, Kathryn Herr, & Ann Sigrid Nihlen

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0197 A EDUCATION IN A NEW ERA Author: Ronal S. Brandt

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0198 A VISUAL TOOLS FOR 

CONSTRUCTING KNOWLEDGE

Author: David Hyerle 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0199 A LEARNING & MEMORY: THE 

BRAIN IN ACTION

Author: Marilee Sprenger 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0200 A THE HERO'S JOURNEY: HOW 

EDUCATORS CAN TRANSFO RM 

SCHOOLS AND IMPROVE 

LEARNING

Authors: John L. Brown & Cerylle A. Moffett 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0201 A THE SOUL OF EDUCATION: 

HELPING STUDENTS FIND 

CONNECTION, COMPASSION, 

AND CHARACTER AT SCHOOL

Author: Rachael Kessler

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0202 A THE MANUFACTURED CRISIS: 

MYTHS, FRAUD, AND THE 

ATTACT ON AMERICA'S PUBLIC 

SCHOOLS.

Authors: David C. Berliner & Bruce J. Biddle
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0203 A THE RESULTS FIELDBOOK: 

PRACTICAL STRATEGIES FROM 

DRAMATICALLY IMPROVED 

SCHOOLS

Author: Mike Schmoker

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0204 A ENHANCING STUDENT 

ACHIEVEMENT: A FRAMEWORK 

FOR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

Author: Charlotte Danielson

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0205 A TEACHER EVALUATION: TO 

ENHANCE PROFESSIONAL 

PRACTICE

Authors: Charlotte Danielson & Thomas L. McGreal

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0206 A A CELEBRATION OF NEURONS: 

AN EDUCATOR'S GUIDE TO THE 

HUMAN BRAIN

Author: Robert Sylwester

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0208 A DEMOCRATIC SCHOOLS Authors: Michael W. Apple & James A. Beane

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0209 A BOUND FOR SUCCESS: GUIDING 

YOUR CHILD TOWARD HIGHER 

SELF-ESTEEM

Authors: Bert Simmons & Betty Jo Simmons

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0210 A INCREASING STUDENT 

LEARNING THROUGH 

MULTIMEDIA PROJECTS

Authors: Michael Simkins, Karen Cole, Fern Tavalin, and Barbara Means

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0211 A TRANSFORMING CLASSROOM 

GRADING

Author: Robert J. Marzano

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0212 A THE MIDDLE SCHOOL AND 

BEYOND

Authors: Paul S. George, Chris Stevenson, Julia Thomason, & James Beane
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0213 A BRAIN MATTERS: TRANSLATING 

RESEARCH INTO CLASSROOM 

PRACTICE

Author: Patricia Wolfe

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0214 A LEADERSHIP FOR LEARNING: 

HOW TO HELP TEACHERS 

SUCCEED 

Author: Carl D. Glickman

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0215 A TWELVE SCHOOLS THAT 

SUCCEED

Author: Mary Ann Horenstein

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0216 A TOWARD A COHERENT 

CURRICULUM

Author: James A. Beane

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0217 A THE LEADER'S GUIDE TO 

STANDARDS: A BLUEPRINT FOR 

EDUCATIONAL EQUITY AND 

EXCELLENCE

Author: Douglas B. Reeves

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0219 A THE 21 IRREFUTABLE LAWS OF 

LEADERSHIP: FOLLOW THEM 

AND PEOPLE WILL FOLLOW YOU

Author: John C. Maxwell

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0220 A THE LEADERSHIP MOMENT Author: Michael Useem

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0221 A SOCIAL MODELS OF TEACHING Author: Bruce Yoyce and Beverly Showers

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0222 A CITY SCHOOLS AND THE 

AMERICAN DREAM

Author: Pedro A. Noguera

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0223 A FIX SCHOOLS FIRST Author:Jack E Bowsher
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0224 A HIGH STAKES: TESTING FOR 

TRACKING, PROMOTION, AND 

GRADUATION

Author:National Research Council

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0225 A THEODORE ROOSEVET ON 

LEADERSHIP

Author:James M Strock

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0226 A LEADERSHIP LESSONS FROM THE 

CIVIL WAR

Author:Tom Wheeler

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0227 A RUSSELL RULES: BILL RUSSELL Author:David Falkner

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0228 A THE BOSS'S SURVIVAL GUIDE Authors:Bob Rosner, Allan Halcrow and Alan Levins 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0229 A FIERCE CONVERSATIONS: 

ACHIEVING SUCCESS AT WORK & 

IN LIFE, ONE CONVERSATION AT 

A TIME

Author:Susan Scott

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0230 A WORK WOULD BE GREAT IF IT 

WEREN'T FOR THE PEOPLE

Author:Ronna Lichtenberg with Gene Stone 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0231 A DEVELOPING THE LEADER 

WITHIN YOU 

Author: John C. Maxwell

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0232 A MAKING SCHOOLS WORK: A 

REVOLUTIONARY PLAN TO GET 

YOUR CHILDREN THE 

EDUCATION THEY NEED

Author: William G. Ouchi

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0233 A THE 17 INDISPUTABLE LAWS OF 

TEAMWORK 

Author: John C. Maxwell
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0234 A AND WORDS CAN HURT 

FOREVER: HOW TO PROTECT 

ADOLESCENTS FROM BULLYING, 

HARASSMENT, AND EMOTIONAL 

VIOLENCE

Authors: James Garbarino, Ph.D. and Ellen deLara, Ph.D. 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0235 A THE FIVE DYSFUNCTIONS OF A 

TEAM: A LEADERSHIP FABLE 

Author: Patrick Lencioni

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0236 A A MIND AT A TIME Author: Mel Levine, M.D.

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0237 A NEVER BE LIED TO AGAIN Author: David J. Lieberman, Ph.D.

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0238 A EVERYONE'S A COACH: YOU CAN 

INSPIRE ANYONE T0 BE A 

WINNER

Authors: Don Shula & Ken Blanchard

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0240 A THE ART OF ACHIEVEMENT: 

MASTERING THE 7 Cs OF SUCCESS 

IN BUSINESS AND LIFE

Author: Tom Morris

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0241 A YOUR ROAD MAP FOR SUCCESS Author: John C. Maxwell

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0242 A THE CURRICULUM 

MANAGEMENT AUDIT

Edited by Larry E. Frase, Fenwick W. English and William K. Poston, Jr.

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0243 A SCHOOL VOUCHERS AND 

PRIVATIZATION

Series Editor: Danny Weil, Hancock Junior College

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0244 A FROM FIRST-YEAR TO FIRST-RATE Authors: Barbara L. Brock and Marilyn L. Grady
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0245 A HOBBIES THROUGH CHILDREN’S 

BOOKS AND ACTIVITIES

Author: Nancy Allen Jurenka

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0246 A CREATIVE TEACHING 

STRATEGIES: A RESOURCE BOOK 

FOR K-8

Author: Marjorie J. Wynn

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0247 A FIRST-YEAR TEACHER'S 

SURVIVAL KIT

Author: Julia G. Thompson

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0248 A ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL 

LEADERS

Author: Douglas B. Reeves

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0249 A THE 75 GREATEST MANAGEMENT 

DECISIONS EVER MADE

Author: Stuart Crainer

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0250 A A CALL FOR EXCELLENCE Editor: Bryan Curtis

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0251 A FUSION LEADERSHIP Authors: Richard L. Daft and Robert H. Lengel

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0252 A LIVING THE 7 HABITS Author: Stephen R. Covey

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0253 A MATH LINKS: TEACHING THE 

NCTM 2000 STANDARDS 

THROUGH CHILDREN’S 

LITERATURE

Authors: Caroline W. Evans, Anne J. Leija and Trina R. Falkner

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0254 A ON THE OUTSIDE LOOKING IN Author: Cristina Rathbone
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0255 A MAKING SENSE AS A SCHOOL 

LEADER: PERSISTING QUESTIONS, 

CREATIVE OPPORTUNITIES

Authors: Richard H. Ackerman, Gordon A. Donaldson Jr. and Rebecca Van 

Der Bogert

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0256 A SHAKESPEARE ON 

MANAGEMENT

Author: Jay M. Shafritz

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0257 A SCIENCE THROUGH CHILDREN’S 

LITERATURE: AN INTEGRATED 

APPROACH

Authors: Carol M. Butzow and John W. Butzow

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0258 A THE WORLD OF WORK THROUGH 

CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

Authors: Carol M. Butzow and John W. Butzow

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0259 A EDUTOPIA: SUCCESS STORIES FOR 

LEARNING IN THE DIGITAL AGE

Foreword by George Lucas

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0260 A THE EDUCATOR’S BOOK OF 

QUOTES

Authors: John Blaydes

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0261 A BOARDS THAT MAKE A 

DIFFERENCE

Author: John Carver

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0262 A DECIDING  WHAT TO TEACH 

AND TEST

Author: Fenwick W. English

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0263 A EIGHT KEYS TO AN 

EXTRAORDINARY BOARD-

SUPERINTENDENT PARTNERSHIP

Author: Doug Eadie

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0264 A ON COMMON GROUND Editors: Richard DuFour, Robert Eaker, and Rebecca DuFour
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0265 A LIVES OF MORAL LEADERSHIP Author: Robert Coles

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0266 A THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS Edited by Susan Fuhrman and Marvin Lazerson

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0267 A PREPARING SCHOOLS AND 

SCHOOL SYSTEMS FOR THE 21ST 

CENTURY

Author:  Council of 21 John Glenn, Honorary Chair

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0268 A CHANGE FORCES WITH A 

VENGEANCE

Author: Michael Fullan

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0269 A TOTAL LEADERS Author: Charles J. Schwahn and William G. Spady

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0270 A LEARNING FOR ALL Author: Lawrence W. Lezotte

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0271 A INFORMATION-PROCESSING: 

MODELS OF TEACHING

Author: Bruce Joyce and Beverly Showers

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0272 A GET EVERYONE IN YOUR BOAT 

ROWING IN THE SAME 

DIRECTION

Author: Bob Boylan

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0273 A ON BECOMING A SERVANT 

LEADER

Author: Robert K. Greenleaf

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0274 A THE PRESENT #1 Bestselling Author of Who Moved My Cheese, Spencer Johnson.

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0275 A CIGARS, WHISKEY & WINNING: 

LEADERSHIP LESSONS FROM 

GENERAL ULYSSES S. GRANT

Author: Al Kaltman
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0275 A THE BIG PICTURE: EDUCATION IS 

EVERYONE'S BUSINESS

Author: Dennis Littky with Samantha Grabelle

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0277 A THE QUALITY EDUCATION 

CHALLENGE

Authors: Carolyn J. Downey, Larry E. Frase and Jeffrey J. Peters

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0278 A KEEP KICKING: STORIES THAT 

GIVE YOU A KICK AND STORIES 

TO KEEP YOU KICKING

Written by leaders from California schools and districts. 

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0279 A ENCOURAGING THE HEART Authors: James  M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0280 A THE POWER OF CHARACTER Editors: Michael S. Josephson and Wes Hanson

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0281 A THE FUNCTIONS OF THE 

EXECUTIVE

Author: Chester I. Barnard

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0282 A THE 21ST CENTURY 

ORGANIZATION

Authors: Warren Bennis and Michael Mische

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0283 A TEAMS AT THE TOP Author: Jon R. Katzenbach

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0284 A DON'T HIRE ANYONE WITHOUT 

ME!

Author: Carol Quinn

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0285 A FULL STEAM AHEAD! Authors: Ken Blanchard and Jesse Stoner

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0286 A WHALE DONE! Author: Ken Blanchard
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0287 A THE ONE MINUTE MANAGER 

BUILDS HIGH PERFORMING 

TEAMS

Authors: Ken Blanchard, Donald Carew and Eunice Parisi-Carew

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0288 A MANAGING BY VALUES Author: Ken Blanchard

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0289 A WHAT MAKES WINNERS WIN Written and compiled by Charlie Jones

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0290 A CHURCHILL ON LEADERSHIP Author: Steven F. Hayward

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0291 A LEADERSHIP WITHOUT EASY 

ANSWERS

Author: Ronald A. Heifetz

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0292 A LEADING FOR INNOVATION AND 

ORGANIZING FOR RESULTS

Editors: Frances Hesselbein, Marshall Goldsmith and Iain Somerville

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0293 A LEADERSHIP LESSONS OF 

ULYSSES S. GRANT

Author of Leadership Lessons of Robert E. Lee, Bil Holton, PH.D.

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0294 A MILLENNIALS RISING: THE NEXT 

GREAT GENERATION

Authors of Generations and 13th Gen, Neil Howe and William Strauss

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0295 A OUTLEARNING THE WOLVES: 

SURVIVING AND THRIVING IN A 

LEARNING ORGANIZATION

Author: David Houtchens

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0296 A SYNCHRONICITY: THE INNER 

PATH OF LEADERSHIP

Introduction by Peter Senge, Author: Joseph Jaworski
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0297 A LEADERSHIP THE ELEANOR 

ROOSEVELT WAY: TIMELESS 

STRATEGIES FROM THE FIRST 

LADY OF COURAGE

Author: Robin Gerber

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0298 A RETHINKING THE FUTURE Editor: Rowan Gilbson

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0299 A HIGH FIVE! Author: Ken Blanchard

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0300 A THE FOUNDING FATHERS ON 

LEADERSHIP

Author: Donald T. Phillips

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0301 A MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. ON 

LEADERSHIP

Author: Donald T. Phillips

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0302 A WHY DECISIONS FAIL Author: Paul C. Nutt

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0303 A THE CIRCLE OF INNOVATION Author: Tom Peters

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0304 A BUSINESS EVOLVES, LEADERSHIP 

ENDURES

Authors: Andrea Redmond, Charles A. Tribbett III, and Bruce Kasanoff

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0305 A QUEST FOR YOUR BEST Author: Lorna Riley

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0306 A THE DAILY DISCIPLINES OF 

LEADERSHIP

Author: Douglass B. Reeves

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0307 A THE LOYALTY EFFECT Author: Frederick F. Reichheld
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BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0308 A FICTIONS OF BUSINESS Author: Robert A. Brawer

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0309 A LEADERSHIP LESSONS OF THE 

NAVY SEALS

Authors: Jeff Cannon and LT. CMDR. Jon Cannon

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0310 A PROFILES IN LEADERSHIP Author: Alan Axelrod

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0311 A EXECUTION Authors: Larry Bossidy and Ram Charan

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0312 A DELIVERING KNOCK YOUR 

SOCKS OFF SERVICE

Authors: Kristin Anderson and Ron Zemke

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0313 A 301 GREAT CUTOMER SERVICE 

IDEAS

Edited: Nancy Artz

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0315 A WHAT ABOUT THE BIG STUFF? Author: Richard Carlson, PH.D.

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0316 A THE COURAGEOUS FOLLOWER Author: Ira Chaleff

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0317 A THE ARC OF AMBITION Authors: James Champy and Nitin Nohria

BOOKS - EDUCATION & STAFF 

DEVELOPMENT

BK0318 A MONDAY MORNING LEADERSHIP Author: David Cottrell

BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0001 H CRUCIBLE   (BOOK Set/30 Pcs) The Crucible by Arthur Miller is a play based on the 

actual events that, in 1692, led to the Salem Witch Trials, a series of 

hearings before local magistrates to prosecute over 150 people accused of 

witchcraft in colonial Massachusetts between February 1692 and May 1693.
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BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0003 H GREAT GATSBY (BOOK Set/30 Pcs) The Great Gatsby captures all the romance and glitter of 

the Jazz Age in its portrayal of a young man and his tragic search for love 

and success. It is a rare combination: a literary masterpiece and one of the 

most popular novels of our time.

BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0004 H HAMLET (BOOK Set/30 Pcs) The play set in Denmark, recounts how Prince Hamlet 

exacts revenge on his uncle Claudius for murdering the old King Hamlet, 

Claudius’s own brother and Prince Hamlet's father, and then succeeding to 

the throne and marrying Gertrude, the King Hamlet's widow and mother 

of Prince Hamlet. The play explores themes of treachery, revenge, incest, 

and moral corruption.

BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0005 H HARD TIMES (BOOK Set/30 Pcs) No other work of Dickens presents so relentless an 

indictment against the callous greed of the Victorian industrial society and 

its misapplied utilitarian philosophy as this fiercest of his novels. With 

savage bitterness Dickens unmasks the hellish industries that imprisoned 

the bodies of the helpless labor class and the equally institutions that 

shackled the development of their minds.

BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0006 H HENRY IV, PT. 1 (BOOK Set/30 Pcs) Henry IV, Part 1 is a history play by William 

Shakespeare. It depicts a span of history that begins with Hotspur's battle 

at Homildon against the Douglas late in 1402 and ends with the defeat of 

the rebels at Shrewsbury in the middle of 1403.

BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0007 H IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST (BOOK Set/ 30 Pcs) The Importance of Being Earnest displays Oscar 

Wilde's wit and theatrical genius at their brilliant best. This hilarious attack 

on Victorian manners and morals turns a pompons world on its head, lets 

duplicity lead to happiness, and makes riposte the highest form of art.

BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0008 H INVISIBLE MAN (BOOK Set/30 Pcs) The novel addresses many of the social and intellectual 

issues facing African-Americans in the early twentieth century, including 

black nationalism, the relationship between black identity and Marxism, 

and the reformist racial policies of Booker T. Washington, as well as issues 

of individuality and personal identity.
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BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0010 H LIGHT IN AUGUST (BOOK Set/30 Pcs) Light in August is an exploration of racial conflict in the 

society of Southern United States.

BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0011 H PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST (BOOK Set/30 Pcs) This semi-autobiographical novel by James Joyce 

depicts the formative years in the life of Stephen Dedalus, a fictional alter 

ego of Joyce and a pointed allusion to the consummate craftsman of Greek 

mythology, Dedalus. The novel traces the intellectual and religio-

philosophical awakening of young Stephen Dedalus as he begins to 

question and rebel against the Catholic and Irish conventions in which he 

has been raised.

BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0012 H PRIDE AND PREJUDICE (BOOK Set/30 Pcs) Jane Austen's famous novel captures the affections of 

class-conscious 18th century English families with matrimonial aims and 

rivalries. Her people are universal; they live a truth beyond time, change, 

or caricature.

BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0013 H ROSENCRANTZ & GUILENSTERN 

ARE DEAD

(BOOK Set 30/ Pcs) An absurdist, existentialist tragicomedy by Tom 

Stoppard, expands upon the exploits of two minor characters from 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet, the courtiers Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. The 

play takes place mainly in the wings of Shakespeare's, with brief 

appearances of major characters from Hamlet who enact fragments of the 

original's scenes.

BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0014 H SELECTED WRITINGS OF RALPH 

WALDO EMERSON

(BOOK Set 30/Pcs) This edision of selections from Ralph Waldo Emerson's 

journals, letters, essays, and poetry offers a broad view of the author's finest 

work.
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BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0015 H SOPHOCLES: THE THEBAN PLAYS (BOOK Set 30/Pcs) These three plays by Sophocles (496-406 B.C.) though 

they are all based on the legend of the royal house of Thebes, were written 

at different periods and dramatize different themes. Antigone is the 

tragedy of a woman ruled by conscience, and over confident king, and a 

young man tormented by conflicting loyalties. King Oedipus is vast and 

living portrait of a man, without parallel in the Greek theatre, and Oedipus 

at Colonus completes the story with the legend of the passing of the aged 

hero. 

BOOKS - LITERATURE BK0016 H THREE PLAYS (BOOK Set/30 Pcs) Three major works by the greatest of American 

dramatists Eugene O’Neill are presented in this volume: Desire under the 

Elms, Strange Interlude, and the trilogy Mourning Becomes Electra, 

consisting of three plays: Homecoming, The Hunted, and The Haunted.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-28 J-H THE PHOTOGRAPHERS This video takes you around the world to meet some of the best 

photographers as they reflect on their jobs and on their art. You'll hear the 

secrets of these remarkable men and women-how they get those 

breathtaking shots, the dangers they face, and the lives they lead for the 

love of their craft.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-29 J-H ART CAREERS! ARCHAELOGIST, 

ARCHITECT, & STAINED GLASS 

ARTIST (VOL. 1)

Three fascinating interviews with working, dynamic artists at work, such 

as: Martha Symes, Archeologist; Lee Snolnick, Architect; and Barbara 

Meise, Stained Glass Artist. They give us information on how to study and 

work toward an art career.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-30 J-H ART CAREERS! GRAPHIC 

DESIGNER, INDUSTRIAL 

DESIGNER, & PUBLIC ARTIST 

(VOL. 2)

Three fascinating interviews with working, dynamic artists at work, such 

as: Andrea Marquez, Graphic Designer; Edwin Chan, Industrial Designer; 

and Samia Halaby, Public Artist. They give us information on how to study 

and work toward an art career.
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CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-31 J-H ART CAREERS! BOTANICAL 

ILLUSTRATOR, 3-D COMPUTER 

ANIMATOR, AND MUSEUM 

CURATOR (VOL. 3)

Three fascinating interviews with working, dynamic artists at work, such 

as: Bridget Thomas, Botanical Illustrator; Peter Weishar, 3-D Computer 

Animator; and Kathleen Ash-Milby, Museum Curator. They give us 

information on how to study and work toward an art career.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-32 J-H ART CAREERS! SCENIC DESIGNER, 

INTERIOR DESIGNER, AND 

SCULPTOR (VOL. 4)

Three fascinating interviews with working, dynamic artists at work, such 

as: Toni Barton, Scenic Designer; Laura Bohn, Interior Designer; and Jesus 

Bautista Moroles, Sculptor. They give us information on how to study and 

work toward an art career.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-33 J-H ART CAREERS! LANDSCAPE 

ARCHITECT, POTTER, AND TOY 

DESIGNER (VOL. 5)

Three fascinating interviews with working, dynamic artists at work, such 

as: Elizabeth Kennedy, Landscape Artchitect; Brenda Hill, Potter; and 

Maria Coccodrilli, Toy Designer. They give us information on how to study 

and work toward an art career.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-34 J-H ART CAREERS! CHILDREN’S BOOK 

ILLUSTRATOR, 

PHOTOJOURNALIST, AND 

FUTURISTIC ARTIST. 

Three fascinating interviews with working, dynamic artists at work, such 

as: Chris Soentpiet, Children’s Book Illustrator; Budd Williams, 

Photojournalist; Donato Giancola, Futuristic Artist. They give us 

information on how to study and work toward an art career.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-35 H THE VIDEO GUIDE TO BASIC 

35MM PHOTOGRAPHY

This video is the starting point for any person wishing to learn 

photography. This is a practical, easy-to-follow guide.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-36 H THE VIDEO GUIDE TO BASIC 

VIDEOGRAPHY

This video takes the mystery out of shooting effective, entertaining videos. 

This basic tape is the starting point for any person wishing to learn the 

exciting, colorful world of video.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-37 H THE BUSINESS OF 

PHOTOGRAPHY

Whether you're already a working pro or just beginning to think about a 

career in photography, this tape is for you. You'll meet the art directors and 

the editors who actually buy pictures and give out the profitable 

assignments.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-38 H PHOTOGRAPHIC DESIGN This tape is a must for any photographer who's serious about 

understanding and using the principles of good photographic design.
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CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-39 H THE DARKROOM This video is a must for any person who wants to develop and print both 

black-and-white and color photographs. Darkroom techniques are as 

unique as the photographer performing them.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-40 H THE STUDIO You know you've become serious about photography when you start 

thinking about a studio of your own. You will get detailed and practical 

ideas about how to layout and equip your studio to gain optimum results 

for product and people photography.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC280-41 H PHOTOGRAPHIC LIGHT To write with light," that's what the word "photography," which comes 

from the ancient Greeks, literally means. Each half-hour chapter explores 

and illustrates the principles of "how light works." This video will help you 

better control and manipulate light in your photography.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC518-24 P-I I WANT TO BE AN ARTIST Intended for the younger student, this video was designed to show an 

overview of various kinds of careers in the art field at a level easily 

understood by elementary children. The careers include: art gallery owner, 

restoration artist, art teacher, computer artist, photographer, & fashion 

designer.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC518-25 P-I SQUIGGLES, DOTS AND LINES Find out how to draw almost anything in the universe! Ed Emberley 

presents unique "drawing alphabet" with lively computer graphics and 

new songs. See kids illustrate books, make cards, party decorations and 

mural.

CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC518-26 J-H ART IS ELEMENTS OF DESIGN The artist introduces the seven elements of design--line, shape, form, color, 

value, texture, and space. Each of the seven elements is explored and 

clearly explained with diagrams and hands-on demonstrations.
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CAREER EDUCATION - ART AND 

ENTERTAINMENT

VC518-27 J-H ART IS  PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN This program shows how the elements of design are combined and used in 

developing the seven principles of design, balance, movement, rhythm, 

contrast, emphasis, pattern, and unity. Each of the seven principles is 

explored and clearly explained in diagrams and hands-on demonstrations.

CAREER EDUCATION - CHILD 

DEVELOPMENT

DVD300-5 J-H JOBS IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT A variety of professionals are employed by proud parents and concerned 

care providers to ensure the health, education and general well-being of 

their children. Gain insight into the personality and skills required to 

become a teacher, social worker, and development therapist.

CAREER EDUCATION - CLOTHING 

& TEXTILES

DVD300-6 J-H JOBS IN CLOTHING, TEXTILES & 

FASHION

Explore the world of a clothing designer, fashion journalist a boutique 

owner and learn about other career opportunities available in the clothing 

and textiles industry.

CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC290-1 J-H SUPER STRUCTURES OF THE 

WORLD

Twentieth century architects, driven by function, artistry or ego, have sent 

grand steel-and-glass towers designs sprouting into the sky. Explore these 

mammoth structures in phenomenal details in this video. Peel back the 

outer layer of the world's tallest buildings and delve into the newest 

achievements of structural composition. Decide which structure can truly 

lay claim to the title of the World's Tallest Building.

CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC290-11 J-H MODERN MARVELS: 

AQUEDUCTS: MAN MADE RIVERS 

OF LIFE

For thousands of years, we have shaped the world and forged history by 

controlling the flow of water. From the continent-spanning constructions of 

Ancient Rome to the lifeline that quenches Los Angeles's thirst, MODERN 

MARVELS takes a probing look at the history and technology of 

AQUEDUCTS.

CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC290-2 J-H SUPER BRIDGE Play sidewalk supervisor at one of the world’s most remarkable and risky 

bridge projects, a rare example of what is known as cable stayed design, an 

innovative variation on the suspension bridge. Zoom in on every phase of 

the four-year construction and much more.
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CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC290-5 I-H THE CONSTRUCTION OF HOOVER 

DAM

You'll witness the fascinating construction of mighty Hoover Dam as the 

men and machines of the 1930's create what is still considered to be an 

incredible monument of man's ingenuity.

CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC290-6 J-H THE MOST ASTOUNDING 

STRUCTURES

Humans are builders and size does matter in the building game. In 1885 

architect and builder Jennings built the first skyscrapper. In 1930 the 

Empire State Building was the tallest building in the world for the next 30 

years. The tallest building in the world is in Malaysia. The tallest tower in 

the world was the Light House of Pharos. It stood as the tallest tower in the 

world for over a thousand years. The Eiffel Tower was erected in 1889 and 

thought by the French at first to be a terrible structure. A notorious bridge 

in Washington was the Tacoma Narrows Bridge. The largest Pyramid in 

the world is the White Pyramid of China.

CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC290-7 J-H BIG DAMS From the banks of the Nile to the top of the Hoover Dam, you'll meet the 

courageous and ambitious builders, relive the deadly disasters, and 

discover the little-known personal triumphs and tragedies behind the 

greatest dams ever build.

CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC290-8 I-H COLLAPSE: FAILURE BY DESIGN When builders use innovative materials or implement creative design, 

sometimes the result is disastrous. Explore the flaws of four structures that 

failed the test of integrity and collapsed.

CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC290-9 J-H ENGINEERING SECRETS For 1,500 years the dome of Hagia Sophia has soared above the skyline of 

Istanbul, Turkey. Examine the engineering brilliance of the church that 

withstood a recent 7.5 earthquake that devastated much of Turkey.

CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC295-1 P-I ARCHITECTURE: RAISING THE 

BIG TOP

Welcome to the big top! Watch as a huge circus tent is taken down, moved, 

and then put up again--to see how the force of tension makes this five-story 

canvas structure stand up.
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CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC295-2 P-I ARCHITECTURE: HOME What makes a home, architecturally speaking? Can a house be built in just 

one day? How can pieces of wood be joined together without nails, screws, 

or glue? Take a close look at a variety of homes around the world. See how 

different homes are built, and explore the purposes that they serve for the 

people, and animals, who construct them.

CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC295-3 P-I ARCHITECTURE: STACK IT UP A huge stone building may look like its just standing there, but there are 

powerful forces at work to keep it doing that! Explore an immense stone 

cathedral while it's being built. See how arches are used to span distances, 

held together by the force of their own weight--and how large bases and 

buttresses help the arches to stay standing.

CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC295-4 P-I ARCHITECTURE: MADE TO FIT How well do you fit in your classroom? Your kitchen? How well do these 

places work for you? Explore how architecture is made to fit with the help 

of ergonomics, the science of making things fit people. See how animals can 

be architects, building structures suited just to their species.

CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC295-5 P-I ARCHITECTURE: LIGHT BUT 

STRONG

How do you get the most building using the least amount of building 

materials? See how and why architects choose materials, and how they get 

the most out of them with the use of I-beams, triangle-shaped braces, and 

thin fabric roofs. Then watch as a group of kids work together to design a 

structure that will hold up the most weight with the least amount of 

material.

CAREER EDUCATION - 

CONSTRUCTION

VC295-6 P-J THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF 

HOUSES

Throughout history man has had powerful needs; like finding food and 

shelter; or protecting himself from nature and his enemies; even creating a 

comfortable place to live and a sense of privacy. Also, he wanted to find a 

way to express himself as an individual. Man could obtain all these things 

when he decided to buy or build a house.
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CAREER EDUCATION - FOOD & 

NUTRITION

DVD300-4 I-H JOBS IN FOOD & NUTRITION Learn how farmers, chefs, scientists and health care workers produce, 

prepare, develop and evaluate food to ensure nutrition. Discover related 

jobs and the education and experiences beneficial to building a career in 

food and nutrition.

CAREER EDUCATION - HOUSING & 

INTERIOR DESIGN

DVD300-7 J-H JOBS IN HOUSING & INTERIOR 

DESIGN

Explore the careers of an architect, general contractor and interior designer 

and other related professionals. Learn how their combined knowledge 

turns the idea of a house into a reality.

ECONOMICS VC034-12 P TAXES IN U.S. HISTORY (2 VIDEOS) Each 20 minutes student program focuses on an important issue typically 

included in U.S. history courses: The Whiskey Rebellion: First Test of the 

Federal Power to Tax, 1794; the Protective Tariff Issue, 1832; and Fairness 

and the Income Tax, 1909.

ECONOMICS VC200-18 H DEMYSTIFYING THE STOCK 

MARKET

Learn how to buy and sale stock. Wall Street is where the New York Stock 

Exchange is located. Legal document that shows you own stock is called a 

"stock certificate." Investing in the stock market is about the same as riding 

a roller coaster; it has its ups and downs.

ECONOMICS VC200-19 J-H HISTORY OF THE DOW This video journey the Dow through a century that saw the rise of America 

as the world's business leader. Through rare archival footage and 

extraordinary firsthand accounts, you'll follow Wall Street icons like Exxon, 

Coca-Cola, McDonalds, and IBM as they make history. Watch as the jagged 

line of the Dow tells the fascinating story of Wall Street.

ECONOMICS VC204-26 H TAXES This video will: help you determine which forms you need and where to 

get them; guide you step-by-step through the intricacies of the 1040; and 

give you confidence as you tackle your taxes.

ECONOMICS VC204-27 H PERSONAL FINANCE This video will: help you take charge of your finances; give you the 

discipline to stick to your plan; and show you how to set and meet your 

financial goals.
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ECONOMICS VC204-28 H BUYING A NEW CAR This video will: give you the nuts and bolts to get you a good deal; relieve 

the stress of the car buying game; and present proven negotiation 

techniques in a fun and easy format.

ECONOMICS VC204-29 H YOUR CREDIT RECORD: KEEPING 

IT CLEAN

This video explains to viewers that as they make payments, pay off debts 

and apply for further credit, the bureau will continue to keep a complete 

record of their financial histories. Viewers learn about a credit report that 

can be obtained by anyone to whom individuals have applied for credit. It 

opens viewers' eye to the seriousness of establishing credit and keeping 

their credit records clean.

ECONOMICS VC303-1 H RESOURCES AND SCARCITY Illustrates how unlimited wants and scarce resources lead to trade-offs and 

choices.

ECONOMICS VC303-11 H PRODUCTIVITY Explains the factors that affect productivity growth.

ECONOMICS VC303-13 H MONETARY POLICY Demonstrates how the money supply affects economic growth and 

inflation.

ECONOMICS VC303-14 H STABILIZATION POLICY Presents the arguments for and against government policies to stabilize the 

economy.

ECONOMICS VC303-15 H THE FIRM: HOW CAN IT KEEP 

COSTS DOWN?

This program looks at the economic factors behind Coke's secret formula 

change, Studebaker's demise, and The Asbury Park Press.

ECONOMICS VC303-16 H SUPPLY AND DEMAND Looks at the facts that determine the quantity of goods demanded and 

supplied.

ECONOMICS VC303-17 H PERFECT COMPETITION AND 

INELASTIC DEMANDS

Illustrates perfect competition and the elasticity of supply and demand.

ECONOMICS VC303-18 H ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY Examines how prices act as signals to consumers and producers.

ECONOMICS VC303-19 H MONOPOLY Looks at a monopolistic market structure and at government's role in 

regulating monopolies.
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ECONOMICS VC303-2 H MARKETS AND PRICES Examines the free-market price system.

ECONOMICS VC303-20 H OLIGOPOLIES Shows how oligopolies try to avoid price competition.

ECONOMICS VC303-21 H POLLUTION Defines the concept of "external dis-economy" and analyzes the "optimum" 

level of pollution.

ECONOMICS VC303-22 H LABOR AND MANAGEMENT Explores how labor unions affect the supply of labor, wages, and economic 

efficiency.

ECONOMICS VC303-26 H PUBLIC GOODS AND 

RESPONSIBILITIES

Defines "public goods" and shows the purposes of the tax system.

ECONOMICS VC303-28 H EXCHANGE RATES Shows the effect of exchange rates on trade, domestic economic growth, 

and inflations.

ECONOMICS VC303-3 H U.S. ECONOMIC GROWTH Looks at the functions and limitations of the GNP measurement.

ECONOMICS VC303-4 H BOOMS AND BUSTS Introduces the concepts of aggregate supply and aggregate demand in 

relation to the business cycle.

ECONOMICS VC303-7 H INFLATION This program examines the economic and social costs of the inflationary 

spiral of the early 1960s and questions whether the problem of inflation has 

been solved.

ECONOMICS VC303-8 H THE BANKING SYSTEM The S&L crisis is reviewed with a discussion of deposit insurance and the 

accountability of financial institutions.

FOREING LANGUAGE - FRENCH VC710-28 H FRENCH IN ACTION: 1-4 

ORIENTATION & GENESIS

Experience springtime in Paris, meet native speakers in authentic 

neighborhood bistros, and visit Chartres and the Burgundy wine country 

all in French.

FOREING LANGUAGE - FRENCH VC710-29 H FRENCH IN ACTION: 5-8 

FAMILIES, PORTRAITS, & 

GENEALOGY

Immerse yourself in French society and culture while learning how to 

speak and understand the language.
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FOREING LANGUAGE - FRENCH VC710-30 H FRENCH IN ACTION: 9-12 

VACATION IN BRITTANY & 

ENCOUNTERS

This series features a romantic story about an American student and a 

young French woman. As the story progresses, so does the range and 

complexity of the language.

FOREING LANGUAGE - FRENCH VC710-31 H FRENCH IN ACTION: 13-16 

ENCOUNTERS AND GETTING 

UNDERWAY

New words and structures are reinforced by more than 6,000 vignettes 

taken from French films, television, advertising, and cartoons.

FOREING LANGUAGE - FRENCH VC710-32 H FRENCH IN ACTION: 17-20 IN ALL 

LABOR THERE IS PROFIT & 

ENTERING THE SCHOOL ZONE.

Produced by Yale University and the WGBH Educational Foundation, in 

conjunction with Wellesley College.

FOREING LANGUAGE - FRENCH VC710-33 H FRENCH IN ACTION: 21-24 

ENTERING THE SCHOOL Z ONE & 

FISHING FOR AN INVITATION

Immerse yourself in French society and culture while learning how to 

speak and understand the language.

FOREING LANGUAGE - FRENCH VC710-34 H FRENCH IN ACTION: 25-26 BILLS 

OF FARE

Experience springtime in Paris, meet native speakers in authentic 

neighborhood bistros, and visit Chartres and the Burgundy wine country 

all in French.

FOREING LANGUAGE - GERMAN VC716-11 A UNSER LEHRER DOKTOR SPECHT 

1: WARUM NICHT POT SDAM

After moving to Berlin from western Germany, Dr. Markus Specht is 

offered a position at a "Gymnasium" in Potsdam, not only as a teacher, but 

as director of the school. He does not need too much convincing to accept 

the job.

FOREING LANGUAGE - GERMAN VC716-12 A UNSER LEHRER DOKTO SPECHT 2: 

DER SCHULANFANGER

Dr. Specht finds a lot of mistrust among the students as he begins his work; 

they feel he simply cannot understand their needs, having come from the 

West. When he can help the students out of a difficult situation with the 

police, he wins their admiration.

FOREING LANGUAGE - GERMAN VC716-4 H RAVIOLI III 1983 German television program. Collection of episodes about the Duewel 

family. 
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FOREING LANGUAGE - SPANISH VC705-2 I-H LA FAMILIA Describing members of your family; talking about your home and room.

FOREING LANGUAGE - SPANISH VC705-4 I-H TIEMPO LIBRE Talking about hobbies, expressing time, describing weekend activities.

FOREING LANGUAGE - SPANISH VC705-5 I-H DEPORTES Talking about favorite sports, telling about athletic practice and match 

playing. 

FOREING LANGUAGE - SPANISH VC705-6 I-H COMER Y BEBER Ordering food and drink; buying vegetables, talking about favorite foods 

and mealtimes. 

FOREING LANGUAGE - SPANISH VC705-8 J-H A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A 

MEXICAN FAMILY (Spanish )

This is a well-done video about all the family members in one family in 

Mexico City. However, this video is advanced in its use of Spanish, not for 

beginners. But they could still learn the culture. 

GEOGRAPHY VC036-75 I-H THE GEOGRAPHY TUTOR In this video you will learn about: definition of geography, definition of 

geographer, definition of culture, definition of culture region, culture earth, 

cultural diffusion, acculturation, cultural assimilation, raw material & 

natural resources, and related sciences and studies.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

DVD036-1 I-H THE NATIONAL PARKS: (EPISODE 

1) THE SCRIPTURE OF NATURE 

1851-1890

The astonishing beauty of Yosemite Valley and the geyser wonderland of 

Yellowstone give birth to the radical idea of creating national parks for the 

enjoyment of everyone; John Muir becomes their eloquent defender.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

DVD036-2 I-H THE NATIONAL PARKS: (EPISODE 

2) THE LAST REFUGE 1890-1915

A young president, Theodore Roosevelt, becomes one of the national parks' 

greatest champions; in Yellowstone, a magnificent species is rescued from 

extinction; and in Yosemite, John Muir fights the battle of his life to save a 

beautiful valley. 

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

DVD036-3 I-H THE NATIONAL PARKS: (EPISODE 

3) THE EMPIRE OF GRANDEUR 

1915-1919

In John Muir's absence, a new leader steps forward on behalf of America's 

remaining pristine places; a new federal agency is created to protect the 

parks; and in Arizona, a fight breaks out over the fate of the grandest 

canyon on earth.
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GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

DVD036-4 I-H THE NATIONAL PARKS: (EPISODE 

4) GOING HOME 1920-1933

As America embraces the automobile, a Nebraska housewife searches for 

peace and inspiration in park after park, while a honeymoon couple seeks 

fame and adventure in the Grand Canyon; and the future of the Great 

Smoky Mountains becomes caught in a race with the lumbermen's saws.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

DVD036-5 I-H THE NATIONAL PARKS: (EPISODE 

5) GREAT NATURE 1933-1945

In the midst of an economic catastrophe and then a world war, the national 

parks provide a source of much-needed jobs and then much needed peace; 

the park idea changes to include new places and new ways of thinking; and 

in Wyoming, battle lines are drawn along the front of the Teton Range.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

DVD036-6 I-H THE NATIONAL PARKS: (EPISODE 

60 THE MORNING OF CREATION 

1946-1980

A stubborn iconoclast fights a lonely battle on behalf of a species nearly 

everyone hates; America's "Last Frontier" becomes a testing ground for the 

future of the park idea; and in unprecedented numbers, American families 

create unforgettable memories, passing on a love to the parks to the next 

generation.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-10 I DEATH VALLEY This production touches the history, geography, geology and climate of one 

of the most unique holes in the earth's surface.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-11 I-H GRAND CANYON OF THE 

COLORADO

A thorough look at the Grand Canyon, its history, its geology, its 

whitewater and its role as a national park.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-12 I YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK Yellowstone National Park has the largest collection of hydrothermal 

features in the world--thousands of hot springs and mud pots--more than 

200 geysers. These features occur here because the earth's crust is unusually 

thin, instead of 30 to 40 miles thick; it is less than 4 miles. The magma, or 

heated rock layer next to the earth's crust becomes superheated, turns into 

liquid, and collects in small pockets--like blisters under the skin.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-13 I-J YOSEMITE One of America's most popular national parks, it is equal in size to the State 

of Rhode Island and contains Yosemite Valley.
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GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-26 I-H OVER AMERICA This is a spectacular visual essay on the beauty and grandeur that is 

America. From her wave swept coasts to the majestic mountains and the 

forested Northwest, you will see all of the awe-inspiring scenic 

magnificence of our nation.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-27 I-H AURORA: RIVERS OF LIGHT IN 

THE SKY

Alaska's Northern Lights - These spectacular lights have inspired mystics 

and storytellers for centuries and led modern scientists on a fascination 

search for the sources of the aurora display. It shares the myths, legends, 

and science behind one of nature's most beautiful night-bound mysteries.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-29 I-H CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL 

PARK

Explore the Channel Islands. Hear the call of seabirds, the raucous voice of 

sea lions and seals as well as the lonesome song of the whale. Eight 

mountain peaks off Southern California form awe-inspiring Channel 

Islands National Park where you'll dive the kelp beds of Anacapa and hike 

to the world's largest gathering of seals!

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-30 I-H HAWAII VOLCANOS NATIONAL 

PARK

Get a close-up look at two great active volcanoes, constantly erupting; their 

lava flows creating new lands. Bicycle along spectacular ocean cliffs, where 

blasts of hot steam fill the sky, spend an eerie night near an active eruption. 

Finally, you'll fly over Mauna Loa, one of the earth's largest mountains.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-31 I-H MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL 

PARK

Go spelunking down into the world's largest cavern! Explore little known 

passageways. Discover Mammoth's pre-historic inhabitants, with the 

conservation group, earth watch. Then, you'll explore the unique world 

topside on horseback.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-33 I-H GRAND CANYON NATIONAL 

PARK

In this program you'll capture the best of the Grand Canyon experience: a 

breathtaking river trip down the Colorado, a mule trip down sheer canyon 

walls, an exhilarating excursion in, over around a canyon so vast, so 

incredibly big, that words can't describe it.
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GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-34 I-H SEQUOIA AND KINGS CANYON Since man first set eyes upon the giant Sequoias, the big trees have inspired 

awe and wonder in the minds of men. How old are they? What is it that 

makes these trees so indestructible that they have become the largest of all 

living things?

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-35 I-H MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL 

PARK, KENTUCKY

Park rangers explain the important role of water in this complex maze of 

tubes and passageways. Learn of ancient Indians who explored the Cave 

almost 4,000 years ago, and frontiersmen who mined saltpeter for 

gunpowder.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-36 I-H MOUNT RUSHMORE, CRAZY 

HORSE & THE BLACK HILLS

Discover the very best of Mount Rushmore and the Black Hills with this 

exciting video tour. Explore the area's exquisite scenery, natural wonders 

and Old West heritage including state and national parks. Learn the 

amazing story of Rushmore sculptor Gutzon Borglum and how he carved a 

mountain. Also witness the moving story of Crazy Hose sculptor Korczak 

Ziolkowski and watch Crazy Horse Memorial now in progress.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-37 I-H CARLSBAD CAVERNS NATIONAL 

PARK

Carlsbad Caverns is one of the most inspiring caverns in the entire world. It 

is also a place of discovery, or learning about the wonders of Mother 

Nature. The Guadalupe Mountains National Park is also included in the 

video.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-38 I-H NIAGARA: THUNDER OF THE 

WATERS

Embark on a journey of discovery. The mighty Niagara and surrounding 

park lands are rich in history and human struggle. Poetic and personal in 

its approach and epic in feel, this video ignites the imagination.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-39 I-H PIKES PEAK COUNTRY Explore Pikes Peak and the region's scenic wonders and famous attractions, 

including historic sites, rustic towns and a drive up the famed Pikes Peak 

Highway. Enjoy the panoramic view as you ride the Cog Railway to the 

14,000-foot summit of Pikes Peak.
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GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-40 I-H SECRETS OF THE SONORAN 

DESERT

The Sonora Desert is filled with life-evolving adapting-always in harmony 

with the rhythms of the changing seasons. No other desert in the world 

encompasses such an incredible diversity. Javelina, gila monsters, boojum 

trees, ocotillos-it's all here for you to learn about and enjoy. Also discover 

the extreme contrasts in geology, terrain, seasons and weather. Also 

featuring Saguaro National Park & Organ Pipe Cactus National 

Monument.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-41 I-H MOUNT RUSHMORE Towering over the Black Hills of South Dakota, Mount Rushmore was the 

vision of Gutzon Borglum. Over the course of 15 years, 350 men poured 

their sweat into Borglum's vision, using drills and explosives to chisel 

Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, and Roosevelt into the massive granite cliff. 

Here is the controversial history of this unorthodox masterpiece, including 

the remarkable design specifications, and the awe it still inspires today.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-42 I-H YELLOWSTONE AFLAME In this video you'll see Yellowstone before, during and after the Great 

Yellowstone Fires and learn the complete fire story. Experience raging fire-

storms with incredible footage taken by people who risked their lives to 

film it. Discover the ecological role of fire as well as the beauty of 

Yellowstone before and after the fires.

GEOGRAPHY - NATIONAL PARKS 

AND REGIONS

VC036-48 I-J THE REDWOODS Perhaps a hundred million years ago, redwoods grew throughout the 

Northern Hemisphere. Today they remain only in the fog belt that stretches 

along the coast of northern California. The redwoods, tallest of all living 

things, have grown to heights of more than 300 feet in their average 

lifetimes of 800 years. Much of the redwood lands lie ravaged by the 

activities of man.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - ALASKA VC036-21 I-H ALASKA: THE 49TH STATE Alaska is a land best described by the superlative: massive, beautiful, rich 

in human and natural resources. It is also a land split by controversy; those 

who would exploit the state's resources versus those who wish to preserve 

them for the future.
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GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA DVD038-2 P-I CALIFORNIA We will explore California’s varied landforms, taking a trip into Death 

Valley and the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Travel to Hollywood, talk to a 

seismologist, and learn about the history, industry, a natural resources and 

culture of the state, especially the contributions for native people and 

immigrants.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA VC038-2 I-H CALIFORNIA This video provides an overview of the history, geography, spirit, and 

tradition that makes California what it is today. Highlights features that 

make California a land of variety and helps the viewer understand the 

attraction.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA VC038-4 I-H LIFE IN A CALIFORNIA MISSION 

IN 1790

The missions built by the Spanish priests and friars were much more than 

churches. They were self-sufficient communities, existing much like the 

feudal system. Video recreates life in the mission.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA VC038-5 I-H GOLD RUSH AND THE 

SETTLEMENT OF CALIFORNIA

This video tells the story of the men and women who risked life and limb in 

the hope that they would strike it rich. We learn of the difficulties of all the 

transportation routes to California hemmed in by mountains, deserts and 

the ocean. We see how Native Americans and Mexican settlers are stripped 

of their lands by the decisions of U.S. courts and the actions of American 

citizens. 

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA VC038-6 I-J THE DONNER PARTY This video chronicles the harrowing tale of the ill-fated emigrant group that 

set out for California in the spring of 1846 and ended in disaster in the 

snows of Sierra Nevada mountains the following winter.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA VC038-14 I-H THE YEAR CALIFORNIA BECAME 

A STATE

Explore California's unique history and how the state capitol building fits 

into it. This interesting and informative journey reveals the rugged lifestyle 

and motivations of immigrant farmers and gold miners, the political 

interest in California's lands for "expansion," and how the civil war affected 

the establishment of the state's government. Also learn why Sacramento 

became the capitol of the Golden State.
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GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA VC040-2 I-H THE BUILDING OF THE LOS 

ANGELES AQUEDUCT

Trace the relationship between water and Los Angeles from 1850 to 

present. Illustrates how the building of the Los Angeles Aqueduct and 

Boulder Dam provided the water and electrical power to allow Los Angeles 

to become one of the largest cities in the world. Features extensive 

historical footage of the building of these two engineering feats and of the 

current megalopolis that they support.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC038-19 I-J A WALK THROUGH TIME: 

CALIFORNIA GOLD COUNTRY 

PAST & PRESENT

This video is a valuable aid to history-social science course- work for 

schools. By taking a walk through time in California's gold country, 

students will understand that the study of history and the social science is 

an exciting opportunity to learn about life from people, places and time. 

This will encourage them to learn about and value their own stories. 

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC038-20 I-J THE GOLD RUSH AND THE '49ERS While building a lumber mill for John Sutter, James Marshall discovered 

gold in California's American River. When the discovery was confirmed in 

1848 by President Polk, it set off a rush to the west that was to transform 

the country. The fever was high, the struggle was hard, and the result was 

equal to compressing one hundred years of growth and development of the 

west into ten. 

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC038-23 I-H GOLDRUSH COUNTRY The development of western America and the effects of the discovery of 

gold beyond the Rocky Mountains are depicted. Immigrants are shown 

rushing to find gold and staying to become members of a new society. This 

video captures the excitement and delineates the consequences of the find 

at Sutter's Mill and its aftermath.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC038-24 I-H MORE PRECIOUS THAN GOLD The story of the Mormon Battalion has much to do with the history of 

California. In 1846 the 496 men of the battalion journeyed west to fight in 

the war with Mexico but instead became a significant force in the 

exploration, settlement, and prosperity of California and the western 

United States.
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GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-13 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: GOLD 

COUNTRY

Bidwell Bar Days in Lake Oroville; Sonora's picturesque landmark--the Red 

Church; and the annual Poison Oak Show held at Columbia State Historic 

Park.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-14 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: CLOSER 

LOOK

Wooden Plank Road in Imperial County; and Camp Lockett Cavalry 

Reunion which brought together members of the last mounted unit in the 

Army.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-15 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: DEVIL'S 

JAW

Honda Point, the most dangerous spot on the Pacific Coast, also known as 

"Devil's Jaw" and "Graveyard of the Pacific"; and La Purisima Mission in 

Lompoc.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-16 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: SINGING 

COWBOYS

Roy Rogers and Dale Evans Museum; Herb Jeffries, star of black western 

films in the 1930s and former singer with the Duke Ellington Orchestra; 

and the Black Cowboy Parade in Oakland.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-17 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: BLOSSOM 

TRAILS

Fresno County Blossom Trail; Mennonite Quilt Center in Reedley; Uncle 

Harry's (Armenian) Restaurant; and Pinochle Game in Laton--the world's 

longest running pinochle game.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-18 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: 

COMMUNITY CELEBRATIONS

California’s oldest parade, the Bok Kai Parade in Marysville, and the Bok 

Kai Temple; the world's largest blossoming plant, the Sierra Madre 

Wisteria Vine; and the Lincoln Memorial Shrine in Redlands, the only 

shrine to Abraham Lincoln west of the Mississippi.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-19 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: BUILDINGS Bayliss Branch Library, the only functioning Carnegie Library that is truly 

rural; Twentynine Palms Old Schoolhouse; and the Apple Pan Diner in Los 

Angeles.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-2 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: 

CENTRALCOAST/WEATHERING 

AND SOILS

Covers the missions, first motel, Pozo's saloon, and Dunites. This series is a 

hands-on lesson in California history, geography, natural wonders and 

cultural diversity.
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GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-20 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: A TALE OF 

TWO CITIES

Allensworth State Historic Park, our state's only community founded, 

settled, and governed by African Americans; the town of Kernville; and 

whitewater rafting down the Kern River.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-21 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: THINGS 

THAT CRAWL IN THE NIGHT

The endangered Kangaroo Rat; Carrizo Plain Natural Area, considered the 

best example of the fragile ecosystem of the San Joaquin Valley; Grunion 

Run at Cabrillo Beach in San Pedro and the Cabrillo Marine Museum.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-23 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: MONO 

LAKE

The entire episode is devoted to one of America's oldest and most beautiful 

lakes. Mono Lake's blue waters reflect a landscape of volcanoes, glacier-

scoured canyons, and curious formations of calcium carbonate, called tufa. 

For all its natural beauty, Mono Lake's fragile ecosystem is in peril.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-24 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: NISEI 

PARADE AND LITTLE TOKYO

The 52nd Annual Nisei parade celebration in Little Tokyo in downtown 

Los Angeles); the history of Little Tokyo.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-25 I-H CALIFORNIA’S GOLD: BURIED 

TREASURE

The buried set of Cecil B. DeMille’s silent epic, “The Ten Commandments” 

and a working gold mine in Sierra County.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-26 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: HISTORIC 

HORSES

World famous W. K. Kellogg Arabian Horse Center on the campus of Cal 

Poly, Pomona; and the annual Pony Express Re-Run in Sacramento.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-27 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: ISLANDS Annual Catalina Water Ski Race from Long Beach to Catalina; and San 

Nicolas Island, one of the Channel Islands, a haven for wildlife.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-28 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: JOSHUA 

TREE

The entire episode looks at Joshua Tree National Monument in the Mojave 

Desert, including an abandoned desert ranch.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-29 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: OUR 

STATE'S FRONT YARD

Capitol Park on the grounds of the State Capitol in Sacramento, where 

there are thousands of species of flora.
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GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-30 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: MARIACHI This episode looks at the history of Mariachi music with world renowned 

Los Camperos de Nati Cano and student mariachis at Garfield High 

School.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-31 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: GOLDEN 

GATE BRIDGE

The entire episode looks at California's most recognized landmark, 

including rare archival footage and interviews with men who built the 

bridge.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-32 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: ANGEL 

ISLAND

This episode looks at the history and natural beauty of the largest island in 

San Francisco Bay, including the detention of Chinese immigrants.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-33 I-H CALIFORNIA’S GOLD: WORLD 

WAR II

The largest self-propelled floating crane in the world; and a California town 

that was bombed by a Japanese submarine.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-34 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: AMBOY Mojave Desert in San Bernardino County: abandoned homesteads, 

immense sand dunes, an extinct volcano, and a beautiful, old depot.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-35 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: HARD TO 

GET TO

The Bristlecone Pine, the oldest, continuously living thing on earth; and Le 

Conte Falls in Yosemite National Park.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-36 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: TERRA 

COTTA

This episode looks at Gladding McBean, a factory which has been the 

premiere manufacturer of architectural terra cotta in the U.S. for 118 years.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-37 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: WATER 

UNDER PRESSURE

Look at two historic examples of water under pressure: first at the Malokoff 

Diggins State Park in the Sierra foothills, where for decades miners used 

tremendous water cannons to help dissolve mountains in search of 

precious metals. Visit a vast manmade valley that remains a testament to 

the power of this process. Visit California's Old Faithful Geyser in 

Calistoga, one of only three in the world.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-38 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: JACK 

LONDON

Explore Beauty Ranch, once the home of one of California's most famous 

authors, Jack London. Now the estate is part of the Jack London State 

Historical Park in the Valley of the Moon in Sonoma. It is at this home that 

London wrote many of his most famous books.
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GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-39 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: 

CALIFORNIA COMPANIES

Take a look at two companies that had their roots in California's gold rush. 

Studebaker Car Co., originally started as a wheelbarrow manufacturer. 

Visit the Studebaker Wheelbarrow Races at the El Dorado County Fair, 

now in their 49th year. Tour the original plant of Levi Strauss & Co. in San 

Francisco and see one of the first pair of blue jeans.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-40 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: WINGS 

OVER CALIFORNIA

Soar above our state as we look first at the Pigeon Courier Service at 

Avalon on Catalina Island, once the most expeditious means of 

communication with the small island. Visit the Twenty-Nine Palms Air 

Academy, created during World War II. Huell goes up in the air with some 

of the original pilots at this, the largest glider school in the country.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-41 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: STATE 

PARKS

Explore two of California's most interesting State Parks: the Providence 

Mountain State Recreation Area, located in the Eastern Mojove Desert, to 

see the famous Mitchell Caverns Nature Reserve; and the Indian Grinding 

Rock State Historic Park, in the Sierra Nevadas, where we see a Miwok 

Indians legacy in a vast rock covered with thousands of grinding pits.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-42 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: 

CALIFORNIA FLOWERS

Every spring, California blooms anew, bringing forth a striking display of 

flowers. Huell visits three places across the state where the splendor of 

California is in full bloom.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-43 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: SAN LUIS 

OBISPO TRAIN

Join in the centennial celebration of the arrival of the first steam train to this 

isolated mid-coastal town. As part of the celebrations, the town's citizens 

have recreated the events exactly as they happened a century before. Pass 

through the historic tunnels in a period steam engine as it descends into 

this festive town.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-44 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: Santa 

Barbara ISLAND

Travel to Santa Barbara Island, one of the eight Channel Islands, to learn 

about the history and nature of this beautiful place from its only human 

resident, a ranger. Walk the perimeter of this island to get a feel for this 

seldom seen part of the Golden State.
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GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-45 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: UNDER 

CALIFORNIA

Trace the lives of two men whose unique dreams in the early part of the 

century helped them to create two of our state's most amazing buried 

treasures. Visit the Underground Gardens of Baldasare Forestiere, and 

incredible labyrinth of tunnels, courtyards and vines. Next, visit the Burro 

Schmidt Tunnel, where for 50 years an early pioneer of the Mojave dug a 

2,000 foot tunnel through mountain.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-46 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: KELP One of California's biggest and most beautiful forests is one we never see, 

the incredible kelp forests off our coast. Travel from Monterey to San Diego 

to see how kelp grows, how it is harvested and how it finds its way into the 

common foods we eat.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-47 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: ON STAGE Visit two unique outdoor California theatres with long traditions of their 

own. First stop is the Spreckles Organ in San Diego, the world's largest 

outdoor organ. Weekly summer concerts have been an event there since 

1915. Then travel to the Pageant of the Masters in Laguna Beach, where the 

unique art form of "living pictures," is practiced to amazing effect.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-48 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: KEEPING 

COOL

Californians have done everything imaginable to keep cool in their 

blistering deserts. Join Huell as we look at two ways of cooling off: first, in 

the amazing old "desert submarines" of Indio County, and at an honest-to-

goodness oasis near Palm Springs.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-49 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: 

WEEDPATCH

Many "Okies" fled the Dust Bowl in their jalopies with signs reading 

"California or Bust." Out of options, they often ended up at the "Weedpatch 

camp," a federal labor and living camp for migrant workers in Kern 

County. Visit this historic camp, later immortalized in John Steinbeck's 

"Grapes of Wrath," and talk with both the "Okies" who grew up there and 

the Latinos who now call it home.
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GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-50 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: HUTS AND 

HANGARS

Many "Okies" fled the Dust Bowl in their jalopies with signs Tour the 

largest wooden buildings in the world, the vast blimp hangars at the U.S. 

Marine Air station at Tustin. Travel to the Seabee Naval Museum at Port 

Hueneme and the Marine Base at Camp Pendleton; get a firsthand look at 

the history of an honest-to-goodness military institution.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-51 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: OLIVES 

AND BERRIES

Visit the olive orchards in the San Joaquin Valley and processing plant of 

the Graber family in Ontario, where for a century workers have prepared 

Graber Olives in almost the same way. Then travel to Orange County to 

learn how the world-famous Knott's Berry Farm amusement park grew out 

of one woman's home cooking.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-52 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: 

IMPORTANT PLACES

Tour the fields of Camp Pendelton, near San Diego, where for a period in 

the mid-1970s thousands of Vietnamese refugees lived in a large tent city 

and their first stop after fleeing their war torn homeland. Next, visit the 

Sherman Institute High School, an off-reservation boarding school for 

Native Americans that has educated students for almost a century.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-53 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: HIDDEN 

GOLD

Visit the prehistoric La Brea Tar Pits in the heart of Los Angeles, where 

dinosaurs and other early denizens of California have been preserved in tar 

for thousands of years. Next visit California's version of Plymouth Rock, 

the Presidio of San Diego, and watch as an excavation uncovers all sorts of 

amazing relics from this, the first European settlement in California.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-54 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: LIFE IN 

DEATH VALLEY

It's thought of as one of the bleakest and most desolate places in the world, 

but Death Valley can be beautiful. Contrary to its name, Death Valley is 

host to a wide variety of life, from prehistoric pupfish to stunning 

miniature wildflowers.
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GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-55 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: SCOTTY'S 

CASTLE

Walter Scott is one of the great characters of California history. Travel to 

Death Valley to learn what his legacy is all about. Tour the amazing castle 

that now bears Scotty's name and walk through the dry desert that Scotty 

loved so much. Get an intimate portrait of this California original from 

those who knew and loved him.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-56 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: CENTER OF 

CALIFORNIA

Travel in search of the geographic center of our state and in the process 

visit a whole string of towns that lay claim to being "the center of 

California." With the help of locals and a cartographer from the U.S. 

Geological Survey, locate the exact spot and mark it by planting a state flag.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-57 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: OIL Find out how oil made Kern County great, visit the vast Midway-Sunset 

Field which is the top oil-producing field in the lower 48 states and the 

West Kern Oil Museum in Taft, which has one of the1st huge wood 

derricks in existence. The last stop is the Lakeview Gusher, which at the 

turn of the century was the largest gusher in the United States.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-58 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: 

CALIFORNIA ZEPHYR

Visit the California Zephyr, a magnificent train which traveled between 

Chicago and Oakland from 1949-1970. Board one of the original restored 

silver "Vista-Dome" cars and travel through some of the most spectacular 

scenery in the state, heading west from Lake Tahoe. Share the ride with a 

group of people who worked on and rode the original Zephyr.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-59 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: FOLSOM 

PRISON

Tour Folsom Prison, which for well over a century has housed some of our 

state's toughest characters and gets a rare look inside this landmark prison. 

Visit Folsom's first death row, the chapel which contains what has to be one 

of the most unusual paintings of "The Last Supper," the historic "China 

Hill," and the seldom-seen prison graveyard, final resting place for 

generations of prisoners.
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GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

GOLD

VC039-60 I-H CALIFORNIA'S GOLD: MCCLOUD Visit the historic lumber and railroad town of McCloud, located at the foot 

of Mt. Shasta, California's second highest mountain. In this adventure is a 

trip on the famous McCloud railroad, a visit to the local swimming hole 

located in a magnificent natural setting and a tour of the town and its 

quaint, old buildings.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

MISSIONS

VC038-10 I-H CALIFORNIA MISSIONS #104 San Luis Obispo de Tolosa, San Miguel Arcangel, and San Antonio de 

Padua

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

MISSIONS

VC038-11 I-H CALIFORNIA MISSIONS #105 Soledad, San Carlos Borromeo de Carmelo, and San Juan Bautista

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

MISSIONS

VC038-12 I-H CALIFORNIA MISSIONS #106 Santa Cruz, Santa Clara de Asis, and San Jose

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

MISSIONS

VC038-13 I-H CALIFORNIA MISSIONS #107 San Francisco de Asis, San Rafael Arcangel, and San Francisco Solano 

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

MISSIONS

VC038-21 I-J INSIDE THE CALIFORNIA 

MISSIONS

This is the first video to capture the beauty, the history and the controversy 

surrounding what would become the foundation for California as we know 

it today. Tour the churches, the grounds and the living quarters, and 

experience the magnificent architecture which has transformed the 

California Missions into historical landmarks.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

MISSIONS

VC038-7 I-H CALIFORNIA MISSIONS #101 San Diego de Alcala, San Luis Rey de Francia, San Juan Capistrano

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

MISSIONS

VC038-8 I-H CALIFORNIA MISSIONS #102 San Gabriel Arcangel, San Ferando Rey de Espana, San Buenaventura

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

MISSIONS

VC038-9 I-H CALIFORNIA MISSIONS #103 Santa Barbara, Santa Ines, La Purisima Concepcion
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GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - CALIFORNIA 

MISSIONS

VC039-62 I-H THE MISSIONS Told in the form of a diary, we explore the daily life in the old California 

missions, from making bricks, candles leather through tilling the soil, to 

feeding the mission families. Learn about these missions and their proud 

place in our heritage.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - STATES VC036-20 I-J HAWAII: 50TH STATE This video explores the geologic and cultural history of our 50th state and 

probes the paradox of "aloha land"--tropical Eden, military outpost, and 

booming industrial state.

GEOGRAPHY - U.S. - STATES VC036-19 I THE GREAT AMERICAN STATE 

QUIZ

Good information on states. Kids will enjoy trying to guess the state before 

the answer was given. 

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - AFRICA VC036-62 I-H AFRICA Explores the varied regions of Africa, including its tropical forests, 

savannas, deserts, and mountains, as well as the Nile, the world's longest 

river, and the Sahara, the largest desert; also introduces some of Africa's 

unique wildlife.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - AFRICA VC036-63 I-J AFRICA: CENTRAL AND EASTERN 

REGIONS

From Mount Kilimanjaro to Lake Tanganyika, the regions that comprise 

Central and Eastern Africa vary greatly in their climate, vegetation, and 

ways of life. Program explores some of the modern problems brought on by 

rapid population growth and the development of new industries, and 

examines some of Kenya's unique attempts to find answers.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - AFRICA VC036-64 I-H AFRICA: NORTHERN REGION Comprised of Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, and Egypt, North Africa 

often conjures up images of desert wildernesses and high dunes. This 

program goes beyond the camel and the sand dune, examining the 

geographic location, climate, vegetation, people, and myths of this region.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - AFRICA VC036-66 I-H AFRICA: WESTERN REGION Characterized by various terrains including grasslands, swamps, sandy 

beaches, and rain forests, West Africa covers the region located between the 

Sahara Desert and the South Atlantic Ocean. Program explores Nigeria, 

Africa's most populous country.
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GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - AFRICA VC036-67 I-H AFRICA: A HISTORY DENIED This video focuses on ancient East African trading cities and inland African 

empires. For centuries, white historians and archaeologists denied that 

these civilizations had their roots in black African culture.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - AFRICA VC036-71 J-H MADAGASCAR-A WORLD APART Madagascar is world onto itself, where evolution has taken the familiar and 

rendered the bizarre. Split off from Africa since the age of the dinosaurs, 

Madagascar's isolation gave rise to countless exotic animals and plants that 

exist nowhere else on Earth. This video uncovers the natural wonders of 

this island paradise from chameleons of every color to a panther-like 

carnivore called a fossa.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ARCTIC & 

ANTARCTIC

DVD036-45 I-J ARCTIC & ANTARCTIC It might be cold at the Pole, but it isn't boring! In this DVD, students will 

discover the exciting worlds of the Arctic and Antarctic. Students will learn 

how to distinguish between types of snow, glaciers and icebergs, explore 

the Earth's magnetic field, discover the aurora borealis and witness polar 

seasons. Students will relive the dramatic race for the poles, meet the Inuit 

people and discover a whole new world of science in the frozen tundra.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ARCTIC & 

ANTARCTIC

VC036-45 I-H ARCTIC & ANTARCTIC Which animal has antifreeze for blood? What are the polar bear's secrets for 

survival? This video explores the life and legends of these harshly beautiful 

polar kingdoms. Journey to the ends of the earth where climate presents its 

greatest challenges to survival, and meet the remarkable animals that 

choose to live out in the cold.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ARCTIC & 

ANTARCTIC

VC036-58 I-J LILLIPUT IN ANTARCTICA Jacques Cousteau undertakes one of the most delightful and important 

expeditions, accompanied by six children to Antarctica. Six 11-year-olds 

become ambassadors to the southern ice cap. Captured in beautiful, awe-

inspiring photography, the adventure follows Cousteau as he gives the 

children a spectacular tour of the great frozen world, storehouse of 90% of 

the earth's ice.
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GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ARCTIC & 

ANTARCTIC

VC036-68 I-H ANTARCTICA: AN ADVENTURE 

OF A DIFFERENT NATURE

Filmed in IMAX, Antarctica takes you to a continent beyond your 

imagination. Discover a world like no place you've ever been and learn of 

Antarctica's wildlife in a way never before possible. Join in the search for 

scientific clues locked in centuries-old ice; fly a helicopter over towering 

glacial peaks; and join a company of penguins in an underwater ballet.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ARCTIC & 

ANTARCTIC

VC036-69 J-H ANTARCTICA: A THREATENED 

ECOSYSTEM

Today, eight decades after the race to reach the white continent, there's a 

race to control it. The contestants are various governments, corporations, 

and environment groups. This program explains why the huge, mostly 

inhabitable Antarctica is so prized and so threatened.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ARCTIC & 

ANTARCTIC

VC036-70 I-J ANTARCTICA Visits the world's driest, coldest, windiest, and iciest continent, and 

introduces many of the marine animals that live there in the summer.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ARCTIC & 

ANTARTIC

VC130-9 I ANTARCTICA: GETTING TO THE 

SOUTH POLE

The geographic South Pole is located on Antarctica, a huge continent 

covered with a thick layer of ice--9,000 feet thick at the South Pole. Follow 

the route taken across this icy desert by early explorers, who risked their 

lives in search of the South Pole.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ASIA VC036-54 I-H THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA Stretching 1,500 miles from the Yellow Sea to the central Asian desert, the 

2,000-year-old Great Wall of China has shaped not only China's past, but all 

of Europe's as well.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ASIA VC036-55 J-H THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA One man transformed seven warring kingdoms into a nation whose 

boundaries have remained unchanged for almost 2,000 years. Chin, the first 

emperor of China and its namesake, protected his new empire by building 

the largest man-made structure in the world - The Great Wall of China -

symbolically defining the new Chinese identity.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ASIA VC036-82 I-J ASIA Explores the world's largest and most populated continent, from its frozen 

Arctic lands to equatorial rain, forest, including remote, sparsely populated 

areas and regions where populations thrive.
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GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ASIA VC036-83 H NILE: RIVER OF GODS Journey up the Nile to explore the relationships between God, man and 

nature. From Mediterranean ports and teeming Delta to the kingdoms of 

Upper and Lower Egypt, discover how history and nature continue to 

thrive along the banks of this river. (Warning: Some tribal nudity)

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ASIA VC036-90 J-H CHINA Travel across 2,000 miles and 4,000 years of legends to discover the 

treasures of China. See the monumental Great Wall, stretching from the 

Gobi Desert to the East China Sea. You'll visit Beijing, The Forbidden City, 

canals of Suzhou-the "Venice of the East", Xian's Imperial Tomb, and 

Shanghai.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - ASIA VC036-91 P-I CYCLING THROUGH CHINA A talented troupe of American performers uses China as a backdrop for 

their touring variety show. Riding bicycles to each performance, Chinese 

and American cultures are brought together by laughter, entertainment, 

and a bicycle journey through China.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - 

AUSTRALIA

VC036-73 I-J AUSTRALIA Travels "down under" to reveal the varied landforms and habitats of the 

island continent, including its bleak deserts, snow-capped mountains, lush 

tropical rain forests, and bustling urban centers as well as its unique plants 

and animals.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - EUROPE VC036-85 H AUSTRIA Designed as a travelogue, this video uses original footage to highlight a 

tour of Austria. Included are: an afternoon in Salzburg, visit to 

Schoenbrunn, an afternoon in Innsbruck and a day in Vienna.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - EUROPE VC036-86 H FRANCE Designed as a travelogue, this video uses original footage to highlight a 

tour of France. Included are: Day in Paris, and An Afternoon in South of 

France.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - EUROPE VC036-87 I-J EUROPE Explores the physical geography of Europe, including the mountains and 

major rivers, and examines the effects of geological and human activity on 

its landscapes.
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GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - 

GALAPAGOS

VC144-15 J-H VOYAGE TO THE GALAPAGOS This video takes viewers on a fantastic voyage to the unusual land of the 

Galapagos Islands. Learn about the Galapagos physical geography, history, 

weather and conservation.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - 

GALAPAGOS

VC144-6 I-H GALAPAGOS: MY FRAGILE 

WORLD

Brought to attention by Charles Darwin, these islands harbor many rare 

species of plants and animals. Video offers insights into the animal life of 

the Galapagos and the fight to preserve threatened species. Narrated by 

Cliff Robertson.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - GENERAL VC036-22 J-H THIRTY-YEARS OF NATIONAL 

GEOGRAPHIC SPECIALS

Join the first American expedition as they conquer Everest, enter an 

undersea world of danger & beauty with Jacques Cousteau, and observe 

the historic discovery of fossils of our earliest ancestors with Louis and 

Mary Leakey. Witness as filmmakers capture the mystery and wonder of 

wildlife around the world.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - GENERAL VC036-50 J-H MYSTERIES UNDERGROUND Embark on an extraordinary journey into the underworld of caves. Beneath 

our sunlit world lies an unknown universe of breathtaking caverns, 

treacherous passageways, and absolute darkness. Join a National 

Geographic expedition to document for the first time on motion-picture 

film, the splendors of the world's most exotic new cave: New Mexico's 

Lechuguilla. Marvel at the pristine beauty of gypsum chandeliers, gnarled 

calcite columns, and jewel-like lakes.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - GENERAL VC036-56 I-J THE PANAMA CANAL This video recounts the fascinating history of the Isthmus and the awesome 

task of digging a 51-mile canal through the jungle hills and wild rivers of 

Panama.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - GENERAL VC036-57 I-J THE PANAMA CANAL On location photography, old photographs, and movies recount the 

fascinating history of the narrow Isthmus and the awesome task of digging 

a 51-mile canal through the jungle hills and wild rivers of Panama.
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GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - GENERAL VC036-76 I-H ISRAEL: A LAND FOR EVERYONE Journey through a land where the old and new exist side by side. Explore a 

country of amazing contrast--from dolphin reefs to Jerusalem's ancient 

ruins to the modern skyline of Tel Aviv. Encounter the flourishing 

commerce and culture of Israel in the high-tech businesses of its cities and 

the art of its picturesque countryside.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - GENERAL VC036-78 I-H ARABIA: SAND, SEA & SKY Take a stunning tour of Arabia's natural world-a land of vivid contrast and 

splendor. Your journey begins in the magnificent coral reefs of the Red Sea 

where barracuda, giant manta rays and sharks comb the fertile waters. 

Then, high in the cliffs of the great mountain barrier, you will be fascinated 

by the complex social behavior of a troop of baboons. As you descend into 

the foothills, thousands of migrating birds converge, including the 

flamboyant Abyssinian Roller which will dazzle you with its brilliant 

feathers and swooping aerobatic dives. Finally, travel by camel across the 

immense sculptured desert, as the Bedouins have for more than thirty-five 

hundred years on an expedition you will never forget in Arabia.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - GENERAL VC036-92 P-I WHERE'S WALDO? AROUND THE 

WORLD IN A DAZE

The elusive Waldo is hiding again...and your students get to find him! Look 

and learn about famous sites and monuments. Kids love this exciting 

activity video that combines search-and-find puzzles with geography 

lessons.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - GENERAL VC036-93 H MICHAEL PALIN'S POLE TO POLE, 

VOL. 1

Michael Palin journeys over 23,000 miles from the North Pole to the South 

Pole over the course of several months -- the main rule for the journey: no 

airplanes unless they're the only realistic way to travel. Palin makes 

excellent traveling company. 

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - GENERAL VC036-94 H MICHAEL PALIN'S POLE TO POLE, 

VOL. 2

A rubdown from a 350-pound massage therapist in Turkey, an all-day 

wedding with 3,000 other guests in Greece, a trip down the Nile on a 

luxury cruiser, and heavily-armed bandits near the Kenyan border. The 

equator is in sight.
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GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - GENERAL VC036-95 H MICHAEL PALIN'S POLE TO POLE, 

VOL. 3

Onward into the wilds of Africa, with a dugout canoe trip to the spot 

where Stanley met Livingstone and a ride down Lake Tanganyika. Hippos 

and civil wars abound.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - GENERAL VC036-96 H MICHAEL PALIN'S POLE TO POLE, 

VOL. 4

A visit to the deepest mine in the world, two cracked ribs after a 

whitewater ride down the Zambisi River, and what do you do when the 

only ship for Antarctica leaves once a year, it's leaving soon, and they won't 

make room for you? In the end, Palin pitches his tent within sight of the 

U.S. station at the South Pole; they let him look around, but they don't like 

guests.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - 

MOUNTAINS

VC036-51 J-H EVEREST: THE QUEST                                                                                                                                                                                   

PART 1

The Quest includes the incredible stories of the early climbers, including 

George Mallory and Sir Edmund Hillary's legendary summit climb. 

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - 

MOUNTAINS

VC036-52 J-H EVEREST: TEMPTING FATE                                                                                                                                                                                 

PART 2

Should money or skill determine who climbs Mt. Everest? Can a novice 

succeed as easily as a seasoned climber? And at what cost in terms of 

human life? This video traces the incredible personal stories of the 

conquerors and the conquered.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - 

MOUNTAINS

VC036-53 J-H EVEREST: THE CONQUEST                                                                                                                                                                                

PART 3

This Academy Award nominated documentary tells the story of the 1953 

British Everest expedition. This amazing film follows the attempt from 

Great Britain to Katmandu and on to the icy slopes of Everest. Sir Edmund 

Hillary and Tenzing Norgay became living legends and their conquest of 

Everest remains one of the great adventure stories of all time.

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - NORTH 

AMERICA

VC036-80 I-H PERU: A GOLDEN TREASURE High in the Andes in breathtaking Cuzco, Spanish cathedrals stand atop 

remnants of ancient sacred temples. Wander through the enormous stone 

ruins of Sacayhuaman and the 500-year-old adobe remains of Chan Chan. 

Soar over the enigmatic Nazca Lines etched on the desert stones and dance 

the marinera to the exotic blend of African, Spanish and Aboriginal music.
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GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - SOUTH 

AMERICA

VC044-12 J-H AMAZON: LAND OF THE 

FLOODED FOREST

Journey into a tropical jungle of staggering beauty and meet the exotic 

creatures of this ancient rain forest. Witness the wonders of nature in what 

has been called "the greatest evolutionary theater in the world."

GEOGRAPHY - WORLD - SOUTH 

AMERICA

VC044-2 I-J SOUTH AMERICA Highlights the Andes, the world's longest mountain range, the Atacama, 

the driest desert, as well as the Amazon River and its surrounding forest.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC167-13 H LEADING QUESTIONS This program examines the power of professional pollsters to influence 

public opinion. Public opinion pollsters and market researchers serve 

virtually every facet of American culture. Nearly everyone seeks to become 

the intimate of our private opinions for the purposes of their own 

strategies.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC167-14 H THE TRUTH ABOUT LIES The public mind is often deceived by those who manipulate it, and it 

deceives itself, as well. This program examines how deception has 

influenced some of the major events of our recent past and how self-

deception shapes our personal lives and the public mind. This program 

explores such events as Watergate, the war in Vietnam, and the explosion 

of the space shuttle Challenger, and reveals the pressures that led to the 

denial of truth and the distortion of reality.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC167-15 H BUY NOW, PAY LATER (CREDIT 

BASICS)

This video is about surviving in a world that runs on credit. You will learn 

the importance of credit, the basics of credit histories, legal rights in using 

credit, credit repair, and how to establish credit.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC167-16 J-H WHY WE EAT DRINK AND WEAR 

BRAND NAMES

We live in a world of brand names. Marketers create a world in which 

objects have personalities. Use this video for units in marketing, business 

education, advertising, and persuasion, and consumer education.
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GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC168-10 J-H HAS ANYBODY SEEN PHIL? This videodrama is about stress among teenagers. This video is not 

intended to provide solutions. Rather, it encourages viewers to discuss and 

devise their own solutions to the societal pressures that teens face today.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC180-13 I-H THE THREE R'S OF GROWING UP                                                                                                                                                                  

PROGRAM 1

This overview program gives young viewers a basis for choices and actions 

as they reach toward adulthood. The three R's stand for taking 

responsibility, doing the right thing, and respecting ourselves. 

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC180-14 I-H YOU AND YOUR VALUES                                                                                                                                                                            

PROGRAM 2

This program explores personal identity by looking at values, beliefs, 

behaviors, appearances, and that all important adolescent issue of "fitting 

in”.  

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC180-15 I-H DEALING WITH PRESSURES                                                                                                                                                                                   

PROGRAM 5

Becoming a teenager brings a batch of new pressures. This program 

explores positive, healthful ways for young adolescents to cope with it all. 

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC180-16 I-H PREVENTING CONFLICTS AND 

VIOLENCE PROGRAM 7

With the escalating climate of conflict and violence in our schools and 

communities, this program challenges the underlying attitudes, beliefs, and 

behaviors that cause most of the trouble.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC180-17 P-I YOU CAN MAKE IT IF YOU TRY 

(FAT ALBERT)

School is a breeze for Thurman... he knows all the answers without ever 

cracking a book! Or that's what he wants all the kids to think; then he 

doesn't have to feel so awful about being a klutz at sports. Fat Albert and 

the gang don't know how to study, and they can't understand why they 

never know the right answer! They all decide to help each other and that's 

when they learn that YOU CAN MAKE IT IF YOU TRY!

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC180-18 P-I EVERYBODY'S DIFFERENT AND 

THAT'S OKAY (FAT ALBERT)

Dumb Donald is dreading the arrival of his cousin Betty. In the first place, 

she's a GIRL, and to make matters worse, she's a SOUTHERNER. But the 

gang discovered that she is anything but dumb, only now they don't like 

her because she's too SMART. At last the kids accept her as part of the 

gang. They've learned that EVERYBODY'S DIFFERENT AND THAT'S 

OKAY!
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GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC180-22 J-H CHOICES (A STORY ABOUT 

STAYING IN SCHOOL)

Sixteen-year-old David is considering dropping out of school to take a job. 

His chronic tardiness and apathy in class prompt a challenge from his 

teacher to consider how essential schooling is in achieving life goals. David 

quits school and accepts the position, which turns out to be a dreary 

routine of dirty cars and grease. His friend, Heliana is accepted into a 

business intern program. David seeks his friend out and clearly she has a 

promising future. Both students will be the result of the choices the two 

friends have made.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-10 P-I TRAVELIN' SHOES/ JUST JOKING/ 

BUT NAMES WILL NEVER 

HURT/HOME SWEET HOME

Stuart's family has mixed feelings about a move from the country to 

Washington, D.C. David gets his kicks from playing pranks on others until 

some of his jokes start to backfire. A boy comes to realize how prejudice 

affects everyone involved. Eddie, whose parents abuse him, and Steve, 

whose parents are strict, runs away from home.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-13 P-I SOMEONE SPECIAL/ I WANT TO/ 

WHEN IS HELP/BULLY

Discusses crushes as a normal part of psychological development; how to 

cope with feelings caused by differences between what children want, and 

what they are allowed to do; when to give or receive help; and, how to 

recognize and cope with harassment.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-20 H TEEN AWARENESS/SEXUAL 

HARASSMENT

Video is designed to increase high school student awareness to the problem 

of sexual harassment in schools. Presents three realistic dramatizations of 

sexual harassment occurring between boys and girls in school.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-22 I-H LOSING IT This program discusses the presence of violence in our society and the 

effects of the media in determining how we respond to conflict situations. 

Young people discuss the various reasons peer pressure makes them 

choose fighting to solve their problems Personal stories are used to 

illustrate how conflict situations can be successfully addressed.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-25 P MY BODY, MY BUDDY: WINNING 

& LOSING

Stressing the fact that everyone has something they are strong in doing; 

everyone strives to be a good winner or good loser; build self-esteem and 

see "good" in others. 
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GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-27 I-J MANIAC MAGEE The story is about prejudice, homelessness, and friendship; based on the 

Newberry Award Winner book by Jerry Spinelli, Jeffrey Lionel Magee 

changed his name to Maniac Magee after his parents died and his life 

changed, becoming a legend. 

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-3 P-I EMMETT SMITH STORY In fighting the effects of a brain tumor, an outstanding teacher and coach 

learns the importance of setting and accomplishing goals. He then shares 

his knowledge with a young student confined to a wheelchair.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-30 I-J MY BODY, MY BUDDY: CARING & 

SHARING

This video explores breaking promises, friendship, the parts of the Golden 

Rule and more. 

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-31 I FOLLOW MY LEADER When Jimmy is blinded by a firecracker, he wants to take out his anger on 

the friend responsible for the accident. Jimmy learns to release his hatred 

and forgive his friend as part of his successful rehabilitation. Jimmy's 

beloved guide dog becomes the key in his determination to enjoy life as he 

did before.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-32 P WHAT IF EVERYBODY WAS 

PURPLE?

Dealing with uncertainty and prejudice in our lives is an important skill for 

everyone to learn. This video takes a frank look at how prejudices keep 

people apart and suggests instead ways to bring new friends together. It 

also shows students how differences between people make the world a 

much more interesting place.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-35 P ARE YOU MY NEIGHBOR? We can be friends with everybody--even those who are different from us. 

We might even learn from them, too! (Veggie Tales)

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-36 P LARRY-BOY AND THE FIB FROM 

OUTER SPACE!

A fib can grow into a big lie that can trap a person. The only relief is "telling 

the truth," which can set you free! (Veggie Tales)

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-37 P THE STORY OF FLIBBER-O-LOO If you see someone who is hurt or in need, maybe it's time to perform a 

good deed. And when you finish, you'll find it is true: when you make him 

or her feel better, you'll feel better, too. (Veggie Tales)
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GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-38 P THE GRAPES OF WRATH If someone wrongs you and says he or she is sorry, you should forgive and 

forget the wrong. Then you (and the other person) will feel better. (Veggie 

Tales)

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-39 P-J TAKE ME OUT OF THE BALL 

GAME

Nicholas and McGee, with the help of a special guest Orel Hershiser, learn 

about the importance of keeping things in the right perspective. THEME: 

Our heroes are only human and people can let us down. It takes teamwork 

to succeed. (McGee & Me)

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-40 P-J DO THE BRIGHT THING Nicholas and McGee learn about the process and the payoff of making 

right-and-wrong-decisions. THEME: Use good judgment and do what you 

know is right. (McGee & Me)

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-41 P-J THE BLUNDER YEARS Nicholas wants to become popular and starts hanging out with the coolest 

guy in school. But, he soon discovers that even the hottest shades and 

clothes can't hide a rotten attitude. THEME: Don't try to become someone 

you are not. (McGee & Me)

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-42 P-J BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD Nicholas and McGee learn that jealousy causes a lot of hurt, anger, and 

frustration, specially for the one who's jealous. THEME: Don't be jealous of 

others. Appreciate their talents and share what you have in common. 

(McGee & Me)

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-43 P-J THE BIG LIE Nicholas and McGee discover that telling lies is not a convenient way to 

make friends. Instead, it's a sure way to hurt others, especially if the lie is 

mistaken for the truth. THEME: Be honest. Even small lies can cause 

trouble. (McGee & Me)

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-44 P-J SKATE EXPECTATIONS Nicholas and McGee learn the value of showing love and kindness to 

others--no matter who they are. THEME: Be kind to others. Sometimes it 

takes a brave person to be kind. (McGee & Me)

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-45 P-J THE NOT-SO-GREAT ESCAPE Nicholas and McGee learn the value of obedience and being wise when 

making decisions. THEME: Obey parents and teachers. Let them help you 

make wise decisions. (McGee & Me)
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GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-46 P-I BOOK OF VIRTUES: COURAGE When Annie takes a tumble during a track race, she loses her confidence 

and lets her fear and embarrassment discourage her from racing again. Her 

friends help to restore her spunk and bolster her determination by sharing 

heroic tales of gallantry, valor and dauntless spirit.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-47 P-I BOOK OF VIRTUES: HONESTY To escape blame for breaking his father's camera, Zach concocts a story 

instead of telling the truth promoting his friends at Plato's Peak to help him 

"focus" on the importance of honesty.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-48 P-I BOOK OF VIRTUES: RESPECT When Zach and Annie are rude to a friendly junk yard man who is helping 

them build a go-cart for an upcoming race, Plato teaches them about the 

virtue of respect. They learn that being polite is the first step towards being 

respectful.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-49 P-I BOOK OF VIRTUES: SELF-

DISCIPLINE

When Zach's preoccupation with earning money spirals out of control, it 

prompts him to throw a furious tantrum at home. Parallels are drawn 

between his own behavior and that of King Midas, whose desire for gold 

becomes an obsession.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-50 P-I BOOK OF VIRTUES: 

RESPONSIBLITY

When Annie's mother presents her with a new bicycle to deliver cakes, she 

promised to take care of it. Instead, she wrecks it along with the cakes after 

impulsively accepting the challenge of a race.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-51 P-I BOOK OF VIRTUES: WORK When a raging storm wrecks Plato's Peak, Sock the bobcat learns "it's all in 

the attitude," as he grows to understand the value of a hard day's work.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-52 P-I WILLY THE SPARROW An amazing adventure teaches a young boy respect, kindness and the 

value of knowledge. What would it feel like to be a bird and fly over trees 

and housetops? A boy named Willy finds out when the Sparrow Guardian 

turns him into a sparrow for shooting a BB at the little birds!
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GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-53 I-J PEPPER ANN: DANCES WITH 

IGNORANCE & THE TELL- TALE 

FUZZY

Both "Dances with Ignorance" and "The Tell-Tale Fuzzy" address important 

aspects of students' social development counteract inaccurate racial and 

ethnic sterotypes.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-54 P FREE TO BE… YOU AND ME Positive message of self-esteem are illustrated through songs, stories, and 

humor. Starring Marlo Thomas, Alan Alda, and Mel Brooks.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-55 P THE SIX PILLARS OF CHARACTER: 

TRUSTWORTHINESS

Groark and Muggsy learn how important honestly and trust are in building 

good friendships. When Muggsy tries to impress Groark by stealing an 

expensive birthday present for him. Groark struggles to figure out the right 

thing to do, and teaches Muggsy that it is better to have friends you can 

trust than expensive toys.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-56 P THE SIX PILLARS OF CHARACTER: 

CARING

Burna discovers (by being a reading buddy) the personal rewards that 

come from giving of yourself to help somebody else. When Burna has to 

make a hard choice between doing a community service project and 

playing soccer, she learns that caring is more about what we do than about 

how we feel.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-58 P THE SIX PILLARS OF CHARACTER: 

CITIZENSHIP

Nubbs becomes a hero to his friends by helping them tap into their power 

to make an important difference in their community. When Nubbs leads 

his friends in a successful! Effort to transform an ugly vacant lot into a 

beautiful grove of shady trees, they all experience the satisfaction and the 

benefits that come from being good citizens.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC260-1 I HOW TO BE STUDY SMART Video demonstrates how to form lasting study habits which will make 

learning less frustrating, more rewarding, and even more fun.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC260-18 P-I GET IT RIGHT: FOLLOWING 

DIRECTIONS WITH GOOFY

Following directions is one of the hardest things for youngsters to learn. 

Now, in this animated film, Goofy can help motivate students to pay closer 

attention to directions. Goofy illustrates why visual, spoken and written 

directions are so important, both in school and out.
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GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC260-23 P-I HOW A BOOK IS MADE Students will get a revealing and informative behind-the-scenes look at the 

world of children's book publishing. Students will learn about both the 

writing and illustrating of a children's book, and also discover that the 

creation of a children's book involves the talents of many different types of 

people. By meeting editors and printers, students discover the various and 

vital jobs that each person performs in order to bring a children's book 

from the writer's mind to the library bookshelf.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC300-10 H RESUMES & COVER LETTERS This video will: personally talk you through the resume writing process; 

present cover letter techniques in a fun and easy visual format; and let you 

rewind and fast-forward to the job you want!

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC300-6 H YOUR FIRST JOB INTERVIEW First time job seekers learn the importance of the interview in acquiring a 

job. Learn how to dress, how to deal with nervousness, how to sell yourself, 

and how to appear confident in your abilities. This high energy, youthful 

program is a must have for any job seeker.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC300-7 H GETTING & KEEPING YOUR FIRST 

JOB

Discover where to find you first job and how to keep it. Uncover tips to 

getting hired. Examine the common mistakes first time job seekers make, 

and how to avoid them. Learn about the importance of a quality resume. 

This program also contains special information for urban first time job 

seekers.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC300-8 H INTERVIEWING This video guide will show: what to expect at your next interview and how 

to handle it; the tools you'll need to ace your interview; and you how to 

land your dream job!

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC300-9 H PUBLIC SPEAKING This guide will: give you the tools to deliver your speech with confidence; 

guide you through the speech writing process from start to finish; and help 

you overcome the #1 fear of Americans: speaking in public.
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GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC310-1 J CLOTHING CARE Detergents, stain removal, fabric softeners are explained and compared. 

Leading detergents are more alike than different. Label reading on care of 

clothes was explained and illustrated. 

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC320-2 J-H ETIQUETTE HOTLINE: TABLE 

MANNERS

This program emphasizes avoiding embarrassing mistakes in social and 

business situations, using a napkin, cutting food, proper posture and 

grooming, eating soup, checking the bill, and tipping.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC320-3 J-H HOW TO CLEAN A HOUSE Everyone has different standards for cleaning, and there is no single way to 

clean something or one measure for keeping a home clean; but there are 

some standards of cleaning that simply must be maintained in order to 

keep our homes free of health threatening germs.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC800-1 A MIRRORS-A FILM ABOUT SELF-

ESTEEM

A video about self-esteem for parents in dealing with their children. 

Showing ways to help build self-esteem in your children. Not a video for 

children, but for the adults to watch.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC805-17 A FISH! Imagine a workplace where everyone chooses to bring energy, passion, and 

a positive attitude with them each day. An environment in which people 

are truly connected to their work, to their colleagues and to their 

customers. FISH! is a tool to help you lead people toward creating that 

environment.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING VC185-24 P MY BODY, MY BUDDY: TEASING & 

BULLYING

Teaching children to recognize reasons for teasing or bullying; how to deal 

with a person who is teasing and bullying; how to recognize own strengths 

so as to ignore it. 

GUIDANCE & COUNSELING - 

BULLYING

DVD185-24 I-H BULLYING Whether they are personally involved or merely bystanders, students often 

find themselves faced with bullies both in and out of school. Students will 

develop a better understanding of ways to deal effectively with bullying. 
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HEALTH VC900-1 H DRUGS AND YOUTH, THE 

CHALLENGE: ENGLISH

This video focuses on signs and symptoms of alcohol and drug use and 

abuse.  It also discusses paraphernalia used, the four phases of addiction, 

and emphasis placed or parents being role model sand the need for them to 

be concerned educated on what drugs are and too take action to fight drug 

use. 

HEALTH VC900-10 H SMOKING: THE TRUTH 

UNFILTERED

This video reviews health hazards for teens now, dispels common 

misconceptions and discusses nicotine addiction. 

HEALTH VC900-2 H SECONDHAND SMOKE Secondhand smoke is the first to address the serious health hazards of side 

stream tobacco smoke. It combines humor with scientifically accurate facts 

to prove that tobacco smoke increases the risk of lung cancer and other 

diseases in non smokers, shows smokers how their habit harms those 

around them, and urges non smokers to defend their right to breathe clean 

air. 

HEALTH VC900-3 H ALCOHOL & PREGNANCY: FETAL 

ACLOHOL SYNDROME AND 

FETAL ALCOHOL EFFECTS

This video shows how alcohol adversely affects the developing fetus and 

points out critical periods during pregnancy when the fetus is most 

vulnerable. Through candid interviews, it presents a realistic look at the 

daily struggles of the FAS/FAE child and his parents or caregivers. 

HEALTH VC900-4 H HUGH MCCABE: THE COACH’S 

FINAL LESSON

With the discovery of his inoperable lung cancer, Hugh McCabe, a teacher 

who gave his students “hope for the future”, found himself with no future 

of his own. This film is Hugh McCabe’s legacy, irrefutable proof of 

smoking’s tragic consequences. 

HEALTH VC900-5 H MARA’S BREATHTAKING STORY Mara and her cool new friends share everything including cigarettes. Mara 

is also influenced to smoke because her mother and grandmother are heavy 

smokers. After the death of her grandmother Mara is forced to reevaluate 

her choice to smoke. 

HEALTH VC900-6 H I AM JOE’S LUNG: NEW VERSION This video takes the viewer on an exploration of the construction, rhythms 

and patterns of respiration and exposes the effects of smoking, drugs, 

disease and polluted environment. 
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HEALTH VC900-7 H THE TRUTH ABOUT SMOKELESS 

TOBACCO

Pete, a hip host with an MTV style, uses a high tech approach to warn of 

the dangers of smoking and chewing tobacco in this fast paced live action 

video. The purpose of this video is to emphasize how smoking makes 

young people unattractive and can cause addition, cancer, emphysema, 

and heart disease. 

HEALTH VC900-8 H AD-LIBBING IT! Using actual advertisements from various media, Dr. Robert Jaffe shows in 

an informative and entertaining way how producers of alcohol and tobacco 

products exert influence on consumers and potential consumers, especially 

young people. This video is to help students realize that alcohol and 

tobacco ads are misleading and inaccurate. 

HEALTH VC900-9 H BIG DIPPER Investigates the medical and social issues surrounding the dramatic 

increase in the use of smokeless tobacco by teenagers. The program exposes 

the health risks associated with “dipping snuff”, examines the advertising 

efforts by tobacco companies and explores the role of peer pressure in 

influencing teenagers’ decision about chewing tobacco. 

HEALTH - HYGIENE VC166-1 P-I A KIDS GUIDE TO PERSONAL 

HYGIENE

Video teaches students about personal hygiene in a unique and non-

embarrassing manner. Two songs had been created to introduce children to 

the mechanics of a good hygiene program, and to look at the social side of 

keeping clean. 

HEALTH - HYGIENE VC166-3 P KEEPING CLEAN Students discover that keeping clean and avoiding harmful germs helps 

them stay healthy. Students learn what germs are, that hands pick up 

germs from the environment and are a primary means for germs entering 

the eyes, nose, or mouth.

HEALTH - IMMUNE SYSTEM VC175-1 J-H VIRUSES: WHAT THEY ARE AND 

HOW THEY WORK

Urgent need to find a cure for AIDS has pushed scientists to try to unlock 

the mysteries of viruses. Viewers discover how viruses can invade, alter, 

and destroy healthy cells. Researchers explain the viral life cycle, uses of 

viruses, disease-producing viruses, and antigen-antibody reactions.
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HEALTH - IMMUNE SYSTEM VC175-3 J-H AIDS: EVERYTHING YOU SHOULD 

KNOW (RESTRICTED)

In keeping with the guidelines of the CDC and state and county AIDS 

education departments, this program gives vital information you need to 

avoid exposure to the deadly AIDS virus. Hosted by Whoopi Goldberg.

HEALTH - IMMUNE SYSTEM VC175-4 J-H AIDS: EVERYTHING YOU SHOULD 

KNOW 2ND EDITION.

Whoopi Goldberg helps teenagers to understand and take seriously their 

responsibilities in dealing with HIV and AIDS. Dr. Levine, Univ. of 

Southern CA, answers basic questions, dispels myths, and advises teens on 

how to avoid exposure to the disease.

HEALTH - IMMUNE SYSTEM VC175-6 I-H UNDERSTANDING: VIRUSES Even as you read this, your body is under attack. Your enemy is patient, 

adaptable, potentially deadly, and invisible. Called the "littlest assassins" 

and "phantom killers", viruses range from the common cold to HIV, and 

have caused epidemics more devastating than war. Learn how viruses 

operate and how your immune system defends you.

HEALTH - IMMUNE SYSTEM VC175-7 J-H ON THE TRAIL OF A KILLER 

VIRUS

Beginning of new disease on May 14, 1993, there was a medical 

investigation to find out what was this new virus that seemed to have 

originated in the state of New Mexico. 

HEALTH - IMMUNE SYSTEM VC175-8 J-H AN INSIDE LOOK: THE FLU Travel inside the body of Holly Jones, a 25-year-old motorcycle courier who 

becomes a victim of the cellular war between her immune system and the 

influenza virus. Watch her immune system - an army of cells - fight to 

protect her body from unfriendly invaders, and see the toll the battle takes 

on Holly.

HEALTH - IMMUNE SYSTEM VC176-1 I-J IMMUNE SYSTEM: YOUR MAGIC 

DOCTOR

Animated video illustrates how the immune system helps your body stay 

well, fight off diseases, and heal from injuries. Video includes a discussion 

of the different types of white blood cells and explains their different 

functions.
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HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

EXERCISE

DVD167-4 I-H EAT RIGHT! THE FOOD PYRAMID The new USDA dietary guidelines and revised food pyramid are out. The 

2005 report suggests that "soft drinks, donuts, and French fries are the 

foundation for a healthy diet". Wow! Nutrition education could become the 

hot course this year. OK, so that wasn't exactly what the guidelines said: so 

dream on. What they really said was more like, "Grandma was right! Get 

off your rear and eat more veggies." Every five years the USDA confers 

with leading nutrition experts to recommend the healthiest diet. The 2005 

version of the guidelines and food pyramid emphasizes the importance of 

physical activity and eating nutrient dense foods.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

EXERCISE

DVD167-5 J-H SUPERFOODS Chef Jon presents nutrient-dense foods in delicious recipes. Featured foods 

include: Avocado, black beans, blueberries, broccoli, cantaloupe, dark 

chocolate, yogurt, oats, onions, salmon, spinach, sweet potatoes and 

tomatoes. Chef Jon demonstrates how to enjoy these superfoods in a 

quesadilla, Asian salmon salad, sweet potato casserole, oatmeal muesli, and 

oatmeal chocolate chip pancakes.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

EXERCISE

DVD167-6 I-H BUGS FOR BREAKFAST We explore basic questions such as why people eat, why we eat meat, what 

food we practice, and what people on the other side of the globe eat. We 

also learn what determines how you eat, and how culture influences your 

diet.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

EXERCISE

DVD167-7 P-I ALL ABOUT HEALTH & HYGIENE Kids know that it's no fun being sick, and will explore how and why people 

get sick, and what they can do to help keep them strong and healthy.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

EXERCISE

DVD167-8 P-I ALL ABOUT NUTRITION  & 

EXERCISE

Students will learn that nutrients in the food we eat are what our bodies 

need to grow and stay healthy. An explanation of each key nutrient, 

carbohydrates, fats, protein, vitamins, and water, with emphasis on the 

need for balance. They'll learn about the food pyramid as a guide to 

maintaining a healthy balance in their daily diets.
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HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC164-1 I PHYSICAL FITNESS TEST Proposes the proper exercises needed to raise the students to a level of 

fitness where they can pass the elementary level California Fitness Test.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC165-2 I-H OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE This video highlights 20 years of Olympic history, including performances 

by Bob Hayes, Carl Lewis, Bruce Tenner, Peggy Fleming, Ann Packer, and 

more. 

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC167-1 I-J WHY EXERCISE? Objective:  To convey clearly the value of muscular activity in developing 

strength, endurance and flexibility. This film does not teach a "program of 

exercise" but rather conveys IDEAS about the values of muscular activity.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC167-17 J-H NUTRITION: THE BASICS Learn why it's important to eat right. Recommended by teachers and 

professors across the country, the Standard Deviants approach to teaching 

is anything but standard.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC167-2 J GIVE YOURSELF FIVE This video highlights the daily challenges teenagers face when making food 

selections throughout a typical day at school. Rushing through breakfast, 

grabbing snack foods when there's no time, and skipping meals when 

there's too much to do. The importance of eating five fruits and vegetables 

each day is the focus of the lively graphics and music.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC167-3 I-J HEALTH & NUTRITION Students learn that what we eat is critical to our overall health, from our 

cells to our senses to how we feel. Cells need nutrients to function properly, 

and we get them from the foods we eat. Viewers will be treated to a 

complete rundown of essential nutrients, including carbohydrates, fats, 

proteins, vitamins, minerals, and water.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC167-4 J EATING FOR LIFE-THE 

NUTRITION PYRAMID

Exploration of Food Pyramid; healthy eating habits are explained and 

evaluates nutritional value of food choices, as well as, calories per food 

choice. 
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HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC167-5 J FOOD AND FITNESS Sensible diet approaches vs. fad diets that don't work. Nutritional make-

over are presented: food choices, eat a variety of low fat food, exercising for 

fat reduction. 

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC168-20 P WELLNESS/GO, GROW, 

GLOW/FOOD POWER/CLEAN 

POWER

Students identify their bodies' as their best friend and learn that wellness 

means total good health, not just the absence of sickness. Identifies food as 

the body's source of energy for activity and growth and how digestion 

prepares food for the body to use. ANNOT'N: Discusses how eating a 

variety of foods helps keep the body healthy. ANNOT'N: Discusses 

cleanliness as a good health practice that helps guard students against 

germs.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC322-4 J-H LOW FAT COOKING Depending upon convenience items and fast food, Americans are the most 

overweight people in the world. But, it doesn't take that much time to fix a 

healthy meal, and the rewards include increased taste and a better life.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC322-5 J-H THE INCREDIBLE CLASSROOM 

EGGSPERIENCE

This video can provide students of varied interests and ability levels a 

working knowledge of egg production, nutrition, and preparation.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC322-6 J-H WARNING: FOOD MAY BE 

HAZARDOUS!

What you don't know about the food you eat could put you and your 

family at risk. This video will show you what ingredients to watch out for 

on food labels and to avoid in your favorite restaurants. Find out about 

foods that contribute to high cholesterol levels, plus foods and cooking oils 

which can decrease your cholesterol count. You can start living more 

healthy right now! And you can begin by learning what you may not know 

about the foods you eat everyday.

HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC322-8 J-H VITAMIN BASICS Vitamins are hot? From talk shows and TV news magazines to magazine 

articles and headlines in the daily paper, vitamania reigns. This live action 

video gives the basics without hype or bias.
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HEALTH - NUTRITION - FITNESS - 

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

VC322-9 J-H THE WAY WE EAT: WHAT FOOD 

MEANS

Who said, "eating is one of life's greatest pleasures"? An overweight 

cookbook guru? Surprise, it’s the first government Dietary Guideline in the 

U.S., Canada, and Australia. It's also the most neglected guideline in classes 

about foods and nutrition.

HISTORY  - U.S. - DOCUMENTS VC033-6 P-I THE BIRTH OF THE 

CONSTITUTION

What is the Constitution? It tells how our government works. It's a very 

important document - so important that the Peanuts pals are eager to help 

in its creation!

HISTORY - AMERICANA DVD034-9 I-J FOR WHICH IT STANDS This is the history of the flag of the United States, the significance and 

meaning of our flag, and respecting and caring for our flag.

HISTORY - AMERICANA VC032-189 I-H THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER This is the story of the American victory during the war of 1812, set to the 

song created by Francis Scott Key. Detailed illustrations accompany the 

words of the national anthem. The American flag, flying high over Fort 

McHenry, is shown in all its glory, reminding Americans of the battles 

fought and won to create the free nation that exist today.

HISTORY - AMERICANA VC032-191 P-I UNITED STATES SYMBOLS Students learn the history and meaning of America's symbols--Statue of 

Liberty, Flag, Eagle, and the Liberty Bell. Dozens of facts about these 

symbols give students an insight into the meanings of our symbols in 

relation to our country.

HISTORY - AMERICANA VC033-14 I-H THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER "The Star-Spangled Banner" is the national anthem of the United States of 

America. It is a poem written in 1814 by Francis Scott Key, after witnessing 

the bombardment of Fort McHenry by the British Royal Navy ships in 

Chesapeake Bay.

HISTORY - AMERICANA VC033-5 P-I UNITED STATES FLAG Topics featured include: the story of the flag, the star spangled banner, the 

evolution of the flag, the pledge of allegiance, and the care of the flag.
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HISTORY - AMERICANA VC034-8 I-J MY FRIEND LIBERTY Johnny Wise falls asleep as his teacher talks about liberty and awakens to 

find the Statue of Liberty who teaches a skeptical youngster the true 

meaning of liberty.

HISTORY - AMERICANA VC034-9 I-J AMERICAN FLAG: STORY OF OLD 

GLORY

Story of a young boy perplexed about the significance of the American flag. 

In a dream he is visited by individuals who lived during critical periods of 

American history. Viewers will come away with a new appreciation for the 

flag.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

DVD032-195 J-H THE CONQUERORS (VOLUME 1) Explore the lives of world-renowned military figures like William The 

Conqueror, General William Howe (Conqueror of New York), Andrew 

Jackson (Conqueror of Florida) and Cortes (Conqueror of Mexico) with an 

in-depth look at their victories and defeats.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

DVD032-196 J-H THE CONQUERORS (VOLUME 2) Explore the lives of world-renowned military figures like John C. Fremont 

(Conqueror of California), El Cid, Marshall Zhukov (WWII Conqueror of 

Berlin) and General William T. Sherman; Their victories and defeats.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

DVD032-197 J-H THE CONQUERORS (VOLUME 3) Explore the lives of world-renowned military figures like Oliver Cromwell 

(Conqueror of Ireland), King David, Napoleon and Julius Caesar; their 

victories and defeats.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

DVD032-90 P-I THE PIONEER JOURNEY 

WESTWARD

"Go West, Young Man!" In the mid-1800s, thousands of American pioneers 

traveled over 2,000 miles on overland trails to claim land and make new 

communities in the U.S. frontier. Join our players in a pioneer life 

adventure game, and learn how pioneer families made their decision to 

move and how they prepared for the long journey west.
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HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

DVD032-92 P-I DAILY PIONEER LIFE "Pikes Peak or Bust!" Pioneer communities like trading posts and sod 

houses sprang up in the western territories of the U.S. during the 1800s. 

Join our players in a pioneer life adventure game to learn about the 

difficulties of daily life in these settlements, from cooking in a log cabin to 

tending animals on a cattle drive. See how geography affected the economy 

and settlement patterns of this nation ranging from "Wild West" 

boomtowns to the founding of San Francisco as a major seaport, and 

discover why the term "pioneer spirit" is used today to mean great courage 

and determination.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

DVD036-99 J-H 1421: THE YEAR CHINA 

DISCOVERED AMERICA?

Investigates best-selling author Gavin Menzies' theory that Admiral Zheng 

he reached America decades before Columbus. Could this incredible and 

intrepid fleet have shown the European explorers the way to the west? 

Menzies seeks to prove his extraordinary theory by retracing the steps he 

believes the Chinese took from Africa to Europe to the Caribbean and along 

the eastern coast of the United States.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

DVD041-25 J-H LEWIS & CLARK: EXPLORERS OF 

THE NEW FRONTIER

This program tells the story of Meriwether Lewis & William Clark's epic 

journey and expedition into the American wilderness to explore lands 

recently purchased by Thomas Jefferson.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

DVD046-89 J-H BARBARIANS (PART 1): FOUR 

BARBARIAN TRIBES. A 

MILLENNIUM OF TERROR

Explore the origins and legacies of two of the history's most feared 

barbarian tribes: The Vikings and The Goths, using on location footage, 

dramatic reenactments and in depth expert interviews.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

DVD046-90 J-H BARBARIANS (PART 2): FOUR 

TRIBES. A MILLENNIUM OF 

TERROR.

Explore the origins and legacies of two of the history's most feared 

barbarian tribes: The Mongols and The Huns, using on location footage, 

dramatic reenactments and in depth expert interviews with historians.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC032-52 I-J THE PONY EXPRESS Even though the pony express lasted only 19 months and led to the 

bankruptcy of the men that started it, it caught the fancy of the people. The 

pony express made a legend of the riders and provided a link between 

California and the Northern states at the onset of the Civil War.
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HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC032-53 I-H THE PONY EXPRESS April 3, 1860, the Pony Express begins. In February 1861, the Congress 

gives million dollar mail contract to Butterfield Overland Mail Co. In April 

1861, the Civil War begins and in October 1861 the transcontinental 

telegraph is completed which ends the Pony Express.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC033-4 P-I THE MAYFLOWER VOYAGERS Land, ho! The year is 1620. After sixty-five grueling, sea-tossed days, the 

Pilgrims are in view of America's shores and Charlie Brown and the 

Peanuts crew is with them.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC033-9 I-J EXPLORERS DISCOVER AMERICA In this program we learn how the story of the United States is in many 

ways a story of geography. The story is one of people and the land. It 

begins with a journey of discovery across a turbulent ocean. It's about 

explorers, settlements, and the forming of the thirteen colonies. It's about 

mountains, plains and wilderness that had to be explored.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-10 I-H THE COLUMBIAN EXCHANGE This program examines the interchange of horses, cattle, corn, potatoes, a 

sugar cane between the Old World and the New, and the lasting impact on 

the peoples of both worlds.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-11 I-H IN SEARCH OF COLUMBUS Although he helped define it, Columbus would never know the modern 

world. This program follows the path of his fourth and final voyage, and 

explores perceptions of Columbus by different nations and cultures 500 

years after his deeds.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-12 I-H CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS: 

VOYAGES AND LEGACY

In pursuit of glory for both himself and for Spain, Columbus set sail for the 

Indies on a western sea route of exploration. This program examines both 

the man and his discoveries.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-13 I-H EUROPE EXPLORES THE 

AMERICAS: NORTH VOYAGES/ 

SETTLEMENTS

By 1770, Spain, France, and England would claim dominion over the entire 

continent of North America. This program contrasts these countries' 

settlements and shows how each responded to the Native Americans.
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HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-14 I-H EUROPE EXPLORES THE 

AMERICAS: SOUTH VOYAGES/ 

SETTLEMENTS

This program examines how the Spanish dominated the European 

exploration and settlement of Central and Southern America.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-15 I-H AGE OF EXPLORATION: HOW DID 

IT CHANGE THE WORLD?

On October 12, 1492, Christopher Columbus set foot in the Bahamas, and 

the Age of Exploration was born. This program examines the exchange of 

ideas, materials, and foods that took place between the Europeans and the 

Native Americans.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-17 I-H BEGINNINGS: TELL ME WHY 

SERIES

This video traces the beginnings of civilization and government. Included 

are questions such as: When did Civilization begin? When did people begin 

to make homes? How did Cooking begin? How did Democracy originate? 

How did Laws originate? How did Trial by Jury begin? How did Income 

Tax start? When was the first Fire Department? How did the Postal System 

start?

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-18 I-H THE AMERICAN FRONTIER 

(EXPLORERS OF THE WORLD 

SERIES)

Join our two young hosts as they learn about Christopher (Kit) Carson, one 

of the great American frontiersmen who opened the West. Discover how 

Daniel Boone founded the first permanent settlement in Kentucky and 

learn about Jedediah Smith, the first American to travel over land to 

California while pioneering the route that became known as the Oregon 

Trail. Listen as Kit Carson tells his own exciting story of exploration in the 

West.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-19 I-J CHIRSTOPHER COLUMBUS 

(EXPLORERS OF THE WORLD 

SERIES)

Follow along as our two young hosts are given a chance to meet and 

question one of history's most famous explorers -- Christopher Columbus. 

Listen as Columbus describes why he believed that a short cut to Asia 

could be found by sailing. Learn about the goals, successes and failures of 

all four of Columbus' voyages to the New World and find out about his 

technique of using the prevailing winds to cross the Atlantic.
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HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-2 I-H THE SPANISH EXPLORERS Paintings, animation, and photography show discovery of America 

through eyes of Spanish explorers. Explains why Europeans wanted to find 

ocean route to Asia and how Spain's reason for exploring changed to that of 

empire building.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-20 I-J CORTES & PIZARRO (EXPLORERS 

OF THE WORLD)

Within a period of 15 years, the Spanish conquistadors Cortes and Pizarro 

gathered untold riches while conquering two native empires, the Aztec and 

the Inca. Follow our young hosts as they discover how Cortes was able to 

capture and destroy the great capital city of the Aztec. Then hear from 

Pizarro as he describes his various expeditions in search of the vast wealth 

of the Inca.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-21 I-J ENGLISH EXPLORERS 

(EXPLORERS OF THE WORLD 

SERIES)

During the Age of Exploration, England's advancement initially lagged 

behind the other European powers; however it quickly became involved in 

the race to colonize and reap the benefits of the New World. Join our two 

young hosts as they are introduced to Sir Walter Raleigh who tells the story 

of the great English explorers. Discover the story of Sir Francis Drake, the 

first European to travel in his own ship around the world.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-22 I-J FRENCH EXPLORERS (EXPLORERS 

OF THE WORLD SERIES)

When France sent explorers to the New World, it was searching for wealth, 

colonies and a route to the East. Follow along with our two young hosts as 

they learn how the French established New France and claimed most of 

present-day Canada. And much more is presented.
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HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-23 I-J A HISTORY OF EXPLORATION 

(EXPLORERS OF THE WORLD 

SERIES)

People have explored since the dawn of time, seeking wealth, power, 

colonies, information and the attainment of other goals. This program takes 

a closer look at the major reasons that inspired people to explore 

throughout the ages and the innovations that supported advancements in 

exploration. Discover the motivations of early explorers whose bravery in 

exploration provided a foundation for the successes that would occur 

during the European Golden Age of Discovery. Learn about the 

development of some important tools of navigation, and see why these 

improvements enabled explorers to travel over land and sea more 

successfully.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-24 I-J HENRY HUDSON (EXPLORERS OF 

THE WORLD SERIES)

Henry Hudson was an accomplished navigator and explorer. During his 

four voyages, Hudson never found the elusive shorter route from Europe 

to Asia he was seeking; yet his contribution to charting previously 

unexplored territory was enormous. You will meet and speak with Henry 

Hudson and listen as Hudson describes his expedition along the western 

coast of North America and his voyage into that is now known as Hudson 

Bay.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-25 I-J LEWIS & CLARK (EXPLORERS OF 

THE WORLD SERIES)

In the early 1800s, President Thomas Jefferson chose Meriwether Lewis and 

William Clark to explore the land beyond the western boundaries of the 

United States. Their goals: to search for the elusive Northwest Passage 

through North America, to open communications with Indian Nations, to 

claim and clarify new borders and territories, and to return with maps and 

detailed observations of the national resources that they sighted along the 

way.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-26 I-J FERDINAND MAGELLAN 

(EXPLORES OF THE WORLD 

SERIES)

Ferdinand Magellan sailed west in search of a passage to the trading lands 

of the East and became the first person to lead an expedition to 

circumnavigate the globe. Listen to Magellan describe his discovery of a 

new passage at the southern tip of South America and his experience 

crossing the Earth's largest ocean. Learn about his discovery of a new chain 

of islands, the Philippines, and how he proved that the Indies could be 

reached by sailing west.
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HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-27 I-J MARCO POLO (EXPLORERS OF 

THE WORLD SERIES)

Follow along with our two young hosts as they are given a chance to meet 

and speak with this famous explorer as he describes the fascinating tales of 

his adventures to the East. Polo details his relationship with Kublai Khan, 

the great Mongol ruler who allowed him to travel throughout China to 

collect information about the land and its people.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-28 I-J PORTUGUESE EXPLORERS 

(EXPLORERS OF THE WORLD 

SERIES)

Follow along with our two young hosts as they are given a chance to meet 

and speak with our Prince Henry, the Navigator, who though he never left 

Portugal, inspired the first European exploration to the African coast. 

Listen to Dias describe his exploration around the southern tip of Africa, 

and hear Vaso da Gama speak about his voyages to India. Learn about the 

seafaring voyages of brave Portuguese explorers in this exciting video 

dramatization.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-29 I-J SPANISH EXPLORERS (EXPLORERS 

OF THE WORLD SERIES)

Following Columbus' initial voyages of exploration, Spain established a 

pattern of conquest and settlement in the New World, fueled by a desire for 

wealth and colonies. In the name of Spain, many adventurers set out to 

explore and conquer the remainder of the unclaimed and uncharted 

Americas.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-30 I-J THE VIKINGS (EXPLORERS OF THE 

WORLD SERIES)

Sailing 500 years before Columbus, the Vikings are credited with being the 

first Europeans to reach the New World. Join our two young hosts as they 

speak with Leif Erikson as he recounts the history of the Age of Vikings. 

Discover why the Vikings decided to leave their homes in search of fertile 

lands, timber and adventure.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-5 I-H COLUMBUS'S WORLD This program travels to China, the Spice Islands, Cairo, Venice, Genoa, and 

Istanbul to explore the world of the 15th century and set the stage for 

Christopher Columbus's great seagoing adventure.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-6 I-H AN IDEA TAKES SHAPE This program focuses on the advances in shipbuilding and navigation that 

made Columbus's voyages possible, examines his motivations, and 

chronicles his long and arduous search for patronage to find his westward 

voyage to the Orient.
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HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-7 I-H THE CROSSING Full-scale working replicas of the Nina, Pinta, and the Santa Maria follow 

the route of Columbus's first transatlantic crossing, while excerpts from his 

logs and journals evoke 15th century shipboard life.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-8 I-H WORLDS FOUND AND LOST Starting with Columbus's landfall at San Salvador, a modern sailboat and 

crew retrace the route of Columbus's first voyage through the Bahamas to 

Cuba, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic, searching for the Caribbean 

Columbus saw, and finding the changes left in his wake.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC041-9 I-H THE SWORD AND THE CROSS The Americas evolved from the new blend of peoples, diseases, motives, 

and attitudes brought to the New World by Columbus and those who 

followed him. This program explores the interests of the conquistadors and 

the church, and their effect on the indigenous population.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC042-3 J-H MEXICO BEFORE CORTEZ A survey of the history of Mexico during the 3000 years before Cortez and 

the Spaniards invaded in the 16th century. This program covers the "Age of 

Priests," the ancient city of Teotihuacan, the gods Quetzalcoatl and Tlaloc, 

the societies inhabiting the Oaxaca Valley, and the "Age of Warriors" 

dominated by the Toltecs and the Aztecs.

HISTORY - EXPLORATION & 

DISCOVERY

VC032-25 I-J BEGINNINGS OF EXPLORATION Describes first stages in Europe's expansion: growth of trade, rise of the 

merchant class, and birth of new ideas about man and his world. Discusses 

first explorers.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

VC032-150 J-H HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY 

1900-1909

Highlights include: an anarchist assassinates President McKinley; 

immigrants stream into the Great American Melting Pot, Wild West shows 

bring the untamed frontier to cities, the first motion pictures thrill 

audiences, workers construct the New York subway, and Coney Island 

draws millions of fun seekers.
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HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

VC032-151 J-H HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY 

1910-1919

Highlights include: Teddy Roosevelt makes his political comeback, 

Archduke Ferdinand's assassination ignites WW1, 1,198 innocent victims 

sink with the Lusitania, and Subs fight WW1 underwater, the Yanks go 

"over there", Hollywood is born, and Charlie Chaplin makes silent film 

history.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

VC032-152 J-H HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY 

1920-1929

Highlights include: prohibition dries out America, Al Capone turns 

Chicago into a blood bath, the Sacco & Vanzetti executions stir up 

controversy, age of "the flapper" is here, and Lindbergh crosses the Atlantic 

solo, and Black Thursday--the stock market crashes.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

VC032-153 J-H HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY 

1930-1939

Highlights include: millions stand in soup and bread lines. Prohibition 

ends. Roosevelt strikes up "A New Deal". The demonic Fuhrer hypnotizes 

Germany. Nazis wage a devastating Blitzkrieg in Europe. Jesse Owens 

embarrasses Hitler at the 1936 Olympics.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

VC032-154 J-H HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY 

1940-1949

Highlights include: World War II hurls the globe into conflict, the Japanese 

bomb Pearl Harbor, the U.S. declares war, Americans suffer through 

rations and shortages, Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin fight to conquer 

Nazism, the world gapes in horror at the Nazi death camps, and the United 

States begins a postwar spending spree.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

VC032-155 J-H HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY 

1950-1959

Highlights include: Truman leads America as the "give 'em hell" President. 

The U.S. and Russia chill relations with each other. Communist Forces 

invade South Korea. The U.S. flexes its military muscle and enters the 

Korean War. Fidel Castro is Cuba's new dictator.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

VC032-156 H HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY 

1960-1964

Highlights include: The world lives with the threat of nuclear weapons. 

Martin Luther King Jr. makes his immortal "I Have a Dream" speech. 

Dreams of Camelot die when John F. Kennedy is assassinated. Hitchcock's 

classic thriller, "Psycho" debuts. John Glenn is the first American to orbit 

the earth. Brief Nudity.
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HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

VC032-157 J-H HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY 

1965-1969

Highlights include: Nixon and Agnew win a close election. Protestors fight 

the war at home. Violence rocks the 1968 Democratic Convention. An 

assassin's bullet kills Martin Luther King, Jr. More people try LSD. The 

Apollo 11 crews lands on the moon.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

VC032-158 J-H HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY 

1970-1979

Highlights include: America invades Cambodia. The National Guard 

slaughters students at Kent State. Nixon visits China. The Watergate 

scandal shocks the country. Richard Nixon resigns in shame. Two attempts 

on President Ford's life fail. America is held hostage by the Ayatollah 

Khomeini.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

VC032-95 J-H PROGRESSIVE ERA: REFORM 

WORKS

Describes years of 1890-1915 and how they marked this period of American 

history as one of great turmoil and violence. Bankrupt farmers, slums, 

appalling work conditions, inhuman child labor and riots prodded the 

conscience of our nation to improve conditions by forming the Progressive 

Movement.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

VC031-29 J-H KOREA-WAR AT THE 38th 

PARALLEL

Narrated by Kirk Douglas. Presents the compelling true story told through 

archival footage and recounted by those who were there. Puts you at the 

heart of the action; makes you an eyewitness to events that changed the 

lives of men and nations.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-1 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

1)

THE MOST DARING MISSION OF THE CIVIL WAR: The CSS Albemarle 

held back Union ships from North Carolina until Lieutenant William B. 

Cushing and a group of volunteers launched a surprise attack using a tiny 

boat and a spare torpedo. The Albemarle sank, shortening the war and 

making Cushing, the only survivor, a hero. APRIL 1865: It was a month of 

terrible possibilities, continued guerrilla warfare, a coup, a destroyed 

government after Lincoln's assassination. This documentary examines how 

the nation avoided mayhem and continued bloodshed, and instead started 

on the long path to reconciliation.
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HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-10 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

10)

CIVIL WAR COMBATS: THE WHEATFIELD AT GETTYSBURG: When 

the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia engaged the Union Army of 

the Potomac at Gettysburg in July 1863, an area known as 'the Wheatfield," 

initially of little value, suddenly became the focus of intense conflict. THE 

TRAGEDY AT COLD HEARBOR: In 1864, General Grant doggedly 

pursued Lee's forces. On June 3, the two sides met at Cold Harbor, a 

crossroads near Richmond, where Grant hurled his men against entrenched 

breastworks, losing 7,000 in 20 minutes. 

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-11 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

11)

CIVIL WAR JOURNALS: JOHN BROWN'S WAR: He was a radical 

abolitionist with the fanatical plan of freeing Southern slaves through 

armed insurrection. His raid on the U.S. arsenal at Harper's Ferry shattered 

any hope of unity in an already fragmented nation. DESTINY AT FORT 

SUMTER: No lives were lost in the very first military engagement of the 

Civil War. Yet, from the South’s modest attack came a conflict that would 

engulf the entire nation.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-12 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

12)

CIVIL WAR JOURNALS: THE BATTLE OF 1st. BULL RUN: The first major 

battle of the Civil War was a stunning victory for the Confederacy and sent 

a clear message to the overconfident North; the war was going to be long, 

costly, and bloody. THE 54th MASSACHUSETTS: Some were escaped 

slaves who wanted a chance at revenge. Others were educated black men 

who believed in the cause.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-13 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

13)

CIVIL WAR JOURNALS: WEST POINT CLASSMATES, CIVIL WAR 

ENEMIES: In a great irony, former West Point classmates faced one another 

on opposite sides of the conflict, Union generals Sherman, McClellan and 

Grant versus Confederate generals Beauregard, Lee and President Jefferson 

Davis. ROBERT E. LEE: The greatest commander of the Civil War may 

have been its loser. Born the son of a Revolutionary War hero, Robert E. Lee 

was destined for greatness and tragedy.
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HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-14 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

14)

CIVIL WAR JOURNALS: STONEWALL JACKSON: He earned his 

nickname at the First Battle of Bull Run when he and his men "stood like a 

stone wall" against Union forces. SHERMAN AND THE MARCH TO THE 

SEA: On November 15, 1864, Union General William Tecumseh Sherman 

left Atlanta in flames and began his long, ferocious "March to the Sea".

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-2 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

1)

BATTLEFIELD DETECTIVES: ANTIETAM: It was the single deadliest day 

in American history; twelve hours of fighting and nearly 23,000 casualties. 

The stakes for both sides were high, but what accounted for the bloodshed? 

GETTYSBURG: A small town in Pennsylvania was the site of the bloodiest 

conflict in American history, a battle that took down 50,000 troops in three 

days. SHILOH: The South stunned Northern forces with a surprise attack, 

and soon took a commanding position. 

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-3 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

3)

SECRET MISSIONS OF THE CIVIL WAR: Both sides engaged in covert 

operations designed to frighten the enemy, disrupt supply lines, and 

destroy morale. Among the ingenious examples were a plot to burn down 

New York City, daring prison breaks, the deployment of railroad 

torpedoes, and guerrilla warfare. THE LOST BATTLE OF THE CIVIL 

WAR: The biggest battle in all of Kansas and the largest cavalry attack of 

the entire war took place at Mine Creek, with the Union winning a 

stunning victory.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-4 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

4)

TALES OF THE GUN: GUNS OF THE CIVIL WAR: Guns were around for 

centuries before the 1860s, but innovations of the Industrial Revolution 

brought them to a new level of precision and handling. The deadly result: 

more Americans were killed in the Civil War than in all other American 

wars combined. EIGHTY ACRES OF HELL: From 1862 to 1865, 26,000 

Confederate soldiers passed through Camp Douglas, a rarely mentioned 

prisoner of war camp in Chicago. 
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HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-5 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

5)

LINCOLN: Innovative, intimate and emotionally charge, Lincoln explores 

the inner conflicts that plagued and inspired the President who called 

himself "the loneliest man in the world".

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-6 H THE AMERICAN CIVL WAR (DISK 

6)

LINCOLN, MAN OR MYTH: Explore the many contradictory theories and 

surprising gaps in our knowledge about the 16th President. LINCOLN & 

THE FLYING, SPYING MACHINE: A remarkable story that details how 

Lincoln's pursuit of new technology helped him gain advantage over the 

Confederacy. CONSPIRACY? LINCOLN ASSASSINATION: A shocking re-

examination of the most famous political killing in history. HIGH TECH 

LINCOLN: Take a tour of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and 

Museum in Springfield, Illinois, where special effects wizards and 

historians present a recreation form the time of the Great Emancipator.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-7 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

7)

SHERMAN'S MARCH: General William Tecomseh Sherman's total war 

strategy against the South helped end the Civil War and forever changed 

the nation.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-8 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

8)

THE HUNT FOR JOHN WILKES BOOTH: For 12 days in April 1865, as 

terror gripped the nation, thousands of federal troops, detectives, and 

police scoured the country in search of the assassin who shot President 

Abraham Lincoln.

HISTORY - U.S. - 20th CENTURY - 

GENERAL

DVD032-9 H THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (DISK 

9)

CIVIL WAR COMBAT: THE HORNET'S NEST AT SHILOH: In 1862, 

General Grant advanced into Tennessee. On April 6, Confederate forces 

under General Albert Johnston caught Union forces by surprise near Shiloh 

Church. THE BLOODY LANE AT ANTIETAM: In September 1862, Robert 

E. Lee invaded the North for the first time and met the Union army along 

the banks of Maryland's Antietam Creek, which became the sight of the 

bloodiest single day in U.S. military history.
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HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC032-89 I-H ROOTS OF RESISTANCE-A STORY 

OF THE UNDERGROUND 

RAILROAD

In the mid-1800's, black men and women traveled a network of escape 

routes known as the underground railroad. This program recounts the little-

known story of black America's secret railroad to freedom through 

narratives of escaped slaves. Viewers listen to interviews with descendents 

of slaves and slaveholders describing personal danger and terrible risks 

involved in each slave's departure.

HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC034-32 H LEADING THE WAY This is a close look at how African-Americans used the law to change their 

circumstances and the landmark cases that furthered their cause. Segment 

1: Declaration of Independence to the Civil War Segment 2: Reconstruction 

Segment 3: Houston And Hastie Segment 4: Brown v. Board of Education & 

the continued fight for equality Segment 5: Desegregation Segment 6: 1970-

Current -Affirmative Action

HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC035-101-1 I FOLLOW THE DRINKING GOURD:                                                                                                                                                                                               

A STORY OF THE UNDERGROUND 

RAILROAD

In this story based on the traditional American folksong, Morgan Freeman 

recounts the compelling adventures of one family’s escape from slavery via 

the Underground Railroad. Taj Mahal’s heartfelt blues score perfectly 

captures the drama of this perilous flight to freedom. 

HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC036-97 I-J THE INCREDIBLE VOYAGE OF 

BILL PINKNEY

This is about the first African-American to sail solo around the world. It is 

an inspiration video.

HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC059-10 J-H EYES ON THE PRIZE; AMERICA'S 

CIVIL RIGHTS YEA RS 1954 TO 

1965: MISSISSIPPI: IS THIS 

AMERICA? 1962-1964

Program focuses on the personal risks faced by ordinary citizens as they 

assumed the responsibility for social change, particularly the 62-64 voting 

rights campaign.

HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC059-11 J-H EYES ON THE PRIZE; AMERICA'S 

CIVIL RIGHTS YEA RS 1954 TO 

1965: BRIDGE TO FREEDOM,1965

Highlights the famous Freedom march to Selma, Alabama. Discusses the 

impact of this march as the last great gathering of the southern-based 

movement, and provides an opportunity to examine the gains made by the 

civil rights protests.
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HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC059-16 I-H RUBY BRIDGES Based on the true story of a girl's stand for equality. Ruby is the first 

African-American student to enroll at a newly integrated school. She faces 

the ugliness of racism and teaches lessons in acceptance.

HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC059-17 I-H THE COLOR OF FRIENDSHIP In 1977, the family of African-American congressman Ron Dellums hosts a 

South African exchange student, prompting two teenagers--one black, one 

white--to confront personal biases and institutional racism. Inspired by 

actual events, this drama explores issues of prejudice, race relations, civil 

rights and apartheid. Winner of an Emmy, NAACP Image Award and 

Children's Media Award.

HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC059-6 J-H EYES ON THE PRIZE; AMERICA'S 

CIVIL RIGHTS YEARS 1954 TO 1965: 

AWAKENINGS, 1954-56

Program concentrates on the years 1954-1956, highlighting events that 

began the modern black freedom struggle. Includes the lynching of Emmett 

Til.

HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC059-7 J-H EYES ON THE PRIZE; AMERICA'S 

CIVIL RIGHTS YEARS 1954 TO 1965: 

FIGHTING BACK, 1954-65

The Little Rock Nine was a group of African-American students who were 

enrolled in Little Rock Central High School in 1957. The ensuing Little Rock 

Crisis, in which the students were initially prevented from entering the 

racially segregated school by Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus, and then 

attended after the intervention of President Eisenhower, is considered to be 

one of the most important events in the African-American Civil Rights 

Movement.

HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC059-8 J-H EYES ON THE PRIZE; AMERICA'S 

CIVIL RIGHTS YEARS 1954 TO 1965: 

AIN'T SCARED OF YOUR JAILS, 

1960-61

Focuses on four related stories: the lunch counter sit-ins of 1960; formation 

of SNCC; impact of the movement on the 1960 presidential campaign; and 

the freedom rides of 1961.

HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC059-9 J-H EYES ON THE PRIZE; AMERICA'S 

CIVIL RIGHTS YEARS 1954 TO 1965: 

NO EASY WALK, 1961-63

This program places the civil rights phenomenon in a broad historical 

context, describing the growing commitment of activists to non-violent 

tactics. Between 1962 and 1966, the civil rights struggle became a "mass 

movement.
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HISTORY - U.S. - BLACK HISTORY VC063-42 I-H FAMOUS AFRICAN AMERICANS Why Harriet Tubman was called the "Moses" of her people? Who delivered 

the famous "I Have A Dream" speech in Washington, DC? These are but a 

few of the questions answered in this informative video. Learn of the men 

and women who helped to end slavery, promote civil rights, fight for their 

country and rebuild the South. Their many contributions can be seen and 

felt today.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-55 J-H THE CIVIL WAR: THE CAUSE 

(1861)                                                                                                                                                                                    

EPISODE 1

This first episode dramatically evokes the causes of war, from the Cotton 

Kingdom of the South to the northern abolitionists who opposed it. John 

Brown at Harper's Ferry, and the election of Abraham Lincoln in 1860, the 

firing on Fort Sunter, and the jubilant rush to arms on both sides.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-55.2 J-H THE CIVIL WAR: A VERY BLOODY 

AFFAIR (1862)                                                                                                                                        

EPISODE 2

This episode begins with the political infighting that threatened to swamp 

Lincoln's administration and then follows Union General George 

McClellan's ill-fated campaign on the Virginia Peninsula, where his army 

meets a smaller but infinitely more resourceful Confederate force. During 

this episode we witness the battle of ironclad ships, partake of camp life, 

and watch slavery begin to crumble. It ends with rumors of Europe's 

readiness to recognize the Confederacy.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-56 J-H THE CIVIL WAR: FOREVER FREE 

(1862) EPISODE 3

This episode charts the dramatic events that led to Lincoln's decision to set 

the slaves free. Convinced by July, 1862 that emancipation was now 

morally and militarily cruel to the future of the Union, Lincoln must wait 

for a victory to issue his proclamation. But as the year wears on, there are 

no Union victories to be had, thanks to the brilliance of Stonewall Jackson 

and Robert E. Lee. The episode.
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HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-56.2 J-H THE CIVIL WAR: SIMPLY MURDER 

(1863) EPISODE 4

This episode begins with the nightmarish Union disaster at Fredericksburg 

and comes to two climaxes that spring: at Chancellorsville in May, where 

Lee wins his most brilliant victory but loses Stonewall Jackson; and at 

Vicksburg, where Grant's attempts to take the city by siege are stopped. We 

learn of fierce Northern opposition to Lincoln's Emancipation 

Proclamation, the miseries to regimental life and the increasing desperation 

of the Confederate homefront.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-57 J-H THE CIVIL WAR: THE UNIVERSE 

OF BATTLE (1863)                                                                                                                                     

EPISODE 5

This episode opens with a dramatic account of the turning point of the war, 

the Battle of Gettysburg-the greatest ever fought in the Western 

Hemisphere. For three days, 150,000 will fight to the death in the gentle 

Pennsylvania countryside, culminating in Pickett's legendary charge.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-57.2 J-H THE CIVIL WAR: VALLEY OF THE 

SHADOW OF DEATH (1864) 

EPISODE 6

This video begins with a biographical comparison of Grant and Lee and 

then chronicles the extraordinary series of battles that pitted the two 

generals against each other from the Wilderness to Petersburg in Virginia. 

As the horrendous casualty lists increase, Lincoln's chances for re-election 

begin to dim, and with them the possibilities of Union victory.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-58 J-H THE CIVIL WAR: MOST 

HALLOWED GROUND (1864)                                                                                                                                        

EPISODE 7

The episode begins with the presidential campaign of 1864 that set 

Abraham Lincoln against his old commanding general, George McClellan. 

The stakes are nothing less than the survival of the Union itself: with Grant 

and Sherman stalled at Petersburg and Atlanta, opinion in the North has 

turned strongly against Lincoln and the war. Lee's Arlington mansion is 

turned into a Union military hospital and the estate becomes Arlington 

National Cemetery--the Union's most hallowed ground.
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HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-58.2 J-H THE CIVIL WAR: WAR IS ALL 

HELL (1865) EPISODE 8

This video begins with William Sherman's brilliant March to the Sea, which 

brings war to the heart of Georgia and the Carolinas and spells the end of 

the Confederacy. In March, following Lincoln's second inauguration, first 

Petersburg and then Richmond finally falls to Grant's army.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-59 J-H THE CIVIL WAR: THE BETTER 

ANGELS OF OUR NATUR E (1865) 

EPISOIDE 9

This final episode begins in the bittersweet aftermath of Lee's surrender 

and then goes on to narrate the horrendous events of five days later when, 

on April 14th, Lincoln is assassinated. After chronicling Lincoln's poignant 

funeral, the series recounts the final days of the war, the capture of John 

Wilkes Booth and the fates of the series' major characters.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-73 J-H JACKSON YEARS: NEW 

AMERICANS

Presents the creation of the American image and the formation of popular 

democracy as reflected in the rise of power of Andrew Jackson.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-74 J-H JACKSON YEARS: TOWARD CIVIL 

WAR

Describes Andrew Jackson as a man of action who fought the national 

bank, raised troops against South Carolina, vetoed more congressional bills 

than all presidents before him combined and yet remained inactive on the 

issue that would lead to civil war—slavery.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-75 I-H CIVIL WAR: UNION AT RISK This program presents pre-Civil War differences between northern and 

southern states and establishes the war as a conflict over Constitutional 

interpretation. Details events leading up to the war, the reasons the Union 

prevailed, and the after effects of the war on government and the citizens.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-77 I-J CIVIL WAR: ANGUISH OF 

EMANCIPATION

This dramatic reenactment centering on the issuance of the Emancipation 

Proclamation reveals the agonizing dilemma that confronts Abraham 

Lincoln as he struggles to resolve the Civil War.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-78 I-J GETTYSBURG: 1863 Filmed on location, this important three-day battle is recreated, using local 

scenery and the magnificent statuary at Gettysburg.
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HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-84 J-H CIVIL WAR: PROMISE OF 

RECONSTRUCTION

What the future would hold for slaves after the Civil War is shown in the 

Port Royal "educational experiment" recreated here. Examines the ideals 

and failures of some missionaries' attempts to create a viable life for blacks.

HISTORY - U.S. - CIVIL WAR & 

RECONSTRUCTION

VC032-87 P-J CIVIL WAR Witness the conflict between North and South and the South's eventual 

secession that led to a rush to arms, pitting countryman against 

countryman. This program utilizes exciting re-enactments, artifacts, and 

interviews to explore key battles of the Civil War, life on the Northern and 

Southern home fronts, and the role of African Americans in the war. 

Concludes with the Emancipation Proclamation, the Battle of Gettysburg, 

and the fall of the Confederacy.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC031-31 I-J PLIMOTH PLANTATION You'll learn "first-hand" the stories of the men and women who settled in 

the New World. You'll also visit the Wampanoag’s, whose help was 

essential to the colonists' survival! Visit with the pilgrims and share in 

conversations about politics, religion, and survival in the wilderness. Go 

behind the scenes and learn how the staff assumes the roles of the 

Plymouth Colony. Discover how 20th century craftsmen recreate the day-to-

day realities of 17th century.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC031-32 P-I EARLY SETTLERS Topics featured include: The Pilgrims and the Mayflower, the Story of the 

Mayflower Compact, Squanto and the First Thanksgiving, Life in Colonial 

Williamsburg, and Who were the Colonists?

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC031-33 I-J A JOURNEY TO THE NEW WORLD Twelve year old Remember Patience Whipple arrives in the New World 

after a grueling 65 day journey on the Mayflower. Join Mem as she embarks 

on a journey of triumph, tragedy, and thanksgiving. (Plymouth, MA, 1620)
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HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-016 I-J COUNTDOWN TO 

INDEPENDENCE: CAUSES OF THE 

AMERICAN REVOLUTION

This video tells of the events leading to the writing of the Declaration of 

Independence.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-017 I-J SEEDS OF LIBERTY: CAUSES OF 

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

This video shows how the colonists' independence led to dissatisfaction 

with English trade policies and taxation acts.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-04 I-H COLONIAL WILLIMSBURG Explore the historic capital of colonial Virginia in this look at an exciting 

outdoor museum which presents not only a wealth of restored and 

recreated 18th century buildings, their furnishings, and their grounds and 

gardens, but also the activities of the people who lived and worked in 

Williamsburg's homes and shops.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-1 J-H PURITAN EXPERIENCE: 

FORSAKING ENGLAND

Presents the story of one family, the Higgins, and their decision to leave the 

land they love and head for America. Describes the main ideas of 

Puritanism and depicts the experiences lived by many of the immigrants.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-10 I-H COLONIAL AMERICA: LIFE IN 

MATURING COLONIES

Focusing on the period from 1690 to the Seven Years War, this program 

looks at the lives of New World settlers, exploring their attitudes towards 

Native Americans, and slaves, and women.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-11 P-I WHO'S THAT STEPPING ON 

PLYMOUTH ROCK?

Plymouth Rock is the most solid piece of history the United States has. Jean 

Fritz explores, with wit and wisdom, whether or not the First Corners or 

Pilgrims stepped on it or not when they landed in Plymouth Harbor.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-12 I-H COLONIZING NORTH AMERICA: 

EARLY SETTLEMENTS

This video introduces viewers to the ways of life of American settlers from 

1607 to 1690, emphasizing the New England Puritans, the middle colony 

Quakers, and the Chesapeake area planter/slave population.
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HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-13 I-H REMAKING SOCIETY IN THE NEW 

NATION

Considers the dilemmas faced by the fledgling U.S. in its first years as an 

independent nation. Individuals from several walks of life discuss the 

problems of the new nation.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-14 I-H BREAKING COLONIAL TIES: 

DECLARATION OF 

INDEPENDENCE

This video explains why some colonists opposed a break with the Crown, 

and explores the possibilities of women.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-17 I-H TAXATION WITHOUT 

REPRESENTATION

This video shows the Colonial American merchants' refusal to trade with 

Britain after The Sugar and Stamp Acts. It also discusses the Townshend 

Acts and Boston under military life.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-18 I-H PRELUDE TO REVOLUTION It discusses Parliament's repeal of the Townshend Acts and the gradual 

return of the heavy taxes. It reviews the events leading to the Boston Tea 

Party and the meeting of the first Continental Congress in 1776.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-19 I-H LEXINGTON, CONCORD AND 

INDEPENDENCE

Describes the battles at Lexington and Concord. Discusses the heavy losses 

suffered by the British at Breed's Hill and Bunker Hill. Tells of the 

appointment of George Washington as commander-in-chief and the 

adoption of the Declaration of Independence.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-2 J-H PURITAN EXPERIENCE: MAKING 

A NEW WORLD

Describes Puritan Massachusetts in 1640 and the plight of Charity Higgins, 

who was captured by Indians and forcibly returned to the Puritan 

community. Depicts how Charity becomes outraged by Puritan treatment 

of the Indians and rebels against Puritan doctrine.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-20 I-H FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM Describes the hardships endured by Washington and his army. Reviews 

Washington's capture of Trenton, the British surrender at Saratoga, France's 

entry into the war, and the battle with Cornwallis at Yorktown.
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HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-21 J-H AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE, 1776 The colonials did not always think or make decisions as one unified body, 

yet they ultimately triumphed in seceding from British rule. Video 

chronicles the events that led up to this moment, while probing the social 

complexity of revolutionary America.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-22 J-H CONSTITUTION: COMPROMISE 

THAT MADE A NATION

Distinguished actors recreate the tense exchanges between the colonial 

leaders who met in secret session in Philadelphia in May of 1789, and we 

are plunged into the arguments that precede the framing of the 

Constitution.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-31 I PILGRIM JOURNEY Through a young girl's diary, the story of the trip on the Mayflower is told. 

Life aboard ship is shown, as well as a narrator tells the historical 

background of the pilgrim's journey. 

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-4 J-H THE PILGRIMS Authentic sets and period costumes bring alive the Pilgrims, their religious 

persecution in England, their poverty in Holland, the North Atlantic 

Crossing, the signing of the Mayflower and First Thanksgiving.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-6 I-H JAMESTOWN: FIRST ENGLISH 

SETTLEMENT

Reveals how Jamestown colony found economic prosperity in tobacco 

planting. Dramatizes struggle between aspirations for self-government and 

the need for central government. Shows the creation of the first legislative 

body in New World.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-6.1 I-J JAMESTOWN: WHERE AMERICA 

BEGAN

From first settlers to the final burning. Covers not only dramatic events 

like; John Smith, Pocahontas...but daily lives of settlers with living history 

of tobacco planting, crafts, and cooking. Uses paintings, monuments, plus 

existing ruins to tell the story.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-8 I-J COLONIAL AMERICA An overview of life in colonial America emphasizing who the settlers were, 

how they lived, and the development of their economy. Depicts the 

hardships suffered by the colonists and traces the development of slavery, 

the splinter groups that formed new colonies, and the tobacco and fur 

trades.
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HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD VC032-9 I-H COLONIAL AMERICA IN THE 

1760'S

By 1760 Colonists were happily established in a growing America. But in 

1763, England found that running the Colonies was expensive and raised 

taxes on their trade. Colonists did not intend to pay more taxes. Seeds of 

revolution had been planted.

HISTORY - U.S. - COLONIAL PERIOD DVD032-91 P-I WESTWARD EXPANSION IN THE 

U.S.

"Manifest Destiny!" In the late 1700s to 1800s, the continental U.S. grew in 

size from only 13 colonies in the East to stretch across the continent to the 

Pacific Ocean. Join our players in a pioneer life adventure game, and follow 

events and historical figures during the westward expansion.

HISTORY - U.S. - DOCUMENTS VC032-188 I-H WE THE PEOPLE - THE STORY OF 

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE 

UNITED STATES

This framework for democracy has been the basis for freedom in the United 

States and the world for over two hundred years. In this video you will 

learn about its creation, the powers it gives the federal government, the Bill 

of Rights and all the amendments made to the Constitution.

HISTORY - U.S. - DOCUMENTS VC034-13 H CONSTITUTION:  DELICATE 

BALANCE

Can the President's conversations with advisors remain secret when 

Congress demands to know what was said? Congresswoman Barbara 

Mikulski, former President Gerald Ford and Watergate prosecutor 

Archibald Cox bring firsthand experience to this topic.

HISTORY - U.S. - DOCUMENTS VC034-34 I-H THE DECLARATION OF 

INDEPENDENCE

Join our host as she aids viewers in discovering the people and events 

involved in creating this landmark document, which declared the 

American colonies to be free and independent states. While learning about 

the key political concepts and philosophies that the document embodies 

and where these ideas originated, students will gain an understanding of 

why the Declaration of Independence will forever inspire people 

throughout the world!

HISTORY - U.S. - DOCUMENTS VC034-7 I-J OUR CONSTITUTION This video examines the historical significance of the constitution; its 

structure and function and its present day meaning and importance.
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HISTORY - U.S. - DOCUMENTS VC034-6 P CONSTITUTION OF THE U.S. Looks at the Constitutional Convention, as seen through the eyes of James 

Madison. Shows how the delegates resolved major issues and tells why 

their solutions continue to inspire admiration.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-093 I THE GOLDEN SPIKE This video is a reenactment of the building of the Transcontinental 

Railroad. Join crews as they lay rail across the plains and desert, blast 

through granite mountains, and battle Indians, blizzards, sandstorms, and 

scorching heat. Feel the jubilation when this epic project was completed, 

and the depression as the railroad meant the slaughter of the buffalo and 

the end to the Indians' way of life.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-40 I-H SETTTLING THE OREGON 

TERRITORY

This video recounts the experiences of the men and women who settled this 

land despite the difficulties of the journey from more settled parts of the 

continent. The program presents the geographic features which made the 

Oregon Territory attractive to settlers. We meet men such as “the father of 

the Oregon" Dr. John McLoughlin, Oregon boosters and wagon train 

scouts, and more.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-41 I-H TEXAS AND THE MEXICAN 

CESSION

This video takes the viewer back to the days of Stephen Austin, Davy 

Crockett, Jim Bowie, and Santa Ana, Sam Houston and the ordinary men 

and women who claimed the Texas territory for themselves. We learn how 

the land belonged first to Spain and then to Mexico, which opened it to 

colonization by Americans willing to become Mexican citizens. The 

program explains the mutual frustration between Mexico and the 

American settlers which eventually led to war and the controversy within 

the U.S. over whether to allow Texas to enter the Union as a slave state.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-42 I-H THE RACE THAT OPENED THE 

WEST

This video highlights the building of the transcontinental line and salutes 

the unsung Chinese’s laborers who helped construct much of its western 

portion.
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HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-43 I-H THE JOURNALS OF LOUIS AND 

CLARK

Video is faithful to the journals and covers terrain traveled by Lewis and 

Clark. It captures the wonder of the virgin west, recounts historic chapter is 

the development of the frontier, and points to problems of conservation 

and treatment of the Indians.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-44 J-H LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION Combines live-action re-enactments, historical slides and many quotes 

from the journals, this program involves the viewer in the excitement, 

danger and wonder that was the Louis and Clark expedition.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-45 I-H WEST MOVEMENT I: SETTLERS OF 

NW TERRITORY

Describes colonization of Northwest Territory. Explains political and 

economic effects of Northwest Ordinance and shows the development of 

commerce and transportation.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-46 I-H WEST MOVEMENT II: 

SETTLEMENT OF MISS. VALLEY

Shows rapid transformation of the Mississippi Valley during the 1800's and 

particular skills and crafts by dramatizing lives of farmers, flatboat men, 

and traders.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-47 I-H WEST MOVEMENT III: SETTLING 

GREAT PLAINS

Recaptures the atmosphere of "homesteading" on the Great Plains through 

the use of authentic photographs and documents.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-48 I-H WEST MOVEMENT IV: TEXAS AND 

MEXICAN WAR

Reviews the causes of Texas settlers’ revolt, which led to independence for 

Texas, and tied their annexation to issues of slavery and territorial 

expansion. Points out that U.S. paid price of ill-will abroad and political 

crisis at home by winning the war with Mexico.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-49 I-H WEST MOVEMENT V: GOLD RUSH Relates how the discovery of gold at Sutter's mill changed the history of 

California and of our nation. Shows the nation in the grip of "gold fever".
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HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-5 I-H FLORIDA: SPANISH COLONY TO 

AMERICAN STATE

This video investigates the importance of Florida's strategic location in the 

Atlantic jutting into the Caribbean. The program demonstrates how the 

ways of life of the Native American peoples were disrupted and destroyed. 

We see the difficulties suffered by women trying to build new lives for their 

families in this difficult land. We learn of the military and political tug of 

war which caused Florida to change hands several times before the U.S. 

acquired the territory in the early 19th century.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-50 I-J THE OREGON TRAIL The beautiful landscape, the rivers they crossed, the joy, hardships, elation, 

and dissention of the trip--all comes together in this detailed account of 

America's longest and most famous trail, the Oregon Trail.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-60 I-H WAR BETWEEN THE STATES This two part program depicts the events and pressures leading up to the 

Civil War. Shows the evolution and flourishing of slavery. Describes the 

hostile division of states into Union and Rebel camps, the war and key 

battles, Lincoln's presidency and the Emancipation Proclamation.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-61 J-H LEWIS AND CLARK (PART 1) This film tells the remarkable story of the entire Corps of Discovery-not just 

the two famous Captains, but the young army men, French-Canadian 

boatmen, Clark's African-American slave, and the Shoshone women named 

Sacagawea.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-62 J-H LEWIS AND CLARK (PART 2) This extraordinary film tells the remarkable story of the entire Corps of 

Discovery, not just the two famous Captains, but the young army men, 

French-Canadian boatmen, Clark's African-American slave, and the 

Shoshone woman named Sacagawea.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-64 J-H THE WEST: EMPIRE UPON THE 

TRAILS

In the early 1800's, no one knew who would control the seemingly infinite 

spaces of the West. But hopeful Americans began moving there 

nevertheless, and the individual trails they followed eventually merged 

into the sing path of "Manifest Destiny".
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HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-68 J-H THE WEST: FIGHT NO MORE 

FOREVER

By the 1870's, there were only a few pockets of resistance against the United 

States' push to conquer the West. On the Great Plains, Sitting Bull followed 

his mystical visions and urged his Lakota people to fight rather than 

surrender their sacred Black Hills and traditional way of life. Custer's "Last 

Stand" would also become the last stand of the Sioux as a free people.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-72 I-H LOUISIANA PURCHASE: MOVING 

WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI

In 1803, for three cents an acre, the United States purchased 830,000 square 

miles from France. The Louisiana Purchase as it was known more than 

doubled the territory then owned by the United States and gave control 

over the Mississippi River to the U.S. as well.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-94 I-H BATTLE OF THE ALAMO Travel back in time to the fateful winter of 1836, when Davy Crockett, Jim 

Bowie, and others met the army of Mexican General Santa Anna. Fewer 

than 200 Texans, engaged close to three thousand Mexican soldiers. It 

lasted thirteen days, yet the climax occurred in a battle lasting less than a 

single hour. This story, filmed in part in the Alamo itself, is narrated by Hal 

Holbrook.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC032-97 J-H SPLENDID LITTLE WAR This video uses "lost" film footage of the Spanish American War to 

document America's most popular war. Features Teddy Roosevelt and his 

Rough Riders, the campaign for Santiago, an interview with the last 

survivor of San Juan Hill, Civil War veterans, and more.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC033-10 I-J WESTWARD EXPANSION: THE 

PIONEER CHALLENGE

This video examines the challenges facing the pioneers because of 

geography, and tells how the pioneers conquered them.

HISTORY - U.S. - FRONTIER & 

WESTWARD EXPANSION

VC033-3 P-I THE BUILDING OF THE 

TRANSCONTINENTAL RAILROAD

This video is told by Charlie Brown. The task of building the iron horse's 

route falls on two companies. The Union Pacific works westward across the 

plains. The Central Pacific eastward across imposing mountains.
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HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL DVD028-20 J-H THE 11TH OF SEPTEMBER: MOYERS 

IN CONVERSATION.

Just 36 hours after an unspeakable national tragedy, journalist Bill Moyers 

began a unique dialogue with an unparalleled and diverse group of guests. 

Each of eight interviews explorers both our personal and public 

experiences, moving us through fear, anger, and grief on toward healing 

and hope. Together, they shed light and perspective on a very dark 

moment in America’s history.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL DVD029-1 J-H AMERICA: THE STORY OF US 

(DISK 1)

REBELS: From Jamestown to Plymouth, early settlers fight for survival. 

Tobacco sows the seeds of opportunity; the north becomes a powerhouse of 

trade. Tension, taxation and resistance explode into war as the rebels take 

on the might of the British Empire. REVOLUTION: The colonies declare 

independence, taking on the might of the British Empire. Washington's 

army is near defeat, but new weapons and battle tactics turn the tide. 

Forged through revolution, a new nation is born. WESTWARD: 

Trailblazing pioneers set out to conquer the west, but find the land already 

claimed. Wagon trains meet hardship on the road to California's gold. The 

steamboat ushers in a new era of commerce, industry, and unprecedented 

wealth. DIVISION: Commerce and industry thrive across the new nation, 

now one of the wealthiest on Earth. In the South, cotton is king but slavery 

fuels a growing divide. BONUS: American Revolution, Declaration of 

Independence, and George Washington.
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HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL DVD029-2 J-H AMERICA: THE STORY OF US 

(DISK 2)

CIVIL WAR: The Civil War rages. The formidable Confederate army 

cannot match the Union's mastery of technology; railroads, supply lines 

and the telegram become new weapons in a modern war. HEARTLAND: 

The Transcontinental Railroad unites the nation and transforms the 

Heartland. Native American civilizations decline as farmers settle the 

continent. Cattle replace wild buffalo as king of the Plains; the Cowboy 

becomes a new American icon. CITIES: The high cost of land in cities like 

New York and Chicago means the only way to build is up. A new kind of 

building, the sky scraper, is made possible by steel. Steel production 

underpins the infrastructure of the modern city. BOOM: America strikes oil 

and the boom time begins. Henry Ford brings the motorcar to the masses; 

the nation hits the road, and massive engineering projects modernize the 

West. BONUS: Civil War, Transcontinental Railroad, the Statue of Liberty, 

Henry Ford and the Model T.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL DVD029-3 J-H AMERICA: THE STORY OF US 

(DISK 3)

BUST: In October 1929, the economic boom of the 1920s ends with a crash 

on Wall Street. The American Dream has become a nightmare. The stock 

market crash coincides with the start of the Great Depression. Inaugurated 

in the depths of the Depression, new President Franklin D. Roosevelt starts 

to turn things around, bringing signals of recovery and hope for the future. 

WWII: The attack of Pearl Harbor brings America into World War. The war 

effort revitalizes the nation's economy. American innovation and 

manufacturing might invigorate the Allies in Europe and in the Pacific, the 

ultimate piece of technology ends the war; a new global superpower takes 

the stage. SUPERPOWER: Roosevelt's New Deal signals recovery. Hope for 

the American future collides with world conflict. American innovation and 

manufacturing might invigorate the Allies in Europe. In the Pacific, the 

ultimate piece of technology ends WWII; a new global superpower takes 

the stage.
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HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL DVD029-34 J-H THE LINCOLN ASSASSINATION Theorists present their controversial ideas about Lincoln's death. Examine 

the evidence and decide yourself and hear from some of the leading 

Lincoln experts. Historians detail the crime and the trials that followed it.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL DVD029-36 J-H FOUNDING BROTHERS (VOLUME 

1)

At a secret meeting arranged by Thomas Jefferson, Alexander Hamilton 

and James Madison reached a critical compromise on their rival views for 

America's future. Just months before his death, Benjamin Franklin signed a 

petition calling for an end to slavery, forcing the Congress to confront an 

issue that they knew could not be solved.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL DVD029-37 J-H FOUNDING BROTHERS (VOLUME 

2)

The race to succeed George Washington came down to two John Adams 

and Thomas Jefferson. The contest cost them their friendship, and though 

Adams won, his time in office paved the way for Jefferson's ascension to 

the presidency four years later.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL DVD029-38 J-H FOUNDING FATHERS  (VOL.1) REVELS WITH A CAUSE; The birth of America democracy as attended by 

an extraordinary cast of characters, such as Sam Adams and John Hancock. 

The unique chemistry of this political "odd couple" would prove pivotal, 

combining to spark the fires of resentment which until then had been early 

smoldering within the colonies. TAKING LIBERTIES; in the aftermath of 

heavy British tax levies and the shock of the Boston Massacre, Patrick 

Henry made the first open "call to arms". Meanwhile, Benjamin Franklin 

was in London, desperately attempting to patch things up with King 

George.
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HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL DVD029-39 J-H FOUNDING FATHERS (VOL.2) YOU SAY YOU WANT A REVOLUTION; By 1776. The rebels would 

finally make their fateful, final break with Britain. One of those advocating 

this extreme step was Thomas Jefferson, the man who penned the 

Declaration of Independence and wrestled all his life with the contradiction 

of being a slave-owner himself. A HEALTHY CONSTITUTION; After the 

final defeat of British forces in Yorktown, the thirteen colonies found 

themselves in a unique and frightening situation; building a new, 

democratic nation with no money.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL DVD029-59 J-H THE KENNEDY ASSASSINATION 

BEYOND CONSPIRACY

Forty years after President John F. Kennedy was fatally shot on November 

22, 1963, over 70 percent of Americans still believe there was a conspiracy 

to kill him and that the suspected assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald did not act 

alone.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-164 H SENSATIONAL 70s, 1974 Nixon's resignation and pardon; The deaths of Charles Lindbergh and 

Duke Ellington; the Alaskan pipeline; Boston anti-busing demonstrations. 

OPEC, and Hank Aaron's 715th home run.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-169 J-H THE WAR MEMORIALS This video is an in-depth history of our nation's efforts to honor those who 

died for their country. From the unforgettable sight of Arlington's endless 

white crosses, to the stirring sculpture of the Iwo Jima Memorial, this video 

examines our heroic tributes. This video is a touching reminder of the great 

costs our nation has suffered in defending the cause of freedom.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-172 P-I KIDS EXPLORE BIRTH OF 

AMERICA

Clubhouse friends put on a show. They portray America's five regions and 

their differences. They are explorers, colonists, pioneers, and finale shows 

how American government works.
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HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-177 I-H THE WHITE HOUSE It was first called the "Presidential Palace." But from its construction 1792, 

the White House has always been the property of the democratic people. 

This video takes us on a remarkable historical tour of The White House, 

from its slave-labor construction and subsequent burning at the hands of 

the British. This video is a rare inside look at a building that is part 

monument, part command center and part exclusive mansion-an executive 

residence that is unique in the world.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-182 H THE CENTURY: THE BEGINNING, 

THE 20'S                                                                                                                                                       

VOL. 1

In an ear of innocence and prosperity, a time when the promise of 

electricity, automobiles, moving pictures and air flight was just over the 

horizon. 1914-1919: Shell Shock: World War I erupts, and American suffers 

its great physical and emotional losses since the Civil War. 1920-1929: 

Boom to Bust: An energetic postwar mentality emerges and old traditions 

are challenged during The Roaring '20s. Women take bold steps toward 

equality, threatening to upset the "domestic balance" of the country.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-183 H THE CENTURY: THE '30s                                                                                                                                                                                  

VOL. 2

This volume examines the causes and effects of the worst economic crisis in 

U.S. history--The Great Depression. 1929-1936: Stormy Weather: The stock 

market crashes, plunging the nation into the economic depths of The Great 

Depression. 1936-1941: Over the Edge: As Hitler's feared Third Reich cuts a 

deadly path through Europe, Americans must weigh the option of 

becoming involved in another bloody, global conflict.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-184 H THE CENTURY: THE '40s VOL. 3 This video chronicles America's ascension out of the Depression as it enters 

its second world war of the century. 1941-1945: Civilians at War: For the 

first time in history, more civilians than soldiers are killed during wartime. 

Homefront: The Japanese attack Pearl Harbor and force American 

industries to retool for the Allies' war effort. Southern blacks and women 

enter the work force in record numbers. 1946-1952: Best Years: American 

GIs return home to a changed nation. 
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HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-185 H THE CENTURY: THE '50s & '60s                                                                                                                                                                       

VOL. 4

This video deals with the highly charged ideals of the younger generation, 

which stood in stark contrast with those of the Establishment. Racial, 

ethical and political views divide the nation, while the unpopular, 

protracted war in Vietnam causing many Americans to question their 

country's direction. Paranoia about Communism gives rise to the "witch 

hunts" of McCarthyism. There is the Cuban missile crisis and the 

assassination of President. With no end in sight to the Vietnam War, the 

radical "counterculture" erupts in violent protest.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-186 H THE CENTURY: THE 70s                                                                                                                                                                                 

(VOL. 5)

Faith in the government shatters with the disclosure of Watergate. Nixon 

becomes the first President in U.S. history to resign in disgrace. The 

upheavals of the '60s and '70s now leave many confronting the emotional 

fallout, including forced interracial busing and women torn between their 

roles as housewives and breadwinners.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-187 H THE CENTURY: THE 80s & 90s 

(VOL. 6)

The final volume witnesses the demise of what President Reagan called 

"the evil empire" and end of the Cold War. The Berlin Wall falls, while Wall 

Street's greed rises. Still, America remains a land of dreamers, creators and 

optimists. With the hope of learning from the past, and the promise of the 

future, we can only imagine what the next century may hold.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-190 P-I ECHOES FROM THE WHITE 

HOUSE

This is a portrait not only of the structure itself, but of the country it 

represents.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-192 H CONFLICT IN CUBA: BAY OF PIGS 

& CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS

History Channel presents information about the Bay of Pigs and the Cuban 

Missile Crisis.
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HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC033-11 H WATERGATE: A THIRD-RATE 

BURGLARY

President Nixon declared war on his "enemies" and a secret police force 

took shape in the White House. When the president's men were caught red-

handed in the Democrat's Watergate offices, exposure threatened. A 

massive cover-up, orchestrated by the President himself, seemed to succeed 

with Nixon's landslide 1972 re-election.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC033-12 H WATERGATE: THE CONSPIRACY 

CRUMBLES

The cover-up begins to crumble when John Dean, the designated fall-guy, 

turns stool pigeon. The existence of the Oval Office Tapes is revealed. 

Nixon tries to strong-arm the FBI into shuttling down the Special 

Prosecutor's office. And a tarnished vice-president is forced to resign.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC033-13 H WATERGATE: THE FALL OF A 

PRESIDENT

Nixon's next, hand-picked Special Prosecutor uncovers evidence so 

damning that the President's staunches supporters begins to defect. The 

House Judiciary Committee raises the specter of impeachment and slowly 

tightens the noose. A once-proud President Nixon resigns in disgrace.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC033-7 P-I THE SMITHSONIAN AND THE 

PRESIDENCY

You're part of history, Charlie Brown! Abraham Lincoln, Theodore 

Roosevelt, Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Each is President and accounted for. 

Charlie Brown and friends take make believe journeys that whisk them 

back in time to each President's era.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-105 I-H AMERICA GROWS UP This video depicts the nation's development and expansion from the mid 

1800's to the early 20th century. It focuses on America's transformation 

from agrarian country to an industrial one. 

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-107 I-H GAME OF MONOPOLY Two part program on the rise of industrial giants and the trusts and 

trustbusters. It concentrates on the railroads and the steel and oil 

industries. Topics include robber barons, Roosevelt's regulation of big 

business, and the muckrakers.
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HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-117 J-H THE GREAT DEPRESSION: 1929-

1941

The Great Depression lasted more than a decade, ending only with the 

onset of World War II and its need for military production. The video 

shows life in the 1920's, then explores the causes of the Great Depression.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-118 H RIDING THE RAILS This tells the unforgettable story of the 250,000 teenagers who left their 

homes and hopped freight trains during the Great Depression. This video 

vividly combines the clear-eyed memories of witnesses with archival 

footage of teens riding atop speeding trains and newsreel interviews with 

lean-bodied kids full of bravado.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-119 J-H CRUCIBLE OF EMPIRE: THE 

SPANISH AMERICAN WAR

This video examines the colorful characters and historic events 

surrounding this 100-year-old war and its relevance through the 20th 

century. This tells the story of the war from all perspectives, not just the 

American side. It looks at the influence of race, economics, new 

technologies and the news media on America's decision to go to war.

HISTORY - U.S. - GENERAL VC032-125 H RADIO, RACISM AND FOREIGN 

POLICY/GREAT DEPRESSION

Disillusioned by WW I, the U.S. try to isolate itself from the rest of the 

world, with strict immigration quotas and an ugly period of racism. The 

advent of radio projects an image of the "good American," but also lets in 

news of foreign nations. The Depression shatters U.S. self-confidence and 

paralyzes foreign policy, leading to further isolationism. Preoccupied with 

domestic problems, the U.S. ignores the threat of dictators coming to power 

in Europe. When the Japanese invade Manchuria, a preoccupied U.S. does 

nothing.

HISTORY - U.S. - INDUSTRIAL 

REVOLUTION

VC032-121 I-H INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION: 

BEGINNING IN THE U.S.

The beginning of the industrial revolution in the United States. Starts back 

in the 18th Century. Thomas Jefferson was the first President to realize that 

the United States needed to manufacture its own materials. The cotton mill 

was the beginning of the industrial revolution. Eli Whitney was one of the 

first great inventors that helped start the industrial revolution.
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HISTORY - U.S. - INDUSTRIAL 

REVOLUTION

VC032-122 J-H MILL TIMES In this program, the animated story centers on a small New England 

community similar to Pawtucket, Rhode Island, where the first textile mill 

in America was established. The live action segments take us from 

Manchester, England to Lowell, Massachusetts.

HISTORY - U.S. - NATIONAL 

MONUMENTS

VC036-98 J-H WASHINGTON, D.C.: AN 

INSPIRING TOUR

Outstanding cinematography and an original music score enhance this rich 

tour of the city's great historical and cultural treasures. Admire the 

architecture and ornate interiors of these most magnificent buildings. Visit 

our capital's inspiring memorials: the Lincoln, Jefferson and Viet Nam 

Memorials, Washington Monument, President Kennedy's gravesite, 

Arlington National Cemetery and other tributes to honored men and 

women.

HISTORY - U.S. - NATIVE 

AMERICANS

VC038-16 I-J ECHOES OF OUR PAST: 

CALIFORNIA NATIVE 

AMERICANS

For untold thousands of year, richly-varied climates and terrains of what 

we call California served as home for Native Americans. The diversity and 

richness of the land sustained the Indians well, providing shelter, food 

clothing, and tools. In return, these Native Americans revered their 

surroundings. Their ceremonies and stories acknowledged the oneness of 

nature and humanity. This video echoes the Indian story, encompassing 

their history, their tragic decline, and their present cultural revival.

HISTORY - U.S. - NATIVE 

AMERICANS

VC038-25 I CALIFORNIA LEGACY: NOW AND 

FOREVER

Karuk, Yaruk, Miwok, Mono, Paiute...If you think they have disappeared, 

you are wrong. In the forests and public lands of California, California's 

first people are living their heritage. This documentary-style program 

shows native plant gathering and replanting, acorn food preparation, 

basket weaving, archeology, story, song and dance. 

HISTORY - U.S. - NATIVE 

AMERICANS

VC063-1 I-H INDIANS OF EARLY AMERICA Presents significant aspects of major Indian cultures in the United States 

before they were changed by white civilization. Shows how environment 

has influenced differences in food, clothing, shelter, and beliefs of tribes in 

each region. Dramatizes typical events and ceremonies.
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HISTORY - U.S. - NATIVE 

AMERICANS

VC063-10 P-I WOODLAND INDIANS OF EARLY 

AMERICA

Long ago, during autumn, Chippewa families in the North American 

woodlands left their villages to collect food for the winter. Video shows 

tribal members in their search for food.0 An authentic portrayal of a 

vanished way of life.

HISTORY - U.S. - NATIVE 

AMERICANS

VC063-21 I-H AMERICA'S GREAT INDIAN 

LEADERS

Geronimo, Quanah Parker, Crazy Horse, and Chief Joseph; Four stories of 

extraordinary courage leaders who came forward, willing to die to preserve 

a way of life. 

HISTORY - U.S. - NATIVE 

AMERICANS

VC063-22 I-J INDIANS OF CALIFORNIA This video discusses behavior and cultural mannerisms/skills of 

California's Native Americans.

HISTORY - U.S. - NATIVE 

AMERICANS

VC063-3 I-H THE ALASKAN ESKIMO Youngsters journey to an Eskimo village for a look into the hearts and 

homes of a proud people. Thrilling reindeer hunt, whale landing and dog-

sled trek.

HISTORY - U.S. - NATIVE 

AMERICANS

VC063-34 P-I POW WOW Many Native Americans from across the U.S. and Canada meet throughout 

the year at Pow Wows, gatherings where Native America culture and life 

are celebrated by everyone. In this program, children discover the creative 

traditions of Native American crafts as they make a kachina doll of their 

own and learn the folklore behind the dream catcher.

HISTORY - U.S. - NATIVE 

AMERICANS

VC063-41 P-I NATIVE AMERICAN LIFE Native American Life topics features include: Stewards of the Earth, The 

Story of Pocahontas, Many Faces, One Heart: Diversity of Cultures, 

Tecumseh and the Trail of Tears, and Who are the Native Americans?

HISTORY - U.S. - NATIVE 

AMERICANS

VC063-43 I-H THE NATIVE AMERICANS In this video you'll learn about the early civilizations of the Inuits, Aztecs 

and Mayas, as well as Columbus' fateful voyage in 1492. You'll also learn 

about the history of the Indians tribes of North America and their cultures. 

Join us as we explore the traditions of a proud people with a rich past and 

an uncertain future.
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HISTORY - U.S. - NATIVE 

AMERICANS

VC063-5 I-H AMERICAN INDIANS: A BRIEF 

HISTORY

The first Americans came from Asia and settled throughout the New 

World. When white settlers arrived and forced the Indians onto 

reservations, their spirit remained strong, as evidenced in today's proud 

Native Americans.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-15 J-H DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA This video explains the origin of democracy in America and throughout the 

world: From Great Britain’s Magna Carta to America’s Declaration of 

Independence and the United States Constitution.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-16 H HOW A BILL BECOMES A LAW This video deciphers the legislative process by explaining how an idea 

becomes a bill and how a bill is made a law. 

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-17 P-I SHH! WE'RE WRITING THE 

CONSTITUTION

This is the story of how the Constitution of the United States of America 

was created. Personalities of people including George Washington, James 

Madison and Benjamin Franklin who were instrumental in creating this 

important document.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-18 P-I AND THEN WHAT HAPPENED, 

PAUL REVERE?

Jean Fritz gives us an inside look not only into the details of Paul Revere's 

famous ride into Lexington, but into the very nature of Paul Revere 

himself. "This video provides great biographical info on Paul Revere in a 

chronological setting. It also does a good job of showing his place in the 

timeline of American history.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-19 P-I SIX REVOLUTIONARY WAR 

FIGURES

This video gives a lively background of the lives of six important people 

involved in the Revolutionary War: Benjamin Franklin, Samuel Adams, 

John Hancock, Paul Revere, Patrick Henry and King George III. The story 

outlines the events that led up to the revolution. "Narrated by the author 

Jean Fritz and is a compilation of the above mentioned characters”.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-22 I-J FORMS OF GOVERNMENT: 

WHAT'S THE SCORE?

Who will be the winner? It's up to your students to decide, as they judge 

the merits of the various contestants in this one-of-a-kind video game 

show. The five contestants are Absolute Monarchy, Representative 

Democracy, Communism, Socialism, and Fascism.
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HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-23 H THE CONGRESS For 200 years, The United States Congress has been one of the country's 

most important and least understood institutions. In this video, Ken Burns 

explores the history and promise of this unique American institution. Using 

historical photographs and newsreels, the film chronicles the personalities, 

events, and issues that have animated the first 200 years of Congress and, 

in turn, our country.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-26 H THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF 

GOVERNMENT

This fast-paced and informative program shows viewers how the 

Constitution established the Executive Branch, provided for separation of 

powers and examines the relationship of the Executive Branch to the 

Legislative and Judicial Branch of the Federal and state government.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-29 I-H THE HISTORY & FUNCTIONS OF 

THE SUPREME COURT

In this informative video on the most powerful judicial body in the United 

States, we look at the history of the court and landmark cases such as 

Marbury vs. Madison, Dred Scot vs. Sanford, & Brown vs. the Board of 

Education. The Supreme Court has distinguished itself as a true equal 

among the three branches of the federal government.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-3 J-H BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT: 

JUDICIAL

By following a case involving the State of Alaska, students will discover 

that each state has its own court system... that state and federal court 

systems are separate...and that the U.S. Supreme Court is responsible for 

interpreting the Constitution.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-30 I-H THE HISTORY & FUNCTIONS OF 

CONGRESS

Many exciting facts in this video document the trials and tribulations of 

this young country. This production shows how Congress, the President, 

and the Supreme Court work together to form our government. Learn how 

the House of Representatives and Senate work together to pass bills and 

create laws.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-31 I-H THE HISTORY AND FUNCTIONS 

OF THE PRESIDENCY

This video takes an in-depth look into the world's most powerful office and 

explores the different roles of the presidency. Beginning with George 

Washington you will learn about the many men who have held this high 

office and their lasting contributions, as well as all of the aspects of the 

executive branch of government.
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HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-35 I-H THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH Join our host as she examines the duties of the different executive 

departments like the Department of State and the Department of the 

Interior. Students will also get a first-hand look at the many roles of the 

President -- America's chief diplomat, chief executive, commander in chief 

and the guardian of the U.S. Constitution!

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-36 I-H THE HISTORY OF THE U.S. 

GOVERNMENT

Join our host as she takes a lively tour through the early history of the 

United States, examining the influence of documents like the Declaration of 

Independence, the Articles of Confederation and the U.S. Constitution in 

aiding America's evolution from a group of colonies to the world's most 

brilliant example of democracy in action!

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-37 I-H THE JUDICIAL BRANCH Join our host and discover the reasons why the U.S. has two different court 

systems; the federal court system, which spans the whole country, and the 

state court systems, in which individual states have their own courts. 

Understand the layers of each system and how a specific case can make its 

way to the United States Supreme Court, the highest court in the land. Take 

a fascinating look at key U.S. Supreme court decisions.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-38 I-H THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH Join our host as she assists viewers in understanding the functions of both 

the House of Representatives and the Senate, the two houses of the United 

States Congress. Students will take a fascinating glimpse at the legislative 

process in action.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-4 J-H BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT: 

EXECUTIVE

Students learn how the actions of the executive branch affect people's lives. 

By examining community-level dealings with the Fish and Wildlife Service, 

students will see some of the ways in which that branch can affect people 

living far from Washington, D.C.

HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-44 I-H BACKGROUND OF THE U. S. 

CONSTITUTION

The U.S. Constitution, born out of conflict and economic turmoil, was the 

result of a series of brilliant compromises. The details and importance of 

each compromise are dramatized through episodes using art and graphics 

of the period.
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HISTORY - U.S. - POLITICAL SYSTEM 

- CIVICS

VC034-5 J-H BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT: 

LEGISLATIVE

By following a congressman through several hectic weeks of work, 

students learn that a congressman serves many interests; his local 

constituency, his state, his political party, the national interest, and special 

interest groups.

HISTORY - U.S. - POST REVOLUTION VC032-39 I-H SETTLING THE OLD NORTHWEST This video recounts the conflict between Indian tribes and American 

settlers during a critical period of U.S. history, 1780-1820. We learn the 

story of ordinary Native Americans and settlers, and the reasons for their 

mutual mistrust, hatred and even brutality toward one another. We 

discover how and why their leaders, men like Tecumseh, George Rogers 

Clark and William Henry Harrison, fought for control of the land.

HISTORY - U.S. - POST REVOLUTION 

- PRE-CIVIL WAR

VC032-3 J-H GEORGE WASHINGTON AND 

WHISKEY REBELLION

Portrays the first test of putting the Constitution into practice which 

occurred in 1789 during the Whiskey Rebellion over taxes on home-brewed 

whiskey. Explains that Washington was forced to prove that the 

constitution was the law of the land by sending in troops to quell the 

rebellion.

HISTORY - U.S. - PRESIDENTS VC035-102 P-I PRESIDENT ABRAHAM LINCOLN                                                                                                                                                                            

(ANIMATED HERO SERIES)

A century ago, only one man stood in the way of the disintegration of the 

United States of America-and he was a gangly, storytelling country lawyer 

from Illinois with no political experience at the national level. And yet by 

the sheer force of his dedication and his uncompromising stand on critical 

issues, Abraham Lincoln not only saved the nation but carved out an 

immortal place in world history.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC031-34 I-J STANDING IN THE LIGHT Caty Logan has always lived a quiet life with her Quaker family. One day 

Caty and her brother are kidnapped by the Lenape Indians (Delaware 

Valley, Pennsylvania, 1763) and raised by them. Caty wonders if she will 

ever be able to return to her old life.
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HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC031-35 I-J THE WINTER OF RED SNOW When General George Washington's troops first set up camp near Abigail 

Stewart's home, Abby believes war is exciting and glamorous. During the 

long winter Abby sees for herself the hardship of war, as soldiers are 

starving, wounded, or dying. Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, 1777.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC031-37 I-J A PICTURE OF FREEDOM Clotee, a twelve year old slave, is teaching herself to spell a word she's 

never been able to understand. But no one can find out she can read and 

write, she could be beaten, sold, or worse. Her friends Spicey and Hince are 

in love, and when the master decides to tear them apart, Clotee knows she 

must come up with a plan. She risks everything to help her friends and 

family, and learns that freedom is more than just a word, it's an entire 

world.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-15 H PAUL REVERE: MESSENGER OF 

LIBERTY

A tour of Paul Revere's home, the oldest city house in America, reveals 

many interesting facts about early American life. Recounting events that 

led up to the Revolutionary War, Cliff Robertson shows many of the 

locations connected with Revere's historic ride.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-24 I-H FIGHTING FOR INDEPENDENCE: 

REVOLUTIONARY WAR

This program reenacts key events of the war, examining the colonists' 

guerilla fighting tactics and emphasizing the roles played by slaves, Native 

Americans, loyalists, women, and foreign military leaders.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-26 J-H AMERICAN REVOLUTION: CAUSE 

OF LIBERTY

The human drama of events leading up to American Revolution is revealed 

through experiences of a young patriot, John Laurens (played by Michael 

Douglas), and his father, who served as president of the Continental 

Congress.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-27 J-H AMERICAN REVOLUTION: 

IMPOSSIBLE WAR

In this sequel to AMERICAN REVOLUTION: CAUSE OF LIBERTY, 

disillusionments confront the Laurens as each pursues his belief in liberty.
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HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-28 I-J THE BOSTON TEA PARTY 

(JOHNNY TREMAIN SERIES)

Johnny Tremain, a young silversmith apprentice in Boston, suffers two 

personal tragedies which change his life completely. The loss of his job 

because of a severe burn to his hand and the rejection of a wealthy relative 

who refuses to acknowledge Johnny's heritage. Paul Revere befriends 

Johnny and gets him involved with the Sons of Liberty.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-30 I-H JOHNNY TREMAIN The British are coming! Return to the days of the Revolutionary War to 

relive some America's proudest moments. Join Johnny Tremain, Paul 

Revere, and the gallant Sons of Liberty as they rebelliously toss English tea 

into the water at Boston Harbor.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-30.2 I-H THE LIGHT IN THE FOREST The year is 1764, when a peace treaty between the Delaware Indians and 

the British requires that all white captives be returned to their people. 

Johnny Butler, kidnapped by the tribe when he was a child and renamed 

True Son, is forced against his will to return to his white family in 

Pennsylvania. He tries to adjust to his new way of life, but the white man's 

injustice and cruelty drive him back to the Delawares, where even greater 

dangers await him!

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-32 I-H PATRICK HENRY'S FIGHT FOR 

RIGHTS

Video documents the life and achievements of the man whose famous 

words "Give me liberty, or give me death!" became the rallying cry of the 

American Revolution.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-33 J-H THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: 

THE RELUCTANT 

REVOLUTIONARIES (VOL. 1)

In 1763, American colonists are happily British. They live in a hierarchical 

world of gentlemen and commoners and are proud to be subjects of King 

George III. In the midst of tranquility the British impose a seemingly 

routine tax-the Stamp Act. It creates a firestorm throughout the colonies as 

Americans see their liberties and their power threatened.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-34 J-H THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: 

BLOWS MUST DECIDE (VOL. 2)

By the fall of 1774, British troops occupy Boston. Its port has been closed. 

Thirteen colonies which until now have had little in common with one 

another, take faltering steps to unite in reaction to this aggression.
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HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-35 J-H THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION-

THE TIMES THAT TRY MEN'S 

SOULS (VOL. 3)

On the day after Christmas 1776, with just days of enlistment left for many 

recruits, a desperate Washington leads his Continentals quietly across the 

half-frozen Delaware River, surprising a garrison of Hessian soldiers at 

Trenton. Washington becomes a hero and the American Revolution goes 

on.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-36 J-H THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION-

OH FATAL AMBITION! (VOL. 4)

Though Franklin charms the French, Louis XVI is reluctant to back the 

young republic without proof it can win. British General John Burgoyne 

takes his army down the Hudson River in an ill-fated campaign to cut off 

New England from the rest of the colonies. His defeat at Saratoga is the 

incentive France needs to supply arms and men to the revolution in 

America. A world war begins.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-37 J-H THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION-

THE WORLD TURNED UPSIDE 

DOWN (VOL. 5)

This episode details the British miscalculation, showing how their attempt 

to win the "hearts and minds" of the south ultimately fails, and describes 

the entrance of France into the Revolution. The miraculous convergence of 

Washington's army and the French fleet at Yorktown traps a weary British 

army led by Lord Cornwallis. Two years later, The Treaty of Paris is signed, 

ending eight long years of fighting. The Revolutionary War is over.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC032-38 J-H THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION -

ARE WE TO BE A NATION? (VOL. 

6)

A Constitutional convention held in Philadelphia in 1776, convened to 

revise the Articles under which the country is run, instead creates a 

blueprint for an entirely new system of government. The new Constitution 

is fiercely debated, setting the terms of American politics to come, as 

Americans weigh the power of the federal government versus the power of 

the states and of individuals. In the end, the Constitution is ratified, and it 

includes a Bill of Rights. The revolutionary idea that power should flow 

upward from the people instead of downward from a king heralds the 

birth of modern politics.
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HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD

VC034-20 P-I WHAT'S THE BIG IDEA, BEN 

FRANKLIN?

This video provides a wealth of biographical information and at the same 

time shows the important role Ben Franklin played in American history. A 

humorous and factual account of the personality and accomplishments of 

Benjamin Franklin.

HISTORY - U.S. - REVOLUTIONARY 

WAR PERIOD                                                                                                                                              

DVD029-4 J-H THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 

( Original Programming DVD & 

Interactive Lesson Plan CD-ROM)

This program chronicles the journey from a set of disjointed colonies under 

British rule to the founding of a republic and democracy which have 

withstood the test of time. Making use of core documents, this 

documentary vividly captures the essence of a revolutionary period in its 

most critical moments.

HISTORY - U.S. - VIETNAM VC032-170 I-H VIETNAM: RIVER RATS From searching suspect sampans to an all out firefight with the Viet Cong, 

the story of the Navy's Mobile Riverine Force is shown in detail. VC 

guerillas were infiltrating up the Mekong and it fell to the Seawolf 

'choppers and SEAL teams to counter-attack.

HISTORY - U.S. - VIETNAM VC032-171 J-H THE VIETNAM PERSPECTIVE Video presents an objective chronology of America's participation in the 

Vietnam War. It describes key factors in the conflict, including the 

Eisenhower commitments in Indo-China, and the Nixon reorientation of 

the U.S.-Asian policy.

HISTORY - U.S. - VIETNAM VC032-181 J-H VIETNAM (1955-1989) Experience the roots of the conflict in Vietnam from the shocking 

annihilation of French forces at Dien Bien Phu in 1954 to President 

Eisenhower's deployment of American military advisors three years later. 

Through gripping battlefield and archival film footage, join the first waves 

of U.S. Marines to hit the beaches of Vietnam, where they faced an enemy 

of unprecedented ferocity, and the seeming ability to disappear at will.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC042-4 J-H MEXICAN PRE-HISPANIC 

CULTURES

In this video you will learn about: the civilization of Teotihuacan, whose 

city was mysteriously abandoned, the talented Toltecs, the courageous 

Aztecs, the Mayas, who possessed an advanced civilization. Admire the 

original museum pieces of this culture, and the fundamental traits of the 

Indian civilizations that still persist in some regions of Mexico.
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC042-9 J-H LOST KINGDOMS OF THE MAYA Long before Columbus, the Maya established one of the most highly 

developed civilizations of their time in the jungles of Mexico and Central 

America. Yet this advanced society of priests, astronomers, artisans, and 

farmers suddenly and mysteriously collapsed more than a thousand years 

ago.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC044-11 I-J INCA: SECRETS OF THE 

ANCESTORS

This video explores the glory of the Inca Empire and the influence of earlier 

Andean cultures on its civilization. This video is chaptered into seven 

segments: Introduction, Life in a Harsh Land, Inca Beliefs, The Nazca, 

Invaders from the East, The Moche: Masters of Gold, and The End of the 

Inca Empire.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC044-3 J-H INCAS REMEMBERED Documentary explores the achievements of the Inca people as well as their 

customs, daily life, and religion. Program examines such accomplishments 

of ancient man civilization as its modern irrigation canals, its progressive 

techniques in brain surgery, and the stone village of Machu Picchu, built 

9000 feet above sea level.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-1 J-H EGYPT: QUEST FOR ETERNITY Through the centuries, the ancient Egyptians created and constructed the 

most glorious monuments the world has ever seen. Explore the great 

temples of Luxor and Karnak. Cross the Nile to the Land of the Dead and 

enter the elaborately decorated tombs where the kings and queens are 

buried.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-11 I-H RISE AND DECLINE OF THE 

ROMAN EMPIRE

Traces the development of Rome from a group of early tribal communities 

to a mighty empire. It also includes the invasion and looting by barbarian 

tribes in 476 which brought about Rome's decline.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-14 J-H ROMAN EMPIRE: GROWTH AND 

DEVELOPMENT

This program traces major events in the development of the Roman 

Empire.
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-16 I-J FALL OF TROY A "You Are There" production, narrated by Walter Cronkite, this video 

takes viewers to the tenth year of the siege of Troy. Arguments about the 

meaning of the horse and interviews with Helen of Troy and others 

uncover the background of the Trojan War and reveal the religious and 

philosophical beliefs of the Trojans and the Greeks.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-17 J-H ONE DAY IN TIME: POMPEII AND 

HERCULANEUM

Dramatizes the eruption of Vesuvius in ancient Italy. First-hand account of 

the fateful day is interspersed with historic footage of a 20th century 

eruption of Vesuvius. Program also examines Roman daily life.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-19 J-H THE ROMAN ARENA Drawing on first-hand Roman accounts and modern research, filmed on 

location with ancient events reconstructed by modern computers, this 

program traces the Roman origins of the use of violence as mass 

entertainment; The Roman Games.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-2 P-J CLAUDIUS: BOY OF ANCIENT 

ROME

Film offers colorful highlights of life and customs in ancient Rome: scenes 

in the Forum, which was the center of government, commerce and social 

life of the city; and family activities on a great estate outside the city.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-20 I-J ANCIENT EGYPT (REVISED) The sands of the Sahara cover much of what remains of the great 

civilization that arose thousands of years ago in the Nile River Valley. 

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-21 I WHO BUILT THE PYRAMIDS? This video takes a brief look at the great pyramids of Giza, Egypt. It focuses 

on a cemetery site of the ancient builders. National Geographic’s shows art, 

statues, and hieroglyphics that helped determine the identity and social 

status of the workers.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-22 I-J KING TUT: TOMB OF TREASURE "Experience the wonder and mystery of King Tut's Tomb. Archaeologist 

Howard Carter and his crew discover the sacred burial chamber of the boy 

king. We see a rare glimpse at the artifacts that were buried and to the 

Cairo Museum, as well as the New Orleans Museum of Art. 
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-23 J-H THE ODYSSEY OF TROY Join a team of archaeologists as they travel to the site of Troy in modern-

day Turkey and search for answers to the central questions of this eternal 

mystery. Did the Trojan War really occur? Was the abduction of Helen its 

cause? The team's astonishing findings add a new and intriguing chapter to 

this immortal story! (Warning: Some nude scenes in the artwork).

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-24 H ROMAN CITY This video examines how cities helped maintain the Roman Empire. Also, 

visits many sites throughout the former empire including the Coliseum in 

Rome, the Pont du Gard in France, and the ruins of Pompeii and explains 

how various structures were built and how they were used.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-25 J-H PYRAMID Pyramid, with host David Macaulay, explores the geography, history, 

archaeology, mythology and religious of the ancient Egyptians through a 

combination of live footage and animation.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-26 I-H THE GREAT EGYPTIANS: RAMSES 

THE GREAT

This man clearly was concerned with posterity: he built more monuments 

and fathered more children during his reign than any other pharaoh. View 

some of Ramses' legacies, including the massive figures at Abu Simbel. 

Then examine a key battle Ramses may have lost - the one with Moses and 

the God of the Israelites. 

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-27 I-H THE GREAT EGYPTIANS: 

AKHENATEN-THE REBEL 

PHARAOH & THE MYSTERY OF 

TUTANKHAMEN

His reign was so scandalous that his name was stricken from his family's 

temples. Meet Akhenaten, who brought dramatic change to Egypt with his 

slogan, "Living in Truth." Then compare his legacy with that of the boy 

king, Tutankhamen, who left this world at a young age and under curious 

circumstances. Was there a murderer luring in this king’s court?
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-28 J-H THE GREAT EGYPTIANS: THE 

REAL CLEOPATRA

How did a Greek without a drop of Egyptian blood become one of the most 

famous Egyptians of all time? Go back to the time Alexander the Great, 

who established Egypt's Ptolemaic dynasty into which Cleopatra was born. 

Explore the true source of her beguiling power--her intelligence. You'll find 

that this study of Cleopatra as ruler, mother, and consort reveals a woman 

very different from her reputation.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-29 J-H THE GREAT EGYPTIANS: 

HATSHEPSUT-THE QUEEN WHO 

WOULD BE KING

When her son tried to ascend to her dead husband's throne, Queen 

Hatshepsut did the unthinkable and declared herself king. Learn how she 

overturned Egyptian tradition to become one of the most powerful and 

successful pharaohs in history. Then examine how ancient and modern 

prejudices conspired to withhold the credit due this unstoppable ruler.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-3 I-H MYTHS OF THE PHARAOHS Animated illustrations derived from Egyptian tomb paintings introduce 

students to Ancient Egyptian mythology. After depicting the Egyptian 

creation myth, the program relates the symbolism behind each mysterious 

burial image to the life of the pharaoh.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-30 J-H THE GREAT EGYPTIANS: SNEFERU-

THE KING OF THE PYRAMIDS

He had weaker PR than Tut and company, but lesser-known Sneferu gets 

the credit for making Egypt an international power. He and his sons built 

the pyramids, the region's most lasting legacy. Join him as he presides over 

Egypt's artistic and architectural heyday, then fast-forward to crawl 

through a surviving pyramid’s Labyrinthine burial chambers.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-33 I-J MESOPOTAMIA: RETURN TO 

EDEN

This video explores the world's earliest civilizations through their writings. 

Included are: Introduction, Babylon, Assyria, Sumer and Mesopotamia.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-34 I-J ROME: THE ULTIMATE EMPIRE This video presents the glory and grandeur of ancient Rome. Included are: 

Introduction, Founding an Empire, Engineering & Architecture, The Rise of 

Emperors, Roman Road, the Roman Army, Pompeii-Life Frozen in Time, 

and Rome's Legacy.
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-35 I-J TIBET: THE END OF TIME This video explores Tibet's evolution from a warlike nation to a peaceful 

society. Included are: Introduction, Searching for a Successor, Buddhism, 

and The Ways of the Nomad, A Violent Past, Non-Violence, and End of an 

Era.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-36 I-J ANCIENT AEGEAN Explore the ancient history of the Minoan and the Mycenaean civilizations, 

two remarkable cultures that took root 3,500 years ago around the Aegean 

Sea, on the islands and mainland that now make up Greece. Archeologists 

have pieced together their histories using discoveries from ancient ruins as 

well as clues from the Greek myths.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-37 I-J ANCIENT AFRICA This program focuses on two great civilizations of ancient Africa-the 

Swahili on the eastern coast and Great Zimbabwe in the south. Learn about 

the Swahili, whose mastery of the open sea made them prosperous traders 

of gold and ivory while opening their culture up to Arabic influences. 

Traveling south to Great Zimbabwe, discover the ruins of the ancient stone 

dwellings built for the king. Although the people were farmers and cattle 

herders, gold mining and trading made Great Zimbabwe one of the most 

powerful African kingdoms of its time.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-38 I-J ANCIENT CHINA In this fascinating look at ancient China, one of the oldest continuous 

civilizations, students learn of the great Emperor Qin, whose dynasty was 

responsible for the construction of the Great Wall and whose elaborate 

tomb contained hundreds of life-sized clay soldiers to guard him in the 

afterlife. Trace the history and lasting legacy of the Shang and Zhou 

dynasties, and more.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-39 I-J ANCIENT EGYPT Explore King Tut's tomb in the Valley of the Kings and discover the 

glorious golden treasures that were to accompany the pharaoh into the 

afterlife. The ancient Egyptians built spectacular pyramids and monuments 

at the direction of their kings. Their intricate writing system of hieroglyphs 

mystified archeologists until the discovery and translation of the Rosetta 

Stone.
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-40 I-J ANCIENT GREECE This program invites students to explore the history and culture of ancient 

Greece, a civilization comprised of over 700 city-states, the largest of which 

was the legendary city of Athens. Journey to the Acropolis to see the 

grandeur of the Partheon, and examine terra-cotta pottery, decorated with 

images depicting the adventures of Greek heroes, gods and scenes from 

everyday life.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-41 I-J ANCIENT INCA Journey high into the Andes Mountains to discover the secrets of the 

ancient empire of the Incas, a civilization that rivaled the Roman Empire, 

yet rose and fell within 100 years. The Incas were advanced engineers and 

farmers, building complex terraces and canal systems to help farm the 

harsh terrain. Students will explore the stone ruins of the lost city of Machu 

Picchu, learn the important role the sun played in Incan religion and 

marvel at the many traditional foods the Incas enjoyed.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-42 I-J ANCIENT MAYA The ancient Maya were a highly organized civilization of hundreds of small 

city-states that developed in what is now Mexico and Central America. The 

Maya built great cities dominated by huge stone pyramids that were 

designed to inspire awe among the people. In this program, students will 

follow archeologists into the ancient tomb of Lord Pacal, King of Palenque 

and learn the critical role of the king as both the leader of the city-state and 

a religious icon believed to be descended from the gods.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-43 I-J ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIA Today, the land between the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers is a barren desert. 

But centuries ago, this area in modern-day Iraq and southern Syria was 

known as Mesopotamia, a fertile plain that served as home to some of the 

earliest civilizations. The program explores other civilizations that formed 

following the demise of the Sumerians--the warlike Assyrians and the 

prosperous Babylonians, who invaded Jerusalem under King 

Nebuchadnezzar.
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-44 I-J ANCIENT ROME At its high point, the Roman Empire stretched from the vast deserts of the 

Middle East to the rolling hills of England. Journey to the long-buried city 

of Pompeii where everyday life in AD 79 is revealed in the ruins and molds 

preserved by the ash from Mt. Vesuvius. Discover the social structure of 

Roman society, the system of government they created, and Roman 

innovations like aqueducts, arches, concrete and the calendar.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-45 I-H THE ANCIENT CHINESE This video begins with the Bronze Age and ends with Marco Polo's visit. It 

explains how feudal warring spawned Confucianism, Taoism and Yin & 

Yang; how these philosophies evolved into the Chinese language and 

pictographic writing; how Buddhism entered China from India and its 

lasting influence on philosophy and art. It features elaborate maps, 

artifacts, re-creations, animations, and ancient art.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-46 J-H SECRETS OF LOST EMPIRES: 

COLOSSEUM

Ancient Romans flocked to this massive amphitheater by the tens of 

thousands, eagerly awaiting a bloody spectacle of man or beast. Without 

modern materials, how did the Roman builders complete the awesome task 

of covering the Colosseum?

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-47 J-H SECRETS OF LOST EMPIRES: 

STONEHENGE

It's one of the most mysterious places on earth: a strange circle of oddly 

arranged stones, standing silently over the plains of England. Legends have 

linked Stonehenge to everyone from the pagan druids to the Magician 

Merlin.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-48 J-H SECRETS OF LOST EMPIRES: INCA Did they do it with mirrors? That's one of the more bizarre explanations 

NOVA looks into while trying to reconstruct the mysterious building 

techniques of the Inca, the remarkable civilization who rules the Peruvian 

Andes 500 years ago. The Incas also built breathtaking suspension bridges 

out of grass, an art still known to a handful of Andean villagers today.
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-5 I-H ANCIENT EGYPT The great Sphinx, the Temple at Karnak, and other treasures of the Valley 

of the Nile evoke memories of a great civilization. The achievements of the 

ancient Egyptians in agriculture and community living, discoveries in the 

arts and sciences, and development of religion influences many other 

civilizations, including our own.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-50 J-H SECRETS OF LOST EMPIRES: 

PYRAMID

Towering over the Giza plateau, the Great Pyramid stands in testimony to 

one of the world's most unfathomable feats of engineering-and cooperation. 

Built over 4,000 years ago, the stupendous structure marks the effort of tens 

of thousands of workers who, over some 23 years, cut, raised, and precisely 

placed its two million blocks of heavy stone.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-6 I-H ANCIENT GREECE The Parthenon, the Academia, the Plain of Marathon, Delphi, and the 

Athenian countryside reflect the spirit of Ancient Greece. At its peak, Greek 

civilization surpassed in many ways the older civilizations of Egypt and 

Babylonia. 

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-7 I-H ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIA Archeologist had discovered that on the 1800’s the land known today as 

Iraq was called Mesopotamia. It was a rich land located between the 

Euphrates and Tigris rivers, both of which have their headwaters in the 

mountains of Armenia in modern-day Turkey. Learn about the Sumarians 

and how using sophisticated canal systems they transformed the desert 

into an agriculture land.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-8 I-H ANCIENT ROME Ancient Rome was a civilization that existed 3000 years ago. Located along 

the Mediterranean Sea, Rome was the center of the ancient world. Learn 

about their majestic temples, monuments and government. 

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC045-9 I-H IRAN: LANDMARKS IN THE 

DESERT

The Iranian plateau seems an unlikely place for civilization to take root. Yet 

this desert land has seen many remarkable cultures. Cyrus the Great, 

Darius, Alexander the Great, the Selijuks, Genghis Khan, and Timur, all left 

their marks. 
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC046-3 J-H FOOT SOLDIER: THE BARBARIANS They were the tough guys lurking just beyond the borders of the Roman 

Empire. They were the godless savages who could not be convinced to 

come into the fold and accept the obvious superiority of Roman 

Civilization.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC046-4 J-H FOOT SOLDIER: THE VIKINGS From Scandinavia to Valhalla, raids in Europe to New World settlements, 

this is the saga of the most storied and colorful warriors of all time.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC046-68 J-H GREEKS: IN SEARCH OF 

MEANING

Recreates the concerns and achievement of the Greeks in Athens in the fifth 

century BC. Reveals the universal struggle with the problems of freedom.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC046-69 J-H ROMANS: LIFE, LAUGHTER, LAW Rome's golden age comes to life through writings of the time, revealing 

surprising parallels between their concerns.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC046-7 J-H TORCHBEARERS: BRIDGING THE 

DARK AGES

Shows how Islam helped bridge the 800 year gap between the fall of Rome 

and the onset of the European Renaissance.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC046-8 I-H THE MEDIEVAL KNIGHTS Describes development of the social class of knights in the12th and 13th 

centuries and follows one knight as a page and a squire and shows the 

knighting ceremony. Photographed in several medieval castles in France.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC047-14 J-H OTTOMAN EMPIRE: 1280-1683 Vast state founded in the 13th century was the largest of the modern 

empires, reaching into Asia, Europe, and Africa from its seat of power in 

Constantinople, which the Ottomans renamed Istanbul. The mighty sultans 

who ruled the Ottoman Empire are profiled.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC047-17 I-H THE MIDDLE EAST Students will trace the rocky road towards peace in this part of the world. 

The Arab-Israeli conflict, Cold War tensions between the U.S. and the 

Soviet Union, and the region's vast oil reserves are each examined as 

reasons for U.S. involvement in the Middle East over the past 50 years.
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC047-19 I-H EXPANSION AND CONQUEST For centuries, leaders in ancient Rome and czarist Russia sought to expand 

their influence and conquer other nations. See how Roman legions and 

Russia's Peter the Great led their civilizations through a long series of 

battles.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC047-20 I-H ABUSE OF POWER To maintain authority, leaders throughout history have taken drastic 

measures that include depriving citizens of freedom. Explore abuses of 

power from ancient Rome to post-war Germany to 20th-century South 

Africa.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC047-21 I-H FALL OF POWER The struggle for authority can turn brutal when a leader seeks to retain 

power, not just gain it. Explore the events that led to the demise of the 

civilizations of ancient Rome and China.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC047-22 I-H RISE TO POWER The Roman and Ottoman empires stand as monuments to the expansion of 

power. Examine the similarities and differences of these two great 

civilizations and the rulers that built them.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC063-11 J-H AMERICAS BEFORE THE 

EUROPEANS 300-1500

The Maya, Aztec, and Inca civilizations of Central/South America built 

magnificent cities, with paved roads, universities, and majestic places of 

worship. The pre-Columbian empires are re-created in this program that 

probes the reasons the empires were unable to withstand conquest by 

Spanish Conquistadors.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT VC063-20 J-H MYSTERY OF MESA VERDE The story of the existence and disappearance of the Anasazi, an ancient 

North American civilization that built great stone cities and then suddenly 

vanished will peak the curiosity of viewers.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT DVD045-16 J-H TROY UNEARTHING THE LEGEND 

(VOL. 1)

Guided by renowned scholars and ancient texts, enter into the hearts and 

minds of classical civilization’s finest warriors. Discover their unique 

culture and lifestyle and learn about their military tactics, like boot camp 

and frontal assaults, that are still in use today.
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT DVD045-17 J-H TROY UNERTHING THE LEGEND  

(VOL. 2)

Guided by renowned scholars and ancient texts, enter into the hearts and 

minds of classical civilization's finest warriors. Discover their unique 

culture and lifestyle and learn about their military tactics, like boot camp 

and frontal assaults, that are still in use today.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT DVD045-24 H ROMAN CITY Explore how the Roman Empire linked Western Europe, the Middle East, 

and North Africa into a commercial and political unit based on their cities. 

Visit historical sites throughout the once great Roman Empire.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT DVD045-38 P-J ANCIENT CHINA In this fascinating look at ancient China, one of the oldest continuous 

civilizations, students learn of the great Emperor Qin, whose dynasty was 

responsible for the construction of the Great Wall and whose elaborate 

tomb contained hundreds of life-sized clay soldiers to guard him in the 

afterlife.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT DVD045-39 P-J ANCIENT EGYPT The wonders of ancient Egypt, a civilization that began along the fertile 

banks of the Nile River more than 5,000 years ago, have fascinated the 

world for centuries. Explore King Tut's tomb in the Valley of the Kings and 

discover the glorious golden treasures that were to accompany the pharaoh 

into the afterlife.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT DVD045-40 P-J ANCIENT GREECE The links between the ancient Greek civilization and our own can be seen 

in their art, philosophy, government, architecture and scientific 

advancements. Students will explore the history and culture of ancient 

Greece, a civilization comprised of over 700 city states, the largest of which 

was the legendary city of Athens.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT DVD045-43 P-J ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIA Today, the land between the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers is a barren desert, 

but centuries ago, this area in modern day Iraq and southern Syria was 

known as Mesopotamia, fertile plain that served as home to some of the 

earliest civilizations like the Sumerians, Assyrians and the Babylonians.
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT DVD045-44 P-J ANCIENT ROME Students will explore the diverse history of ancient Rome as they journey to 

the long-buried city of Pompeii where everyday life from the year AD 79 is 

revealed in the ruins and molds preserved by the ash from Mt. Vesuvius. 

Learn the mythical tale of Romulus and Remus, the twin sons of Mars, the 

Roman god of war, who grew up to found the city of Rome.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT DVD045-55 P-J ANCIENT AZTEC: THE FALL OF 

THE EMPIRE

In present-day Mexico, physical evidence of the once-powerful Aztec 

Empire can be difficult to see. How did such a powerful society and culture 

virtually disappear? The answer dates back to the arrival of the Spanish 

conquistador Hernan Cortes. Overcome by the Spanish and their native 

allies, the great Aztec Empire fell. Learn about the fall of the Aztec Empire, 

explore the culture clash that ensued when two very different societies 

merged and witness the crumbling of the Aztec culture and the decline of 

its population due to enslavement and disease. While Christianity and the 

Spanish language prevail in Mexico today, traditions and tales of the lost 

Aztec Empire live on through its remaining descendants.

HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT DVD045-56 J-H IN SEARCH OF MYTHS & HEROES Michael Wood goes in pursuit of the truth behind four of the world's best 

loved legends - the exotic and mysterious Queen of Sheba; the earthly 

paradise of Shangri-La; Jason's heroic quest for the Golden Fleece; and 

Arthur: The Once Future King.
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HISTORY - WORLD - ANCIENT DVD045-57 P-J ANCIENT AZTEC EMPIRE Who were the Aztecs and how did they live? What happened to them and 

what did they leave behind? In this riveting program, viewers travel from 

present-day Mexico City to over 500 years into the past to learn about the 

amazing Aztec Empire. The Aztecs were a warlike people with their own 

religion, language and cultural rituals. Archaeological excavations that 

reveal remains of grand Aztec temples and statues provide a starting point 

for an exploration of this wealthy and highly organized society. Through 

colorful historical reorganized society, scene recreations and vivid graphic 

illustrations, students can easily imagine the Aztec island-city of 

Tenochtitlan and what everyday life may have been like for Aztec people.

HISTORY - WORLD - CHINA VC050-10 J-H MONGOLS: BIRTH OF AN EMPIRE From despised enemy of the revolution to a virtual deity, Genghis Kahn 

emerged from obscurity, united the Mongol tribes under his banner, and 

transformed an obscure nomadic people into the most formidable fighting 

machine. Video traces his campaigns through northern China, central Asia, 

Afghanistan, Georgia and Russia.

HISTORY - WORLD - CHINA VC050-11 J-H MONGOLS: THE LAST KHAN OF 

KHANS

This program traces the life of the fifth Great Khan, Kublai Khan, and first 

Emperor of the Yuan dynasty in China. Upon his succession to power, he 

set out to unite the entire nation. It took 14 years of war and a lifetime 

devoted to winning the hearts and minds of the Chinese, which he largely 

accomplished by being a great patron of the arts and sciences. Kublai 

lacked his grandfather's military knowledge which produced disastrous 

results for military expeditions to Java, Southeast Asia, and Japan.
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HISTORY - WORLD - CHINA VC050-6 H THE CHINESE REVOLUTION: 1911-

1989

China, today an emerging world industrial power, underwent almost 

continuous revolutionary change throughout the 20th century. In the fierce 

battle for control of China in the years following the 1911 revolution. Mao 

Zedong emerged as the dominant leader, promising a society free of 

inequality, poverty and foreign control. In The Chinese Revolution (1911-

1989), archival footage, primary sources and expert insight will help 

students understand how Mao's communist ideals helped to unify China 

and restore the country's national pride, but also led to political oppression 

and failed economic policies that resulted in the deaths of millions.

HISTORY - WORLD - CHINA VC050-7 J-H CHINA AND JAPAN: 1279-1600 The Mongol warrior Kublai Kan brought the whole of China under foreign 

rule for the first time in history. Later the Ming built the great wall. In 

Japan, under the Kamakura and Ashikaga shogunates a heavy influence of 

Zen Buddhism was in evidence. 

HISTORY - WORLD - CHINA VC050-8 J-H CHINA IN TRANSITION: 851-1279 After centuries of disunity, Tan Chien proclaims him as emperor of the Sui 

dynasty. Unification allows China to begin construction of the 1000 mile 

grand canal to increase trade and focus on advances in education, making 

China the most literate of all pre-modern societies.

HISTORY - WORLD - CHINA VC050-9 J-H MONGOL ONSLAUGHT: 850-1500 Who was Genghis Khan and how was he able to command such intense 

fear? Known for their military skills and horsemanship, the Mongols swept 

swiftly through Asia, creating one of the largest empires in world history. 

In charting the achievements of the Mongols, this program also outlines the 

causes of the empires ultimate downfall.

HISTORY - WORLD - CUBA VC051-18 H CASTRO AND THE CUBAN 

REVOLUTION

Shortly after Cuban guerrilla leader Fidel Castro helped oust unpopular 

military dictator Fulgencio Batista, he began remaking the country into a 

communist society. This relates how the controversial Castro championed 

Cuban independence and sought to meet the social and economic needs of 

the country's peasants while maintaining his power through harsh political 

repression.
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HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-24 J-H THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR What started as a rebellion in 1642 turned into a revolution by 1649? This 

video examines some of the factors that contributed to the war, including 

the growth of Parliament, religious division, economic and social change, 

and the lack of a strong power base for the Tudor and Stuart monarchies.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-25 J-H THE FRENCH REVOLUTION Video presents some of the causes of the French Revolution and follows the 

progression of its various phases, from the Declaration of the Rights of Man 

and the Popular Movement in Paris to war, counterrevolution and social 

conflict.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-27 J-H THE REVOLUTION OF 1688 In 1685, James II’s intention was to give Catholics the same rights enjoyed 

by Anglicans. But opposition by the majority of the population set in 

motion a series of events that ultimately led to the Glorious Revolution. 

Video traces these events and examines the significance of the Revolution 

on Ireland.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-28 J-H SCRAMBLE FOR AFRICA During the 19th century, Britain, France and Germany staked their claims 

and pursued national glory through colonial expansion in Africa. Video 

explains the significance of European expansion in Africa which 

culminated in almost complete European control in 1914.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-29 J-H STRUGGLE FOR THE 

MEDITERRANEAN IN THE 

SIXTEENTH CENTURY

Focuses on the religious confrontation between Christianity and Islam, the 

struggle for control of resources and routes, and the fight for economic 

advantage in an area key to European economic activity.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-30 H UNIFICATION OF GERMANY Creation of a unified Germany in the 1860's was probably the single most 

important political development in the 19th century. Video studies the 

events that contributed to the unification.
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HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-31 J-H THE UNIFICATION OF ITALY To relate how Italy achieved independence and political unification in the 

mid-19th century, the video looks at the timing of Italy's independence in 

relation to developments outside the country, the Revolutions of 1848, and 

the coming together of different factions once the war for independence 

began in 1859.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-37 J-H LIFE IN A MEDIEVAL TOWN Bavaria's Nordlingen is still surrounded by a wall that was built back in the 

Middle Ages. This program penetrates that wall to explore a town whose 

motto was "Town Air Makes Free!" and whose history included proximity 

to battles in the Thirty Years' War.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-44 J-H EXPANSION OF EUROPE: 1250-1500 Beginning with Marco Polo's fantastic journals of his travels to Asia, this 

episode discusses the prosperity and creative growth of Europe during the 

13th century and the twin catastrophes of the 14th century; warfare and the 

Black Death.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-66 J-H FRENCH REVOLUTION: THE 

BASTILLE

The medieval fortress and prison in Paris known as the Bastille represented 

royal authority in the center of Paris. While the prison only contained seven 

prisoners at the time of its storming, its fall was the flashpoint of the French 

Revolution, and it subsequently became an icon of the French Republic.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-67 J-H FRENCH REVOLUTION: THE 

TERROR

It was a period of radical social and political upheaval in French and 

European history. The absolute monarchy that had ruled France for 

centuries collapsed in three years. Old ideas about hierarchy and tradition 

succumbed to new Enlightenment principles of citizenship and rights.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-73 J-H NAPOLEAN: MAKING OF A 

DICTATOR

Examines the problem of freedom versus stability through the coup d'etat 

(state) of 1799. Shows how military victories built Napoleon’s popularity, 

and how a corrupt government can be overpowered by a dictator.
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HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE VC046-88 H THE FRENCH REVOLUTION Ruled by an absolute monarchy and trapped in a system of feudal 

relationships, nearly all segments of French society were unhappy in the 

late 18th century. Despite widespread hardships, ongoing financial 

problems and challenges by Enlightenment thinkers, King Louis XVI was 

more concerned with his own personal affairs than matters of state. This 

examines how all classes of French society revolted against the King's 

regime and rejected a society based on heredity and privilege, resulting in 

an often-violent struggle to determine the future of France.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

MIDDLE AGES

VC046-74 I-J THE KNIGHT Students will get the lowdown on the lives of these armor-clad warriors of 

the Middle Ages, focusing on the role they played in the society of the time. 

Explore the ever-changing protection and weaponry employed by the 

knights, the reasons behind their participation in tournaments and the 

storied history of the Crusades.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

MIDDLE AGES

VC046-75 I-J THE NOBLE Students will delve into the nobility of the Middle Ages, exploring the 

castles that served as both fortification and living space for the noble 

family, while taking in the personal effects and food that demonstrated a 

noble's affluence. Students will learn about the traditional career paths for 

children born into nobility, the tournaments that nobles attended for 

entertainment and the lasting legacy of the wealthiest class of the Middle 

Ages.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

MIDDLE AGES

VC046-76 I-J THE MERCHANT Students will explore the lives of these well-trained entrepreneurs, whose 

trade in life generated the need for building medieval towns. Get a first-

hand account of what it was like to be the wife of a merchant, and follow 

the path that young boys pursued to learn a craft. Explore the role of the 

guilds, and learn why the cathedrals of the period are lasting reminders of 

the wealth and dedication of these traveling craftsmen.
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HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

MIDDLE AGES

VC046-77 I-J THE DOCTOR Students will get the lowdown on the life of a doctor during the Middle 

Ages. Focusing on the different beliefs and practices carried out by 

members of this important profession, this lively program investigates the 

role that religion and social status played in curing everyday maladies, 

while delving into the horrors of the infamous Black Death.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

MIDDLE AGES

VC046-78 I-J THE MONK Students will learn about monastic life in the Middle Ages, exploring the 

simple lives led by monks, often devoid of many luxuries of the period. 

Discover how monks spent their time within the monastery walls, how one 

became a monk and the role that they played in the Crusades.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

MIDDLE AGES

VC046-79 I-J THE SERF Students will delve into the daily life of those who were bound to their 

lords' lands and whose days were filled with difficult manual labor. 

Discover what it was like to be the child of a serf. Learn about the holidays 

they celebrated and the eventual changes in society that led the members of 

this class to rise above their meager beginnings.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

MIDDLE AGES

VC046-80 I-J SOCIAL STRUCTURE IN THE 

MIDDLE AGES

Students will explore the complex relationships between a lord, his vassals 

and their serfs, an intertwining of the wealthy and poor that resulted in 

everyone in medieval society depending upon each other. Discover the 

importance of land during this time, and how ownership of estates affected 

nearly every.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

MIDDLE AGES

VC046-81 I-J A HISTORY OF THE MIDDLE AGES Students will delve into a comprehensive overview of the people, places 

and events that defined this period. From Charlemagne through the 

legendary Crusades and the horrific Black Death, students will garner a feel 

for the era--focusing on three distinct eras of medieval time: the Early, High 

and Late Middle Ages.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

MIDDLE AGES

VC046-82 J-H KNIGHTS AND ARMOR This video is a grand story of knights and of the arms, technology, warfare 

and romance of their majestic profession. This also recaptures the chivalry 

and grandeur of this legendary time.
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HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

RENAISSANCE 

VC046-83 I-H A HISTORY OF THE 

RENAISSANCE

This video investigates the driving forces behind this brilliant period of 

artistic and scientific achievement. Discover how humanists like Petrarch 

pioneered the rediscovery of ancient Greek and Roman culture and ideas. 

Changes abounded in politics and religion as well. Learn more about the 

lasting implications of Renaissance monarchs' attempts to strengthen and 

unify their nations and Martin Luther's quest to reform the Church.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

RENAISSANCE 

VC046-84 I-H EVERYDAY LIFE IN THE 

RENAISSANCE

What was it like to live during the Renaissance? This video explores typical 

homes, diets and clothing during this period. Witness the changing roles of 

work, education, religion, art and entertainment in family life over three 

centuries across Europe.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

RENAISSANCE 

VC046-85 I-H RENAISSANCE-ART, MUSIC & 

LITERATURE

This video explores the newly discovered uses of realism, mathematics and 

perspective in art; the introduction of new musical instruments and 

changes in musical style; and how literature flourished thanks to invention 

of the printing press. Explore legends like Leonardo, Machiavelli, and 

Shakespeare, whose works continue to be admired and emulated today.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

RENAISSANCE 

VC046-86 I-H RENAISSANCE-SCIENCE & 

INVENTION

This video explores the people, ideas and inventions behind the major 

scientific breakthroughs in astronomy, physics, anatomy and mathematics. 

Go behind the scenes with science greats, including Galileo, Kepler and 

Brunelleschi, and discover how being a Renaissance scientist wasn't an easy 

life, because new scientific discoveries sometimes conflicted with existing 

religious beliefs.

HISTORY - WORLD - EUROPE - 

RENAISSANCE 

VC046-87 I-H RENAISSANCE-TRAVEL, TRADE & 

EXPLORATION

During the Renaissance, sailors set off into uncharted waters in search of 

new trade routes and lucrative luxury goods. Advancements in 

navigational tools aided explores such as Columbus and da Gama on their 

amazing journeys. This video delves into the struggle for trade dominance 

in the Mediterranean, and the world wide effects of expanded trade on 

people living.
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HISTORY - WORLD - GENERAL DVD028-1 J-H THE GREATEST SPEECHES OF ALL-

TIME

"The Greatest Speeches of All-Time" is a collection of the most important 

and well-known speeches of modern times. These are the dramatic words 

from world leaders that changed the course of history and inspired millions 

worldwide.

HISTORY - WORLD - GENERAL VC032-126 H ITALIAN-ETHIOPIAN 

WAR/SPANISH CIVIL WAR

Mussolini rises to power in Italy, is hailed by leaders of anti-Communist 

world until his dreams of empire lead him to invade Ethiopia. Short-lived 

but brutal Italian-Ethiopian war in which fascist aggression goes 

unchallenged, paved the way for WW II. When Spanish fascists under 

Franco rebel against the republican government, full-scale civil war erupts. 

Mussolini and Hitler send troops to Franco's aid; Soviets support the 

loyalists. The American public is confused over issues of fascism and 

communism.

HISTORY - WORLD - GENERAL VC032-193 I-H GUNPOWDER AND THE 

EXPLOSION OF WORLD WAR

Witness the first use of firepower in Europe in 1346, when England's stone-

hurling cannons did little more than frighten the enemy's horses. Follow 

the developing technology as cannonballs brought down the walls of 

Constantinople, handguns became increasingly efficient, and Europeans' 

firearms annihilated ancient civilizations en route to world domination.

HISTORY - WORLD - GENERAL VC032-194 I-H HORSEPOWER: HARNESSED FOR 

WAR

Ride into the past to see how the horses forever changed the way humans 

fought and conquered. In the 5th century, Rome's mighty empire crumbled 

beneath the hooves of warhorses that carried invaders from the rugged 

Asian steppes: the armies of Attila the Hun. Examine the empire's defeat 

and the Huns' nomadic existence, in which life and death depended on 

their mastery of the horse. And look back on a thousand years of warfare 

that was dominated by mounted soldiers: armor-clad Samurai, European 

knights, and the armies of Genghis Khan.
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HISTORY - WORLD - GENERAL VC058-5 J-H TITANIC-VOL.1: THE 

INVESTIGATION BEGINS

This video gets involved in the north Atlantic exploration and observes 

researchers attempting to raise a portion of the Titanic's hull, also examines 

the history and significance. Topics include the history of time, calculations 

for raising the remains, computer applications, environmental impact and 

conservation. Certain topics of segments maybe very useful in a variety of 

disciplines.

HISTORY - WORLD - GENERAL VC058-6 J-H TITANIC-VOL.2: ANATOMY OF A 

DISASTER

See for the first time imaging of the iceberg damage and take part in the 

first expedition that uses the tools of science to piece together the Titanic's 

final hours. State-of-the-art imaging techniques, computer animation and 

reenactments help shed light on a dark night in history.

HISTORY - WORLD - IMMIGRATION VC031-36 I-J SO FAR FROM HOME With the potato famine devastating her homeland in Ireland, Mary Driscoll 

must leave her parents to seek out a better life in America. She finds work 

in a mill, where working conditions are dreadful. Although her friends 

encourage her to join the new labor union, Mary hesitates to speak out for 

fear of losing her job. When her dear friend, Sean is falsely accused of 

murder, Mary must decide if she is ready to face her fears and sacrifice 

everything to save him.

HISTORY - WORLD - IMMIGRATION VC031-38 I-J DREAMS IN THE GOLDEN 

COUNTRY

When old traditions clash with modern ideals, family tensions begin to 

escalate. To save her family, Zippy, a 12 year old Russian Jewish immigrant 

living with her family in a crowded tenement on Manhattan's Lower East 

Side, must find a way to respect their heritage while following her worn 

dreams of the future.

HISTORY - WORLD - IMMIGRATION VC032-96 I-H GATHERING STRENGTH Traces history of immigration in America and discusses how it has resulted 

in some of our greatest strengths and our most difficult problems. Also 

looks at natural resources, agriculture, industries, and people of Pacific 

Northwest.

HISTORY - WORLD - IMMIGRATION VC053-4 I-J FROM EAST TO WEST: THE ASIAN- 

AMERICAN EXPERIENCE

This video discusses the different cultures of Asia, the reasons people 

emigrated from Asia, and their life in the United States.
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HISTORY - WORLD - IMMIGRATION VC058-2 J-H THE IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE An inspiring story told through the eyes of a young boy, Janek, and his 

turn-of-the-century immigrant family. They come laden with traditions and 

dreams and find a land full of opportunity and hardships. From his initial 

tagging and inspection, through the brutal realities of life for the poor, and 

finally to his initiation into the ways of his new country. "Traces the life and 

experience of an immigrant. Student interest is there because of the 

identification with the school age immigrant. 

HISTORY - WORLD - IMMIGRATION VC058-3 J-H JOURNEY TO AMERICA The video shows photographs and movies of different European 

immigrants. The video is narrated to fill in the historical backgrounds & 

there are interviews with some of the people who came to Ellis Island.

HISTORY - WORLD - IMMIGRATION VC058-4 J-H THE NEW IMMIGRANTS The video shows the impact of present-day immigrants on America's 

economic, social & political landscape. Presents both sides of the issue with 

the emphasis on the positive value of today's immigration. 

HISTORY - WORLD - IMMIGRATION VC036-23 J-H ELLIS ISLAND: VOL. 1 From 1892 to 1954, more than 12 million people were pushed and pulled 

through the often humiliating bureaucracy of Ellis Island on their way to 

becoming Americans. It was built to replace the ancient Castle Garden 

Immigration Center. Today, it is a celebrated national monument. This 

video offers a look at how the facility was built, who ran it, and why only 

third-class passengers disembarked there.

HISTORY - WORLD - IMMIGRATION VC036-24 J-H ELLIS ISLAND: VOL. 2 Now, all of the sorrow and exhilaration of that bittersweet world comes to 

life in the immigrants' own words. Drawing on the audio diaries of the Ellis 

Island Oral History Project, along with rare photographs, films and 

dramatic re-creations, Ellis Island tells the complete story of the immigrant 

experience in America.
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HISTORY - WORLD - IMMIGRATION VC036-25 J-H ELLIS ISLAND: VOL. 3 This fascinating program takes a look at how immigration changed 

America in this century. Moving firsthand accounts bring to life the rich 

story of Ellis Island, from its creation to its dedication as a national 

monument.

HISTORY - WORLD - INDIA VC050-1 J-H INDIA: DIVERSE AND COMPLEX 

LAND

This geographic tour illustrates India's development and modernization in 

relation to the country physical size, massive population, geographic 

diversity, rich history, and unshakable traditions.

HISTORY - WORLD - INDIA VC050-12 J-H EMERGING POWERS - INDIA The second largest country in the world, India has a large industrial base, 

nuclear energy, and a government determined to enact market reforms. But 

after 40 years of socialism, protectionism, and bureaucracy. Can this nation 

of 900 million people march to the beat of the free market drummer?

HISTORY - WORLD - INDIA VC050-13 I-H TOURING INDIA From Himalayas to South India, Bombay to the Ganges, travel to one of the 

world's most ancient and mysterious civilizations. History is everywhere-

palaces, forts, mosques, Victorian buildings and Hindu Temples. This tour 

reveals the majesty and the diversity of crowded cities and serene villages.

HISTORY - WORLD - INDIA VC050-3 H INDIA UNVEILED: EMERGENCE 

OF THE STATE

This video looks at the religious, political, and historical background of 

India, a vast multi-lingual, multi-religious, multi-faceted state bound 

together by a common culture, common aspirations, and a common 

destiny.

HISTORY - WORLD - INDIA VC050-4 H INDIA UNVEILED: MODERN 

INDIA

This video gives viewers a look at modern India, with its burgeoning 

middle class, prospering farmers, humming factories, expanding cities, and 

growing technology. The video stresses that India's modernization has 

occurred within the context of the country's age-old culture.
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HISTORY - WORLD - INDIA VC051-20 H GANDHI AND INDIA'S 

INDEPENDENCE

Throughout much of its long history, India has been an unsettled place 

ruled by a series of empires and foreign powers. Centuries of British 

influence in the subcontinent resulted in outright British colonial control 

beginning in the 19th century - a rule characterized by European privilege, 

oppression an subjugation of the India people. Propelled by Mahatma 

Gandhi's passive resistance movement, India finally gained its 

independence from Great Britain in 1947.

HISTORY - WORLD - INVENTORS VC033-1 P-I THE GREAT INVENTORS From the "This is America Charlie Brown" collection, Peanuts, salutes to 

inventions results when Sally gives a school report about the great 

inventors: Alexander Graham Bell, Thomas Edison, and Henry Ford.

HISTORY - WORLD - INVENTORS VC033-2 P-I THE WRIGHT BROTHERS AT 

KITTY HAWK

This is America, Charlie Brown. In this video, you will see the Wright 

Brothers send their primitive airplane aloft at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, 

in 1903.

HISTORY - WORLD - INVENTORS VC395-5 I-H MODERN MARVELS: NEWSPAPER Since the 15th century, man has sated his hunger for information with 

newspapers. Their form has varied over the centuries, and their content 

adjusted to changes. This episode shows that the newspaper future may be 

in doubt. The growing influence of the computer age and the widespread 

availability of instant information may eventually render the newspaper 

obsolete. 

HISTORY - WORLD - INVENTORS VC395-6 I-H MODERN MARVELS: HOUSEHOLD 

WONDERS

Reviews the revolution in home improvement and glimpses the kitchen of 

tomorrow, including the development of the stove, sewing machine, 

refrigerated air, washing machine, vacuum cleaner, toaster, and mixer.

HISTORY - WORLD - JAPAN VC053-1 P-J JAPANESE BOY: STORY OF TARO Story of Japanese child, who loses a friend, gains a treasured possession 

and learns that growing up often means sacrificing one end to gain another. 

Shows Japanese home and school, showing attitudes and customs of a farm 

family.
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HISTORY - WORLD - JAPAN VC053-3 I THE CHILDREN OF JAPAN: 

LEARNING THE NEW, 

REMEMBERING THE OLD

This program is a documentary that focuses on the life of Makoto, a sixth-

grade boy living in Tokyo. Through Makoto, students see that life in Japan 

is a blend of "learning the new, remembering the old." Makoto writes an 

account of his daily life, including school, juku, school entrance exams and 

family life, and sends it to his American pen pal.

HISTORY - WORLD - JAPAN VC053-6 I-H LIVING TREASURES OF JAPAN This video takes you into the homes and workshops of the remarkable 

people who quietly keep Japan's most precious creative traditions alive. 

"Living National Treasure" is the highest award that can be achieved in the 

Japanese arts, and some seventy master craftsmen and performers are 

bestowed this title and are charged with passing on the country's artistic 

heritage to future generations.

HISTORY - WORLD - JAPAN VC053-7 J-H THE SAMURAI They were the knights of medieval Japan, an elite warrior class that held 

the reins of power and the fascination of the people for more that 700 years. 

Masters of sword and bow, driven by an unforgiving code of ethics, they 

proved ferocious in combat. They beat back foreign invaders and fought 

each other for land, status, honor and glory.

HISTORY - WORLD - KOREA VC032-145 J-H KOREA: THE FORGOTTEN WAR Viewers will witness U.S. forces in action as troops execute an amphibious 

landing at Inchon, push the North Koreans to the Yalu River, and face an 

overwhelming number of Chinese soldiers.

HISTORY - WORLD - MEXICO VC042-5 I-H MEXICAN POPULAR CUSTOMS Discusses behavior and cultural mannerisms of Mexican people. Discusses 

cultural values, hospitality, greetings. A wonderful job of explaining the 

Mexican culture in all the aspects. 

HISTORY - WORLD - MEXICO VC042-6 J-H MEXICO CITY, MEXICO Mexico City, the oldest capital in the New World, is a vibrant thriving 

metropolis. On first glance the visitor senses the diverse characteristics. 

Skyscrapers overshadow colonial churches and Aztec ruins; the sounds of 

mariachi bands mingle with contemporary nightclub rhythms; and near 

gourmet restaurants, street vendors peddle tacos.
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HISTORY - WORLD - MEXICO VC062-2 H LA CONQUISTA-THE SPANISH 

CONQUEST PART 1:HISTORICAL 

BACKGROUND AND MEXICO

Excellent overview of the conquest of Mexico by Cortez. Provides insight 

into the minds of the conquerors and the conquered.

HISTORY - WORLD - MEXICO VC062-3 H FIESTA Excellent video on how the Mexican people enjoy their family and cultural 

fiestas and traditions. Provides good insights. 

HISTORY - WORLD - MEXICO VC062-5 H ADELANTE MUJERES Talks about Mexican history emphasizing how the role of women changed. 

Presents a positive view of Chicana women. 

HISTORY - WORLD - MEXICO VC042-2 H REVOLUTIONARY MEXICO (1910-

1940)

Reveals how various groups, such as nationalists, democrats and socialists, 

united to overthrow the Diaz dictatorship, triggering a prolonged and 

violent power struggle for control of Mexico. Through striking archival 

images, expert commentary and primary documents, students learn that 

this revolutionary period was characterized by repeated confrontations 

between rich and poor, peasant and landowner, native peoples and 

conservative governments - a series of clashes that resulted in social 

reforms and political changes that have had a lasting impact on Mexican 

society.

HISTORY - WORLD - POST WWI DVD032-143 I-H THE COLD WAR: PART 5: POST 

COMMUNIST EUROPE

Examine the destabilization of Europe after the fall of communism: ethnic 

and religious strife in Chechnya and Yugoslavia, crime in Russia, and 

economic divisions in reunified Germany. What the seeds of liberty flower 

as countries hold their first democratic elections and religious ceremonies. 

HISTORY - WORLD - POST WWI VC032-106 I-H WARRING AND ROARING This video covers World War I through to the crash of 1929, and 

emphasizes the tensions underlying this period. 

HISTORY - WORLD - POST WWI VC032-110 H BETWEEN THE WARS: 1918-1939 Daredevils of the 20s, women's suffrage, the Depression, Hindenburg, and 

Amelia Earhart are included in the video.
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HISTORY - WORLD - POST WWII DVD032-136 I-H THE COLD WAR The United States and the Soviet Union emerged from World War II at 

odds over their post-war goals. The escalation of these conflicting opinions 

led the world into a tense, bitter struggle that came to be known as the Cold 

War.

HISTORY - WORLD - POST WWII DVD032-139 I-H THE COLD WAR: PART 1: THE 

COLD WAR BEGINS

Explore the genesis of the Cold War, beginning with the "new world order" 

created by World War II. Hear Winston Churchill coin the famous phrase, 

"Iron Curtain". Analyze diplomatic responses to communism, from the 

Truman Doctrine to NATO, and assess the crucial role of atomic weaponry.

HISTORY - WORLD - POST WWII DVD032-140 I-H THE COLD WAR: PART 2: THE 

COLD WAR ESCALATES

Observe America's fear of domestic communism in the McCarthy hearings 

and Rosenberg trial. See international tensions increase as Eisenhower and 

Kennedy grapple with Cuba, the Berlin Wall is built, and Sputnik initiates 

the Space Race.

HISTORY - WORLD - POST WWII DVD032-141 I-H THE COLD WAR: PART 3: THE 

FALL OF COMMUNISM

Nixon's pivotal 1972 visit to China, his summit with Brezhnev, and SALT I 

illustrate the new policy of détente. Changes emerging within the Soviet 

bloc are viewed through the Helsinki Accords, Poland's Solidarity 

movement, and perestroika.

HISTORY - WORLD - POST WWII DVD032-142 I-H THE COLD WAR: PART 4: THE 

FALL OF COMUNNISM

View the limitations of diplomacy and arms controls that become evident 

at the Reykjavik Summit of 1986. Romanian, Czech, and Lithuanian 

reforms set the stage for the Berlin Wall's destruction and the subsequent 

dissolution of the Soviet Union.

HISTORY - WORLD - POST WWII VC032-123 I-H THE IRON CURTAIN Churchill named it, Cold War consolidated it, and many died trying to 

escape it. Even though the video does not reflect recent world a 

development with respect to the Iron Curtain, a good historical perspective 

is provided that will enable students to better understand current events.
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HISTORY - WORLD - RELIGION - 

GENERAL

VC073-13 J-H ISLAM: EMPIRE OF FAITH (PART 1) Part 1: This program tells the spectacular story of the great sweep of Islamic 

power and faith during its first 100 years --- from the birth of the Prophet 

Muhammad to the peak of the Ottoman Empire under the reign of the 

Suleyman the Magnificent.

HISTORY - WORLD - RELIGION - 

GENERAL

VC073-14 J-H ISLAM: EMPIRE OF FAITH (PART 2) Part 2: This program tells the spectacular story of the great sweep of Islamic 

power and faith during its first 1,000 years, from the birth of Prophet 

Muhammad to the peak of the Ottoman Empire under the reign of the 

Suleyman the Magnificent.

HISTORY - WORLD - RELIGION - 

GENERAL

VC073-15 H PROTESTANTISM Explore issues that probe the very core of our existence and gain new 

understanding about humanity. Travel to exotic locations and observe how 

religions have shaped cultures, changed history, brought us closer together 

and thrust us into war. Original footage and vivid imagery provide a fresh 

perspective on the vast differences and striking similarities of the world's 

many faiths. Journey into a world of new spiritual thought--and rediscover 

your own.

HISTORY - WORLD - RELIGION - 

GENERAL

VC073-16 H JUDAISM One the world's oldest surviving religious, Judaism is both a theology and 

a way of life for over 12 million followers in the world today.

HISTORY - WORLD - RELIGION - 

GENERAL

VC073-17 H ISLAM Islam in one of the great monotheistic world religious practiced today. 

Discover the Islamic culture through the daily life and rituals of Muslims 

around the world.

HISTORY - WORLD - RELIGION - 

GENERAL

VC073-18 H HINDUISM About 900 million people around the world practice the family of religious 

traditions known as Hinduism. Students learn about the history of the 

Hindu faith with its roots in the ancient Indus River Valley civilization.

HISTORY - WORLD - RELIGION - 

GENERAL

VC073-19 H CATHOLICISM Explore the theologies and doctrines, the liturgical, ethical, spiritual, and 

behavioral characteristics, as well as a religious people as a whole on 

Catholicism.
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HISTORY - WORLD - RELIGION - 

GENERAL

VC073-20 H BUDDHISM Over 360 million Buddhists practice the religion of Buddhism in countries 

all around the world. Students take a detailed look at this religion and its 

rich history of over 2,500 years.

HISTORY - WORLD - RELIGION - 

GENERAL

VC073-21 J-H INSIDE MECCA Few non-Muslims have glimpsed its sacred glories. All Muslims are drawn 

by its holy summons. Now, travel to Islam's most revered city to experience 

a spiritual phenomenon that has endured for more than fourteen centuries 

INSIDE MECCA.

HISTORY - WORLD - RELIGION - 

GENERAL

VC073-4 H ISLAM 600-1200 From its birthplace in Arabia, Islam grew into one of the world's greatest 

empires. For five centuries it kept the flame of civilization burning while 

Western Europe entered the Dark Ages.

HISTORY - WORLD - RUSIA VC051-10 H RED EMPIRE: PATRIOTS Confusion reigns in the USSR over whom to support in WW II. But Hitler 

forces their decision when he invades in 1941. Soviets are no match for the 

Nazis, who destroy everything on their way to Moscow. In the end, the 

harsh Russian winter defeats the Germans, leaving the infamous Joseph 

Stalin a hero and the unlikely ally of America and Britain.

HISTORY - WORLD - RUSIA VC051-15 J-H THE RISE AND FALL OF THE 

SOVIET UNION (VOL. 1 )

Vol. 1: Historic Russian battles to repel invaders serve as prelude to the 

story of events that redrew the map of Eastern Europe and parts of Asia in 

the 20th century. After the Bolshevik Revolution, Communist Russia faces 

the venom of Nazi aggression. In 1940, the Red Army and the Soviet 

civilians alike confront a brutal and tenacious enemy.

HISTORY - WORLD - RUSIA VC051-16 J-H THE RISE AND FALL OF THE 

SOVIET UNION (VOL. 2 )

Vol. 2: Historic Russian battles to repel invaders serve as prelude to the 

story of events that redrew the map of Eastern Europe and parts of Asia in 

the 20th century. After the Bolshevik Revolution, Communist Russia faces 

the venom of Nazi aggression. In 1940, the Red Army and the Soviet 

civilians alike confront a brutal and tenacious enemy.
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HISTORY - WORLD - RUSIA VC051-19 H THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION Years of war and political and economic oppression destroyed the faith of 

the struggling Russian people in their once-beloved leader. This led to the 

October Revolution, which established the world's first communist 

government. The Russian Revolution depicts how this movement was 

driven by the new ideas and strong leadership of Vladimir Lenin, and was 

sparked by the hope for a better way of life.

HISTORY - WORLD - RUSIA VC051-5 J-H DECLINE OF TSARISM Video studies the series of military defeats and growing social unrest that 

resulted in the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II in 1917. The decline of tsarist 

did not bring an end to the strife; rather, it set the Russian revolution in 

motion.

HISTORY - WORLD - SOUTH 

AFRICA

VC051-17 H THE SOUTH AFRICAN ANTI-

APARTHEID MOVEMENT

Detailed primary accounts and expert commentary will provide students 

with a comprehensive look at the colonial history of South Africa, the 

devastating social, political and economic effects of apartheid, and the 

difficult, sometimes violent, struggle of Mandela and the African National 

Congress to eliminate apartheid and create a free, democratic society.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWI DVD032-101 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 2) WORLD WAR I: THE FIRST DOG FIGHTERS: Cinch your goggles and fly 

with the first great aces of WWI. These dashing warriors engaged in classic 

duels, inventing tactics "on the fly", MAN, MOMENT, MACHINE; RED 

BARON & THE WINGS OF DEATH: The legendary WWI flying ace, 

Manfred von Richthofen, managed 80 kills over WWI Europe. AIRSHIPS: 

From bombing runs to the high-flying spy balloons that soared out of the 

reach of enemy planes and guns.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWI DVD032-102 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 3) WORL WAR I: HALT U-BOATS IN ZEEBRUGGE: Discover the events of 

April 22, 1918, when a flotilla of British warships, led by the cruiser HMS 

Vindictive set sail for the fortified harbor of Zeebrugge. THE SOMME: In 

just one day almost 60,000 British soldiers were killed or wounded. Why 

was this first day on the Somme such a disaster for the British? JOHN J. 

PERSHING: THE IRON GENERAL: From the fading frontier to the 

trenches of WWI, follow the career of one of the most important American

generals of all time, taking a 128,000 man force and transforming it into a 

juggernaut of four million soldiers that won a war.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWI DVD032-103 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 4) LETTER FROM WORLD WAR I: It was a conflict the likes of which the 

world had never seen, embroiling 15 nations and 65 million people, and 

fought with weapons unprecedented in their power to maim and kill. 

Drawing in on the millions of letters written home by American 

doughboys, nurses, drivers and clerks, this video reveals what it was like to 

fight in the "Great War", THE CHRISTMAS TRUCE: Amid the trench 

warfare that defined WWI, a few days of spontaneous peace broke out. 

Without a signed treaty, surrender, or armistice, German and Allied 

soldiers alike were able to share Christmas cheer together. LAST DAY OF 

WWI: 11th MONTH, 11th DAY, and 11th HOUR: Discover why more 

soldiers died on the final day of WWI then on D-Day, as this chilling 

indictment of the horror and pointlessness of war is captured by rare 

footage and photos.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWI VC032-100 H THE GREAT WAR: MUTINY AND 

COLLAPSE

Mutiny: By 1917, armies and nations were nearing a breaking point. For 

individual soldiers, it emerged as "shell shock," a personal withdrawal from 

an intolerable reality. Collapse: At the start of 1918, the odds looked bad for 

the Allies. With Russia knocked out of the war by revolution and the 

French Army rocked by mutiny, Germany stepped up the offensive on the 

Western Front.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWI VC032-101 H THE GREAT WAR: HATRED AND 

HUNGER AND WAR WITHOUT 

END

Diary entries from soldiers and civilians mixed over live war footage. 

Historical events are talked about from the average person’s point of view. 

Lots of dead people and war time visuals past and present.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWI VC032-102 J-H WORLD WAR I: BACKGROUND 

TENSIONS

The heir to the throne of Austria falls before a Serbian assassin's bullets and 

Europe is polarized into two warring camps. The irritants: Austria-

Hungary's restless Serbian minorities; Russia's support of Slavic Serbia; 

France's aim to recover lands lost to Germany in the Franco-Prussian War; 

and Britains' world supremacy challenged by Germany. 

HISTORY - WORLD - WWI VC032-103 J-H WORLD WAR I: FIGHTING ON 

TWO FRONTS

As Germans march into neutral Belgium, opposing armies of the Central 

Powers and the Allies confidently embark on what they believe will be a 

short war. Old strategies fail against new weapons and troops become 

mired in trench warfare. As the war grinds on, battles are fought around 

the world, on land, sea, and in the air, until resources of men and material 

are nearly exhausted. Both sides are able to win a decisive victory and 

Russia, torn revolution, signs a separate peace.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWI VC032-104 J-H WORLD WAR I: POLITICS OF 

PEACEMAKING

Archival newsreel footage documents the origins of the First World War, 

the conflict's major battles and the fragile peace treaty fashioned at 

Versailles. This video traces the arrival of the first U.S. troops in Europe 

through the diplomatic maneuvers of the "Big Four" to forge a lasting 

peace.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWI VC032-109 J-H THE OUTBREAK OF THE FIRST 

WORLD WAR

The assassination of Archduke Ferdinand at Sarajevo brought about a 

series of international diplomatic maneuvers that ultimately led to WWI.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWI VC032-98 H THE GREAT WAR: EXPLOSION & 

STALEMATE

Explosion: This episode on the World War I begins with a sweeping look at 

the conditions and events that caused the cataclysm to unfold. Stalemate: 

The military believed that technical advances in weaponry would make for 

a quick outcome on the battlefield. How then would do modern weaponry 

bring about a deadly stalemate.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWI VC032-99 H THE GREAT WAR: TOTAL WAR & 

SLAUGHTER

This episode shows that by 1915, the conflict had spread across boundaries 

between continents and peoples, becoming a global war. Slaughter: World 

War I gave new meaning to death on the battlefield, a breadth and horror 

summed up in on word: slaughter.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-100 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 1) WORLD WAR I: THE DOUGHBOYS: Comprised mainly of innocent 

teenage farm boys, the doughboys in Europe faced a most horrific warfare 

of machine guns, mustard gas and artillery shells. New weapons and old 

tactics turned an infantry charge into an act of mass suicide for the brave 

young soldiers of WWI.THE DEATH OF GLORY: WWI was every way 

more epochal and earth-shaking than WWII. After WWI, nothing was 

recognizable. What rebuilt was a shadow of the greatness and history that 

had been destroyed. DECLASSIFIED: Experts discuss the political 

personalities and intolerance behind the "War to End All Wars". Discover 

the history behind the first weapons of mass destruction.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-104 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 5) WORLD WAR II: THE GREATEST CONFILCT: From the German 

Blitzkrieg to the Allies' bloody battle for Berlin, a breathtaking overview of 

the savage global fighting that marked the war. NORTH AFRICA, THE 

DESERT WAR: This riveting account details the German attack on 

Kasserine Pass, where the British 1st Army and untested American troops 

faced the full force of Germany’s seasoned Africa Corps. THE 

BEACHHEAD AT ANZIO: Follow the story of the Allied landing, the 

brutal German counterattack, and the final Allied offensive that would turn 

the tide of this historic battle. D-DAY THE NORMANDY INVASION: The 

day the Allies threw the full weight of their forces at Hitler at Normandy 

remains the largest amphibian’s assault in world history.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-105 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 6) WORLD WAR II: PURSUIT TO THE RHINE: The Allies boldly thrust 

forward under tactical air support to break through German lines, and the 

enemy resistance ultimately crumbled. THE BOMBER OFFENSIVE: AIR 

WAR IN EUROPE: The Allies launched this historic penetration raid on a 

German munitions factory and ultimately paid an extraordinary price in 

men and machines, but this battle would prove to be a turning point. THE 

BATTLE OF THE BULGE: It was the largest pitched battle in

American military history, the last major engagement of the European 

campaign, and the scene of some of the war's fiercest fighting, leading to a 

final blow against the Nazis. THE BATTLE OF GERMANY: The final 

campaign of the European theater unfolded in the aftermath of the Battle of 

the Bulge with the British and Canadian offensive, the historic crossing of 

the Rhine at Remagen, and Eisenhower's final drive to Berlin.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-106 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 7) WORLD WAR II: ISLAND HOPPING; THE ROAD BACK: Follow the epic 

story of the Allies' island by island Pacific campaign in which they utilized 

massive amphibious assaults. JUNGLE WARFARE: NEW GUINEA TO 

BURMA: In the steamy jungles of the Pacific, soldiers battled not only the 

Japanese, but malaria, heat exhaustion, and swarms of parasites. AIR WAR 

IN THE PACIFIC: Chronicling the war's first days through the suicidal 

Kamikaze attacks and the bombing missions that brought the war to the 

Japanese homeland. THE BLOODY RIDGES OF PELELIU: From the 

opening naval bombardment, to the hand to hand combat and vicious 

guerrilla warfare.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-107 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 8) WORLD WAR II: THE RETURN TO THE PHILIPPINES: From 

MacArthur's strategy to the heroics of the ground troops, the 7th Fleet's 

naval forces, and the pilots of the Air Force, the heroic saga of the 

Philippines is a stunning story of unstoppable determination. OKINAWA, 

THE LAST BATTLE: Winston Churchill described it as the most intense 

and famous battle in military history. ADMIRAL WILLIAM "BULL" 

HALSEY: NAVAL WARRIOR: One of the most celebrated naval 

commanders in American history; Admiral Halsey led the Battle of the 

Bismarck Sea and helped neutralize the Japanese offensive.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-108 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 9) WORLD WAR II: GENERAL DOUGLAS MACARTHUR was one of 

America's greatest and most complex commanders, a warrior so tough and 

determinate that he helped win WWII with a simple promise: "I shall 

return".

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-109 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 10) WORLD WAR II: OKINAWA; THE FINAL BATTLE. The war in the Pacific 

was long and bloody, and when the final battle came, it was perhaps the 

fiercest of all. At Okinawa, over 250,000 people fought a desperate battle 

for control of the island, in which nearly half died.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-110 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 11) WORLD WAR II: EMPIRES OF INDUSTRY: WAR PLANES: Flight was 

born in America at the turn of the century. But WWII was more planes 

built in a single year, 300,000 than had been built in the previous forty.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-111 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 12) WORLD WAR II: NUREMBERG: TYRANNY ON TRIAL: WWII didn't end 

on the battlefield, it ended in

a courtroom. The Nuremberg Trials bore witness to some of humanity's 

darkest hours and revealed the full scope of the atrocities of Nazism, 

culminating in the execution of many top Nazi leaders.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-112 H THW WORLD WARS (DISK 13) WORLD WAR II: THE GERMAN BLUNDER AT DUNKIRK: Hitler's 1940 

Blitzkrieg upon Europe drove the British Expeditionary Force into the sea 

at Dunkirk, but his plan of attack turned his chance

to destroy the British. HITLER'S DECLARATION OF WAR ON THE U.S.: 

Even with Hitler's forces ravaging Europe, America hesitated to join the 

fight against him. All that changed, however, with the Japanese attack on 

Pearl Harbor, and a foolish decision on the Fuhrer's part to ally with Japan. 

THE PILOT WHO BOMBED LONDON: One lost and confused Luftwaffe 

pilot mistakenly dropped his bombs on London, igniting what became 

known as the Blitz and pushing Britain's durability to its furthest limits. 

HITLER'S FLYING BLUNDERS: The Luftwaffe's lighting fast, short range 

fighter bombers were used in support of highly mobile ground forces, a 

strategy which ultimately went horribly awry.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-113 H THE WORLD WARS (DISK 14) WORLD WAR II: JAPAN'S MISTAKES AT MIDWAY: On June 4, 1942, the 

fanatical and efficient

Japanese war machine wanted to finish off the U.S. Pacific Fleet, but 

underestimation of American willpower led them to disaster instead. THE 

FAILURE OF THE KAMIKAZE: Steeped in the ancient code of the 

Samurai, Kamikaze forces on land, sea, and air sacrificed themselves in 

battle in a desperate bid for victory that spelled ultimate doom for the 

Japanese Empire. DEATH AT STALINGRAD: In Hitler's quest to take 

Stalingrad at all costs, he underestimated both the Russian winter and the 

Steadfastness of the Russian people in the face of the Nazi threat. 

OPERATION SEA LION: In the wake of the British army's flight from 

France, the British were all but beaten. But a Nazi invasion of England was 

inexplicably postponed, diverting certain triumph and ultimately leading 

to the Allied victory.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-137 I-H WORLD WAR II Upheaval in Europe and Asia bring the first signs of a second world war. 

War photographs present the important events leading to war, such as 

Lend Lease, the arsenal for democracy, the attack of Pearl Harbor and 

industrial mobilization and rationing.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII DVD032-138 I-H WORLD WAR II IN HD Seventy years in the making. Three thousand hours of color film footage 

few knew existed. The first documentary to show original color footage of 

World War II in immersive HD, the world premiere HISTORY series WWII 

IN HD uses the journals and accounts of those who served in the war's 

biggest battles to create a personal, introspective, and detailed look at life 

on and off the front lines. Follow 12 unforgettable Americans, and 

experience the war through their eyes, in their own words, as it really 

looked and sounded.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-108 H JAPAN INVADES CHINA: CRISIS 

IN FAR WEST/ WAR COMES TO 

PEARL HARBOR

In 1937, Japan was bent on establishing an empire in Pacific. Encouraged 

by lack of Western resistance, Japan took control of French Indochina, 

Dutch Indies, Burma, Malaya and Philippines. FDR enforced total embargo 

of Japan. Japan decided to force the U.S. into war. November 5, 1941, Japan 

sends two negotiators to the U.S. on a hopeless mission. Both sides dig in 

their heels. The U.S. breaks the Japanese diplomatic code, but clues of an 

imminent attack are ignored. Japan rejects America's proposals and bombs 

Pearl Harbor. America is at war.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-111 H SEEDS OF DISCORD: 1933-1936 Workers unite behind John L. Lewis; Hitler and Mussolini display 

intentions of conquering the world. Gandhi leads India in its struggle for 

self-rule. Batista seizes power in Cuba. Mao Tsetung's Communists throw 

China into civil war; Japan invades Manchuria; and King Alexander of 

Yugoslavia is assassinated in France. FDR allies the U.S. with the Soviet 

Union under Stalin as a buffer against the menacing Hitler.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-112 H PRELUDE TO WAR: 1935-1939 Hitler rearms Germany, Munich Agreement, Spanish Civil-War, Hitler-

Stalin pact, and Japan in China.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-113 H DARKEST HOUR: 1939-1941 Poland, Norway, fall of France, Battle of Britain, and Hitler attacks Russia, 

allies with Japan, and Pearl Harbor.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-114 H HOME FRONT 1940-41 Video highlights the lifestyles of Americans in the pre-war years of 1940-41. 

Radio was still king, and the big attraction at the World's Fair was 

something called television. Big changes come on Sunday, Dec. 7, 1941.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-115 H HOME FRONT 1942-43 Suddenly Europe and Japan are not so far away. The boys dying on the 

battlefields abroad are our boys. Video highlights changes the war brings to 

lifestyles of most Americans. A new work force of American women push 

production to levels never before possible, as planes, and tanks replace cars 

and refrigerators.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-116 H HOME FRONT 1944-45 The tide has turned. Postwar hopes and dreams fill American hearts and 

minds and Roosevelt is reelected by a landslide. Video helps students 

understand what the end of the war meant to most Americans. 

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-120 J-H ENOLA GAY AND THE ATOMIC 

BOMBING OF JAPAN

On August 6, 1945, a B-29 Super fortress named Enola Gay changed the 

course of history. Flying over Hiroshima, Japan, the bomber released its 

only cargo-Little Boy, the first atomic bomb to be used as a weapon. The 

bomb destroyed the city, killing over 70,000 people. The aftershocks ended 

World War II and thrust mankind into the nuclear age.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-124 H VERSAILLES: LOST 

PEACE/RETURN TO 

ISOLATIONISM

President Wilson's vision of world peace clashes with the harsh old-world 

"realpolitik" of Europe, which wants only to punish Germany. The 

resultant punitive treaty sows the seeds of WW II. Woodrow Wilson 

destroys himself in his desperate struggle for the League of Nations. Taking 

his case to the people on an 8,000-mile trip, Wilson suffers a stroke. Sick but 

determined, he refuses to compromise on the League of Nations but 

ultimately is responsible for its defeat.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-127 J-H WHY WE FIGHT: THE BATTLE OF 

BRITAIN WAR COMES TO 

AMERICA

(Part 1 ) Hitler's plan to invade Britain is thwarted when the vastly 

outnumbered Royal Air Force steadfastly avoids destruction. The film 

describes life in London during German daylight raids, night bombings 

and fire bombings. (Part 2 -) The final film is jingoistic in style and attempts 

to quiet any qualms Americans might have about entering WWII. There is 

a summary of the growth of freedom in the U.S. and a look at the way of 

living Americans are preparing to defend. Changes in U.S. public opinion 

and government position as Axis aggression continues are noted.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-135 J-H WORLD WAR II: WHEN LIONS 

ROARED (VOL 1) 

The series follows the behind the scenes story as President Roosevelt, Prime 

Minister Churchill and Marshal Joseph Stalin's very human drama, 

conflicts and prices paid as they led the American, British and Soviet forces 

to victory against Adolph Hitler.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-135.1 J-H WORLD WAR II: WHEN LIONS 

ROARED (VOL. 2)

The series follows the behind the scenes story of President Roosevelt, Prime 

Minister Churchill and Marshal Joseph Stalin's very human drama, 

conflicts and prices paid as they led the American, British and Soviet forces 

to victory against Adolph Hitler.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-136 J-H WORLD WAR II:DIVIDE AND 

CONQUER (VOL. 3)

The Nazi blitzkrieg reaches its highest point and Nazi treachery reaches its 

lowest... On September 3rd, 1939 the British and French declared war on 

Germany. By September 27, the Germans had wiped out Poland and met 

the oncoming Russian Army.Determined to avoid a two front war, 

Germany halted her drive to the east and turned west to first crush Britain 

and France.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-137 J-H WORLD WAR II:THE BATTLE OF 

BRITAIN (VOL. 4)

The Battle of Britain: Now Hitler stood, just as Napoleon had stood more 

than one hundred years before, and looked across the English Channel to 

the one fighting obstacle that stood between him and world domination. 

The cliffs of Britain rose sheer and white out of the choppy waters. Hush 

that little island and its stubborn people, and the way was open for world 

conquest. It was time for the main event, "The Battle of Britain"

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-138 J-H WORLD WAR II:WAR COMES TO 

AMERICA (VOL. 7)

War Comes to America: "Today we rule Germany, tomorrow, the world", 

"Two worlds are in conflict, two philosophies of life, one of these two 

worlds must break asunder" Adolph Hitler.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-139 J-H WORLD WAR II:D-DAY THE 

NORMANDY INVASION                                                                                                                                             

(VOL. 8) 

D-Day the Normandy Invasion: On the night of June 5, 6, 1944, British and 

U.S. airborne troops took off for their vital destinations. Below them, into 

stormy channel, an armada of warships and landing craft was emerging 

from ports along the coast of west and south-east England. D-DAY had 

arrived.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-140 J-H WORLD WAR II:THE WORLD AT 

WAR (VOL. 9) 

The World at War: The famous summary of the decade of war preceding 

the attack on Pearl Harbor, produced by the U.S. Official War Information 

Bureau.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-141 J-H WORLD WAR II:APPOINTMENT IN 

TOKYO (VOL. 10)

Appointment in Tokyo: This U.S. Army Pictorial Service Signal Corp. 

production casually glorifies General MacArthur and his campaign in the 

Pacific. "A President's order to leave, a promise to return."

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-142 H TORA! TORA! TORA! Movie meticulously recreates the attack on Pearl Harbor and the events 

leading up to it. American and Japanese positions are contrasted.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-144 J-H WITHOUT DUE PROCESS: 

JAPANESE AMERICANS AND 

WORLD WAR II

This program traces and analyzes the historical events leading up to the 

incarceration order and period, the protests and court challenges to the 

incarceration. It concludes with the formal apology and compensation on 

behalf of the United States government to those incarcerated and their 

families.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC032-146 H RACE FOR THE SUPERBOMB This video tells the story of a world at the brink of destruction. Edward 

Teller, who spurred the American project to build the Super, insisted that 

the bomb was a necessary deterrent to Soviet attack. This video document 

the struggle to create a weapon that could save the world from a 

devastating war-or doom it to annihilation.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC046-23 H THE LONG WAY HOME This landmark Academy Award winning feature traces intimate stories of 

courage in the harrowing years between the end of World War II and the 

formation of the state of Israel. Using enormously powerful and rare 

archival footage, The Long Way Home interweaves images of hope and 

gentle humanity with the broader historical events of 1945-48. Narrated by 

Morgan Freeman with Ed Asner, and Martin Landau.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC046-26 J-H THE NAZI SEIZURE OF POWER This video traces the rise of Nazi Power from the 107 Nazi seats won in the 

German national parliamentary election in to the death of Hindenburg and 

the appointment of Hitler to Fuhrer and Chancellor in 1934.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC046-51 J-H THIRD REICH: HITLER'S MASTER 

PLAN

The pride and comradeship of the German people soon degenerates into 

fear and suspicion as Hitler mobilizes against Europe and war breaks out. 

With his deadly Master Plan revealed, Germans find themselves in a 

country they barely recognize--where political terrorism, denunciation and 

genocide are official government policy, and survival depends on absolute 

allegiance to Hitler.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC046-52 J-H THIRD REICH: A NATION FALLS The stage is set for the defeat of the Reich and the widespread destruction 

of Germany when Hitler demands total war against the superior Russian 

army. Hopelessly outnumbered and surrounded by the Allies, war comes 

to the Homeland--and the once-proud dream of the People's Community 

becomes a nightmare of firebombing, humiliation and death.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII VC046-64 J-H BISMARCK: GERMANY FROM 

BLOOD AND IRON

Traces the step-by-step creation of modern Germany and suggests its 

implications for the rest of the world. Presents a dramatized interview with 

Otto Von Bismarck.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII - THE 

HOLOCAUST

VC046-19 J DIARY OF ANNE FRANK This video is the true story of eight brave people huddled in a cramped 

attic for two years in a desperate effort to escape the Nazi horror. Faithful 

to the diary of 13 year old Anne Frank, here is a study of human endurance 

coupled with an intimate account of a young girl's growing up.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII - THE 

HOLOCAUST

VC046-20 H HITLER'S ASSAULT ON EUROPE Video begins with Germany's attack on Poland in September and ends with 

the war's turning point in the winter when thousands of Hitler's troops 

froze to death on their march to Moscow.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII - THE 

HOLOCAUST

VC046-22 H HOLOCAUST: LIBERATION OF 

AUSCHWITZ

This is a terrible look at the Holocaust. When the infamous concentration 

camp at Auschwitz was liberated by the Soviets, a young cameraman 

named Woronzow documented the event on film. Video presents this 

footage, which has been stored away for the last 40 years. Woronzow offers 

his personal thoughts and impressions as an eyewitness to the liberation.
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HISTORY - WORLD - WWII - THE 

HOLOCAUST

VC046-62 I-H THE DEVIL'S ARITHMETIC Sixteen year old Hanna Stern was a typical American teenager who ignored 

her family's heritage until a mystical Passover seder takes her back in time 

to German-occupied Poland on an emotional journey of life, death, and 

survival.

HISTORY - WORLD - WWII - THE 

HOLOCAUST

VC051-13 H THE HOLOCAUST AS SEEN 

THROUGH THE EYES OF A 

SURVIVOR

This program reveals the determination, hope, and spirit that were needed 

to survive the Holocaust. Encourages a greater appreciation of the 

freedoms we currently enjoy. 

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD082-20 P-I CHINESE NEW YEAR Children will experience the sights and sounds of a traditional Chinese 

New Year celebration as the usually peaceful Chinatown erupts with the 

noise of drums and firecrackers, and the beauty of vibrant, festive colors. 

During this most important and popular of all Chinese festivals, the ideas 

of communal awareness and starting anew are taught through the 

celebration in honor of Tsun Kwan, the god of the Hearth and the 

traditional festival of the dragon. A trip back in time to Chinese New Year 

in Peking, China, circa 1975, a zodiac quiz and a Chinese folk tale show 

how the traditions of this holiday have remained constant. 

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD082-22 P-I CINCO DE MAYO Cinco de Mayo is the celebration of Mexico’s military victory over the 

French in 1862. This Video investigates the holiday’s history and observes 

preparations being made the occasion festive, highlighted by the spirited 

sounds of a traditional Mexican mariachi band.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD082-23 P-I REMEMBERING SEPTEMBER 11TH Teachers will welcome a program that carefully addresses the delicate 

issues raised by the terrorist strikes on September 11th, 2001. The program 

answers some of the questions of what terrorism are and why the United 

States was a target. It also heavily focuses on the positive acts that occurred 

in the days and weeks that followed 9/11/01.
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD082-24 P-I EARTH DAY Earth Day celebrates the many things that we can do to help keep the Earth 

clean and healthy. Students will learn the story behind the first Earth Day 

in 1970, the great idea of U.S. Senator Gaylor Nelson, and the increasing 

support that this special day has received since then.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD082-25 P-I THE 100TH DAY OF SCHOOL The 100th day of school has arrived! How are you going to celebrate this 

special day? Say the number in another language, consider how much has 

changed in the last 100 years, see what can be done in 100 seconds, and 

think about what you would do with $100. Having a special day set aside 

to celebrate 100 is a great way to remind ourselves of the importance of 

math in everything that we do!

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD082-26 P-I ST. PATRICK’S DAY This exciting program features many popular traditions that celebrate St. 

Patrick in Ireland, the United States and Canada. Children learn how to 

create a leprechaun hand puppet and also learn about the history of these 

tiny tricksters in the folktale “Seamus and the Leprechaun”.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD082-27 P-I CHRISTMAS UNWRAPPED: THE 

HISTORY OF CHRISTMAS

Every December 25th, Christian’s thought-out the world joins together in 

celebration for Christ’s birth. But, where do these various Christmas 

traditions come from? Why, for instance, is the holiday marked by the 

giving and receiving of gifts? And who came up with the idea of a 

Christmas tree?

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD082-28 P-I THANKSGIVING Thanksgiving is a time to remember how much we rely upon and are 

grateful for the Earth's bounty. Children learn the story behind the first 

Thanksgiving celebration, traditionally the American harvest holiday, and 

they visit Plymouth Plantation.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD082-32 J-H HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS: THE 

HISTORY OF THANKSGIVING

Everyone knows the story of the first Thanksgiving, but, the story goes 

back much further, to ancient harvest festivals, and the holiday has been 

transformed over time into today's celebration marked by family, food and 

football.
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD082-33 J-H THE HAUNTED HISTORY OF 

HALLOWEEN

Every October 31, pint-sized ghouls and goblins wander through 

neighborhoods knocking on doors and asking for treats...little do they 

know they're actually carrying out an ancient tradition dating back 

thousands of years.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD082-34 J-H CELEBRATING THE GREEN: THE 

HISTORY OF ST. PATRICK'S DAY

From New York's famous parade to the traditional festivities in Ireland, 

explore the history and heritage of a unique, treasured holiday.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD082-4 P-I A CHARLIE BROWN 

THANKSGIVING

Turkey, cranberries, pumpkin pie, and the Peanuts gang to share them 

with. This is going to be the greatest Thanksgiving ever!

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD083-47 P-I MACCABEES: THE STORY OF 

HANUKKAH (ANIMATED HERO 

SERIES)

Journey to Palestine of the second century B.C., where Antiochus, a Syrian-

Greek king, rules over the people of Israel, confronting them with a trying 

test of their faith. They must bow down and accept the Greek gods of die! 

Some submit, but not the Maccabees, a small group true to the faith of their 

fathers. The spirit and determination of the Maccabees lives today in the 

celebration of Hanukkah, The Feast of Lights.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL DVD083-52 P-I MEMORIAL DAY-VETERANS DAY Memorial Day and Veterans Day are special holidays in America that 

honor the people who have served in the U.S. armed forces and 

commemorate all the service men and women who have died to preserve 

our freedom. Join the kids at the community center as they discover the 

true meaning of these important days and learn about their history through 

songs, stories, and more.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC079-1 P HOLIDAYS YOUR NEIGHBORS 

CELEBRATE

Americans have come from all parts of the world bringing their holidays 

with them. Celebrations of Chinese and Jewish New Year's, St. Patrick's 

Day, MLK birthday, Greek Easter Sunday, Spanish Christmas festivities, 

and Hanukkah reflect the excitement and pageantry of these special 

holidays.
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC080-1 P-I FIRST EASTER RABBIT Adapted from classic, Velveteen Rabbit. Stuffy comes to life for a journey to 

Easter Valley. Features Irving Berlin's Easter Parade. Narrated by Burl Ives.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC080-3 P-H FUNNY LITTLE BUNNIES Only Disney could take us inside a candy factory and create a ballet out of 

bunny artists. Sculptors chisel chocolate and egg painters make strokes 

with colors from a rainbow When all the "artwork" is complete, candy and 

eggs are displayed in baskets signifying the joyful celebration of Easter.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC080-4 P-I PASSOVER STORY Video uses two little girls to introduce the traditions of Passover. 

Discussion is held as to the traditions Seder, the Passover meal. Explains 

the meaning of this important holiday.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC080-5 P-H GOOFY LOOKS AT VALENTINE'S 

DAY

There's one special day each year that's dedicated to love, Valentine's Day! 

It takes a lesson from Cupid's helpers for Goofy to realize the significance 

of the day, to see how valentine symbols emerged, and how, through the 

years, people have expressed their love on Valentine's Day.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC080-6 P-I CRANBERRY EASTER The folks in Cranberry port plan to celebrate the coming of Easter. 

Traditionally it is celebrated by a big egg hunt on the village green 

sponsored by Seth's General Store. But what is different this year?

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC080-8 P PRESIDENT'S DAY This video teaches students about two presidents, George Washington and 

Abraham Lincoln that were so important to our country that we have a 

holiday to honor and remember them, President's Day. Students will learn 

about their lives, the challenges they faced as president, and how they 

affected the office of President.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-10 P-I SQUANTO AND THE FIRST 

THANKSGIVING

Excellent narration by Graham Greene (Dances With Wolves) of a true 

story about a Native American sold into slavery in Spain, who later returns 

and helps the Pilgrims settle and adapt to the harsh conditions in America. 

Woodwind music by Paul McCandless. 
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-11 P-I IT'S THE GREAT PUMPKIN, 

CHARLIE BROWN

This Halloween is very special for good ol' Charlie Brown. He's finally been 

invited to a party! Snoopy gets to join the fun, so look out Red Baron! Linus 

will find out once and for all if the Great Pumpkin will rise up out of his 

pumpkin patch "with his bag of toys for all the good children."

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-12 P-I THERE'S NO SUCH THING AS A 

CHANUKAH BUSH, SANDY 

GOLDSTEIN

Robin is a young Jewish girl who wants to be part of her friend's Christmas 

celebration. But Robin is Jewish, as her parents gently remind her and their 

faith does not allow them to bring a Christmas tree, or a Chanukah bush, 

inside their home. This film inspires us to learn more about the beliefs of 

others and promotes tolerance and understanding for others.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-13 P THE MOUSE ON THE 

MAYFLOWER

An animated Thanksgiving tale of a ship full of mice on a voyage to the 

New World. Features the voice of Tennessee Ernie Ford.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-14 P-I THE HOBOKEN CHICKEN 

EMERGENCY

When the Bobowicz family asked their son Arthur to pick up a turkey for 

Thanksgiving, they weren't expecting him to bring home a 266-pound live 

chicken named Henrietta! "But she's the best poultry bargain on earth!"

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-15 P-I WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED, 

CHARLIE BROWN?

A Memorial Day Salute! Join Charlie Brown, Snoopy and friends for this 

superlative tribute that embraces places and events of both world wars.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-16 I-H DAYS OF THE DEAD: FOOD FOR 

THE ANCESTORS

This festival honors the memories of loved ones who have died. This video 

explores this fabulous festival as it is done in the culturally rich state of 

Puebla. The holiday climaxes on the night of November 1st when family 

members decorate the gravesites and spend the entire night sitting at the 

gravesite waiting for the ancestors to return.
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-20 P-I CHINESE NEW YEAR Children will excite in the sights and sounds of the traditional Chinese 

New Year as the usually peaceful Chinatown erupts with the noise of 

drums and firecrackers, and the beauty of vibrant, festive colors. During 

this most important and popular of all Chinese festivals, the ideas of 

communal awareness of starting anew are taught through the celebration 

in honor of Tsun Kwan, the god of the hearth, and the traditional festival of 

the dragon.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-21 P-I GROUNDHOG DAY Will we have an early spring or six more weeks of winter? Ask 

Punxsutawney Phil, the groundhog! Meet Phil, the famous weather 

predicting groundhog from Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania, and learn about 

the history of this popular legend.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-22 P-I CINCO DE MAYO Cinco de Mayo (the fifth of May) is the celebration of Mexico's military 

victory over the French in 1862. This video investigates the holiday's 

history and observes preparations being made to make the occasion festive, 

highlighted by the spirited sounds of a traditional Mexican mariachi band.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-23 P-I EASTER Easter, the most important feast day of Christian religions, is also a symbol 

for spring and rebirth. In this video, children are taken to the home of a 

Polish-American family where they discover some of the festivities and 

traditional associated with the Easter Sunday celebration.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-24 P-I THANKSGIVING Thanksgiving is a time to remember how much we depend on and are 

thankful for the earth's bounty. In this video about the traditional American 

harvest holiday, visit Plymouth Plantation and discover how and why the 

first Thanksgiving meal came to be.
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-25 P-I ROSH HASHANAH/YOM KIPPUR Rosh Hashandah, the Jewish New Year, and Yom Kippur the Day of 

Atonement and forgiveness are the two High Holidays of the Jewish 

calendar. Children are introduced to these solemn reflective holidays 

through a traditional prayer and a Tashlikh ceremony. They also learn 

about the symbolism of foods associated with these holidays, the special 

clothing that is worn, the importance of the Torah and performing good 

deeds throughout the year.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-26 P-I HANUKKAH/PASSOVER Two Jewish celebrations-Hanukkah, the Festival of Lights, and Passover, a 

holiday celebrating freedom and renewal-are presented to children through 

illustrated stories, puppets and songs. At a Hanukkah celebration, 

youngsters learn about the miracle of the Menorah as they light candles, 

play games, and sing songs to commemorate the holiday. As part of an 

introduction to Passover and the traditional Seder meal, a group of children 

visit a matzo bakery where they mix, squish, roll and flatten dough to 

create their own matzo.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-27 P-I CHRISTMAS Many symbols and legends have become associated with the Christmas 

holiday, yet few know the meanings behind them. This video focuses on 

both the legendary and religious stories of Christmas to help children 

understand that there is more to the holiday than the department store 

Santa Claus.Christmas around the world is explored, with emphasis on 

similarities to American traditions, and the spirit of this holiday comes to 

life as members of the renowned Philadelphia Boys Choir sing carols.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-28 P-I CHRISTMAS AROUND THE 

WORLD

Froehliche Weinachten! Maligayang Pasko! These are just two of the ways 

children learn to say "Merry Christmas" while seeing how Christmas is 

celebrated around the globe.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-29 P-I KWANZAA Through the rhythmic sounds of traditional West-African drums and a look 

into the colorful significance of the clothes and candles, young viewers are 

introduced to the African American family celebration of Kwanzaa.
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-30 P-I RAMADAN Over one billion Muslim people worldwide observe Ramadan, a month-

long religious observance that begins on the ninth month of the Islamic 

calendar. Children will experience the beauty of Ramadan as they construct 

their own Ramadan diorama and hear the exotic sounds of live Islamic and 

Middle Eastern music to help them discover the significance of song and 

prayer in the holiday.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-31 P-I COLUMBUS DAY With the discovery of an ancient diary, two children learn what drove 

Columbus to explore the unknown, who helped him in his journey, and 

what he found once he arrived in the new world. Guided by Columbus 

himself, the children see how the explorer went from working in his 

father's weaving shop to accidentally discovering the Americas. Through 

this tour of Columbus' life students will learn the importance of his 

journeys and why we honor him in October.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-4 P-I A CHARLIE BROWN 

THANKSGIVING

Relates the fun-filled story of a Thanksgiving Dinner with all the Peanuts 

characters.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-5 P-I ROSH HASHANAH Leslie Pepper invites her best friend, Emily, to share her family's 

observance of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year. Emily learns that 

Jewish people across the globe celebrate this holiday each year. Common 

customs of Rosh Hashanah introduced.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-6 P-I YOM KIPPUR Video uses a story of twin boys who switch classes in school to teach 

students about the importance and significance of Yom Kippur.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-7 P-I CASPER'S HALLOWEEN A happy Halloween is no trick for Casper! Your students will enjoy these 

four bewitching cartoons. Includes To Boo or Not to Boo, Which is Witch, 

Fright Day the 13th, and, The Witching Hour.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-8 P-J DISNEY'S HAUNTED 

HALLOWEEN

Students will have fun as they discover the origins of some Halloween 

traditions. Everyone learns how "trick or treating" started, why people 

dress in costumes, and about other Halloween customs and superstitions.
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC082-9 P-I HALLOWEEN SAFETY There's no trick to having a safe Halloween. From the proper way to carve 

a pumpkin to safety-conscious costumes, Jack O'Lantern emphasizes that 

Halloween can be fun and safe when children respect other people's 

property, inspect all candy before eating it and refuse invitations from 

strangers.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-13 P-I HERE COMES SANTA CLAUS Elves, reindeer, a beautiful fairy, an ugly ogre, and Santa himself are all 

part of the enchanting adventure awaiting seven-year-old Simon when he 

travels to Santa's magical kingdom to personally deliver a very special 

Christmas wish.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-14 P-I GEORGE AND THE CHRISTMAS 

STAR

Video is an animated holiday delight with a special message for all ages. 

Story of a little boy who sets out to get a real star for his Christmas tree.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-15 P-I YES VIRGINIA, THERE IS A SANTA 

CLAUS

Story of a little girl who believed in Santa. When she was mercilessly teased 

about her belief, she wrote a letter to New York Sun editor, Frank Church. 

He responded with an eloquent editorial reassuring Virginia that her belief 

in Santa was the soul of Christmas spirit.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-16 P-I THE POLAR EXPRESS A Christmas memory of boyhood and a mysterious train ride to the North 

Pole are interpreted with care.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-17 P-I STORY OF HANUKKAH This video will acquaint students with the story of Hanukkah and with 

some of the words associated with the holiday.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-18 P-I GARFIELD CHRISTMAS Garfield spends a "purr-fectly" old-fashioned Christmas down on the farm 

where he shares great memories of holidays past.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-19 P-I GINGHAM DOG AND THE 

CALICO CAT

Amy Grant's story telling and Chet Atkins' exuberant musical score 

combine perfectly in this heartwarming story about two Christmas presents 

that fall out of Santa's sleigh and, through their example of love for each 

other, bring harmony to an entire household.
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-20 P-I NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS Words of Charles Dickens and the voice of Meryl Streep invite us to "draw 

nearer to the blazing fire" for the traditional Christmas Eve reading.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-21 P-I VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS SONGS Happy holidays begin with this sing-along program of best-loved 

Christmas songs. Harmonize with your favorite Disney cartoon characters.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-22 P-I ALVIN & THE CHIPMUNKS: A 

CHIPMUNKS CHRISTMAS

Alvin gives his cherished harmonica to a little boy and scrambles to raise 

money for a new one when he needs it for a concert.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-23 P-I HOW THE GRINCH STOLE 

CHRISTMAS

What would the holidays be without Chuck Jone's playful animated 

adaptation of Dr. Seuss timeless tale of the mean-spirited Grinch?

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-24 P-I TOM & JERRY'S NIGHT BEFORE 

CHRISTMAS

'Twas "The Night Before Christmas" and all through the house, Tom the cat 

chased Jerry the mouse. This collection includes four classic holiday 

cartoons.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-11 P-I FIRST CHRISTMAS Christmas wish of a blind shepherd boy comes true on Christmas Eve. His 

tears of joy restore his sight just in time to witness the splendor of the first 

white Christmas. Features Berlin's classic White Christmas. Narrated by 

Angela Lansbury.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-25 P-I FROSTY'S WINTER WONDERLAND During a winter snowstorm, Frosty heads back to town where he and the 

kids enjoy a fun filled snow day. Alone at night, Frosty gets lonely, 

prompting the children to build him a beautiful companion named Crystal. 

But Frosty and Crystal's happiness is soon threatened by a jealous Jack 

Frost, who decides to blow a blizzard and swipe Frosty's magic hat.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-26 P-I YEAR WITHOUT A SANTA CLAUS Will a dejected Santa Clause take the holiday off? Mrs. Claus tells the story 

of a Christmas that almost wasn't in this heartwarming story.
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-27 P-I NESTOR THE LONG-EARED 

CHRISTMAS DONKEY

The beloved song by Gene Autry, Don Primmer and Dave Burgess comes 

to life in this musical, puppet-animated program narrated by Roger Miller.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-28 P-I NUTCRACKER PRINCE Enchanting animation and the voice talents of Kiefer Sutherland, Megan 

Follows and Peter O'Toole bring to life E.T.A. Hoffman's timeless story.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-29 P-I SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO 

TOWN

Fred Astaire sings and tells the story of how Santa Claus brought laughter 

and joy to Sombertown.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-30 P-I SNUFFY, THE ELF WHO SAVED 

CHRISTMAS

Snuffy, an elderly elf, proves that it’s not how old you are, but how young 

you act when he helps Santa to finish the toys and save Christmas.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-31 P-I LITTLE DRUMMER BOY A lonely little boy discovers the greatest gift of all on a winter's night in 

Bethlehem. Voice casts includes Jose Ferrer and Greer Garson.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-32 P-I RUDOLPH THE RED-NOSED 

REINDEER

Burl Ives sings and tells the story of the North Pole's most famous reindeer 

and how he helped Santa Claus save Christmas.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-33 P-I FROSTY THE SNOWMAN Animated video narrated by Jimmy Durante is an American classic. When 

Frosty the Snowman is accidently brought to life, he must weather a storm 

of adventures and the dastardly plans of an evil magician before he can 

find safety and happiness at the North Pole.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-34 P-I HAPPY NEW YEAR, CHARLIE 

BROWN

Out with the old, in with the new! It's almost time for the big year-end 

party planned by Marcie and Peppermint Patty. The new year may be 

approaching, but some things stay the same for Charlie Brown. Don't fall 

asleep, Charlie Brown!

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-35 P-I CHRISTMAS CAROL, A This 1938 version is a screen and video classic. Presents the story of Bob 

Cratchit and Ebenezer Scrooge in its original movie version.
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-36 P-I MICKEY'S CHRISTMAS CAROL Mickey Mouse stars as Bob Cratchit along with Scrooge McDuck as the 

miserly Ebenezer Scrooge, Goofy as the accident-prone spirit of Jacob 

Marley, Jiminy Cricket as the Ghost of Christmas past, and guest 

appearances from a host of other Disney favorites! Then go behind the 

scenes at Disney studios for a glimpse into the creation of this animated 

classic.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-37 P-I MULTICULTURAL CHRISTMAS: 

HOLIDAY FACTS & FUN

A multicultural Christmas, aimed at primary and intermediate students, 

profiles five families of different ethnicity, and shows how they celebrate 

the holiday. The families prepare Christmas foods, decorate their homes, 

sing songs, and participate in special activities.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-38 P-I HANUKKAH: HOLIDAY FACTS & 

FUN

As the program opens, the Zimmerman family is seen preparing for 

Hanukkah. The narrator explains that Hanukkah, celebrated for eight days 

each year, is a happy time for members of the Jewish faith. 

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-39 P-I THE BEST CHRISTMAS PAGEANT 

EVER

Beware the Herdmans! They're the nastiest, dirtiest kids you could ever 

meet and they've just decided they belong in this year's pageant.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-4 P-I ONE MAGIC CHRISTMAS Mary Steenburgen plays Ginny Grainger, a young mother who rediscovers 

the joy of Christmas thanks to her daughter Abbie, and Abbie's guardian 

angel, Gideon. Sure to touch your heart and warm your soul.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-40 P-I THE HOUSE WITHOUT A 

CHRISTMAS TREE

Brighten up the holiday season with a tender, uplifting story of a father and 

daughter who discover that love and understanding are the greatest gifts of 

all.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-41 P-I ANNABELLE'S WISH A lovable calf named Annabelle born on Christmas Eve has a very special 

wish...to fly like one of Santa's reindeer. A true holiday classic about 

unselfish giving filled with music and magic that will warm your family's 

hearts for years to come.
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-42 P THE STAR OF CHRISTMAS 

(VEGGIE TALES)

Find out in this hilarious, action-packed adventure which teaches that it's 

the true story of God's love that shows us how to love one another--at 

Christmas time and throughout the year!

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-43 P-I SANTA'S CHRISTMAS SNOOZE This delightful fantasy focuses on a bear that doesn't get along with the 

other animals that live in harmony in a nearby mountain village. As his 

neighbors joyously wait for Christmas, the bear decides to cast a sleeping 

spell on Santa Claus to forever postpone his arrival.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-47 P-I MACCABEES: THE STORY OF 

HANUKKAH (ANIMATED HERO 

SERIES)

Greek sports and culture have won over many Jews, leading them to 

abondon their old ways. Now they must bow down and accept the Greek 

gods...or die! Some submit, but not the Maccabees, a small group true to 

the faith of their fathers. These heroes did more than defeat a Greek army 

long ago. In defending their right to worship as they believed, despite 

political opposition, they gained a lasting victory for people around the 

world.  

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-48 I-J CINCO DE MAYO: HOLIDAY 

FACTS & FUN

This program discusses the holiday celebrated by Mexicans and Mexican 

Americans called "Cinco de Mayo" remembering Mexico's victory over 

French soldiers in 1862.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-49 I-J KWANZAA: HOLIDAY FACTS & 

FUN

This video tells about the African holiday, Kwanzaa - a time when people 

of African descent remember famous Blacks, and more.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-5 P JIMINY CRICKET'S CHRISTMAS Features an all-star animated cast for this celebration of yuletide fun. 

Donald Duck, Chip and Dale, and Mickey Mouse all share in the fun.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-50 I-J ST. PATRICK'S DAY: HOLIDAY 

FACTS & FUN

This film tells the history of St. Patrick's Day, the ways the day is 

celebrated, Irish customs, and more.
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-51 P-I SILENT NIGHT Christmas is near and the tiny Ice Fairy comes bringing a little magic into 

everyone's heart. When she accidentally drops her wand on a snowman, he 

magically comes to life. The confused but loveable snowman wonders 

about the small town and causes chaos everywhere he goes. With Bing 

Crosby singing White Christmas and Silent Night, the whole family will 

enjoy this story of a magical snowman.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-52 P-I NATIONAL OBSERVANCES Topics featured include: Veteran's Day, Memorial Day, Labor Day, Election 

Day & Voting, and Independence Day.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-53 I-H A CHRISTMAS CAROL 

(RESTRICTED) 

George C. Scott stars in this critically acclaimed version of Charles Dickens' 

holiday classic in which one man discovers the true meaning of Christmas. 

Christmas elicits nothing more than "Bah, humbug!" from Ebenezer 

Scrooge, a miser whose sole pursuit of financial success has left him a bitter 

and lonely man. But a Christmas Eve visit from the Ghosts of Christmas 

Past, Present and Future ultimately teaches him to open his hear to the 

spirit of Christmas and to the joys of friends and family.

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-54 I-H THE GIFT OF LOVE Played against the tapestry of early 1900's New York City, this touching 

tale of selflessness brings 0. Henry's Christmas valentine lovingly to the 

screen. A wealthy orphan is dutifully resigned to an arranged-for-marriage 

to a man of "socially acceptable class", when her heaart is captured by a 

young Swiss immigrant. Within her heart she wages the struggle to fulfill 

her relative's expectations, and yet to find for herself that most precious of 

all joys, "The Gift of Love."

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-55 P-I THE WILD CHRISTMAS REINDEER A marvelously original Christmas story in which Santa asks Teeka to get 

his reindeer ready to fly on Christmas Eve. Teeka is both excited and 

worried because she has never worked with the reindeer before, and 

they've been running wild and free on the tundra. Can she ever get them 

ready to pull Santa's sleigh in time?
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HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-57 P VERY MERRY CRICKET Entire population of New York stops to listen to a cricket play "Silent 

Night" on his wings. Chester the Cricket and his animal friends turn New 

York into a Christmas wonderland

HOLIDAYS - GENERAL VC083-7 P-I CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS NEAR 

AND FAR

Relates the origins of many Christmas customs. Children of German, 

Swedish, Mexican, Italian and Chinese descent enact typical Christmas 

celebrations of those countries.

KIT - ART APPRECIATION K0233 P-H ART START (32 color slides and 1 book) Here is a unique new activities program 

designed to introduce students in grades 3-9 the classic art of the ages, from 

the Stone Age to Modern Art, art of the Americas, art of the Middle and Far 

East, and art of Africa.

KIT - DINOSAURS & FOSSILS K0237 I-H FOSSIL COLLECTION (15 pieces) The specimens in this collection come from a wide area of North 

America, and the world. Ages range from about 1 million to 500 million 

years. References are made to the standard Geologic Time Scale.

KIT - GEOLOGY K0238 J-H ROCKS AND MINERALS (50 pieces) Kit contains Rock Forming Minerals, Ores of Common Metals, 

Gem Minerals, Igneous Rocks, Metamorphic Rocks, and Sedimentary 

Rocks.

KIT - MAPS & GLOVES K0230 I-H MAPS ON FILE                                                                                                                                                                                 

(REPRODUCIBLE HANDOUTS)

A total of 293 World Maps and Regions, including Africa,  Asia,  Australia 

and Oceania, Europe,  North and Central America and the Caribbean,  

South America,  Canadian Provinces, and  The United States.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

KIT - SMOKING K0261 J-H SMOKER’S ROULETTE Roulette Wheel

KIT - SMOKING K0262 J-H MR. GROSS MOUTH (Assemble Kit) This model illustrates the consequences of chewing tobacco, 

such as oral cancer, gum disease, cavities and loss of teeth.

KIT - SMOKING K0263 J-H INFLATABLE CIGARETTE Lists brand of cigarettes and the amount of tar, nicotine and carbon 

monoxide found in cigarettes, identifies major toxic agents in cigarette 

smoke.
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KIT - SMOKING K0264 J-H SMOKING IS GRIM BUSINESS-

SMOKING FACTS

1 Laminated Smoking is Grim Business                                                                                                                                                               

1 Chart 36 Grim Tobacco Facts                                                                                                                                                                                       

1 Erasable pen for daily chart maintenance                                                                                                                                                               

1 Master copy for Test Your Tobacco I.Q.                                                                                                                                                                  

1 Master copy for Letter to Parents                                                                                                                                                                          

1 List of sources for Grim Tobacco Facts

KIT - SMOKING K0265 J-H CONSEQUENCES OF SMOKING 

DISPLAY

Display contains life-size model of internal organs affected by smoking-

related diseases.

KIT - SMOKING K0268 J-H TOBACCO, BIOLOGY AND 

POLITICS - VIDEO/BOOKLET

By showing young people interacting with young people, this video 

reaches today's youth on their level. This video includes important subjects, 

such as how cigarettes affect, brain, activity, behavioral aspects, cancer, 

lung disease, reproductive effects, effects on aging, effects on nonsmokers 

and other effects of tobacco use.

KIT - SMOKING K0320 J-H DANGERS OF SMOKING (Game Board) 

KIT - SMOKING K0321 J-H QUESTION QUEST (Game Board) Health and Tobacco Game

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR DVD018-6 P-J SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK: 

GRAMMAR

Specifically designed for classroom use. DVD features includes these great 

songs correlated to educational standards: Unpack Your Adjectives, Lolly, 

Lolly, Lolly, Get Your Adverbs Here; Conjunction Junction; Interjections; 

Verb: That's What's Happening; A Noun Is a Person, Place or Thing; Busy 

Prepositions.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR DVD019-1 P-I DESCRIPTIVE WORDS & PHRASES Explore the world of adjectives, words that describe nouns, like "blue", 

"large", "loud", or "squishy", the, "near", or "clumsily". Learn how to 

enhance sentences using prepositions and prepositional phrases. Along the 

way, the kids learn rules for identifying and using these descriptive tools, 

as well as some very helpful exceptions to the rules. Use adjectives, 

adverbs, and prepositions to fill in the blanks in a fun word game.
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LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR DVD019-2 P-I NOUNS Children will enjoy following along with the Wordswork team as they 

discover that nouns can be common or proper, singular or plural. The hunt 

for knowledge about nouns leads our kids to the truth about creating the 

possessive form of nouns and replacing nouns with pronouns.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR DVD019-3 P-I PUNCTUATION The Wordswork staff is on a mission to tackle tiny symbols that help make 

our writing more clear, punctuation! The team digs through the writing 

samples submitted to their literary magazine to uncover the rules of 

punctuation. They discover that punctuation marks are special road signs 

that help control word traffic in our sentences, stories and letters.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR DVD019-4 P-I SENTENCES In Sentences, kids learn that there are four distinct kinds of sentences: 

statements, questions, commands and exclamations. Filled with clear 

explanations, kids will find helpful examples and simple tests to 

distinguish a complete sentence form an incomplete sentence. Sentences 

wraps up with a fun word game that lets the kids put their sentence 

knowledge to use!

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR DVD019-5 P-I VERBS Kids learn the rules for changing the tense of action words, placing them in 

the past, present, or future, and they use simple tests to tell if a word is 

really a verb.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-10 P-I PUNTUATION The Words work staff is on a mission to tackle those tiny symbols that help 

make our writing more clear - punctuation! The team digs through the 

writing samples submitted to their literary magazine to uncover the rules 

of punctuation. They discover that punctuation marks like commas, 

periods and quotation marks are special road signs that help control word 

traffic in our sentences, stories and letters.
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LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-11 P-I NOUNS In NOUNS, young viewers will enjoy following along with the Words 

work team as they discover that nouns can be common or proper, singular 

or plural. The hunt for knowledge about nouns leads our kids to the truth 

about creating the possessive form of nouns and replacing nouns with 

pronouns.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-12 P-I DESCRIPTIVE WORDS & PHRASES Explore the world of adjectives - words that describe nouns, like 'blue,' 

large,” loud,' or 'squishy,' and adverbs - words that describe verbs, like 

'slowly,' then,” near,' or 'clumsily.' Our editors really get expressive when 

they learn how to enhance sentences using prepositions and prepositional 

phrases. Along the way, the kids learn rules or identifying and using these 

descriptive tools, as well as some very helpful exceptions to the rules.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-13 P-I ENGLISH GRAMMAR: NOUNS, 

PRONOUNS & ADJECTIVES

The Standard Deviants start you off with grammar basics, then move on to 

three meaty parts of speech: the noun, which is a person, place, thing or 

idea; the pronoun, which takes the place of a noun; and the adjective, 

which describes or modifies a noun.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-14 P-I ENGLISH GRAMMAR: ALL ABOUT 

THE VERB

Get ready for action, because it's verbs, verbs! The Standard Deviants 

introduce you to a baker's dozen of verb tenses, including the simple tense, 

the perfect tense, the progressive tense, and the perfect progressive tense! 

It's great to conjugate, so don't be late for this date.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-15 P-I ENGLISH GRAMMAR: ADVERBS, 

PREPOSITIONS, & 

CONJUGATIONS

The Standard Deviants explain verbal, which are verb forms that function 

as some other type of speech in a sentence. Then it's four more parts of 

speech: adverbs, which describe verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs; 

prepositions, which show relationships between other words; conjunctions, 

which provide transitions within sentences; and interjections, which are 

words that express emotion or surprise.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-16 P-I ENGLISH GRAMMAR: 

EXAMINING THE SENTENCE

Sentence time! The Standard Deviants look at simple sentences, complex 

sentences, and compound sentences, as well as how phrases and objects 

work within sentences.
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LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-17 P-I ENGLISH GRAMMAR: AGREEING 

WITH GRAMMAR

The Standard Deviants discuss how a word that usually works as one part 

of speech can be put to use as another part of speech, which includes using 

nouns as verbs, and verbs as nouns. Then it's time to tackle proper 

agreement in grammar, including subject/verb agreement and proper 

agreement between nouns and articles.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-18 P-I ENGLISH GRAMMAR: GRAMMAR 

FOLLIES

The Standard Deviants look at sentence problems, including sentence 

fragments, comma splices, and run-on sentences. Then we examine 

common grammatical traps, such as tense shifts, vague pronoun references, 

and faulty parallels. We'll wrap things up with a look at acceptable 

grammar "errors" - like the use of contractions, splitting infinitives, and 

using prepositions at the end of sentences.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-2 P-I AND FOR COMPOUND NOUNS 

AND VERBS/ADJECTIVES/AND 

BUT/WHEN, WHERE, HOW 

INFORMATION

Contains:  sentence combining techniques using AND for compound 

subjects, objects, and verbs; capitalization uses a capital letter to start a 

sentence; punctuation using a period; spelling word WEDNESDAY.                                                                                                              

Contains : using adjectives; using a capital letter to start a sentence; using a 

period to end a statement; spelling word CAUGHT.                                                                                                                                                             

Contains : using AND and BUT in compound sentences; capitalization of a 

proper noun or title; using commas before AND and BUT; spelling word 

THOUGHT. Contains : adding when, where, and how information to the 

base sentence; capitalizing the names of the days and months; using a 

comma between the day and the year in the date; spelling word 

FEBRUARY.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-3 P-I CLAUSES INTRODUCED BY WHO 

OR THAT/PREPOSITION AL 

PHRASES INTRODUCED BY WITH 

/ PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES

Contains:  adding clauses introduced by WHO or THAT to a base sentence; 

using the question mark and the exclamation point; spelling word FRIEND.                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Contains : using prepositional phrases introduced by WITH; using a comma 

after an introductory yes or no; spelling word THEIR.                                                                                  

Contains : adding prepositional phrases to a base sentence; capitalizing the 

name of a city and state; putting a comma between city and state; spelling 

word HIKING.                                                                                                                                                                                         

Contains:  a review of the first seven lessons; spelling word WORLD.
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LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-4 P-I WHEN, AFTER AND 

BEFORE/BECAUSE, IF, AND 

ALTHOUGH/INFINITIVE AND 

PARTICIPLE 

PHRASES/APPOSITIVE

Contains:  using the subordinating conjunctions WHEN, AFTER, and 

BEFORE; capitalizing the pronoun I, spelling word BELIEVE.                                           

Contains:  using subordinate conjunctions because, if, and although; using 

an apostrophe in a contraction; spelling word BECAUSE.                                       

Contains : using infinitive and participial phrases, using an apostrophe to 

show possession; spelling word ANY.                                                                                                                                           

Contains : using appositives; using commas to set off an appositive; spelling 

word YESTERDAY.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-5 P-I COMMAS AND THE 

CONJUNCTION AND/THAT IN A 

NOUN CLAUSE

Contains:  using commas and the conjunction AND in a series of phrases or 

clauses; using commas to separate a series A of phrases or clauses; spelling 

word ALWAYS.                                                                                                                                                                               

Contains : using THAT in a noun clause; capitalizing the first letters of the 

main words and underlining the title of a book; spelling word WOULD.                                                                                                                                                                          

Contains : a review of the preceding six lessons; spelling word KNEW. 

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-7 P-I PARTS OF SPEECH Students play all the part of speech to give your kids a memorable 

grammar lesson! Introduce your class to the definitions and proper use of 

nouns, pronouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives, prepositions, direct objects, 

and many more.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-8 P-I SENTENCES To be considered a sentence; those words must convey a complete thought 

and contain both a subject and a predicate. In sentences, the team learns 

that there are four distinct kinds of sentences: statement, questions, 

commands and exclamations.

LANGUAGE ARTS - GRAMMAR VC018-9 P-I VERBS In Verbs, the team searches through their stories, finding the words that 

bring sentences to life: 'run,' 'jump,' laugh!' They learn the rules for 

changing the tense of these action words, placing them in the past, present, 

or future, and they use simple tests to tell if a word is really a verb.
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LANGUAGE ARTS - SPEECH VC317-11 J-H SPEECH BASICS-PART 1 Overcome the fear of public speaking with this two video series that takes 

students through the effective techniques in preparing an exceptional 

speech. Includes stage fright, speaker's mission, types of speeches, and the 

parts of a speech.

LANGUAGE ARTS - SPEECH VC317-12 J-H SPEECH BASICS-PART 2 Overcome the fear of public speaking with this two video series that takes 

students through the effective techniques in preparing an exceptional 

speech. Includes stage fright, speaker's mission, types of speeches, and the 

parts of a speech.

LIBRARY - REFERENCE SKILLS VC025-15 P-I USING THE DEWEY DECIMAL 

SYSTEM

A library is an amazing place with books, software, videos, DVDs, 

computers, maps, pictures, and that's not all! So how can you find what 

you want among all these resources? In this video, students will gain an 

understanding of the most widely used classification system for school and 

public libraries in the world. This helpful program describes how the 

Dewey Decimal System is organized, and how students can use it 

effectively to find what they are looking for in the library.

LIBRARY - REFERENCE SKILLS VC025-16 P-I USING THE LIBRARY Students will learn that there is much more to a library than the books on 

the shelves. Student will discover what kinds of information can be found 

in a library, and how libraries organize their materials. Students will also 

gain an appreciation for librarians as information experts who are available 

to help students navigate the world of knowledge.

LIBRARY - REFERENCE SKILLS VC025-17 P-I USING THE INTERNET The Internet is one of the most widely used tools for research. Students will 

learn about the different ways they can find information online by using 

subject directories, subscription databases and specific search engines 

designed for kids. They learn how to generate effective search strategies 

and how to evaluate websites as they conduct research, as well as how to 

use the Internet safely and responsibly.
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LITERATURE VC001-47 J-H LADY, OR THE TIGER? "The Lady or the Tiger" is a famous short story written by Frank R. 

Stockton in 1882. "The Lady or the Tiger" has come into the English 

language as an allegorical (figurative mode) expression meaning an 

unsolvable problem.

LITERATURE VC005-17 H THE LEGEND OF THE KING 

(LeMORTE D'ARTHUR)

Take a trip to the possible site of Camelot. Understand the human yearning 

for heroes that has inspired medieval kings and modern democracies. Enter 

a world of chivalry, loyalty, myth and legend as we explore the fantasy of 

Camelot.

LITERATURE VC005-20 H OTHELLO: THE MOOR OF VENICE Othello presents the timeless battle of good versus evil. The sinister Lago is 

pitted against Othello, a man of honor. Yet Othello "loved not wisely, but 

too well," perhaps his tragic flaw. Lago, the classic Shakespearan 

antagonist, manipulates Othello's trust until it becomes a fit of deadly 

jealousy and rage that causes him to murder his loving wife Desdemona.

LITERATURE VC005-22 H JULIUS CAESAR Decades after its release, Julius Caesar remains one of the screen's finest 

adaptations of Shakespeare.

LITERATURE VC005-25 P-I WISHBONE: A TAIL IN TWAIN Wishbone and his gang prove that the real action can be found in their own 

backyard. Joe, David, Samantha and Wishbone want to see if the "No Name 

Grave" in Oakdales' Jackson Park is really haunted. A simple plan to cure 

warts also takes Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer (Wishbone) to the graveyard, 

where they end up witnessing a murder.

LITERATURE VC005-26 P-I WISHBONE: HOMER SWEET 

HOMER

I hate to bother you, but HELP! Lured by the tasty treats of sweet little 

Emily, I wind up a prisoner, from home. The same thing happens to 

Odysseus, the hero of Homer's The Odyssey. Join us as we team up to save 

our "home away from home”.
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LITERATURE VC005-27 P-I WISHBONE: HERCULES 

UNLEASHED

There's no time for chit-chat. Everyone's on a mission to find the perfect 

gift. Sam's dad is turning 40 and she has no idea what to get him. 

Wishbone, as Hercules, also has a few obstacles to overcome for a gift. His 

mission? Get three golden apples for the King's daughter. The Hesperides 

who guard the apples and the fierce dragon who guards the Hesperides 

could cause a few problems.

LITERATURE VC005-28 P-I WISHBONE: TWISTED TAIL Do you ever feel all alone, with no friends? Well, so do I when I play the 

hero of Charles Dickens' Oliver Twist. Oliver is an orphan, and in his day, 

it was like being a stray with no I.D. tag. Oliver finds trouble when he 

meets a "friend" name the Artful Dodger and begins a life of crime.

LITERATURE VC005-29 P-I WISHBONE: THE PRINCE AND 

THE POOCH

Victory seems impossible. We need a hero! Without their best player, Joe 

and David will help to defeat their big rivals in an upcoming soccer 

tournament. Samantha steps in. Can she save the day? Sam follows in the 

footsteps of the bravest of brave heroines: Joan of Arc.

LITERATURE VC005-30 P-I WISHBONE: BONE OF ARC Remember this advice: "Be careful what you wish for...you just might get 

it." My boy Joe makes a wish he'll regret. Joe's a good player, but he runs 

into trouble when he brags that he's a great coach.

LITERATURE VC005-40 P TALES OF BEATRIX POTTER Now Beatrix Potter's classic bedtime tales come to life in this collection of 

favorites. Featuring six tales: The Tale of Peter Rabbit, The Tale of Two Bad 

Mice, The Tale of Tom Kitten, The Tale of Jeremy Fisher, The Tale of 

Benjamin Bunny, and The Story of Miss Moppet.

LITERATURE VC006-1 H WALT WHITMAN: POET FOR A 

NEW AGE

Study of this poet involves students in many areas of human experience 

and expression. Video reveals the cosmic consciousness of Whitman, his 

strong belief in democracy, his belief in the mystical truths of life and 

death, his distaste for war, and his concern for privacy of love.

LITERATURE VC006-2 J POETS AND POETRY Video discusses different types of poetry and includes some recitations of 

famous poems. 
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LITERATURE VC006-5 P MOTHER GOOSE TREASURY 2 One, Two Buckle My Shoe; Little Bo Peep; Queen of Hearts; Here We Go 

Round the Mulberry Bush; There Was an Old Woman Who Lived in A 

Shoe; This is the House That Jack Built; I Was an Archer; I Would If I 

Could; I Knew a Little Person; Star Light, Star Bright.

LITERATURE VC001-1 I-J THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY 

HOLLOW

Disney's Legend of Sleepy Hollow

LITERATURE VC001-10 J-H SUMMER OF MY GERMAN 

SOLDIER

Deal with an unlikely friendship between a Jewish girl and a young soldier.

LITERATURE VC001-100 P ROSIE'S WALK AND OTHER 

STORIES

Rosie's Walk - an overeager fox stalks an innocent hen to a catchy barnyard 

tune. Charlie Needs a Cloak - Charlie, the shepherd makes a new red cloak 

to replace his old tattered one and shows how cloth is made from wool. The 

Story about Ping - The touching story of a duck that suffers the loneliness 

of abandonment before being befriended by a little boy who returns him to 

his family. The Beast of Monsieur Racine. A humorous story with French 

flavor about the friendship between a strange but harmless looking beast 

and Monsieur Racine, a member of the distinguished Academy of Science 

in Paris. 

LITERATURE VC001-102 P BERENSTAIN BEARS AND THE 

MISSING DINOSAUR BONE

Three stories, especially useful for language development, rhyming and 

thinking skills. #1 - Missing Bone: One bone is missing from the dinosaur 

exhibit at the Bear Museum. The B.Bears searches the museum and finally 

locates the bone. Done in rhyme. #2 - Bears in the Night: Fourteen different 

phrases are printed on screen and repeated as the pictures show the 

meaning of preposition. #3 - The Bear Detectives: The Case of the Missing 

Pumpkin: Done in rhyme. Papa Bear uses very different methods than his 

little bears when they all go searching for the thief of Farmer Ben's prize 

pumpkin. 

LITERATURE VC001-104 P LITTLE HOUSE "Virginia Lee Burton's Little House animated by Disney. Supports Grade 1 

reader. 
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LITERATURE VC001-105 I-H SARAH, PLAIN AND TALL The outstanding Hallmark Hall of Fame production of the Newbery Medal-

winning novel. In 1910, New Englander Sarah Wheaton (Glenn Close) 

answers an ad for a mail-order wife placed by Kansas farmer Jacob Witting 

(Christopher Walken), a widower rearing two children. She begins a 30 day 

trial period, during which love and respect gradually replace fear and 

distrust from the children and their painfully quiet father. Never cheap in 

its emotion.

LITERATURE VC001-106 I-H SKYLARK; SEQUEL TO SARAH, 

PLAIN AND TALL

This excellent sequel to Hallmark Hall of Fame's "Sarah, Plain and Tall" 

also stars Glenn Close and Christopher Walken. Written by Patricia Mac 

Lachlan, the author of the original story, "Skylark" picks up two years after 

the end of "Sarah," and follows their simple but rich life on the pioneer 

Kansas prairie. They face a drought and its consequences, such as 

dangerous flash fires, and they watch their neighbors abandon their homes 

and farms one by one. Watch "Sarah" first, though.

LITERATURE VC001-107 P-I ALEXANDER, WHO USED TO BE 

RICH LAST SUNDAY

Teaches the value of saving and spending carefully. Follows Alexander as 

he wastes away the money his grandparents gave him on a visit. Based on 

the book by Judith Viorst.

LITERATURE VC001-108 I-J BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA Jesse Aarans, a shy fifth-grader, learns about love when he strikes up a 

friendship with the new girl in town. Together, he and Leslie Burke create a 

fantasy world they call "Terabithia" in a pine forest near their farms. In this 

magical land, they share their innermost secrets and dreams. Jesse's 

friendship with Leslie changes him forever and enables him to cope with 

her unexpected death.

LITERATURE VC001-11 J-H THE PEARL This production's beautiful photography has won awards world-wide. 

Tells the story of a poor Mexican fisherman whose dreams of wealth are 

both realized and shattered.
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LITERATURE VC001-110 I-J A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST It is 1908 in rural Indiana. Elnora is determined to attend high school, even 

though her widowed mother Kate calls her goal a "foolish dream". Elnora 

must choose between her own dreams of a better life and her mother's 

demand that she quit school to help with the harvest.

LITERATURE VC001-111 I-J HIROSHIMA MAIDEN Ten years after the 1945 atomic bombing of Hiroshima, Japan, Miyeko 

Matsuda arrives in America. She is invited to stay at the home of the 

Bennett family while she undergoes plastic surgery for radiation burns and 

scarring. Miyeko is warmly welcomed by everyone except older son 

Johnny, who is persuaded by his friends that "this Japanese girl may be a 

spy."

LITERATURE VC001-112 I-J HOME AT LAST Billy, a streetwise kid from New York City, is sent to Nebraska and is taken 

in by a Swedish farm family, the Andersons. Initially fearful and resentful, 

Billy doesn't fit in. Not until a terrible crisis occurs does Billy realize that, 

for the first time in his life, he truly belongs and is "Home at Last"

LITERATURE VC001-113 I-J HOW TO BE A PERFECT PERSON 

IN JUST THREE DAYS

Twelve-year-old Milo Crimpley is a klutz without peer-until he enrolls in a 

bizarre crash course on how to be a perfect person. With Dr. Silverfish as 

his "fairy godfather," Milo finds the road to perfection rough going. Milo 

manages to make it through the program, only to discover that perfection 

isn't all it's cracked up to be.

LITERATURE VC001-114 I-J JACOB HAVE I LOVED Sixteen-year-old Louise Bradshaw dreams of the time when she can leave 

her isolated Chesapeake Bay fishing community and escape the shadow of 

her beautiful, confident, and talented twin sister Caroline. It takes a special 

friendship and the birth of a new set of twins on the island to help Louise 

move beyond jealousy and frustration to discover her own talents and 

goals.
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LITERATURE VC001-115 I-J MIGHTY PAWNS Based on a true incident, "The Mighty Pawns" tells a story of hope for all 

young people. Takes place in an inner-city junior high school. This story 

demonstrates that with dedication and discipline, anyone can be a winner.

LITERATURE VC001-116 I-J MIRACLE AT MOREAUX Great film for cultural diversity, friendship, and acceptance. Children 

seeking to cross German countryside are helped by nun and students at a 

private school. Setting, WWII. 

LITERATURE VC001-117 I-J WALKING ON AIR At his hydrotherapy swimming class, wheelchair-bound 12-year-old Danny 

Pearson discovers how wonderful it feels to float. Could that same feeling 

of weightlessness in outer space free him from the limits of his handicap? 

With the help of an unorthodox science teacher, Danny confronts his family 

& friends-and NASA-in a quest to achieve his dream of walking in space.

LITERATURE VC001-118 I ISLAND OF THE BLUE DOLPHINS This film adaptation of Scott O+Dell+s book is based on the true story of 

Karana, a Native American woman who was stranded for 18 years on San 

Nicolas Island, and her dramatic fight for survival. Early historic food 

preparation, tools, shelters, and events are depicted throughout the 

dramatic plot.

LITERATURE VC001-119 P-H THE WHITE SEAL Rudyard Kipling's tale beautifully and humorously narrated by Roddy 

McDowall. Join in the adventures of a very special baby seal that grows up 

to save his tribe from the cruel men who slaughter seals.

LITERATURE VC001-120 I-H ANNE OF GREEN GABLES                                                                                                                                                                     

(TWO TAPES)

Canadian actress Megan Follows, Tony Award winner Colleen Dewhurst, 

and Academy Award nominee Richard Farnsworth, give unparalleled 

performances in this critically acclaimed motion picture, based on the 

international best-selling novel. Filmed on the scenery of Prince Edward 

Island, Canada, this movie follows the provocative life drama of Anne 

Shirley, an endearing orphan, from her struggles as an adolescent to her 

triumphs as a young woman.
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LITERATURE VC001-123 P-J PRINCE CINDERS This irreverent and clever adaptation of the Cinderella story toys with the 

story writing element of the character.

LITERATURE VC001-124 P SERENDIPITY: THE PINK DRAGON Very lightly colored graphics. Too long and graphics are too light. Good if 

3rd graders have read the book. 

LITERATURE VC001-125 P BOOTSIE BARKER BITES/RUBY 

THE COPYCAT

"Bootsie Barker Bites "is good entertaining lesson in self-esteem and 

standing up for oneself.” Ruby the Copycat" is a charming story about 

learning to be you. 

LITERATURE VC001-126 P-I THE PHANTOM TOLLBOOTH Milo is a boy who is always bored. That is, until he opens the strange 

package in his room, finds what looks like a real tollbooth and passes 

through the gate on a mysterious and magical trip to the Kingdom of 

Wisdom.

LITERATURE VC001-127 P BLUEBERRIES FOR SAL This video is about a little girl named Sal, who goes out blueberry picking 

with her mother. At the same time Sal and her mother are blueberry 

picking, a mother bear and her cub are out hunting for blueberries to eat 

and fill themselves up for the winter.

LITERATURE VC001-13 J-H TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD An adaptation of Harper Lee's Pulitzer novel of life in a small Alabama 

town during the 1930's.Widowed lawyer with two small children defends 

an innocent black man accused of raping a white woman. Dramatizes racial 

hatred prevalent during the Depression.

LITERATURE VC001-130 P-I FROG AND TOAD ARE FRIENDS This video is faithful to the book in letter, appearance, and wit.

LITERATURE VC001-132 P-I THE LEGEND OF THE 

BLUEBONNET

An old Comanche legend is retold in this engaging, live-action adaptation. 

When She-Who-is-Alone sacrifices her beloved doll to save her people from 

drought and famine, she performs an act of great courage. The bluebonnet 

flower was given as a sign of forgiveness by the gods.
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LITERATURE VC001-133 P OWL MOON This story is about a little girl and her father, who go owling together on a 

moon-lit winter night. As they walk through the woods in their search for 

the great horned owl, the daughter discovers many things about how 

winter night feels, how much is said in silence, and how much can be 

learned from listening and watching.

LITERATURE VC001-136 P STREGA NONNA This story takes place in an Italian village and focuses on the magical ways 

of Strega Nonna, or Grandma Witch. When the people of the village have a 

problem they visit Strega Nonna, who has special powers.

LITERATURE VC001-137 P-I THERE'S A NIGHTMARE IN MY 

CLOSET

This video explores a child's most common fears in an entirely entertaining 

manner. This film will appeal not only to children but to everyone whose 

imagination turned their bedroom into a scary place once the lights went 

out.

LITERATURE VC001-138 P-I MOLLY'S PILGRIM This is a good story in teaching human relations. It is a warm and sensitive 

story about a young, immigrant girl and the problems in adjusting to a new 

culture. 

LITERATURE VC001-139 I-H BROTHER FUTURE "A great tool to teach about slavery. A Detroit inner-city student runs from 

police and is knocked unconscious. He "wakes up" back in time (1822) and 

history comes alive as he is taken as a slave. 

LITERATURE VC001-140 I-H BLACK BEAUTY Black Beauty has been one of the world's most beloved animal stories since 

it was first published in 1877. The story is told by its hero, a remarkable 

black horse with a white "star" on his forehead, whose joyous and 

heartbreaking life takes him from idyllic days on a country squire's estate 

to London's hard, cobblestoned street.
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LITERATURE VC001-141 P-I MOLLY'S MAGIC Molly is a special pig, hand reared by young Miles in the kitchen of the 

O'Malley farmhouse. Clever Molly's spirited ways eventually send her to 

the farmyard and then to the pig sty, but she emerges the heroine when she 

finds a solution to a problem facing Miles and Mrs. O'Malley. (Book goes 

along with video)

LITERATURE VC001-142 P THE RAINBOW FISH/DAZZLE THE 

DINOSAUR

With his coat of sparkling scales, the Rainbow Fish was the most beautiful 

fish in the sea. He was so proud of his remarkable scales, in fact, that when 

another fish asked to have one, the Rainbow Fish refused.

LITERATURE VC001-143 I SEVEN ALONE Seven Alone is the story of the Sager family and their pursuit of a better life 

in the western frontier. Disaster leaves the seven Sager children alone to 

fend for them. 

LITERATURE VC001-144 I-H STONE FOX Its 1905...12-year-old Willy, his beloved Grandpa, and dog Morgan have 

been running their Wyomingcattle ranch since the death of Willy's parents. 

When the plains are hit by a hard winter, Grandpa suffers a debilitating 

stroke. Willy is left alone to save the ranch and herd.

LITERATURE VC001-149 I-H A CRY IN THE WILD - RESTRICTED 

RATED PG

As thirteen-year-old Brian Robeson boards a plane to spend the summer 

with his dad, he never imagines his ultimate destination will be a remote 

Northern wilderness and the adventure of a lifetime! Winner of numerous 

awards, including Gold Medals from the International Family Film Society 

and the National Wildlife Association, this inspiring tale of hope and 

courage has something for everyone.

LITERATURE VC001-150 P-I HAILSTONES AND HALIBUT 

BONES

Embark on a wondrous journey into the world of color with this 

interpretation of Mary O'Neil's inspiring poetry. Her artfully chosen words 

give new depth and life to the colors of the spectrum. A perfect 

introduction to this modern classic.
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LITERATURE VC001-152 I-H FROM THE MIXED-UP FILES OF 

MRS. BASIL E. FRAN KWEILER

When young Claudia decides to run away from home to teach her parents 

a lesson in Claudia Appreciation, she plans very carefully. Securing the 

company-and financial participation-of her younger brother Jamie, Claudia 

sets out to take up residence at the Metropolitan Museum.

LITERATURE VC001-157 I-J MY TEACHER ATE MY 

HOMEWORK

Jesse and Cody's ordinary life in middle school becomes something 

incredibly strange when a harmless looking doll comes to life. This doll has 

a nasty attitude and now, Jesse and Cody have to send this creepy creature 

with bad manners back to where it came from. Only the doll has evil plans 

of its own as they race to cancel a spell before the full moon rises. Based on 

J.R. Black's Shadowzone series of books for kids.

LITERATURE VC001-158 P-I HORTON HATCHES THE EGG Horton the Elephant gets a bit more than he bargained for when he agrees 

to help out Mayzie the lazy bird. While she takes a "short" vacation, he sits 

on her egg, enduring all sorts of terrible things. Narrated by Billy Crystal 

Plus, If I Ran the Circus.

LITERATURE VC001-159 P-I YERTLE THE TURTLE & OTHER 

STORIES

Narrated by John Lithgow. Also features Gertrude McFuzz and the Big 

Brag. Follow ambitious Yertle the Turtle as he climbs to the highest heights 

on the backs of his turtle subjects in order to expand his kingdom.

LITERATURE VC001-16 I-J WHERE THE RED FERN GROWS True story of Oklahoma Ozark boy determined to train two coon hounds 

despite poverty, danger, risk, and tragedy. It covers depression-era rural 

life, coming of age and importance of determination, love, and loyalty.

LITERATURE VC001-160 I-H THE SIGN OF THE BEAVER (PART 

1)

Seeking a new and promising life in the wilderness of 1786 Maine, a father 

reluctantly leaves his 13 year old son to protect their claim until he can 

return with the rest of the family. As outside forces delay the father's 

return, the young boy is befriended by a tribe of Indians who teach him 

life's most important lessons about survival, trust, and loyalty.
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LITERATURE VC001-161 I-H THE SIGN OF THE BEAVER (PART 

2)

Seeking a new and promising life in the wilderness of 1786 Maine, a father 

reluctantly leaves his 13 year old son to protect their claim until he can 

return with the rest of the family. As outside forces delay the father's 

return, the young boy is befriended by a tribe of Indians who teach him 

life's most important lessons about survival, trust, loyalty and hope.

LITERATURE VC001-162 I-H THE WAR OF THE WORLDS H.G. Wells' chilling novel of the Invasion of the Earth by Martians and his 

observations dealing with panic and destruction become even more 

frightening when translated to the cinema.

LITERATURE VC001-163 P-I WILLY WONKA & THE 

CHOCOLATE FACTORY

Gene Wilder and Jack Albertson star in this live-action adventure based on 

Roald Dahl's book. This video is a scrumptious treat coated with 

captivating tunes.

LITERATURE VC001-165 P-I THE LITTLE ENGINE THAT 

COULD

Climb aboard as toys and trains magically come to life in the enchanting, 

fully animated film of this heartwarming children's classic! For generations, 

children have learned an inspiring lesson in the power of self-

determination as they cheer for the heroic Little Engine and take to heart 

her indelible rallying cry, "I think I can, I think I can, I think I can!"

LITERATURE VC001-166 P-I RUNAWAY RALPH Out on the open road, Ralph has a string of fur-raising adventures. Bruised 

and limping, he survives an encounter with a behemoth camper truck, only 

to fall prey to Catso, the resident cat at Happy Acres Summer Camp. 

Rescued from Catso, Ralph is put in a cage on diet of (yecchhh!) green 

pellets.

LITERATURE VC001-167 P-I THE MOUSE AND THE 

MOTORCYCLE

Stuck at a rundown hotel for the weekend, young Keith finds his prized toy 

motorcycle missing. The unlikely thief is an adventurous and rather 

careless young mouse named Ralph! With Keith's permission, Ralph takes 

the motorcycle out for a spin--to 'open it up; see what it'll do'--and roars off 

on a series of exciting and dangerous adventures.
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LITERATURE VC001-168 P-I ANNA AND THE KING The wonderful story of Anna and the King is brought to life with 

spectacular animation to entertain young and old alike. When a widowed 

English schoolteacher, Anna Leonowens, and her 12 year old son, Louis, 

travel to Siam in the 1860's, they begin the adventure of a lifetime.

LITERATURE VC001-169 I-H THE TIME MACHINE Hop aboard for the ultimate trip-into the year 802,701 A.D.! H .G. Well's 

amazing vision of the future materializes on screen in the Time Machine, 

one of the best science fiction films ever made. It won an Academy Award 

for its extraordinary special effects. Rod Taylor stars as a young scientist 

whose ingenious machine propels him to a civilization thoroughly 

devitalized by centuries of war.

LITERATURE VC001-17 J-H OF MICE AND MEN This adaptation of John Steinbeck's novel stars Randy Quaid as the simple-

minded trouble-prone giant who is befriended and protected by Robert 

Blake.

LITERATURE VC001-170 I-H FUDGE-A-MANIA Get ready for wacky, non-stop adventure as ten-year-old Peter Hatcher and 

his irrepressible little brother "Fudge" turn a quiet, seaside village into a 

rollicking, summer playground!

LITERATURE VC001-173 P-I THE BIG RED BARN Barnyard animals are introduced in charming rhyme from Margaret Wise 

Brown's popular book. 

LITERATURE VC001-178 I-J THE LION, THE WITCH, AND THE 

WARDROBE: PART 1

In a strange castle in the English countryside, four children open the door 

of an old wardrobe-and find themselves transported to the magical 

kingdom of Narnia!

LITERATURE VC001-178.1 I-J THE LION, THE WITCH AND THE 

WARDROBE: PART 2

In a strange castle in the English countryside, four children open the door 

of an old wardrobe-and find themselves transported to the magical 

kingdom of Narnia!

LITERATURE VC001-179 I-J THE OLD MAN AND THE SEA '90 This is a story about hope, courage and human dignity.
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LITERATURE VC001-18 J-H CALL OF THE WILD (RESTRICTED) London's classic and has been handed down by generations of readers as 

one of the greatest adventure stories ever. Rugged outdoor story of the sled 

dog, Buck, who, mistreated by his master, breaks free to roam the Alaskan 

wilderness. PG-rated film. Site administrator and parental permission 

required.

LITERATURE VC001-181 P-I CHOCOLATE FEVER Bob Keeshan (Captain Kangaroo) hosts this wonderful children's story 

brought to life in delightful animation. The laughs are contagious when 

Henry Green comes down with a bad case of "Chocolate Fever."

LITERATURE VC001-182 P-I ALICE IN WONDERLAND The surprises begin when a daydreaming Alice encounters a White Rabbit 

who is frantically running late. She chases him and falls into the magical, 

madcap world of Wonderland.

LITERATURE VC001-183 P WESTON WOODS OFFICER 

BUCKLE AND GLORIA

Officer Buckle travels from school to school, giving children tips and advice 

on how to keep safe. The trouble with Officer Buckle's speeches is that they 

are just too boring! When Gloria, the police dog, accompanies him to school 

things change especially when Gloria gives a solo performance.

LITERATURE VC001-185 P PEPPER AND ALL THE LEGS Pepper, a dachshund, has very short legs. He is so short that he can only 

see legs--table legs, chair legs, and people legs. Pepper is adopted by a 

family that lives on a farm. He likes his new family, but every night when 

they go to bed they disappear upstairs. Pepper tries to climb the stairs but 

his legs are too short. There, his troubles begin. In the end, short legs and 

all, he learns to be proud of himself, even if he dreams of having long legs.

LITERATURE VC001-189 P THE GARDNER It's the middle of the Great Depression and Lydia Grace's father has lost his 

job. Lydia Grace must move from her country home to the city to live with 

her uncle Jim and help him in his bakery.

LITERATURE VC001-19 H RED BADGE OF COURAGE Stirring tale of action in American Civil War.
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LITERATURE VC001-192 I-H MATT'S MILLION What would you do with a million dollars? Twelve year old Matt Collins is 

about to find out! When an unexpected check arrives in the mail in the sum 

of one million dollars, the world, as he knew it, turns upside down for 

young Matt.

LITERATURE VC001-194 P CIRCUS Trapeze artists, clowns, animal trainers--every member of the circus must 

perform a variety of jobs to keep the show running smoothly. This colorful 

video focuses on the diverse elements that combine to produce "the greatest 

show on earth.

LITERATURE VC001-197 P THE KEEPING QUILT This heartwarming story traces the history of a quilt over the course of a 

century. 

LITERATURE VC001-199 P-I MOUSE SOUP To avoid a terrible fate, Mouse weaves one tale after another - all leading to 

his escape, with original songs and music. It features the voice of Buddy 

Hackett as the mouse.

LITERATURE VC001-2 J-H TALE OF TWO CITIES Based on Charles Dickens' great novel, this is a tale of turbulent times-the 

French Revolution. It is a story of two men in love with the same woman. 

Starring: Ronald Colman and Basil Rathbone.

LITERATURE VC001-200 P-I THE MARZIPAN PIG The marzipan pig has fallen, unnoticed, behind the sofa, and is eaten by a 

mouse. The pig's sweetness and his thoughts are transferred to the mouse, 

then to the owl that eats the mouse, starting a chain of events which comes 

full circle by the story's end.

LITERATURE VC001-201 P CAT IN THE HAT PLUS ANOTHER 

SEUSS STORY

America's favorite frisky feline - the Cat in the Hat - is brought to life in this 

video version of the phenomenally popular story. Also features Maybe You 

Should Fly A Jet! Maybe You Should Be A Vet! For kids of all ages who are 

wondering what to be when they grow up, this story offers some 

wonderfully wacky suggestions.
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LITERATURE VC001-202 P ONE FISH, TWO FISH, RED FISH, 

BLUE FISH

"From there to here, from here to there, funny things are everywhere". A 

captivating Dr. Seuss journey they out of the ordinary. Features Oh, The 

Thinks You Can Think! and The Foot Book.

LITERATURE VC001-203 I-H CAPTAIN'S COURAGEOUS Robert Urich stars in this high-seas adventure based on Rudyard Kipling's 

classic novel. Bratty millionaire orphan Harvey Cheyne, Jr. is about to find 

out privilege doesn't count for much on a busy fishing boat. This classic 

story is about a rich boy's coming-of-age on the high seas.

LITERATURE VC001-204 I-H CHARLY (RESTRICTED) Cliff Robertson and Claire Bloom star in this adaptation of Daniel Keyes' 

novel "Flowers for Algernon." Academy Award Winner

LITERATURE VC001-205 J-H STAND AND DELIVER 

(RESTRICTED)

Based on a true story, Jaime Escalante is high school mathematics teacher in 

a Hispanic neighborhood. Convinced that his students have potential, he 

adopts unconventional teaching methods to try and turn students into 

some of the country's top algebra and calculus students.

LITERATURE VC001-206 P-I THUNDER CAKE Ms. Polacco's vivid memories of her grandmother's endearing answers to a 

child's fear, accompanied by her bright fold-art illustrations, turn a 

frightening thunderstorm into an adventure and a celebration.

LITERATURE VC001-208 P-I MY SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN This live-action adventure tells the story of a boy who emulates his idol, 

Henry David Thoreau, based on the book by Jean Craighead George.

LITERATURE VC001-209 I-H OCTOBER SKY In Coal wood, West Virginia 1957, coal mining is king and no one can 

escape life underground. But when high schooler Homer Hickman, Jr. sees 

the Soviet satellite Sputnick streak overhead, he aims for the stars and a 

new destiny in this incredible true story of hope, determination and 

triumph.
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LITERATURE VC001-21 H THE GREAT GATSBY  

(RESTRICTED)

Fitzgerald's Jazz Age faithfully filmed in this story of Jay Gatsby and the 

rich Daisy Buchanan. Robert Redford, Mia Farrow. PG-rated. Site and 

parental permission is required.

LITERATURE VC001-212 P THERE WAS AN OLD LADY WHO 

SWALLOWED A FLY

Fresher and more hilarious than ever is everyone's favorite poem about the 

silly old lady with the ever-expanding stomach who swallowed everything 

from a fly to a cat to a cow to a horse. Narrated and sung by Cyndi Lauper.

LITERATURE VC001-22 H FAHRENHEIT 451 Ray Bradbury's best-selling science fiction masterpiece about a future 

without books takes on a chillingly realistic dimension in this film classic.

LITERATURE VC001-24 P-J PRINCE AND THE PAUPER This is a story of a young prince and a pauper who switch roles. It will 

delight students with its mistaken identities, mad chases, court intrigue, 

and medieval splendor.

LITERATURE VC001-25 P-I OLD YELLER Heartwarming story of love and devotion begins when a big yellow dog 

strays onto a Texas homestead. The pioneering family finds that their lives 

are profoundly affected by this new and loyal friend.

LITERATURE VC001-26 P THE AMAZING BONE This is a story about a pig named Pearl who finds an amazing bone. She 

takes the bone home. All sorts of amazing things happen to her on her way 

home.

LITERATURE VC001-28 P CORDUROY Corduroy is a stuffed bear that waits patiently on a store shelf for someone 

to buy him. He embarks on a mission to find his missing button. At last he 

finds his long-sought home with a young girl.

LITERATURE VC001-31 P MAKE WAY FOR DUCKLINGS In this tale of family life, Mrs. Mallard leads her ducklings through the 

streets of Boston to their home in the Public Garden.
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LITERATURE VC001-32 P REALLY ROSIE Rosie sweeps the Nutshell Kids into the beam of her spotlight as they 

perform in Rosie's pretend movie. Maurice Sendak's poems are sung by 

Carole King, helping Rosie and her friends sing and dance their way to 

stardom.

LITERATURE VC001-35 P WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE Max, a small boy, is being punished in his room. There he sails to a world 

inhabited by weird creatures which he tames and reigns over as king. His 

yearning for the safe warm place he left behind leads him back to reality.

LITERATURE VC001-38 P-I HARRY, THE DIRTY DOG Harry, a white dog with black spots, hides his scrub brush whenever he 

thinks he's going to get a bath. Through the story of Harry, children will 

learn the importance of personal cleanliness.

LITERATURE VC001-39 I-J BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA Story of a special friendship between a farm boy and a city girl. 

LITERATURE VC001-40 J-H MONKEY'S PAW Tells the story of an old couple whose wish to have their dead son returned 

to them is granted by a mysterious monkey's paw.

LITERATURE VC001-49 J ALL SUMMER IN A DAY Based on the short story by Ray Bradbury, video is set on a planet where 

the sun shines for just a few minutes once every nine years. The story 

involves a young girl who is locked in a closet during the sun's rare 

appearance. Video reveals the destructive nature of thoughtlessness and 

cruelty, and emphasizes the importance of forgiveness.

LITERATURE VC001-5 P GOLDENBOOK VIDEO Three cartoons for very young children: Gingerbread Man, Goldilocks and 

Three Bears, & Three Little Pigs

LITERATURE VC001-50 P-I CHARLOTTE'S WEB E.B. White's beloved story of friendship becomes a classic animated musical 

for the whole family. The classic story, tells of the miracle of birth, of 

friendship, and of death.
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LITERATURE VC001-51 P-I BEN AND ME Youngsters will delight in the adventures of Amos, a poor Philadelphia 

church mouse, who befriends Benjamin Franklin and guides him to 

greatness.

LITERATURE VC001-54 J THE OUTSIDERS  (RESTRICTED) With excellent imagery and intensity, video captures the emotional essence 

of how it feels to be caught between childhood's innocence and adulthood's 

disillusionment. Video gives an inside, close-up look at the tumult of 

adolescence. (Restricted)

LITERATURE VC001-56 I-H THE ADVENTURES OF TOM 

SAWYER ‘38

This is a 1938 version of Tom Sawyer. This vividly nostalgic tale of 

boyhood adventures in Missouri is timeless, combining laughter, young 

romance, and suspense into one memorable package.

LITERATURE VC001-57 P-H ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY 

FINN

Mark Twain's immortal classic of Huckleberry Finn and his adventures in 

the pre-Civil War Mississippi Valley features Mickey Rooney. Rich in color 

and the adventurous frontier experience, the full flavor of Twain's 

whimsical humor and deep understanding of human nature are movingly 

captured in this masterwork about growing up.

LITERATURE VC001-60 P CLOUDY WITH A CHANGE OF 

MEATBALLS

Tell tale fantasy in which reliable skies over the land of Chewandswallow 

stop raining their sensible, square meals three times a day.

LITERATURE VC001-63 P CHARLIE NEEDS A CLOAK Charlie the Shepherd endeavors to make cloth from wool. He shears his 

sheep, spins the wool, weaves and dyes his cloth, and makes himself a new 

red cloak.

LITERATURE VC001-69 P-I NAPPING HOUSE Cool colors and soothing music set the mood as sleepy bodies accumulate 

on a sagging bed. The repetitive text invites young viewers to join in 

describing the wakeful flea on a slumbering mouse on a snoozing cat on a 

dozing dog--etc. All is calm until a fateful itch intervenes.

LITERATURE VC001-74 P THREE LITTLE PIGS The traditional tale of the hungry wolf and three little pigs.
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LITERATURE VC001-76 J-H CASK OF AMONTILLADO Revenge is the motive behind an unspeakable crime in this classic horror 

story by Edgar Allan Poe. Slighted, injured, and insulted, a young man 

exacts his revenge by luring his enemy into the family vaults.

LITERATURE VC001-77 I-H RANSOM OF RED CHIEF Story of two inept kidnappers who think that snatching the banker's son in 

an Alabama town will make them some money. Sam and Bill soon find out 

that young Johnny ("Red Chief, terror of the plains") is a handful. They cut 

the kidnapping short and rush to pick up the money, but find the tables 

again turned.

LITERATURE VC001-78 P LORAX The Lorax is a loveable creature who speaks for the trees, trying to stop the 

Once-ler from destroying the forest. This important warning is geared to 

the young, with an eye towards the world they will inherit tomorrow.

LITERATURE VC001-81 H GRAPES OF WRATH A chronicle of the injustice and inhumanity encountered by the Joad family 

in their journey from the Dust Bowl of the Depression to the "promised 

land" of California, where they become migrant farm workers. Classic 

starring Henry Fonda.

LITERATURE VC001-86 P-I MISS NELSON IS MISSING Sometimes we don't appreciate things until they are gone. Miss Nelson, an 

excellent teacher, can't keep her class's attention. One day she mysteriously 

disappears, and the dreaded "Miss Swamp" takes over the class. When Miss 

Nelson reappears, her class is remarkably responsive.

LITERATURE VC001-88 P-H SCAMPER THE PENGUIN Heartwarming story of Scamper, a penguin, and his friends will help teach 

important lessons concerning our environment.

LITERATURE VC001-89 P-I SHELLEY DUVALL'S BEDTIME 

STORIES

There's A Nightmare In My Closet narrated by Michael J. Fox. There's An 

Alligator Under My Bed narrated by Christian Slater. There's Something In 

My Attic narrated by Sissy Spacek.
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LITERATURE VC001-90 P DR. SEUSS: DID I EVER TELL YOU 

HOW LUCKY YOU ARE?

Meet an assortment of ill-fated fellows, Mr. Bix, who’s Borfin goes slump 

every night, Herbie Hart who has taken his Throm-dim-bu-lator apart. Plus 

"Scrambled Eggs Super!" This includes the eggs of Grickily Gractus, and 

Mr. Strookoo Cuckoo. Its hard work gathering the eggs, but the end result 

is worth it: Scrambled Eggs Super-dee-Dooper-dee Booper, Special deluxe a-

la-Peter T. Hooper! Narrated by John Cleese.

LITERATURE VC001-92 P-H RIKKI-TIKKI-TAVI Deep in the heart of turn-of-the-century India, a young mongoose is 

adopted by a British family. "Every well-bred mongoose hopes to be a 

house mongoose someday," narrates Orson Welles-and indeed, bushy-

tailed Rikki-Tikki-Tavi does that and more in this exciting Rudyard Kipling 

classic.

LITERATURE VC001-93 P-H PATRICK'S DINOSAURS/WHAT 

HAPPENED TO PATRICK' S 

DINOSAURS?

Pleasant animation complements an enthusiastic reading by Martin Short 

of the popular Carrick stories.

LITERATURE VC001-95 P-I ALEXANDER AND THE TERRIBLE, 

HORRIBLE, NO GOOD VERY BAD 

DAY

(Animated) Everything went wrong. I went to sleep with gum in my mouth 

and woke up with gum in my hair and when I got out of bed I tripped on 

the skateboard and by mistake I dropped my sweater in the sink while the 

water was running and all that was before I even went downstairs for 

breakfast. “That does it!” I decided, “I think I’ll move to Australia.” “It’s 

been a terrible, horrible, no good, very bad day!

LITERATURE VC001-96 P-I GRANDPA A very special relationship between Emily and her Granpa is lovingly 

explored. Emily's imagination and love take her and Granpa through 

adventure after adventure.

LITERATURE VC001-99 P-I PUFF THE MAGIC DRAGON Animated (with voice of Burgess Meredith as Puff). During a trip to Honah 

Lee, Puff helps Jackie to face his fears and gain great confidence and self-

esteem. 
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LITERATURE VC002-1 P-I WIND IN THE WILLOWS J. Thaddeus Toad's mad mania for cars drives his dear friends into a 

worried frenzy--especially when Toady sells the fabulous Toad Hall for a 

red roadster. Brimming over with adventure and laughter, Kenneth 

Grahame's treasured classic is brought to life by superb animation. 

Includes cartoons Motor Mania and Trailer Horn.

LITERATURE VC002-14 P-I ELEPHANT'S CHILD Kipling's story of how the elephant got his trunk will delight your students.

LITERATURE VC002-15 P-I TALE OF PETER RABBIT/JEREMY 

FISHER

No characters are more famous than Peter Rabbit or Jeremy Fisher. Beatrix 

Potter's beloved tales come to life through Meryl Streep's narration.

LITERATURE VC002-17 H LORD OF THE FLIES Documents the chilling descent into savagery of a group of British 

schoolboys who, cut off from society, revert to brutal tribalism. Adapted 

from William Golding's novel.

LITERATURE VC002-2 J-H DON QUIXOTE This video uses unique and engaging model animation to evoke the 

masterful prose of Cervantes' classic novel. From character's human 

fallibility to quirky charm, each character's essence we captured through 

spectacular voice over’s renowned British actor Simon Callow is the voice 

of Don Quixote.

LITERATURE VC002-21 P-I BEATRIX POTTER: A PRIVATE 

WORLD

Enter the private world of this extraordinary author through the diaries she 

wrote in code as a young girl, her books, drawings and the memories of 

those who knew her. Enjoy this fascinating insight into her enigmatic life 

and discover an intriguing background behind the masterpieces she 

created.

LITERATURE VC002-3 P-I WINNIE THE POOH AND FRIENDS Disney recreates A.A. Milne's classic vision of childhood for an enchanting 

day in the Hundred Acre Wood. Pooh Bear, Piglet, Baby Roo and 

Christopher Robin’s entire menagerie join doleful Eeyore in an unexpected 

party. Also includes AD Hooked Bear, In the Bag, and Hold That Pose.
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LITERATURE VC002-31 I-H MOBY DICK Captain Ahab (Gregory Peck) has but one purpose in life - revenge on 

Moby Dick, the great white whale who maimed and disfigured him. 

Directed by John Huston.

LITERATURE VC002-32 H LES MISERABLES His crime: stealing a loaf of bread. His sentence: five years in a brutal 

prison. But resourceful Jean Valjean escapes. And grim Inspector Javert sets 

out to see that Valjean is recaptured... and that the state's cruel justice is 

served. Victor Hugo's classic work comes to powerful screen life in an 

acclaimed film set against the backdrop of barricaded streets and violent 

political upheaval in the post-Napoleonic era. Starring Richard Jordan and 

Anthony Perkins.

LITERATURE VC002-33 I-H GREAT EXPECTATIONS This is a remarkable screen version of Charles Dicken's chronicle of a 

young man's progress from lower-class urchin to gentleman of means. Pip 

would appear doomed to a hardscrabble life but his world is changed 

forever by encounters with the escaped convict Magwich and the mad Miss 

Havisham. Riches and respectability are the result, but will they be enough 

to win the hand of the lovely yet cruel Estella. Great Expectations is great 

viewing, an experience worthy of the Dickens masterpiece.

LITERATURE VC002-34 P-J THE HOBBIT The place is Middle Earth. The time is long ago, when humans shared their 

days with elves, wizards, goblins, dragons, heroes...and hobbits.

LITERATURE VC002-35 H PRIDE AND PREJUDICE It's a timeless tale of a young man's search for his own identity; struggle 

students can relate to their own lives. Raskolnikov, is a destitute student 

planning the death of a pawnbroker in this 19th century Russian detective 

story.

LITERATURE VC002-38 I-H GREAT EXPECTATIONS (VOL. 1) A novel from Charles Dickens is the story of the orphan Pip, writing about 

his life and attempting to become a gentleman along the way. The novel 

can also be considered semi-autobiographical of the Author.
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LITERATURE VC002-39 I-H GREAT EXPECTATIONS (VOL. 2) A novel by Charles Dickens is the story of the orphan Pip, writing about his 

life and attempting to become a gentleman along the way. The novel can 

also be considered semi-autobiographical of the Author, like much of his 

work, drawing on his experiences of life and people.

LITERATURE VC002-40 I-H GREAT EXPECTATIONS (VOL. 3) A novel by Charles Dickens is the story the orphan Pip, writing about his 

life and attempting to become a gentleman along the way. The novel can 

also be considered semi-autobiographical of the Author, like much of his 

work, drawing on his experiences of life and people.

LITERATURE VC002-41 I-H DEATH OF A SALESMAN 

(PRIVATE CONVERSATIONS)

Private Conversations, a feature length documentary by Christian 

Blackwood on the intensive process of bringing a classic stage work to the 

screen with a close-up look at the collaboration of Arthur Miller, Dustin 

Hoffman, and director Volker Schlondorff.

LITERATURE VC002-42 H DEATH OF A SALESMAN This production brings to life Arthur Miller's winning masterpiece. Actor 

Dustin Hoffman and others illuminate Miller's corrosive look at the dark 

side of the American dream with new insight.

LITERATURE VC002-7 P-J SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON Danger, surprises and a tropical new world greet the Robinson family after 

they are shipwrecked. Washed onto a deserted island, they must struggle 

to come to terms with an unfamiliar and frightening new way of life far 

from civilization.

LITERATURE VC002-8 P-I TREASURE ISLAND This video is as compelling and colorful as Robert Louis Stevenson's 

literary masterpiece. Embark on a journey that includes pirates, mutiny, 

sailing ships, and buried treasure.

LITERATURE VC003-2 P-H RED BALLOON A childhood fantasy with appeal for viewers of every age, it is the story of a 

lonely French boy who befriends a red balloon which follows him 

everywhere. Red Balloon is a beguiling fantasy and a touching allegory on 

the magic powers of love and friendship.
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LITERATURE VC005-1 H JULIUS CAESAR This is an adaptation of the Shakespeare play about political greed and 

corruption within the Roman empire.

LITERATURE VC006-10 J-H THE TELL-TALE HEART This is a true American classic story. Hauntingly filmed in stark black and 

white to accentuate the good vs. evil theme. Edgar Allan Poe is given credit 

for establishing the form of the modern short story, his very name being 

synonymous with the fascinating spine-tingling world of the macabre. 

Here, the viewer cannot help but be captured into Poe's carefully woven 

web of murder, investigation, and the dreadful reality of betrayal from 

within.

LITERATURE VC006-4 P MOTHER GOOSE TREASURY 1 London Bridge; Where Has Our Little Dog Gone; Little Miss Muffet; Betty 

Botter; I See the Moon; Mary, Mary; A-B-C-D; Simple Simon; Pease 

Porridge Hot.

LITERATURE VC006-6 P MOTHER GOOSE TREASURY 3 Old Mother Hubbard; Itsy, Bitsy Spider; Tom the Piper's Son; Wee Willie 

Winkie; It's Raining, It's Pouring; Jumping Joan Handy Spandy; Jack and 

Jill; Gregory Griggs; One Two Three.

LITERATURE VC006-7 J-H EMILY DICKINSON Dramatic scenarios and New England landscapes illuminate the passionate 

genius of Dickinson, whose poems represent a broad range of imaginative 

experience. Adrienne Rich, Joyce Carol Oates, and Dickinson biographer 

Richard A. Sewall comment on the poet's life and work.

LITERATURE VC007-10 P HANSEL AND GRETEL A retelling of the familiar fairytale from Germany. Hansel and Gretel are 

the young children of a poor woodcutter. The woodcutter sent Hansel and 

Gretel to the forest to collect nuts and berries because there was no more 

food or hope. 

LITERATURE VC007-100 P THE WOODCUTTER'S WISH This is a tale of the powers bestowed upon Jean-Pierre, a practical man who 

does not believe in magic, when he twice saves the life of the Wishing 

Fairy. Also included is The Amazing Gift.
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LITERATURE VC007-13 P STAN BOLOVAN To feed his hundred children, Stan becomes a dragon slayer, but finds it 

more profitable to outsmart the dragon. Folktale from Rumania.

LITERATURE VC007-16 P TIKKI TIKKI TEMBO What's in a name? A great deal according to the Chinese of long ago who 

honored their first son with a grand long name. But as the viewer of this 

video soon discovers, such names can be very dangerous.

LITERATURE VC007-22 P-I EMPEROR AND THE 

NIGHTINGALE

Emperor and his court of ancient China are illustrated in this Hans 

Christian Andersen story. The Emperor is given a mechanical singing bird 

but later learns the joy of the real thing. Narrated by Glenn Close.

LITERATURE VC007-26 P-I THE LEGEND OF JOHNNY 

APPLESEED

If history has added some amiable exaggerations to the facts about this 

frontiersman who planted apple trees throughout the Midwestern U.S., 

they've only served to emphasize the qualities of love and faith that make 

this story and this video a perennial favorite.

LITERATURE VC007-27 P-I AESOP'S FABLES Bill Cosby stars as Aesop, the master storyteller in this program that 

combines live action with animation. Cos journeys through an enchanted 

forest with his two young, human friends as the famous fable of the 

"Tortoise and the Hare" unfolds.

LITERATURE VC007-28 P-I THE FISHERMAN AND HIS WIFE Story of fisherman who catches an enchanted fish who will grant any wish. 

Fisherman is content with the simple life.

LITERATURE VC007-29 P-I HOW THE LEOPARD GOT HIS 

SPOTS

The leopard and his friend are hunting animals on the veldt. The animals 

move to the jungle, into the shade, for safety. The leopard himself visits the 

jungle, and discovers that his prey is well hidden in the mixture of sun and 

shadows that exists beneath the canopy. The leopard must adapt also, in 

order to survive.
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LITERATURE VC007-31 P-I THREE BILLY GOATS 

GRUFF/THREE LITTLE PIGS

The greedy troll who lives under the bridge is no match for the biggest of 

the Billy Goats Gruff. Three Little Pigs tells one of childhood's most 

popular tales. The moral that hard work has its rewards becomes evident 

as the wisest pig finally gets even with the big bad wolf.

LITERATURE VC007-32 P-J LEGEND OF THE BOY AND THE 

EAGLE

Story depicts Hopi legend of boy's love for tribe's sacred eagle. Film helps 

students understand religious and philosophical beliefs of Indian culture, 

conflict between group and individual values and Indian's feeling of 

oneness" with nature.

LITERATURE VC007-34 P RUMPELSTILTSKIN The gifted narrator in this video assumes the role of the little man who 

spins the straw into gold in exchange for the firstborn child of the 

anticipated marriage.

LITERATURE VC007-36 P GINGERBREAD BOY Classic story of a freshly-baked gingerbread boy who hops out of the oven 

and runs away.

LITERATURE VC007-37 P ELVES AND THE SHOEMAKER In the tale by Brothers Grimm, the shoemaker and his wife stay up to spy 

on their tiny midnight visitors. 

LITERATURE VC007-39 P-I CHINESE PARROT 

(CHINA)/SEDNA (ESKIMO)

A parrot leads the wealthy but unhappy Liang Hse to beautiful serving 

maid LinhLi, and the two fall in love. Later in a dream, the bird visits Liang 

Hsu and reveals that LinhLi had once been a parrot--she had been turned 

into a human because of her beauty and good deeds. But now, according to 

the bird, Linh-li is dead. Sedna, a beautiful Inuit girl, lives at the edge of the 

world with her father. When a handsome young hunter paddles in from the 

sea, Sedna agrees to go live with him in his home in the Land of the Birds. 

But the man is actually a giant bird spirit, and Sedna's life with him proves 

lonely.
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LITERATURE VC007-40 P-I CINDERELLA (FRANCE) In this classic French story, Cinderella, mistreated by her vain stepmother 

and stepsisters, is transformed into a princess for a night by her Fairy 

Godmother.

LITERATURE VC007-41 P THE MARIA CINDERELLA 

(CHILE)/MAIDEN, THE FROG, AND 

THE CHIEF'S SON

In Chile, the story goes, Maria Cinderella, overworked and berated by her 

lazy stepmother and stepsister, agrees to take care of a mysterious woman's 

home and children--an act for which Maria receives a magic wand.Given 

only scraps of food to eat by her mean stepmother, a kind hearted girl 

throws her food to the frogs, and in payment, the King of the Frogs 

swallows her up, takes her far away, and sends her, bedecked and 

bejeweled, to the Chief's wondrous festival.

LITERATURE VC007-42 P-I HANSEL AND GRETEL 

(GERMANY)

Hansel and Gretel, abandoned in the woods by their evil stepmother, meet 

up with a wicked witch who lures them to her magnificent candy house, 

where she plans to make them the main ingredients in her children’s stew.

LITERATURE VC007-54 P-I THE LION AND THE MOUSE In this popular fable the king of beasts learns that no act of kindness is ever 

wasted. Program's gentle story stimulates creativity and critical thinking.

LITERATURE VC007-57 P BRER RABBIT/TAR BABY The comic adventures of Brer Rabbit are among the most cherished stories 

of our culture. The classic and hilarious tale of how he outsmarts his wily 

nemesis, Brer Fox, with a clever contraption that he calls a tar baby" has 

always been a special favorite and today stands as one of the world's best-

loved folk tales.

LITERATURE VC007-58 P JACK AND THE BEANSTALK Monty Python's own Michael Palin returns this classic tale to its decidedly 

English origins as only he can. This story follows young Jack as he stumbles 

into a hilarious series of misadventures with a dim-witted ogre and his 

extra-large spouse.
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LITERATURE VC007-59 P ANANSI Oscar-winner Denzel Washington narrates two hilarious stories about 

Anansi the spider who wins possession of all the stories in the jungle by 

outsmarting the prideful snake. Reggae hit makers UB40 provide the 

decidedly Jamaican score.

LITERATURE VC007-61 P PECOS BILL Pecos Bill, read by Robin Williams, is the great American tale about the 

brother of coyotes, creator of the Great Salt Lake and rider of cyclones. 

With Robin Williams' many voices, this yarn is rich in language, imagery 

and sheer nonsensical fun.

LITERATURE VC007-63 P-I PAUL BUNYAN This video captures the spirit of early America in this saga of the tall-tale of 

Paul Bunyan and his blue ox, Babe. The hilariously exaggerated exploits of 

Paul's logging adventures in the northern United States represent the very 

best in American storytelling.

LITERATURE VC007-64 P-I PRINCESS SCARGO AND THE 

BIRTHDAY PUMPKIN

Geena Davis tenderly recounts the Native American legend of a young girl 

who gives up a precious birthday gift in order to help her people. Grammy-

nominated musician Michael Hedges used acoustic guitar and distinctive 

flute motifs to create a sensitive, atmospheric score.

LITERATURE VC007-65 P-I SONG OF SACAJAWEA Well-done story of the Lewis & Clark expedition and the role played by 

Sacajawea. Excellent narration by Laura Dern. Music by string 

instrumentalist David Lindley. 

LITERATURE VC007-66 P-I JOHNNY APPLESEED Well done! Excellent narration by Garrison Keillor; an outstanding job of 

storytelling. The tale of the legendary Appleseed, his love for planting 

apple trees and his care for all living creatures. Music by Grammy-winning 

fiddler Mark O'Connor. 

LITERATURE VC007-67 P-I JOHN HENRY Denzel Washington tells the legend of John Henry, the mightiest, doggone 

greatest nation builder this country's ever seen, who singlehandedly 

defeats the steam drill in a steel driving competition.
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LITERATURE VC007-68 P-I FOLLOW THE DRINKING GOURD The story of one family's escape from slavery via the Underground 

Railroad. Morgan Freeman (Driving Miss Daisy) does a good job of 

narrating. Excellent blues score by Taj Mahal. 

LITERATURE VC007-69 P GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE 

BEARS

Traditional children’s story. Animated video brings the story to life. 

Supports Kindergarten Reading. 

LITERATURE VC007-73 P PINOCCHIO Gepetto is a lonely old toymaker who has no children. One day, he carves a 

wooden puppet. It comes to life, and he names it Pinocchio.

LITERATURE VC007-76 P KOI AND THE KOLA NUTS In an African village, the sound of drums announces the death of Chief 

Sadaka. The village wise men divide the chief's wealth among his sons, but 

they forget the youngest, Koi, who is away hunting. Upon his return, Koi 

receives only a kola tree from an old man too lazy to divide up the things 

again.

LITERATURE VC007-77 P THE EMPEROR’S NEW CLOTHES An emperor who loves beautiful clothes more than anything is approached 

by two rogues pretending to be weavers. They claim that they can weave 

the finest cloth in the world. Their cloth is so special that it is invisible to 

anyone who is dull witted or under serving of his or her position.

LITERATURE VC007-78 P STORMALONG In 1826, a hurricane sends a huge wave, carrying a baby, into Widow 

Stormalong's house. She adopts and raises the seaborne child, who grows 

faster than anyone has ever seen.

LITERATURE VC007-79 I HOW RHINOCEROS GOT HIS SKIN 

& CAMEL GOT HIS HUMP

This story tells of a Parsee, a religious man from the country of India, who 

lives alone on an island with nothing but a hat, a knife, and a cooking 

stove. One day, he bakes a cake on his stove, but before he can eat it, the ill-

mannered Rhinoceros upsets the stove and eats the cake.
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LITERATURE VC007-81 I FINN McCOUL As a young giant, Finn McCoul sets out to make his fortune as a hero. He 

marries Oonagh, a giantess, and they live on Knockmany Hill. There, Finn 

keeps watch for Cucullin, a brutish giant who can flatten thunderbolts into 

pancakes and who has long been looking for Finn.

LITERATURE VC007-84 I RUMPELSTILTSKIN A poor miller, in an attempt to gain attention, tells the king that his 

daughter can spin straw into gold. The king has the daughter brought to 

his castle, where he puts her into a room containing a spinning wheel and 

straw. He tells the girl that she is to spin the straw into gold by morning or 

he will execute her.

LITERATURE VC007-86 I THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY 

HOLLOW

Up the Hudson River from New York City lies a little valley called Sleepy 

Hollow, inhabited by descendants of the first Dutch settlers. A tall, thin 

stranger named Ichabod Crane arrives in the valley to teach school.

LITERATURE VC007-88 I PAUL BUNYAN Interview with Jonathan Winters, who is the narrator. Paul Bunyan is a 

gigantic man who is the greatest logging man ever. The narrator, a member 

of a logging camp, tells of Paul's arrival in the camp. Upon hearing a 

thundering noise, the men rush outside and see Paul's head above the 

treetops.

LITERATURE VC007-92 P-J PAUL BUNYAN (DISNEY) Paul Bunyan, the famous giant lumberjack, was raised by a whole town in 

Maine after he was found washed ashore by a storm. When Bunyan ran out 

of trees to chop down in Maine, he moved West. He and his ox, Babe, 

became a famous logging team. After the two were beaten out by a 

machine, they headed up to Alaska trying to stay ahead of progress.
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LITERATURE VC007-93 P-J PECOS BILL (DISNEY) Pecos Bill was raised by coyotes living near the Pecos River. He learns to 

out jump the jackrabbit, out hiss the rattlesnake, and out lope the antelope. 

One day, Bill saves a young horse from certain death in the desert and with 

this grateful and trusty horse named Widow Maker as his companion; Bill 

grows up to be the roughest, toughest cowboy in the Wild West.

LITERATURE VC007-94 P-J THE SAGA OF WINDWAGON 

SMITH (DISNEY)

Celebrate American ingenuity with the unsinkable, unflappable 

Windwagon Smith. He's a square-jawed sea captain determined to sail 

across the Great Plains in a wind-driven version of a prairie schooner. "The 

Prairie's just like the ocean, only greener, and dryer, you see," he explains to 

the town father of land-locked Westport, Kansas, who join in the 

adventure.

LITERATURE VC007-95 I-J JOHNNY APPLESEED (NOT 

ANIMATED)

Johnny Chapman was no ordinary boy. When he was born, a beautiful 

rainbow appeared over his home and ran smack dab into an apple tree. A 

fitting sign for the young lad who would one day grow up to become the 

legendary Johnny Appleseed. He teaches the people of Smithville how to 

plant and harvest apples, but that doesn't set well with of Jack Smith, the 

town tyrant, who thinks Johnny's no better than a rotten...well, you know.

LITERATURE VC007-96 P-I JOHN HENRY (Not Animated) John Henry (Danny Glover) was the greatest steel driver of them all. Big as 

a mountain, with arms as big as oak trees, he could pick a whole field of 

cotton in one day. John's boss is threatening to fire all the steel drivers and 

replace them with a steam drill. But John vows not to be replaced by a 

machine and musters up every ounce of his strength to outdrive the 

machine before it drives their jobs away.

LITERATURE VC007-97 P-I CASEY AT THE BAT (NOT 

ANIMATED)

Aaah, the boys of summer. And thanks to Casey Frank, the new game 

called baseball is off to grand slam-style start in the city of Mudville. 

Granted Casey and the Mudville Hogs do play the game a bit differently. 

But with a few minor league adjustments and a little help from his friend 

Pop Gum, Casey gains all the confidence he needs to hit his first.
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LITERATURE VC008-1 H GREEK MYTHS: FICTION, 

HISTORY, RITUAL

Video explores myth as primitive fiction, as history in disguise, and as the 

outgrowth of prehistoric ritual. Important myths are presented in drama, 

art and animation. Shows how mythology becomes a source for literature, 

art, and music.

LITERATURE VC008-10 H HOMER'S ODYSSEY: THE 

COUNTRY OF THE DEAD

Arriving in Hades, Odysseus consults Tiresias, the soothsayer of Thebes, to 

ascertain the cause of his many misfortunes and learns that Poseidon is the 

father of the Cyclops. Arriving next on the Island of the Cattle of the Sun, 

Odyessus' men disregard the warnings not to eat Apollo's cattle; 

disobeying, they incur the wrath of the god and further delay their 

homecoming.

LITERATURE VC008-11 H HOMER'S ODYSSEY: THE 

HOMECOMING

After seven years, Odysseus leaves Calypso and is shipwrecked once again, 

this time to be tossed ashore in the Land of the Phoecians, where Nausicaa 

provides the hospitality the gods require of all mortals and Odysseus tells 

the story of his adventures to King Alcinous. Landing finally in Ithaca, he is 

greeted by the goddess Athene disguised as a beggar, who advises him on 

the strategy for regaining his palace and his wife.

LITERATURE VC008-12 H HOMER'S ODYSSEY: THE SLAYING 

OF THE SUITORS

Odysseus and Telemachus are reunited, and their plan almost undone by 

the old nurse who washes the feet of Odysseus disguised as a beggar and 

recognizes the scar on his foot. In the contest to see who can bend the 

mighty bow of Odysseus, the suitors are slain and Odysseus is renited with 

his faithful Penelope.

LITERATURE VC008-2 H GREEK MYTHS: SCIENCE, 

RELIGION, DRAMA

Video shows how ancient man developed myths to explain natural 

phenomena as well as religious, moral, and psychological problems.

LITERATURE VC008-4 I-H NATIVE AMERICAN MYTHS From American Indian folklore spring five animated myths that tell stories 

of demons, sorcery, and the Indians love for Mother Earth.
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LITERATURE VC008-5 I-H ADVENTURES OF PERSEUS Using weapons given to him by the gods Athena and Hermes, Perseus 

destroys the horrid Gorgon Medusa and saves his mother from the fiendish 

advances of a selfish king. His good work against evil raises him to the 

status of hero in Greek mythology.

LITERATURE VC008-6 P KING MIDAS/GOLDEN TOUCH Michael Caine's narration adds a regal touch to this classic tale of ancient 

Greece in which King Midas discovers that some things in life are even 

more precious than gold.

LITERATURE VC008-7 H HOMER'S ODYSSEY: THE ONE-

EYED CYCLOPS

A quick retelling of the fall of Troy (showing the wooden horse), and the 

visit to the Land of the Lotus-Eaters, where the desire to dream sweet 

dreams overcame many of the Greeks until Odysseus had them forcibly 

brought aboard his boats again. They come to the Land of the Cyclops 

where they come a cropper of Polyphemus, the murderous giant.

LITERATURE VC008-8 H HOMER'S ODYSSEY: CIRCE THE 

SORCERESS

Having escaped from the Cyclops, the Greeks are made welcome by 

Aeolus, King of the Winds, who gives Odysseus a bag of winds that would 

otherwise blow him off course. Odysseus is able to withstand the spell, free 

his men, and learn that, before he can reach home, he must visit Tiresias in 

the Land of the Dead.

LITERATURE VC008-9 H HOMER'S ODYSSEY: SCYLLA AND 

CHARYBDIS

Forewarned by Circe, Odysseus has his men plug their ears with wax so 

they will not hear the Sirens' song, and he lashed to the mast. Thus 

restrained from responding to the lure of promised wisdom, Odysseus 

navigates between the monstrous man-devouring beast Scylla and the 

wandering ship-shattering rocks of Charybdis.

LITERATURE VC009-1 P WHERE STORIES COME FROM Explores the theme of where and how stories come to be and draws upon 

two favorites--Foolish Frog by Pete Seeger and A Story, A Story by Gail 

Haley. Jackie Torrence, noted storyteller shares a lively tale.
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LITERATURE VC010-10 P BETWEEN THE LIONS: THE LAST 

CLIFF HANGER

Lionel is very unhappy because author Livingston Dangerously has written 

the Last Cliff Hanger. Key word: last. Word family: -ast. Target vowel: 

short a. Target consonant: I

LITERATURE VC010-11 P BETWEEN THE LIONS: OH YES, IT 

CAN!

Can yams, gloves, and hammers talk? Oh yes, they can! Key word: can. 

Word family: -an. Target vowel: short a. Target consonant: c.

LITERATURE VC010-2 P-I FERNGULLY, THE LAST RAIN 

FOREST

A stellar voice cast, including Tim Curry, Robin Williams and Christian 

Slater, are featured in this environmental awareness adventure. The story 

concerns Zak, an arrogant human who gets a new perspective of the rain 

forest after he is shrunk by Crysta, a tree fairy.

LITERATURE VC010-3 P BETWEEN THE LIONS: THE RAM 

IN THE PEPPER PATCH

A girl from Mexico tries everything to stop a ram from eating all her 

peppers, until tiny bee flies in to save the day. Starring the short "A" sound.

LITERATURE VC010-4 P BETWEEN THE LIONS: RED HAT, 

GREEN HAT

Share the African folktale about two friends whose disagreement over the 

color of a hat threatens their friendship. Starring the short "E" sound.

LITERATURE VC010-5 P BETWEEN THE LIONS: LITTLE BIG 

MOUSE

Join the Lions in a fable that proves even little creatures can do big things. 

But the story also makes the lions' friend Click the Mouse jealous.Starring 

the short "I" sound.

LITERATURE VC010-6 P BETWEEN THE LIONS: THE LOST 

ROCK

A talking rock with a fuzzy memory suddenly appears in the library. With 

the help of Cleo and the entire library gang, the lost rock is reunited with 

his lost book. Starring the short "0" sound.

LITERATURE VC010-7 P BETWEEN THE LIONS: THE LUCKY 

DUCK

The feathered hero is out of his book and unhappy. He tells everyone at the 

library that he doesn't want to be cute and cuddly anymore--he wants to be 

The Big Bad Duck. So Lionel writes a special story to make his wishes come 

true! Starring the short "U" sound.
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LITERATURE VC010-8 P BETWEEN THE LIONS: THE FOX 

AND THE CROW

The two pigeons, Walter and Clay, ant the Fox and the Crow banned from 

the library because they think the book makes birds look like birdbrains. 

Key word: drop. Word family: -op. Target vowel: short o. Target consonant: 

f.

LITERATURE VC010-9 P BETWEEN THE LIONS: THE 

SPIDER AND THE LIE

It's up to Judge Click the Mouse to find out who's telling the truth-Leona or 

a shady monkey named Monkey C. Key word: spider. Word family: -ide. 

Target vowel: long i. Target consonant: I

LITERATURE VC011-6 J MIRACLE WORKER Patty Duke and Anne Bancroft won Oscars for their portrayals of the little 

girl struggling to communicate, and unconventional teacher who relies on 

sheer instinct to bring light into Helen's dark world.

LITERATURE VC011-9 I-H YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS A budding basketball star discovers that her beloved great-uncle, now a 

barber, was one of the early great black film directors nearly a half-century 

ago. She helps him to accept his past and, in the process, unearths a rich 

cultural legacy.

LITERATURE - ANIMAL STORIES DVD001-16 I-J WHERE THE RED FERN GROWS This is the story of a boy growing up in the Ozarks of Oklahoma. Desperate 

for his own hunting dogs, Billy scrimps and saves to make his dream a 

reality. His investment pays off, Billy and his dogs Old Dan and Lil'Ann 

win the top prize at the annual raccoon hunting contest!

LITERATURE - ANIMAL STORIES DVD001-92 P-I RIKKI-TIKKI-TAVI Deep in the heart of turn-of-the-century India, a young mongoose is 

adopted by a British family. "Every well-bred mongoose hopes to be a 

house mongoose someday", narrates Orson Welles and indeed, bushy-

tailed Rikki-Tikki-Tavi does that and more in this exciting classic.

LITERATURE - ANIMAL STORIES VC046-1 J-H ANIMAL FARM Chaos ensues when animals take over the farm in this magnificent 

adaptation of George Orwell's classic novel. Set in the beautiful Irish 

countryside and populated with a wide variety of barnyard animals, 

Animal Farm is sure to leave the whole family squealing with delight.
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LITERATURE - CHILDREN STORIES DVD005-28 P-I OLIVER & COMPANY Oliver, a feisty young cat, explores New York in this thrilling animated 

classic cleverly based on Charles Dickens timeless story, Oliver Twist 

featuring unforgettable songs performed by musical greats Bill Joel, Huey 

Lewis and Bette Midler. Joined by a pack of hilarious characters dogs 

Dodger, Tito and their pals. Oliver learns that is adopted by Jenny, Oliver 

knows he's found a lifelong friend and a real home.

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE DVD002-1 H BEOWULF The epic poem Beowulf leaps from page to screen in this stunning 

animated adaptation. Faithful to the original literacy work, this 

presentation chronicles the legendary struggle between Beowulf and the 

monster Grendel through fascination sketches.

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE DVD005-1 I-J SHAKESPEARE: THE TEMPEST/A 

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM/AS 

YOU LIKE IT (VOL. 1)                                                                                 

Recreated in an amazing myriad of innovative techniques, these 

exceptional animated stories have been designed to introduce children and 

young adults to some of Shakespeare's most popular works.

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE DVD005-2 I-J SHAKESPEARE:HAMLET/JULIUS 

CAESAR/RICHARD III (VOL. 2)                                                                                                                          

Recreated in an amazing myriad of innovative techniques, these 

exceptional animated stories have been designed to introduce children and 

young adults to some of Shakespeare's most popular works.

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE DVD005-3 I-J SHAKESPEARE:ROMEO & 

JULIET/OTHELLO/THE WINTER'S 

TALE (VOL. 3)                                                                                                                        

Recreated in an amazing myriad of innovative techniques, these 

exceptional animated stories have been designed to introduce children and 

young adults to some of Shakespeare's most popular works.

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE DVD005-4 I-J SHAKESPEARE: MACBETH/THE 

TAMING THE SHREW/TWELFTH 

NIGHT                                                                                                              

(VOL. 4)

Recreated in an amazing myriad of innovative techniques, these 

exceptional animated stories have been designed to introduce children and 

young adults to some of Shakespeare’s most popular works.

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-10 J-H SHAKESPEARE PRIMER Filmed at the Scripps College gallery of Shakespearean statues, this 

program provides a biography of William Shakespeare along with 

dramatic readings from some of his major plays.
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LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-11 P-J TWELFTH NIGHT This retelling of the Bard's comedy dealing with mistaken identity and love 

is light and enjoyable. A solid synopsis of the story. 

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-12 P-J A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S "This bright and refreshing animated version of the Bard's tale could serve 

as an excellent introduction to Shakespeare. This is brief and serves as a 

useful synopsis." 

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-13 I-J ROMEO AND JULIET This adaptation of Shakespeare's most famous tragedy is brightly animated 

and offers a sound synopsis of the story. Mature theme content excludes 

primary grades. 

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-14 I-J HAMLET This video uses a unique animation style, dark with wood block cut 

images, to tell this tragic tale. Best shown as a story synopsis for an 

introduction to the story.

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-15 P-J THE TEMPEST An outcast duke has a chance to avenge himself and his daughter in this 

tale of love and sorcery. "This version of Shakespeare's mystical story is 

well animated and serves as an excellent introduction to the Bard's "other" 

plays (comedies)." 

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-16 I-J MACBETH TEACHERS MAY WANT TO PREVIEW: VIOLENCE.  A great soldier is 

tempted by the prophecies of three witches into murdering the king and 

seizing the crown of Scotland. A dark and gory retelling of Shakespeare's 

dark and gory Scottish play. It follows the story line and serves as a sound 

synopsis. 

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-21 J-H SHAKESPEARE: MIRROR TO MAN Presents scenes from TAMING OF THE SHREW, OTHELLO, and 

MACBETH, in an attempt to reveal the University of England's greatest 

playwright, Shakespeare. Provides background on Elizabethan theatre and 

introduces each scene with appropriate background information.

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-3 H ROMEO AND JULIET (RESTRICTED 

- PG RATED)

This 1968 Zeffirelli version of Romeo and Juliet traces their love from their 

first meeting to their dual suicides. (Restricted)
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LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-31 H THE REDUCED SHAKESPEARE 

COMPANY

Life is short. The complete works of Shakespeare are long. To the rescue: 

The Reduced Shakespeare Company, the three-man comedy troupe known 

for fast, funny, physical condensation of real serious stuff. 

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-4 H SHAKESPEARE: TIME OUT OF 

JOINT

Explores the reason why William Shakespeare chose a medieval setting for 

Hamlet, with special emphasis on the political and social situation in 

England at that time.

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-5 H SHAKESPEARE: STAR CROSSED 

LOVE

Describes William Shakespeare's play Romeo and Juliet and the response it 

received in London in the 1590's.

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-7 H SHAKESPEARE: FAIR IS FOUL 

AND FOUL IS FAIR

Provides background for a study of William Shakespeare's play Macbeth. 

Presents vignettes of evidence and sites which illustrate the influences on 

Shakespeare's

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-8 H SHAKESPEARE: SHAKESPEARE OF 

STRATFORD & LONDON

Traces the life of William Shakespeare, visiting Stratford, the Warwickshire 

countryside, and 16th century London.

LITERATURE - SHAKESPEARE VC005-9 J-H SHAKESPEARE: BACKGROUND 

FOR HIS WORKS

Scenes from Shakespeare's plays illuminate the theater while archival 

prints reveal changes in society that influenced his selection of sources, 

settings, and themes. As we follow his career as actor, playwright, and 

theater shareholder we discover the values that give his plays their timeless 

appeal.

MATHEMATICS DVD200-10 P-I MONEY Money and math go hand in hand. From pennies to dollars, kids identify 

the value of money and learn to write money amounts with numbers, 

symbols and decimal points. Money help students discover not only how to 

spend wisely by using estimation and comparisons, but also how to give 

and receive the correct change when making a purchase.
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MATHEMATICS DVD200-11 P-I MULTIPLICATION Kids learn the ingredients in multiplication number sentences, factors, 

products, multiplications signs and equals signs, and master multiplication 

trips including ordering factors, fact families, multiplying by one and zero, 

skip counting and using patterns.

MATHEMATICS DVD200-12 P-I NUMBER SENSE What’s the difference between odd and even numbers? How can you tell > 

from <? And just how valuable is place value? Students will learn counting 

tricks like making patterns and skip counting, and discover the ins and 

outs of comparing and ordering numbers.

MATHEMATICS DVD200-13 P-I SUBTRACTION In Subtraction, the concept of separating groups that make up a whole is 

illustrated by using concrete objects ranging from cookies to crayons. Kids 

learn that subtraction equations include minus signs and differences, and 

that they can be written horizontally or vertically.

MATHEMATICS DVD200-14 P-I TELLING TIME What time is it? On a clock or a calendar, time measures how long 

something lasts. Kids learn how to measure time in seconds, minutes and 

hours, and order events by using words like before and after.

MATHEMATICS DVD200-2 I-H DONALD IN MATHMAGIC LAND When Donald Duck finds himself in a mysterious land, he learns to 

appreciate the relevance of math in everyday life. Through his adventures 

in Mathmagic Land, Donald comes to appreciate how measurements, 

calculations, shapes, and ratios contribute to music, architecture, art, 

nature, games, and inventions of all kinds.

MATHEMATICS DVD200-22 I-H SOLVING FOR X: ALGEBRA I By using Bill Nye's exciting conceptual approach to learning key 

mathematic principles, students can discover how algebra relates to the 

world around us. Solving For X has never been easier. The following 

concepts are addressed in Solving for X Algebra I: Variables, Balancing 

Equations, Dimensional Analysis, Linear Equations.
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MATHEMATICS DVD200-3 P-I ADDITION In Addition, the concept of joining groups together to form a new group is 

illustrated by using concrete objects ranging from pies to penguins. Kids 

learn the ingredients in addition number sentences addends, sums, plus 

signs and equals signs, and master terrific addition tips, including counting 

on, adding with zero and doubles, making ten and ordering addends.

MATHEMATICS DVD200-4 P-I DECIMALS & PERCENTS Students will discover that decimals name numbers that are less than one 

and learn that percents compare numbers with 100. Is .25 larger or smaller 

that .4? Tenths grids, hundredths grids and number lines come to the 

rescue, and are also used to identify decimals and demonstrate adding and 

subtracting.

MATHEMATICS DVD200-5 P-I DIVISION Students will create number sentences using dividends, divisor, quotients, 

division signs and equals signs, and discover division tips including fact 

families and dividing by one, zero and number by itself.

MATHEMATICS DVD200-6 P-I FRACTIONS Students will understand the relationship between parts and wholes, and 

learn to name and write fractions with numerators and denominators. Kids 

discover that equivalent fractions mixed number and improper fractions 

are different ways to name the same amount.

MATHEMATICS DVD200-7 P-I GATHERING & GRAPHING DATA Kids use data to identify and solve problems. From surveying and tallying 

school lunch preferences to experimenting and charting plant growth for a 

science fair, data is gathered in different ways. Students will learn to create, 

read and interpret information in pictographs, Venn diagrams, and 

coordinate grids and bar, circle and line graphs.

MATHEMATICS DVD200-8 P-I GEOMETRY Students are encouraged to explore solids and shapes around them, and 

recognize attributes including faces, vertices, edges and corners. Kids 

compare shapes like rectangles, squares, triangles and circles with solids 

like prisms, cubes, pyramids and spheres. The concepts of symmetry, 

angles, congruent shapes, perimeter and area are illustrated using 

manipulative and real-life examples.
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MATHEMATICS DVD200-9 P-I MEASUREMENT How long is the bridge? How heavy is your backpack? How much can the 

cookie jar hold? How warm is it outside? To find out these answers, we use 

measurement. Length, weight, temperature and capacity are measured in 

different units with a variety of measuring tools. Kids experiment with non-

standard measurement and discover the value of using standard units like 

those found in the U.S. Customary System and the Metric System.

MATHEMATICS DVD204-23 I-H SOLVING FOR X : PRE-ALGEBRA By using Bill Nye's exciting conceptual approach to learning key 

mathematic principles, students can discover how algebra relates to the 

world around us. Solving For X has never been easier. The following 

concepts are addressed in Solving for X Pre-Algebra: Infinite Fractions, 

Exponents, Signed Numbers, and Proportional Reasoning.

MATHEMATICS VC110-35 J-H PROJECT MATHEMATICS! In this video you will view: The Theorem of Pythagoras, The Story of Pi, 

Similarity, and Polynomials.

MATHEMATICS VC185-59 I-J JIMINY CRICKET, P.S. (PROBLEM 

SOLVER)

Jiminy Cricket discusses problem solving with Goofy as other Disney 

characters illustrate the discussion.

MATHEMATICS VC190-1 I-J MATH TALK: FOR TEACHERS: AN 

INTRODUCTION

Explore exciting ways of teaching math with multimedia resources. Help 

students improve their mathematical problem-solving and communication 

skills.

MATHEMATICS VC190-10 I-J MATH TALK: LET ME COUNT THE 

WAYS? COUNTING WITH 

COMBINATORICS.

Combinatorics is more than just a word. Dweezil Zappa uses combinatorics 

to find out how many outfits he can make from certain numbers of pants, 

shirts, & sweaters. SUPERGUY: NEW CAPE CAPER: How many different 

outfits can he make from three belts and three capes? SQUARE ONE: If you 

have six t-shirts, how many shorts do you need to make at least 20 different 

combinations of shirts and shorts?
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MATHEMATICS VC190-11 I-J MATH TALK: FACTOR 'EM IN: 

EXPLORING FACTORS AND 

MULTIPLES.

Dirk Niblick: Too many cookouts: Dirk Niblick helps his neighbor plan a 

barbecue. COMMON MULTIPLE MAN: When a couple has to figure out 

how many hors d'oeuvres to buy to serve 12, 16, or 24 people equally.

MATHEMATICS VC190-12 I-J MATH TALK: BOTH SIDES OF 

ZERO: PLAYING WITH POSITIVE 

AND NEGATIVE NUMBERS 

Less than zero: This song presents an athlete who is so clumsy that he gets 

negative scores. SQUARE ONE: Contestants interpret numbers on a 

thermometer. POSITIVE-NEGATIVE JOUSTS: Clay-animation creatures do 

battle with each other. PAULINE'S PERILOUS PYRAMID: Practice adding 

positive and negative numbers. MATHMAN: INEQUALITITES

MATHEMATICS VC190-13 I-J MATH TALK: SIZING THINGS UP In searh of the giant squid: A navigator thinks his submarine is about to 

crash into an iceberg because he doesn't understand the scale on his chart. 

THE MAP: A boy helps his younger brother learn to use the scale on a road 

map. WRONG BUILDING: When an architect builds a building without 

taking into account the scale on the blueprints his client is furious.

MATHEMATICS VC190-14 I-J MATH TALK: CLOSE ENOUGH Rule of thumb: In this music video, rappers Kid 'n Play use some rules of 

thumb to figure out the area of the floor and how much paint to buy to 

cover it. CLOSE CALL: This estimation game show challenges contestants 

and viewers to estimate quickly, using some surprising visual referents.

MATHEMATICS VC190-15 I-J MATH TALK: SCOPING OUT THE 

AREA

Daddy knows different: Rusty and his dad have to figure out their lawn's 

area. Rusty shows how to break up its area into three rectangles to find its 

total area. MATH COURT: LAWN AREA: The D.A. accuses his gardener of 

overcharging him for mowing his rectangle-shaped lawn, which he says is 

smaller than the triangle-shaped lawn for which he pays the same price.
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MATHEMATICS VC190-16 I-J MATH TALK: MEASURED STEPS OOPS! RULER: This segment illustrates an error that is sometimes made 

when the zero point of a ruler is not at the very end. NOBODY'S INN: 

MEASURED STEPS: When Mr. Nobody wants to recarpet the irregular 

staircase at his inn, he tries three approaches to the problem of measuring 

its length.

MATHEMATICS VC190-17 I-J MATH TALK: ALL SHAPES AND 

SIZES

OOPS! PERIMETER: A careless draftsman mistakenly calculates the 

perimeter of a rectangle by adding the length and width of only two of its 

sides. AREA OF IRREGULAR SHAPES: ANIMATION--MATH MIMES: 

Two not-so-silent mimes use a large rope loop to show that rectangles can 

have the same perimeter but different areas. GENERAL MATHPITAL: 

DOUBLING THE AREA: The General Mathpital doctors consult over how 

to double the area of a rectangle.

MATHEMATICS VC190-18 I-J MATH TALK: TWO SIDES ARE 

LONGER THAN ONE

GENERAL MATHPITAL: TRIANGLE: The doctors try to figure out how to 

create a triangle by breaking a single segment into three pieces. DIRK 

NIBLICK: TO THERE AND BACK: Dirk Niblick helps his young friends 

Fluff and Fold understand that a triangular delivery route is shorter than 

one that visits each of two towns on two separate trips.

MATHEMATICS VC190-19 I-J MATH TALK: GETTING INTO 

SHAPES

MATHMAN: RECTANGLES: Mathman is looking for all the rectangles on 

the game board. SQUARE ONE: Contestants visualize the result of slicing a 

regular tetrahedron. DIRK NIBLICK: BANANZA: Dirk Niblick resolves a 

family feud by dividing a triangular field into four equal parts.

MATHEMATICS VC190-2 I-J MATH TALK - FOR FAMILIES: 

MEASURING & GEOMETRY

It's fun for the whole family. Three callers and three sketches set up 

activities you can talk about and do together.
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MATHEMATICS VC190-20 I-J MATH TALK: SHAPE-BY-NUMBER CALLOUS CANDY BOX: The Callous Candy Co. explores several ways of 

packaging 101 candies to commemorate his firm's 101st anniversary. MR. 

BLAND'S DREAM HOUSE: Two bumbling carpenters look for a way to 

arrange 17 square panes of glass into a rectangular window - until they 

break one pane, changing the problem.

MATHEMATICS VC190-21 I-J MATH TALK: WHAT SHAPE IS 

YOUR NUMBER?

TROJAN PIE: In a parody of the famous Trojan horse story, a warrior 

wants to conceal soldiers in a gigantic triangular pie slice. TRIANGLE-

SQUARE ANIMATION: This illustrates how successive triangular and 

square numbers can be formed. HANDSHAKE CONTEST: "The Wide 

Wide World of Sports No One Has Ever Heard Of" features a contest in 

which players shake hands with every other member of their team.

MATHEMATICS VC190-22 I-J MATH TALK: FLIP AND FOLD MATHMAN: SYMMETRY: Mathman confronts a variety of polygons and 

must select only thos that have a line of symmetry. SYMMETRY 

PATTERNS: This illustrates pleasing paterns generated from simple shapes 

through symmetry. GENERAL MATHPITAL: ASYMMETRIOSIS: A 

"patient" suffering from lack of symmetry demands all the surgical skill of 

General Mathpital's doctors to make it symmetrical. SQUARE ONE: The 

challenge question requires contestants to imagine two symmetries 

simultaneously.

MATHEMATICS VC190-23 P-I SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - 

MULTIPLICATION ROCK

This video takes children on a fantastic scholastic learning adventure! The 

same great songs you knew and loved as a kid are now available to a whole 

new generation.

MATHEMATICS VC190-24 P-I SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - MONEY 

ROCK

Learning about money is easy when you sing along with Money Rock!
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MATHEMATICS VC190-3 I-J MATH TALK: DON'T JUMP TO 

CONCLUSIONS: INTERPRETING 

STATISTICS

FAX HEADFULL: PRESIDENTIAL HEIGHT: In eight of the last ten U.S. 

presidential elections, the taller candidate has won. SQUARE ONE: The 

challenge question is this excerpt from a game show is about an unevenly 

divided spinner. DAVID NUMBERMAN: The bandleader on the show has 

made a graph to show the record times for running a mile. He infers from 

the graph that a 3-min. mile will be run in the year 2110.

MATHEMATICS VC190-4 I-J MATH TALK: TAKE A CHANCE! 

EXPLORING PROBABILI TY

ON THE MIDWAY: Carnival game barker tries to get a customer to play 

an unfair game based on an unevenly divided spinner. BUT WHO'S 

COUNTING: Contestants arrange randomly selected digits to make the 

largest odd five-digit number. SQUARE ONE: Contestants must decide 

whether heads or tails is the more likely outcome of a fair coin toss.

MATHEMATICS VC190-5 I-J MATH TALK: WHOM DO YOU 

ASK? UNDERSTANDING SURVEYS

CALLOUS CANDY: J.R. Callous, head of the Callous Candy Co., does a 

survey to find out why his gumdrops are selling so poorly. FAX 

HEADFULL: HANDEDNESS: Fax Heedful gets to thinking about 

handedness, and discovers that left-handers comprise about 10 percent of 

the world's population-well over 500 million people.

MATHEMATICS VC190-6 I-J MATH TALK: THE PERILS OF 

POLLING? CONDUCTING 

SURVEYS

THE POLLSTER: A mayoral candidate hires a pollster to determine how 

the town's citizens will vote. MATH COURT: COFFEE BREAK: The court 

overturns the results of a poll that was taken to decide if coffee breaks 

should be continued.

MATHEMATICS VC190-7 I-J MATH TALK - EVENING THINGS 

OUT: UNDERSTANDING 

AVERAGES

FAX HEADFULL: AVERAGE FOOD: Fax uses averages to describe the 

consumption of various kinds of food in the U.S. SQUARE ONE: 

Contestants figure out the average height of the players on a basketball 

team. MATH COURT: AVERAGES: Averages must be interpreted with 

care: The statistics for two baseball teams reveals that, even though the 

Rub's average score was larger, the Cub's won more games.
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MATHEMATICS VC190-8 I-J MATH TALK - EVENING THINGS 

OUT: UNDERSTANDING 

AVERAGES

FAX HEADFULL: AVERAGE FOOD: Fax uses averages to describe the 

consumption of various kinds of food in the U.S. SQUARE ONE: 

Contestants figure out the average height of the players on a basketball 

team. MATH COURT: AVERAGES: Averages must be interpreted with 

care: The statistics for two baseball teams reveals that, even though the 

Rub's average score was larger, the Cub's won more games.

MATHEMATICS VC190-9 I-J MATH TALK: SOARING 

SEQUENCES: THINKING ABOUT 

LARGE NUMBERS

DAVID NUMBERMAN: He interviews billionaire ex-waitress. She made 

her billion in just one month by getting her boss to agree to pay her one 

dollar the first day, then to double her earnings every day after that for the 

rest of the month. INFINITY-THERE IS NO END: The Jets contrasts very 

large numbers and infinity. FAX HEADFULL: WORLD POPULATION

MATHEMATICS VC197-11 H TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 1: 

SOLVING TRIANGLES

Trigonometric ratios and the Pythagorean Theorem are used to calculate 

the unknown angles and sides of right triangles. The Cartesian plane and 

coordinate system is introduced, and the concept of placing an angle in 

standard position is demonstrated, showing the counterclockwise rotation 

of the terminal arm.

MATHEMATICS VC197-13 I-H POWERS OF TEN This video gets my vote for the best educational video I've ever seen. IBM 

describes it as "a film dealing with the relative size of things in the universe 

and the effect of adding another zero." It begins on a picnic blanket in a 

Chicago park. The camera pulls away in exponential multiples of 10 meters 

until our galazy is just a speck on the screen, then it zooms back in and 

continues zooming until it reaches a proton in an atom in the hand of a 

man on the picnic blanket. Insightful comments about distance and scale 

are made all along the way. 

MATHEMATICS VC197-4 I-J ESTIMATING: OTHER 

ESTIMATION STRATEGIES

Shows how to use estimation in several common situations involving 

money; shows two methods of estimating.
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MATHEMATICS VC197-5 I-J MEASUREMENT: DIVIDING 

REGIONS INTO SUBREGIONS

Shows that it is useful to divide regions into rectangular shapes to find 

area; Also, it shows several ways that regions may be divided to find area.

MATHEMATICS VC197-6 J-H WEIGHING TECHNIQUES Procedures for using single and double pan balances are described and 

visually illustrated. Included are specific techniques relating to reading 

scales, recording measurement, weighing liquids, and measuring specific 

quantities of a substance. 

MATHEMATICS VC197-7 J-H MEASURING TECHNIQUES The program describes three procedures common to quantitative 

measurements: selecting the appropriate instrument, reading the measure 

accurately, and recording the proper (significant) measurement. Specific 

measurement techniques relating to these procedures and to the properties 

of length, volume, and temperature are also illustrated. 

MATHEMATICS VC198-2 I-J STATISTICS: COLLECTING DATA Demonstrates that collecting data can be an important aid when making 

decisions. Shows how to choose a sample from which to collect data.

MATHEMATICS VC198-3 I-J STATISTICS: ANALYZING DATA Shows why it is important to analyze statistical information. Presents ways 

to help determine if statistical information is valid.

MATHEMATICS VC200-13 I MAKING SENSE OF A BIG 

NUMBER/ESTIMATING WHEN 

DIVIDING/COMPARING 

DECIMALS/USING PROBABILITY.

This program illustrates a way to visualize the size of a large number; 

when you do division problems it is useful to estimate the answer, and that 

rounding up to the nearest 50 or 100 is a technique for this purpose; that 

the value of a number changes depending on how many places it is to the 

right of a decimal point, and illustrates this by comparing the size of 

decimal numbers; Finally, that it is useful to know how likely it is that an 

event will happen before making a decision.
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MATHEMATICS VC200-15 I MATH...WHO NEEDS IT?! This fun adventure gives viewers a new perspective on how math is used 

in real life. From application in skateboard design and today's high-tech 

rollercoaster to fashion, sports, and music, you've never experienced math 

like this before.

MATHEMATICS VC200-17 P-I THE CASE OF THE UNNATURAL The story you are about to watch is a fib...but it's fun! The names are made 

up...but the solutions are real! It's MathNet! "A fun detective drama about 

an over-the-hill minor league pitcher who mysteriously becomes a 

sensation due to being secretly replaced by a robot. Students will learn how 

math codes can be used to send messages." 

MATHEMATICS VC200-2 I-J DONALD IN MATHMAGIC LAND A curious Donald Duck ventures into a mystical world of fantasy. 

Mathmagic Land is his destination--a wondrous land of discovery where 

trees have square roots and rivers are brimming with numbers! During his 

journey Donald discovers that you can have mirth with math, fun with 

fractions, and laughs with logic.

MATHEMATICS VC200-20 H TRIGONOMETRIC RATIOS The three sides of a right triangle-opposite, adjacent, and hypotenuse are 

identified in relation to a chosen angle. The trigonometric ratios, sine, 

cosine, and tangent, are then defined in relation to the three sides of the 

right triangle.

MATHEMATICS VC200-21 J-H DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS Included are: Ordinary differential equations, Partial differential equations, 

Linearity, Order, and Family of solutions, explicit solution, Equations, 

Integrating Factor, and Integration by parts, Linear independence and 

more.

MATHEMATICS VC200-22 J-H ALGEBRA – PART 1 Included are: relations & variables, algebraic equations, terms, monomials, 

binomials, trinomials & polynomials, domain & range, inverse functions, 

and much more. 

MATHEMATICS VC200-23 J-H ALGEBRA - PART 2 Included are: quadratic equations, multiplying binomials, FOIL method, 

factoring shortcuts, imaginary & complex numbers and much more.
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MATHEMATICS VC200-4 I MEASUREMENT: PRECISION AND 

ESTIMATION/STATISTICS: 

UNDERSTANDING MEAN, 

MEDIAN, AND M/FRACTIONS: 

MULTIPLICATION WITH 

FRACTIONS AND/DECIMALS: 

ORDERING DECIMALS

Your measurement can only be as precise as the instrument you are using, 

and absolute precision is impossible. For the best accuracy, use the right 

instrument in the right way. Different interpretations of the same data can 

be conveyed by mean, median, and mode. Knowing what the three 

statistics signify can prevent costly mistakes. When you multiply fractions, 

multiply numerators and denominators are prepared for an answer smaller 

than the numbers multiplied. When multiplying a whole number or mixed 

number by a fraction, make all numbers into fractions with the same 

denominator. To compare the value of decimals, put zeroes on the right. 

Then systematically check the columns: tenths, hundredths, etc.

MATHEMATICS VC201-1 P-I HOW NUMBERS WORK As the children in this program go through their daily activities, they learn 

that life without numbers would be next to impossible.

MATHEMATICS VC201-2 P-I NUMERALS EVERYWHERE A shopping trip shows the use of numerals everywhere. Driving to the 

supermarket, the threat of running out of gas, and a parking meter about to 

expire provide some examples.

MATHEMATICS VC202-3 P-I ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION 

WORK TOGETHER

In their shopping trip through the "Math Mall", boys learn about the 

relationship between addition and subtraction, discovering that there is 

more than one way to solve the same math problem.

MATHEMATICS VC202-5 P-I LINTOLA The theory behind two-digit addition with carrying is visualized in this tale 

set in outer space.

MATHEMATICS VC202-6 P-I THE TREE OF TRUTH Story of a king who teaches young mathematicians how basic facts, 

addition and subtraction, may be two ways of viewing same problem.

MATHEMATICS VC203-1 P-I HOW MULTIPLICATION AND 

DIVISION WORK TOGETHER

When two girls help prepare for an annual fund raising activity, they 

quickly discover that multiplication and division skills are essential for 

performing their tasks quickly and correctly.
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MATHEMATICS VC203-2 P-I BANANA FEVER This video presents the array model for the division of whole numbers, and 

acquaints students with the concept of the greatest proper divisor of 

numbers and prime numbers. It shows that the number 1 divides every 

number and that every number divides itself.

MATHEMATICS VC203-3 P-I MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION 

WORK TOGETHER

As two girls help plan a fundraiser, they use their math skills to inventory 

supplies. This video shows viewers how to determine the more appropriate 

process, multiplication or division when solving a problem.

MATHEMATICS VC204-1 I-J DECIMALS: PLACE VALUE This video shows how to read aloud numbers that have decimal points, 

and describes the place value of numbers to the right and to the left of a 

decimal point.

MATHEMATICS VC204-13 J-H DECIMALS                                                                                                                                                                                                          

VOLUME 3

Decimals in daily life, calculator and checkout skills.

MATHEMATICS VC204-16 J-H FRACTIONS                                                                                                                                                                                                  

VOLUME 3

Addition and subtraction of fractions.

MATHEMATICS VC204-17 J-H FRACTIONS                                                                                                                                                                                               

VOLUME 4 

Multiplication and division of fractions.

MATHEMATICS VC204-20 J-H PERCENTS                                                                                                                                                                                              

VOLUME 3

Percents in Home Finance: Interest and Finance Charges

MATHEMATICS VC204-21 J-H PERCENTS                                                                                                                                                                                                 

VOLUME 4

Percents in Taxes, Auto Leases and Home Mortgages

MATHEMATICS VC204-22 J-H PERCENTS                                                                                                                                                                                                    

VOLUME 5

Percents in Business: Discounts, Markups and Profits
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MATHEMATICS VC204-23 H PRE-CALCULUS                                                                                                                                                                                                          

(PT. 1) (THE STANDARD 

DEVIANTS')

The Standard Deviants are the perfect resource for academic success. In this 

video you will find: functions, polyomials, standard form for rational 

functions, FOIL, dividing rational functions, invert & multiply, adding 

rational functions, discontinuities, vertical asymptotes, finding roots, 

solving graphically, and much more.

MATHEMATICS VC204-24 H PRE-CALCULUS                                                                                                                                                                                                      

(PT. 2) (THE STANDARD 

DEVIANTS')

In this video you will find: exponential functions, basic exponents, 

standard form for exponentials, usinga calculator, real life exponential 

(bacteria) easy exponential facts, square root refreshers, common 

exponential errors, rules of exponents, changing the appearance of 

exponentials, imposter rules, log evaluation, longs on calculators, and 

much more.

MATHEMATICS VC204-25 H THE TWISTED WORLD OF 

TRIGONOMETRY                                                                                                                                                        

(PT. 1)

This is the Standard Deviants for Trigonometry, Pt. 1. In this video you will 

find: rays, the rectangular coordinate system, right triangles, sine, cosecant 

complementary angles, finding inverse trig functions, law of cosines, 

vertex, quadrants, cosine, secant, oblique triangles, angles, degrees, the 

special angles, and much more.

MATHEMATICS VC204-5 I-J FRACTION: ADDING UNLIKE 

DENOMINATORS

Demonstrates that it is necessary to change fractions with unlike 

denominators to fractions with like denominators before adding or 

subtracting them and shows how to add numbers with unlike 

denominators.

MATHEMATICS VC204-7 I-J RATIOS: FORMING RATIOS Shows what a ratio represents, and emphasizes that the labeling and 

sequence of a ratio are important. 

MATHEMATICS VC204-8 P-I HOW DECIMALS WORK The odometer reading of "0.9 miles" on Jon's bike sparks the program to 

explain what decimals are and how they work.

MATHEMATICS VC204-9 P-I HOW FRACTIONS WORK A group of kids goes to hang out at the Fractions Cafe--a unique place 

where the customers always order their meals using fractions, the chef 

cooks all of his recipes with fractions, and all the food must be cut into 

equal-sized pieces.
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MATHEMATICS VC215-6 I-J PROBLEM SOLVING: USING 

GRAPHS

Shows three types of graphs. Demonstrates what kind of information each 

of three types of graphs illustrates most effectively.

MATHEMATICS VC225-1 I-J PROBABILITY: POSSIBLE 

OUTCOME

Defines the concepts of possible outcomes and probability. Shows how the 

concepts of a possible outcome and probability are related.

MATHEMATICS VC280-11 J-H FUTURES: STATISTICS Teaches how math applications used in statistics affect our lives by 

projecting what could happen based on past results. Discover how in the 

census, music industry, marketing and politics, math concepts such as 

sampling determine decisions in government and business. Arnold 

Schwarzenegger visits Escalante's class to discuss the role of statistics in 

determining the physical fitness of our nation's youth.

MATHEMATICS VC280-15 J-H FUTURES 2: ENVIRONMENTAL 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

What does math have to do with saving the planet? Explore this and other 

relevant questions. Olivia Newton-John, the first -ambassador to the United 

Nations on the Environment, visits to discuss how math concepts such as 

inequalities (greater-than, less-than) are applied to solar detoxification, 

biodiversity, global warming and the engineering of recycling and landfills.

MATHEMATICS VC280-16 J-H FUTURES 2: FITNESS & PHYSICAL 

PERFORMANCE

Introduce students to the fascinating worlds of athletic and dance trainers, 

nutritionists and sports medicine specialists, and meet the athletes and 

dancers who depend on them to reach their peak performance. Former Los 

Angeles Lakers great Michael Cooper joins the class as the use of functions 

in the high-tech fields of performance and fitness are explained.

MATHEMATICS VC280-20 J-H FUTURES 2: MASS 

COMMUNICATION

What does math have to do with TV? Help students answer this and other 

questions about the role math plays in the mass communications industry. 

Direct from ABCs Nightline studios, Ted Koppel joins the class to explain 

the mathematical aspects of the technology that brings live TV and radio 

events into the homes of millions. Explanations of 3-D coordinate systems 

and two-way satellite hookups are featured as well as behind-the-camera 

visits to sporting events, PBS, live radio remotes, and other intriguing 

events.
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MATHEMATICS VC280-23 J-H FUTURES 2: PERSONAL 

COMMUNICATION

How math relates to pagers, cellular phones, satellites, and fiber optics. 

Visit NASA's Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) where physicists 

monitor radio signals from outer space. Astronaut Dr. Ellen Ochoa visits 

the class. Students see technologies that allow people with disabilities to 

communicate more easily.

MATHEMATICS VC280-24 J-H FUTURES 2: RENEWABLE ENERGY From Zong Industry's wind machines, to Sandia National Laboratories' 

solar tower, math is used in developing advanced energy concepts such as 

geothermal and biomass. Ed Begley, Jr. joins to discuss how algebraic 

equations and other mathematical applications are the keys to 

understanding new energy technologies.

MODEL M0004 P-H HEART MODEL (Small Assemble Size) Model illustrates the structure of the heart; organs, 

circulatory system including all vertebrates, blood vessels, and veins.

MODEL M0005 P-H RESPIRATORY ORGANS (Assemble) Model illustrates the organs that make up the respiratory 

system. Students will learn the anatomical features of the Respiratory 

System including airways, lungs, and respiratory muscles.

MODEL M0008 P-H SKELETON MINI MODEL (33 ½” Tall) Model comes with removable metal stand. Skeleton has 

removable skull cap, flexible joints, and shows all fissures, foramina, and 

anatomical details.

MODEL M0009 P-H HUMAN EAR Model of the Human Ear

MODEL M0010 P-H BRAIN  MODEL (8 Pieces/Assemble) Life size and hands-on, this model teaches the 

structure of the brain. This eight-piece brain enhances learning through 

tactile experience, illustrating the left and right hemispheres, cerebellum, 

and medulla oblongata.

MODEL M0013 P-H MOON GLOBE (2 Pieces/Assemble) Model contains a manual and a map explanation that 

consists of photographs of the Educational Frontiers Moon Globe.
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MODEL M0020 P-H EARTH SCIENCE COLLECTION 

SET

The collection helps with the basic instruction in the identification and 

comparison of igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. This set 

includes rock forming minerals, hardness scale and rocks having unusual 

physical properties. Included are glass square, streak plate, magnet and 

magnifier.

MODEL M0022 I-H PLANT CELL MODEL (Assemble) The plant cell model is completely assembled and represents a 

generalized cell of higher plants. Students can be encouraged to use the cell 

model in groups or as individuals when exploring, explaining, or 

reviewing the structure and function of the cell.

MODEL M0023 P-H ANIMAL CELL MODEL ( Assemble ) The animal cell model is completely assembled. Students will 

learn the structure and the function of an individual animal cell.   

MODEL M0027 P-H HEART MODEL (Large Assemble Size) Model illustrates the structure of the heart; organs, 

circulatory system including all vertebrates, blood vessels, and veins.

MODEL M0031 P-H EYE MODEL (Assemble) Model illustrates the structure of the eye. Students will learn 

about this extraordinary organ that detects light and convert it to electro-

chemical impulses in neurons.

MODEL M0032 P-H LUNG MODEL (Assemble ) Model illustrates the structure of the lungs. Students will learn 

the anatomy of this essential respiratory organ, vital function and location.  

MODEL M0046 I-H FOSSIL COLLECTION (12 Pieces) Students will learn about the preserve remains or trades 

animals, plants, and other organisms from the remote past.  

MODEL M0048 I-H DINOSAUR SKULLS (3 Pieces) Students will learn about the preserve skulls of a T-Rex, 

Velociraptor, and Carnotaurus Sastrei.
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MUSIC - AMERICANA VC033-8 P-I THE MUSIC AND HEROES OF 

AMERICA

Strike up the band! Charlie Brown plays harmonica, Pig Pen slaps bass. 

Snoopy fiddles and Linus strums the guitar in a lively, informative look at 

American music through the years...and at people who helped shape those 

times.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0001 A ADAMS, JOHN--THE CHAIRMAN 

DANCES

San Francisco Symphony-Edo Dewaart Conductor

MUSIC - ON CD CD0002 A ALBINONI: CONCERTOS & 

SONATAS

Concertos & Sonatas (Adagio)

MUSIC - ON CD CD0003 A ALFONSO X: CANTIGAS DE 

SANTA MARIA

Ensemble Unicorn, Vienna

MUSIC - ON CD CD0004 A ANDERSON, LEROY-GREATEST 

HITS

Boston Pops Orchestra-Arthur Fiedler, conductor

MUSIC - ON CD CD0005 A ARNOLD, SIR MALCOLM: 

DANCES

English, Scottish, Cornish, Irish, and Welsh Dances Queensland Symphony 

Orchestra, Andrew Penny, Conductor

MUSIC - ON CD CD0006 A BACH: BAROQUE CHORAL 

WORKS

Choral Works

MUSIC - ON CD CD0007 A BACH: BRANDENBURG 

CONCERTOS

Brandenburg Concertos Nos. 1-6

MUSIC - ON CD CD0008 A BACH FOR BREAKFAST The leisurely way to start your day!

MUSIC - ON CD CD0009 A BACH-THE GREATEST HITS                                                                                                                                                                                       

(2 CD'S)

Two-disc classical sets.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0010 A THE BACH VARIATIONS-

WINDHAM HILL SAMPLER

A Windham Hill Sampler 
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00100 A MOZART FOR YOUR MIND Researches at the University of California at Irvine, discovered that people 

who listened to ten minutes of Mozart before taking an intelligence test 

scored higher than people listen to ten minutes of relaxation instruction or 

who, for ten minutes sat in silence. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00101 A MUSSORGSKY-PICTURES AT AN 

EXHIBITION

The Philadelphia Orchestra/Eugene Ormandy Mendelssohn Club of 

Philadelphia/Robert Page Royal Philharmonic Orchestra/Yuri Temirkanov

MUSIC - ON CD CD00102 A OFFENBACH - GAITE PARISIENNE Boston Pops Orchestra/Arthur Fiedler

MUSIC - ON CD CD00103 A ORFF- CAMINA BURANA London Symphony Chorus/Richard Cooke, The Boy's Choir of St. Paul's 

Cathedral, London/Barry Rose London Symphony Orchestra/Eduardo 

Mata

MUSIC - ON CD CD00104 A PAGANINI: VIOLIN CONCERTOS 

NOS. 1 & 2

Ilya Kaler, Violin Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra/Stephen 

Gunzenhauser

MUSIC - ON CD CD00105 A PALESTRINA: MISSA PAPAE 

MARCELLI 

Oxford Camerata/Jeremy Summerly

MUSIC - ON CD CD00106 A PENDERECKI: 

ANAKLASIS/MATRIX 5

Polish radio national symphony Orchestra London Symphony Orchestra/ 

Dirigent

MUSIC - ON CD CD00107 A PRAETORIUS: THE DAVID 

MUNROW EDITION

The Early Music Consort of London/David Munrow/director 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00108 A PROKOFIEV: CLASSICAL 

SYMPHONY NO. 5

Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra/Stephen Gunzenhauser 

MUSIC - ON CD CD0011 A BACH VIOLIN CONCERTOS BY 

VIKTORIA MULLOVA 

Violin and Strings
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00110 A PROKOFIEV: SYMPHONY NO. 1 

"CLASSICAL" 

Philharmonic Orchestra/Claus Peter Flor

MUSIC - ON CD CD00111 A PUCCINI AND PASTA Featuring: José Carreras, Sylvia McNair, Katia Ricciarelli, Ashley Putnam, 

Mirella Freni, Placido Domingo, Montserrat Caballe, Pilar Lorengar

MUSIC - ON CD CD00112 A PUCCINI WITHOUT WORDS Andre Kostelanetz and His Orchestra Hightlights from La Boheme, 

Madama Butterfly, and Tosca

MUSIC - ON CD CD00113 A BAROQUE PURCELL Theatre Music

MUSIC - ON CD CD00114 A RACHMANIOFF FOR ROMANCE Rachmanioff and romance go together like Romeo and Juliet, Catherine and 

Heathcliff, Scarlett and Rhett.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00115 A RACHMANIOFF-GREATEST HITS This CD includes performances by Yo-Yo Ma, Emanuel Ax, Yefim 

Bronfman, Vladimir Feltsman, Philadelphia Orchestra/Eugene Ormandy 

and other great artists.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00116 A RAMEAU-ORCHESTRAL SUITES Orchestral Suites. Capella Savaria (on original instruments) Mary Térey-

Smith, Conductor.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00117 A RAVEL: COMPLETE MUSIC FOR 

SOLO PIANO 

Abbey Simon, Piano

MUSIC - ON CD CD00118 A RAVEL: COMPLETE WORKS FOR 

ORCHESTRA VOL. 1 

Minnesota Orchestra/Stanislaw Skrowaczewski

MUSIC - ON CD CD00119 A RESPIGHI: ANCIENT AIRS AND 

DANCES

National Symphony Orchestra of Ireland/ Rico Saccani

MUSIC - ON CD CD0012 A BARBER, MUSIC OF SAMUEL St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, Leonard Slatkin, Conductor 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00120 A RESPIGHI-PINES OF ROME Philadelphia Orchestra/Eugene Ormandy
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00121 A RIMSKY-KORSAKOV FOR 

DUMMIES

MUSIC - ON CD CD00122 A RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: 

SCHEHERAZAEDE/FLIGHT OF 

THE BUBLEBEE

Chicago Symphony Orchestra/Fritz Reiner Sidney Harth, violin solo 

London Symphony Orchestra/Andre Previn 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00123 A RODRIGO: CONCIERTO DE 

ARANJUEZ

Gerald Garcia, Guitar; CSSR State Philharmonic/Peter Breiner

MUSIC - ON CD CD00124 A ROSSINI: THE BARBER OF SEVILLE 

(HIGHLIGHTS)

Hungarian Radio Chorus; Failoni Chamber Orchestra/Will Homburg

MUSIC - ON CD CD00125 A ROSSINI: OVERTURES Philharmonic Orchestra/Herbert Von Karajan

MUSIC - ON CD CD00126 A SAINT-SAENS: SYMPHONY NO. 3 

"ORGAN"

Philadelphia Orchestra/Eugene Ormandy

MUSIC - ON CD CD00127 A SATIE: PIANO WORKS Klara Kormendi, Piano

MUSIC - ON CD CD00128 A SCHOENBERG: DIE GLUCKLICHE 

HAND

New York Philharmonic; BBC Singers; BBC Symphony Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD00129 A SCHUBERT: PIANO SONATAS D.537 & D.667 Jeno Jando, Piano

MUSIC - ON CD CD0013 A BARTOK: CONCERTO FOR 

ORCHESTRA

Pierre Boulez New York Philharmonic

MUSIC - ON CD CD00130 A SCHUBERT: SYMPHONY NO. 5 & 

"UNFINISHED"

Minnesota Orchestra/Stanislaw Skrowaczewski

MUSIC - ON CD CD00131 A SCHUBERT: SYMPHONY NO. 5 

AND 8 "UNFINISHED"

Georgian Festival OrchestaNato Kahl

MUSIC - ON CD CD00132 A SCHUBERT: TROUT 

QUINTET/NOTTURNO

Leonard Hokanson; Ensemble Villa Musica
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00133 A SCHUMANN: CARNAVAL, 

KINDERSZENEN, WALDSZENEN.

Claudio Arrau

MUSIC - ON CD CD00134 A SCHUMANN: 

CARNAVAL/PAPILLONS

Scenes from Childhood Jeno Jando, Piano

MUSIC - ON CD CD00135 A SCHUMANN: PIANO CONCERTO-

CONCERT PIECES

Gulbenkian Orchestra/Stephen Gunzenhauser

MUSIC - ON CD CD00136 A SCHUMANN: SYMPHONIES NOS. 1 

"SPRING" AND 3 "R HENISH"

Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra/Antoni Wit

MUSIC - ON CD CD00137 A SCHUMANN: SYMPHONY NO. 2 

AND "MANFRED"

Philharmonic Orchestra/Christian Thielemann

MUSIC - ON CD CD00138 A SHOSTAKOVICH: STRING 

QUARTETS (COMPLETE) VOL. 2

Eder Quartet

MUSIC - ON CD CD00139 A SHOSTAKOVICH: SYMPHONY NO. 

10

Halle Orchestra/ Stanislaw Skrowaczewski

MUSIC - ON CD CD0014 A BARTOK: CONCERTO FOR 

ORCHESTRA-MUSIC FOR STRIN 

GS, PERCUSSION AND CELESTA

BRT Philharmonic Orchestra, Brussels Alexander Rahbari

MUSIC - ON CD CD00140 A SIBELIUS, JEAN Berliner Philharmonic/Hans Rosbaud 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00141 A SMETANA: MA VLAST, ETC. Detroit Symphony Orchestra/Antal Dorati 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00142 A STRAUSS FOR DUMMIES This CD is a groundbreaking series. Each release incorporates cutting edge 

multimedia to enhance the familiar form of the traditional classical music 

CD.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00143 A STRAUSS GREATEST HITS Includes performances by New York Philharmonica/Leonard Bernstein, 

Philadelphia Orchestra/Eugene Ormandy, Cleveland Orchestra/George 

Szell and other great artists. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00144 A STRAVINSKY: 

FIREBIRD/PETRUSHKA/2 SUITES

BRT Philharmonic Orchestra, Brussels Alexander Rahbari

MUSIC - ON CD CD00145 A STRAVINSKY: GREATEST HITS CD includes performances by Igor Stravinsky, Pierre Boulez, Esa-Pekka 

Salonen, Michael Tilson Thomas and other great artists.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00146 A SUPPE: FAMOUS OVERTURES Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra/Alfred Walter

MUSIC - ON CD CD00147 A TCHAIKOWSKY AT TEA TIME Tchaikovsky's sweet melodies add sugar and spice  to your tea time, 

turning a break into an event. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00148 A TCHAIKOWSKY  GREATERS HITS Includes performances by Yo-Yo Ma, Leonard Berstein/New York 

Philarmonic, Cleveland Orchestra/Lorin Maazel and other great artists. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00149 A TCHAIKOVSKY: "THE 

NUTCRACKER" SUITE/"SWAN LAK 

E" SUITE

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD0015 A BEETHOVEN FOR BOOK LOVERS Beethoven in an intimate, charming, gentle mood...perfect for curling up 

with your favorite book. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00150 A TCHAIKOVSKY: PIANO & VIOLIN 

CONCERTOS

David Oistrakh, Violin; The Philadelphia Orchestra/Eugene Ormandy

MUSIC - ON CD CD00151 A TCHAIKOVSKY: SYMPHONY NO. 

4/1812 OVERTURE/MARCHE 

SLAVE

The Philadelphia Orchestra/Eugene Ormandy 
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00152 A THOMSON, VIRGIL: THE 

COMPLETE FILM SCORES/ THE 

RIVER & THE PLOW THAT BROKE 

THE PLAINS

Philarmonia Virtuosi/Richard Kapp

MUSIC - ON CD CD00153 A VERDI FOR DUMMIES The fun and easy way to explore the world of classical music.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00154 A VILLA-LOBOS, MUSIC OF-BY 

MICHAEL TILSON THOMAS NEW 

WORLD SYMPHONY/MICHAEL T. 

THOMAS

New World Symphony/Michael Tilson Thomas

MUSIC - ON CD CD00155 A BAROQUE VIVALDI Concertos Le Quattro Stagioni

MUSIC - ON CD CD00156 A VIVALDI FOR VALENTINES The perfect album for lovers and lovers of beautiful music.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00157 A VIVALDI: THE FOUR SEASONS London Chamber Orchestra/Christopher Warren-Green violin & director

MUSIC - ON CD CD00158 A VISION - THE MUSIC OF 

HILDEGARD VON BINGEN

Original compositions, arrangements, and interpretations performed by 

Richard Souther

MUSIC - ON CD CD00159 A WAGNER-HIGHLIGHTS FROM 

THE RING

Philadelphia Orchestra/Eugene Ormandy

MUSIC - ON CD CD0016 A BEETHOVEN-GREATEST HITS Zubin Mehta-New York Philharmonic/Arthur Fiedler-Boston Pops Erich 

Leinsdorf-Boston Symphony

MUSIC - ON CD CD00160 A WAGNER: 

OVERTURES/ORCHESTRAL MUSIC

Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra/Mariss Jansons

MUSIC - ON CD CD00161 A WAGNER: THE RIDE OF THE 

VALKYRIES

Overtures and choruses/Sir Georg Solti
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00162 A WAGNER: THE RING 

(ORCHESTRAL HIGHLIGHTS)

CSR Symphony Orchestra (Bratislava)/ Uwe Mund

MUSIC - ON CD CD00163 A WILLIAMS, VAUGHAN: A 

LONDON SYMPHONY

London Philharmonic Orchestra/Sir Adrian Boult 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00164 A WILLIAMS, VAUGHAN: 

SERENADE TO MUSIC

Sir Adrian Boult

MUSIC - ON CD CD00165 A WILLIAMS, VAUGHAN: 

SYMPHONIES NO. 3 "PASTORAL” 

& AND NO. 6

Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra/Kees Bakels 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00167 A BOCCHERINI, LUIGI: CELLO 

SONATAS VOL. 1

Boccherini's style is completely characteristic of the period in which he 

lived the period, that is, of Haydn, rather than that of Mozart or Beethoven. 

Thirty-four of his sonatas for cello survive today.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00168 A ROMAN, JOHANN HELMICH: 

MUSIC FOR A ROYAL WEDDING

Uppsala Chamber Orchestra/Anthony Halstead

MUSIC - ON CD CD00169 A AGRICOLA, ALEXANDER Ensemble Unicorn 

MUSIC - ON CD CD0017 A BEETHOVEN: OVERTURES Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra-Stephen Gunzenhauser, Cond.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00170 A FIELD, JOHN: PIANO MUSIC 

VOLUME 1

Born is Ireland, educated in England and adopted by Russia, John Field 

became one of the most famous pianists of the early 19th century.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00172 A LUTOSLAWSKI: CONCERTO FOR 

ORCHESTRA

Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra/Antoni Wit

MUSIC - ON CD CD00173 A GLAZUNOV: THE SEASONS Moscow Symphony Orchestra/ Alexander Anissimov

MUSIC - ON CD CD00174 A IPPOLITOV-IVANOV, MIKHAIL: 

CAUCASIAN SKETCHES

Orchestral works - National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine/Arthur Fagen
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00175 A MOMPOU, FREDERIC: PIANO 

MUSIC VOL. 1

Jordi Maso, Piano

MUSIC - ON CD CD00176 A FINZI, GERALD Robert Plane, Clarinet, Northern Sinfonia, and Howard Griffiths

MUSIC - ON CD CD00177 A CARMEN Seduction, obsession, bravado, desperation, love, hate, death-Carmen has it 

all! Two all-time favorites can be found here-The Suyltry Gypsey Habanera 

and the rousing Toreador Song. Vienna State Opera Chorus-Vienna Boys 

Choir-Vienna Philharmonic/Herbert von Karajan

MUSIC - ON CD CD00178 A MADAMA BUTTERFLY Culture clash, true love betrayed a heroine transcendent in love and death! 

This powerful story, which includes opera's greatest hymn to eternal love, 

"Un Bel Di," was also the basis for the Broadway Musical Miss Saigon.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00179 A HERBERT, VICTOR Razumovsky Symphony Orchestra/ Keith Brion

MUSIC - ON CD CD0018 A BEETHOVEN: SYMPHONIES NOS. 5 

& 6 "PASTORAL"

Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Op.67 Symphony No. 6 in F Major, Op. 68 

"Pastoral"

MUSIC - ON CD CD00180 A THE BARBER OF SEVILLE This is one of the funniest, happiest, most tuneful operas ever written.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00181 A LA TRAVIATA For a woman in 1840s Paris independence in a man's world comes at a 

terrible cost. (Giuseppe Verdi 1813-1901)

MUSIC - ON CD CD00182 A WINDS (MOZART & STRAUSS) California Philharmonic/ conducted by Victor Vener (Mozart and Strauss) 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00183 A BARBER’S ADAGIO For the first time all of Samuel Barber’s authorized versions of the beloved 

Adagio for String, plus unique arrangements performed by superstars 

James Galway, the Canadian Brass and Richard Stoltzman.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00184 A BACH - VOLUME 1 Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00185 A CLASSICAL KIDS: BEETHOVEN 

LIVES UPSTAIRS

Studio Arts Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD00186 P CLASSICAL KIDS: HALLELUJAH 

HANDEL

Angels in the Opera House

MUSIC - ON CD CD00187 P CLASSICAL KIDS: MOZART'S 

MAGIC FANTASY

A Journey through "The Magic Flute" Studio Arts Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD00188 P CLASSICAL KIDS: MR. BACH 

COMES TO CALL

After the dramatic send-off of his music into space aboard Voyager II, Mr. 

Bach drops in on a little girl at the piano-along with his magic orchestra 

and choir.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00189 P CLASSICAL KIDS: TCHAIKOVSKY 

DISCOVERS AMERICA

More than two dozen excerpts of Tchaikovsky's music-the Nutcracker, 

Sleeping Beauty, and Swan Lake, the First Piano Concerto, String Serenade 

and 1812 Overture. Also included is a musical mosaic of well-known 

American music of the time, including ragtime spirituals and popular folk 

classics.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0019 A BEETHOVEN: VIOLIN 

CONCERTO/PIANO CONCERTO 

NO. 5 (2 CD'S)

Josef Suk, Violin and Youri Egorov, Piano - Philharmonic Orchestra 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00190 P CLASSICAL KIDS: VIVALDI'S RING 

OF MYSTERY

CD includes over two dozen experts, including Vivaldi's well-loved Four 

Seasons9with real sound effects) and guitar, piccolo, and trumpet 

concertos. Also featured are many of violin pieces played by young 

violinists today.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00191 P CHILDREN'S FAVORITE SONGS 

(DISNEY) VOL. 1

Performed by Larry Grace and the Disneyland Children's Sing-Along 

Chorus

MUSIC - ON CD CD00192 P CLASSIC DISNEY VOL. II In this volume you'll find everything from early hits such as "When You 

Wish Upon A Star" to television show favorites like the "Mickey Mouse 

Club March" to contemporary classics like "Can You Feel The Love 

Tonight" from The Lion King.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00193 P GREG & STEVE - PLAYING 

FAVORITES

Some songs include: "Did You Ever See A Lassie?", "This Old Man", "Zip-A-

Dee-Do-Dah" "Down By the Bay" and others.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00194 P THE HAPPY CROWD-GETTIN' 

HAPPY

25 Original Songs "Music for the Young and Young at Heart"

MUSIC - ON CD CD00195 P PETER AND THE WOLF 

(NARRATION AND MUSIC)

George Daugherty, Music Director & Conductor The Time Warner 

Symphony Orchestra Kristie Alley as the Narrator, Lloyd Bridges as 

Grandfather and Ross Malinger as Peter

MUSIC - ON CD CD00196 P RAFFI-BABY BELUGA The beloved children's anthem Baby Beluga joins fun-filled favorites and 

memorable Raffi originals in this collection of musical riches for the whole 

family.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00197 P RAFFI-THE CORNER GROCERY 

STORE

Raffi's 3rd album for children includes traditional like Frere Jacques and 

Swing Low Sweet Chariot. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00198 P RAFFI-SINGABLE SONGS FOR THE 

VERY YOUNG

Raffi's first and best selling album. A children's classic: favorites and 

originals, rhyming fun, counting songs, irresistible!

MUSIC - ON CD CD00199 P SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - AMERICA 

ROCK 

Learning about American history and government is easy when you sing 

along with America rock.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0020 A BEETHOVEN: VIOLIN SONATAS 

NOS. 5 & 9

Yehudi & Heremy Menuhin

MUSIC - ON CD CD00200 P SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK- 

GRAMMAR ROCK

Learning about adjectives, conjunction junction, interjections, verbs, nouns, 

and prepositions is easy when you sing along with Grammar Rock.  

MUSIC - ON CD CD00201 P SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK – 

MULTIPLICATION ROCK

The same great songs you knew and loved as kid are now available to 

whole new generation.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00202 P SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK – SCIENCE 

ROCK

Learning about science, the body, the solar system is easy when you sing 

along with Science Rock.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00203 P REGGAE FOR KIDS This is the first reggae album produced especially for children with songs 

like: Puff the Magic Dragon, Over the Rainbow, Jamaica, Jamaica and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00205 P TWENTY-FIVE FUN LEARNING 

SONGS

Learning basic skills is as easy as singing your favorite song! Teach your 

child the alphabet, counting, letter sounds, safety rules, animal sounds and 

more with this collection.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00206 P MIXED-UP MOTHER GOOSE Mother Goose Music

MUSIC - ON CD CD00207 P KIDS IN ACTION Greg & Steve songs such as: Kids in Action, Goin' on a Bear Hunt, Can You 

Leap like a Frog and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00208 P COUNTRY GOES RAFFI Raffi, millions of fans, both young and old, love his songs. Now hear them 

like never before, performed by a dazzling array of country music stars.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00209 P KENNY LOGGINS: MORE SONGS 

FOR POOH CORNER

Songs include: Your Heart Will Lead You Home, Always, In All Ways, The 

Inch Worm, and more 

MUSIC - ON CD CD0021 A BERG, ALBAN: 3 PIECES FOR 

ORCHESTRA

London Symphony Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD00210 P GREG & STEVE: FUN AND GAMES Learning to play and playing to learn

MUSIC - ON CD CD00211 P TROUT FISHING IN AMERICA Children's songs such as: My Best Day, Are We There Yet? Dinosaur in 

Your Bathtub and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00212 P MOZART'S MAGIC FANTASY Enjoy a journey through the Magic Flute. With magic bells and flute, Sarah 

and the dragon find their way from the Queen of the Night's realm to 

Sarastro's castle.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00213 P PHYSICAL ED Movement and loco motor activities set to music.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00214 P RAFFI: EVERGREEN EVERBLUE Raffi's heartfelt ecology album for Mother Earth. Award winning songs 

loved by teachers and students.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00215 P RAFFI: LET'S PLAY Songs include: Let’s Play, Swing, Raining Like Magic, Jane Jane, May There 

Always Be Sunshine. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00216 P CHICKEN SOUP FOR LITTLE 

SOULS

This very special album is a tribute to your child, with songs carefully 

chosen to be meaningful to everyone in your family. With outstanding 

songs by Raffi, Glenn Close, The Rembrandts, Animaniacs, and many 

more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00217 P EVERYBODY DANCE! Looking for a superb collection of upbeat songs and dances? Looking for 

rhythms that won't let you quit? Everybody Dance is the music for you.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00218 P CLASSICS FOR KIDS Arthur Fiedler/Boston Pops; James Galway/Chamber Orchestra of Europe; 

Eugene Ormandy/The Philadelphia Orchestra; Eduardo Mata/Dallas 

Symphony; Morton Gould and His Orchestra; Georges Pretre/Bamberg 

Symphony.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00218.1 P WORLD PLAYGROUND Musical adventure for kids, world playground takes children and their 

families on an inspiring musical and cultural journey around the world.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00218-2 P WORLD PLAYGROUND 2 Musical adventure continues on this follow-up to the award winning world 

playground CD. Volume 2 features more fun world music and 

multicultural lines notes for children and their families.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00219 P A CHILD'S CELEBRATION OF 

FOLK MUSIC

Mandolins, guitars, banjos, pennywhistles, and lilting choruses combine to 

create a living music that captivates young and old.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0022 A BERLIOZ: SYMPHONIE 

FANTASTIQUE

CSR Symphony Orchestra-Pinchas Steinberg, Cond.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00220 P BANANA SLUG STRING BAND 

SINGING IN OUR GARDEN

CD contains a group of musicians, songwriters and educators who use 

music to teach science. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00221 P THE BANANA SLUG STRING 

BAND SLUGS AT SEA

Through human history the ocean inspires great works of art, poetry, 

music, and literature. It gives so much to both the biological and cultural 

development of humanity that it is time we sing out in appreciation of its 

wonders.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00222 P JOURNEY INTO SPACE Take a rocket ride out to a world of moons and stars and weightless objects. 

These 12 songs will make space come alive; the moon will seem only a few 

footprints away, the planets will become as memorable as the months of 

the year, a little on rock sings of his new life on Earth, and the challenge of 

living in Zero Gravity becomes a hilarious learning experience.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00224 A KENNY G - GREATEST HITS Music includes: Songbird, Silhouette, Havana, Baby G, Innocence, and 

more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00225 A THE BAGPIPE Ireland-Scotland-Brittany-Galicia & Canada

MUSIC - ON CD CD00226 A BAGPIPES OF BRITAIN & IRELAND Irish Uilean Pipes, Northumbrian Small-Pipes, Scottish Highland Pipes

MUSIC - ON CD CD00227 A THE MAGIC OF THE CELLO Haydn, Vivaldi, Saint-Saens, Debussy, Faure

MUSIC - ON CD CD00228 A THE MAGIC OF THE CLARINET Weber, Bruch, Mozart, Brahms

MUSIC - ON CD CD00229 A YANNI: SNOWFALL CD includes Enchantment in the morning, Light after the Sunrise, and 

more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0023 A BERNSTEIN, LEONARD-GREATEST 

HITS

CD includes performances by Maureen McGovern, New York 

Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, Boston Pops Orchestra/John Williams 

and other great artists.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00230 A FLUTE - GREATEST HITS Includes performances by Jean-Pierre Rampal, Christian Larde, Israel 

Philharmonic,Zubin Mehta and other great artists.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00231 A GUITAR-GREATEST HITS John Williams, Guitar

MUSIC - ON CD CD00232 A THE MAGIC OF THE GUITAR Albeniz, Falla, Grandad, Rodrigo, Villa-Lobos 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00233 A NARADA GUITAR From new age to flamenco to American finger style guitar, these are electric 

and acoustic guitarists who innovate, explore, and question convention.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00234 A GUITAR-WINDHAM HILL 

SAMPLER

David Cullen, Eric Tingstad, Danny Helnes, John Doan, James Gordon, 

Chris Proctor, Edward Gerhard, Bruce BecVar, Bill Mize, Andrew York, & 

Peter Manu

MUSIC - ON CD CD00235 A THE MAGIC OF THE HARP Debussy, Faure, Ibert, Rameau, Sebamann, Saint-Saens, Tansman--Lily 

Laskine 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00236 A MAGNIFICENT MANDOLINES Mandolin Orchestra/Wessel Dekker

MUSIC - ON CD CD00237 A MASTERS OF PERCUSSION-

MONDO BEAT

James Asher, Tito Puente, Brent Lewis, Greg Ellis, Airto Moreira, the 

Musicians of the Nile, Babatunde Olantunji, Mongo Santamaria, Mickey 

Hart, Nathu Lal Solinkey, Ed Mann & Brian Hand, and Emil Richards.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00238 A PIANO-GREATEST HITS Arthur Rubinstein.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00239 A PIANO:THE GREATEST HITS Exquisite line of classical music by Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert, Chopin, 

Schumann, Liszt, Tchaikovsky, Grieg, Brahms, Rachmaninoff, Satie, and 

Gershwin.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0024 A BIBER: VIOLIN SONATAS Violin Sonatas

MUSIC - ON CD CD00240 A THE MAGIC OF THE PIANO Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, Brahms, Beethoven, and Liszt 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00241 A ROMANCE, MUSIC FOR PIANO Michael Whalen, Kostia, Fred Simon, Douglas McKeehan, Ira Stein, and 

more.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00242 A PIANO SAMPLER II Music by Henry Adam Curtis, Bob Leon, Fernando Ortega, Mark Darnell, 

Liz Story, and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00243 A TRUMPETS-GREATEST HITS CD includes performances by Wynton Marsalis, Gerard Schwarz, London 

Symphony Orchestra/ Michael Tilson Thomas and other great artists.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00244 A VIOLIN-GREATEST HITS CD includes performances by Issac Stern, Cho-Liang Lin, Pinchas 

Zukerman, New York Philharmonic/Leonard Berstein, and other great 

artists.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00245 A THE MAGIC OF THE VIOLIN Franck, Bach, Mozart, Grieg, Paganini

MUSIC - ON CD CD00246 A PIANO SAMPLER Music by Michael Harrison, Allaudin Mathieu, Cyrille Verdeaux, Paul 

Dondero, and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00247 A SUMMER: SOLO PIANO All pieces composed and arranged by George Winston.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00248 A HARPESTRY Music includes: Maureen Brennan, Michelle Sell, Geist, Patrick Ball, and 

more 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00249 A ALL THE SEASONS OF GEORGE 

WINSTON: PIANO SOLO S

Inspired by the great instrumental radio hits of the 50's and 60's, George 

Winston has created edited singles from his solo piano recordings - seven 

albums spanning George's 25 years of recording.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0025 A BIZET-GREATEST HITS CD includes performances by Beverly Sill, Jose Carreras, Agnes Baltsa, Rise 

Stevens, Richard Tucker and other great artists.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00250 A LIZ STORY Melodic piano voicing’s of romantic standards from the 1920's and 30's 

including classics by Gershwin, Johnny Mercer and Cole Porter-along with 

enchanting contemporary ballads.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00251 A MANNHEIM STREAMROLLER 

MEETS THE MOUSE

Instrumental music includes: Chim Chim Cher-ee, Under the Sea, When 

You Wish upon a Star, and more.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00252 A MICHAEL HEDGES When Michael Hedges died in late 1997, he left behind this set of 

recordings as a sketch of the album he intended to call "Torched". 

Revealing a wholly formed musical vision in the process of being realized 

by its uniquely gifted writer, arranger, singer, instrumentalist, producer 

and engineer, Michael's own hand-made recordings are presented here just 

as he left them, untouched.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00253 A HOWARD HANSON: PIANO 

SONATA

Howard Hanson, the masterful conductor who championed American 

music, was also a Pulitzer Prize-winning composer, an accomplished 

pianist and pedagogue who directed the Eastman School of Music in 

Rochester, New York for forty years. Hanson's own arrangement was his 

last work for the solo piano

MUSIC - ON CD CD00254 A YANNI LIVE AT THE ACROPOLIS The Royal Philharmonic Concert Orchestra 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00255 A MEDTNER, NIKOLAY 

KARLOVICH: PIANO CONCERTOS 

NOS. 1&3

Konstantin Scherbakov, Piano-Moscow Symphony-Vladimir Ziva, 

Conductor

MUSIC - ON CD CD00256 A SECRET GARDEN-WHITE STONES Secret Garden is: Fionnuala Sherry, violin and Rolf Lovland, piano & 

keyboards

MUSIC - ON CD CD00257 A SILHOUETTE Kenny G Music

MUSIC - ON CD CD00258 A LIZ STORY: UNACCOUNTABLE 

EFFECT 

Piano selections

MUSIC - ON CD CD00259 A THE VERY BEST OF YANNI Keyboard and piano music

MUSIC - ON CD CD0026 A BIZET: L'ARLESIENNE/CARMEN-

SUITES NOS. 1 & 2

Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra-Anthony Bramall, Cond. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00260 A DEVOTION: THE BEST OF YANNI The best of Yanni
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00261 A YANNI: KEYS TO IMAGINATION Piano and keyboard music

MUSIC - ON CD CD00262 A NARADA PIANO Piano selection.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00263 A CHARLOTTE CHURCH: 

ENCHANTMENT

Songs include: Tonight, Bali Ha'i, The Water Is Wide and many more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00264 A NARADA DECADE TWO (1992 TO 2001) 2 CDS Music from Narada

MUSIC - ON CD CD00266 A PIANOSCAPES First time release of Michael Jones' masterpiece "Pianos capes."

MUSIC - ON CD CD00267 A NARADA DECADE TWO (1992 TO 2001) 2 CDS Music from Narada

MUSIC - ON CD CD0027 A BLISS: CELLO CONCERTO-MUSIC 

FOR STRINGS

Tim Hugh, Cello; English Northern Philharmonic, David Lloyd-Jones, 

Cond.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00275 A BEST OF BOPPIN' 50'S Original Master Recordings

MUSIC - ON CD CD00276 A BEST OF 50'S JUKEBOX ROCK Original Master Recordings

MUSIC - ON CD CD00277 A BILLBOARD POP MEMORIES-THE 

1920'S

Valencia, My Blue Heaven, Sonny Boy, Charmaine, The Prisoner’s Song, 

and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00278 A BILLBOARD POP MEMORIES-THE 

1930'S

Begin the Beguine, Deep Purple, Sing, Sing, Sing, Pennies, Stein Song and 

more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00279 A BILLBOARD POP MEMORIES-1940-

44

I’ve Heard That Song Before, Frenesi, Paper Doll, Swinging On A Star; I’ll 

Never Smile Again, and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD0028 A BORODIN-SYMPHONY NO. 2 Polovtsian Dances, National Philharmonic Orchestra, Tjeknovorian, Cond.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00280 A BILLBOARD POP MEMORIES-1945-

50

Riders In The Sky, Mañana, Heartaches, The Old Lamp-Lighter, and more. 
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00281 A CAPITOL SINGS COLE PORTER All songs written by Cole Porter

MUSIC - ON CD CD00282 A CAPITOL SINGS IRVING BERLIN All songs written by Irving Berlin

MUSIC - ON CD CD00283 A DISNEY'S GREATEST POP HITS A decade of radio singles

MUSIC - ON CD CD00284 A TELEVISION THEMES-16 MOST 

REQUESTED SONGS

Television theme songs

MUSIC - ON CD CD0029 A BOULEZ:PIANO SONATAS NOS. 1-

3

Wit Biret

MUSIC - ON CD CD00293 A A JAZZY CHRISTMAS Includes: Jingle Bells, 0 Christmas tree, Go Tell It On the Mountain, and 

more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00294 A KENNY G - FAITH A Holiday Album which includes: Let It Snow; The First Noel; I'll Be Home 

for Christmas; 0 Christmas tree; and many more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00295 A CHRISTMAS CLASSIC Nicholas Gunn first Christmas album. Hear one of the world's most 

beloved flutist’s breate new lives into such traditional favorites.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00296 A TIM JANIS – CHIRSTMAS CD includes: Holy Night, The First Noel, 0 Come All Ye Faithful, Silent 

Night, and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00297 A PHILIP AABERG – CHRISTMAS CD includes: I Saw Three Ships, God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen, What 

Child Is This, and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00298 A HOLIDAY SONGS & RHYTHMS Original songs and music created for Thanksgiving, Easter, Halloween, 

Christmas, Valentine's Day and Cinco de Mayo. Music by Hap Palmer.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00299 A HALLOWEEN SOUND EFFECTS Halloween sound effects

MUSIC - ON CD CD0030 A BRAHMS AT BEDTIM Brahms' sleepy time serenade begins and ends with his beloved "Lullaby." 

In between you'll be gently cradley by graceful, dreamy night pieces that 

set the mood for sweet dreams.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00300 A BILLBOARD GREATEST 

CHRISTMAS HITS 1935-1954

White Christmas; Let It Snow; Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer; I Saw 

Mommy Kissing Santa Claus; etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00301 A BILLBOARD GREATEST 

CHRISTMAS HITS 1955-PRESENT

Jingle Bell Rock; Rockin' around the Christmas tree; Nuttin' For Christmas; 

White Christmas; Mary's Boy Child; etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00302 A BILLBOARD GREATEST R&B 

CHRISTMAS HITS

Merry Christmas Baby; the Little Drummer Boy; This Time of The Year; 

Silent Night; etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00303 A BILLBOARD ROCK 'N' ROLL 

CHRISTMAS

Thank God It's Christmas; Little Saint Nick; Santa Claus and His Old Lady; 

Run Rudolph Run; etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00304 A JIM BRICKMAN-THE GIFT Joy to the World; It Came Upon A Midnight Clear; What Child Is This; The 

Gift; etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00305 A THE CAROLS OF CHRISTMAS Do You Hear What I Hear? We Three Kings; The First Noel; 0 Holy Night; 

What Child Is This; etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00307 A CHRISTMAS-MANNHEIM 

STEAMROLLER

Deck The Halls; We Three Kings; Wassail, Wassail; I Saw Three Ships!; God 

Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen; etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00308 A DECEMBER-GEORGE WINSTON Piano Solos-George Winston

MUSIC - ON CD CD00309 A ENCHANTMENT-A MAGICAL 

CHRISTMAS

David Arkenstone-Christmas Music

MUSIC - ON CD CD0031 A BRAHMS-GREATEST HITS CD includes performances by Issac Stern, Emanuel Ax, New York 

Philharmonic/Zubin Mehta, London Symphony Orchestra/Michael Tilson 

Thomas and other great artists.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00310 A HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS Eaken Piano Trio, John Eaken, Violin, Nancy Baun, Cello, Gloria Whitney, 

Piano

MUSIC - ON CD CD00311 A A JAZZ CHRISTMAS A Windham Hill Collection
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00312 A JOY! A CELEBRATION OF 

HOLIDAY MUSIC

Neeme Jarvi and the Detroit Symphony Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD00313 A KENNY G-MIRACLES-THE 

HOLIDAY ALBUM

Winter Wonderland; White Christmas; Have Yourself A Merry Little 

Christmas; Silver Bells, Etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00314 A ROUNDER KWANZAA MUSIC A Celebration of Black Cultures in Song

MUSIC - ON CD CD00315 A THANKSGIVING-A WINDHAM 

HILL COLLECTION

We Gather Together, Bygone Days, Heaven Within, etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00316 A TRANS-SIBERIAN ORCHESTRA-

CHRISTMAS EVE AND OTHER 

STORIES

An Angel Came Down, 0 Come All Ye Faithful, Christmas Eve, 0 Holy 

Night, etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00317 A TRANS-SIBERIAN ORCHESTRA-

THE CHRISTMAS ATTIC

The Ghost of Christmas Eve; Boughs of Holly, The World That She Sees, 

The Music Box, etc. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00318 A A WINTER'S SOLSTICE Greensleeves, New England Morning, Engravings, Etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00319 A A WINTER'S SOLSTICE IV CD includes Windham Hill Artists - Crystal Palace, Winter Bourne, Just 

Before Dawn, Trumpet Tune, Three Candles, etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0032 A BRAHMS: SYMPHONIES NOS. 2 & 3 The London Philharmonic/Wolfgang Sawallisch 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00320 A PAUL ZIM-IT'S JEWISH HOLIDAY 

TIME

CD includes over 25 songs celebrating Jewish Holidays throughout the 

year.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00321 A FRIGHT NIGHT Music that goes bump in the night; Mussorgsky, Saint-Saens, Grieg, 

Gounod, Dukas, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00322 A NOEL: CHRISTMAS AT KING'S  King's College Choir, Cambridge/Sir David Willicocks
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00323 A DAVID LANZ - THE CHRISTMAS 

ALBUM 

A musical gift of comfort and joy from pianist, David Lanz

MUSIC - ON CD CD00324 A A CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL WITH 

ARTHUR FIEDLER

Boston Pops Orchestra/Arthur Fiedler

MUSIC - ON CD CD00325 A JIM BRICKMAN-THE GIFT Joy to the World, What Child is This?, Oh, Christmas Tree, and many more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00326 A HANDEL FOR THE HOLIDAYS Planning a holiday party? Don't forget your Handel. His feel good music is 

pure joy. And joy is what the holidays are all about. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00327 A CHANNUKAH: FESTIVAL OF 

LIGHTS

Ot Azoj Klezmerband/Featuring Allan Merovitz

MUSIC - ON CD CD00328 A WINTER SOLSTICE ON ICE Jim Brickman takes you on musical journey as some of the top professional 

skaters in the world skate to the musical artistry of George Winston, Tuck 

& Patti, Samite, Peabo Bryson, Phil Perry, and many other Windham 

favorites.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00329 A A DAVE BRUBECK CHRISTMAS Dave Brubeck Piano 

MUSIC - ON CD CD0033 A BRAHMS: VIOLIN CONCERTO Henryk Szeryng-violin; Janos Starker-Cello Royal Concertgebouw 

Orchestra/Bernard Haitink

MUSIC - ON CD CD00330 A THE JOY OF 

CHRISTMAS/LEONARD 

BERNSTEIN 

Mormon Tabernacle Choir/New York Philharmonic 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00331 A JAMES GALWAY'S CHRISTMAS 

CAROL  

James Galway, flute/conductor, Organist John Birch Royal Philharmonic 

Orchestra, BBC Singers, and Chapel Choir of Kings School/conductor Barry 

Rose

MUSIC - ON CD CD00332 A CHRISTMAS-THE BEST OF 

NARADA 

A fresh approach to beloved carols from around the world selected from 

more than a decade of Narada's extraordinary Christmas music.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00333 A RENAISSANCE HOLIDAY This CD brings together a festive mix of music from the Renaissance that 

evokes in sound the joys of the season, including Christmas carols that 

have their roots in the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries

MUSIC - ON CD CD00334 A THE BROADWAY KIDS SING 

CHRISTMAS

Songs include: Sleigh Ride, Santa Claus Is Coming To Town, Christmas 

Gift Rap, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00335 A FROSTY THE SNOWMAN Christmas favorites sung by the International Children's Choir

MUSIC - ON CD CD00336 A JINGLE BELLS Christmas bells are ringing

MUSIC - ON CD CD00337 A RUDOLPH, THE REDNOSED 

REINDEER

Twas the Night Before Christmas; Must Be Santa; Feliz Navidad; 0 Holy 

Night; etc. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00338 A KWANZAA From the light hearted, rhythmic Kwanzaa Dance to the lyrically beautiful 

Imani, this uplifting collection adds a new layer of joy to the holiday of 

Kwanzaa.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00339 A MONSTER CLASSICS Includes: Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde; The Island of Dr. Moreau; The Witches of 

Eastwick, The Mummy, Dracula, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0034 A BRIDGE, FRANK: BRITISH 

COMPOSERS

Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra/Sir Charles Groves, Cond. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00340 A AMERICAN GRAFFITI 41 Original Hits from the Soundtrack

MUSIC - ON CD CD00341 A LIGHTYEAR THE BROADWAY 

KIDS-BACK ON BROADWAY

Features hits from 12 of Broadway's Greatest Shows

MUSIC - ON CD CD00342 A BROADWAY-GREATEST HITS Includes performances by Mary Martin, Angela Lansbury, Dick Van Dyke, 

Ethel Merman, John Raitt, The Boston Pops Orchestra/John Williams and 

other great artists.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00343 A BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh-Dick Van Dyke-Ann Margret-Bobby Rydell-Jesse Pearson-Ed 

Sullivan 
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00344 A CAPITOL SINGS RODGERS AND 

HAMMERSTEIN

Hello Young Lovers, If I Loved You, Getting To Know You, The Sound of 

Music, and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00345 A CAROUSEL Rodgers and Hammerstein's Carousel was a particular favorite of its 

creators, and rarely have its musicla values been so beautifully realized as 

on this soundtrack of the 1956 film version with Gordon MacRae and 

Shirely Jones in the leading role.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00346 A CIRQUE DU SOLEIL-

SALTIMBANCO

Cirque Du Soleil 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00347 A THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN The Phoenix Symphony/James Sedares

MUSIC - ON CD CD00348 A THE MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER Original Motion Picture Soundtrack

MUSIC - ON CD CD00349 A MOVIOLA II: ACTION AND 

ADVENTURE

Music composed and conducted by John Barry Performed by the Royal 

Philharmonic Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD0035 A BRITTEN:SERENADE/LES 

ILLUMINATIONS/NOCTURNE

Adrian Thompson, Tenor; Michael Thompson, Horn Bournemouth 

Sinfonietta-David Lloyd-Jones

MUSIC - ON CD CD00350 A MUSIC FOR A DARKENED 

THEATRE-DANNY ELFMAN

Music composed by Danny Elfman - Orchestrated by Steve Bartek

MUSIC - ON CD CD00351 A SCHINDLER'S LIST-CLASSIC FLIM 

MUSIC OF JOHN WILLIAMS

The Classic Film Music of John Williams - The City of Prague 

Philharmonic/Paul Bateman

MUSIC - ON CD CD00352 A THE SOUND OF MUSIC A Rodgers & Hammerstein Organization Production

MUSIC - ON CD CD00353 A SUPERMAN- THE MOVIE Music composed and conducted by John Williams

MUSIC - ON CD CD00354 A THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT #1 Singin' In The Rain, A Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody, Puttin' On The Ritz, 

and more
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00355 A THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT! #2 Singin' in the Rain, Wizard of Oz, Meet Me in St. Louis, etc.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00356 A THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT #3 For Me and My Gal. Hi-Lili, Hi-Lo, All of You, Smoke Gets In Your Eyes, 

and many more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00357 A THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT #4 Inka Dinka Doo, I Got Rhythm, Love Is Here To Stay, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00358 A THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT #5 Just One Of Those Things, You Are My Lucky Star, Doin' What Comes 

Natur'Ily, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00359 A THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT #6 How About You, Baby It's Cold Outside, I'm Gonna Live Till I Die, and 

more

MUSIC - ON CD CD0036 A BRITTEN-SINFORIA DA REQUIEM Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra-Libor Pesek

MUSIC - ON CD CD00360 A TITANIC AND OTHER FILM 

SCORES OF JAMES HORNER

Also includes: Apollo 13, Braveheart, Star Trek II, Aliens, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00361 A VERTIGO Original Motion Picture Soundtrack Music composed by Bernard Herrman

MUSIC - ON CD CD00362 A ULTIMATE BORADWAY Included are: Oklahoma; My Fair Lady; Hello Dolly; If I Were A Rich Man; 

People; On A Clear Day and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00363 A THE ONLY BROADWAY CD 

YOU'LL EVER NEED

Included are: Showboat; Carousel; Guys And Dolls; Man Of La Mancha; 

Titanic; and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00364 A CASABLANCA Classic film scores for Humphrey Bogart - National Philharmonic 

Orchestra/Charles Gerhardt

MUSIC - ON CD CD00365 A OVER THE RAINBOW: SONGS 

FROM THE MOVIES

John Williams-Boston Pops Orchestra West Side Story, Singin' in the Rain, 

New York, New York, A Tribute to Judy Garland and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00366 A JOHN WILLIAMS-GREATEST HITS 

(1969-1999)

Songs from Star Wars, Superman, Indiana Jones, Jaws, Jurassic Park, 

Saving Private Ryan and many others.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00367 A SHAKESPEARE IN LOVE Music from the movie

MUSIC - ON CD CD00368 A THE LION KING Music from the Lion King

MUSIC - ON CD CD00369 A BEAUTY AND THE BEAST The Broadway Musical of the Beauty and the Beast

MUSIC - ON CD CD0037 A BRUCKNER:SYMPHONIES NOS. 4 

"ROMANTIC" AND 9 ( 2CD'S)

Staatskapelle Dresden-Eugen Jochum

MUSIC - ON CD CD00370 A RED VIOLIN, THE Original Motion Picture Soundtrack

MUSIC - ON CD CD00371 A TITANIC: MUSIC FROM THE 

MOTION PICTURE

Album produced by James Homer

MUSIC - ON CD CD00372 A THE MUMMY Original Motion Picture Soundtrack

MUSIC - ON CD CD00373 A HARRY POTTER Original Motion Picture Soundtrack

MUSIC - ON CD CD00374 A A BEAUTIFUL MIND Music composed and conducted by James Homer

MUSIC - ON CD CD00375 A THE LORD OF THE RINGS Original motion picture soundtrack. Composed and conducted by Howard 

Shore

MUSIC - ON CD CD00376 A THE LION KING Original motion picture soundtrack. Music by Elton John, lyrics by Tim 

Rice, and score composed by Hans Zimmer

MUSIC - ON CD CD00377 A WARRIORS OF THE SILVER 

SCREEN 

Anthony and Cleopatra Suite, First Knight Suite, El Cid, Braveheart, The 

Vikings and more

MUSIC - ON CD CD0038 A CARTER, ELLIOTT-ORCHESTRAL 

MUSIC

Carter is one of the oldest living composers of our time. When listening to 

his music one will gain an insight in complex worlds of sound. SWF 

Symphony Orchestra-Michael Gielen, cond. Ursula Oppens, piano.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00387 A FLAVORS OF JAZZ From the cool rhythms of guitar to the seductive sounds of the sax, Flavors 

of Jazz takes you on a journey through the best in jazz.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD0039 A ANGEL CHANT The Benedictine monks of Santo Domingo de Silos-Their voices echoing 

through the magical calm of their historic cloister, the monks of Santo 

Dinmgo de Silos, sing the sublime music of an assured and serene spirit-

Gregorian chant.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0040 A ANGEL CHANT II The Benedictine Monks of Santo Domingo de Silos

MUSIC - ON CD CD00401 A ALL STAR JAZZ-VOL. 2 Woody Herman, Harry James, Artie Shaw & Mel Torme, Thad Jones, and 

many more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00402 A ALL STAR JAZZ-VOL. 3 Les Brown, Louis Armstrong, Ray Charles, J.J. Johnson, and many more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00403 A ALL STAR JAZZ-VOL. 4 Joe Farrell, Nat King Cole, Dizzy Gillespie, Sarah Vaughan, and many 

more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00404 A LOUIS ARMSTRONG-GREATEST 

HITS

Louis Armstrong and his orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD00405 A BIG BAND-GREATEST HITS Songs recorded between 1937 and 1976

MUSIC - ON CD CD00406 A HARRY CONNICK, JR.-WE ARE IN 

LOVE

A collection of new classics written by Harry Connick, Jr. featuring the big 

band sound of "Recipe for Love" and "We Are In Love".

MUSIC - ON CD CD00407 A COUNT BASIE-GREATEST HITS Count Basie and his Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD00408 A MILES DAVIS-BIRTH OF COOL Miles Davis

MUSIC - ON CD CD00409 A MILES DAVIS-KIND OF BLUE With Julian "Cannonball" Adderley, Paul Chambers, James Cobb, John 

Coltrane, Bill Evans, and Wynton Kelly

MUSIC - ON CD CD0041 A ANGEL CHANT III The Benedictine Monks of Santo Domingo de Silos 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00410 A DUKE ELLINGTON GREATEST 

HITS

Duke Ellington and his Orchestra
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00411 A THE FABULOUS SWING 

COLLECTION

Foot-tappin' favorites and jumping' jitterbugs from the fabulous seing era.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00412 A THE GLENN MILLER ORCHESTRA-

IN THE DIGITAL MOOD

This album contains the original Glenn Miller arrangements...the only 

updating was in the method of recording digitally...an aural pleasure 

created by the melding of yesterday's music with tomorrow's technology.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00413 A JAZZ MASTERPIECES- VOL. ONE Jazz music from Stan Getz, Art Blankey & The Jazz Messengers, Teddy 

Wilson & Lionel Hampton, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00414 A JAZZ MASTERPIECES-VOL. TWO Jazz music from Dexter Gordon, Lionel Hampton, Stan Getz, Wynton 

Marsalis, Paul Horn, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00415 A JAZZ MOODS Jazz music from Dave Brubeck, Nat King Cole, Miles Davis, Art Blankey, 

and Billie Holiday.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00416 A JOPLIN, SCOTT-GREATEST HITS Dick Hyman, piano-James Levine, piano

MUSIC - ON CD CD00417 A PANTHALASSA: THE MUSIC OF 

MILES DAVIS 1969-1974

Miles Davis Music-Jazz

MUSIC - ON CD CD00418 A MAMBO JAMBO Mucho Mambo and King Prado

MUSIC - ON CD CD0042 A BMG CHAUSSON (1855-1899) Glady Swarthout - San Francisco Symphony - RCA Victor Symphony 

Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD00425 A AFRICA: THE MUSIC OF THE 

WORLD

From ethnic instrumentation to thrilling contemporary rhythms

MUSIC - ON CD CD00426 A ALABINA -THE ALBUM II Arabic music, Spanish music, Salsa music and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00427 A ARMIK-RAIN DANCER Classical guitar, but with a Latin-gypsy-jazz flair.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00428 A ARTE FLAMENCO Music for flamenco lovers.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00429 A PATRICK BALL-CELTIC HARP Patrick Ball is a gifted storyteller from Marin County, CA. On this album 

Patrick plays 17 instrumental pieces, of which all but two were composed 

by Turlough O'Carolan.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0043 A SONY CHOPIN-GREATEST HITS Philadelphia Orchestra/Eugene Ormandyl 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00430 A BEST OF LADYSMITH BLACK 

MAMBAZO

It is only fitting the Ladysmith Black Mambazo introduced the world to the 

beauty and intricacy of black South African harmony singing, the extra-

ordinary style known generically as Mbube.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00431 A THE BEST OF MARTA SEVESTYEN The voice that envelopes film audiences during the opening credits to "The 

English Patient" is one that has become more and more familiar to 

audiences around the world since she began singing.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00432 A CAROLAN'S HARP-THE HARP 

CONSORT

Andrew Lawrence-King: Dance tunes, airs & laments by Turlough 

O'Carolan, "the chief musician of all Ireland".

MUSIC - ON CD CD00433 A THE CELTIC HEARTBEAT-

COLLECTION 2

Join us on our journey where you will experience the wealth of the Celtic 

tradition and witness the dawn of an exciting new era for Celtic music.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00434 A CELTIC VOICES-WOMEN OF SONG Women of song-Mary McLaughlin, Connie Dover, Maireid Sullivan and 

Emma Christian

MUSIC - ON CD CD00435 A A CHILD'S CELEBRATION OF THE 

WORLD

Raffi, Joan Baez, The Irish Rovers, Papillion, Bill Miller, Ladysmith Black 

Mambazo, and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00436 A CROSSING CULTURES World Music

MUSIC - ON CD CD00437 A A CELTIC ROMANCE: THE 

LEGEND OF LIADAIN AND C 

URITHIR

Mychael Danna & Jeff Danna-Composers and Producers A medieval Celtic 

fantasy for Celtic folk instruments, and Symphony Orchestra. Gregorian 

chant by the Ritual Choir of the Church of Saint Mary Magdalene.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00438 A SPIRIT HORSES: CONCERTO FOR 

NATIVE AMERICAN FLUTE AND 

CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

The Music of James DeMars and R. Carlos Nakai

MUSIC - ON CD CD00439 A GAGUKA: THE IMPERIAL COURT 

MUSIC OF JAPAN

Performing by the Kyoto Imperial Court Music Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD0044 A SONY COPLAND-GREATEST HITS Includes performances by Aaron Copland, Boston Pops Orchestra/John 

Williams, Wynton Marsalis, New York Philharmonic/Leonard Bernstein, 

and other great artists.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00440 A GYPSY SOUL-NEW FLAMENCO With unparalleled skill, in vibrant, dynamic performances, these masters 

create music that is unique-sensuous, passionate, driven by the deepest 

desire of the heart.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00441 A THE ART OF THE JAPANESE KOTO 

& BAMBOO FLUTE

Ayako Lister, Kikuko Satoh, Aiko Hasegawa, Richard Stagg, and Clive Bell

MUSIC - ON CD CD00442 A SONGS OF POPULAR ISLAM This disc is a recording of the Qawwali, a religious song of the south Asian 

followers of Islam, as sung by Jaffair Hussain. His songs, supported by 

classical vocal techniques, draw the listener into religious intoxication.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00443 A IMRAT KHAN-RAGA MARWA 

(NORTHERN INDIA) 

Surbahar & Sitar, Shafaatullah KhaniTabla

MUSIC - ON CD CD00444 A KODO Kodo means "heartbeat" and "children of the drum," a reflection of Kodo's 

desire to play their drums simply, with the heart of a child.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00445 A L'CHAIM! (TO LIFE) The ultimate Jewish music collection. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00446 A CELTIC DREAMS Music of Turlough O'Carolan (1670-1738) on the Hammered Dulcimer, Vol. 

III Joemy Wilson, Hammered Dulcimer, with the Carolan Consort.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00448 A THE OUD: MUSIC OF THE NEAR 

AND MIDDLE EAST

H. Aram Gulezyan and his instrumental group.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00449 A P'ANSORI-KOREAN EPIC VOCAL 

ART & INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 

Korea's epic vocal art and instrumental music with Kim, So-Hee, singer

MUSIC - ON CD CD0045 A CORELLI:SONATAS & 

ORCHESTRAL WORKS 

Sonatas and orchestral work of Corelli.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00450 A PERSIAN DANCE MUSIC Persian dance music

MUSIC - ON CD CD00451 A SHAKUHACHI: THE JAPANESE 

FLUTE 

Kohachiro Miyata, Shakuhachi

MUSIC - ON CD CD00452 A SUKAY-CUMBRE (THE SUMMIT) High energy music of the Andes

MUSIC - ON CD CD00453 A VOICES OF FORGOTTEN WORLDS Traditional music of indigenous people. Contains 2 compact discs with 

music from 28 indigenous cultures.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00454 A WORLD ANTHEMS Stephen Squires, conductor/Donald Fraser, arrangements 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00455 A WORLD MUSIC SAMPLER Samplers from Brazil, Persia, Spain, India, Laos, Ireland, Thailand, China, 

and Iran. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00456 A ADIEMUS: DANCES OF TIME One of the hallmarks of Adiemus is Karl Jenkins' flair for integrating the 

music of different cultures and places, and Dances of Time finds him in top 

form with  voices singing a Viennese waltz, to classical, to Latin and 

African influences that collide in an African Tango and bluesy 1920s 

harmony

MUSIC - ON CD CD00457 A PLANET CHANT Chant has been practiced for centuries, more than likely since the dawn of 

time, and virtually every culture, past and present, has changed in some 

form or another. 
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00458 A MAZEL JOV Jewish wedding favorites. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD0046 A COUPERIN: PIECES DE CLAVECIN Alan Cuckston, Harpsichord

MUSIC - ON CD CD00460 A LAKME Hindu Music Hindu Music 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00461 A PIPA SOLO Classical Chinese Music

MUSIC - ON CD CD00462 A ELIZABETH'S MUSIC Queen Elizabeth 1 (1533-1603)

MUSIC - ON CD CD00463 A MUSIC OF THE NATIVE 

AMERICAN INDIANS

Authentic ceremonial dances and secular music of various tribes of native 

American Indians. Played on ceremonial drums, water drums, rattles, and 

jingles and accompanied by singing.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00464 A A JEWISH ODYSSEY A celebration of Jewish music around the world. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00465 A SOH DAIKO The taiko, or Japanese drum, has been called the voice and spirit of the 

Japanese people. Developing out of primitive agricultural rites and the 

ancient music of shrines and temples, the beat of the taiko resounds 

throughout Japanese history.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0047 A DE FALLA: POPULAR SPANISH 

SUITE

Suites and Dances - The Schirmer Ensemble, Brett Kelly 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00475 A ACORN MUSIC-FIRST HARVEST Included are: Irish and Appalachian folk tunes, Southwestern melodies, 

foot-stomping American fiddle music, waltzes, dulcimer tunes...music that 

feels good.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00476 A ARVO PART: DE PROFUNDIS Theatre of Voices/Paul Hillier

MUSIC - ON CD CD00477 A BALLET-GREATEST HITS Ballet favorites from the Nutcracker, Swan Lake, Giselle, The Firebird, 

Appalachian Spring and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00478 A BARBAR:ADAGIO FOR STRINGS Concerto for Violin and Orchestra/Issac Stern, ViolinWilliam Schuman and 

New York Philharmonic/Leonard Berstein
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00479 A BAROQUE-GREATEST HITS Excerpts from Vivaldi's Four Seasons, Bach's Goldberg Variations, Handel's 

"Hallelujah" Chorus and more. Performances by Yo-Yo Ma, Wnyton 

Marsalis, Leonard Bernstein and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0048 A DE MACHAUT: LA MESSE DE 

NOSTRE DAME

Oxford Camerata - Jeremy Summerly, Director

MUSIC - ON CD CD00480 A DE MACHAUT: LA MESSE DE 

NOSTRE DAME

Oxford Camerata - Jeremy Summerly, Director

MUSIC - ON CD CD00482 A BARTOK & STRAVINSKY Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, Bartok/Divertimento & Romanian Folk 

Dances

MUSIC - ON CD CD00483 A CHEN/HE: THE BUTTERFLY 

LOVERS VIOLIN CONCERTO

Three Chinese Violin Pieces - Takako Nishizaki, Violin - Shanghai 

Conservatory Symphony Orchestra/Fan Chengwu

MUSIC - ON CD CD00484 A CLASSICAL MOB HITS Includes: The Sting, The Godfather, The Untouchables, Casino, The 

Ladykillers, and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00486 A FOLIE DOUCE (SWEET FOLLY) Renaissance Improvisations

MUSIC - ON CD CD00487 A THE GOSPEL SOUND (2CD's) This recording documents the changes in Afro-American religious music 

over a forty-year period. This collection is powerful, filled with vitality, 

integrity and direct personal communication. The best in gospel music 

from the mid-forties to the late fifties contained moving spirituals

MUSIC - ON CD CD00488 A THE GREAT DEPRESSION American Music in the 30's

MUSIC - ON CD CD00489 A GREAT MELODIES OF THE 

CLASSICS "A"

Included are: Mouret, Bach, Vivaldi, Handel, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0049 A DEBUSSY AT DAWN This CD eases you into your day as one soothing selection flows seamlessly 

into another in a sunrise serenade that reawakens your senses to the 

incredible beauty of nature.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00490 A GREAT MELODIES OF THE 

CLASSICS "B" 

Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Schubert, and more

MUSIC - ON CD CD00491 A GREAT MELODIES OF THE 

CLASSICS "C"

Included are: Suppe, Tchaikovsky, Rossini, Mendelssohn, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00493 A THE GREATEST OPERA SHOW ON 

EARTH

Domingo, Pavarotti, Fleming, Bartoli, Bocelli, Carreras and many more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00494 A A HISTORY OF MUSIC IN 

WESTERN CIVILIZATION: PARTS 

1&2 MEDIEVAL MUSIC AND 

MUSIC OF THE RENAISSANCE 

Discussions and Musical Samples of: Disc 1-Medieval Music (1100-

1480)Disc 2-Music of the Renaissance

MUSIC - ON CD CD00495 A A HISTORY OF MUSIC IN 

WESTERN CIVILIZATION: PARTS 

3&4 THE BAROQUE PERIOD AND 

THE CLASSICAL PERIOD

Discussions and Musical Samples of: Disc 3: The Baroque Period (1600-

1750) Disc 4: The Classical Period (1750-1830)

MUSIC - ON CD CD00496 A A HISTORY OF MUSIC IN 

WESTERN CIVILIZATION: PARTS 5 

& 6 THE ROMANTIC PERIOD & 

THE MODERN PERIOD

Discussions and Musical Samples of: Disc 5: The Romantic Period (1830-

1900) Disc 6: The Modern Period (1900-1945)

MUSIC - ON CD CD00497 A A HISTORY OF MUSIC IN 

WESTERN CIVILIZATION: PARTS 

7&8 CONTEMPORARY MUSIC & 

APPROACHES

Disc 7: Contemporary Music (1945-1980) Disc 8: Popular Music (1960-1980)
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00498 A A HISTORY OF MUSIC IN 

WESTERN CIVILIZATION PART 9 

& 10 THE HISTORY OF 

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS & 

THE STORY OF REGGAE AND 

CALYPSO

Discussions and Musical Samples of: Disc 9: Percussion Instruments Disc 

10: The story of Reggae and Calypso

MUSIC - ON CD CD00499 A A HISTORY OF MUSIC IN 

WESTERN CIVILIZATION: PART 11 

& 12 AN INTRODUCTION TO 

ENGLISH FOLK MUSIC & 

INSTRUMENTS AROUND THE 

WORLD

Discussions and Musical Samples of: Disc 11 : An introduction to English 

folk music Disc 12: Instruments around the world

MUSIC - ON CD CD0050 A DEBUSSY: COMPLETE WORKS FOR 

ORCHESTRA VOL. 1 (2CD'S) 

Orchestra of Radio Luxembourg - Louis de Froment, Cond.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00500 A HOVHANESS MYSTERIOUS 

MOUNTAIN

This cd provides unparalleled musical and sonic thrills in this magical 

recording by Fritz Reiner and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. A 

masterpiece of mood and texture, it is still Havhanes's

MUSIC - ON CD CD00501 A IN MEMORIAM: MUSIC FOR 

SOLEMN OCCASIONS 

Music for solemn occasions

MUSIC - ON CD CD00502 A AN INTRODUCTION TO EARLY 

MUSIC

Hildegard of Bingen-Ockeghem-Francesco Da Milano-Josquin-Byrd-

Arcadelt-Palestrina-Jenkins

MUSIC - ON CD CD00503 A IT'S GOOD TO BE THE KING Musical delights for kings, queens, princes, and royalty.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00504 A I SALONISTI-THE LAST DANCE-

MUSIC FOR A VANISH ING ERA

Salon music was born at a time of revolutions, grew up during the fin de 

siecle and migrated from the old world to the new sometime earlier this 

century.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00505 A LE GRAND TANGO Dances for Cello and Piano - Maria Kliegel, Cello and Bernd Glemser, Piano
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00506 A LUX AETERNA Winchester Cathedral Choir/David Hill

MUSIC - ON CD CD00507 A THE MEDIEVAL EXPERIENCE: 

MONKS AND TROUBADOURS I

All chants in this program are chants for Palm Sunday. They are sung by 

the Benedictine monks of Munsterschwarzach in Germany.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00508 A THE MEDIEVAL EXPERIENCE: 

MONKS AND TROUBADOURS II

Monks and Troubadours

MUSIC - ON CD CD00509 A THE MEDIEVAL EXPERIENCE: 

MOTETS 

Motets

MUSIC - ON CD CD0051 A DEBUSSY FOR DAYDREAMING Music to caress your thoughts

MUSIC - ON CD CD00510 A THE MEDIEVAL EXPERIENCE: 

MASSES AND MEMORIALS

Masses and Memorials

MUSIC - ON CD CD00511 A ANDREA BOCELLI: ROMANZA Con Te Partiró, Vivere, Per Amore, Il Mare Calmo Della Sera, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00512 A NEW WORLD JAZZ-MICHAEL 

TILSON THOMAS

This release features eight European and American composers of the 20th 

century who, in their own innovative styles, bridged the gap between jazz 

and classical composition. The New World Symphony, created by Michael 

Tilson Thomas, is a cutting edge, vibrant orchestral academy made up of 

young musicians who break down the stereotype of the classical performer.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00513 A THE ONLY OPERA CD YOU'LL 

EVER NEED

Here are 100 favorite moments excerpted from the world's greatest operas 

sung by the best-loved artists of the 20th Century from Caruso to Pavarotti, 

Lanza to Domingo, Anna Moffo to Angela Gheorghiu, Jussi Bjoerling to 

Ben Heppner and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00514 A OPERA-GREATEST HITS Includes performances by Placido Domingo, Jose Carreras, Kid Te Kanawa, 

Richard Tucker, Luciano Pavarotti, Eva Marton, and many more.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00515 A OPERA INTERMEZZI AND 

PRELUDES

Czecho-Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra/Ondrej Lenard

MUSIC - ON CD CD00516 A AMOR: OPERA'S GREAT LOVE 

SONGS

Love Songs

MUSIC - ON CD CD00517 A PAVAROTTI'S OPERA MADE EASY The world's favorite tenor introduces you to the joy of opera, featuring the 

world's greatest opera stars. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00518 A THE RENAISSANCE ALBUM Renaissance Music 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00519 A RENAISSANCE MASTERPIECES Oxford Camerata-Jeremy Summerly/Conductor

MUSIC - ON CD CD0052 A DELIBES: COPPELIA/LA SOURCE Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra - Andrew Mogrelia, Cond.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00520 A ROMANTIC FAVORITES FOR 

STRINGS

Leonard Bernstein/New York Philharmonic 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00521 A THE SCOTCH HUMOUR - 

CHATHAM BAROQUE

Music of Nicola Matteis - Julie AndrijeskiNiolin, Emily DavidsonNiolin, 

Patricia HaversonNiola da Gamba, Scott Pauley/Theorbo & Baroque Guitar

MUSIC - ON CD CD00523 A SYMPHONIES-THE GREATEST 

HITS 

Included are: Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Bizet, Brahms, Mahler, and many 

more 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00524 A MUSIC OF THE GOTHIC ERA The Early Music Consort of London/David Munrow

MUSIC - ON CD CD00525 A SUN DANCE: SUMMER SOLSTICE Some of the artists are: Sean Harness, Thea Suits Silverman & Tracy 

Silverman, Liz Story, Jim Brickman, Angels of Venice and many more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00526 A DIANA KRALL: WHEN I LOOK IN 

YOUR EYES

Music includes: Let's Face the Music and Dance; Let's fall in Love; I've Got 

You Under My Skin; Do It Again; and more.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00527 A ELEVATION 2 The second in the definitive collection of world-rhythmic and trance-

ambient artists that are available in the genre today Listen to Aria's soaring 

hypno-opera or to Engima and b-tribe's dynamic blend of ancestral sounds 

and modern grooves.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00528 A SHAKESPEARE: THE GREATEST 

HITS (2CDs)

Music includes; Preludio; Danza; Galliard; La Rossignol; The King's Dance; 

Greensleeves; and many more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00529 A BEST OF BAROQUE Tomaso Albinoni, Arcangelo Corelli, Antonio Vivaldi, Francesco 

Manfredini and others.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0053 A D'INDY, VINCENT San Francisco Symphony-Pierre Monteux, Cond.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00530 A DAVID DIAMOND Music for Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet", Symphony No. 3, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00531 A CHENOWETH, KRISTIN: LET 

YOURSELF GO

With Rob Fisher and the Coffee Club Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD00532 A FORTUNE MY FOE: MUSIC OF 

SHAKESPEARE'S TIME

Music of Shakespeare's Time

MUSIC - ON CD CD00536 A DONIZETTI:LUCIA DI 

LAMMERMOOR

Orchestra and Chorus of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden- Richard 

Bonynge

MUSIC - ON CD CD0054 A DONIZETTI:LUCIA DI 

LAMMERMOOR

Orchestra and Chorus of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden- Richard 

Bonynge

MUSIC - ON CD CD00540 A AMAZON RAIN FOREST-

VOYAGES

Musical adventures for the mind

MUSIC - ON CD CD00541 A ISLAND JUNGLE A week in Hawaii

MUSIC - ON CD CD00542 A SUMMER RAIN A Day on Cape Cod

MUSIC - ON CD CD00543 A TROPICAL SURF A Week in Hawaii
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00544 A WATERFALL A Week in Hawaii

MUSIC - ON CD CD0055 A DOWLAND, JOHN: AYRES & LUTE-

LESSONS

Ayres & Lute-Lessons

MUSIC - ON CD CD00551 A CLASSIC COUNTRY MUSIC- 

VOLUME II

A Smithsonian Collection- Included are Pistol-Packin' Mama, Tennessee 

Waltz, Sixteen Tons, and mere.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00552 A PATSY CLINE-12 GREATEST HITS Patsy Cline and her 12 greatest hits

MUSIC - ON CD CD00553 A GEORGE STRAIT-TEN STRAIT HITS George Strait country hits

MUSIC - ON CD CD00555 A DEEP FOREST-BOHEME Deep Forest's new territory became apparent, spanning Hungary and 

Byelorussia, and stretching out to Taiwan and Mongolia. This is modern 

Bohemian rhapsody with varied sounds, origins, and orchestrations.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00556 A BILL DOUGLAS: SONGS OF EARTH 

& SKY 

Celtic inspired choral and instrumental music 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00557 A FLATT & SCRUGGS: THE 

MILLENNIUM COLLECTION

CD includes: Foggy Mountain Breakdown, Baby Blue Eyes, God Loves His 

Children, and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00558 A JAN HAMMER-BEYOND THE 

MIND'S EYE BEYOND

A computer animation odyssey is a full length video-album for which this 

music was created. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00559 A INSTRUMENTAL MOODS Many different instrumental songs. Included are: Enigma, Sacred Spirits, 

David Lanz, Santana.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0056 A DEVORAK FOR DUMMIES The fun and easy way to explore the world of classical music. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00560 A SWEET DREAMS: MIA JANG 

PIANO SOLO

Elegant Simplicity meets evocative melody in this brilliant solo debut
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00561 A KARL JENKINS: ADIEMUS 2 

CANTATA MUNDI

“Elegia” and “Cantinela”, are two short pieces which started as musical 

sketches prior to his debut.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00562 A ROBERT MILES: DREAMLAND Music includes: Children, Fantasya, One and One, In the Dawn, and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00563 A NATURAL STATES-DAVID LANZ 

& PAUL SPEER

Music includes: Miranova, Faces of the Forest Part 1, Behind the Waterful, 

Rain forest and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00564 A ORINOCO FLOW-THE MUSIC OF 

ENYA

Music of Enya and The Taliesin Orchestra.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00565 A SANCTUARY-20 YEARS OF 

WINDHAM HILL 

20 year of Windham Hill

MUSIC - ON CD CD00566 A SONGS WITHOUT WORDS-

WINDHAM HILL COLLECTION

A very special collection containing solos from 16 of the greatest 

songwriters, producers and artists of the last decades.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00567 A LIZ STORY-MY FOOLISH HEART Liz Story

MUSIC - ON CD CD00568 A JOHN TESH-TOUR DE FRANCE John Tesh music

MUSIC - ON CD CD00569 A WISDOM OF THE WOOD-

CONTEMPORARY ACOUSTIC 

MUSIC 

Various Narada Artists

MUSIC - ON CD CD0057 A DVORAK:FOUR-HAND PIANO 

MUSIC VOL. 2

Silke-Thora Matthies-Christian Kohn

MUSIC - ON CD CD00571 A JOSH GROBAN Josh Groban's first album

MUSIC - ON CD CD00575 A AMERICAN ROOTS MUSIC From city or country, black or white, these sounds emerged from a cultural 

maze to define our country's music heritage. These are the "roots" of 

America's popular music.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00576 A FOLK CLASSICS: ROOTS OF 

AMERICAN FOLK MUSIC

Music includes: Alberta, Jesse James, The Streets of Laredo, Muleskinner, 

and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0058 A DVORAK: SYMPHONY NO. 9 

"FROM THE NEW WORLD"

Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra, Stephen

MUSIC - ON CD CD00580 A A CENTURY OF RECORDED 

POETRY                                                                                                                                                            

(VOL. 1 & 2)

In their own voices and comes with a book.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00581 A A CENTURY OF RECORDED 

POETRY                                                                                                                                                                

(VOL. 3 & 4)

In their own voices and comes with a book. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00582 A A LIGHT IN THE ATTIC Performing by the Shel Silverstein (Lyrics enclosed)

MUSIC - ON CD CD00583 A WHERE THE SIDEWALK ENDS Recited, sung and shouted by Shel Silverstein (Lyrics enclosed)

MUSIC - ON CD CD0059 A ELGAR: ENIGMA VARIATIONS Pomp & Circumstance March No. 1 London Philharmonic, Leonard 

Slatkin, Cond. Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles Munch, Cond. Boston 

Pops, Arthur Fiedler, Cond.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0060 A ELGAR, EDWARD (1857-1934) Symphony No. 1 (Imperial March) BBC Philharmonic, George Hurst, Cond.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00600 A SONGS OF THE CIVIL WAR Civil War Music: Dixie Land, Yellow Rose of Texas, Taps and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00601 A SACRED SPIRIT II Chants and dances of the native americans.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00602 A ARCTIC REFUGE: A GATHERING 

OF TRIBES

This CD is a powerful offering of songs, prayers, native flute, drumming 

and chanting by Native American musicians and friends. Natural sounds 

reflect the rich diversity of the northern coastal.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD0061 A THE CLASSIC SOUND The Classic Sound is a series of recordings which have been specially 

selected both for their technical recording qualities and their critically 

acclaimed artistic performances.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0062 A FRANCK: ORCHESTRAL MUSIC 

VOL. 1

Arnhem Philharmonic Orchestra, Roberto Benzi 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00625 A THIS IS MY COUNTRY This CD includes: Grand Canyon Suite, America the Beautiful, Yankee 

Doodle, Strike up the Band, The Star-Spangled Banner, God

MUSIC - ON CD CD00626 A A SLICE OF AMERICA CD includes: Anchors Aweigh, Auld Lang Syne, The Marines Hymn, Star 

and Stripes Forever, and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00627 A A PATRIOTIC SALUTE TO THE 

MILITARY FAMILY

Marches, Americana, Family, Ceremonial, and Bugle Calls 

MUSIC - ON CD CD00629 A FRANCK: VIOLIN 

SONATA/BRAHMS: HORN TRIO

Ashkenazy-Perlman-Tuckwell

MUSIC - ON CD CD0063 A FRANCK: VIOLIN 

SONATA/BRAHMS: HORN TRIO

Ashkenazy-Perlman-Tuckwell

MUSIC - ON CD CD00630 A COD BLESS AMERICA: MORMON 

TABNERNACLE CHOIR

America the Beautiful, Battle Hymn of the Republic, You're a Grand Old 

Flag, and many others. Philadelphia Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD00631 A AMERICA'S FAVORITE PATRIOTIC 

SONGS FOR KIDS

These are the songs America loves to sing! Some of the songs are: This Land 

is Your Land, This Is My Country, Battle Hymn of the Republic and more.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00632 A THE BROADWAY KIDS SING 

AMERICA

The Kids sing songs that capture the spirit of America-from the romance of 

railroads and country roads to celebrations of California beaches and of 

New York's busy streets
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MUSIC - ON CD CD00633 A STARS & STRIPES FOREVER AND 

THE GREATEST MARCHES 

Arthur Fiedler/Boston Pops

MUSIC - ON CD CD00634 A STARS & STRIPES: AMERICA'S 

GREATEST HITS (2CD S) 

Marches and Pop Music

MUSIC - ON CD CD0064 A GERSHWIN-GREATEST HITS Includes performances by Sarah Vaughan, Andre Previn, Yo-Yo Ma, 

Boston Pops Orchestra/John Williams, New York Philharmonic/Leonard 

Bernstein and other great artists.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0065 A GLASS, PHILIP-"HEROES" 

SYMPHONY

From the Music of David Bowie and Brian Eno. Performed by the American 

Composers Orchestra -Dennis Russell Davies, Conductor

MUSIC - ON CD CD0066 A PASSAGES Original music composed by Ravi Shankar and Philip Glass

MUSIC - ON CD CD0067 A GORECKI: SYMPHONY NO. 3 Zoffia Kilanowicz, Soprano Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD0068 A CORECKI: SYMPHONY NO. 3, OP. 

36 "SYMPHONY OF SORROWFUL 

SONGS"

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra-Uri Simonov, Cond.

MUSIC - ON CD CD00680 A SPIRIT OF AMERICA U.S. Army – Old Guard Fife and Drum Corps

MUSIC - ON CD CD0069 A GREGORIAN CHANT Rorate caeli, Ave Maria, Meditabor, Jubilate Deo, De profundis, Beati 

Mundo corde, Christus factus est, Improperium, Dicit Dominus, and more. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD0070 A GRIEG-GREATEST HITS Arthur Fiedler/Boston Pops; Eugene Ormandy/Philadelphia Orchestra; 

Kjell Baekkelund, Piano; Odd Gruner-Gegge/Osol Philharmonic

MUSIC - ON CD CD0071 A GRIEG-LYRIC PIECES Balazs Szokolay-Piano

MUSIC - ON CD CD0072 A GRAND CANYON SUITE London Symphony Orchestra & Chorus
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MUSIC - ON CD CD0073 A THE BEST OF HANDEL As the great English conductor Sir Thomas Beecham so adroitly put it: 

“George Friderick Handel wrote Italian music better than any Italian, 

French music better than any Frenchman, English music better than any 

Englishman, and with the single exception of Bach, outrivaled all other 

Germans.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0074 A HANDEL FOR THE HIGHWAY Chamber Orchestra of Europe/Galway; RCA Victor Symphony 

Orchestra/Stokowski

MUSIC - ON CD CD0075 A HANDEL: MUSIC FOR THE ROYAL 

FIREWORKS

New Leipzig Bach Collegiums Musicum/MaxPommer, Cond.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0076 A HAYDN: KEYBOARD WORKS, 

VOLS 1 

Ilse von Alpenheim, Piano/Bambery Symphony-Antal Dorati, Conductor)

MUSIC - ON CD CD0077 A HAYDN: SYMPHONY NO. 94 "THE 

SURPRISE"

English Chamber Orchestra, Jean-Francois Paillard, Cond.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0078 A HAYDN: WIND CONCERTOS The Philadelphia Orchestra / Eugene Ormandy

MUSIC - ON CD CD0079 A HINDEMITH-MATHIS DER MALER Symphonic Metamorphoses on Themes by Carl Maria Von Weber

MUSIC - ON CD CD0080 A HOLST-THE PLANETS Ralph Vaughan Williams - Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, 

Cond. Women's voices of the Mendelssohn Club of Philadelphia

MUSIC - ON CD CD0081 A VISIONS HOVANESS, ALAN-SAMPLER:

MUSIC - ON CD CD0082 A IVES, CHARLES: PIANO SONATA 

NO. 2, "CONCORD"

Gilbert Kalish, piano with Samuel Baron, flute/John Graham, viola 

MUSIC - ON CD CD0083 A JANACK: SINFONIETTA-TARAS 

BULBA

London Philharmonic Orchestra, Bernard Haitnik
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MUSIC - ON CD CD0084 A LASSUS: LAGRIME DE SAN 

PIETRO

Lassus wrote his setting of Tansill's Lagrime di San Pietro at the end of his 

life. The seven-voice madrigals express the remorse of St. Peter at his final 

betrayal of Christ.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0085 A LEONCAVALLO: PAGLIACCI Orchestra and Chorus of the Florence May Festival Ricardo Muti: 

Conductor

MUSIC - ON CD CD0086 A LISZT-GREATEST HITS Includes performances by Emanuel Ax, Vladimir Feltsman, Leonard 

Bernstein, Zubin Mehta, Eugene Ormandy, Seiji Ozawa, Esa-Pekka Salonen 

and other great artists.

MUSIC - ON CD CD0087 A LISZT: PIANO CONCERTOS NO. 1 

& 2

Philadelphia orchestra, Eugene Ormandy-New Philharmonic Orchestra, 

Seiji Ozawa 

MUSIC - ON CD CD0088 A LUTOSLAWSKI: SYMPHONY NO. 4 Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra/Antoni Wit

MUSIC - ON CD CD0089 A MAHLER: DAS LIED ON DERERDE National Symphony Orchestra of Ireland/Michael Halasz 

MUSIC - ON CD CD0090 A MAHLER: SYMPHONY NO. 4-

SONGS OF A WAYFARER

Judith Raskin, Soprano, The Cleveland Orchestra/George Szell, London 

Philharmonic Orchestra/ Andrew Davis

MUSIC - ON CD CD0091 A MAHLER: SYMPHONY NO. 5 Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra/Antoni Wit

MUSIC - ON CD CD0092 A MAHLER: SYMPHONY NO. 8 

"SYMPHONY OF A THOUSAN D"

Symphony No. 8 

MUSIC - ON CD CD0093 A MASSENET: ORCHESTRAL SUITES 

NOS. 4-7

New Zealand Symphony Orchestra/Jean-Yves Ossonce

MUSIC - ON CD CD0094 A MENDELSSOHN-GREATEST HITS Includes performances by Andre Previn, Entremont, Philadelphia 

Orchestra/ Ormandy, Cleveland Orchestra/Szell, N. Y., 

Philharmonic/Bernstein and other great artists.
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MUSIC - ON CD CD0095 A MENDELSSOHN-INCIDENTAL 

MUSIC TO "A MIDSUMMER 

NIGHT'S DREAM" 

Boston Symphony Orchestra and Chorus/ Erich Leinsdorf

MUSIC - ON CD CD0096 A MONTEVERDI, CLAUDIO (1567-

1643)

Sergio Vartolo, Director

MUSIC - ON CD CD0097 A MOZART-A CONTEMPORARY 

COLLECTION 

Mozart and some of his contemporary music. 

MUSIC - ON CD CD0099 A MOZART FOR THE MORNING 

COMMUTE 

London Symphony Orchestra

MUSIC - ON CD CD0570 A PAINT THE SKY WITH STARS: THE 

BEST OF ENYA

Music composed and perfomed by Enya. 

MUSIC - SCIENCE DVD129-30 H SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK: SCIENCE Specifically designed for classroom use. DVD includes these great songs 

correlated to educational standards: The Body Machine; Do The 

Circulation; Electricity - Electricity; The Energy Blues; Interplant Janet; 

Telegraph Line; Them Not-So-Dry Bones; A Victim of Gravity

READING RAINBOW VC014-1 P-I TIGHT TIMES In the first episode, host LeVar Burton introduces the book Tight Times and 

shows his friends how to have a great time without spending a dime, 

including checking out the public library.

READING RAINBOW VC014-10 P-I GIFT OF THE SACRED DOG A folktale about a boy who brought the gift of horses to his people leads to 

a powwow at the Crow Fair in Crow Agency, Montana, and a special 

ceremony with the Old Elk family. Michael Ansara narrates and Phoebe 

Snow sings.

READING RAINBOW VC014-100 P JUNE 29, 1999. David Wiesner's entertaining book about a science project apparently gone 

awry is accompanied by a visit to a grower of giant pumpkins and a brief 

exploration of UFO's.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-101 P NOSEY MRS. RAT When does healthy curiosity become annoying nosiness? James Marshall's 

illustrations help explore the question. Jane Goodall explains how her own 

curiosity helped her become a leading scientist in the study of primates.

READING RAINBOW VC014-102 P BORREGUITA AND THE COYOTE A little lamb uses her wits to outsmart a hungry coyote in this retelling of a 

Mexican folk tale. Los Lobos invites LeVar to their home for a music and 

fun-filled fiesta.

READING RAINBOW VC014-103 P SUMMER LeVar cycles through the seasons and shows how plants, animals, and the 

world around us change.

READING RAINBOW VC014-104 P ONCE THERE WAS A TREE The life cycle of trees in the forest, and the important relationship among 

all living things are highlighted along with our dependence on trees for 

food, shelter, and the air we breathe.

READING RAINBOW VC014-105 P APPELEMANDO'S DREAM The story of a little boy who uses his dreams to brighten the world for 

himself and his friends. LeVar demonstrates fun and creative ways to 

inspire the artist in all of us.

READING RAINBOW VC014-106 P LOTUS SEED LeVar explores how traditions and heritage are passed down through 

generations; the book tells the story of a young Vietnamese woman who, 

when forced to flee her country, takes a lotus seed with her as a warm 

reminder of her past.

READING RAINBOW VC014-107 P HAIL TO MAIL Travel behind the scenes of the postal service. 

READING RAINBOW VC014-108 P STELLALUNA A baby bat is separated from her mother and ends up being raised in a very 

peculiar way by a family of birds. LeVar discovers nocturnal animals and 

explores the world of slumber and dreams.

READING RAINBOW VC014-109 P MY SHADOW Examines light and shadows, including shadow puppetry.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-11 P-I GREGORY THE TERRIBLE EATER Marilyn Michaels narrates the story of Gregory, a young goat who worries 

his parents by being a fussy eater. LeVar visits a zoo to find out some 

surprising facts about the eating habits of goats and other animals.

READING RAINBOW VC014-110 P RUTH LAW THRILLS A NATION This whirlwind adventure follows unsung heroines of aviation, and then 

time travels from the early barnstorming days of Bessie Coleman to a 

teenage pilot taking her first flight today.

READING RAINBOW VC014-111 P-I MARTHA SPEAKS Problems arise when Martha, the family dog, learns to speak after eating 

alphabet soup. Luke, LeVar's favorite pooch, steps to the forefront and 

takes over the show. As a result, viewers get a dog's eye view of life. Then 

they meet an animal trainer who demonstrates how he trains dogs for TV 

and movies.

READING RAINBOW VC014-112 P-I THE SIGN PAINTER'S DREAM Visit the bright lights and big city signs of New York's Time Square. LeVar 

takes a look at the role that signs play in our everyday lives and goes 

behind the scenes of an advertising agency and a sign company.

READING RAINBOW VC014-113 P-I ARCHIBALD FRISBY LeVar takes viewers on a "tale-spinning" ride, when he climbs aboard the 

Great American Scream Machine. He takes a scientific approach to winning 

park games. With the right questions and a little experimentation, an easy 

solution is always close at hand.

READING RAINBOW VC014-114 P-I FLY AWAY HOME This video is a touching story about a homeless young boy and his father. It 

also highlights young people who are working to make a difference in the 

fight against homelessness.

READING RAINBOW VC014-115 P-I OWEN This video takes a humorous look at childhood. LeVar Burton explores 

positive ways that children can deal with changes in everyday life and 

growing up.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-116 P-I HOW MUCH IS A MILLION? LeVar Burton is scouring the streets of New York City trying to figure out 

exactly how much is a "million". In fun segments, viewers visit the Crayola 

factory in PA and see how millions of crayons are made and at Giants 

Stadium to see how the stadium crew and vendors prepare for the giant 

crowd on game day.

READING RAINBOW VC014-117 P-I ALWAYS MY DAD This video examines the complex and multifaceted relationship that make 

single parent families unique. The story explores a young girl's warm 

relationship with her father, despite the fact that she does not see him very 

often.

READING RAINBOW VC014-118 P-I BREAD IS FOR EATING This video celebrates the love and hard work that goes into making every 

loaf of bread from seeds to supermarket. It discusses the history of this 

basic, wonderful and international food.

READING RAINBOW VC014-119 P-I HOTEL ANIMAL The story explores the humorous adventures of oa pair of petite lizards 

who check in to the over sized Hotel Anmial. Throughout the program, 

LeVar explores size relationships and proportions.

READING RAINBOW VC014-12 P-I THREE BY THE SEA As LeVar strolls on the beach reading Three by the Sea, he learns that 

stories can be created out of the sea, the sand, the air, and your 

imagination.

READING RAINBOW VC014-120 P-I SOMEPLACE ELSE Someplace Else is the fun-loving tale of Mrs. Tilby who, after years of living 

in the same small town, sets off to explore life in other places. It takes the 

viewers from one end of the country to the other, exploring the places we 

all call home.

READING RAINBOW VC014-121 P-I HIP CAT This video explores America's most original music form - jazz! Highlighted 

is jazz saxophonist, Joshua Redman, who discusses the influence that music 

has had on his life and how he uses music to communicate with the world.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-122 P-I REGINA'S BIG MISTAKE Regina is so afraid of making a mistake on her art project that she won't 

even pick up a crayon to get started. This video explores some of the ways 

that artists express themselves through their work, and it takes a look at the 

creative process. Segments highlight a variety of art forms and the hidden 

artist in everyone.

READING RAINBOW VC014-123 P-I THE CAROUSEL This is a touching story of sisters who, after the death of their mother, 

search for her legacy through their memories, imaginations and a magical 

ride of a carousel. LeVar visits with artists and designers who build a 

carousel for their park, illustrating how the power of legacies is passed on 

to us by special people in our lives.

READING RAINBOW VC014-124 P-I THE WONDERFUL TOWERS OF 

WATTS

This explores the beauty and courage of a community challenged daily by 

violence. In a revealing segment, LeVar meets with children from Watts, 

who share their hopes, concerns and future aspirations for themselves and 

their community with viewers.

READING RAINBOW VC014-125 P-I UNCLE JED'S BARBER SHOP This video demonstrates that determination, faith and a little help from 

others can make any dream attainable.

READING RAINBOW VC014-126 P-I HOW TO MAKE AN APPLE PIE 

AND SEE THE WORLD

This video puts Levar Burton in the kitchen where he gets some fun 

cooking tips from chef Curtis Aikens, and uses science to unravel some of 

the unknown tricks and reasons behind everyday cooking.

READING RAINBOW VC014-127 P-I ZIN! ZIN! ZIN! A VIOLIN This video explores the melodious, rhythmical, mathematical groupings 

that make music fun. Filmed on location at NY City's Juilliard School of 

Music, viewers will visit with an orchestra of 8-18 year olds, including a 

young musician who gives LeVar a few tips on playing the timpani. Also 

featured are percussion performers from the off-Broadway show, STOMP.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-128 P-I GIVING THANKS: A NATIVE 

AMERICAN GOOD MORNIN G 

MESSAGE

This video celebrates the beauty, bounty, and resources of the earth. The 

Native American belief that the natural world is a precious and rare gift 

leads the viewer to a family harvesting cranberries and to city kids planting 

trees in their neighborhood, reinforcing the message of responsibility that 

we all share in caring for our environment.

READING RAINBOW VC014-129 P-I MATH CURE This video is a zany and hilarious look at how most everything in our lives 

is math related. LeVar tracks down, scouts out and sneaks up on math-in 

action, and he finds out firsthand that a factory-- and life--can't run without 

it.

READING RAINBOW VC014-13 P-I ARTHUR'S EYES Arthur needs glasses to help him see. LeVar explores many different ways 

of perceiving the world, by using all his senses. 

READING RAINBOW VC014-130 P-I SATURDAY SANCOCHO It's early in the morning as vendors at the neighborhood "swap and flea 

market" set up. LeVar explores the fun of collecting and trading treasures--

and how it's based on the ever-changing nature of value. All the while he is 

classifying, estimating, bartering, trading, collecting and figuring out trade--

and monetary--values.

READING RAINBOW VC014-131 P-I MY LIFE WITH THE WAVE This is a sheer magical tale about a boy who brings home a wave. LeVar 

explores the beauty and fascination of water, the rhythm and energy of 

waves, and visits people who are fulfilling the dream to save endangered 

sea life.

READING RAINBOW VC014-132 P-I WORKSONG This video is a lyrical presentation of people at work. As another workday 

begins, LeVar heads off to a busy breakfast spot and speculates on all the 

jobs there are to do. The episode explores a wide variety of jobs--ordinary 

and unusual-- pieces of the puzzle that fit together to make up our world of 

work.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-133 P-I WHEN AUNT LENA DID THE 

RHUMBA

A little girl hatches a plan to bring Broadway to her matinee-loving aunt 

who's in bed recovering from a rhumba-related spill. Viewers learn about 

the joys of performing from members of the Boys Choir of Harlem, comic 

Peter Petofsky and actors from the Broadway hit, CATS.

READING RAINBOW VC014-134 P-I THE SHAMAN'S APPRENTICE Discover the healing secrets of the Amazon. Join LeVar when he visits Tirio 

villagers in the Amazonian rainforest. Follow LeVar and shaman Kamanya 

as they search for medicinal plants.

READING RAINBOW VC014-135 P-I PET STORIES: YOU DON'T HAVE 

TO WALK

Join LeVar & his canine friend Roy for a dog's day out. Wash up at U-Wash-

Doggie and party at the Three Dogs Bakery. Meet feline Scarlett who saved 

her kittens from a burning building.

READING RAINBOW VC014-136 P-I LEMONADE FOR SALE Join LeVar on Wall Street as he learns about business. Meet the two Tom's 

of Nantucket Nectars and hear how their company grew. Watch as a non-

profit organization helps a woman dress for success.

READING RAINBOW VC014-137 P-I THE SECRET SHORTCUT Join Levar for a day in Central Park. Discover the fun of orienteering - 

using a compass and map to follow a course. Visit a zoo building specially 

designed for the primates that live there. Two friends discover a secret 

shortcut and load of adventurein an effort to arrive at school on time.

READING RAINBOW VC014-138 P-I MY AMERICA: A POETRY ATLAS 

OF THE UNITED STATES

This geographically poetry collection includes poets' descriptions of every 

region of the United States.

READING RAINBOW VC014-139 P-I BADGER'S PARTING GIFTS After Badger's death his friends comfort themselves remembering personal 

moments as well as the good times they shared with their beloved pal.

READING RAINBOW VC014-14 P-I DAY JIMMY'S BOA ATE THE WASH Kaleena Kiff narrates the tale of a school trip to a farm turned wild when a 

pet boa constrictor escapes. LeVar visits an exotic pet shop and a livestock 

show where LeVar learns some surprising facts about animals.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-15 P-I TY'S ONE MAN BAND Lou Rawls narrates the story of a mysterious stranger who creates a one-

man band out of odds and ends. LeVar discovers lots of different music, a 

rap band, do-wop group, jazz and salsa. Ben Vereen dances.

READING RAINBOW VC014-16 P-I HOT-AIR HENRY After William Windom reads this tale of a cat and his hot-air balloon 

adventure, LeVar attends a colorful national ballooning event in South 

Carolina. He then provides a comical look into the past of some flying 

machines that didn't.

READING RAINBOW VC014-17 P-I SIMON'S BOOK Doodles comes to "monstrous" life in the feature book, narrated by Ruby 

Dee. The author/illustrator, Henry Drescher, demonstrates how his ideas 

formed and LeVar's visit to a printing plant shows how the final product, 

the book, was produced.

READING RAINBOW VC014-18 P-I OX-CART MAN Lorne Greene relates a lyrical account of family life in the century New 

England. LeVar is inspired by the story to visit Old Sturbridge Village, 

Massachusetts, a hands-on living museum of the 1800s.

READING RAINBOW VC014-19 P-I MYSTERY ON THE DOCKS The sights, smells and sounds of the waterfront at night provide the setting 

for this "thriller," narrated by Raul Julia. LeVar then decides to return to the 

"scene of the crime," investigate and solve the mystery.

READING RAINBOW VC014-2 P-I MISS NELSON IS BACK This book, narrated by Ruth Buzzi, is all about surprises. LeVar finds some 

surprises of his own as he embarks on a birthday treasure hunt.

READING RAINBOW VC014-20 P-I A CHAIR FOR MY MOTHER Amy Linker reads this story about members of a family that team up and 

work together to rebuild their lives after a tragic fire. Le Var and his friends 

carry through the idea as they create a song and dance number called 

Teamwork, the program's finale.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-21 P-I PAUL BUNYAN Narrated by Buddy Ebsen, the incredible feats of one of America's heroes 

are recounted. LeVar joins Smokey the Bear for a trip to Maine, the 

legendary birthplace of Paul Bunyan. A visit to a reforestation project 

shows how little seeds become big trees and demonstrates the importance 

of conservation.

READING RAINBOW VC014-22 P-I PATCHWORK QUILT This video tells the story of a young girl who learns the secret ingredient in 

her Grandma's special quilt of memories. LeVar discovers some kids 

learning to make their own brightly-colored patchwork quilts at the Boston 

Children's Museum, a hands-on museum where folk traditions are kept 

alive.

READING RAINBOW VC014-23 P-I HILL OF FIRE A volcano is born in a poor farmer's corn field in the feature book, Hill of 

Fire, narrated by Fernando Escandon. Video is based on the true story of 

the eruption of Paricutin volcano in Mexico. At Volcanoes National Park in 

Hawaii, LeVar is perched 2,000 feet from a major eruption of Kilauea 

Volcano.

READING RAINBOW VC014-24 P-I TORTOISE AND THE HARE Gilda Radner narrates this program's feature book, The Tortoise and the 

Hare, the time-honored classic retold and illustrated by Janet Stevens. 

LeVar faces a big challenge against some of Hawaii's top bicyclists in the 

First Annual Rainbow Mini-Classic Bicycle Race.

READING RAINBOW VC014-25 P-I PERFECT THE PIG James Coco narrates the adventures of one special pig in Perfect the Pig by 

Susan Jeschke. LeVar visits Kermit the Frog at the library and they have a 

lively discussion about life, happiness and the pursuit of Kermit's special 

friend, Miss Piggy. Real pigs are also featured in a visit to a hog farm in 

rural Oahu in Hawaii.

READING RAINBOW VC014-26 P-I ANIMAL CAFE What really happens during the late night hours well into the wee hours of 

the morning? That's what Maxwell pondered one morning when he found 

the food on his shop shelves had vanished overnight, and his cash register 

was "stuffed full of money." LeVar burns the midnight oil in the city that 

never sleeps, New York.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-27 P-I ALISTAIR IN OUTER SPACE Alistair is on his way to return books to the library when he is captured by 

a spaceship and whisked into space. His captors are two creatures called 

Goots. LeVar visits the Library of Congress and plunges into a treasure 

hunt through several library departments.

READING RAINBOW VC014-28 P-I FEELINGS Happiness, loneliness, embarrassment, jealousy, and excitement are just 

some of the feelings people experience. And that's what the feature book is 

all about. New York City's Central Park provides the backdrop for LeVar's 

probe into the world of feelings.

READING RAINBOW VC014-29 P-I WATCH THE STARS COME OUT Inspired by the featured book, LeVar explores the plight of the many 

courageous immigrants who came to America filled with hopes and 

dreams as they descended upon Ellis Island. He also meets Lady Liberty 

herself, and finds out about why and how she's been restored.

READING RAINBOW VC014-3 P-I BEA AND MR. JONES Ever wish to be someone else? LeVar sometimes does as he reads about a 

kindergartner and her father who trade places in Bea and Mr. Jones. 

Madeline Kahn and Stephanie Mills are narrators.

READING RAINBOW VC014-30 P-I MAMA DON'T ALLOW When Miles gets a saxophone as a gift, no one can stand the racket! And 

when Miles and his Swamp Band play at the Alligator Ball, no one guesses 

what's in store for them. LeVar travels into the Louisiana swamps to visit 

an alligator farm, journeys down the Mississippi in a riverboat, and meets 

one of New Orlean's hottest jazz saxophonists.

READING RAINBOW VC014-31 P-I SPACE CASE What would it be like to meet beings from another planet In Space Case; a 

young boy has that very opportunity one spooky Halloween night. LeVar 

sends a special invitation to all the aliens that might be watching Reading 

Rainbow to visit earth, and shows them some of the earth's wonders.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-32 P-I MILK MAKERS Milk is one of nature's most nutritious foods. Everyone learns how this 

product travels from a dairy cow to the neighborhood supermarket. LeVar 

visits California's dairy country and gets a lesson on how to milk a cow by 

hand and an introduction to the modern way of milking and feeding.

READING RAINBOW VC014-33 P-I IMOGENE'S ANTLERS Imogene Coca narrates the story of a young girl who wakes up one 

morning to discover that she has grown antlers overnight. What transpires 

is a hilarious adventure illustrating how Imogene's antlers can be put to 

"practical use. LeVar takes a trip to the Philadelphia Zoo and gets a close-

up look at various animals.

READING RAINBOW VC014-34 P-I GERMS MAKE ME SICK! Using microscope, LeVar examines pond water and discovers what germs 

really look like. Then we find out what germs are, what they look like, how 

they're caught and how the human body fights against them.

READING RAINBOW VC014-35 P-I ABIYOYO Based on a South African lullaby and folk story, Abiyoyo is a magical story 

song re-told and sung by Pete Seeger. When a town is threatened by the 

terrible giant, Abiyoyo, a little boy and his father come up with a plan to 

save the townspeople.

READING RAINBOW VC014-36 P-I LIFE CYCLE OF THE HONEYBEE Many questions about bees and honey are answered in The Life Cycle of 

the Honeybee by Paula Z. Hogan. LeVar's curiosity is satisfied when he 

visits a real-life beekeeper. Viewers will learn how honey is extracted from 

combs and how important the queen bee is to a well-organized

READING RAINBOW VC014-37 P-I KEEP THE LIGHTS BURNING, 

ABBIE

This is a true story of young girl who kept her lighthouse burning during a 

tremendous storm. LeVar travels to Maine for a tour through a modern day 

lighthouse. He also takes a trip on a Maine schooner and joins a sailing 

family for a day at sea. Viewers will meet a skillful craftsman who reveals 

the mystery of putting a ship in a bottle.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-38 P-I CHICKENS AREN'T THE ONLY 

ONES

Which came first, the chicken or the egg? LeVar visits a chicken farm and 

provides viewers with "eggsclusive information about how baby chicks are 

kept safe until their final moment of hatching. LeVar travels to the beaches 

of Melbourne, Florida, where he discovers majestic loggerhead turtles 

emerging from the ocean to lay and bury eggs in the sand.

READING RAINBOW VC014-39 P-I PAPER CRANE A restaurant owner receives a magical gift from a stranger. LeVar 

celebrates Japanese culture by visiting Gasho in Central Valley, New York. 

LeVar dons a kimono and steps into the enchanting world of Japan, 

exploring the ancient art or origami and the artistry of a Japanese vegetable 

carver at work.

READING RAINBOW VC014-4 P-I BRINGING THE RAIN TO KAPITI 

PLAIN

Inspired by this tale from the Nandi people of Kenya, narrated by James 

Earl Jones, LeVar plans a fun-filled day around rainy weather, including an 

aerial chase of a thunderstorm and puddle-hopping.

READING RAINBOW VC014-40 P-I RUNAWAY DUCK Story of Egbert, a carved wooden duck, and his travels around the world.0 

LeVar takes his own trip to Maryland's Chesapeake Bay to learn about 

waterfowl. Viewers will also get a glimpse of the intricate art of duck 

carving and see and how expert duck callers "call" a duck. 

READING RAINBOW VC014-41 P-I THREE HAT DAY LeVar can go anywhere just by changing the hat he wears. When he puts 

on a jockey cap, LeVar visits a racetrack where he races a horse. Then 

LeVar changes hats and joins the New York Islanders pro hockey team and 

learns about goalies. Just like R.R. Pottle shows us in the featured book, 

dreams can come true, at the change of a hat.

READING RAINBOW VC014-42 P-I RUMPELSTILTSKIN This classic fairy tale comes to life when LeVar visits a renaissance festival. 

Viewers experience what it was like to live in the days of lords, kings and 

queens, and knights in shining armor.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-43 P-I BEST FRIENDS Two best friends learn how to share a newborn puppy, and LeVar learns 

this too, when he meets eight golden retriever puppies. Viewers learn how 

special dogs are trained to act as eyes for the blind--people who really do 

depend on their best-friend dogs.

READING RAINBOW VC014-44 P-I MEANWHILE BACK AT THE 

RANCH

While Rancher Hicks drives to Sleepy Gulch he misses a very eventful day 

back home. LeVar experiences the Old West as he rides a stagecoach across 

the Arizona desert and visits Old Tucson. He dons true western garb when 

he meets a talented stunt woman who demonstrates rope tricks.

READING RAINBOW VC014-45 P-I MY LITTLE ISLAND A little boy takes his best friend to visit the Caribbean Island where he was 

born. The book truly comes alive when LeVar visits this same beautiful 

island, Montserrat, in the West Indies. As he tours the island, viewers 

experience the many colors and sights of this tropical paradise.

READING RAINBOW VC014-46 P-I BIONIC BUNNY SHOW In real life, Wilbur is an ordinary rabbit. But at work he becomes TV's 

superhero--star of The Bionic Bunny Show. Viewers go behind the scenes of 

Star Trek, where LeVar plays Lt. Geordi LaForge and learn about the 

making of a TV show, both in front of and behind the camera.

READING RAINBOW VC014-47 P-I BUGS We share our world with insects. Viewers learn where insects live, what 

they're good for, how they grow and much more. LeVar visits Insect World 

at the Cincinnati Zoo for an in-depth look at the insect world. The story of 

the monarch butterflies' migration to the Sierra Cinqui Mountains in 

Mexico is an added highlight.

READING RAINBOW VC014-48 P-I ROBBERY AT THE DIAMOND DOG 

DINER

Can a talkative chicken named Gloria Feathers outwit a couple of Diamond 

Robber Mutts? LeVar goes behind the grill at Rosie's Diner and gets a quick 

lesson on becoming a short-order cook. Viewers get a close-up look at how 

pasta is made.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-49 P-I BRUSH Can inanimate objects really come to life? A brush becomes a warm 

replacement for a lost dog. All may not be what it seems when LeVar takes 

a look at the art of 3-D animation and visits the Macy's warehouse where 

the famous Thanksgiving Day parade balloons and floats come to life.

READING RAINBOW VC014-5 P-I LOUIS THE FISH A whale of a tale about a man who turns into a fish, narrated by Vincent 

Gardenia, leads LeVar on an exploration of exotic marine life, tide pools 

and dolphins.

READING RAINBOW VC014-50 P-I PURPLE COAT Every year Grampa makes Gabrielle a navy blue coat, but this year she 

wants something new. LeVar visits New York City's garment district and 

has a coat made especially for himself. Viewers also visit the Fashion 

Institute of Technology where they explore the fascinating world of design.

READING RAINBOW VC014-51 P-I BARN DANCE! Viewers are invited to an old-fashioned hoedown when LeVar travels to 

the hilltops of Tennessee in search of true bluegrass music and down-home 

dancing. The book impels LeVar to take a lesson in clogging and to kick up 

his heels at an authentic barn dance.

READING RAINBOW VC014-52 P-I DUNCAN AND DOLORES The feature book is a story about a little girl's attempt to win a cat's 

affection. LeVar travels to Marine World to learn how to befriend the king 

of beasts. Viewers also get a glimpse at how humans turn into cats when 

you go behind the scenes of the popular Broadway musical "Cats.

READING RAINBOW VC014-53 P-I KNOTS ON A COUNTING ROPE It's a test of LeVar's courage when he chooses to camp out all night alone in 

the wilderness. It's a Native American tale about a young boy's emerging 

confidence as he faces his greatest challenge--his blindness. Viewers will be 

inspired by a segment featuring Bree Walker, a TV reporter who overcame 

the obstacle of physical deformity.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-54 P-I MUMMIES MADE IN EGYPT Viewers are invited to take an in-depth look at the ancient and fascinating 

world of mummies. Through the use of CAT scan technology, viewers get 

to see what a mummy originally looked like--after thousands of years.

READING RAINBOW VC014-55 P-I MUFARO'S BEAUTIFUL 

DAUGHTER

Mufaro's Beautiful Daughter is an African tale about two very different 

sisters. Celebrate the culture of Africa in New York City's Central Park 

where LeVar learns how to play authentic African instruments and joins in 

the fun.

READING RAINBOW VC014-56 P-I HUMPHREY THE LOST WHALE: A 

TRUE STORY

Follow the journey of "wrong-way" Humphrey, a California humpback 

whale, as he makes his way back to sea. Humphrey's story, read by Jane 

Pauley, inspires LeVar to spend the day at sea on a whale watching 

adventure where he uncovers some of the mysteries of the majestic 

humpback whale.

READING RAINBOW VC014-57 P-I STAY AWAY FROM THE 

JUNKYARD!

Theodora wanders into a junkyard where she discovers that, although 

some things may appear old and useless at first glance, there are creative 

ways to give them purpose. Viewers meet an artist who collects junk and 

then transforms these everyday "junk" objects into beautiful artwork.

READING RAINBOW VC014-58 P-I LITTLE NINO'S PIZZERIA This is the story of a young boy, Tony, and his family's new pizza 

restaurant. LeVar decides to make a pizza on his own, but what he doesn't 

know is that an entire basketball team is coming for dinner.

READING RAINBOW VC014-59 P-I LUDLOW LAUGHS This video is about Ludlow who is a big grump who never laughs or 

smiles. But one night he has the funniest dream ever and the whole world 

laughs with him. Viewers get to take a peek behind the scenes at a comedy 

club, and meet a real-life stand-up comic.

READING RAINBOW VC014-6 P-I DIGGING UP DINOSAURS LeVar sets off in his four-wheel drive "Jeeposaurus Wreck to explore the 

mystery surrounding the life and death of dinosaurs. Comic Jerry Stiller is 

the voice of a dinosaur comedian.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-60 P-I DINOSAUR BOB AND HIS 

ADVENTURES WITH THE FAMILY 

LAZARDO

While on safari in Africa Scotty befriends a dinosaur he names Bob. 

Dinosaur Bob is a real pal with a hidden talent, he plays baseball! Read by 

Ed Asner. LeVar goes to spring training with the Oakland Athletics, where 

he gets baseball tips from the pros.

READING RAINBOW VC014-61 P-I DIVE TO THE CORAL REEFS Explore the strange and beautiful living coral reef. LeVar scuba dives in the 

coral reefs off the Florida Keys where he encounters tropical fish and a 

variety of fascinating coral. Viewers will also meet a "reef doctor" who 

restores life to damaged reefs by transplanting living coral.

READING RAINBOW VC014-62 P-I DESERT GIANT: WORLD OF THE 

SAGUARO CACTUS

Video shows viewers the beautiful landscape of Arizona's Sonora Desert 

and discovers the mysteries of the majestic saguaro cactus. The desert is 

explored with an introduction to a variety of its inhabitants. Viewers will 

also meet a real life "snake man who gives them a close-up look at the 

amazing rattlesnake.

READING RAINBOW VC014-63 P-I TOOTH-GNASHER SUPERFLASH The Popsnorkles decide they need a new car, so they test drive the amazing 

Tooth-Gnasher Superflash. This inspires LeVar to learn all about autos as 

he spends the day in a service station. Viewers also explore the future of 

automobiles when they witness the incredible Sunraycar, a solar-powered 

car.

READING RAINBOW VC014-64 P-I BORED - NOTHING TO DO! This is the story of two boys who build their own plane and actually fly it. 

This exciting book inspires LeVar to take a flight lesson, and learn all about 

the miraculous feat of flying. Viewers go to an airport, and get a glimpse of 

the action that takes place before a plane takes off.

READING RAINBOW VC014-65 P-I SPORTS PAGES LeVar sweats it out on the basketball court, in the weight room, and on a 

bicycle built for three during Sports Pages by Arnold Adoff. LeVar shares 

his enthusiasm for athletics when he takes viewers from sport to sport--

including soccer, basketball, ice skating, swimming and gymnastics.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-66 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS INSIDE 

THE EARTH

A science adventure that follows a quirky teacher and her students on a 

field trip they'll never forget. Viewers learn about stalagmites, stalactites 

and many other crystal formations while LeVar experiences the thrill of 

"spelunking" (cave exploring) with a real-life cave expert.

READING RAINBOW VC014-67 P-I JACK, THE SEAL AND THE SEA This is the story of a man who, after finding an ailing seal, can no longer 

ignore the sorry state of our world's seas. LeVar goes on a Discovery 

Voyage in the San Francisco Bay to learn about the preservation of our 

water and oceans. He looks at a variety of marine life. Viewers also get a 

look at the cleanup effort after a disastrous oil spill in Alaska.

READING RAINBOW VC014-68 P-I BICYCLE MAN LeVar explores the world of wheels. Meet a freestyle bicyclist who shows 

tricks of the trade with a skateboard, a scooter, and rollerblades. Viewers 

also get a glimpse of some human powered vehicles that are one of a kind.

READING RAINBOW VC014-69 P-I FLORENCE AND ERIC TAKE THE 

CAKE

LeVar takes a trip behind the scenes of Movieland Wax Musuem in Buena 

Park, and gets a close-up look at how a wax figure is made. Viewers also 

get a glimpse of how some very talented bakers can make a cake look like 

just about anything.

READING RAINBOW VC014-7 P-I LIANG AND THE MAGIC 

PAINTBRUSH

An old Chinese legend, about a boy who finds a paintbrush that magically 

brings pictures to life, leads LeVar to participate in a lion dance in New 

York City's Chinatown and to explore a world of computer art. It shows 

many aspects of art in the Chinese American culture.

READING RAINBOW VC014-70 P-I SUNKEN TREASURE An old treasure map leads LeVar on an exciting treasure hunt at "Pirates' 

Cove" in California. He uses many devises to find a treasure, including a 

trusty bloodhound. Viewers also meet Dr. Ballard of the Woods Hole 

Oceanographic Institute who, by using science and technology, located and 

explored the Titanic.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-71 P-I ALISTAIR'S TIME MACHINE This is the story about a boy who builds his own time machine. Viewers 

will meet a wacky woman inventor from the Stone Age, Thomas Edison 

and a clever machine from the future with its own surprises for LeVar. Also 

shown are some children with creative inventions of their own.

READING RAINBOW VC014-72 P-I ADVENTURES OF TAXI DOG Follow a day in the life of a dog befriended by a New York City "cabbie." 

Laugh as you watch the many ways that people "hail" taxi cabs. Viewers 

will also find out how a dog can be not only a best friend, but for a young 

girl in Colorado, a vital necessity for everyday life.

READING RAINBOW VC014-73 P-I LEGEND OF THE INDIAN 

PAINTBRUSH

Follow the journey of a young Indian boy as he follows his vision quest to 

find a special gift that he can give his people. For the Pueblo Indians of 

New Mexico, Mother Earth plays a crucial role in their art. They use natural 

materials in their pottery, buckskin painting and dance. LeVar visits the 

Taos Pueblo in Taos, New Mexico.

READING RAINBOW VC014-74 P-I GALIMATO The story or a young African boy who uses his wits to search for scraps of 

wire to make his very own "Galimoto". Viewers will meet an artist creating 

wire objects. They learn the many practical uses for wire, from transporting 

people on a tramway, to playing an integral part in a circus act that 

requires balance, concentration and talent.

READING RAINBOW VC014-75 P-I FOX ON THE JOB The perfect job is hard to come by and a lazy fox has an amusing time 

looking for one. Inspired by this delightful tale, LeVar goes to work on 

some household chores. Viewers meet a young entrepreneur who turns 

bright colors into big business. Also shown is a unique twist on walking the 

family dog.

READING RAINBOW VC014-76 P-I OPT: AN ILLUSIONARY TALE Seeing doesn’t always believe. Join host LeVar Burton as he enters the 

pages of Opt and walks through a world made up of optical illusions. 

Viewers will see for themselves how the eye can be fooled, and meet a 

talented painter who specializes in art that tricks the eye.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-77 P-I RACCOONS AND RIPE CORN LeVar joins Jim Arnosky for a day of exploration and finds out how to play 

detective in the wild. Grab your binoculars and waders and you're off in 

search of wild animals. Shows how to look for clues as to which animals are 

near by.

READING RAINBOW VC014-78 P-I LADY WITH THE SHIP ON HER 

HEAD

Join LeVar Burton as anchor of a wild and wacky news report, Headline 

News--all the news from the neck up. Viewers will visit the biggest 

barbershop in the world and get a sneak preview of a hot new music video.

READING RAINBOW VC014-79 P-I KATE SHELLEY AND THE 

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS

Join LeVar Burton on Amtrak's Coast Starlight train as he travels up the 

California coastline. Viewers will tour the engineer's cab and take a trip 

back in train history.

READING RAINBOW VC014-8 P-I GILA MONSTERS MEET YOU AT 

THE AIRPORT

A young boy's fantasies about what it's like to move "out west" leads to an 

investigation of the Arizona desert to learn what a Gila monster is really 

like.

READING RAINBOW VC014-80 P-I SNOWY DAY: STORIES AND 

POEMS

Grab your mittens and scarf and join LeVar Burton in a wintery 

wonderland. LeVar travels to Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Viewers will 

experience a variety of ways to beat winter's chills and enjoy all of its 

snowy thrills.

READING RAINBOW VC014-81 P-I TAR BEACH It takes viewers up on the roof to a "tar beach," an urban oasis in the sky. A 

celebration of life above the city profiles a pigeon keeper and a rooftop 

gardener. And a soaring tribute to the George Washington Bridge takes 

viewers to new heights.

READING RAINBOW VC014-82 P-I WALL LeVar visits the Vietnam Veteran's Memorial in Wash. D.C. Viewers meet 

Maya Lin, the talented young architect who designed this amazing 

monument. A look at Mt. Rushmore and a mural dedicated to Louis 

Armstrong expands the concept of walls as a way to pay tribute to those 

who have gone before.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-83 P-I SAM THE SEA COW Travel to Sea World of Florida for an up-close look at manatees. These 

gentle giants and their natural habitat are explored.

READING RAINBOW VC014-84 P-I RECHENKA'S EGGS Viewers will gain a new appreciation for the egg, in art and nature. Patricia 

Polacco demonstrates the traditional Ukrainian egg-painting art called 

pysanky.

READING RAINBOW VC014-85 P-I SOPHIE AND LOU The story of a mouse named Sophie who overcomes her shyness by 

learning to dance. From mambo to hip-hop, LeVar masters some fancy 

footwork. Then viewers are off on a globe-trotting look at dance around the 

world, including Bali, Ireland and Australia.

READING RAINBOW VC014-86 P-I COME A TIDE Tells the story of one quirky family's adventure during a spring flood. Take 

a look at dramatic weather, from blizzards to tornadoes, and everything in 

between. A news reporter gives an eyewitness account of Hurrican Hugo 

and the courageous people who weathered the storm.

READING RAINBOW VC014-87 P-I PIGGY IN THE PUDDLE Brought to life through the art of clay animation. From painting and 

sculpting the characters, to the painstaking process of filming the action 

frame by frame, the secrets of "claymation" are revealed.

READING RAINBOW VC014-88 P-I SEASHORE SURPRISES LeVar goes beachcombing in southwestern Florida. Then he meets up with 

two local naturalists to explore plant and animal life at the edge of the sea, 

including shells, mangroves and more.

READING RAINBOW VC014-89 P-I THROUGH MOON AND STARS 

AND NIGHT SKIES

A tender story about a family formed through adoption. People 

everywhere talk about the ups and downs of life as fathers, mothers, 

sisters, brothers and more. It's a show everyone can "relate" to.

READING RAINBOW VC014-9 P-I THREE DAYS ON A RIVER IN A 

RED CANOE

Like the two children in the story, LeVar encounters fun and exciting 

challenges as he goes camping with a group of enthusiastic young friends.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-90 P-I BERLOIZ THE BEAR Amusing tale of the mishaps encountered by a band of bears who take their 

show on the road. The rhythm of New York City sends LeVar off on his 

own musical journey. He meets musicians who call the streets their stage. 

Viewers go behind the scenes at The Boys Choir of Harlem.

READING RAINBOW VC014-91 P-I AMAZING GRACE Grace is a little African-American girl who wants to be Peter Pan in the 

school play and refuses to let narrow thinking stand in her way. LeVar 

interviews Whoopi Goldberg, who shares her own aspirations and the path 

to her success.

READING RAINBOW VC014-92 P-I FURRY NEWS: HOW TO MAKE A 

NEWSPAPER

The ins and outs of creating a newspaper, plus an interview with a cartoon 

strip creator.

READING RAINBOW VC014-93 P-I MRS. KATZ AND TUSH The beauty and value of cross-cultural relationships. 

READING RAINBOW VC014-94 P-I SALAMANDER ROOM A little boy learns there's more to creating an animal habitat than meets the 

eye as he contemplates converting his bedroom into a good home for a 

salamander he finds. LeVar visits "JungleWorld," a simulated rainforest at 

the Bronx Zoo.

READING RAINBOW VC014-95 P-I SILENT LOTUS The story of a little deaf girl who communicates with the world through 

dance introduces a look at non-verbal communication and sign language.

READING RAINBOW VC014-96 P-I FOLLOW THE DRINKING GOURD Following this tale of the Underground Railroad, LeVar introduces history, 

heroes, stories and music of the African-American culture which emerged 

from slavery.

READING RAINBOW VC014-97 P-I IF YOU GIVE A MOUSE A COOKIE The extremely popular picture book tells of the chain reaction set in motion 

when a little boy offers a cookie to a visiting mouse. LeVar tries to master 

the chain reactions involved in bowling.

READING RAINBOW VC014-98 P-I IS THIS A HOUSE FOR A HERMIT 

CRAB?

A light-hearted look at animal habitats.
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READING RAINBOW VC014-99 P-I AND STILL THE TURTLE 

WATCHED

A Native American tale recounting our responsibility to nature and our 

environment.

SAFETY DVD168-9 P KELLY BEAR TEACHES ABOUT 

PERSONAL SAFETY

Children learn how to stay safe at home by discussing fire safety, telephone 

and 911 usage, and basic home security. Also addressed is the danger of 

playing with matches, medicine, cigarettes and guns. Outside safety rules 

feature "stranger danger"

SAFETY VC164-2 P-I THE BICYCLE ZONE A family on a bike outing, the children know bike safety, but the parents 

lack the skills. Safety issues are discussed in a meaningful context. 

SAFETY VC168-12 P-I I'M NO FOOL HAVING FUN Jiminy Cricket uses humor and song to show that only a Common 

Ordinary Fool violates the rules for safety when hiking, skating, swimming, 

and engaging in recreation.

SAFETY VC168-2 P-I WINNIE THE POOH ON THE WAY 

TO SCHOOL

Focuses on different forms of transportation and specific hazards 

youngsters are likely to encounter on the way to school. Tips are given for 

riding a school bus, dealing with strangers, and unsupervised and unsafe 

locations.

SAFETY VC168-22 P YOU ARE SPECIAL/SAFETY 

COUNTS/PLAY IT 

SAFE/EMERGENCIES

Discusses how each individual is special because of his or her unique 

characteristics. Discusses indoor safety rules and habits that can help 

prevent accidents and injuries. Discusses outside safety rules and habits 

and how they can prevent accidents and injuries. Explains what to do when 

emergencies happen and how important it is to know how to get the right 

help.

SAFETY VC168-3 P-I CAREFUL WITH STRANGERS Timothy Mouse explains the sorts of approaches harmful strangers use. He 

urges children to exercise caution, use the buddy system, and report 

unusual people or events to parents.
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SAFETY VC168-33 I-J EMERGENCY 911 Valuable information on when and how to get aid in emergency situations. 

Uses reenactments of real life emergencies to show how the system works 

and emphasizes when children should and should not call emergency 

numbers.

SAFETY VC168-37 I-J WATER AND BOATING SAFETY - 

GRADES 6-8

Learn to swim; wear a life jacket; learn to float; reach, throw, or row; look 

before you leap; don't overload your boat; stay with your boat; learn the 

boating rules; alcohol, drugs, and boating don't mix; be polite, don't 

pollute.

SAFETY VC168-40 P-J INTERNET SAFETY WITH THE 

SMART GUY

The Smart Guy, a 10 year old genius named T.J., makes a not so smart 

decision when he arranges a face to fact meeting with a new "friend" from 

an Internet chat room. Watching T.J. and his pal Karen deal with a 

potentially dangerous situation helps educate viewers about the 

importance of being cautious and acting responsibility on the Web. 

Students will become familiar with some of the "real world risks" that exist 

in cyberspace and learn basic ground rules to follow whenever using the 

Internet.

SAFETY VC168-41 P-I TOO SMART FOR STRANGERS 

WITH WINNIE THE POOH

This video used a positive approach to teach young children how to protect 

themselves and act responsibly. Through discussion, song, and role-

playing, Pooh and his friends introduce children to developmentally 

appropriate rules for dealing with strangers and potentially unsafe 

situations.

SAFETY VC168-42 I-H IN A SPLIT SECOND Disaster strikes! Would you know what to do? Serious cuts, burns, 

chocking and drowning are just a few of the serious situations that you will 

learn how to handle. Each situation is fully demonstrated and is followed 

by questions to test the viewer's knowledge.

SAFETY VC168-7 P-I I'M NO FOOL ON A BICYCLE Jiminy Cricket traces history of a bicycle and points out safety rules. He 

sings and dances to I'm No Fool as he conducts a safety contest.
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SAFETY VC168-8 I-H CHOKING: TO SAVE A LIFE Video demonstrates choking rescue techniques that could help you save a 

life. Trained paramedics demonstrate the back blow, the abdominal thrust, 

and the finger probe. Also explains how to avoid choking situations.

SAFETY VC180-21 H CRIMINALS IN CYBERSPACE Modern society is increasingly dependent on computers for everything 

from national defense to personal finance. But the rapid growth in the 

computer industry brought with it an explosion in crime, as high-tech 

outlaws launched attacks from a new electronic underworld. Go into the 

virtual world of the net in this penetrating look at cybercrime. Narrated by 

Mike Wallace.

SAFETY VC322-7 I-H KITCHEN SAFETY Viewers will: have seen how to safely cut a bagel, know how to cut fruit 

and vegetables using a cutting board, know how to store knives, know 

what to do when glass breaks, have spotted dangerous cooking habits that 

could cause burns, know ways to cook that will prevent burns, know what 

to do to prevent electrical hazards in the kitchen, know ways to prevent 

food borne illnesses, and know how to child-proof a kitchen.

SAFETY - EARTHQUAKES VC168-30 P-H MOVERS AND SHAKERS The lesson plans and activities in this video will cover the basic procedures 

students should know and be able to put into practice before, during and 

after an earthquake. 

SAFETY - FIRE VC168-31 P-I SMOKE DETECTIVES A good introduction to fire safety and prevention. Follows the adventures 

of four children as they teach a confused vampire the basics of fire safety. 

Includes footage from the Chicago Fire Department's Survive Alive house. 

Also included are lesson plans and accompanying activities.

SAFETY - FIRE VC168-44 P BE COOL ABOUT FIRE SAFETY Lessons learned include: Don't play with matches and lighters; have smoke 

detectors on every floor; don't hide, go outside; have an escape plan; to 

escape a fire, "fall and crawl"; if you're on fire, "stop, drop, and roll"; and 

know your local emergency number.
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SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - 

AMERICANA

DVD034-28 P-I SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK: AMERICA Specifically designed for classroom use. DVD features includes these great 

songs correlated to educational standards: No More Kings; Fireworks; Shot 

Heard "Round the World"; The Preamble; Elbow Room; The Great 

American Melting Pot; Mother Necessity; Sufferin' Till Suffrage; I'm Just A 

Bill; Three-Ring Government.

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - 

AMERICANA

VC034-28 P-I SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - AMERICA 

ROCK

Learning about American history and government is easy when you sing 

along with America rock.

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - GRAMMAR VC018-6 P-I SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - 

GRAMMAR ROCK

Unpack your adjectives - conjunction junction - interjections! - Verb: That's 

what's happening - A noun is a person, place, or thing - busy prepositions.

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - 

MATHEMATICS

DVD190-23 P SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK: 

MULTIPLICATION

DVD features includes these great songs correlated to educational 

standards: My Hero, Zero; Elementary, My Dear; Three Is a Magic 

Number; The Four-Legged Zoo; Ready or Not, Here I come; I Got Six; 

Lucky Seven Sampson; Figure Eight; Naughty Number Nine; The Good 

Eleven; Little Twelve toes.

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - 

MATHEMATICS

DVD190-24 K-H SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK: MONEY Specifically designed for classroom use. DVD features includes these great 

songs correlated to educational standards: Dollars and Sense; $7.50 Once a 

Week; Where the Money Goes; Tax Man Max; Walkin' on Wall Street; This 

for That; The Check's in the Mail; Tyrannosaurus.

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - SCIENCE DVD139-18 P-H SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK: SCIENCE 

EARTH

Specifically designed for classroom use. DVD features includes these great 

songs correlated to educational standards: Report from the North Pole; The 

Little Things We Do; The Trash Can Band, You Ought to Be Saving Water; 

The Rainforest; Save the Ocean; The Rainforest; Save the Ocean; Fat Cat 

Blue: The Clean Rivers Song.
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SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - SCIENCE VC129-30 I-J SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK - SCIENCE 

ROCK

Learning about science, the body and the solar system is easy when you 

sing along with science rock: The Body Machine; Do the Circulation; 

Electricity, Electricity; The Energy Blues; Interplanet Janet; Telegraph Line; 

Them Not-So-Dry Bones; and A Victim of Gravity.

SCIENCE  - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

DVD104-49 H A JOURNEY TO THE CELL: AN 

INTRODUCTION

In this virtual journey through the cell, viewers become familiar with and 

their properties. The program describes and shows examples of cells of 

many shapes and sizes, and explores the structure and functions of 

different types of cells.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-1 I-H BILL NYE: HEAT "Way Cool Scientist" Bill Nye really radiates in this sizzling episode called 

Heat. Learn what heat is and about its three forms: conduction, convection, 

and radiation.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-10 I-H BILL NYE: WAVES Catch a few waves with Bill Nye the Science Guy! In Waves, Bill explores 

sound waves, light waves, seismic waves, energy waves, and even "the 

wave" that's so popular with stadium crowds!

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-10.1 I-H BILL NYE: WIND In Wind, Bill visits a wind farm and checks out way cool windsurfers to 

demonstrate some of the ways to harness the power of the wind. "Way 

Cool Scientist" pilot Garry Dean invites us to ride along as he breaks the 

sound barrier in his supersonic jet.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-100 H THE EYES OF NYE: POPULATION Compare population issues around the world, from demographics to social 

and cultural aspects, and see how education and industrialization can 

affect human population. Students will hear about Third-World issues, 

look at worldwide consumption trends, and analyze mass-media education 

efforts.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-101 H THE EYES OF NYE: NUCLEAR 

ENERGY

Join Bill Nye as he weighs the risks and advantages of using nuclear power 

as an alternative source of energy. Visit a nuclear reactor and a proposed 

nuclear waste site and hear from experts.
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-102 H THE YES OF NYE: 

PSEUDOSCIENCE

Bill shows students how to examine out-of-this-world claims through the 

eyes of a scientist-by looking for evidence and proof. He exposes 

techniques used by psychics, demonstrates the science of walking on 

flaming coals, and considers "The Case of the Extraordinary Claim."

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-103 H THE EYES OF NYE: HUMAN 

CHARACTERISTICS AND 

ADAPTATIONS

Research has shown that racial differences are only skin deep. Then why do 

humans look so different from one another? Bill will go to any length to 

find scientific answers-even if it means having his own DNA analyzed.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-104 H THE EYES OF NYE: SPORTS Learn about the physics behind sports, take a look at the mental aspect that 

world-class athletes bring to their efforts, and explore why people play and 

watch sports.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-105 H THE EYES OF NYE: GLOBAL 

CLIMATE CHANGE

Find out how scientists measure climate change, see how carbon dioxide 

affects the temperature of Earth's atmosphere, and hear about the role of 

fossil fuels. It's all part of Bill Nye's in-depth look at the possible causes of 

global warming.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-106 H THE EYES OF NYE: GENETICALLY 

MODIFIED FOODS

Is genetic engineering safe? It may be too soon to tell, but that doesn't stop 

Bill Nye from exploring the benefits and risks. Students will hear from 

traditional wheat breeders, from researchers who analyze organic and 

pesticide-free crops, and from corporations engaged in genetic engineering.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-107 H THE EYES OF NYE: 

TRANSPORTATION

Bill Nye is in the driver's seat as he explains the environmental impact of 

American car culture. Students will learn how computers can simulate 

traffic flow, find out about fuel-efficient alternatives, and discover what 

individuals can do to reduce traffic-related air pollution.
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-11 I-H BILL NYE: REPTILES Join Bill in Reptiles for adventure, thrills, and scaly encounters that would 

make Indiana Jones quite squeamish. Witness reptilian epicurean delights 

when a snake eats a mouse, and ponder the possible links between 

dinosaurs, reptiles, and birds.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-12 I-H BILL NYE: INSECTS In Insects, Bill Nye talks to special guest Queen Latifah, who's abuzz about 

her, other favorite queen bees? The lab kids go exploring at an insectorium 

and go digging for insect fossils.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-12.1 I-H BILL NYE: GERMS In Germs, Bill Nye uses foam models to illustrate the various types of 

germs and how they function. The recurring character, "Mama Crust," 

motivates kids to brush their teeth, wash their hands, and cut way back on 

picking their noses.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-13 I-H BILL NYE: BRAIN In this thought-provoking episode, some very tricky optical illusions show 

that the brain doesn't always correctly interpret what the eyes see. Check 

out Bill Nye from a whole new angle when he gets an M.R.I. of his brain.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-13.1 I-H BILL NYE: COMMUNICATION In Communication, Bill Nye the Science Guy shows how it's E Z 2 C the 

difference between human and animal communication. It's the signs and 

symbols that people use to pass information that sets human 

communication apart.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-17 I-H BILL NYE: PLANTS In Plants, Science Guy Bill Nye branches out and gets to the root of the 

matter of explain wild things about plants such as how they breathe, make 

food, defend themselves, and move their seeds around.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-17.1 I-H BILL NYE: FORESTS Follow Bill Nye in Forests, when he goes swinging through the trees in 

Washington, Florida, Texas, and California to bring viewers close to the 

tallest and possibly oldest living things in the world. Examine a real forest 

fire to see how it benefits a forest's ecosystem.
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-18 I-H BILL NYE: WATER CYCLE Did you know that most of the water on the planet is the same water that's 

been here since the Earth formed? In Water Cycle, Bill uses a whimsical 

model to demonstrate the phases of the water cycle" evaporation, 

condensation, precipitation, and collection.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-22 I-H BILL NYE: EARTH'S SEASONS Bill Nye the Science Guy goes full tilt to give the reasons for the seasons. 

Earth's Seasons, his worldly perspective shows why it's winter in America 

when it's summer in Australia.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-22.1 I-H BILL NYE: CLIMATES In Climates, Bill delivers hot sand from Saudi Arabia and bananas from 

humid Costa Rica, to explain how different climates are created and how 

they affect our planet.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-23 I-H BILL NYE: CELLS In Cells, Bill Nye CELLebrates the basic unit that makes up all living 

organisms, the cell. This exCELLent program zooms in on DNA and 

microscopic creatures like amoebas and paramecia.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-29 I-H BILL NYE: AMPHIBIANS Being called "cold-blooded" is no insult to these creatures! In Amphibians, 

Bill Nye explains how amphibians can live both on land and in water, and 

he demystifies the process of metamorphosis.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-29.1 I-H BILL NYE: INVERTEBRATES You may not believe it, but these "spineless wonders" far outnumber those 

of us animals with backbones. In Invertebrates, Bill Nye explains the 

unique characteristics of these animals and why we are dependent on 

them.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-3 I-H BILL NYE: MOMENTUM Brace for the impact of this moving program! In Momentum Bill Nye 

shows how weight and speed affect momentum. The crash test dummies 

know a lot about momentum in a car and the importance of wearing a 

safety belt.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-3.1 I-H BILL NYE: GRAVITY Have you ever wondered what holds the ocean to the Earth? Or what 

makes the Earth round? Perhaps you've thought about what holds humans 

to the ground? In Gravity, host Bill Nye provides the explanation for these 

and other questions about the Earth's gravity.
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-31 I-H BILL NYE: FORENSICS In Forensics, join Bill as he explores the world of forensic science. Learn 

how detectives reconstruct events from the past using bloodhounds, 

fingerprints, and DNA. Did you know that scientists can identify a person 

using only a drop of blood or a flake or skin? 

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-31.1 I-H BILL NYE: GENES Did you know that genes determine everything from hair and eye color to 

whether or not you can roll your tongue? It's all in the genes you inherited 

from your mother and father. Join Bill Nye in Genes, as he explores the 

chromosomal world of DNA.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-34 I-H BILL NYE: MAMMALS They're (sometimes) big, they're hairy, and they're warm-blooded. From 

human beings to moose and from cats to rats, Bill Nye the Science Guy 

explains in Mammals what it takes to be in the mammal family.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-34.1 I-H BILL NYE: BIRDS Fly the coop with Bill Nye as he explores his fascination with birds. In 

Birds, Bill shows us how our feathery friends stay airborne, where they 

live, and what they eat.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-38 I-H BILL NYE: VOLCANOES Bill Nye the Science Guy takes a look at the hot-hot world of volcanoes, 

what they are, how they're formed, and the different types that exist.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-38-1 I-H BILL NYE: DESERTS In Deserts, Bill travels to Arizona's stunning Sonora Desert, and has a close 

encounter of the camel kind, while exploring this unique ecosystem and 

demonstrating the special ways its native plants and animals flourish.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-42 I-H BILL NYE: EARTHQUAKES Thousands of earthquakes happen each year and Bill trembles in his boots 

when he explains what causes them. In Earthquakes, find out what makes 

big pieces of the Earth's crust (the plates) move and what you should have 

on hand in case of a quake.
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-45 I-H BILL NYE: FOSSILS In Fossils, discover the relationship between dinosaurs and birds, and find 

out that rhinoceroses once lived in Nebraska. Bill also tracks down 

dinosaur footprints with paleontologist Grace Irby and travels to the La 

Brea Tar Pits to see what's underneath all that tar.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-46 I-H BILL NYE: MOTION Did you know that nothing can move or stop by itself? In Motion, Bill Nye 

shows how everything needs a push or pull - a force - to make it move or 

stop. Sometimes an object might seem to be at rest even when it is actually 

in motion. Confused? It's all relative - relative motion, that is.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-5 I-H BILL NYE: BUOYANCY In Buoyancy, Bill Nye takes to the sky in a hot-air balloon, and goes scuba 

diving in the Seattle Aquarium to explain why things like boats, helium, 

and balloons are buoyant.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-5.1 I-H BILL NYE: PRESSURE In Pressure, Bill Nye visits Hoover Dam to explore different types of 

pressure. In this powerful program, check out fire boats, fancy hydraulic 

lifts for cars, and a water jet ski shop that uses pressure to push water at 

three times the speed of sound to cut through wood, granite, and even 

titanium.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-50 I-H BILL NYE: CAVES Join Bill Nye as he explores the fascinating, spooky, bizarre world of caves! 

In Caves, you never know what kind of living things you'll run into. 

Surviving in complete darkness requires an array of natural adaptations. 

Caves have their own unique forms of life - it's a whole different world 

where the sun doesn’t shine.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-500 I-H GREATEST DISCOVERIES WITH 

BILL BYE: EVOLUTION

Explores Linnaeus' 1735 species classification system, which is still in use, 

and features a dramatic re-creation of Darwin's development of his 19th-

century theory of evolution. Paleoanthropologist Ken Mowbray illustrates 

seven million years of human evolution with the leading discoveries of 

hominid fossils, including the oldest one ever found.
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-501 I-H GREATEST DISCOVERIES WITH 

BILL NEY: MEDICINE

Bill Nye explores the most significant medical discoveries about the human 

body, from 1538 until the 1980s.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-502 I-H GREATEST DISCOVERIES WITH 

BILL NYE: EARTH SCIENCE

Earth is always changing, and its species must continually adapt. Host Bill 

Nye gives and inside look at planet Earth, from its inner core to its 

protective magnetic field. His discoveries about earthquakes and volcanoes 

help explain plate tectonics and the dynamic geology of oceans and 

continents.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-503 I-H GREATEST DISCOVERIES WITH 

BILL NYE: PHYSICS

Bill Nye explores discoveries in physics over the last 450 years, which tell 

us that all interactions in the universe are the result of gravity, 

electromagnetism, the force between protons and neutrons, and the force 

causing radioactive decay.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-504 I-H GREATEST DISCOVERIES WITH 

BILL NYE: ASTRONOMY

Bill Nye discusses ancient observations that lead Aristotle and other Greek 

mathematicians to conclude that Earth is part of a solar system. Featured in 

a dramatic re-creation is Copernicus' controversial theory placing the sun 

at the center of the solar system, which Kepler's mathematical laws and 

Galileo's discoveries later proved?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-505 I-H GREATEST DISCOVERIES WITH 

BILL NYE:CHEMISTRY

Bill Nye looks back over the past two centuries, in which chemistry has 

brought us from a time when atoms were a hypothesis to an age where 

scientist may be able to combine particles on the atomic level into micro-

machines.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-506 I-H GREATEST DISCOVERIES WITH 

BILL NYE: GENETICS

It took 150 years to progress from Mendel's experiments with peas to the 

complete sequencing of the human genome. Host Bill Nye explores why 

certain traits are passed through families and species.
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-507 I-H GREATEST DISCOVERIES WITH 

BILL NYE: BIOLOGY

Bill Nye explores the diversity of plant and animal life at Yellowstone 

National Park and then examines a book that championed the use of the 

microscope and set the stage for studying microorganisms, the accidental 

discovery of Anton Van Leeuwenhoek. A dramatic re-creation highlights a 

naturalist's identification of the cell nucleus, a discovery that later gave 

clues about why the cell is the principle structure of all life forms. Nye 

features the scientist who discovered Achaea , a diverse group of bacteria, 

and discoveries of the late 19th century: cell division, sex cells and their 

division, and cell differentiation.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-508 I-H SAFETY SMART SCIENCE WITH 

BILLY NYE: FIRE

Bill Nye ignites learning as he shows students how to be Safety Smart 

around fire. By explaining the science of fire, including the roles heat, fuel 

and oxygen plan, Bill demonstrates how fire can be helpful as well as 

destructive.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-58 I-H BILL NYE: PHASES OF MATTER In Phases of Matter, Bill Nye takes viewers on a tour of a steel mill to help 

demonstrate that matter exists in three phases - solids, liquids, and gases.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-7 I-H BILL NYE: ENERGY In Energy, see how to conduct home experiments that transform potential 

energy into kinetic energy and use falling water to energy.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-70 I-H BILL NYE: ATOMS Bill Nye explains how atoms combine to form molecules and that even 

though they're too small to see with our eyes, they are the building blocks 

of all matter.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-71 I-H BILL NYE: BONES & MUSCLES In this DVD, Bill muscles in to give more than just the bare bones about x-

rays, the healing of broken bones, bone marrow, and the body's joints.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-72 I-H BILL NYE: BLOOD & 

CIRCULATION 

Bill Nye becomes a real heart-throb when he talks about the not-so-wimpy 

organ, the heart. Valves, blood cells and the circulatory system work 

together to pump it up...the heart, that is.
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-73 I-H BILL NYE: CHEMICAL REACTIONS In this program you'll have a blast watching the explosive examples Bill 

Nye uses to explain that everything is made of chemicals. Guest star 

Candace Cameron shares the lab with Bill and shows that fire is actually a 

chemical reaction.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-74 I-H BILL NYE: DIGESTION Bill Nye explains how the body's digestive system is like a fine-tuned 

machine that turns food into energy. Bill demonstrates the process with a 

steam engine that runs on corn flakes.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-75 I-H BILL NYE: EARTH'S CRUST Bill Nye goes to the depths of the Earth (literally) to explain how the Earth's 

surface and its inner mantle differ.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-76 I-H BILL NYE: MAGNETISM In this program, Bill shows all kinds of unexpected places where magnets 

can be found. In fact, the Earth itself is a huge magnet! Find out how to 

make a compass and why opposites attract.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-77 I-H BILL NYE: THE PLANETS Bill Nye gets up close and personal with each of the solar system's planets 

and moons. Bill goes planet gazing and takes a serious look at Jupiter's 

features, Earth's elliptical orbit, and the distances between planets.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-78 I-H BILL NYE: ROCKS & SOIL Bill unearths the hard facts on volcanoes, landslides, tectonic plates, rivers, 

weather, and their varied effects on the creation of rocks and soil. Check 

out how to unearth fossils in sedimentary rocks and soil and discover why 

there's a piece of quartz in watches.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-79 I-H BILL NYE: SIMPLE MACHINES Bill careens around on a roller coaster and furiously pedals his bike on the 

Tour de Science to show that simple machines doing complicated things 

can be found everywhere.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-8 I-H BILL NYE: ELECTRICAL CURRENT In Electrical Current, Bill Nye gets a charge explaining "watts up" with 

electricity. Learn how electricity makes the world a brighter place.
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-8.1 I-H BILL NYE: LIGHT OPTICS You won't believe your eyes when Bill Nye the Science Guy reflects, 

refracts bends, bounces, absorbs, and pulls light waves to show how things 

can be seen in different ways. In Light Optics, Bill uses lenses, mirrors, and 

water to create optical illusions that are sights to behold.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE DVD103-80 I-H BILL NYE: PRESSURE Bill visits Hoover Dam to explore different types of pressure. In this 

powerful program, check out fire boats, fancy hydraulic lifts for cars, and a 

water jet ski shop that uses pressure to push water at three times the speed 

of sound to cut through wood, granite, and even titanium.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-1 I-H BILL NYE: HEAT/ENERGY What has more heat energy-a lighted match or an ice sculpture? What are 

three forms of heat energy? What is heat? What is the job of energy? What 

kind of energy does water have if it has just been moved or is moving? Can 

potential energy be converted to kinetic energy?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-10 I-H BILL NYE: WAVES/WIND What are waves? What causes ocean waves? What do all waves have in 

common? What causes wind all over the Earth? Why does warm air rise? 

How does hail form?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-11 I-H BILL NYE: DINOSAURS/REPTILES How long ago did dinosaurs become extinct? How many years did 

dinosaurs survive? Give a theory about how the dinosaurs died. What are 

reptiles? Are reptiles cold-or-warm blooded? What kind of skin do reptiles 

have?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-12 I-H BILL NYE: INSECTS/GERMS What are the three parts of an insect's body? What is an exoskeleton? What 

is metamorphosis? What are stages of an insect's life? Where are germs 

bound? How does the immune system respond to germs? What is the 

purpose of preservatives? What does the acronym HIV stand for? The 

acronym AIDS?
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-13 I-H BILL NYE: 

BRAIN/COMMUNICATION

What controls everything we do? What percentage of your brain do you 

use each day? Where does your brain send electrical messages? What do 

we communicate? Why do newscasters often not know or understand what 

they're saying? How do animals communicate?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-14 I-H BILL NYE: BONES & 

MUSCLES/RESPIRATION

How many bones are there in your body? What are the strongest? What 

holds bones together? What holds muscles to bones? What moves your 

bones? How do our bodies get energy? How much surface area do our 

lungs have? Is your right lung bigger than your left lung?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-15 I-H BILL NYE: FOOD WEB/OCEAN LIFE On what do all living things depend to survive? What do decomposers do? 

What is photosynthesis? What is the most abundant life form on Earth? 

What sea mammal eats food smaller than humans can see? What supplies 

75% of all oxygen we breathe?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-16 I-H BILL NYE: EARTH'S CRUST/ROCKS 

& SOIL

What do shifting tectonic plates cause? What is "Pangaea" (whole earth)? 

What makes up the Earth's crust? In what state did all the rocks in the 

world once exist? What breaks rock down? What is dirt? What are the three 

types of rock?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-17 I-H BILL NYE: PLANTS/FORESTS What are the oldest living things on Earth? What makes all the oxygen and 

food we eat? What is fruit? What are the largest livings things on Earth? 

What are the parts of the forest? What are decomposers?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-18 I-H BILL NYE: WATER 

CYCLE/OCEANOGRAPHY

How long has the water on the Earth been here? What are the three states 

of water? What makes up everything in the universe? What moves ocean 

water? What are ocean currents? Does the ocean have varying salt content? 

How does salt get into the ocean?
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-19 I-H BILL NYE: SUN/PLANETS What is the closest star to planet Earth? How many Earths will fit into the 

sun? How hot are solar flares on our sun? What is a solar eclipse? In which 

direction do all the planets orbit around the sun? Which planet is the 

hottest in the solar system? Which planet takes the longest time to make on 

orbit around the sun?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-2 I-H BILL NYE: BALANCE/STRUCTURE What occurs when forces are opposite and equal? What force makes 

everything move in a circle when balanced on a stick? What occurs when 

two objects are on a stick and one object has three times the weight and the 

other object has three times the distance? What are structures? What makes 

a structure? Are plants structures?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-20 I-H BILL NYE: 

BIODIVERSITY/GARBAGE

What is an ecosystem? Where do two-thirds of the Earth's species live? 

What is biodiversity? How much of the Earth's surface is covered by water? 

How much garbage does a person produce each day? Do plants make 

waste? What is the volume of waste generated by nature each year?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-21 I-H BILL NYE: MOON/OUTER SPACE In what direction does our moon orbit the Earth? What causes high and 

low tides? How much would you weigh on the moon? Why can't we see 

the far (dark) side of the moon from Earth? How fast does light travel? 

What is the Great Red Spot on Jupiter? What is the name of the North Star? 

Where is it? Do meteorites hit the Earth?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-22 I-H BILL NYE: EARTH'S 

SEASONS/CLIMATES

Why does the Earth have seasons? What season is it when our part of the 

world is tilted toward the sun? How long does it take the Earth to travel all 

the way around the sun? What is climate? How does water end up in the 

atmosphere? What is the Continental Divide? What holds heat on Earth?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-23 I-H BILL NYE: SKIN/CELLS Which is heavier-your skin or brain? Where is your skin thickest? What 

happens to make goose bumps? What are cells? How many cells are there 

in the average human? How do our bodies grow? What is the job of the 

nucleus?
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-24 I-H BILL NYE: DIGESTION/BLOOD & 

CIRCULATION

What is food to the human body? How do we digest food? How much food 

and water do we consume in a day? How long is the small intestine? How 

long is the large intestine? How many times does your heart beat each day? 

How many times does it beat in your lifetime? Where are blood cells 

formed?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-25 I-H BILL NYE: SOUND/LIGHT & 

COLOR

What is sound? What is an oscilloscope? What makes sound waves? What 

is frequency? What is white light? What causes a rainbow? Why is the sky 

blue? Why are objects different colors?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-26 I-H BILL NYE: DINOSAURS How do we know dinosaurs ever existed? Dig deeper than ever into the 

"lifestyles of the large and extinct," as Nye uncovers those big boneheads!

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-27 I-H BILL NYE: OUTER SPACE: WAY 

OUT THERE

Go way, way, way, "farly" out there along with Bill Nye, as he travels 9.5 

trillion kilometers to our nearest star and beyond. It's not a long trip at the 

speed of light! Also, some information on the moon.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-28 I-H BILL NYE: THE HUMAN BODY: 

THE INSIDE SCOOP!

Get pumped on how the heart manages to move 25 trillion red cells 

through the body in just 10 seconds during exercise! Marvel as white blood 

cells police the veins: "Freeze you toxic punk!"

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-29 I-H BILL NYE: 

AMPHIBIANS/INVERTEBRATES

What does the Greek word "amphibian" mean? What does the word 

"metamorphosis" mean? Do amphibians have gills to breathe, and do they 

live on land or in water? What is a baby frog called? What percentages of 

all animals on earth of all animals on earth do not have backbones? Are all 

insects invertebrates? Can certain invertebrates grow their legs back if they 

break off?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-3 I-H BILL NYE: MOMENTUM/GRAVITY Brace for the impact of this program! In Momentum, Bill Nye shows how 

weight and speed affect momentum. Have you ever wondered what holds 

the ocean to the Earth? Or what makes the Earth round? Perhaps you've 

thought about what holds humans to the ground? In Gravity, Bill Nye 

provides the explanation for these and other questions about the Earth's 

gravity.
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-30 I-H BILL NYE: EYEBALL/HEART To what are the eyes connected? What controls the amount of light coming 

into your eyes? What keeps your eyes moist? How do your eyes focus? 

Which muscle is always working, all the time? How big is your heart? 

What job does the heart have in your body? What color is blood with lots of 

oxygen?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-31 I-H BILL NYE: FORENSICS/GENES What does the word "forensics" mean? Would more than one person have 

the same fingerprint? Do our fingers have ridges on them? What are the 

bundles of chemicals in our body called? What are the four main chemicals 

that make up DNA? What makes up your body and brain with a set of 

instructions that determines who you are? Where do our genes come from 

and what determines hair, eye, and skin color?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-32 I-H BILL NYE: 

NUTRITION/POPULATIONS

How does food give our bodies energy? How does protein help build our 

bodies? Is fat good for our bodies? What are calories? What are all living 

things (people, plants, insects, etc.) a part of? Do ants, plants, cows, spiders, 

sharks, and people depend on each other? What may happen when 

environments change?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-33 I-H BILL NYE: FISH/MARINE 

MAMMALS

How long have fish lived on Earth? What is the backbone in a fish similar 

to? What part of their bodies do fish use to breathe oxygen? Where does the 

oxygen come from that fish breathe? Where do the largest animals on Earth 

live? Why marine mammals are not classified fish? What is blubber?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-34 I-H BILL NYE: MAMMALS/BIRDS What are some characteristics of mammals? Does a mammal's temperature 

change with the outside temperature? Where do mammals get their body 

heat? How are birds similar to human beings? Why are birds light in 

weight? How do birds get feathers? Do birds have good eyesight? Why?
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-35 I-H BILL NYE: SPIDERS/FLOWERS Are spiders insects? How many body parts do they have? Do spiders have 

a skeleton? How many legs do spiders? What is the strongest natural fiber 

for its weight and size? Do all spiders have venom? Where do flowers come 

from? What are the male and female parts of a flower called? How are 

flowers fertilized? How does pollen spread to fertilize the flower?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-36 I-H BILL NYE: HUMAN 

TRANSPORTATION / ANIMAL 

LOCOMOTION

What is transportation? What are the various "paths" humans use for 

transportation? What is the best form of transportation?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-37 I-H BILL NYE: WETLANDS/RIVERS & 

STREAMS

What is a wetland? What is an estuary? What is a bog made up of? What 

causes rivers? Where are most ecosystems located? What do meandering 

rivers do?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-38 I-H BILL NYE: DESERTS/VOLCANOES How much of the land in the world is desert? How do animals survive in 

the desert? When would we call a body of land a desert? Where did some 

of the oldest land come from? How are volcanoes formed? Do all volcanoes 

always explode when they erupt? Where do volcanoes usually develop?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-39 I-H BILL NYE: SPACE 

EXPLORATION/OCEAN 

EXPLORATION

Is all the light in the night sky from the stars? What is the name of the 

instrument that we use for looking at the stars and planets? Is there air to 

breathe in space? What is the name of the largest U.S. rocket used for space 

exploration? Where is the greatest ocean pressure impact on an object at the 

surface or at the bottom? What percentage of the earth is made up of 

water? What percentage of the ocean can be explored by the underwater 

submarine Alvin? How can a scientist detect the depth of an ocean?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-4 I-H BILL NYE: ATMOSPHERE/FLIGHT How thick is our atmosphere? What is air? Why is it cooler in the 

mountains? Why is warmer in the city? What keeps Earth warm and wet? 

What makes things fly? What causes an airplane to lift up in space? What 

causes air pressure?
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-40 I-H BILL NYE: PSEUDOSCIENCE/DO-IT-

YOURSELF SCIENC E

What is the process of testing claims or theories called (the world is flat)? 

What are claims that can't be tested called? What kind of science are magic 

tricks?Where does all food come from? How many phases (states) does 

matter have? Does air have pressure?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-41 I-H BILL NYE: 

INVENTIONS/COMPUTERS

What is inventing? Everything we use comes from what process? Can 

inventions occur when we take an already existing invention and make it 

better? How do computers work and carry information? How many 

switches do computers have? What do computers use to count?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-42 I-H BILL NYE: SPINNING 

THINGS/EARTHQUAKES

What do storms, bowling balls, and planet Earth all have in common? What 

makes things spin in or out of moving objects? What is a centripetal force? 

What is a centrifugal force? What causes earthquakes? What does the 

Earth's surface rest on? What are faults?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-43 I-H BILL NYE: POLLUTION 

SOLUTIONS/ARCHAEOLOGY

What are some causes of pollution? Why can't pollution leave the earth? 

How is pollution carried and spread? How do we know how ancient 

people lived? What do we call objects archaeologists find? How can 

archaeologists paint pictures of the past?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-44 I-H BILL NYE: PROBABILITY/TIME What is probability? What is a bell curve? What is a prediction? Which way 

does time move? What are some of the devices that we use to measure 

time? What indicators do we use to measure time.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-45 I-H BILL NYE: FOSSILS/EROSION Fossils: What are fossils? What percent of all living things that have ever 

been on Earth have disappeared? How do scientists know how old fossils 

are? Erosion: What is erosion? What is iron oxide? How are sandy beaches 

made?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-46 I-H BILL NYE: ATOMS/MOTION Atoms: What are tiny and filled with empty space--and are the building 

blocks of all matter? Where are atoms found? What is the meaning of the 

word atom? Motion: What puts things in motion? What is a property of 

matter? What are Newton's Three Laws of Motion?
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-47 I-H BILL NYE: FARMING/LIFE CYCLES Farming: Where does almost every bit of food that we eat come from? What 

is a silo? What makes good, rich topsoil? Life Cycles: What do all living 

things experience during their lifetimes? How many eggs do living things 

like insects and frogs lay at a time? What is the one thing that all humans 

start out as?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-48 I-H BILL NYE: FLUIDS/STORMS Fluids: What are two examples of fluid systems? What occurs when a solid 

passes through a fluid (such as an airplane passes through air)? What are 

liquids and gases called? Storms: What is a storm? What causes storms? 

What is El Niño?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-49 I-H BILL NYE: 

MEASUREMENT/PATTERNS

Measurement: What unit do we use to measure the weight of precious 

stones? What are examples of things we measure? What increments of 

measurement are on a meter stick? Patterns: What are patterns? What is 

camouflage? What are some patterns in nature and time?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-5 I-H BILL NYE: PRESSURE/BUOYANCY What is pressure? What makes holograms float? What is an area that does 

not have pressure called? What makes things float or sink? What is neutral 

buoyancy? Is a hot-air balloon buoyant?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-50 I-H BILL NYE: LAKES AND 

PONDS/CAVES

Lakes and Ponds: What are some of the ways that lakes and ponds are 

formed? What is a pond? What is a lake? Caves: What is a cave? What is a 

stalactite? What is a stalagmite?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-501 I-H GREATEST DISCOVERIES WITH 

BILL NYE: MEDICINE

Bill Nye explores the most significant medical discoveries about the human 

body, and some important innovations in medical technology; Describes 

the idea of germ theory and the start of modern medicine; and, examines 

diabetes, cancer and AIDS along with the therapies used to combat these 

diseases. 

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-51 I-H BILL NYE: COMETS AND 

METEORS/EVOLUTION

Comets and Meteors: What are meteors? What are meteoroids? What are 

comets? What is an elliptical orbit? Evolution: For how many years have 

living things on earth been changing? What is the process of change called? 

What is deoxyribonucleic acid?
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-52 I-H BILL NYE: THE SCIENCE OF 

MUSIC/ARCHITECTURE

The Science of Music: What is music? What is pitch? What is rhythm? 

Architecture: What are the designs of buildings called? What do architects 

need to remember about landscapes and buildings? How do architects 

represent three-dimensional structures on flat paper and screens?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-53 I-H BILL NYE: NTV TOP 11 

COUNTDOWN/SMELL

NTV Top 11 Countdown: What is velocity? What force causes things to 

slow down? What processes make up the water cycle? Smell: Where does 

our sense of taste come from? How many odors can the human organism 

smell? How much stronger is a dog's sense of smell than a human's made?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-54 I-H BILL NYE: CHEMICAL 

REACTIONS/PHASES OF MATTER

How are new chemicals formed? When iron reacts with oxygen, what 

occurs and what is given off? How do our cars run on chemical reactions? 

What are the three phases of matter? What is matter? How do a solid’s 

atoms differ from a liquid's atoms?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-55 I-H BILL NYE: CHEMICAL REACTIONS How are new chemicals formed? When iron reacts with oxygen, what 

occurs and what is given off? How do our cars run on chemical reactions?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-56 I-H BILL NYE: HEAT Which has more heat energy--a lighted match or an ice sculpture? What are 

three forms of heat energy? What is heat?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-57 I-H BILL NYE: EARTH'S CRUST What do shifting tectonic plates cause? What is "Pangaea" (whole earth)? 

What makes up the Earth's crust?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-58 I-H BILL NYE: PHASES OF MATTER What are the three phases of matter? What is matter? How do a solid’s 

atoms differ from a liquid's atoms?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-6 I-H BILL NYE: FRICTION/SIMPLE 

MACHINES

What is friction? What causes heat? Do skates create friction on ice? What 

are simple machines? How do simple machines help us work? What is a 

wheel?
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SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-7 I-H BILL NYE: ENERGY What is the job of energy? What kind of energy does water have if it has 

just been moved or is moving? Can potential energy be converted to kinetic 

energy?

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-8 I-H BILL NYE: ELECTRICAL CURRENT - 

LIGHT & OPTICS

Bill Nye gets a charge explaining "watts up" with electricity. Learn how 

electricity makes the world a brighter place. In Light Optics you won't 

believe your eyes when Bill reflects, refracts bends, bounces, absorbs, and 

pulls light waves to show how things can be seen in different ways. He 

uses lenses, mirrors, and water to create optical illusions that are sights to 

behold.

SCIENCE - BILL NYE VC103-9 I-H BILL NYE: MAGNETISM/STATIC 

ELECTRICITY

What is magnetism? Is the Earth a magnet? What three things can stick to 

magnets? Where does magnetism come from? What is static electricity? 

What are electrons? Can lightning strike backwards? How many lightning 

bolts nit the ground all over the Earth? What is a lightning rod? Where are 

you safest during a lightning storm?

SCIENCE - CLASSIFICATION - 

ORDER OF THINGS

DVD100-11 P-I CLASSIFYING LIVING THINGS This video discusses the importance of classifying living things, and some 

of the criteria scientists use when classifying. The six major kingdoms are 

explored including Eubacteria, Archaebacteria, Protists, Fungi, Plants, and 

Animals.

SCIENCE - CLASSIFICATION - 

ORDER OF THINGS

VC100-11 J-H CLASSIFYING LIVING THINGS 

(ANIMATED)

Aristotle, Linnaeus, and Darwin return to discuss the science of biological 

classification. The theorists explain that classification enable us to better 

understand life's diversity. 

SCIENCE - CLASSIFICATION - 

ORDER OF THINGS

VC144-10 I-J GROUPING LIVING THINGS Father of Classification, Carolus Linnaeus, returns to life in cartoon format 

to host this examination of the history and hierarchy of classification. 

Linnaeus emphasizes the importance of grouping like organisms and of 

giving organisms useful names.
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SCIENCE - CLASSIFICATION - 

ORDER OF THINGS

VC145-16 I CLASSIFICATION: THE ORDER OF 

THINGS

Living things can be grouped, or classified, according to common traits. 

Doing so helps us to find out how species are related--the more traits they 

share, the closer the relationship. Knowing about such common traits even 

helped a scientist solve the mystery of a plane crash.

SCIENCE - DR. DAD SCIENCE VC102-1 I POLYMERS (DR. DAD'S PH3) Three young girls ask one of their dads to explain plastics. First few 

minutes talks about a little history of plastics, next is a demonstration of a 

borax Iglue polymer, next is a short trip to a lab that makes a plastic 

additive, back at home tests on nylon rope and bouncing balls followed by 

bouncing eggs.

SCIENCE - DR. DAD SCIENCE VC102-10 I ANIMAL ARCHITECTURE (DR. 

DAD'S PH3)

Dr. Dad and Olivia investigate animal architecture at the Louisiana Nature 

and Science Center, the Audubon Zoo and the Aquarium of the Americas 

in their quest to learn how different species build shelters for themselves 

and their young.

SCIENCE - DR. DAD SCIENCE VC102-11 I SOIL AND AGRICULTURE (DR. 

DAD'S PH3)

This video does a nice job of explaining the differences in soils and how 

those differences apply to the growing of plants. 

SCIENCE - DR. DAD SCIENCE VC102-12 I NUTRITION (DR. DAD'S PH3) Three girls ask dad to help them understand calories. He uses a burning 

nut, burning marshmallow demonstration, discusses how to use nutrition 

guide on side of package, good visit to a potato chip manufacturer and a 

demonstration using fish tank pump to show clogged arteries. Good 

explanation of calories and "field trip" to a factory.

SCIENCE - DR. DAD SCIENCE VC102-2 I BUOYANCY (DR. DAD'S PH3) In the garage, Olivia and the neighborhood kids discover how the shape of 

an object affects the amount of water it displaces and how the weight of 

that water actually helps to hold the object up.

SCIENCE - DR. DAD SCIENCE VC102-3 I ELECTROMAGNETISM (DR. DAD'S 

PH3)

In the garage, Dr. Dad and the kids discover the relationship between 

magnetism and electricity and how electric motors and generators are 

based on the same principles. They also experiment with building a simple 

homemade generator and make some power of their own.
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SCIENCE - DR. DAD SCIENCE VC102-4 I SOUND & RADIO BROADCASTING 

(DR. DAD'S PH3)

Three students ask a dad to explain radio reception. Starts with simple 

water ripples, shows voice oscillator, visits a radio station and works on 

ideas for making sound effects with junk materials. (This might cross over 

to sound effects for plays.)

SCIENCE - DR. DAD SCIENCE VC102-5 I GAS LAWS (DR. DAD'S PH3) Olivia and her friends discover some "hot" facts about air as they prepare to 

shoot some hoops. Using some simple props, Dr. Dad demonstrates why 

hot air balloons go up and what puts the bounce in basketballs.

SCIENCE - DR. DAD SCIENCE VC102-6 I ALTERNATIVE ENERGY (DR. 

DAD'S PH3)

In the garage, Olivia and her friends team up to design an energy efficient 

home. They discover the benefits of reflective insulation and why the 

albedo (fraction of a solar energy ) effect plays such an important role in 

heating and cooling.

SCIENCE - DR. DAD SCIENCE VC102-7 I OIL SPILLS (DR. DAD'S PH3) Olivia and her friends learn about cleaning oil spills the hard way when 

they accidentally create an environmental disaster of their own. They 

discover how sorbants work and how oil and water really don't mix. At the 

site of an industrial spill, Dr. Ralph Portier gives Dr. Dad a first-hand look 

at how microbes are used to clean up a land spill.

SCIENCE - DR. DAD SCIENCE VC102-8 I OPTICS (DR. DAD'S PH3) Following a "fuzzy" tennis match, Olivia and the girls discover how a beam 

of light can be bent and when the curve of a lens will change its focal point. 

Dr. Dad and the girls experiment with both prisms and fresnel lenses to 

discover how each one changes the light. In the end, they conclude that you 

need different lenses for different jobs.

SCIENCE - DR. DAD SCIENCE VC102-9 I FLIGHT (DR. DAD'S PH3) This video explains in simple terms how airflow over a surface creates lift. 

A group of elementary students use the principles to build a glider. 

Students also learn how a pilot controls the different movements of an 

airplane. 
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SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY DVD129-20 H SCHLESSINGER PLANETS Viewers explore Earth's neighbors and take powerful journey to discover 

the birth of the solar system in this exciting program. Learn about the 

physical characteristics of the planets, experience space travel, discover the 

moons and stars, investigate how the planets got their names, probe space 

technology, review ancient beliefs and study the theories about the 

universe made famous by Copernicus, Galileo and Newton.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY DVD129-51 H PLANET EARTH: VOL. 1: THE 

LIVING MACHINE/THE BLUE 

PLANET

The Living Machine: Earth - a dynamically evolving planet engaged in a 

never-ending cycle of creation and destruction. "The Living Machine" 

explores one of the most significant scientific developments of the 20th 

Century verification of a controversial theory called plate tectonics. The 

Blue Planet: Oceans remain the last great unexplored frontier of our world, 

even though they cover three-quarters of its surface. "The Blue Planet" 

plunges you deep below the surface of the sea.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY DVD129-52 H PLANET EARTH: VOL. 2: THE 

CLIMATE PUZZLE, TALES FROM 

OTHER WORLDS

The Climate Puzzle: Is a new Ice Age inevitable or will life on earth 

disappear in a colossal flood? "The Climate Puzzle" examines milestones in 

climate science that reveal a half million year history of Earth's weather. 

Tales From Other Worlds: Will a death star's orbit around our sun mark the 

end of life on earth? "Tales From Other Worlds" provides us with crucial 

clues about Planet Earth's history and future.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY DVD129-53 H PLANET EARTH: VOL. 3: THE 

SOLAR SEA, GIFTS FROM THE 

EARTH, FATE OF THE EARTH

"The Solar Sea" presents an unprecedented view of a power beyond the 

grasp of human imagination. Experience the amazing effect of solar wind 

raging through the cosmos at a million miles per hour. "Gifts From The 

Earth" investigates the dwindling store of mineral wealth that provides the 

fundamental building blocks of our technology. Explore incredible 

geological resources like the eerie "black smokers"-hot springs located on 

the ocean floor that have created abundant deposits over millions of 

years."Fate of the Earth" examines humankind's capacity for destruction 

and our newfound concern for preservation.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY DVD129-54 J-H PLANET EARTH: DISK 1 FROM 

POLE TO POLE, MOUNTAINS, 

FRESH WATER

Narrated by David Attenborough, this acclaimed 11-part series presents the 

ultimate portrait of life on Planet Earth. Viewers will witness animals' daily 

struggles for survival in extreme habitats, from the highest mountain to the 

deepest river. This BBC series captures rare action, impossible locations 

and intimate moments with the plant's best-loved, wildest and most elusive 

creatures.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY DVD129-55 J-H PLANET EARTH: DISK 2: CAVES, 

DESERTS, ICE WORLDS

Narrated by David Attenborough, this acclaimed 11-part series presents the 

ultimate portrait of life on Planet Earth. Viewers will witness animals' daily 

struggles for survival in extreme habitats, from the highest mountain to the 

deepest river. This BBC series captures rare action, impossible locations 

and intimate moments with the planet's best-loved, wildest and most 

elusive creatures.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY DVD129-56 J-H PLANET EARTH:DISK 3: GREAT 

PLAINS, JUNGLES, SHALLOW 

SEAS

Narrated by David Attenborough, this acclaimed 11-part series presents the 

ultimate portrait of life on Planet Earth. Viewers will witness animals' daily 

struggles for survival in extreme habitats, from the highest mountain to the 

deepest river. This BBC series captures rare action, impossible locations 

and intimate moments with the plant's best-loved, wildest and most elusive 

creatures.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY DVD129-57 J-H PLANET EARTH: DISK 4: 

SEASONAL FORESTS, OCEAN 

DEEP

Narrated by David Attenborough, this acclaimed 11-part series presents the 

ultimate portrait of life on Planet Earth. Viewers will witness animals' daily 

struggles for survival in extreme habitats, from the highest mountain to the 

deepest river. This BBC series captures rare action, impossible locations 

and intimate moments with the planet's best-loved, wildest and most 

elusive creatures.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY DVD129-58 J-H PLANET EARTH: DISK 5: SAVING 

SPECIES, INTO THE WILDERNESS, 

LIVING TOGETHER

Narrated by David Attenborough, this acclaimed 11-part series presents the 

ultimate portrait of life on Planet Earth. Viewers will witness animals' daily 

struggles for survival in extreme habitats, from the highest mountain to the 

deepest river. This BBC series captures rare action, impossible locations 

and intimate moments with the planet's best-loved, wildest and most 

elusive creatures.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY DVD129-59 J-H RACE TO THE MOON: THE 

DARING ADVENTURE OF APOLLO 

8

On December 24, 1968 APOLLO 8 entered lunar orbit, marking the first 

manned mission to the moon and the first live TV coverage of the lunar 

surface.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-1 P-I ALL ABOUT THE PLANETS What is a planet? We live on one, but there are others. Are they all like 

Earth? Is there life on other planets? Children will take a tour of the solar 

system, explaining vital statistics about each size, distance from the Sun, 

and temperature. Why some are rocky and solid while others are made 

entirely of gases?

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-12 I-H SOLAR ECLIPSE: SUN, EARTH, 

AND MARS

Observe a Martian sunset and a rockslide in the massive Mariner Valley. 

Contrast that with a view of our beautiful blue planet earth, captured by an 

American satellite. Also see an amazing eclipse of the sun by our moon.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-13 I-H SUMMER STARS AND THE MILKY 

WAY

Journey to the three stars of summer; Deneb, Vega, and Altair, and use 

them as reference points to peek at young stars and the remains of stars 

long dead. Also encounter the Veil Nebula, a veil-like cloud of dust, which 

is all that's left of a star that blew up 50,000 years ago.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-15 I-H THE UNIVERSE This program, which includes NASA animation, explores almost 

inconceivable extremes of size and time as it investigates the universe and 

all of its strange phenomena. Journey from our solar system to the edge of 

the Milky Way and beyond.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-16 J-H SPACE EXPLORATION When we haven't been able to take ourselves out into space, we've brought 

space to us, using a variety of sensitive and ingenious tools. This video 

explores that method of space exploration, with its reliance on ever 

improving telescopes, radio and radar instruments, and earth-circling 

satellites.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-19 J-H THE PLANETS Patrick Stewart narrates this astronomical tour set to Tomita's electronic 

interpretation of Hoist's The Planets. A combination of real and computer 

generated views of the planets which includes the highlights for each 

planet. The different probes that have been used to obtain information are 

also included in this film. 

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-2 I WHAT'S OUT THERE? EXPLORING 

THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Explore the solar system, from early ideas to the space age. Covered are the 

beginning concepts introduced by Ptolmy, Galileo, Copernicus, and 

Newton. Modern science introduced tools that have provided a deeper 

understanding of the sun and planets. Space age continued with new 

discoveries.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-20 I PLANETS Which planet would float in your bathtub if you had one that was big 

enough? What is the fire and brimstone world of Venus really like? This is 

a journey through space and time, witnessing the birth of the sun and 

traveling to the outer limits of the solar system. This "journey" includes 

visits to Earth's close neighbors in space.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-23 J-H ASTEROIDS: DEADLY IMPACT Asteroids and comets: Every year, millions of these "stray bullets" streak 

through the skies, and tons of small meteorites strike our planet! Some 65 

million years ago, dinosaurs were wiped off the face of the earth-in what 

many believe was the aftermath of a massive cosmic collision. Could 

something like this happen again? Scientists believe that the impact of an 

asteroid only a mile wide would be globally catastrophic.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-24 I-H UNDERSTANDING THE UNIVERSE From Galileo's early sky watching through a primitive telescope, to the Big 

Bang Theory, to the most recent high-tech findings of the Hubble telescope, 

searchers and scientists have always questioned the cosmos and our place 

within it. Where do stars come from? How old is the universe? On trips to 

the world’s great observatories and top star-gazing sites, discover how 

astronomers and physicists are coming closer and closer to explaining the 

workings of the universe in one grand, unified theory.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-25 I-H THE SOLAR SYSTEM From the Moon to Mars, Mercury to Pluto, discover what scientists have 

learned about our solar system since manned space exploration began three 

decades ago. Is there life on Mars after all? What lies beneath the swirling 

gas storms of Jupiter? What do we expect to find on Pluto when NASA 

lands a spacecraft there in 2001?

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-26 I-J EYES IN THE SKY From Cold War spy to peacetime monitor, satellites have ruled the skies as 

the world's most advanced information gathering technology. Progressing 

from their crude beginnings as a primitive bird's eye surveillance tool, 

satellites have now become capable of an amazing multitude of tasks. 

Global positioning systems help pilots, boaters and drivers orient 

themselves on land, sea and in the sky. Weather satellites help 

meteorologists observe climate patterns and predict the weather.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-27 I-H DESTINATION MARS Hop on board for the ride of your life! What will it take to land a human on 

Mars? And what would such a fantastic trip feel like? Find out on a behind-

the-scenes trip to NASA where scientists, astronauts and space-age experts 

reveal the training and technology behind the eagerly anticipated mission 

to Mars.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-28 I-H ON JUPITER Jupiter, the fifth planet circling the sun, is huge enough to swallow all the 

other planets with room to spare. A world of swirling clouds and violent 

storms, its mysteries have only recently been revealed by the Voyager and 

Galileo spacecrafts. Computer animations and satellite images from NASA 

describe what lies beneath Jupiter's turbulent surface.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-29 J-H THE APOLLO MOVIES:                                                                                                                                                                            

APOLLO 13 & APOLLO 11 

Students will view the launches of the Apollo 13 and Apollo 11 missions to 

the moon. Apollo 13 was successfully launched, but the landing had to be 

aborted after an oxygen tank ruptured. The Apollo 11 landed the first 

humans on Earth’s Moon on July 20, 1969; this mission was considered a 

major accomplishment in the history of exploration.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-31 J-H FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON                                                                                                                                                              

(EPISODE 1 & 2)

Episode 1: Can We Do This? On April 12, 1961, Russia launched the first 

man into space leaving a stunned American Space Program in limbo. The 

Mercury Program is launched on May 5, 1961 when Freedom 7 takes Alan 

B, Shepard, Jr. for a 15 minute, 22 second flight into outer space. Episode 2: 

Apollo 1 Jan. 27, 1967. In preparation for the flight of Apollo 1, astronauts 

Gus Grissom, Ed White and Roger Chaffee undergo a routine "plug-out" 

test in their space capsule. A routine test turns to disaster when a small 

electrical fire explodes into a raging inferno, taking the lives of the three 

men before their ship can even leave the ground.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-32 J-H FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON                                                                                                                                                                        

(EPISODE 3 & 4)

Episode 3: We Have Cleared The Tower - Nineteen months and six 

unmanned flights after the Apollo 1 tragedy, Wally Schirra, Don Eisele and 

Walt Cunningham are set to become the first trio of American astronauts in 

space on Apollo 7 - their preparations followed every step of the way by a 

young documentary crew. Episode 4: 1968 - Frank Borman, Jon Lovell and 

William Anders prepare for the launch of Apollo 8, the first ever manned 

voyage to the moon. Their aim: to reach the moon and remain in lunar 

orbit.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-33 J-H FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON                                                                                                                                                          

(EPISODE 5 &6)

Episode 5: Spider-From an idea on a sketch pad to design and construction, 

through nine years of rigorous tests, successes and failures, 1969 is about to 

witness the first ever docking of 2 manned vessels in space. Episode 6: 

Mare Tranquilitatis-On July 20, 1969, after years of development and 

training Apollo 11 is about to land a man on the moon. America holds its 

breath as Neil Armstrong takes "one small step for man...one giant leap for 

mankind."
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SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-34 J-H FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON                                                                                                                                                        

(EPISODE 7 & 8)

Episode 7: That's All There Is-The astronauts of Apollo 12, Al Bean, Pete 

Conrad and Dick Gordon had their experiences in space from 

malfunctioning cameras to suit less maneuvering, proved as sensational 

and surprising as the men themselves. Episode 8: We Interrupt This 

Program-On April 13, 1970, when Apollo 13 developed problems that 

threatened the lives of the astronauts on board, every move were 

monitored by journalist.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-35 J-H FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON                                                                                                                                                           

(EPISODE 9 & 10)

Episode 9: For Miles & Miles-Grounded since 1963 with an inner-ear 

disorder, experimental surgery has cleared Alan Shepard for command of 

Apollo 14. But first he must overcome the skepticism of his colleagues and 

prove he has what it takes to undergo the rigorous flight through space. 

Alan Shepard prepares to walk on the moon. Episode 10: Galileo Was Right-

Apollo 15 is to be dispatched in a mission to gather geological specimens 

from the surface of the moon that will help determine how the universe 

was formed. Meanwhile, Congress has called for cutbacks in the space 

program, canceling the Apollo project after Apollo 17.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-36 J-H FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON                                                                                                                                                        

(EPISODE 11 & 12)

Episode 11: The Original Wives Club-While space was being conquered by 

men in the air, there were women on the ground that had their role to play-

the wives of the American astronauts. With the possibility that their every 

word and action might reflect on their husband's careers, the pressure was 

great. Episode 12: Le Voyage Dans LaLune-Apollo 17 was to be the last of 

the Apollo missions, and Gene Cernan and Harrison "Jack" Schmitt, the last 

Apollo astronauts to walk on the moon.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-37 P-I THE NASA SPACE STATION You're out of this world, Charlie Brown. In fact, you're part of a NASA 

space station crew! An eager group of Peanuts pals joins Charlie Brown on 

a 90-day mission.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-38 I-H MARS (PAST-PRESENT-FUTURE) Re-discover Mars and our fascinations with the Red Planet, from the 

earliest telescope observations to unprecedented missions such as Mars 

Pathfinder and Mars Global Surveyor.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-39 I-H SPACE FACTS This unique video takes a fact-filled look at 23 of the most important events 

from man's on-going adventure in space. Starting with the Soviet Union's 

launch of Sputnick I, to the development of modern science. Subjects 

covered are: the Mercury Astronauts, the first woman in space, the Viking 

and Voyager probes, the Space Shuttle and the discovery of possible life-

form remains in a meteorite from Mars.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-40 I-J SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY They may look like dim stars, but satellites orbiting Earth provide more 

than a twinkle in the night sky. Each satellite has a specific purpose and life 

span. More than 8,000 satellites hover above, providing vital information 

about mapping, weather, and communication.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-41 P-I ALL ABOUT THE MOON It's the largest object in the night sky, and it looks different every night--it's 

the moon! Why does the moon appear different every night? What does the 

moon look like up close? What is it like to walk on the moon? Could we 

live on the moon someday?

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-42 P-I ALL ABOUT THE SUN This video gives children a broad understanding of this nearby star that is 

the center of our solar system and why it's so important to us on Earth! 

Kids will discover how the Sun provides us with life giving light and heat, 

how it's responsible for our seasons and weather and why it's the primary 

source of energy on Earth.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-43 I-H ONE SMALL STEP FOR MAN Program 1:  Eagle Has Landed: The Flight of Apollo II and Program 2: The 

Time of Apollo; With these words, one of man's eternal dreams was 

realized as Astronauts Armstrong , Aldrin, and Collins became the first 

space team to land on the moon. Using rare NASA footage, we experience 

the beauty and mystery of man reaching beyond the bounds of Earthly 

reality.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-44 H HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE: 

RESCUE IN SPACE

Journey into space on one of the most important and spectacular Space 

Shuttle Missions ever as the astronauts share their experiences on this 

critical mission to repair the Space Telescope. Plus, see the first 

dramatically improved deep space images from Hubble's newly repaired 

cameras.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-45 I-H SAVAGE SUN This video will shed light on the meaning of distant observations and 

illuminate other secrets of the Sun. Find out how new technology is putting 

us on the surface of our nearest star, and into its interior.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-46 H ASTRONOMY-PART 1 On Astronomy Part 1, students will learn the concept and history of 

Astronomy; the Earth and the Moon; what is gravity; what is Light and The 

Spectrum? What is a Telescope?

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-47 H ASTRONOMY - PART 2 On Astronomy Part 2, students will overview the Solar System; the 

properties, structure, magnetism, and the solar terrestrial relations of the 

Sun, and questions like: Where does the Sun’s Energy come from?

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-48 I-H ONE GIANT LEAP Discover the untold story of the Apollo Project, the risk-all mission that 

first put mankind on the moon. Hear the words of the men and women 

whose great determination and dedication fulfilled President Kennedy's 

dream and beat the Russians to the prize. Learn the intimate details of the 

greatest adventure of the 20th century.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-5 P-I SPACE, EARTH, AND 

ATMOSPHERE

Video answers questions about space, earth and atmosphere with footage 

from NASA. Children will get a feel for how big the universe really is.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-50 I-J ASTRONOMY Students will learn about constellations, star movement and how scientists 

have studied celestial bodies throughout history - from Ptolemy and 

Copernicus to the work of the Hubble Space Telescope.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-51 I-J EARTH Students will learn that despite the vastness of outer space, Earth is the 

only place where we know life exists. This video explains why our planet is 

so special. Students will learn about the factors that allow life to flourish on 

Earth, including out position within the solar system, the water cycle and 

the composition of the planet. This program includes a visit to the real 

Biosphere 2 in Arizona.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-52 I-J EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE It protects us from meteoroids and ultraviolet rays, and provides us with 

the air we breathe. Students will learn about the layers of our atmosphere 

and why each is important to the survival of life on our planet. They'll also 

discover why the atmosphere is responsible for weather and see how 

special aircraft actually fly into the severest weather of all: hurricanes!

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-53 I-J MOON The Moon is Earth's closest neighbor in space, the only other member of 

our solar system that humans have actually visited. This video answers key 

questions about the Moon, such as: What keeps it revolving around the 

Earth? Why do we see only one side of the Moon? What is the origin of the 

Moon? Students will about the Moon's phases, eclipses, and how it causes 

tides on the Earth

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-54 I-J PLANETS & THE SOLAR SYSTEM The Earth is one of nine planets that revolve around the Sun, which is the 

center of the solar system. Students will learn the key characteristics of each 

planet, the difference between inner and outer planets, and which planets 

have their own moons. Students will demonstrate how gravity keeps all the 

members of the solar system in orbit around the Sun.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-55 I-J SPACE EXPLORATION There are many ways to explore space. Students will learn about the 

human quest to discover what's out there. Students will see the challenges 

and benefits of space exploration, including the development of rocket 

science and the history of manned space travel. 
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SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-56 I-J STARS This video will show students the many amazing ways scientists look at the 

stars and how they can use what they see to answer questions like: What 

are the stars made of? How far away are they? How old are stars? Students 

will learn about the life span of stars and the various stages they pass 

through, from protostar  to main sequence star to red giant and eventually 

white and black dwarfs.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-57 I-J SUN The Sun is the closest star to Earth. It provides heat and light which makes 

life on Earth possible. This video shows student what this center of our 

solar system is all about - how big it is, what it's made of, how old it is and 

how long we believe it will continue to burn. Students will examine the 

individual layers of the Sun and learn about solar activity, including 

sunspots, solar flares and prominences.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-58 I-J UNIVERSE The universe it limitless! It contains stars, solar systems, galaxies, black 

holes and much more. This video looks at these wonders - all incredible, all 

unique, and all just a small part of a larger entity. Students will explore 

questions such as: How was it formed? How big is it? How can we explore 

the far reaches of the universe? They'll learn about light years and the 

electromagnetic spectrum and take a close-up look at a gamma ray 

telescope.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-6 P-I ALL ABOUT STARS What are stars? Why are some stars brighter than others? How far away are 

they? Children will learn how stars are formed, why they seem to move 

across our sky and how we have used their patterns to form the 

constellations. Discover that the study of stars actually begins very close to 

home with our own Sun!

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-7 J-H SOLAR SYSTEM, THE Animated video explains the origins of the solar system and the geologic 

makeup of each planet. Video surveys the conditions for life on Mercury, 

Venus, and Mars, and explores the other planets, looking at new data on 

Jupiter's rings and moons. Actual NASA footage is included.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-8 I-H BEGINNERS GUIDE TO THE 

CONSTELLATIONS

To find your way among the stars, you need the help of the constellation 

Orion the Hunter. In this video, students will use Orion and its stars as 

reference points to examine, identify, and enjoy the wonderful star patterns 

of a northern winter sky.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC129-9 I-H DINOSAURS AND ASTEROIDS: 

JUPITER AND OTHER PLANETS

Take a seat on the Voyager spacecraft for a journey to the outer solar 

system's world of gas and dusty ice. Watch Jupiter emerge as a globe of 

hydrogen, methane, and ammonia with swirling cloud belts and electrical 

storms.

SCIENCE - EARTH - ASTRONOMY VC130-1 P-I IF YOU COULD SEE THE EARTH Through animation, tape shows that the earth is a sphere, covered with 

land and water and constantly turning. It also explains the earth's rotation, 

the sun's effect, and the concept of gravity.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GENERAL VC130-19 P-I ALL ABOUT THE EARTH Why is there life on Earth? What is our planet made of? How does it fit into 

the rest of the universe? These questions and more are answered in this fun 

look at planet Earth. Children will learn about the Earth's rotation, its 

seasons and the layers of the Earth's atmosphere.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GENERAL VC131-1 I-J WHAT'S INSIDE THE EARTH? AN 

INTRODUCTION TO THE EARTH'S 

INTERIOR, CRUST AND MINERAL 

RESOURCES

This video tells about continental drift, the cracks in the earth's crust, 

earthquakes, mountain formation, fossils, lava, igneous, metamorphic and 

sedimentary rocks, and more.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GENERAL VC131-2 I-J OUR CHANGING EARTH This video covers the formation of the earth, and its changes due to 

weathering, continental drift, and more.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GENERAL VC131-3 I-H EARTH'S PHYSICAL FEATURES This volume answers questions like: What is a Continent? What is an 

Island? What is an Archipelago? What is a Peninsula? What are Foothills? 

What is a Mountain Range? What is a Plain? Plateau? What is a Valley? 

What is the difference between a Canyon and a Gorge? What is an 

Escarpment? What is a Coast?What is a Plateau? What is a Valley? What is 

the difference between a Canyon and a Gorge? What is an Escarpment? 

What is a Coast?
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SCIENCE - EARTH - GENERAL VC131-4 I-H EARTH'S NATURAL WONDERS This volume answers questions like: What are the natural wonders of 

North America? Where can you find the world's largest waterfall? What is 

the world's largest river? Where is the Great Barrier Reef? What is so 

special about Ayers Rock? What is a rift valley? What is so special about 

Lake Baikal? What is Niagara Falls noted for?

SCIENCE - EARTH - GENERAL VC132-3 I-H EARTH IN CHANGE: THE EARTH'S 

CRUST

Shows how the earth's crust is constantly being changed by the action of 

dynamic natural processes: erosion, folding, sedimentation, volcanic action, 

and earthquakes. We learn that the earth's geologic history can be deduced 

from careful study of the present structure of the earth's crust.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GENERAL VC137-2 I-H ATMOSPHERE IN MOTION Recent changes in ozone layer have refocused attention on the importance 

of the atmosphere to life on our planet. Forces that keep the atmosphere in 

continuous motion are illustrated.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY DVD132-20 P-I VOLCANOES AND 

EARTHQUAKES

Volcanoes and Earthquakes explore how some of the most powerful forces 

on earth affect our world. Students will learn about the following terms: 

Lava, magma, vent, crater, caldera, and will describe some common 

characteristics of volcanoes.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY DVD132-35 I-H THE ROCK CYCLE Explore how to identify minerals plus igneous, sedimentary, and 

metamorphic rocks in this fun video. Discover how these types of rocks 

make up the rock cycle and how it works.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY DVD137-19 I-J NATURAL DISASTERS Volcanoes, earthquakes, tidal waves, floods, hurricanes, tornados, 

blizzards, avalanches, droughts, fires and meteorites are just a few of 

nature's destructive forces explored in this exciting program.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY DVD148-7 I-J DINOSAUR Journey into the Jurassic to unearth the facts behind a lost world! Students 

will gain an understanding of the science of paleontology, master dinosaur 

entomology, explore the prehistoric landscape, investigate the Mesozoic 

era, evaluate theories of extinction and compare dinosaur physiology. This 

program brings these amazing creatures to life millions of years after their 

extinction!
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SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY DVD148-8 I-J PREHISTORIC LIFE Delve into the past to investigate how life formed on Earth! This revealing 

program explores Earth's age, uncovers amazing fossils and traces 

evolution through the geological time periods. This prehistoric adventure 

examines the continental drift, studies cockroaches, witness’s early 

communication and looks at the role of mass extinctions throughout 

history.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC036-43 I-H MOUNTAIN Which bird can fly higher than Mount Everest? How are mountains 

formed? This video explores the formation of mountains, and the diverse 

creatures that inhabit them. For many people, mountains are holy places, a 

bridge to the heavens. Above all, they are a treasure trove of unique forms 

of life that don't exist on the plains below.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC036-46 I-J DESERT DESERT treks across the Earth's most parched places to find some of the 

greatest stories of adaptation and survival. Meet the extraordinary 

inhabitants of the desert, and witness their startling strategies to capture 

and conserve that most precious of all commodities--water.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC036-49 I-H ISLAND Which bird dropped pebbles to make an island? When is an island not an 

island? This video journey from tropical paradises to some of nature's 

bleakest outposts. Whether you are looking fro pirate treasure, real-life 

dragons, or birds that fly backward, islands are always a world apart.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC100-14 P-I MOON/ROCKS/CRYSTAIS/FOSSILS/ 

WIND

Students will learn about the four phases of the moon; the names of the 

three kinds of rocks and the way in which they were formed; students will 

develop an understanding of what fossils are and where they are found; 

also, how wind brings changes in the weather, and about the many uses of 

rain.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC130-11 I EROSION: EARTH IS CHANGE Earth's surface is constantly changing. Floods, landslides, hurricanes, 

erupting volcanoes, and soil shifting earthquakes can cause sudden, 

dramatic changes. But gradual action by wind and water over millions of 

years can also alter the Earth's surface.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC130-12 I FOSSILS: REMAINS TO BE SEEN How do we know what dinosaurs looked like when they lived millions of 

years ago? The answer is fossils traces of past life preserved in Earth's crust. 

Fossils help scientists figure out how the dinosaurs lived, and possibly how 

they died.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC130-14 I VOLCANOS: TOO HOT TO 

HANDLE

The materials that come from deep within volcanoes raise earth's surface, 

makes mountains, and creates new land masses. The Hawaiian Islands, 

Japan, and Iceland were all formed by volcanic eruptions. Come along and 

see Mauna Loa during an eruption and Mount St. Helens after it blew its 

top.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-1 I ROCKS AND MINERALS: THE 

HARD FACTS

Students travel with a geologist and explore what the earth is made of. 

Students are shown examples of rock formations properties, and 

characteristics.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-11 J-H THIS TREMBLING EARTH Video closely monitors a violent but fascinating phenomenon: the 

Earthquake. 

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-12 I HOW DOES WATER SHAPE THE 

EARTH'S SURFACE?

Water causes most of the erosion that occurs on the earth's surface. This 

program describes different mechanisms by which water acts on the earth's 

features and the new geologic formations that arise because of these 

mechanisms.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-13 I HOW DOES WIND SHAPE THE 

EARTH'S SURFACE?

This program explores two fairly inconspicuous types of erosion caused by 

wind, and demonstrates how these types of erosion work and the geologic 

features that creates these erosive forces.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-14 I HOW DO LIVING THINGS SHAPE 

THE EARTH'S SURFACE?

Animals, plants, and people all influence the shape of the earth's surface. 

This video explores the different effects that various types of organisms 

have on geologic features.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-15 I WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT 

SHAPES ON THE EARTH'S 

SURFACE?

Although the earth's surface varies from region to region, there are only 

three basic landforms: mountains, plateaus, and plains. This program also 

looks at topographic maps and how to use them.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-16 I-H THE ROCK CYCLE Video breathes life into one of the classic concepts of earth science: rocks 

evolve and transform from one type to another in a never-ending cycle. 

Video explores the processes and products of our earth and promotes a 

basic understanding of earth science.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-17 J-H CONTINENTAL DRIFT: THEORY 

OF PLATE TECTONIC

Students will learn about the exploration of continental drift and its effect 

on shapes and location of land masses. Film will help viewers visualize 

geologic phenomena such as rifting, faulting, volcanism, earthquakes and 

ridge formation.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-20 H EARTH'S INTERIOR/SEA FLOOR Demonstrates how seismic waves occur and explains the measurement of 

gravity, heat flow, and earth magnetism, to provide information about 

Earth's interior; Examines major sea-floor features, the mid-oceanic ridge, 

oceanic trenches and fracture zones, evidence of the mobile crust of the 

earth.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-21 H BIRTH OF A THEORY Traces origins of the ideas of continental drift and sea floor spreading and 

their contributions to plate tectonics theory.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-22 H MOUNTAIN BUILDING/EARTH'S 

STRUCTURES

Describes how major mountain belts and continents are created, evolve, 

and wear away. Illustrates how bedrock responds to tectonic forces origin 

acting within Earth and is studied by structural geologists.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-23 H EARTH REVEALED SERIES: 

EARTHQUAKES/GEOLOGIC TIME

Showing actual footage of earthquakes and their aftermath, this program 

discusses the forces that fuel these massive events. The program also 

describes devices being developed to study and eventually predicts; 

earthquakes. To illustrate the immensity of geologic time, the entire span of 

Earth's existence is compressed down to a year. The timeline of major 

geologic events is superimposed onto the year for a condensed view of 

Earth's evolution.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-24 H EARTH REVEALED SERIES: 

EVOLUTION THROUGH TIME/ 

MINERALS: MATERIALS OF 

EARTH 

The fossil record reveals much about the diversity and development of 

species. This program examines the traces left by early plants, animals, and 

single celled organisms and follows the progression of life forms over time. 

Minerals have been indispensable to human civilization. This program 

looks at the variety of minerals, their atomic and crystalline structures, and 

their physical properties as hardness and luster.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-25 H EARTH REVEALED SERIES: 

VOLCANISM/INTRUSIVE 

IGNEOUS ROCKS 

Volcanoes provide clues about what is going on inside Earth. Animations 

illustrate volcanic processes and how plate boundaries are related to 

volcanism. The program also surveys the various types of eruptions, 

craters, cones and vents, lava domes, magma, and volcanic rock. The 1980 

eruption of Mount St. Helens serves as one example. Most magma does not 

extrude onto Earth’s surface but cools slowly deep inside Earth. This 

magma seeps into crevices in existing rock to form intrusive igneous rocks. 

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-26 H SEDIMENTARY ROCKS: THE KEY 

TO PAST ENVIRONMENT 

/METAMORPHIC ROCKS

This video illustrates the importance of sedimentary rocks in 

understanding Earth's surface and environmental conditions of the Earth. 

Also, it interprets the causative factors of metamorphism and the kinds of 

rocks produced.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-30 H MASS WASTING This video demonstrates gravity at work on rapid moving landslides and 

imperceptibly slow creep, as well as the role of humans in causing or 

controlling mass wasting.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-31 I-H ROCK & MINERAL Which world-famous rock came from outer space? Why were rubies once 

known as bloodstones? This video shatters the stone's reputation for "rock 

solid" permanence. Discover how rocks keep a constantly changing record 

of our planet's fascinating history, and see how minerals are at the very 

core of our civilization.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-32 P LANDFORMS 1 Take a ride in a "traveling machine" to learn about the forms and function 

of landforms. Appreciate the beauty and utility of the world's natural 

features and see how communities are made unique by the landforms 

around them. Features mountains, hills, plains, valleys, plateaus, deserts, 

islands and more!

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-33 I-H LANDFORMS Stunning NASA and live footage combine with state-of-the-art animations 

to give students a clear understanding of the physical features that shape 

our Earth. Terms like escarpment, plateau, butte, outlier, and atoll are 

shown in their natural states with examples highlighted on an animated 

globe.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-34 P-J THE WATER CYCLE AND CLOUDS What role does the water cycle play in weather and in life? This program 

shows beautiful footage of clouds and the sky, and how water continuously 

changes phase. Students learn the fundamentals of condensation, 

evaporation, and precipitation, and how to recognize these phenomena in 

their environment. Terms such as liquid, solid, vapor, moisture, and 

humidity are used in explaining how the water cycle is vital to life on earth.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-35 I-H THE ROCK CYCLE Explore how to identify minerals plus igneous, sedimentary, and 

metamorphic rocks in this fun video. Discover how these types of rocks 

make up the rock cycle and how it works.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-4 J-H EARTHQUAKES: EXPLORING 

EARTH'S RESTLESS CRUST

Video shows the constant change taking place in the earth's crust through 

erosion, folding, sedimentation, volcanic action, and earthquakes.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-5 I-H EVIDENCE FOR THE ICE AGE This video explores anomalies such as glacial moraine deposits, polished 

and striated rock, boulders, and drainage channels. By comparing them 

with work of modern glaciers, it can be proven that these geological 

features were fashioned by sheets of ice that came and went in prehistoric 

times.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-7 J-H THE ROCK CYCLE Here the importance of the rock cycle as a fundamental natural process and 

a key factor in geologic change is examined. Video identifies the basic rock 

classifications and describes their origins and composition. Also explored is 

the relationship of energy to the processes by which rock is created, altered, 

and destroyed.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC132-9 P-I GEMS, METALS, AND MINERALS Lets your students see where soil and sand comes from. Video answers 

puzzling questions about rocks, fossils, mountains, volcanoes, minerals, 

and precious gems.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC134-2 I-H FIRE MOUNTAIN Rare, close-up views of eruption of Mt. Kilauea in Hawaii force an 

emotional response to this awesome natural phenomenon. Color, music, 

and volcano's roar have an impact enhanced by the absence of narration.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC134-3 J-H HEARTBEAT OF A VOLCANO Dramatic filming of one earth's most powerful land building processes 

volcano eruption. Shows buildup and awesome eruption of Kilauea in 

Hawaii. Rare views of degassing and cessation add to film's uniqueness.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC134-4 J-H WHEN THE EARTH EXPLODES Through close-up footage, viewers witness two of the earth's most awe-

inspiring eruptions; the volcanoes of Mount St. Helens and Kilauea.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC134-5 I-H ERUPTION OF MOUNT ST. 

HELENS

Witness the explosive eruption of Mt. St. Helens and its devastating 

aftermath as documented by men who barely escaped the mountain's 

wrath.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC134-6 I VOLCANO This video explodes the myths surrounding our planet's violent nature. 

Journey to the most inhospitable regions of the earth, where rock melts and 

all life trembles. Witness the destructive effects of volcanoes and 

earthquakes--and the life-giving results of their aftermath.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC134-7 I-J VOLCANOES: MOUNTAINS OF 

FIRE

Telling about lava lakes and rivers, types of volcanoes, and more, this film 

explores the effects of volcanoes on the earth's surface.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC134-8 I-H RING OF FIRE Originally filmed in IMAX, Ring of Fire takes you close to the great circle of 

volcanoes and seismic activity that rings the Pacific Ocean. This video is the 

story of these immense volcanic forces and the half a billion people that 

coexist with them every day around the fiery boundary of the Pacific Rim.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC134-9 J-H UNDERSTANDING: FIRE One of the four elements of nature, fire seems elementary. But there's much 

more to know about one of the most powerful tools on Earth. Discovered 

9,000 years ago, fire has been invaluable to both nature and technology.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC148-1 I-J DINOSAUR! Christopher Reeves hosts this look at the largest creatures to ever inhabit 

the earth. Video looks for answers to the mysteries that surround these 

prehistoric giants.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC148-11 J-H ICEMAN It was September 19, 1991 and the most important finding in archaeology 

was discovered. It was the Iceman found in the Alps of Italy.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC148-2 P-J MORE DINOSAURS Join Gary Owens on a safari which uncovers real and Hollywood 

dinosaurs.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC148-3 P-J DINOSAURS, DINOSAURS, 

DINOSAURS

Program features a variety of dinosaur facts that will intrigue and fascinate 

students. Narrated by Gary Owens.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC148-6 I-J PRE-HISTORIC ANIMALS Program features a variety of Pre-historic animals that will intrigue and 

fascinate students.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC148-7 I-H DINOSAUR How do paleontologists discover a new dinosaur about every seven weeks? 

Why did the dinosaur disappear? Become a paleontologist and piece 

together the facts behind these real-life monsters. Experience the process of 

discovery from start to finish - the excitement of digging, reconstruction, 

and the realization of what dinosaurs might actually have looked like.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC148-8 I-H PREHISTORIC LIFE Who walked from South America to Australia without getting wet? What 

fantastic scientific find was made under a lobster's nose? This video digs 

deep to unearth the first chapters of our planet's living history. A journey 

across the ages to discover how life in all its breathtaking variety, has 

relentlessly adapted itself into every nook and cranny of our teeming 

world.

SCIENCE - EARTH - GEOLOGY VC148-9 I-H LIFE How did the elephant get its trunk or the flying fish its wings? Where and 

how did life originate? This video goes back billions of years to the 

bubbling cauldron of the early Earth and life's primitive beginnings. It 

chronicles the developments from single-celled creatures through the age of 

the dinosaurs and on the complex variety of plants and animals that exist 

today.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY DVD137-29 P-I ALL ABOUT RAIN, SNOW, SLEET & 

HAIL

In All About Rain, Snow, Sleet & Hail, students will learn about the sky 

and storm clouds. Two hands on demonstrations show that air not only has 

weight, but that warm air rises, while a visit with a meteorologist, 

illustrates how the measurement and observation of rainfall help in 

determining the forecast.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY DVD137-30 P-I ALL ABOUT WIND & CLOUDS All About Wind & Clouds takes students on a lively exploration of these 

everyday weather forms, where they'll learn more about the various types 

of clouds and how the wind affects them.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY DVD137-31 P-I ALL ABOUT METEOROLOGY Have you ever wondered how a weather forecaster knows what the 

weather will be like? In All About Meteorology, students will see how 

meteorologists can predict the weather for the upcoming week and even a 

few months ahead through scientific deduction and high tech equipment.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY DVD137-32 P-I ALL ABOUT CLIMATE & SEASONS Why do the seasons change? And what causes different regions of the 

world to have different climates? In All About Climate & Seasons students 

will learn about these yearly changes through different explanations.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY DVD139-8 H GLOBAL WARMING:WHAT’S UP 

WITH THE WEATHER?

Deadly flooding in Africa. Catastrophic hurricanes in the U.S. Record-high 

temperatures worldwide. Are these natural, temporary glitches in our 

global climate, or is the devastation the result of global warming? The 

weather is different now - but why? Find out when NOVA and 

FRONTLINE join forces to determine What's Up with the Weather?

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC104-10 P WATER - WEATHER - WHAT 

MAKES RAIN?

In the What Makes series, students will learn what makes Rain? They will 

learn that a cloud is a reservoir of water formed by a mass of tiny droplets, 

and that a rain drop is formed by almost a million of these singles rain 

drops. 

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC104-11 P WATER - WEATHER - WHAT 

MAKES CLOUDS?

In the What Makes series, students will learn what makes Clouds? They 

will learn that moisture in the air helps to make clouds. How all this 

moisture gets into the air? They will be able to see how the water 

evaporates and rises into the air as an invisible air called water vapor.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC136-1 P CHILDREN IN AUTUMN Video shows how plants, animals, and people adjust to autumn's cool 

weather, short days, and changing food supply.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC136-2 P CHILDREN IN SPRING AND 

SUMMER

Students are awakened to the unique sights, smells, sounds, and textures of 

spring and summer. Students view the changes in weather and in the 

behaviors of people, plants, and animals that the changing seasons bring.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC136-3 P CHILDREN IN WINTER What are some of the ways that plants, people, and animals adapt to 

winter? Focusing on these adaptations, this video encourages children to 

carefully observe the winter season.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-1 I RAIN OR SHINE: 

UNDERSTANDING THE WEATHER

This video students will view an interaction of the basic elements of 

weather are covered. Included are weather predictions, atmospheric 

heating, air masses and weather fronts.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-10 I WHAT MAKES CLOUDS? Clouds are made up of tiny droplets of water vapor that come from plant 

respiration and from open bodies of water. As warm air rises, the 

temperature drops; and the water vapor condenses to form water droplets.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-11 I WHAT MAKES RAIN? Rain forms when wind causes the water droplets in clouds to collide. The 

droplets then merge and, when they get big enough, fall as rain.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-12 I WHAT MAKES WEATHER? Weather is defined as a disturbance in the atmosphere. Sunlight causes 

atmospheric disturbances by warming the air from the equator more than 

the air at the poles. Mountains and bodies of water also influence the 

formation of large masses of warm or cold air.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-13 I WHAT MAKES WIND? Wind is moving air. This video demonstrates that differential heating of the 

atmosphere causes air to move as when the air above coastal land is 

warmer than the air above the ocean, wind blows from the ocean towards 

the land.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-14 I-H STORMS: THE RESTLESS 

ATMOSPHERE

Film examines nature, structure, incidence and consequences of storms 

then examines systems of detection, data collection and interpretation that 

meteorologists use to investigate storms. Includes time lapse build up of 

cumulonimbus clouds, view of eye of hurricane and a tornado.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-16 J-H CYCLONE National Geographic chronicles some of the world's most shocking storms 

with gripping footage and scenes of heart thumping, real life drama. From 

twisters in the Midwest's "Tornado Alley" to Florida's Hurricane Andrew to 

powerful typhoons of the Pacific, the forces of nature are among the most 

powerful forces on earth.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-17 I-H WEATHER AND CLIMATE This video answers questions that students ask concerning "Weather and 

Climate." Examples are: What is weather? What is climate? What causes the 

changes in seasons? What is atmosphere? What is precipitation? What is a 

monsoon? What is permafrost?

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-18 I-H WEATHER Weather takes you on a whirlwind tour of Earth's turbulent atmosphere 

and reveals the forces that make the day fair or foul. From hurricane to heat 

wave, weather is the most closely watched wild card in nature, yet it still 

baffles us.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-19 I-H NATURAL DISASTERS When will disaster strike next? Is it true that animals can sense an 

impending earthquake? This video explores the forces that shape our 

planet and affect our lives, from hurricanes to volcanoes. Rare footage 

reveals the Earth at its most violent, from the lashing fury of a twister to the 

awesome progress of an avalanche.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-22 J-H KILLER WAVE: POWER OF THE 

TSUNAMI

Dare to confront one of the sea's most deadly monsters-the tsunami. Its 

freak waves can race undetected across an ocean at 600 miles per hour, 

crashing ashore like a bomb...and pushing massive walls of water that 

swallow cities whole. In the past century, tsunamis have taken the lives of 

50,000 people with almost no warning.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-23 I-J EARTHQUAKES: OUR RESTLESS 

PLANET

This film includes information on the parts of the earth's crust, the 

movement of plates and the resulting earthquakes, earthquake monitoring 

and more.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-24 I-H AVALANCHE! An unearthly roar. A blinding blast of white. With no warning and in mere 

seconds, an avalanche with the power of up to 200 pounds of TNT wipes 

out everything in its path. Meet some shaken survivors who have been 

crushed under a wall of snow yet lived to tell about it.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-25 I-J METEOROLOGY This programs looks at how meteorologists gather and interpret current 

weather data. Students will be introduced to everything from weather 

maps, weather stations and satellites to airplanes, weather ships and 

weather balloons. Students will tour the offices of the National Weather 

Service.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-26 J-H RAGING PLANET: FLOOD It only takes one river, plus a lot of rain, to produce a major disaster. Even a 

lovely snowfall can get ugly! See dramatic footage of some of this century's 

biggest floods, and learn the physical science behind such large scale 

overflow.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-27 P WEATHER: CHANGES AND 

MEASUREMENT

Discover that weather is the condition of the air outside, and learn the 

words we use to describe weather. Learn how the sun warms the Earth and 

other ways that weather forms and changes. See how tools like 

thermometers, weathervanes, and rain gauges measure and record these 

weather changes.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-28 P THE FOUR SEASONS From the snow of winter to the first flowers of spring, children see the 

wonder and magic of our changing seasons and the patterns of life. 

Students witness how changes in climate and weather affect their lives. 

They understand that weather changes seasonally, affecting the earth and 

the people who live on the earth.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-29 I-J CLIMATES & SEASONS What makes one part of the world swelteringly hot and humid while 

another region suffers from bone chilling cold? It's known as climate 

weather patterns that repeat themselves year after year. This program looks 

at the wide range of climates around the world and examines how factors 

like the sun, wind, temperature, precipitation and position of the Earth 

determine the weather for a particular region. Meanwhile, as the Earth tilts 

and orbits around the sun, the cycles of the four seasons bring all types of 

weather.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-30 I-J CLOUDS Clouds reveal so much about the weather because they provide as instant 

visual cue about current conditions and approaching weather systems. 

Students will learn how clouds form, the different types of clouds, and the 

important role they play in weather and the water cycle. Doppler radar and 

storm footage show how meteorologists analyze the shape, size, color and 

location of clouds to determine the forecast.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-31 I-J HURRICANES & TORNADOES Hurricanes and tornadoes, the deadliest and most destructive storms on 

Earth, fascinate us all because of their awesome force. Students will study 

both phenomena from their early beginnings to the full-blown storms that 

wreak havoc on land. In a thrilling on-location sequence, follow "storm 

chasers" as they track tornadoes to collect information about how these 

storms develop and move.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-32 I-J METEOROLOGY This program looks at how meteorologists gather and interpret current 

weather data. Students will be introduces to everything from weather 

maps, weather stations and satellites to airplanes, weather ships and 

weather balloons. Students will learn key symbols on a meteorological 

weather map and tour the offices of the National Weather Service to see 

meteorologists in action.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-33 I-J RAIN AND SNOW In this program, concise explanations of the various types of precipitation 

provide students with insight into how rain, snow, sleet, hail, fog and mist 

form, as well as how the water cycle evaporation, condensation and 

precipitation constantly "recycles" water around the world.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-34 I-J WIND Students will learn about the incredible power of wind in this program that 

explains how wind occurs by describing the roles of the sun, temperature 

and air pressure in creating this aspect of weather. Animations of jet 

streams and prevailing winds help students understand the flow of wind 

across the planet, and a look at seasonal and regional winds outlines the 

variety of ways wind storms affect specific parts of the Earth.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-7 P-I STORMS Video uses clips from Disney movies as well as everyday objects to explain 

rising warm air, falling cool air, and water cycle. Teaches causes of 

lightning, thunder, and tornadoes, and gives a satellite view of hurricane 

winds.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-8 P-I WATER AND WEATHER This volume answers questions that have puzzled your students 

concerning water and weather. Includes information on seasons, 

weathermen, rainbows, thunder and lightning, dew, snowflakes, and 

oceans.

SCIENCE - EARTH - METEOROLOGY VC137-9 J-H THE WINDS OF CHANGE This movie captures the fury of thunderstorms, tornadoes and hurricanes 

and describes how weather forecasters predict their patterns and potential.

SCIENCE - EARTH - 

OCEANOGRAPHY

VC130-13 I OCEAN ENVIRONMENTS: 3-D SEA Oceans may look the same from the surface, but underneath, different 

ocean environments offer support to different creatures. The animal life in 

each environment depends on conditions like the depth, temperature, 

salinity, and oxygen/carbon dioxide content of the water.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - 

OCEANOGRAPHY

VC142-11 P-I MARINE: AUSTRALIA (GREAT 

BARRIER REEF)

Biologist Jeff Corwin parachutes into the Great Barrier Reef looking for the 

highly unusual duck-billed platypus. While on the platy's path, he 

encounters sea creatures, insects, and the frilled lizard. We'll also find an 

adorable koala, the laughing kookaburra, a crocodile, swamp wallabies, 

and a red-bellied black snake.

SCIENCE - EARTH - 

OCEANOGRAPHY

VC142-12 P-I MARINE: MICRONESIA (PALAU) Swim in a lake full of hundreds of jellyfish with Jeff when he travels to the 

magical islands of Palau in Micronesia. Encounter a coconut-eating crab, a 

flying fox, and the mythical man eating giant clams.

SCIENCE - EARTH - 

OCEANOGRAPHY

VC142-13 I-H CORAL REEFS Sharks, eels, turtles. Caves, lagoons, water gardens. It's all under the Red 

Sea for students to discover. The Red Sea is one of the world's most colorful 

ecosystems. Its home to hundreds of invertebrates and species of fish, and 

spectacular coral reefs. Get your students below the surface and let them 

swim through the Red Sea's more than 800 awesome miles of coral 

architecture and marine life.

SCIENCE - EARTH - 

OCEANOGRAPHY

VC142-2 H OCEAN DYNAMICS: WORK OF 

THE SEA

In this introduction to the work of water, oceans are seen as creators of 

weather, movers of sand and soil inland and out to sea, sites of diverse 

underwater weather systems, and much more complex than expected.

SCIENCE - EARTH - 

OCEANOGRAPHY

VC142-3 J-H SEA LIFE AROUND BAJA 

CALIFORNIA

In this video the crew of the SOL uses scientific techniques to search for 

moray eels, manta rays and whale sharks. Program broadens our 

understanding of these creatures and emphasizes the importance of 

preserving the delicate ecological balance in which they live.

SCIENCE - EARTH - 

OCEANOGRAPHY

VC142-4 I-H SEA, THE: MYSTERIES OF THE 

DEEP

Photographed on SSS KAIMALINO, film examines some of the inhabitants 

of the ocean depths. Focus is the hunter-hunted relationship that abounds 

undersea. Also deals with effects humans and their pollutants on sea life.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - 

OCEANOGRAPHY

VC142-5 J-H CORAL REEF The fragile reef ecosystem is an exciting place where incredible varieties of 

organisms live and die. Among these is the coral polyp, primary architect 

of the reef. What the inhabitants of the reef are like, how they create their 

homes, and how they depend on one another are topics discussed in this 

beautifully photographed film.

SCIENCE - EARTH - 

OCEANOGRAPHY

VC142-6 I-H OCEAN Which is the noisiest of all ocean animals? How much do we really know 

about life in the oceans? This video visits the alien world of the deep 

bringing us face to face with some of the most bizarre creatures on our 

planet. Ocean inhabitants have always remained mysterious, yet oceans 

contain 99 percent of the living space on the planet.

SCIENCE - EARTH - 

OCEANOGRAPHY

VC142-7 I-H SHELL Which minuscule mollusk can sink a ship? What shelled creature 

outweighs the elephant? This video travels land and sea to open up an 

incredible world where creatures forgo speed in exchange for stupendous 

strength. The shell is one of the most dynamic solutions for survival in 

nature, and its greatest architectural achievement.

SCIENCE - EARTH - 

OCEANOGRAPHY

VC142-8 I-J MARINE BIOLOGY: LIFE IN THE 

TROPICAL SEA

Evolution has created a great diversity of marine life forms in the tropical 

seas. Much of this life lives in very close association on coral reefs. In this 

film the groups are seen in order of complexity of body organizations: 

sponges, corals, mollusks, shrimp and crabs, spiny-skinned organisms, sea 

squirts, and fish.

SCIENCE - EARTH - 

OCEANOGRAPHY

VC142-9 I-H UNDERSTANDING: OCEANS Ancient lore claims that all the world's oceans number one, not seven--one 

deep, cold and vast force that covers three quarters of the planet and 

creates ever-changing cycles of climate and weather. Join world-famous 

explorer Thor Heyerdahl as he visually retells his ground breaking voyage 

from Peru to Polynesia on the primitive raft Kon-Tiki.
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SCIENCE - EARTH - WATER VC130-15 I WATER CYCLE: GO WITH THE 

FLOW

Did you know that the water you drank today may have been drunk by a 

dinosaur 50 million years ago? All the water in the world is constantly 

being recycled through evaporation, condensation, and precipitation. 

Pollution can affect the cycle. Rain falling through polluted air can form 

acid rain that may kill plants and animals.

SCIENCE - EARTH - WATER VC130-2 P-I INTRODUCTION TO THE WATER 

CYCLE

Water goes around in circles and this video shows how the sun and wind 

make that possible. It defines evaporation, condensation, and precipitation, 

illustrating what roles they play in the recycling of water from earth to sky 

and back to earth again. 

SCIENCE - EARTH - WATER VC132-18 I THE WATER CYCLE (GRADES 4-6) Learn how the water cycle works, how water is cleaned and purified and 

how water is delivered to your home. Learn how water is stored 

underground, how heat from the sun makes the water cycle work, and how 

gravel and sand can help clean water.

SCIENCE - EARTH - WATER VC132-29 P-I WATER, WHO NEEDS IT? Learn the importance of water to living things, how fresh water is used 

every day, and how you can protect and conserve water. Activities to show 

that plants need fresh water to grow, how polluted and salt water affect 

plants, and how you can conserve water while you brush your teeth.

SCIENCE - EARTH - WATER VC138-1 I-H POND & RIVER Why did the US Army go into battle with the Mississippi? What animal has 

the curious habit of climbing waterfalls? This video takes you on a twisting 

journey down the great rivers of the world, passing to visit the thriving 

realm of the freshwater pond. Travel upstream to find civilizations’' source - 

then down again to see the key to our very survival.

SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

DVD139-24 I-H GOING GREEN:EVERY HOME AN 

ECO-HOME

Narrated by environmentally aware Emmy-winner Tony Shalhoub, star of 

the TV series, “Monk”. A group of middle-school kids who discover first-

hand some simple, inexpensive ways to become more earth-friendly. The 

children learn how to conserve water through drip irrigation, soaker hoses, 

gray water systems and more.
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SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

DVD139-26 P-I RECYCLE REX Follow Recycle Rex and his prehistoric friends as they learn about waste 

management and recycling firsthand. The dino kids want to prevent their 

sports field from becoming a garbage dump, but, they must change their 

wasteful habits first.

SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

VC139-16 J-H NOW OR NEVER The final program focuses on individuals who are working now to effect 

critical changes that will determine the environmental quality of life in the 

21st century. It encourages everyone from the average citizen to world 

leaders to play an active role in sustaining the earth.

SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

VC139-17 P-I I NEED THE EARTH AND THE 

EARTH NEEDS ME

The video, narrated by Colleen Dewhurst, is designed to instill a sense of 

intimacy between the viewer and the earth, and to stimulate interest in 

learning more about the environment. It is divided into five sections: 

introduction, air, water, soil, and conclusion.

SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

VC139-19 I YOU CAN'T GROW HOME AGAIN Go on location to Costa Rica's rain forest with 3-2-1 Contact's Stephanie Yu 

and get a kid's eye view of this habitat, meet some animals that live there, 

and find out what's being done to save rain forests.

SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

VC139-21 P-J RECYCLE THAT TRASH One-hundred sixty-million tons of garbage is thrown away each year. 

While trash continues to grow, the open spaces to put it in continue to 

shrink. This video clearly and honestly examines this rising problem and 

offers students methods and techniques designed to help solve it. For most 

children, garbage and its effects on the environment are distant issues that 

do not affect them. Follow a teacher and her students as they visit landfills, 

transfer stations, and recycling centers. The students are encouraged with 

what they learn in the classroom to implement recycling programs at home. 

Suggests methods and programs that will help to make positive change a 

concrete reality.

SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

VC139-23 I REDUCING, REUSING AND 

RECYCLING: ENVIRONMENTA L 

CONCERNS

This material discusses the effect of waste disposal on the environment, 

and tells about the three R's: Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle.
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SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

VC139-24 I-H GLOBAL PROBLEMS AND ISSUES This volume answers questions that students ask concerning "Global 

Problems and Issues." Examples are: What is the "greenhouse" effect? What 

is acid rain"? What are some of the causes of air pollution? What is 

happening to ozone layer? What are some major causes of water pollution? 

What is Z.P.G.? Is the number of animals on the Endangered List 

increasing?

SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

VC139-25 I-H ALASKA: OUTRAGE AT VALDEZ On March 24, 1989, the supertanker Exxon Valdez ran aground in the 

pristine waters of Alaska's Prince William Sound, spilling 11 million 

gallons of crude oil. Michael Cousteau, son of Jacques Cousteau, takes us 

on a voyage to investigate first-hand the devastating impact on the U.S.'s 

largest oil spill.

SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

VC139-26 P-I RECYCLE REX This video is an animated program about a group of dinosaur friends who 

learn about recycling firsthand when the field where they play is in 

jeopardy of being turned into a landfill. Rex and his prehistoric friends 

discover that by recycling their trash; reducing their waste by buying 

things that come with a minimal amount of packaging; and reusing their 

toys, refillable bottles and old clothes, they will minimize the need for new 

landfills and keep their field.

SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

VC139-28 I-H HIGH STAKES AT THE SALTON 

SEA

Should the Salton Sea be saved or allowed to die? And at what cost? Not 

just in terms of dollars but in terms of consequences for habitat and for 

people. The clock is ticking towards irrevocable damage if no action is 

taken.

SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

VC139-6 P-I CALL ME CAN The story of aluminum recycling is told through a "talking can" and his 

young friend, Danny. Explains the many benefits of recycling, such as 

keeping recyclable products out of landfills and keeping the environment 

clean.
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SCIENCE - ENVIRONMENTAL - 

RECYCLING

VC395-7 J-H MODERN MARVELS: GARBAGE Unwanted and discarded, garbage stands as a smelly testament of 

mankind's wastefulness. Join us as we rummage through the history of 

rubbish and discover the ever-changing composition of refuse. We'll also 

examine the current high and low-tech means of taking out the trash, 

including recycling, and learn how to use less stuff! 

SCIENCE - HISTORY VC100-39 J-H CONNECTIONS: WHEEL OF 

FORTUNE

The ailing Caliph of Baghdad was cured by an astrologer using Greek lore. 

Word of his medical secrets spread throughout Europe, where the 

constellations gained spectacular influence over everyday life. The need to 

measure the heavens gave rise to the pendulum clock, the telescope, forged 

steel and interchangeable machine parts-the heart of modern industry.

SCIENCE - HISTORY VC100-40 J-H CONNECTIONS: THUNDER IN 

THE SKIES

A dramatically colder climate gripped Europe during the 13th Century, 

changing the course of history forever. The changes in energy usage 

transformed architecture and forced the creation of new power sources-the 

steam engine, the gasoline powered engine.

SCIENCE - LIFE DVD144-19 H BIOBASICS: ORGANIZATION AND 

DIVERSITY

Chapter 1: Biodiversity- The amount of diversity in the biological world is 

immense. Chapter 2: Taxonomy-Scientists classify organisms in order to 

study them. Chapter 3: Linnaeus' Taxonomy- Scientists look to DNA and 

physiology to group like organisms together into subgroups. Chapter 4: 

Kingdom Classifications- Animal, Plant, Fungi, and Protista are kingdoms 

within the organized biological world. The key traits of each kingdom are 

explored. Chapter 5: Molecular Taxonomy- Molecular taxonomy is an 

emerging science which compares an organism's molecular structures. 

Amino acids, DNA, RNA sequencing allow biologists to look at the genetic 

makeup of organisms. Chapter 6: Commonalities- All living things are 

connected. 
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SCIENCE - LIFE DVD146-15 H CRACKING THE CODE OF LIFE What's in your genetic "instruction manual"? You may know sooner than 

you think. Does it amaze you that yeast is your very close relative? That 

you possess roughly the same number of genes as a mouse? That you are 

99.9% genetically identical to every other human? ABC Nightline 

correspondent Robert Krulwich lends a lighthearted touch to genetic 

science in this provocative two-hour NOVA special that takes you inside 

the amazing, complex and contentious race to decode the human genome.

SCIENCE - LIFE DVD146-16 H DNA: SECRET OF PHOTO 51 On April 25, 1953, James Watson and Francis Crick published their 

groundbreaking discovery of the double helix structure of DNA, the 

molecule essential for passing on our genes and the "secret of life". But their 

crucial breakthrough depended on the pioneering work of another biologist- 

Rosalind Franklin. She would never know that Watson and Crick have seen 

a crucial piece of her data without her permission. This was an X-ray 

image, "Photo 51" that proved to be a vital clue in their decoding of the 

double helix.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC142-10 I-H ICEBERG Sounds innocent enough: Snow falls and piles up; as it gets deeper, the 

compressed bottom layers begin to crystallize into ice except this 

accumulation eventually yields an unimaginably heavy slab of potential 

death. Everything we try to get rid of them ultimately fails. Come along as 

this film chips away at iceberg mystique and explores man's frosty 

relationship with the formations.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-1 J-H POND-LIFE FOOD WEB Students will discover the food web of a pond. Watch Daphnia feed on 

plants. Identify the pond's inhabitants and see how they interrelate in the 

web's overlapping food chains.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-12 P LIVING THINGS IN A DROP OF 

WATER

Program showcases single-celled and multi-celled plants and animals. 

Video helps children discover that these plants and animals have same life 

functions as larger living things movement, feeding, and reproduction.
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SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-13 P LIVING AND NON-LIVING 

THINGS ARE EVERYWHERE

What do children have in common with giraffes, caterpillars, flowers and 

fish? These questions open a collage of images that challenges youngsters 

to explore the variety of living and non-living things in their environment, 

beginning in their own backyards.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-2 J-H PROTISTS: THRESHOLD OF LIFE Within a drop of stagnant water thousands of tiny protists  may be found. 

See Euglena with plant and animal characteristics, and the puzzling 

movement of Amoeba. Discover that ocean floor ooze is made up of 

billions of protist  skeletons. View the digestive process of paramecium.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-27 I-H BIODIVERSITY: EXPRESSIONS OF 

LIFE

This video was conceived for use as an educational tool to help teachers 

communicate to their students the importance of conserving biodiversity. It 

defines biodiversity. It encourages a change of attitude a respect for all life.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-28 I-J TUNDRA The word "tundra" means "land of no trees," which is a pretty good 

description of this cold, barren biome that makes up nearly 20% of the 

Earth's surface. From the arctic tundra found in the Polar zones to the 

regions of alpine tundra located on the mountaintops of Europe and North 

America. Students explore the biodiversity that exists in these frozen fragile 

biomes.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-29 P-I GRASSLAND: CALIFORNIA (LOS 

ANGELES)

Meet some of Los Angeles's marine creatures, then head inland in search of 

the "trickster," the crafty coyote. Jeff encounters the tree rat in L.A.'s most 

exclusive neighborhoods, a mule deer, a climbing gray fox, a California 

next, and the rattlesnake-eating California king snake.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-30 P-I GRASSLAND: VENEZUELA 

(LLANOS REGION)

Biologist Jeff Corwin gallops across the vast Llanos of Venezuela in search 

of the world's largest rodent, the 200-pound capybara. Experience the thrill 

of meeting the biggest serpent of them all, observing a giant otter, and 

watching piranhas in action.
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SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-34 P-I TEMPERATE FOREST: 

WASHINGTON (OLYMPIC 

NATIONA L PARK)

Rugged adventurer Jeff Corwin, biologist, takes wing to find the bald eagle, 

our national bird, in Washington state’s Olympic National Park.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-35 P-I TUNDRA: ALASKA (KATMAI 

NATIONAL PARK)

In the "land of the midnight sun" Jeff searches for the awesome brown bear. 

Pilot a plane that lands on the water, catch up to some playful sea otters, 

and stare down a moose in America's last frontier.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-37 I-J DESERT BIOMES: ESSENTIAL AND 

ENDANGERED

The video illustrates how plants and animals have adaptations that enable 

them to survive-even thrive-in dry conditions. It describes different 

features of desert landscapes and how they were formed. The program also 

examines the human impact on deserts, particularly the results of farming, 

irrigation, and urbanization in desert biomes.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-40 P-I DESERT: CALIFORNIA (DEATH 

VALLEY NATIONAL PARK)

Jeff Corwin is off to the desert in search of the desert bighorn sheep. The 

journey takes Jeff to the wrinkly skin chuckwallla and to the treacherous 

terrain of Dante's View--the highest point of Death Valley National Park.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-41 P HABITATS: HOMES FOR LIVING 

THINGS

Just like people, plants and animals find ways to meet their needs in the 

environment where they live. Visit a pond, a desert, a forest, a rainforest, 

and other habitats to discover how plants and animals adapt to survive in 

different climates and landscapes.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC145-44 P-I HABITATS In order for us to better understand the complexity of this world, we must 

learn about and value what each part of our world has to offer. By studying 

the habitats found on Earth, we begin not only to see the individuality, but 

also the interconnectedness of the animals, plants and regions in which 

they dwell. We can learn how to prevent further endangerment, or even 

extinction of certain species.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES VC144-22 I-J ECOSYSTEMS: NATURE IN 

BALANCE

This video shows how plants and animals interact with each other and 

their environment. It shows how each element in an ecosystem is 

interrelated and that if any one part of a system is destroyed all other parts 

are affected.
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SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES - 

RAINFOREST

DVD144-17 I-J RAINFOREST (JUNGLE) Experience the sites and sounds of the jungle on a journey through the 

rainforests of the world! Students will learn about pollination, propagation 

and photosynthesis. They will meet the diverse creatures of the rainforest, 

discover the layers of the forest in which they live, understand food supply, 

recognize the value of species variation and learn why conservation is key 

to the planet's health. 

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES - 

RAINFOREST

VC036-47 I-H JUNGLE Why do rain forests harbor the greatest concentration of life in the world? 

What is their role in the "Tree of Life"? Change your perception of this 

invaluable resource and recognize its significance as a refuge for the richest 

variety of plant and animal life on earth--and fully comprehend why this 

mysterious world is vital in maintaining our planet's ecological balance.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES - 

RAINFOREST

VC144-17 I-H RAINFOREST Students will learn the concept of Rain Forest; characteristics, weather, flora 

and fauna of this tropical land.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES - 

RAINFOREST

VC144-20 J-H TROPICAL RAINFOREST This video takes you on a 400 million year journey to illustrate the diversity 

and beauty of life in the forests. It features birds, primates, insects of the 

forest floor. Join the adventures of researches on a challenge to understand 

the forest and appreciate the treasures of this environment.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES - 

RAINFOREST

VC144-31 P-I RAINFOREST: COSTA RICA 

(RICON DE LA VIEJA)

Biologist Jeff Corwin journeys from a dormant volcano to the shores of 

Tamarindo, where he encounters the giant leatherback turtle, one of 

nature's most amazing sea creatures. Visit geothermal hot springs and 

spend the night with Jeff in search of blood-sucking vampire bats.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES - 

RAINFOREST

VC144-32 P-I RAINFOREST: BELIZE (BLUE 

CREEK PRESERVE)

Jeff is off to the rain forest of Belize in search of Central and South 

America's largest mammal, the tapir. Along the way, Jeff encounters the 

club-headed tree snake, the jaguarundi, a tarantula, leaf-cutter ants and 

tasty termites.
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SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES - 

RAINFOREST

VC144-33 P-I RAINFOREST: BORNEO (BAKO 

NATIONAL PARK)

Biologist Jeff Corwin travels deep into the dense tropical forest of Boreno in 

search of the "forest man," also known as the orangutan. Meet a local Iban 

tribesman and get to know one of the world's largest reptiles, the estuarine 

crocodile.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES - 

RAINFOREST

VC144-39 P-I RAINFOREST: HAWAIIAN 

ISLANDS

The students will learn about ecosystems on the island of Hawaii (Rain 

Forest Biome) and the threats posed by introduced species. They will view 

a volcanic eruption and learn how volcanoes continue to shape Hawaii.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES - 

RAINFOREST

VC145-32 P-I TOTALLY TROPICAL RAINFOREST Take a totally tropical trip to the rainforest and explore the life-filled rain 

forest, where there's a greater variety of plants and animals than anywhere 

else on earth. In the tropical forests of Central and South America, you'll 

meet spotted jaguars, colorful poison-arrow frogs, slow-moving sloths, and 

loud-mouthed howler monkeys-all captured by the world's finest wildlife 

filmmakers.

SCIENCE - LIFE - ECOLOGIES - 

SEASHORES

VC036-44 I-H SEASHORE What happens to a crab that loses its claw? How did one low tide wreck the 

entire Greek navy? This video dives into the explosive front line between 

land and sea. From crashing waves and blasting winds to placid tide pool, 

discover what makes our coastlines so alluring to the masses of wildlife 

and humans who gather there.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

AMPHIBIANS

VC153-1 P LOOKING AT AMPHIBIANS Video examines different kinds of amphibians as they wiggle, hop, leap, 

and dart through their daily lives. How they develop their physical 

characteristics is illustrated.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

AMPHIBIANS

VC153-3 J-H THE GRASS SNAKE Scaly and slender, the grass snake feeds on the living prey it finds in the 

water or in the vegetation along the water's edge--swallowing its prey 

whole with the aid of copious secretions of saliva and its incredibly flexible 

jaws.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

AMPHIBIANS

VC153-4 P-I TADPOLES AND FROGS Follow the miraculous transformation of tadpoles into frogs. Drawings in 

the diary of a young student chronicle the changes as the tadpoles begin to 

swim, grow, develop limbs, and emerge as frogs.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

AMPHIBIANS

VC153-5 I-H AMPHIBIAN Why did people believe that salamanders were born in fire? How far can a 

frog leap? Imagine leading a double life - on the land and in the water. 

Leap into the fascinating world of frogs, toads, and salamanders, and get a 

close-up look at the amazing variety of colors, shapes, and sizes in the 

amphibian family.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

AMPHIBIANS

VC153-7 I-H FROGS: FACTS AND FOLKLORE Frogs turning into princes is pure folklore. But there are some true and 

amazing facts about these misunderstood amphibians with long, sticky 

tongues. Whether land-based or water-based, frogs have amazing ways of 

surviving and breeding in the wild.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

BIRDS

VC152-1 J-H CHICK EMBRYOLOGY Chick embryo development resembles early stages of all higher animals. 

Through a "window" cut in egg shell, students will discover that head, 

heart, and eyes become visible first. Watch the embryo feed off yolk, 

develop, and hatch over a 21 day period.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

BIRDS

VC152-10 I-H BIRD Soar through the sky and around the world in this exciting journey from 

the bird's distant dinosaur past to its present astonishing variety. Look 

close-up at the staggering range of sizes, shapes, and habitats of these 

feathered creatures, and experience the miracle of flight.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

BIRDS

VC152-12 I-H FLIGHT Which two skills must a natural-born flier master stimultaneously? What 

outlandish experiements did early aviators try? This video combines the 

story of manned flight with a celebration of nature's great fliers, from birds 

to insects. How human designers borrow ideas from the natural world to 

build today's sophisticated machines.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

BIRDS

VC152-14 P-I OWLS Students will learn about this fascinated solitary and nocturnal bird from 

the order of the Strigiformes; that small mammals, birds and insects are 

part if its diet and they are found in all regions of the Earth except 

Antarctica, most of Greenland and some remote islands.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

BIRDS

VC152-2 I-H CONDOR Program looks at efforts to save the condor from extinction. Footage 

includes clips of these giants in flight, soaring above the Santa Ynez 

Mountains. Narrated by Robert Redford.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

BIRDS

VC152-3 J-H THE BARN OWL Video informs viewers about natural habitat and life cycle of the rare barn 

owl, and explores steps that can be taken to ensure its continued survival.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

BIRDS

VC152-4 P LOOKING AT BIRDS This review of the physical and behavioral traits of birds ventures from the 

Tropics to the Arctic to gather information about some of the more than 

8600 varieties on our planet.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

BIRDS

VC152-7 P-I BIG BIRDS This video describes the big birds such as the ostrich, the emu, and the 

rhea, characterized by flat breast bones and poorly developed wings.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

BIRDS

VC152-8 P-I BIRDS OF PREY This video tells about golden eagles, American kestrels, falcons, owls, great 

horned owls, and other birds of prey.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

DVD145-19 I FOOD CHAINS: EAT AND BE 

EATEN

Students will explore the cycle of energy and its many participants, from 

producers and consumers to the insects, fungi and bacteria that make up 

the family of decomposers. They will examine various food chains, webs 

and the energy pyramid, structures that chart the flow of evergy from one 

organism to another.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

DVD158-27 I-J MONSTER From medusa to Dracula, all cultures have their monsters! In this exciting 

DVD, students learn what makes things scary and build an understanding 

of the universal presence of mythical creatures, such as vampires and 

dragons. Explore the science behind many myths, identify viruses and 

bacteria, and uncover our love/hat relationship with monsters of all types, 

from mosquitoes to dragons. 
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC104-2 P ANIMALS - WHAT DO ANIMALS 

NEED TO LIVE?

Students will learn that animals need oxygen, water, and heat. Animals 

also need to breathe and to eat. Learn how whales, camels, kangaroo rats, 

and toucans live on their habitats. Follow by some lab experiments.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC138-2 P-I FRESHWATER: FLORIDA 

(EVERGLADES)

Utilizing his trusty airboat, Jeff combs Florida's "sea of grass," the 

Everglades, to look for North American's rarest reptile, the crocodile. On 

his journey, he visits both crocodile and alligator nests, and confronts the 

deadly coral snake.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC144-14 P-I WORLD OF PLANT AND ANIMAL 

COMMUNITIES

This video shows how all living things depend on each other for food and 

shelter. Forests, deserts, oceans, and grasslands are explored and students 

witness how indigenous plants and animals have adapted to their special 

environments. Importance of food chains is discussed.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC144-8 I-H ANIMAL POPULATIONS: 

NATURE'S CHECKS AND 

BALANCES

Scientific studies of animal communities reveal how critical environmental 

factors--climate, food supply, predators, and disease--determine the 

continuing existence of all living things on earth.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC144-9 J-H EVERGLADES: CONSERVING A 

BALANCED COMMUNITY

Tour of the Everglades features aerial views of the cypress swamps, forests, 

and prairies, as well as close-ups of birds, plants, and resident alligators. 

Discusses effects of growing population and industry in southern Florida.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-1 I-H ZOO-OPOLIS Students will come and visit ZOO-OPOLIS! Hosted by Gilda Gorgeous a 

lovable giraffe. Watch Lucy the lion go to the dentist. Smile as Baby Snow 

leopards romp and play, see Mishka the polar bear diving from cliffs, 

witness zookeepers manicuring elephants tonails, discover human parents 

raising baby gorillas, laugh at Harold the big green parrot who rides a bike 

and plays basketball, meet Shandar a rare white bengal tiger, and enjoy 

seeing all the feeding time.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-10 I WHAT DO ANIMALS NEED TO 

LIVE?

Animals have basic biological needs that must be met in order for them to 

survive. This video provides examples of how different types of animals go 

about meeting their needs or oxygen, food, water and shelter from heat or 

cold.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-13 I ANTARCTIC ANIMALS: LIVING 

ON THE EDGE

Only a few animal species live in Antarctica due to the frigid temperatures. 

Because the water is so much warmer than the land, most animals live in 

the ocean water surrounding the continent. Animals like penguins and 

seals are specially adapted to survive in this otherwise inhospitable 

environment.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-14 I AUSTRALIAN MAMMALS: LIFE 

DOWN UNDER

Australia is home to many unique animals including some unusual 

mammals like the kangaroo, the koala, and the platypus. But why do all 

these strange, unusual creatures live in just one place? It all started a long, 

long time ago in a place called Gondwanaland.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-17 I DIGESTION: THE INSIDE STORY Some animals eat plants; some eat meat; and some eat both. Viewers will 

learn about the digestive process by watching the on-camera dissection of a 

pig's digestive system which shows how the process works in him and in 

you.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-2 P-I BEYOND THE BARS: ZOOS AND 

ZOO ANIMALS

Takes youngsters behind the scenes at the Philadelphia Zoo. Children will 

learn how zoos operate and their contribution to the community as well as 

the necessity to protect and preserve the animal kingdom.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-22 I TRAINING ANIMALS: LEARNING 

NEW TRICKS

What do pigs, dolphins, and monkeys have in common? They're animals 

that can be trained to do things; Also, mammals are best able to learn.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-29 P-I AMAZING NORTH AMERICA Get ready for a wild ride with Spin, National Geographic's animated globe-

on-the-go, as he zips his way around North America! From the frozen arctic 

to the southern swamplands, you'll meet the amazing animals that make 

North America a continent full of surprises.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-30 P-I DEEP SEA DIVE Explore the last great frontier on earth-under the sea. You'll enjoy learning 

about the great whales, friendly dolphins, scary sharks, and all the oceans' 

amazing treasures.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-31 P-I SWINGING SAFARI From the Serengeti Plain to the Kalahari Desert, experience the amazing 

ways that animals like cheetahs, crocodiles, rhinos, and elephants survive. 

You'll learn about life in a lion pride, what it's like to be a chimp, and much 

more.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-33 P-I WONDERS DOWN UNDER Travel to the land "down under" and learn why the animals of Australia are 

so darn weird! From leaping kangaroos to paddling platypuses to cuddly 

koalas, you won't believe the amazing variety of animals that make this 

island world their home.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-34 P-H A HOME FOR PEARL This video is about wildlife. It's divided into four parts, two 15-min. 

segments and two 20-min. segments. Pt. 1: The Robin (Regardless of where 

a wildlife species lives, each habitat must provide four things: food, water, 

shelter and space). Pt. 2: Habitat Diversity Pt. 3: Predators Pt. 4: The Right 

Home for Pearl (Bald eagles have specific habitat requirements and have 

become an endangered species).

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-35 J-H WILD ABOUT LIFE! This video is a docudrama about four teenagers who discover the value of 

the variety of life on earth-from wolves returning to Yellowstone to snails 

thriving in a restored wetland. Pt. 1: Biodiversity Rules Pt. 2: Long Journeys 

(Migratory animals) Pt. 3: Predators and People Pt. 4: Joining Forces for 

Nature (People are forming partnerships to address conservation problems 

they can't resolve alone.)
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-36 I SURVIVAL Which hated insect is the greatest survivor of all? How do young animals 

learn the tricks of survival? This video reveals how all life-forms face a 

daily struggle for survival, whether they are prey or predator. Discover 

some of nature's most ingenious and wildest superstitions about human 

survival. It's not necessarily the fastest, strongest, biggest, or even smartest 

who survive.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-37 I-J ANIMAL SENSES Which animals "see" with their whiskers? Why can't we hear elephants' 

secret conversations? Henry sees, smells, and even touches some creatures 

that couldn't survive without their amazing animal senses, from the lion's 

sight to the dolphin's sonar.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-38 I-J ANIMAL DISGUISES What animal can see only in black and white? How many colors can a 

chameleon turn? Henry finds things aren't always as they appear, as 

zebras, cheetahs, and snakes demonstrate in this video.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-39 I-J NIGHTTIME ANIMALS Which bat sleeps in a tent? What creatures wake up for their day when you 

do to bed? When Henry can't get to sleep, he discovers a hidden world of 

amazing nighttime animals, from the cute bushbaby to the wide-eyed owl.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-40 P-I GIANT ANIMALS What whale is bigger than any dinosaur? How many bathtubs of water 

does an elephant drink a day? Join Henry the Lizard as he explores 

extraordinary wildlife, crazy characters, and unexpected animal surprises. 

(Henry's Amazing Animals)

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-41 P-I ANIMAL BUILDERS ANIMAL BUILDERS Which insect installs air conditioning it its home? 

Why do beavers work so hard to chop down trees? When he needs a new 

home, Henry takes a constructive lesson from some AMAZING ANIMAL 

BUILDERS. (Henry's Amazing Animals)

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-42 P-I ANIMAL HUNTERS Why do archer fish spit? Who's a better hunter-the lion or the lioness? 

(Henry's Amazing Animals)
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-43 I-J PROTECTING OUR ENDANGERED 

SPECIES

The underlying question of the program is: how can human beings find the 

balance between the desire to improve life (through land development and 

industrial activity) and the need to protect and maintain plant and animal 

wildlife for future generations? Children talk about habitats, what 

endangered species are, why animals become extinct and how they would 

feel if their favorite animal disappeared from the Earth.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-45 I HOW WE CLASSIFY ANIMALS Colorful footage surveys the diversity of animal life on Earth, illustrating 

the taxonomic system used to classify animals according to similarities and 

dissimilarities.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-46 P WHY DO GIRAFFES HAVE LONG 

NECKS?

We all know that kids have a lot of questions - especially when it comes to 

learning about animals from around the world! This video leads kids on an 

amusing, question-filled journey into the animal kingdom. Kids will 

discover why flamingos stand on one leg, why dogs way their tails and 

which animals move the fastest on land.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-48 P-J ANIMAL STORIES FOR STUDENTS: 

SNAKES

Students will get close to these slithery creatures, watches them lure their 

food and defend against enemies, and discovers how they use their tiny 

scales to move great distances.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-49 I-H JANE GOODALL: MY LIFE WITH 

THE CHIMPANZEES

In the summer of 1960, 26-year-old Jane Goodall set out for Africa. Her 

mission was to find and observe an elusive tribe of chimpanzees. Today, 

almost three decades later, Jane has grown from a stranger to the chimp's 

loyal friend and strongest ally.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-5 P-I ANIMALS IN AUTUMN AND 

WINTER

This is an investigation of how animals prepare for winter and survive the 

cold. Explores migration, hibernation, food storage, and adaptation. It also 

includes information on insects, as well as birds and mammals.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-50 I-H ADAPTING TO THE WORLD Students will learn how organisms developed in Earth’s oceans. Will 

examine how plants survive and reproduce, how insects have adapted to 

survive for billions of years, and they will explore how dogs evolved from 

wolves. 

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-51 I-H INVERTEBRATES: JELLYFISH & 

HORSESHOE CRABS

You might call jellyfish and horseshoe crabs spineless wonders. Although 

brainless and eyeless, jellyfish can still respond to changes in their 

environment, despite being little more than bundles of nerves. And the 

horseshoe crab has survived nearly unchanged for 350 million years, 

thanks to a remarkable immune system.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-52 I BODY BY DESIGN: FORM & 

FUNCTION

Animal bodies and how they function; how they eat, see, fly, run, and more 

reflect and unparalleled mastery of physics, biomechanics, materials, and 

construction. Follow along as this wondrous film explores the complex and 

diverse creatures that emerge, and brilliantly evolve from Mother Nature 

ever changing laboratory. 

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-6 P-I ANIMALS IN SPRING AND 

SUMMER

Sequences filmed in the wilderness reveal how animals adapt to the yearly 

cycles of nature that govern their patterns of mating, breeding, and 

migrating.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-7 P-I HOW NATURE PROTECTS 

ANIMALS

Illustrates a wide variety of animal adaptations for running, swimming, 

climbing, and flying and demonstrates how protective coloration serves to 

conceal some animals from enemies.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-8 I HOW DO ANIMALS RESPOND TO 

THE WORLD

Life for animals is primarily a matter of survival. This video explores some 

of the ways that animals protect themselves from predators and 

unfavorable conditions in their physical environment. 

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC145-9 I HOW DO ANIMALS TRAVEL This program examines ways animals travel, including navigation and 

migration It explains how echo location is used by various animals to 

navigate in murky waters, or in the dark, to locate prey, or to find their way 

through complex terrain.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC152-11 I-H REPTILE Experience the alien world of these cold-blooded vertebrates, learning the 

truth about these often misunderstood creatures and uncovering reptilian 

facts that are stranger than fiction.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC152-9 P REPTILES In this video the characteristics of reptiles are shown. Children will see the 

behavior of these animals and learn the reptiles are among the most 

fascinating of creatures.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC156-3 I-J BATS This film discusses the size, food habits, communication hibernation and 

beneficial behavior of bats, an often misunderstood animal.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-10 P-I PANDAS: A GIFT FROM CHINA Ling-Ling and Hsing-Hsing are the two rare giant pandas presented as a 

gift to the U.S. by the People's Republic of China in 1972. Video records the 

animals at the National Zoological Park in Washington D.C. Also covers 

the people and jobs that are important to zoo operations.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-17 I-H BEARS: KINGS OF THE WILD This look at bears examines several varieties, including the North American 

black bear, the Arctic polar bear, and the bear of the Andes Mountains.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-19 I-J PENGUINS: ANIMAL PROFILE 

SERIES

This film tells of penguins, which are unable to fly, and live in the cold of 

Antarctica, New Zealand, Australia, and South America.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-2 I-H THE GRIZZLIES The great grizzly bear has long played apart in myth and legend. Despite 

man's combined fear of and fascination with the grizzly, the bear survives 

today only by consent of his one real contender - man. Travel from Alaska's 

Brooks Range to Wyoming's Yellowstone National Park for a fascination 

portrait of this powerful and aggressive creature.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-20 I-H BEAR Which bear can run at thirty miles an hour? How did the teddy bear get its 

name? BEAR is a unique insight into the nature and legends that surround 

an animal we all fear. From the giant polar bear to the mighty grizzly, the 

bear is seen as a symbol of strength and power around the world - yet still 

used as a model for a most beloved children's toy.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-21 I-H APE APE takes you on an eyewitness tour of the whole primate family - from 

the tiny tarsier to the mighty mountain gorilla. A journey with a charming 

chimp as your guide to meet some of the most intelligent, nimble-fingered, 

and fascinating characters in the animal kingdom.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-22 I-H HORSE Enter the equine world through this intriguing introduction to both wild 

and domesticated horses. Look at the ancient links between horse and 

humankind, and decide for yourself if we have really conquered the horse - 

or if its wild instincts are as strong as ever.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-23 I-H DOG Track the transformation of these wild pack animals into today's popular 

and loyal pets. Discover the wolf connections that give dogs their hunting, 

courting, mating, and social traits, and find out what a dog's life is really all 

about.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-24 I-H CAT Follow the fascinating and ancient journey of these mysterious and adored 

animals from the African Savanna to the modern home. Investigating 

evolution, anatomy, habitat, behavior, and more, this video lets you 

discover the secret lives of the cat family.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-25 P-I HOT DOGS & COOL CATS There's a tiger in your tabby! And a wolf in Fido's clothing! This video 

shows that our tame house pets have some really rowdy relatives. The 

video checks out the jaguars in South America, the wild dogs and lions in 

Africa, and the cougars and coyotes in North America.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-26 P-I FARMYARD FRIENDS A farmyard family reunion could include everything from horses and cows 

to warthogs and zebras! Some humans take care of tame animals, and 

others make a special effort to protect creatures in the wild. You will meet 

real-life animal rescuers keeping koalas safe in Australia, protecting pandas 

in 09/08/2010 China, and running with rhinos in Africa.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-27 I-H MONSTER Which is the deadliest monster of all, real or imaginary? Why do some 

animals give us the creeps? This video is a journey through fact and fantasy 

putting viewers face to face with deadly spiders, scorpions, and ferocious 

crocodiles. Meet terrifying monsters from myth and legend, and discover 

the real creatures that may have inspired the creation of these mythical 

beasts.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-28 P ALASKA'S COOLEST ANIMALS Journey north to Alaska and get an up close look at some of the animals 

who call this state home. From polar bears and caribou to sea ottes and 

whales, learn about more than 50 different species in this fascinating fun-

filled program.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-29 P-I POLAR PROWL Starting at the "top of the world" students meet polar bears and learn how 

they survive the harsh arctic winters by hibernating in dens dug into the 

snow and ice. Next, we meet a variety of arctic animals that all have white 

fur or feathers. Their use of coloring camouflages them so they appear 

invisible against the vast expanse of arctic white. Viewers also get an 

introduction to the food chain as they learn about krill, tiny sea animals 

that may be the most popular meal in the sea.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-30 P BABY ANIMALS FROM THE WILD Little children love animals and baby animals most of all. Come along on 

an animal adventure with our lovable pet detectives to find out why the 

sweetest babies come from the wild.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-31 P BABY ANIMALS ON THE FARM Bungle and Doodle, the lovable kitten and puppy detectives, go down on 

the farm to search out the sweetest baby animals of all.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-32 I-J KANGAROOS AND WALLABIES This video discusses the tree kangaroo, the red and gray kangaroo, the 

wallaroo, and others.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-33 I-H ELEPHANT Trace the impressive history of the greatest mammal to walk the Earth, 

through war, pageantry, agriculture, and exploration, the elephant has 

developed a unique relationship with humankind - and become one of the 

most cherished, yet endangered, animals in the world.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-34 P ANIMAL TALES-TURTLE, POLAR 

BEARS, GIRAFFE, & KOALA REAR                                                                                                                

(VOL. 1)

1) This is about a mean spirit turtle, until another turtle stands up to him 

and puts him in his place.                                                                                                                                                            

2) This is about two curious and fun loving polar bear cubs and they forget 

the importance of listening to what their mother tells them.                                                                                                                                                   

3) This is about Talis the Giraffe and how she wants to make her brother's 

birthday special.                                                                                                                                                                                      

4) This is about a Koala Bear from Australia who moves into a new 

neighborhood and really misses his old friends.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-35 P ANIMAL TALES-PENGUIN, TIGER, 

DONKEY, & GORILLA                                                                                                                                     

(VOL. 2)

1) This is all about penguins who are worried about Sad Sally, the Seal Pup 

who won't smile.                                                                                                                                         

2) This is a story of Lena the Tiger, who was separated from her twin 

brother Leo during a terrible winter storm in Siberia.                                                                                                                                                               

3) Blanca the Donkey was very nice but everyone blamed Blanca when 

anything went wrong.                                                                                                                                                   

4) This is about a Gorilla King named Oba, who wouldn't say "thank you," 

making Mother Nature very sad.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-36 P ANIMAL TALES-BEAR, DOLPHIN, 

GEESE, & JAGUAR                                                                                                                                        

(VOL.3)

1) Bruno the Bear tries to help Jolene the Puma find her blueberries that 

they think have been stolen. 2) A grown-up Jules the Jaguar remembers 

how he used to make up great adventures for himself when he was a small 

cub. 3) Orville and his sibling Geese have waited for the big day when they 

would learn to fly. Now they are scared to give it a try. 4) Bahama the Crab 

is proud of his beautiful island where everyone is happy and pitches in and 

does their chores. When others arrive and don't do their part, he becomes 

upset. But with the help of Ludgren, "The Wonder Dolphin," it is not long 

before everyone helps out and the island is happy again.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-37 P ANIMAL TALES-ELEPHANT, 

HEDGEHOG, OCTOPUS, & B 

EAVER (VOL. 4)

1) 0Id Reilly, the Elephant needs a bath but is too busy with other things. 

All the other anials want to tell him, but don't know how.                                                                                                    

2) Spike the Hedgehog and his friends are scared that the fox will try to 

steal their special chocolate rock.                                                                                                           

3) Octavius the Octopus is called to deal with the evil Sea Witch Crustasia 

who has cast a cold spell ove the sea.                                                                                                                                                            

4) This is a meeting of the First Order of Beaver Scouts. They've received 

their first merit badges, but now come their real test - building their first 

dam!

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-38 P-I ORANGUTANS Orangutans come from Northern Sumatra and the lowlands of Borneo in 

Southeast Asia. They live in both the forests and lowlands, and spend most 

of their time in trees. This video covers size, physical characteristics, social 

behavior, diet, and endangered status of the orangutans.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-39 P-I THE ADVENTURES OF MONTY 

THE MOOSE

Join Monty the Moose and his lovable sidekick, Capt. Patrick Puffin, on an 

adventure to the arctic tundra of Alaska. Enjoy learning about rarely seen 

ducks and shorebirds, and watch the midnight sun. See where Eskimos 

really live, and watch a "blanket toss" in Barrow, Alaska

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-40 P-I AN ELEPHANT CALLED SLOWLY The true magic of Africa comes alive as students embark on a series of 

delightful escapades with three amazing elephants.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC158-41 I-H BEAR COUNTRY When North America was a virgin wilderness, wild bears ranged from 

coast to coast and from Hudson Bay to the Gulf of Mexico. Today, bears are 

concentrated mainly in the Rocky Mountains. Video goes into the bear's 

natural instinct, and how it guides them into the feeding, hibernation and 

eventual mating cycles of their species.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

GENERAL

VC159-1 I-H SIGHT How does a frog see, or a cheetah or a dragonfly? Which animal sees colors 

beyond human imagination? This video is an exploration of the world 

through different eyes, revealing there is more to sight than that which 

meets the human eye. Discover how the sun and the light are ancient 

symbols of worship; witness the power of “evil eye", and experience a 

spectacular display of optical illusions.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC144-7 I-H NATURE'S HALF ACRE Shows all of the millions of inhabitants of the tiny grassroots world in any 

half acre and how the balance of nature is maintained.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-10 J-H INSECT POLLINATION Shows how different insects pollinate such flowering plants as meadow 

clary, bell flowers, carnations, and corymbs, and explains that not all 

flowers are equally adapted to accommodate the intrusion of every variety 

of insect.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-14 P-I LADYBUGS & FIREFLIES Two of the most popular members of the insect world are ladybugs and 

fireflies. The colorful ladybug provides pest control by eating insects that 

would feed on flowers, vegetables, and fruits. The firefly is a type of beetle 

that can produce its own light source, done in an effort to attract a mate.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-15 P-I ANTS There are at least ten thousand species of ants, all with different lifestyles, 

social behaviors and appearances. In this program, Dr. Art demonstrates 

how to make a formicarium-an artificial ant nest that allows students to 

observe how ants live, work and behave daily.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-16 P-I HOUSE & BACKYARD INSECTS Most everyone has seen them buzzing around the house or crawling 

around outside-insects such as cockroaches, fleas, termites, snails, slugs 

and earthworms are part are part of everyday life. This program describes 

the habits of many of these creatures and how they affect humans. Ways to 

cockroach-proof your house, techniques used to find small insects living 

down in the soil.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-17 P-I AQUATIC INSECTS Dragonflies and damselflies, water-striders and backswimmers-these are 

just a few of the amazing aquatic insects presented in this program that 

shows how thousands of species of insects have adapted for life in the 

world of water.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-18 P-I CRICKETS, GRASSHOPPERS, & 

FRIENDS

This program reveals the incredible jumping, chirping and camouflaging 

skills of crickets, grasshoppers and katydids, as well as other related insects 

like the praying mantis and the walking stick.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-19 P-I BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS Butterflies and moths are beautiful and delicate, yet some, like monarch 

butterflies, are strong enough to fly hundreds of miles in their yearly 

migration. This program explores interesting facts about both types of 

insects, explains their amazing metamorphosis and shows how to tell them 

apart.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-20 P-I FLIES & MOSQUITOES Masters of flying, flies have only two wings (compared to four on many 

other insects) but still manage to move incredibly fast. Mosquitoes are a 

slender, delicate type of fly best known for their habit of biting. From 

houseflies to fruit flies, this program explains the complete four-stage 

metamorphosis, the predators of flies and the "benefits" of maggots.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-21 P-I SPIDERS & SCORPIONS Found in virtually every climate and habitat, spiders are arachnids (not 

insects), and this program examines all facets of spider life webs and the 

spider's eating habits, growth and molting, mating habits and care of the 

young. Scorpions, resembling miniature lobsters, are relatives of the spider 

and they each possess a poisonous stinger.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-22 P-I BEETLES In this program, Dr. Art demonstrates how to make a beetle habitat by 

setting up a colony of meal worms (the larval form of darkling beetles), 

allowing students to observe the complete metamorphosis of these insects.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-23 P-I BEES From the queen bee to the worker bee, this program shows exactly why 

bees are so busy and why we should appreciate them. Dr. Norman Gary 

shows bees in their egg, larval and pupal stages and even shows a newborn 

hatching.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-24 I-H BUTTERFLY & MOTH This video takes a flight of fancy with nature's most beguiling creatures. 

See their miraculous transformation from lowly caterpillar to airborne 

adult, and learn why these delicate insects have long entranced and 

inspired us.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-25 I INSECT Industrious, sociable, and environmentally useful, insects are nevertheless 

avoided and ignored. Here, you can safely examine the wonders of the 

insect world through macrophotography and startling 3-D graphics that 

reveal the true importance of these amazing creatures.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-26 P-I THE SWALLOWTAIL 

BUTTERFLY/THE MOSQUITO/THE 

SILKWORM

Witness the incredible metamorphosis of the Swallowtail butterfly from 

egg, to caterpillar, to chrysalis and finally into adulthood. Learn the habits 

of this insect in all the various stages of its life. The mosquito starts its life 

cycle in small ponds, and has the appearance of a tiny fish. Watch him as 

he transforms into an adult. See his specially designed mouth puncture and 

feed. The silkworm life cycle is a productive one. As they dine on a diet of 

mulberry leaves, they begin to spin cocoons of the precious silk thread 

which they are farmed for.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-31 P-I AMAZING INSECT WARRIORS Imagine a tiny bug that can mix noxious chemicals in its own body and 

spew out a "bomb" so powerful it can even scare off a large mouse! That's 

just what the bombardier beetle does. See the Malaysian wasp stun a 

cockroach and "hypnotize" it so it will walk right into the wasp's nest to be 

eaten. Learn about these and other amazing warriors of the insect world 

that use everything from camouflage to chemicals in order to mate, find 

food and protect themselves in combat.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-32 P-I REALLY GROSS BUG STUFF See squirming, squiggly maggots dine on decaying animal corpses YUCK! 

Watch wasp larvae eating their host caterpillar from the inside out UGH!

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-33 P-I INCREDIBLE INSECTS! Join in on the fun as kids learn about the incredible lives of insects--from 

their simple beginnings as eggs to their miraculous metamorphosis into 

adults. From butterflies and beetles to dragonflies, houseflies and fleas, 

watch as they all experience this remarkable transition.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

INSECTS

VC151-34 P-I INSECT LIFECYCLES This video examines the metamorphic process and explains how insects 

perpetuate the pattern that is their life.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

MAMMALS

VC156-1 I-J WHAT IS A MAMMAL? Examines the characteristics of these amazing creatures and illustrates how 

their multi-functional body plan establishes their marvelous diversity. 

Video's look at the development of intellect in mammals will inspire 

classroom discussion.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

MAMMALS

VC156-2 I MAMMAL This video reveals the most amazing facts and folklore about our favorite 

furry animals. Towering or tiny, ferocious or friendly, mammals trot, hop, 

swim, and soar. Meet the mammals that make up this huge and varied 

family.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

MAMMALS

VC158-13 P LOOKING AT MAMMALS While learning the difference between birds, amphibians, reptiles and 

mammals, the student meets: Flower Face, the trained hippo; a giraffe that 

can be ridden; a chimp that smiles on command; along with unusual 

reptiles and birds.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

MARINE LIFE

VC142-1 I-H SECRETS OF THE UNDERWATER 

WORLD

Video enters the oceanographer's realm and studies the life beneath the 

water's surface. Here dwell such creatures as the angler fish, decorator crab 

and archer fish. Examine the habits of those that inhabit tidal fringes, fresh 

water, and shallow seas.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

MARINE LIFE

VC154-5 P SPONGES Many-celled animals are called metazoans. Sponges are simple metazoans. 

Sponges react slowly, if at all, to changes around them. Sponges have been 

taken from the sea for a thousand years to be used for washing and 

cleaning.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

MARINE LIFE

VC154-6 P SEAHOUSE: COLORS AND 

PATTERNS

This program tells about protective coloration, and how the colors and 

shapes of marine animals help them survive.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

MARINE LIFE

VC154-7 I-H FISH Why is the fish a god in some cultures? Which prehistoric monster fish is 

still alive? Dive into the waters of the world and discover the most exotic 

creatures in nature. Take the plunge from dazzling coral reefs to the 

darkest depths to meet fish - a vast and varied group of animals.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

MARINE LIFE

VC154-8 I-H SHARK Peer into the murky world of the shark and learn what motivates these 

fascinating creatures. Discover a shark that can fit in your hand and a shark 

that eats only plankton - and learn that not all sharks are killing machines.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

MARINE LIFE

VC154-9 J-H OCTOPUS: GIANTS OF THE DEEP In the cold waters of the Pacific Northwest lives the mightiest octopus of all-

a giant, but hardly a monster. The way in which books and movies have 

portrayed the octopus has led man to have both fear and fascination for 

this creature. Learn the truth about this extremely shy, reserved creature 

that is eager to slither out of mans way at every chance.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

MARINE LIFE

VC157-4 J-H WHALES: MAMMALS OF THE 

OCEAN

This video doesn't go inside the whale, but it does get up close, observing 

the feeding and birthing behavior of an imposing, mysterious and 

endangered creature from the sea.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

MARINE LIFE

VC157-5 I-H IN THE COMPANY OF 

WHALES/GENTLE GIANTS OF THE 

WATERY REALM

This video is a compelling and personal journey with Dr. Roger Payne into 

the whale's noble domain. This spectacular motion picture reveals 

phenomenal whale encounters never before captured on film.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - ANIMALS - 

MARINE LIFE

VC157-6 P-I KILLER AND BELUGA WHALES Students will learn about this impressive creature and predator, fast 

swimmer, also known as Orca. Why is this whale differentiated as a killer? 

Another rare mammal found in Arctic Waters and comparatively smaller in 

size, slow swimmer that feeds mainly on fish is known as the Beluga 

Whale.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

DVD104-50 H A JOURNEY THROUGH THE CELL: 

CELL STRUCTURE AND 

FUNCTION: A CLOSER LOOK

This tape examines three main activities of the cell: energy storage and 

release, protein synthesis, and cell reproduction. Students learn about 

proteins, amino acids, DNA, RNA, genes, chromosomes, transcription, and 

translation.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

DVD146-31 H THE MAGIC OF CELLS Using live action video and sensational computer animation, this video 

introduces the viewer to the amazing world of the cell, defines a cell as the 

smallest living unit, and guides the viewer on an amazing voyage through 

the parts of a cell including the membrane, cytoplasm, and many 

organelles. A variety of cell shapes, structures, and adaptations are 

presented.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC144-24 I-H PROTOZOANS I: WATER CIRCUS This video is specifically developed to introduce students to protozoa. The 

first part is devoted to classifying protozoa, illustrating how they are 

different from the metazoan, and showing their relative size and general 

habitat. The remainder of the program shows four general types of 

protozoa. They include the amoeba, paramecium, peranema, and volvox.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC144-25 I-H PROTOZOANS II: IN THE EYE OF A 

NEEDLE

Two types of microscopes are identified and their magnifying power is 

calculated. A metric measurement of length, the micrometer, is introduced 

and twenty protozoans are identified with their corresponding sizes. The 

speed of a paramecium is determined and a number of cell parts and 

organelles of various protozoa are identified.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC144-26 I-H PROTOZOANS III: WONDER 

DOWN UNDER

This is the third and final part of a videotape series on protozoans. The 

major concepts presented are: 1) the food chain, focusing on the 

interrelationship between producers, consumers, scavengers, and 

decomposers. 2) Reproduction. 3) Encystment and excystment among 

protozoa. 4) Experimenting with protozoa.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-1 J-H IMPORTANCE OF THE NUCLEUS This video deals with the removal of the nuclei from amoebae. A major 

objective of this inquiry presentation is to give students an opportunity to 

evaluate simple data, offer hypotheses, and consider the design of simple 

experiments.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-10 H CELL STRUCTURE Modern technology has enabled scientists to pinpoint where in the cell 

various "dynamic" chemical events occur and has revealed that the cell is 

far more internally complex and structurally organized than was earlier 

believed.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-11 J-H REAL CELL This video attempts to unravel the interplay of molecules, membranes, 

organelles and the reactions that define a true working cell.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-12 J-H DISCOVERING THE CELL An animated tour of cell components and spectacular images of cells from 

today's most powerful microscopes and computers highlight this film 

about one of life's most basic building blocks.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-13 J-H DNA: LABORATORY OF LIFE Explore one of science's most exciting areas of research. Linus Pauling 

explains in clear terms how DNA works in the cell. See how genetically 

engineered insulin is manufactured and how genetically engineered may 

revolutionize the treatment of heart attacks.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-15 J-H CHEM OF HEREDITY I: GENETIC 

MATERIAL/DNA

Early experiments which proved that DNA directs reproduction are shown. 

Purine and pyrimidine bases of nucleotides and bases of nucleotides and 

base pairing rules are examined. 

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-16 H CHEMISTRY OF HEREDITY II: 

PROTEIN SYNTHESIS

This program describes how amino acids are linked, how DNA transcribes 

to RNA, and what messenger RNA, transfer RNA, and ribosomal RNA do 

during protein synthesis.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-17 H CELL: A FUNCTIONING 

STRUCTURE, PART I

Program serves as an intro to cell morphology and physiology, 

emphasizing reproduction, food utilization, and movement. Cell biologists 

discuss their research, giving students a better understanding of modern 

analytic methods, while cinemicroscopy and animation create dazzling 

illustrations of various cellular characteristics.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-20 I-J CELLS This video explores the cell as the basic building block of life on earth. Each 

part of the cell has a function-from the nucleus, which is the cell's "brain", 

to cell membranes, which hold cells together and control the flow of 

substances in and out of them.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-21 J-H THE DNA REVOLUTION: 20TH 

CENTURY WITH MIKE WA LLACE 

History Channel and CBS News correspondent Mike Wallace enter the 

mysterious world of deoxyribonucleic acid, more commonly known as 

DNA. This episode goes back to the days of DNA's discovery in 1953 by 

James Watson and Francis Crick. Since then, the entire face of science has 

been changed with this miraculous breakthrough, including the increase in 

genetic-related sciences. 

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-22 I-H UNDERSTANDING: BACTERIA This documentary is a general introduction to bacteria-their structure, 

diversity of habitats, and their importance to life on Earth. Bacteria occupy 

every available habitat. They help digest food, provide certain vitamins, 

power antibiotics, and are used in the manufacturing of such foods as 

cheese, yogurt, and sourdough bread.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-23 I-H THE MEIOSIS SQUARE DANCE This colorful, animated adventure introduces students to the biological 

process of meiosis by presenting a wacky square dance held in the testes of 

Drosophila Melanogaster also known as Dross the fruit fly. Dino and Dina 

Chromosome perform a rollicking hoedown as they coil up, duplicate, 

crossover, separate and dance their way through the different phases of 

meiosis.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-24 P-I THE FOOD CHAIN MYSTERY Follow the flow of energy through the food chain from the sun to 

producers, consumers, and decomposers. Vivid animations using a linear 

food chain and an energy pyramid show how energy passes through the 

food chain. Other concepts include phototsynthesis, predator-prey 

relationships, herbivores, carnivores, and omnivores.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-25 I-H DISCOVER MAGAZINE: GENETICS What is DNA, and how much or our life is predetermined by genes? In this 

video, three segments explore this complex and controversial field.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-26 I-H CELLS Get a larger-than-life look at human and plant cells and watch these tiny 

building blocks of life in action. Segments include the following: Cells-

Observe how the body repairs itself. A Brief History of Cells-Meet the 

scientists who developed the cell theory and learn the differences between 

plant and animals cells.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-27 I-H HUMAN GENOME It's a project of enormous magnitude: mapping the human genome. Learn 

how what began with the discovery of DNA has led to the understanding 

of which human genes are responsible for specific human traits, including 

growth, development, health, and even personality.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-28 I-H THE CLONE AGE Cloning was the stuff of science fiction; until the sheep named Dolly made 

the process frighteningly real.The Clone Age explains the science that 

undergirds the controversial practice of cloning. Students will learn how 

cells function, and how we can manipulate their reproduction. There's also 

get to tackle some of the ethical dilemmas of cloning: Should we grow 

clones for spare body parts? Should we grow clones to be our children? If I 

had a clone, would it be just like me?
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-29 H MITOSIS AND MEIOSIS Uses exceptional microscopic images and animated sequences to allow the 

processes of mitosis and meiosis to be more easily understood. The first 

part of the program is devoted to the subjects of the interphase state, DNA 

replication, and chromosome structure, and it offers a detailed look at each 

stage of mitosis. The second part looks at the diploid and haploid states, at 

fertilization, and at the various stages of meiosis.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-3 J-H MITOSIS Begins with shots of African blood lily and fruits that are proper age for 

endosperm study. Demonstrates steps used in preparing a microscope 

slide. Mitosis in endosperm cells are shown, including the continuous 

movement of chromosomes to the poles, and details of cell division.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-30 J-H DEATH BY DESIGN Death by Design is a guided tour into the invisible world of cells, told 

through a collage of metaphors. State-of-the-art microcinematography is 

playfully intercut with parallel images from life at the human scale: a 

hundred lighted violins, imploding skyscrapers, pieces of film on the 

cutting room floor.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-5 H BACTERIA Demonstrates basic characteristics of bacteria: their external and internal 

structures, manner of feeding, and reproductive processes. 

Photomicrography is used to show cell division and conjugation.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-8 J-H FUNGI This video illustrates how fungi grow and how they obtain their food; why 

some are useful in food processing and antibiotic production and why 

others destroy crops and cause disease. It shows that since they have no 

chlorophyll and cannot use the energy of sunlight, fungus depends on 

other living organisms for survival.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC146-9 I LIFE STORY OF THE 

PARAMECIUM

Here's the life story of a typical one-celled animal--how it feels, grows, 

breathes, moves, gives off wastes, reacts to stimuli, and reproduces. This 

video presents the fundamental concept that the basic unit of life is the 

individual cell.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

CELLS

VC161-14 I-J CELL DIVISION This video includes information on cell division, chromosomes, genes, 

mitosis, reproduction, biological make-up, meiosis, and more.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

GENERAL

DVD104-1 P-I LIFE CYCLES What is the Life Cycle? Plants, Insects, Amphibians, and Mammals; 

Students will understand that living things go through changes in the 

course of their lives referred to as a life cycle, and that most living things 

follow a pattern of birth, growth, reproduction, and death.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

GENERAL

DVD104-44 H THE NEW LIVING BODY: 

HOMEOSTASIS

In order to understand Homeostasis in a natural setting, this program 

observes what happens to the body during a marathon race. By monitoring 

the various physiological responses of one of the runners, we show the 

many changes and adjustments being made in the body as the race 

progresses. The data obtained from the runner are used to explain in detail 

how the body regulates temperature, blood oxygen, blood glucose, water 

balance, heart rate, breathing rate, and hormone levels.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

GENERAL

DVD104-45 H THE NEW LIVING BODY: BONES & 

JOINTS

The topic of bones and joints is explored in this program with Dr. David 

Michaely at Boston Children's Hospital. Dr. Michaely runs the world's 

leading orthopedic clinic for young athletes, where the most common types 

of sports injuries such as acute impact damage, are treated. The structure 

and function of the knee are clearly illustrated as we follow the diagnosis 

and treatment of injuries suffered by the Harvard University football team.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

GENERAL

DVD104-46 H THE NEW LIVING BODY: THE 

BRAIN

This program opens in the emergency room of a large hospital where head 

injuries are an all-too-common problem. The importance of the brain is 

evident from the skill and technology employed in ensuring that any 

damage to it is minimized. Using combinations of computerized 

tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and advanced 

surgical techniques, the program shows why the brain is so important and 

explores what is known about how it works. The program provides a 

complete introduction to the following topics: Brain structure and function, 

localization of brain activity, motor and sensory neurons, and simple reflex 

arcs.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

GENERAL

DVD104-48 H THE NEW LIVING BODY: 

HOMEOSTASIS

The program provides a complete introduction to the following topics: 

Homeostatic mechanisms within the body; Regulation of temperature; 

Regulation of blood sugar; Feedback systems; Role of hormones; Water 

balance.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-1 J-H CARNIVOROUS PLANTS Students will see nature's exceptions--plants that eat animals. They will 

learn about Venus flytraps that spring shut on unsuspecting insects...plants 

that reach out with deadly tentacles...plus bladderworts and pitcher plants.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-10 P-I SEED DISPERSAL Objectives: To illustrate and describe the natural methods by which seeds 

of uncultivated plants are dispersed. To examine how certain plants eject 

their seeds and how some seeds burrow into the soil. To establish the 

ecological significance of seed dispersal, especially as related to weed 

distribution.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-11 I HOW DO PLANTS RESPOND TO 

THE WORLD?

Plants change remarkably in response to their environment. This video 

looks at different stimuli light, moisture, and nutrients, and demonstrates 

how they affect plant growth.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-12 I HOW DO PLANTS TRAVEL? Plants can grow anywhere on land, at sea, and perhaps even in space. This 

program explores the various ways that plants disperse their seeds to 

compete with other organisms for nutrients and territory and to extend the 

range of their species.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-13 I WHAT DO PLANTS NEED TO 

LIVE?

All plants need sun, air, and water. The water contains dissolved minerals 

from the soil that serve as plant nutrients. This program demonstrates ways 

in which plants respond to the presence or absence of water, minerals, air, 

and light.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-14 I WHAT IS A PLANT? Flowering plants, the most common type of plant, have four main parts in 

common: roots, stems, leaves, and flowers. This program describes each 

part and illustrates the processes of photosynthesis and pollination.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-15 P WHAT PLANTS NEED FOR 

GROWTH

Laboratory experiments are performed to illustrate basic needs of plants: 

Water, light, minerals, air and warmth and to show how plants react to 

favorable and unfavorable conditions. Makes use of time-laspe 

photography to reveal marvels of plants growth.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-16 J-H ANGIOSPERMS Most of the plants we eat, and the plants most eaten by the animals we eat, 

are angiosperms--flowering plants. Flowers are the outward manifestation 

of a complicated reproductive system that insures the plant's survival.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-17 J-H GYMNOSPERMS Once the dominant seed plants on the planet, the non-flowering 

gymnosperms are less abundant now, but still essential components of the 

earth's ecosystem, and the source of many valuable resources for human 

use.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-18 I PLANT Which plant germinates after 6,000 years of sleep? Which ocean forests are 

as big as the largest forests on land? This video is a colorful tour of the 

world's most dazzling flora--from the most magical to the most bizarre. 

Watch buds burst, flowers bloom, and discover the myriad ways plants 

struggle to survive.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-20 I-H TREE How do trees "talk" to each other? Where can you find a tree older than the 

pyramids? This video roots out the most amazing facts about these silent 

sentinels of our hectic planet, whether a tiny bonsai or a giant sequoia trees 

enrich every corner of our world.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-21 I-H HOW PLANTS GROW Enthusiastic youngsters conduct a controlled experiment to find out how 

seeds germinate--look inside a lima bean to see what seeds are really like--

follow a plant's life cycle from seed to seed again. A combination of live-

action and time-lapse photography, colorful computer animation and 

catchy sing-along music makes the lesson both fun and memorable.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-22 P-I PLANT HABITATS AROUND THE 

WORLD

From the hottest desert to coldest plain, plants sprout from the earth. This 

video will show students the many habitats that support plant life.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-24 I-J PHOTOSYNTHESIS Find out what makes plants so unique by studying the chemical process of 

photosynthesis, the amazing method of producing food and oxygen from 

sunlight. Diagrams and microscopic photography illustrate the parts of a 

leaf's anatomy that are used during photosynthesis. See how chloroplasts 

filled with green chlorophyll become energized when exposed to light and 

discover how this relates to the release of oxygen through stomata and the 

creation of sugars that can be stored.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-25 I-J PLANT & ANIMAL 

INTERDEPENDENCY

In every ecosystem, organisms rely on each other in unique relationships 

that ensure each other's survival. Here you will find out how plants and 

animals interact, cooperate and compete. Discover why the constant 

exchange of nutrients and gases between plants and animals assures their 

interdependency. Learn how animals are vital to the reproductive process 

of many plants and how animals rely on plants for food and shelter.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-26 I-J PLANT BIODIVERSITY From microscopic algae to the largest trees, millions of plant species have 

evolved in every habitat on the planet. Learn how plants developed in the 

oceans over 420 million years ago and slowly adapted to survive and 

reproduce on land. Explore the differences between nonvascular plants and 

their more modern vascular cousins. Find out how seeds allowed plants to 

dominate the landscape, and discover some differences between cone-

bearing gymnosperms and flowering angiosperms.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-27 I-J PLANT REPRODUCTION Plants are vital to all other life on Earth, without them; there would be no 

food, shelter or oxygen. Discover how primitive mosses and algae are 

dependent upon water for their reproduction. Also discover about the rise 

of fruit bearing angiosperms as the dominant plants on Earth and the secret 

to their success flowers.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-28 P-I PLANT STRUCTURE & GROWTH What if you could build a machine that could make its own fuel, adapt to 

changing conditions and generate priceless products like air and water? 

Over millions of years, vascular plants have developed roots, stems and 

leaves that work together to perform these feats, as well as provide energy 

for every living thing on Earth! In this video, students will discover how 

plant cells are organized to for specialized tissues like xylen and phloem as 

they follow the movement of water, minerals and food through a plant's 

"plumbing system."

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-29 P-I PLANTS & PEOPLE: A BENEFICIAL 

RELATIONSHIP

In the video viewers will develop an appreciation for plant life by learning 

how plants provide us with the oxygen, food, shelter, clothing and 

medicine that we need to survive. Examine the complex relationships that 

have developed between important plants and the cultures that depend on 

them by looking at the history of the potato and by traveling to the 

rainforest to gather information about plants and how they are used. Learn 

how scientists and farmers are working to sustain a healthy planet by 

preserving plant diversity.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-3 P LEARNING ABOUT FLOWERS 

AND SEEDS

This video explains that seed bearing plants are many types, many sizes, 

shapes, colors; Also, it shows how seeds grow and what they need for 

growth. Seed dispersal is also illustrated.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-6 P-I FLOWERS, PLANTS, AND TREES This volume answers kid’s questions about flowers, plants, and trees. Let 

your students see what one-celled plants are. Why is bark important? What 

is a weed?
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-8 J-H PHOTOSYNTHESIS This study looks at a process that is one of the key energy producers for 

life, and examines the current research being done to expand its potential 

use. Traces chemical changes and structures involved in photosynthesis--

and goes on to investigate how modern science is developing that process 

to produce food and provide energy alternatives.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - BIOLOGY - 

PLANTS

VC150-9 P-J POISON PLANTS Children will identify many poisonous plants that irritate the skin or cause 

illness or death if eaten. Film shows poison oak, ivy, and sumac and 

cautions against eating any unfamiliar plant. Proper procedures for treating 

external or internal poisoning are also given.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - GENERAL VC100-13 P-I BIRDS: FLIGHT/SEASONS/                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

PLAYGROUND SCIENCE/                                                                                                                                    

BOATS/MIXTURES/                                                                                                                                                                                                    

SUN AND OTHER STARS

Students learn how birds are adapted for flight, will observe seasonal 

changes, and will learn what gravity is, how it affects us, and how to 

balance point of an object; students will observe that some mixtures 

dissolve in water solutions, others appear to dissolve but do not stay mixed 

(suspension), and some do not mix at all; Also, will learn about the sun and 

other stars.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

DVD160-29 I-J HUMAN MACHINE The body is an amazing machine! Understand what it requires for survival, 

and learn about its intricate systems. Discover how a network of signals 

enables us to breathe, see, hear and digest our food. Delve into circulation, 

explore the function of organs, research cells and learn how the brain 

organizes its information and controls the most amazing machine of all!

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

DVD161-12 P-I ALL ABOUT THE SENSES The world around us is full of exciting things that we see, hear, taste, smell 

and touch; but how do we take it all in and sort it all out? The program 

emphasizes the role of special nerves called receptors, which send signals 

to the brain so that we can make sense of it all.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-1 J-H BLOOD: MICROSCOPIC MIRACLE Viewers look at the various parts of the blood and some of the functions 

they serve--healing wounds, defending our bodies from infection, and 

transporting oxygen, food and hormones. Provides a good look at the role 

blood plays in medicine and modern biology. 
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-10 J-H WORK OF THE HEART The program illustrates the parts of the heart and how they relate to the 

work of the lungs, arteries, and veins. Describes heart and circulatory 

problems and gives special emphasis to the importance of good health care.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-11 H WORK OF THE KIDNEYS A person’s health depends on the tasks performed by the kidneys, the 

filtering, cleansing and regulating of the blood plasma. This film explains 

the concept of homeostasis, the maintenance of stable, uniform conditions 

within the body and shows why the kidneys are so crucial to this stability. 

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-12 J-H THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM Video shows how the body takes in oxygen and expels carbon dioxide. 

You'll learn the structures and functions of the respiratory system by 

following the path of a single oxygen molecule. Also shows the effects of 

smoking.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-13 P-I HEALTHY NEW BODY Take your students on a voyage through the many systems of the human 

body, as well as answers puzzling questions about blood, vitamins, & 

harmful drugs.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-14 I HOW DOES YOUR BODY USE AIR? This program illustrates how the body automatically controls breathing, 

collecting air in the lungs and distributing it to other organs through the 

blood stream. It also shows how the blood carries used air back to the 

lungs, where it is exhaled.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-15 I HOW DOES YOUR BODY USE 

FOOD?

This program shows how the body separates nutrients from food through 

digestion, a process that begins in the mouth, continues in the stomach, and 

ends in the intestines. Viewers will also learn about the four food groups.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-16 J-H THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM Video shows a morsel of food as it passes through the digestive system. 

From ingestion through digestion to absorption and elimination, video 

shows how the digestive system is responsible for processing the food we 

eat and extracting from it the energy needed for survival.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-17 J-H CIRCULATORY AND 

RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS

Video includes an in-depth picture of these two important body systems. It 

shows the heart chambers in detail as well as blood cells in action. The 

respiratory system, powered by the lungs, is also covered.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-19 P-J HEMO THE MAGNIFICENT Film covers history of blood as well as functions of the heart. Included are 

the roles of the lungs and kidneys. It also explains the nerve mechanism 

which speeds up or slows down the heart rate, circulatory system of 

arteries and veins, composition of blood, regulation of blood flow. Slow 

motion shows beating of human heart.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-2 I-J BODY DEFENSES AGAINST 

DISEASE

This video provides viewers with glimpses of disease causing organisms, 

and the action of antibodies on disease causing germs. Also emphasizes the 

importance of immunization in disease prevention.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-24 H THE BRAIN: STRESS AND 

EMOTION

Re-enacts the famous Phyneus Gage accident in which his skull and brain 

were pierced by a railroad stake. His survival and subsequent change in 

behavior provides the background for a discussion of emotions and the 

human brain.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-25 H THE BRAIN: LEARNING AND 

MEMORY

This interesting 60 minutes video examines how the brain organizes 

memory and can maximize learning and sensory memories. This is an 

original footage of Penfield's early work in the 1930's.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-26 H THE BRAIN: TWO BRAINS This video offers a look at the specialized use of different facts and 

hemisphere of the human brain. Good examples and discussion of 

technological advances make this an interesting video.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-29 I-H HUMAN MACHINE This video investigates the most complex machine of all--a light, flexible, 

immensely strong framework that laughs, cries, and blushes. Travel inside 

the body to explore the vital organs that power our lives, and examine the 

remarkable instruments through which we sense the world.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-3 P BEATING AND BLEEDING Video looks at the heart that pumps blood throughout the body for 

nourishment and protection against disease.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-31 H THE MIRACLE OF LIFE The first filmed record of human conception photographed by Lennart 

Nilsson. A dramatic breakthrough in science and cinematography, this 

video takes you on an incredible voyage through the human body as a new 

life begins. See the egg as it is released by the ovary and follow the sperm 

from its early development through ejaculation then on its perilous journey 

toward the egg. After the sperm fertilizes the egg, the camera follows the 

development of the single new cell into an embryo, then a fetus, until 

finally, a baby is born.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-32 I-H THE BRAIN: EVOLUTION & 

PERCEPTION                                                                                                                                                                                       

(VOL. 1)

As the brain evolved, the neocortex wrapped around our "reptilian brain," 

the hippo campus, giving us abstract thought. How do different parts of 

the brain control different functions? Why is each person's "reality" 

different? New imaging techniques reveal an extraordinary new view of 

the brain.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-33 I-H THE BRAIN: MEMORY & 

RENEWAL (VOL. 2)

How does the brain think, remember, and even regenerate itself? The 

heartrending true stories of people who have suffered catastrophic brain 

damage offer tantalizing clues.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-34 J-H THE BRAIN: MATTER OVER MIND 

(VOL. 3)

Beyond the basic functions of the brain lean mystery-consciousness, 

creativity, the emotions, and our sense of self. Could these all be the result 

of biochemistry? Science is creating new theories of consciousness as it 

zeros in on a single neurotransmitter - serotin - which may play a central 

role in the visions brought on by meditation, sleep deprivation, and 

psychedelic drugs.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-35 I-H THE ODYSSEY OF LIFE: THE 

UNKNOWN WORLD

They're hiding in your closet. They're lurking in your bed. They're all over 

you - snacking on your skin, burrowing through your scalp, munching on 

your mascara. They're the creepy crawlers of the unknown world, and now 

thanks to microphotography you can catch these critters in the act, 

magnified to monster size.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-36 I-H DISCOVER MAGAZINE BRAIN 

STORMERS

How much brain do we really need? Is there a difference between male and 

female brains? What distinguishes craziness from creativity? Cutting-edge 

technology and the latest in surgical video techniques offer a direct view 

into the human brain as scientists reveal the inner workings of the mind. 

See what areas of the brain control thought, speech, emotion and creativity 

and discover what areas we might be better off without!

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-37 P-I BODY SYSTEMS Explore the mechanisms that power the body to gurgle, burp, gasp, and 

giggle. Human body systems work in harmony to connect us with the outer 

world, while keeping our inner one attuned to the rhythmic beat of life.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC160-6 P IN AND OUT Shows viewers the importance of food to maintaining good health. As they 

follow food through body, viewers learn about ways our bodies talk: 

chewing, swallowing, burping, passing gas, eliminating waste.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-10 I-J OUR FLEXIBLE FRAME: THE 

SKELETAL AND MUSCULAR 

SYSTEMS

This material examines the bones of the body, talks about their 

composition, the function of the skeletal system, joints, and more.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-11 I-J FOOD INTO FUEL: OUR 

DISGESTIVE SYSTEM

This video discusses the digestive system, including the parts of the 

system, the function of the various nutrients, how the digestive system 

works with other systems, and more.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-12 I-J THE FABULOUS FIVE: OUR SENSES This material tells how one can determine size, shape, texture, sweet, sour, 

flowers, various sounds, and more by senses.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-13 I-J PUMPING LIFE: THE HEART AND 

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

This program discusses the roles of the circulatory system and the heart.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-15 I-H SKELETON Delve beneath the surface to reveal the hidden secrets of an incredible 

variety of skeletons, none more complex than our own. A symbol of our 

deepest fears, a miracle of engineering; see the skeleton as never before.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-17 P-I BODIES ON THE MEND The human body is a wondrous, but imperfect thing. Learn how parts of 

our body work, now those parts can fail or be damaged, and what we can 

do about it; Both naturally and by employing technology.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-18 P-I SYSTEMS OF THE HUMAN BODY This video covers a select number of systems: skeletal, muscular, digestive, 

respiratory, circulatory, nervous, and endocrine. See how the systems 

interact to make our bodies function. Enjoy a fast-paced, lively introduction 

to the human body.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-19 I-H AN INSIDE LOOK: BROKEN BONES Meet 11-year-old Lisa Mason. After she accidentally crashes her bike and 

breaks an arm, we travel inside her bones and see how these tough 

honeycombed structures of calcium, phosphate, and flexible collagen 

withstand pressure and heal themselves when necessary. This is not for 

funny bones. It's a serious matter!

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-3 J-H MUSCLES: THEIR STRUCTURE 

AND FUNCTION

Video shows three types of muscles and what each type does. Also 

demonstrates how to develop endurance, flexibility, and cardiorespiratory 

fitness, conditions that are essential to maintaining the agility and strength 

of muscles.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-5 I HOW DOES YOUR BODY MOVE? Body movement is accomplished through a meshing of muscles, bones, and 

joints. This program defines each of these parts, shows how they depend on 

each other, and how they work together to make the body move.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-6 J-H MUSCULAR AND SKELETAL 

SYSTEMS

Video explores the architecture of the human body. Shows the bones of the 

skeleton and how they work with the skeletal muscles to create movement. 

Also covered are the smooth and cardiac muscles.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-7 J-H THE UNIVERSE WITHIN NOVA takes viewers on an incredible voyage into the micro world of the 

human body. The program covers four incredible team efforts: the 

coordination of muscles, bones, heart, and circulatory system, the immune 

system, and digestive system.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-8 I-J BREATH OF LIFE: OUR 

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

This video program explains what the respiratory system is, as well as 

describes the function of its different parts, particularly the lungs, nose, 

trachea, bronchi, alveola, larynx, and pharynx. Also included are the steps 

of the breathing process and factors such as activity levels that affect the 

respiratory rate.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC161-9 I-J IN CONTROL: OUR BRAIN AND 

NERVOUS SYSTEM

This video shows the coordination of a gymnast through the workings of 

the brain and the nervous system, discusses the parts of the brain and their 

function, and more.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC162-10 I-J IN TOUCH WITH THE WORLD Explains the importance and functioning of the sense of touch and how we 

experience five sensations: touch, pressure, heat, cold and pain.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC162-11 J-H MYSTERY OF THE SENSES: 

HEARING

This video travels from the Arctic Circle to the forest of New Zealand to 

explore some of the ways we make use of sound. In the sublime quiet of the 

northern Greenland, indigenous people hunt seals with the help of faint 

sounds from beneath the ice. In New Zealand, the Maori people have 

woven music, song and chant into virtually every aspect of their daily and 

spiritual lives. In the West, music is used largely for entertainment, but 

among the Maori it is used in warfare, storytelling, religion, sports, and 

virtually every other sphere of life.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC162-13 I-H THE EYE: STRUCTURE AND 

FUNCTION

It is a window to our emotions, and, some say, to the soul. Explore the 

complexities of the human eye. Learn how its delicate mechanisms-eyelids, 

lashes, cornea, pupil, iris, retina, and even tears-hel us perceive the world.
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SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC162-14 I-H SEEING THE LIGHT Why does sunlight appear to travel in straight lines? How do we perceive 

the glorious spectrum of colors? It's all in your head! Learn how the eyes 

and brain work together to make sense of what we see, and what happens 

when there's a kink in the process. You'll get insight into why some of us 

are nearsighted or farsighted, and how eyeglasses help correct these 

conditions.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC162-3 P YOUR EYES Children in this video demonstrate ways in which we depend on our eyes. 

Animation shows how this delicate instrument, the eye works. The video 

also illustrates good eye care.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - GENERAL

VC162-5 J-H THE NERVOUS SYSTEM Video explores the anatomy and physiology of the nervous system. 

Examines a nerve cell, showing how the brain and spinal cord receive 

sensory information from the nerve cell extensions.

SCIENCE - NATURAL - 

PHYSIOLOGY - SENSES

VC162-1 P LEARNING TO USE YOUR SENSES Video uses a birthday party to explain functions of five senses: sight, 

hearing, touch, smell, and taste. Children will recognize some familiar 

situations.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY DVD125-23 H SCHLESSINGER PROPERTIES OF 

COMPOUNDS

How does a mere hundred or so element produce the millions of different 

compounds and mixtures that make up our world? In Properties of 

Compounds, viewers see that chemical bonds are the key to understanding 

how elements combine. The differences between ionic and covalent bonds 

are clearly presented using vivid graphics and dynamic footage. Students 

see how valence electrons interact among atoms to form compounds, and 

learn how simple Lewis structures can help describe how easily an element 

will react. Students explore the significance of the arrangement of the 

elements and are shown how to predict the behavior of an element from its 

position in the periodic table
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY DVD125-24 H SCHLESSINGER PROPERTIES OF 

ELEMENTS

Why are some elements highly reactive and others very stable? Why do 

elements in the some family have similar properties? Properties of 

Elements explore the connection between the atomic structure of an 

element and its properties. Students see how the behavior of the elements 

and the compounds they form is related to their valence shells - and learn 

that anything that affects the valence shells will affect the chemical and 

physical properties of the element! Viewers learn how to identify trends in 

properties based on the location of an element in the period

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY DVD125-25 H THE INTERACTIVE PERIODIC 

TABLE OF THE ELEMENTS                                                                                                                                                  

(4 DVD'S IN SET)

Take a tour thru the elements of the periodic table. Discover their 

properties and uses. See how some of them are essential to the world 

around us. Explore and learn how some elements are vital to keeping us 

safe. 

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC124-1 I-J ATOMS Students learn about the development of the atom model since the 19th 

century and what is understood about the components of the atom today. 

They are introduced to electrons, protons, neutrons, quarks, and leptons. 

They learn the basic unit of an element is an atom, and the elements are 

substances made up of only one type of atom.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-1 J-H CHEMISTRY IN EVERYDAY LIFE Processing food, developing man-made fingers, and creating plastics. These 

are some of the practical applications of chemistry in everyday life. An 

understanding of the composition, structure, and properties of substances 

helps us appreciate the science of chemistry.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-10 H MOLECULAR 

FINGERPRINTS/WATER

Students will learn that molecules can only absorb radiation that matches 

the energy difference between the energy states of the molecules; also, that 

water molecules have many unusual properties because of their bent shape 

and resulting polarity and ability to form hydrogen bonds.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-11 H ATMOSPHERE/DRIVING FORCES In atmosphere and driving forces, students will learn that the atmosphere 

raises questions that help students ponder humanity’s effect on the future 

of our earth; also, how to be able to understand the dynamics of chemical 

reactions, we must examine their Driver Forces.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-12 H CHEMICAL KINETICS/CATALYSTS Students will learn the effect of a catalyst on the rate of a reaction, and the 

breakdown of hydrogen peroxide. Also, that to be able to understand the 

reaction of molecules when they move around and collide, and sometimes 

even react, we must probe a science called chemical kinetics.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-13 H ACIDS AND BASES/CHEMISTRY 

OF THE EARTH

Students will learn the concept of acids and bases, that acids are the 

opposite of bases, and that they differ widely in their properties; also, how 

the Earth’s chemicals have been mixed, separated, and deposited unevenly 

throughout the globe. How did this happen? What are the forces that 

redistribute the elements and minerals?

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-14 H OXIDATION AND 

REDUCTION/METALS

Students will learn the concept of oxidation and reduction, the effects and 

their chemical reactions; also, about the properties of metal, where they can 

be extracted, and recycling. 

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-15 H POLYMERS/BIOCHEMISTRY Students will learn the concept of polymers, where they can be produced 

from, their chemical and physical properties, and that recycling polymers is 

a unique challenge; also, about the chemistry of life, how do cells perform 

the chemistry that makes life possible? And that the answer lies in the 

biochemistry of the cell.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-16 I-H ALL ABOUT ACIDS AND BASES This video explores the topic of acids and bases. Each colorful program 

reviews a different but related principle and uses chemical equations when 

required to reinforce a concept.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-17 J-H THE ELEMENTS Tempted to snore over the periodic table of elements? Not after poet Roger 

McGough, in inspired dramatic fashion, traces the evolution of chemistry 

from the Greeks to present day. In Part One, McGough reveals the madness 

of mercury, the folly of gold, and the shadowy art of alchemy. Part Two 

explores how early scientists turned alchemy into chemistry, ultimately 

building this new discipline around the periodic table.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-19 J-H CHEMISTRY - PT. 1 Student will learn the concept of chemistry, and the definition of states of 

matter (liquids, solids, gases), physical properties, atoms, compounds, the 

periodic table, mass number, isotopes, ions, moles, molar mass, limiting 

reagents, and much more.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-2 H CHEMICAL FAMILIES A display of actual samples of over 70 elements demonstrates methods by 

which chemical similarities among the elements have provided a basis for 

dividing them logically into families. Video demonstrates how atomic 

numbers have provided the key to the ordering of the elements in the 

periodic table.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-20 J-H CHEMISTRY - PART 2 Included in this video are: thermochemistry, enthalpy, standard enthalpy, 

calorimetry, molar heat capacity, atomic structure, quantum numbers, 

chemical bonding and much more.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-21 J-H CHEMISTRY - PART 3 Included in this video are: VSEPR Theory, hybrid orbitals, bond order 

Boyle's Law, Graham's Law, phase diagrams, solubility, saturation, 

concentration, mole fraction, and much more.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-22 I-J THE PERIODIC TABLE Young students will learn about key information included on the table, 

including atomic number, atomic mass and chemical symbol. The 

arrangement of the modern table is covered in depth, including a look at 

the periods, groups and the various families of elements.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-23 I-J ELEMENTS, COMPOUNDS, & 

MIXTURES

The Earth contains a limited number of elements such as sulfur, copper and 

gold--substances that are the purest forms of matter. But when these 

elements are combined, the possibilities are limitless. Students are guided 

on a fun journey using a number of real-life examples in order to explore 

the properties of elements, as well as concepts such as chemical bonding 

and heterogeneous/homogeneous mixtures.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-24 J-H ELEMENTS & COMPOUNDS Put on your lab coat and revisit some of the most important science 

concoctions of all time. Lean about Madame Curie's discovery of 

radioactivity. See how osmosis extracts salt molecules from seawater and 

provides us with our most important beverage--water. Dig up the roots of 

aspirin and find out how it relieves pain.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-25 H THE HISTORY OF THE PERIODIC 

TABLE

Viewers learn that as scientists like Boyle, Dalton and Lavoisier began to 

recognize patterns in the behavior of chemicals; they sought a unifying 

principle that would explain why different elements had different 

properties.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-3 H CHEMICAL BONDING Chemical bonding is explained in terms of the electric interactions that 

cause the bonding in the hydrogen molecule. The release of energy when H 

atoms combine to form H2 on a platinum surface is shown. The quantum 

mechanical view of electron distribution is portrayed. Bonding interaction 

between helium vs. hydrogen atoms is shown.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-5 J-H CHEMICAL REACTIONS This video shows that chemical reactions involve the conversion of 

substances and the release or absorption of energy. Viewers learn that 

reactions occur continuously, with one important example being plants 

producing oxygen through photosynthesis. 
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-6 H COLOR/MEASUREMENT This module is designed to help students focus on the use of color as a tool 

to understand the molecular world of chemistry; also, the use of standards 

to determine precision and accuracy in the measurement of chloride 

concentrations using titration to determine salinity of estuary waters and 

with a spectrophotometer to measure mercury concentration. 

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-8 H ATOM/PERIODIC TABLE This module describes the historical development of atomic theory and the 

evidence on which it is based. Mayor attention is given to developing the 

modern or quantum model of the atom; also, the traditional introduction to 

the development and function of the periodic table, an unusual feature is a 

sequence showing how the periodic table is used in glass making.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - CHEMISTRY VC125-9 H CHEMICAL BONDS/ORGANIC 

CHEMISTRY

In this module, students will learn the concept of chemical bonds, nonmetal 

atoms, molecules composition, water change state, energy, and covalent 

bonds; also, the introduction to some of the numerous organic compounds 

made from carbon, graphic models of basic hydrocarbons methane, ethane, 

ethylene, and acetylene.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS DVD124-1 H BOHR'S MODEL OF THE ATOM This program focuses on Niels Bohr, who worked with some of the best 

physicists of the 20th century to devise his atomic model. Students will 

gain an understanding of the historical developments in atomic theories up 

to Bohr, a brief outline of Bohr's life, Bohr's first and second postulates and 

his influence on contemporary society. Featuring unique animation, plain 

English and frequent summarizing, students will gain a comprehensive 

understanding of the history and the theory of Bohr's Atomic Model.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC104-13 I MAGNETISM/ELECTRICITY - 

WHAT IS ELECTRICITY?

In the What Makes series, students will learn what makes Electricity? They 

will learn one way to create static electricity is by friction or rubbing, and 

will learn that lighting is a dramatic natural example of static discharge. 

They will be able to appreciate these phenomena with practical lab 

experiments.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC104-14 I MAGNETISM/ELECTRICITY - HOW 

DOES ELECTRICITY TRAVEL?

In the What Makes series, students will learn how does electricity travel? 

They will learn that electrical wires are made of metal cover by plastic, and 

that electricity does not travel well thru plastic. Lab experiments will be 

shown to prove this.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC104-16 I MAGNETISM/ELECTRICITY - 

WHAT IS ELECTROMAGNETISM?

In the What Makes series, students will learn what is electromagnetism? 

They will learn that magnets attract metal that contains iron and are called 

permanent magnets. On a lab experiment, students will learn that using a 

dry cell battery, a switch, and two wires they can create electromagnetism.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC104-21 I MIXTURES/SOLUTIONS - MATTER - 

HOW DOES MATTER CHANGE 

STATES?

Students will learn that the world is formed by Solids, Liquid, and Gases, 

that these elements are found every. Also, is water always a liquid? Follow 

by lab experiments.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC104-22 I MIXTURES/SOLUTIONS - MATTER - 

WHAT IS A GAS?

On what is gas? Students will learn that when wind blows we can’t see it 

because like any other gas, wind is invisible. Students examine the presence 

of air due to a lab experiment. 

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC104-23 I MIXTURES/SOLUTIONS - MATTER - 

WHAT IS A SOLID?

On what is a solid? Students will learn the concept of a solid; how does a 

solid turn into a rock? How does liquid freezes? How can we identify 

solids? And how do solids pass thru liquids and how liquids pass thru 

solids?

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC104-24 I MIXTURES/SOLUTIONS - MATTER - 

WHAT IS A LIQUID?

On what is liquid? Students will learn the properties of a liquid; the 

behavior of a liquid on Earth and on Space; what is surface tension? And 

on a lab experiment, student will learn this concept using honey, water, 

and liquid oil.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-10 I REFRACTION: FACTS OF LIGHT A ray of light ordinarily travels in a straight line, but it can be refracted, or 

bent, when it enters a new medium at an angle. It's important to be able to 

bend light. Lighthouses, for example, use lenses to bend light from one 

bulb and send it far out to sea to warn sailors of rocks ahead.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-11 I SURFACE TENSION: BUBBLE-

OLOGY!

Can anyone blow a soap bubble that's non-spherical? No, because of 

surface tension, soap film sticks together and always forms a sphere. 

Experiments with soap bubbles help kids learn more about surface tension.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-12 H A BRIEF HISTORY OF TIME This is a fascinating documentary by Errol Morris of Stephen Hawking's 

life, and theories about the universe. Valuable more, perhaps, for its insight 

into the life and continuing work of a brilliant man trapped in a wheelchair 

and paralyzed by Lou Gehrig's disease than for its science. 

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-13 J-H EUREKA! CONDUCTION OF HEAT This series of short, humorous, and information-packed video programs 

brings the concepts of physics to life. The individual programs, each five 

minutes long, are grouped into six units. The simple approach is an asset to 

the science departments' modalities of teaching; many abstract ideas are 

demonstrated in an interesting, appropriate visual manner. Forces, simple 

machines, and temperature vs. heat can be very confusing for any student; 

Eureka makes these concepts understandable throughout the grade levels 

(6-12). This unit included three programs: atoms-electrons-conduction.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-14 J-H EUREKA!: CONVECTION OF HEAT This unit includes six programs that cover the following: volume and 

density-buoyancy-convection-heat as energy-radiation waves-the radiation 

spectrum.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-15 J-H EUREKA!: ENERGY & FORCE: 

PART 1

This unit includes five programs which are: inertia-mass-speed-acceleration 

(part one) - acceleration (part two).

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-16 J-H EUREKA!: ENERGY & FORCE: 

PART 2

This unit includes five programs which are: gravity-weight vs. mass-work-

kinetic energy-potential energy.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-17 J-H EUREKA!: HEAT & TEMPERATURE The following concepts are covered: molecules in solids, molecules in 

liquids, evaporation & condensation, expansion & contraction, measuring 

temperature, and temperature vs. heat.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-18 J-H EUREKA!: SIMPLE MACHINES This unit includes five programs which are: the inclined plane-the lever-

mechanical advantage and friction-the screw and the wheel-the pulley.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-21 J-H PHYSICS (PART 2) Included are: work, power, kinetic energy, Law of Universal Gravitation, 

Keplar's Laws of Planetary Motion, simple harmonic motion, the simple 

pendulum, waves, heat, changes of state, and much more.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-22 H PHYSICS (PART 1) This video contains: scientific notation, friction scalars & vectors, tension, 

momentum, dot & cross product, right-hand rule, kinetic energy, torque, 

joule, projectile motion, Hooke's Law, force diagrams, power, and much 

more.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-23 I-J FRICTION Students will embark on a fun journey to learn the basics about this 

important force and how we try to control and use it in our everyday lives. 

Exciting, real-life settings provide the backdrop - from a bowling alley to a 

motorcycle raceway - along with activities ranging from water skiing to 

rock climbing. Discover how friction is measured and why it must be 

understood by those who design and build airplanes and race cars.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-24 I-J GRAVITY Students will discover that all objects--no matter how large or small--have 

gravitational force and that the amount of that force depends on the mass 

of the objects and distance between them.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-30 J-H THE BEST OF JET PROPULSION 

LAB

In this video you will view: welcome to outer space, space flight operations 

facility, voyage to the planets, Magellan: mapping the planet Venus, 

Galileo: Earth/moon encounter 2, Topex/Poseidon: Mission to planet Earth, 

Viking on Mars, Galileo: The Jovian Lab, Cassini: Mission to the Ringed 

Planet, and the Universe.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-31 J-H APOLLO COLLECTION In this video you will view: The Eagle has landed: the Flight of Apollo II, 

the time of Apollo, Apollo 16: Nothing so Hidden, and 4 Rooms Earth view 

(Skylab).
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-32 J-H SCIENCE EDUCATION FROM 

SPACE

In this video you will view: Toys in Space, the NASA space suit, Liftoff to 

learning: Space Basics, Liftoff to learning: Newton in Space, Liftoff to 

learning: Go for EVA, Third step to Jupiter, and Liftoff to learning: All 

Systems Go!

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-33 J-H SHUTTLE COLLECTION In this video you will view: Education Office Presentation Clip, Eating and 

Sleeping in Space, Shuttle Life in the World of Weightlessness, Space 

Shuttle: Signal for Hearing Impaired, and STS 51-D Mission Highlights.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-34 J-H JPL COMPUTER GRAPHICS Computer graphics listed are just a few: Venus: Alpha Regio; LA: The 

Movie; Monterey: The Bay; Galileo Earth/Moon 2: Images of Earth; Mars: 

The Movie; and many more.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-36 P MAGNETS: A FIRST LOOK This video explains the basic principles of magnets, what they attract or 

don't attract, what poles are, how compasses work, and how magnets are 

used in many ways. The video provides several opportunities for the 

teacher to pause the video to allow students to explore a problem posed by 

the program.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-4 I AIR IS MATTER: AIR IS THERE Air is matter that really matters. It's everywhere, throwing its weight 

around by holding things up or knocking them down. But wherever it is 

and whatever it does, air has volume and mass that make it matter.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-5 I FRICTION: GETTING A GRIP What do bobsleds, roller coasters, motorcycles, skis, cars, planes, snakes, 

and people all have in common? They all need friction to get 'em going and 

to slow 'em down! Friction is the resistance encountered when one thing 

moves over the surface of another.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-6 I GENERATING ELECTRICITY: 

MORE POWER TO YOU

How can you generate electricity? Simple, just move a magnet past a wire 

or a wire past a magnet and you'll get an electric current. Huge power 

plants use falling water, wind or steam to rotate coils of wire inside giant 

magnets to create enough electricity for all of us.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-7 I GRAVITY/WEIGHTLESNESS: 

MEASURING'S

Gravity constantly grabs things and pulls them toward Earth's center. In 

fact, that's why things have weight. But how do you get into a weightless 

situation? Try riding a rollercoaster or even an elevator

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-8 I LIGHT AND COLOR: LIVING 

COLOR

Why can't we see the colors of objects in the dark? Because light has to hit 

the object and reflect its color back to our eyes. Hard to visualize? Well 

watch, as simple animations and colorful experiments take us out of the 

dark and into the light.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC110-9 I MOTION AND FORCES: PLAY 

BALL

An object can't move unless acted upon by some force that sets it in motion. 

We apply force when we hit a baseball or shoot a basketball through a 

hoop, but there's another force that's working all the time--gravity.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-1 I-J MATTER IS EVERYTHING Professor Gerello shows science students basic concepts regarding the 

relationships among matter, mass, properties, elements, compounds, 

molecules, atoms, protons, neutrons, and electrons, and the idea that matter 

is structured of moving particles.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-11 H SHAPES AND POLARITIES OF 

MOLECULES

Observations are made of electric effects, including deflections of streams 

of liquids by a charged rod, and changes in charging time of a capacitor. 

There is evidence that different molecules give two types of results. A 

conceptual model is developed based on polar and non-polar molecules. 

Differences in solubility, conductivity and reactivity are explained.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-14 J-H WHAT IS RADIOACTIVITY? Video illustrates how the different kinds of radioactive rays can penetrate 

and affect the human body. Discusses the benefits and dangers of 

artificially produced radioactivity, and examines its impact on the modern 

world.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-15 J-H WATER: A FASCINATING LIQUID Absolutely no life form can exist without water. This video examines the 

chemical composition of this amazing substance, using experiments to 

isolate and observe its unique characteristics.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-16 J-H METHANE: SIMPLEST 

HYDROCARBON

This program describes the chemical composition and characteristics of 

methane and describes where and how it may be found and tapped in our 

environment. It also discusses how methane or natural gas evolved and 

explains why only about a third of the world’s natural gas reserves have 

been discovered. 

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-2 I-J MATTER CHANGES Professor Gerello flattens model atoms, making electron shell blueprints 

that show how electrons govern chemical change. He also explains how 

adding or removing heat energy from matter increases or decreases 

molecular motion.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-21 P-I MATTER AND ENERGY FOR 

BEGINNERS: SOLIDS, LIQUIDS, & 

GAS

An ice cube disappears from a flask and a balloon is blown up. What 

happened? That's the mystery Investigator Alligator must solve. 

Investigator Alligator solves each mystery by gathering information and 

making inferences from his observations.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-22 I-J FORCES A force is defined as a push or a pull. It sounds simple, but without forces 

the world would be a very different place. Students will learn about 

Newton's Law and about the forces that surround us all the time, including 

friction, gravity, air and water pressure, and electromagnetism.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-23 I-J CHANGES IN PROPERTIES OF 

MATTER

This video takes kids on an exciting journey to discover how and why 

matter changes form. Clear explanations and colorful graphics help kids 

understand terms including freezing point, melting and boiling point, as 

well as the processes of vaporization, evaporation, sublimation and 

condensation.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-24 I-J PROPERTIES OF MATTER Students will learn about other physical properties mass, weight, volume 

and density as well as the four phases of matter solid, liquid, gas and 

plasma. There's also an introduction to the idea of chemical properties, 

observed when one substance actually changes into another. 
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-25 I-J ATOMS & MOLECULES There are more than 20 million known substances in the universe, and they 

are all made of the same basic ingredients atoms and molecules. Kids will 

learn about the three main subatomic particles protons, neutrons, and 

electrons - as well as the forces that keep atoms and molecules together. 

They'll also discover how atoms bond to one another to form compounds.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-26 I-J NUCLEAR ENERGY Kids will discover the incredible power stored inside the tiny atom! The 

key concept is that huge amounts of energy can be released when the forces 

that hold the nucleus of an atom together are disturbed. That can happen 

through fission, the splitting of an atom's nucleus, or fusion, the combining 

of protons and neutrons from two different atoms.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-27 P PROPERTIES OF MATTER (PART 1) Come join us the "matter kitchen" as we learn that the entire world is made 

of matter, including things we don't see, like the air we breathe. We learn to 

use our five senses to identify the properties of an object size, weight, 

shape, color, and temperature. Students identify some of the tools used to 

measure the properties of matter. Finally, we learn that matter has mass 

and takes up space and that it can exist in different states solids, liquids, or 

gases.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-28 P PROPERTIES OF MATTER (PART 2) 

LIQUIDS, SOLIDS, AND GASES

Matter is everywhere -- everything! Appropriate examples and 

experiments make learning about matter easy and fun to follow. Learn that 

all matter has mass and takes up space, use the five senses to discover the 

properties of matter, and see how matter changes form.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-3 P-I MATTER: BUILDING BLOCKS OF 

THE UNIVERSE

Video explains the changes resulting from various particle combinations 

which form rocks, water, hydrogen, helium, and others. Explains about 

solids, liquids, and gases and how heat changes the state of substances.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-4 I-J EVIDENCE FOR THE ATOMIC-

MOLECULAR THEORY

Video offers simple experiments to provide indirect evidence in support of 

atomic-molecular theory. Suggests the importance of theories and models 

in helping us understand our complex physical environment.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-8 H RADIATION: ENERGY ON THE 

MOVE

Video presents an easy-to-understand overview of radiation, a key 

phenomenon in nuclear science. Defines radiation and shows how different 

types are graphed by wavelength on an electromagnetic scale. Some of the 

many home and industrial uses of radiation are shown.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC112-9 H GAS PRESSURE AND MOLECULAR 

COLLISIONS

The relationship between gaseous pressure and molecular collisions is 

explored. The effect of varying the number of molecules per unit of volume 

and of varying the temperature is studied. The study of the relative rates of 

effusion of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and sulfur hexafluoride leads 

to the quantitative relationship among molecular mass, molecular velocity, 

and absolute temperature.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC113-1 I HOT LINE: ALL ABOUT 

ELECTRICITY

This video covers static electricity, electrons and negative and positive 

charges including lightning. A sequence of experiments is performed with 

a battery demonstrating current electricity.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC113-2 I-J ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS: YOU CAN 

DO IT!

Video de-mystifies electricity, helping young viewers understand how it 

works and how it's generated.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC113-4 J-H LIGHT MAKES ELECTRICITY Program shows that, despite solar energy's great potential, many obstacles 

must be overcome before it can efficiently generate the amount of 

electricity needed by the modern world.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC113-5 I-J ELEMENTARY ELECTRICITY Gives a brief history of early inventors' discoveries about electricity 

(Franklin and others); also explains how Edison used basic principles of 

electricity to invent the incandescent electric light. 
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC113-7 I-H UNDERSTANDING: ELECTRICITY This video examines the power and purposes of electricity. It begins by 

exploring this force what is electricity? Then it explains how electricity is 

generated and delivered to homes. It looks at ways electricity is used, 

including innovative new medical applications, such as trying to combine 

the electricity in our bodies with man-made electrical systems.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC113-8 I-J ELECTRICITY Students will learn about positive and negative charges, the flow of 

electrical current and open/closed circuits. Explore key terms such as 

voltage, amps and ohms, while learning about the roles of conductors and 

insulators in powering our world!

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC114-1 I-J MAGNETISM AND FIELDS OF 

FORCE

Professor Gedrello investigates a variety of substances to find which may 

have magnetic properties. Viewers acquire an understanding of the 

phenomena that provide us with generators and electric motors.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC114-3 I-J MAGNETISM In this video, students will explore concepts such as ferromagnetism, 

magnetic fields and magnetic domains. Stops along the way include an 

expedition into a cave in search of lodestone - one of the few naturally 

magnetic substances-and visit a music recording studio to examine the role 

of magnetism in sound recording. Students will also discover other ways 

magnetism is used in our world from a giant electromagnetic crane in a 

scrap yard to a compass in the great outdoors.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC115-1 P-I LIGHT IS MANY THINGS As children experiment, observe, discover, and enjoy light in many 

different ways, we share many visual experiences and learn many facts 

about the nature of light.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC115-10 J-H HEAT AND TEMPERATURE Learn how varying temperatures affect matter and see how pressure affects 

temperature. Find out why we need precise measurements of heat and why 

the Fahrenheit, Celsius, and Kelvin scales are so different.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC115-4 I-J LIGHT SCIENCE: YOU CAN DO IT This video is about light and the properties of light.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC115-6 I-H COLOR: LIGHT FANTASTIC This video examines the nature of color, showing what it is and how it's 

produced, using several simple experiments. This video covers spectrum of 

visible light as well as ultraviolet and infrared. Shows light absorption.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC115-7 I-J OUT OF DARKNESS: AN 

INTRODUCTION TO LIGHT

This material discusses why light produces color, how magnifying glasses 

and mirrors work, and our most important source of light, the sun, and 

more.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC115-8 I-J LIGHT Students will learn how light travels in waves and about wavelength, 

amplitude and frequency. A series of fun, real-life demonstrations explore 

the behavior of light waves, including reflection, absorption and refraction.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC116-1 I-H TACOMA NARROWS BRIDGE 

COLLAPSE

No film of physics phenomena is more interesting to students than the 

Tacoma Narrows Bridge collapse. Students will learn much about the 

collapse and about bridge resonances.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC116-10 H THE MECHANICAL UNIVERSE: 

QUAD II (CONSERVATION LAWS 

AND FUNDAMENTAL FORCES)

In the Mechanical Universe Series, students will learn about Newton's Law, 

The Apple and the Moon, Harmonic Motion, and Navigating in Space.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC116-11 H THE MECHANICAL UNIVERSE: 

QUAD II (CONSERVATION LAWS 

AND FUNDAMENTAL FORCES)

Students will learn about the Conservation of Energy; Conservation of 

Momentum; Angular Momentum, and Fundamental Forces.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC116-12 H THE MECHANICAL UNIVERSE: 

QUAD III (KINEMATICS AND 

SCIENTIFIC METHODS) 

Students will learn about the Law of Falling Bodies; Inertia; Moving in 

Circles; and The Millikan Experiment. 

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC116-13 H THE MECHANICAL UNIVERSE: 

QUAD IV                                                                                                                                                         

(FROM KEPLER TO EINSTEIN)

Students will learn about Kepler's Laws; Intro to Waves; Temperature & 

Gas Laws; Curved Space; and Black Holes.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC116-14 H THE MECHANICAL UNIVERSE: 

QUAD V                                                                                                                                                                           

( ELECTRICITY)

Students will learn about Electric Fields & Forces, Potential Difference & 

Capacitance, Equipotentials & Fields, and Simple DC Circuits.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC116-15 H THE MECHANICAL UNIVERSE: 

QUAD VI (MAGNETISM AND 

BEYOND)

Students will learn about Magnetic Fields, Electromagnetic Induction, 

Alternating Current, and The Michelson-Morley Experiment.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC116-16 H THE MECHANICAL UNIVERSE: 

QUAD VII (MODERNPHY SICS)

Students will learn about The Wave Nature of Light, Wave - Particle 

Duality, Models of the Atom, and Special Relativity.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC116-5 I LET'S MOVE IT: NEWTON'S LAWS 

OF MOTION

Students will learn about Newton's laws of motion, the principles through 

the use of croquet balls, and skateboards, etc. Gravity and friction are cited 

as two of the forces used to help or hinder motion.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC116-8 I-J MOTION & BALANCE Students will discover that motion is caused by forces and is dependent on 

whether these forces are balanced or unbalanced. This program explains 

Newton's Laws of Motion, including the concepts of inertia, acceleration, 

velocity and momentum.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC116-9 I-J CHARACTERISTICS OF WAVES Students will learn that waves are disturbances that transfer energy from 

place to place. Explore the different ways that waves can move: transverse 

waves move up and down, while longitudinal waves squeeze back and 

forth. Discover that all waves have amplitude, wavelength and frequency, 

regardless of whether they are mechanical waves or electromagnetic waves.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-1 I-J SIMPLE MACHINE Students will learn about the lever, inclined plane, wedge, screw, wheel & 

axle and pulley. Animation and live action illustrate the principles behind 

their usefulness. 
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-10 P-I COOLING (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

A visiting inventor and two young Islanders try to beat the heat on a hot 

summer day. Olive suggests that they build a machine to create a breeze. 

After tinkering in the inventor's workshop for a time, they apply what they 

learn about how refrigerators work and wind up building some machines 

that are really cool.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-11 P-I ELECTRICITY (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

The inhabitants of Mammoth Island learn all about electricity during the 

annual lemon harvest. Electricity can be harnessed to power all sorts of 

things - from light bulbs to trains. They learn about how current and static 

electricity are different and what metals make excellent conductors of 

electricity.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-12 P-I ENGINES (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

ENGINES (THE WAY THINGS WORK SERIES) The inhabitants of 

Mammoth Island look for an alternative to mammoths to speed up pizza 

delivery. They decide to experiment with different engines and discover 

how each one works--from simple rockets to turbofan jet engines to 

gasoline engines.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-13 P-I FLIGHT (THE WAY THINGS WORK 

SERIES)

The inhabitants of Mammoth Island attempt to use a trusty mammoth to 

deliver canvas awnings when a gust of wind creates quite a stir! The 

Islanders discover that the power of the wind, combined with the unique 

shape of the awning, is able to overcome the considerable weight of the 

mammoth, lifting it up into the sky.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-14 P-I FRICTION (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

Olive and Troy are delivering mail with a mammoth-drawn wagon when 

they learn how important the force of friction is as they attempt to slow 

down! Olive and Troy test a variety of brakes, trying to find the type just 

right for them. Even with proper brakes, it does take some time to come to 

a complete stop.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-15 P-I FLOATING (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

The inhabitants of Mammoth Island attempt to rescue an Islander and his 

mammoths from the middle of a lake. They are stranded on a small island 

after a wooden bridge collapses. Olive notices that the wood from the 

broken bridge is floating on the surface of the lake. With the help of a 

visiting inventor, she discovers the principle of buoyancy.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-16 P-I HEAT (THE WAY THINGS WORK 

SERIES)

A visiting inventor discovers just how useful the Island's mammoth 

population is in keeping things warm one freezing winter day. The warm-

blooded creatures help heat water, press clothes, warm beds and keep the 

village sauna hot and steamy. Heat is the energy that comes from the 

movement of the atoms and molecules that make up everything around us.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-17 P-I INCLINED PLANES (THE WAY 

THINGS WORK SERIES)

The inhabitants of Mammoth Island have decided to smash boulders into 

bits by dropping them off a wooden tower to make gravel for their new 

roads. While this method does produce gravel, they find it is difficult and 

even dangerous to hoist boulders up the side of a tower. Olive suggests 

that they roll the boulders up a ramp instead of hauling them up the tower, 

and proves that it takes less effort to roll the boulders up an inclined plane 

thereby allowing them to get the job done more easily!

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-18 P-I LEVERS (THE WAY THINGS WORK 

SERIES)

The inhabitants of Mammoth Island have decided to enter their mammoth 

in a "heaviest mammoth" competition. To do so, they need to find the best 

method to weigh a mammoth. Olive is inspired to try a simple machine 

called a lever to get the job done. They discover that scissors nail clippers 

and tweezers are just a few examples of the principle of the lever!

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-19 P-I LIGHT (THE WAY THINGS WORK 

SERIES)

Olive and Troy learn all about the properties of light with the help of a 

visiting inventor and a room full of his crystal trophies. They discover that 

light behaves in different ways to change the way we see things. When 

light waves hit something, three things can happen: the light can bounce, it 

can pass through or it can be absorbed.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-2 P SIMPLE MACHINES FOR 

BEGINNERS: INCLINED PLANES

Using animation and live action, this beginner's video follows the 

questioning and experimenting of Investigator Alligator as he discovers 

that a slope actually provides its own form of muscle power. Items familiar 

to the children are used to demonstrate the uses of inclined planes.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-20 P-I MAGNETS (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

The inhabitants of Mammoth Island discover the power of an invisible 

force called magnetism when a sudden lightning bolt transforms their 

clothes dryer a contraption made of wire wound into a coil around an iron 

bar. When an electric current flows through the wire, the current creates a 

magnetic field around it.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-21 P-I MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (THE 

WAY THINGS WORK SERIES)

The inhabitants of Mammoth Island invite a visiting inventor to a concert 

of mammoth proportions! Instead of playing instruments, the Islander 

relies on musical mammoths for entertainment. The Islanders learn the 

principles behind various wind, string, brass and percussion instruments 

and the sounds they produce.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-22 P-I PHOTOGRAPHY (THE WAY 

THINGS WORK SERIES)

The local inhabitants of Mammoth Island are attempting to memorialize 

the winner of their annual golf tournament with a portrait. Since the only 

painter never seems to complete a painting, Olive begins to experiment 

with light when she notices its effect on the grass growing on the golf 

course. Before long, she stumbles on the principles involved in 

photography, and a visiting inventor helps her understand how light, 

lenses, and chemicals can be used to produce a photograph.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-23 P-I PRESSURE (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

The Islanders work together to retrieve a wedding ring that has fallen 

down a sink drain. With the help of a visiting inventor, they discover what 

a straw, plunger, vacuum and jackhammer all have in common: they are all 

useful tools that operate by manipulating a force called pressure.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-24 P-I PULLEYS (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

The inhabitants of Mammoth Island try to find the best method to lift their 

mammoths. Olive decides to use a simple machine called a pulley to get the 

job done. A pulley is a wheel that carries a rope, chain, or cable on its rim 

and can be used to lift a heavy load.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-25 P-I PUMPS (THE WAY THINGS WORK 

SERIES)

All is well on Mammoth Island until Brenda's baking shed suddenly 

catches fire! Soon Mammoth Island Fire Brigade arrives and attempts to 

put the fire out by using water-filled mammoths. With the help of the 

inventor and other Islanders, Olive builds a water pump that is soon put to 

the test and saves the summer barbecue!

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-26 P-I SCREWS (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

The inhabitants of Mammoth Island are in the process of building a new 

observation tower out of stone blocks when one of the Islanders gets 

trapped at the top. With the help of a visiting gallant knight and his trusty 

mammoth, they are able to build a ramp around the circular structure and 

create a giant simple machine known as a screw. Turing the tower into 

giant screw allows the Islanders to spin the tower down into the soil, 

bringing the trapped inhabitant of Mammoth Island close to the ground.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-27 P-I SENSORS (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

Oliver and Troy help their family remodel a quaint old lodge in the 

mountains. They decide that the old building could use some 

modernization. A visiting inventor suggests some sensors that would help. 

Sensors are devices that respond to heat, light, sound, pressure, magnetism, 

or motion.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-28 P-I SINKING (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

A giant wave overtakes Mammoth Ferry on its maiden voyage and all the 

ship's cargo is swept overboard! Olive watches Troy attempt to retrieve the 

sunken cargo and notices air bubbles rising to the surface around him. 

Olive with the help from a visiting inventor, designs a vehicle called a 

submersible that allows them to sink to the ocean floor and then rise back 

to the surface.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-29 P-I SOUND (THE WAY THINGS WORK 

SERIES)

The inhabitants of Mammoth Island learn how sound energy travels in 

waves, while herding their mammoths towards greener pastures. A visiting 

inventor explains that sounds are caused by the movement of molecules 

what scientists refer to as vibrations. Olive creates a primitive microphone, 

amplifier and loudspeaker!
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-3 P SIMPLE MACHINES FOR 

BEGINNERS: LEVERS

Using animation & live action this beginners video follows the questioning 

& experimenting of Investigator Alligator as he discovers levers. Items 

familiar to the children are used to demonstrate this concept. 

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-30 P-I SPRINGS (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

A visiting inventor observes a family harvesting coconuts on Mammoth 

Island using devices called springs. Springs comes in two shapes: there are 

coil springs, and there are bending bars - called "leaf springs" - which is 

what the Islanders use to improve their coconut collecting. Springs store 

potential energy and that energy is transferred to the energy of motion.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-31 P-I STEAM POWER (THE WAY 

THINGS WORK SERIES)

Olive and Troy enlist the help of a visiting inventor to build a machine that 

will make the rides at the amusement park much more exciting. After 

observing the power of expanding steam in a whistling tea kettle, they 

decide to build a steam engine. A steam engine is a device that converts 

heat energy to mechanical energy.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-32 P-I TELECOMMUNICATIONS (THE 

WAY THINGS WORK SERIES)

A visiting inventor investigating a stream of flying boulders discovers the 

Islanders' primitive communication system and decides to help them 

upgrade to one that is more efficient and less dangerous. The inventor 

introduces the telephone--a device that uses electricity, light and radio 

waves to transmit sound messages. They learn about fiber optics, fax 

machines and cell phones.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-33 P-I WHEELS AND AXLES (THE WAY 

THINGS WORK SERIES)

WHEELS AND AXLES (THE WAY THINGS WORK SERIES) The 

inhabitants of Mammoth Island decide to use the concept of a wheel and 

axle to create a feather machine that will help them dry their mammoths. 

The wheel and axle is a simple machine that makes work easier by 

changing the effort force needed to move an object. Aside from their feather 

wheel, the Islanders discover that the wheel and axle is at work all around 

them - from waterwheels and windmills to turbines and doorknobs.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-4 P SIMPLE MACHINES FOR 

BEGINNERS: PULLEYS

Using animation & live action this beginners video follows the questioning 

& experimenting of Investigator Alligator as he discovers Pulleys. Items 

familiar to the children are used to demonstrate this concept.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-5 P SIMPLE MACHINES FOR 

BEGINNERS: WHEELS AND AXLES

Using animation and live action, this beginner's video follows the 

questioning and experimenting of Investigator Alligator as he discovers 

how wheels and axles work together to increase or transmit force. Items 

familiar to children are used to demonstrate this concept. 

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-6 I-J PUSH AND PULL: SIMPLE 

MACHINES AT WORK

This video covers the six simple machines using common examples, and 

includes definitions, explanations, and a post test. 

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-7 I-J SIMPLE MACHINES Students will learn that work happens when a force is used to move an 

object over a distance. Six simple machines are explained: the lever, the 

wheel & axle, the pulley, the inclined plane, the screw and the wedge.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-8 P-I BALLOONING (THE WAY THINGS 

WORK SERIES)

In this video, some inhabitants of Mammoth Island decide to explore the 

far side of a distant mountain ridge on a breezy spring day. Halfway up the 

steep mountain trail, their trusty mammoth becomes afraid and winds up 

trapped on the mountainside. Olive and Troy enlist the aid of the inventor 

to build a hot air balloon.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC119-9 P-I BELTS & GEARS (THE WAY 

THINGS WORK SERIES)

The inhabitants of Mammoth Island are getting ready for their annual fair 

and are determined to make this year's event better than ever. Olive enlists 

the help of a visiting inventor to design exciting new rides and together 

they decide that using belts and gears will help make the fair a success.
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SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC121-6 I-J SOUND A door closes. A horn beeps. A crowd roars. Sound waves travel outward 

in all directions from the source. We hear them, but why? Students will 

find an exciting, in-depth look at how sounds are made and how sound 

waves travel. The program starts with the basics--all sound start with a 

vibration. This program also covers the ideas of pitch and echoes, and the 

reelection of sound.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC121-7 I-H THE PHENOMENON OF SOUND Sound is a physiological sensation perceived by the brain by way of the ear. 

In this video, explore how bats use a kind of sonar which enables them to 

navigate in complete darkness. Then learn about the sonic boom heard 

"round the world" when Chuck Yeager flew faster than the speed of sound. 

Your students will get a detailed look at sound waves and how they affect a 

plane breaking the sound barrier.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC125-7 H STATES OF MATTER/THE MOLE This module is designed to help students to understand the concept of 

states of matter, and the condition that is also distinguished by; solid, 

liquid, and gas; also, that the relation is the basis of all modern chemistry 

and involves a quantity called the mole.

SCIENCE - PHYSICAL - PHYSICS VC159-2 I-H THE SCIENCE OF SUPER SIGHT Learn how technology has enabled us to see farther and deeper than we 

ever imagined. From thermal imaging to telescopes to X-rays, specialized 

vision technology super sight is expanding our view of the universe and 

ourselves.

SCIENCE - SCIENCE PROJECT VC101-1 P-I YOUR SCIENCE PROJECT K-3 & 4-6 You will find two separate productions on this tape. The first is for primary 

students (K-3) and runs 17 minutes. Projects are described and 

demonstrated in an increasing order of difficulty. Following this 

Presentation is one minute of blank tape before the start of the 4-6 grade 

production which runs 22 minutes. This concentrates on two types of 

projects: the demonstration of a scientific principle and the experiment. 

Working at this level, students will be developing higher level process skill.
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SCIENCE - SCIENCE PROJECT VC101-2 J SCIENCE PROJECTS FOR JUNIOR 

HIGH

By using this tape and then reviewing the scientific method, students 

should be able to choose and carry out acceptable experiments. Tape 

included teacher information on process skills and scientific method, safety 

rules and display requirements.

SCIENCE - SCIENCE PROJECT VC101-4 P-H HOW TO PREPARE A SCIENCE 

FAIR PROJECT

This video will take your students through the trials and triumphs of doing 

a project for science fair competition. Classic "night-before-it's-due" 

traumas are contrasted with organized, sequential planning.

SCIENCE - SCIENTIFIC METHOD VC098-1 I-J SCIENCE AS INQUIRY Learning science skills should be an active process that allows children to 

focus on their own questions as they develop the ability to plan and execute 

a scientific investigation. Inquiry is the name given to the instructional 

approach that focuses on the processes of science.

SCIENCE - SCIENTIFIC METHOD VC100-27 I COLLECT THE DATA (HOW DO 

YOU KNOW?)

You can get a lot of information from books, data banks, and even from W. 

But sometimes you just have to get up, go out into the field, and observe 

people and things in order to collect data. Meet some scientists collecting 

data deep in the woods and deep underwater.

SCIENCE - SCIENTIFIC METHOD VC100-28 I DIG IT UP! (HOW DO YOU 

KNOW?)

How do archaeologists find out what prehistoric humans ate? The scientists 

excavate ancient trash heaps, hunting for animal bones, shells, and plant 

pollen that give clues to what people ate. They also analyze fossil feces. 

Seeds and plant pollen that are trapped and preserved in thousand-year-

old dung reveal what was eaten.

SCIENCE - SCIENTIFIC METHOD VC100-29 I EXPERIMENT! (HOW DO YOU 

KNOW?)

Is every sound a language? Do parrots speak English? And who left that 

message on the answering machine? You can try to guess the answers to 

these questions, or you can set up controlled experiments designed to let 

you know when you've found the right answers

SCIENCE - SCIENTIFIC METHOD VC100-33 I-H BEAKMAN'S WORLD In a laboratory filled with zany surprises, Beakman mixes a fun formula for 

learning science with brain-boggling challenges, mind-blowing fast-facts, 

and eye-opening demonstrations of dazzling experiments that can be done 

at home.
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SCIENCE - SCIENTIFIC METHOD VC100-34 I-J SCIENTIFIC METHOD Three different scientists study three different problems (Asian elephants, 

zooplankton and volcanoes) using the scientific method to systematize 

their findings and verify their conclusions. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE - CIVICS AND 

GOVERNMENT 

VC034-10 P GOOD CITIZENS Three students discover that practicing good citizenship has its rewards 

when they face and solve a school yard problem.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - CIVICS AND 

GOVERNMENT 

VC034-24 J-H FREEDOMS Robert McClellan would rather play soccer than help his mother campaign 

for the up-coming school bond election. But Robert soon learns just how 

precious participatory government is. Robert learns how important 

freedom of speech and the right to vote are.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - CIVICS AND 

GOVERNMENT 

VC034-25 J-H IT'S THE LAW Is law necessary? Why? Does law ever prevent you from doing things you 

really want to do. Susie wants a job. She wants to buy a moped. She 

discovers she needs a work permit and at first she is convinced that laws 

only work against teenagers. Then she reasons that a work permit might 

really protect her from unscrupulous employers. She buys a moped, but 

from the beginning the bike starts having trouble. After the moped is fixed, 

the dealer won't honor the warranty. She files a claim in the Small Claims 

Court and she wins! She learns that the law works for her; without it she 

would have no rights.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - CIVICS AND 

GOVERNMENT 

VC034-33 I-H COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT Join our host as she surveys the various forms of government found around 

the world, while providing ways to tell them apart. Who holds the power 

in the government? How is that power distributed? These questions and 

many more help students to identify the differences and similarities among 

different systems of government.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - CIVICS AND 

GOVERNMENT 

VC034-39 I-H THE PROCESS OF U.S. 

GOVERNMENT

Political process is how a group of people uses the tools of government to 

reach decisions that are binding for the entire community. In the case of the 

United States, the most important keys to the process lie with its adult 

citizens and the influential tool that they all wield--the right to vote!
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - CIVICS AND 

GOVERNMENT 

VC034-40 I-H RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

OF U.S. CITIZENSHIP

Students will examine the most powerful people in United States 

government -- its citizens! Discover how one becomes a citizen and the 

rights and responsibilities that come with the honor -- such as voting and 

running for public office. Learn how U.S. citizens can use powerful tools 

like the letter, the vote and the picket line to make a difference in U.S. 

government.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - CIVICS AND 

GOVERNMENT 

VC034-41 I-H THE U.S. CONSTITUTION AND 

THE BILL OF RIGHTS

Join our host as she related the amazing story behind this video. Learn 

about the framers of the Constitution and the difficult decisions and 

compromises that lead to the creation of this influential document. 

Students will learn how the passage of the Bill of Rights played an 

important role in the new country's acceptance of the Constitution.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - CIVICS AND 

GOVERNMENT 

VC034-42 I-H THE U.S. FEDERAL SYSTEM Students will use the U.S. Constitution as a starting point to examine the 

separate spheres of power inherent to the national and state governments. 

From the big picture to the small details, get an up-close look at the many 

levels upon which the U.S. government operates.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - CIVICS AND 

GOVERNMENT 

VC034-43 I-H U.S. FOREIGN POLICY Students will examine the unique position that the United States occupies 

in the world, focusing on how what America says and does has an 

enormous impact both within the nation and on other countries around the 

world.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

DVD037-1 P WHAT IS A COMMUNITY? Whether it is in a big city, a small rural town or someplace in between, a 

community is where people live, work, learn and play. Local business, 

schools, city hall, the library and more, are the places that make up this 

community.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

DVD037-10 P TRANSPORTATION From cars to bicycles to trains and beyond, Transportation highlights the 

different ways people move about their community. Students will explore 

how transportation can be similar, yet different across all communities.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

DVD037-2 P FIRE STATION The fire station is an important part of every community, big or small. Fire 

Station explores how firefighters keep the public safe and informed. 

Students will get a feel for what a local fire station looks like as well as the 

trucks, uniforms, protective gear and equipment that is found there.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

DVD037-3 P LIBRARY Picture books, biographies, fiction; what kinds of books do you like? The 

Library is a place for people in the community to find books they enjoy, use 

the computer to surf the Web and gather together for meetings, you can 

also find all different types of information, from books and magazines to 

maps and movies.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

DVD037-4 P HOSPITAL Hospital explores the physical features of this important place, and 

describes the jobs of the people who work there to keep everybody happy 

in the community.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

DVD037-5 P LOCAL BUSINESSES Did you know that the grocery store, the doctor's office and even the barber 

shop are all different types of businesses? Students will learn the two types 

of businesses: Ones that provide goods and ones that provide a service.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

DVD037-6 P LOCAL GOVERNMENT Join us as we take a trip to City Hall. Local Government introduces 

students to the services that local government provides, like educating 

children, keeping the community clean and making laws.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

DVD037-7 P POLICE STATION The local police station plays one of the most important roles in your 

community. Police Station explores how police officers serve to keep the 

public safe. Students will get a feel for the different types of jobs police 

officers do, the busy place where they work and the uniforms and gear that 

they wear.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

DVD037-8 P POST OFFICE Join us as we take a look at the local post officer. Post Office introduces 

young viewers to this important place in the community. From helping 

people mail a letter to delivering packages to someone's door, the post 

office enables people to communicate with others in their own community.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

DVD037-9 P SCHOOL Did you know that your school plays an important role in your 

community? That's because schools have the very important job of 

educating kids like you. School introduces young viewers to what a typical 

day at school might be like and the people that you'd find there, such as 

students, teachers and the principal.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-1 P COMMUNITES AND HOW THEY 

WORK

Every community has a unique personality, characterized by its people, 

places, and activities. Yet all communities have many similar features.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-10 I-H AIRPORTS This video provides a comprehensive look at the workings of modern air 

transport systems with a glimpse at what the future holds for air travelers. 

This program gives a behind-the-scenes look at how a large airport 

functions at all levels at the same time that planners are attempting to 

adapt planes and facilities to meet future demand.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-11 P-I HOW COMMUNITIES ARE ALIKE 

AND DIFFERENT

Discover that all communities big or small, and in different areas, have 

things in common. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-12 P-I HOW COMMUNITIES GROW AND 

CHANGE

Learn how natural resources provide work for people and help 

communities grow. Visit communities that depend on farming, coal 

mining, oil, gold, trees, etc. See how these cities can boom and then bust 

when resources are depleted or when demand fails. Learn that many large 

cities developed where the land was livable and where it was easy to 

transport goods.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-13 P-I SERVICE WORKERS Learn about the workers who serve our communities and the services they 

provide--police officers, fire fighters, sanitation workers, grocery clerks, 

and others; discover that providing a service means doing something to 

help someone else.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-14 P NEIGHBORHOODS: 

UNDERSTANDING WHERE WE 

LIVE

Recognize that families live in many kinds of homes and that these homes 

have addresses. Identify that a neighborhood is a place where families live, 

play, and work. Schools, police and fire stations, shopping areas, parks and 

homes are all located in neighborhoods.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-15 P-I CITY & SUBURB 1: WHERE PEOPLE 

LIVE & WORK

Students experience the different sights, activities, and sounds of a 

metropolitan area--downtown, industrial area, city, and suburban 

neighborhoods. Shows skyscrapers, factories, shopping areas, churches, 

houses, and bridges.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-16 P-I MOVING TO AMERICA Look around you and you will see many different people speaking 

different languages, eating different foods, wearing different clothes. This is 

America, a country of many different peoples, but where did they come 

from? When did they come to America? And how did they get here? The 

answers to these questions await students in this video.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-17 P-I COMMUNITIES AROUND THE 

WORLD

Compare and contrast everyday life of people around the globe and learn 

that while people may eat different foods and wear different clothes, they 

all have things in common.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-3 P NEIGHBORHOODS ARE 

DIFFERENT

Narrators from a variety of ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds give us 

special tours of their different neighborhoods. Tours include the inner city, 

the suburbs, and a farm in the country.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-4 P-I POLICE OFFICER Introduces the students to the services performed by the police in a 

community. Importance of teamwork in police operations and the special 

skills and equipment used by the police department are highlighted.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-5 I-J POLICE STATION Follows Officer Andie Gatrell for one day's shift, beginning at the police 

station where she puts on her uniform and equipment, and continuing 

through the arrest of a car thief and her participation in a bicycle safety 

program. Guns are drawn at one point, but no violence is shown. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-6 P-I THE FIRE STATION Visits a community fire station to show how fire fighters and paramedics 

help people; fighting fires, aiding the sick or injured, and teaching about 

fire safety. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-7 P-I THE POST OFFICE Traces the evolution of the postal service and tracks a birthday card 

through the system. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-8 I-J MOVING THE MAIL: POSTAL 

EMPLOYEES AT WORK

A postal worker follows the journey of a letter from the mail box through 

the postal system until it is delivered.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC037-9 I-J YOU AND YOUR HOSPITAL Angela visits the hospital after she falls from a swing and breaks her arm. 

She meets emergency room nurses, doctors and technicians, an orthopedist, 

and her family doctor, who help to care for her.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - COMMUNITY 

LIFE

VC350-1 P-I DOWN ON THE FARM: 

YESTERDAY AND TODAY

A living history museum, the Wentz farm, operated now as it was in the 

18th century, is compared with the modern Merrymead farm. Two 

hundred year span between farms makes for interesting comparisons. The 

two farms provide a means by which children gain an awareness of change 

and its effect on communities.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - ETHNIC & 

CULTURAL GROUPS

VC062-12 I-H MEXICAN AMERICANS Viewers take a special look inside the life of a Mexican American family, 

meeting three generations of family members who share memories of their 

country of origin and their motivations for journeying to North America. 

Younger family members explore the importance of cultural identity, how 

it is maintained and how it changes.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - ETHNIC & 

CULTURAL GROUPS

VC062-17 I-H JAPANESE AMERICANS Viewers take a special look inside the life of a Japanese American family, 

meeting three generations of family members who share memories of their 

country of origin and their motivations for journeying to North America. 

Younger family member explore the importance of cultural identity, how it 

is maintained and how it changes.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - ETHNIC & 

CULTURAL GROUPS

VC062-18 I-H CHINESE AMERICANS Viewers take a special look inside the life of a Chinese American family, 

meeting three generations of family members who share memories of their 

country of origin and their motivations for journeying to North America. 

Younger family members explore the importance of cultural identity, how 

it is maintained and how it changes.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - ETHNIC & 

CULTURAL GROUPS

VC062-20 I-H THE AMISH Viewers take a special look inside the life of an Amish family living in 

America. Family members explore the importance of cultural identity and 

how it is maintained.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - ETHNIC & 

CULTURAL GROUPS

VC063-23 I-J ONE WORLD, MANY WORLDS: 

HISPANIC DIVERSITY IN THE U.S.

This video discusses the Hispanic population in the United States, 

including their social life, their occupations, and more.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - ETHNIC & 

CULTURAL GROUPS

VC063-24 I-J BLACK IS MY COLOR: THE 

AFRICAN-AMERICAN 

EXPERIENCE

This video explores black history, including the capturing of slaves in 

Africa, their life in the United States, the sharecroppers after the Civil War, 

their migration to the cities of the north, present-day segregation, and 

more.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - ETHNIC & 

CULTURAL GROUPS

VC063-26 I SPANISH INFLUENCES IN THE 

UNITED STATES

Tracing Spanish settlement in America shows its profound influence in 

molding the pattern of our own culture. Architecture, ranching, home 

furnishings, vocabulary and community development are some of the areas 

in which the Spanish heritage has left its imprint.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - ETHNIC & 

CULTURAL GROUPS

VC063-29 H MEXICAN AMERICAN CIVIL 

RIGHTS MOVEMENT-PT. 3: 

TAKING BACK THE SCHOOLS

This video documents the Mexican-American struggle to reform an 

educational system that failed to properly educate Chicano students, 

causing more than 50 percent to drop out, and leaving many others 

illiterate and unskilled. It focuses on the 1968 walkout by thousands of 

Mexican-American high schools students in East Los Angeles, which 

resulted in conspiracy indictments against 13 community leaders.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - ETHNIC & 

CULTURAL GROUPS

VC063-37 P-I AFRICAN-AMERICAN HERITAGE Exciting adventures appear at every turn as children are introduced to the 

vibrant sights and sounds of Africa (with a focus on West Africa). They'll 

learn about the diverse geography and cultures there as well as the history 

of African Americans.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - ETHNIC & 

CULTURAL GROUPS

VC063-38 P-I CHINESE-AMERICAN HERITAGE Exciting adventures appear at every turn as children are introduced to the 

vast land and culture of China as well as the immigration of Chinese 

Americans and the traditions they observe today. Everyone learns how to 

count to ten and say a few words in Chinese together. Then children take a 

tour of New York City's Chinatown to see the food available in the markets, 

shops and restaurants there.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - ETHNIC & 

CULTURAL GROUPS

VC068-3 J VALUING DIVERSITY-MULTI-

CULTURAL COMMUNICATION

Exploration of stereotypes and the damage it can cause. Diversity means 

different, not inferior. How values and customs clash when people are 

different and how you can see differences as unique.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - FARM LIFE VC350-10 P WHERE FOOD IS GROWN Young viewers learn that weather and climate are the biggest factors in 

determining what kinds of food can be grown in different parts of the 

world. Students discover the types of food that are grown across the U.S., 

from cranberries in Massachusetts to apples in Washington State. They 

learn that the United States exports and imports foods.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - FARM LIFE VC350-11 P GROWING OUR FOOD Children will enjoy following along with our young hosts as they learn 

about the many different places crops can be grown--on trees, in fields, 

underground and even under water! Visits to a strawberry farm and an 

almond orchard give kids a close-up look at how these foods are grown 

and harvested.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - FARM LIFE VC350-12 P FROM FARM TO TABLE First, learn about the variety of crops that provide us with food, and then 

visit an apple orchard to see how farmers grow and harvest the fruit. Visit a 

factory for a close-up look at how tomatoes are made into other food 

products, like soup! Food can travel from farms to stores via many different 

forms of transportation: planes, trains, ships and trucks.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - FARM LIFE VC350-3 P MILK: FROM FARM TO YOU Story of milk, from cow to carton, is presented. Common misconceptions 

concerning production of milk are corrected. Dairy products are identified 

and discussed.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - FARM LIFE VC350-8 P-J WHAT IS AGRICULTURE? Children will enjoy following along as young hosts visit different kinds of 

farms, from a dairy farm to a farm that raises sheep for wool. Kids will get 

an up-close look at traditional ways of milking cows and collecting eggs, 

then discover that many farmers can do these same things with machines. 

They'll learn how cotton is grown and spun into yarn and how timber is 

milled into lumber that is used to build houses.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - FARM LIFE VC350-9 P WHAT IS AGRICULTURE? Children will enjoy following along as young hosts visit different kinds of 

farms, from a dairy farm to a farm that raises sheep for wool. Kids will get 

an up-close look at traditional ways of milking cows and collecting eggs, 

then discover that many farmers can do these same things with machines. 

They'll learn how cotton is grown and spun into yarn and how timber is 

milled into lumber that is used to build houses.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - MAPS & GLOVES DVD090-1 P-I MAPS & GLOVES What is a map? What is a globe? And what are the differences? Maps & 

Globes teaches students to understand and identify the different parts of 

maps and globes from lines of latitude and longitude, to hemispheres and 

poles.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - MAPS & GLOVES DVD090-2 P-I MAKING & READING MAPS Students are taken through a step-by-step process of constructing a map. 

By translating a mental map into a sketch map and then creating a 

complete map with an alphanumeric grid, legend, compass rose and title.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - MAPS & GLOVES DVD090-3 P-I A HISTORY OF MAPS By exploring the development of maps, from the ancient Babylonians 

through the Age of Exploration and on to the use of satellite imagery, 

students gain an understanding or how cartography changes due to 

advancements in human knowledge and technology.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - MAPS & GLOVES DVD090-6 P-H GLOBES & US Learn about latitude and longitude, grids, degrees, minutes, seconds, time 

zones scale, legends, keys, cardinal and intermediate directions, 

hemispheres, and more. Live action and animation help simplify the 

concepts.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - MAPS & GLOVES VC090-2 P-H LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE Viewers will learn how the earth's grid system is used to find distances 

between points and to determine directions. The uses of this system, how it 

works, and why it is so accurate will hold the attention of your students 

and stimulate them to explore charting exercises of their own.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - MAPS & GLOVES VC090-3 I-J LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE An interesting film about direction finding, explaining early and modern 

methods of navigation. Includes a visit to Greenwich, England, to see the 

Prime Meridian,-a ride across the Atlantic with the captain and crew of the 

Queen Elizabeth 2, and instructions for finding the global address of any 

location in the world. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE - MAPS & GLOVES VC090-4 P-I LATITUDE AND CLIMATE This series instills in students basic knowledge fundamental to the use of 

maps and globes and leads them to the realization that maps and globes are 

actually visual representations of the earth. Students learn the effects of 

latitude on climate, the changes in the seasons, and the reasons we have 

time zones.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - MAPS & GLOVES VC090-5 P-I LONGITUDE AND TIME ZONE Some of the questions that are answered are: What do we call the lines of a 

globe that go from the north pole to the south pole? What do we call the 

line that runs through Greenwich, England, and is the 0 degree longitude 

line? How are time zones helpful to us?

SOCIAL SCIENCE - MAPS & GLOVES VC090-6 P-H GLOBES & US This video teaches students about latitude and longitude, grids, degrees, 

minutes, seconds, time zones, scale, legends, keys, cardinal and 

intermediate directions, hemispheres, and more.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - MAPS & GLOVES VC090-7 P-I MAPS: TYPES, SYMBOLS, AND 

TERMS

Learn about the world of information available to map readers. Understand 

the common and practical uses of maps--from finding one's way across 

town to finding the yearly rainfall in England.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - MAPS & GLOVES VC100-1 P-J PROBLEM SOLVING IN SCIENCE Students will learn the scientific method of problem solving and become 

familiar with different branches of science, develop positive attitudes, and 

recognize that tools of science can be applied to many problems.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - 

TRANSPORTATION

VC036-8 I-H STEAMBOAT A-COM IN' The coming of steam to the Mississippi revolutionized the entire mid 

section of America. For towns along the rivers steamboats were the door to 

the rest of the world. For nearly 50 years sleepy river towns were jolted to 

life by the magical shout, Steamboat a-comin!

SOCIAL SCIENCE - WORLD VC047-23 I-H LEADERSHIP Compare the leadership styles and decisions of some of history's most 

powerful rulers such as the Roman Empire and Napoleon.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - WORLD - 

CANADA

VC043-8 I-H CANADA: PEOPLE AND CULTURE In this program, viewers are introduced to first-generation Canadian 

immigrants from a variety of countries as well as descendents from some of 

Canada's earliest inhabitants. A longer version of this program is available 

under the title Canada: Song for Quebec.

SOCIAL SCIENCE - WORLD - 

MEXICO

VC042-1 I-J LIFE IN MEXICO In comparing the lives of an urban family and a rural family in Mexico 

today, this video shows how life in Mexico is influenced by its past and 

how modern Mexico is changing.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - WORLD - 

MEXICO

VC042-10 J-H THE DAY OF THE DEAD 

CELEBRATION

This film covers an important "fiesta" of Mexico. It gives clear insights into 

this Mexican custom and other relevant insights. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE - WORLD - 

MEXICO

VC042-15 P-I FAMILIES OF MEXICO Take a video field trip to Mexico to experience real family life, including 

celebrations, foods, games, school, hobbies, and customs.

SPORTS VC100-47 P-H BATS & BALLS Join two kids as they team up with Major League Baseball star Robin 

Ventura and Rawlings Sporting Goods to find out how bats, balls and 

gloves are made.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS DVD084-1 P-J THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS 

HOLIDAY SPECIAL

It’s the last day of school before the winter holidays and the kids take a trip 

to Murph’s recycling plant and learn how recycling helps the earth. ALL 

DRIED UP: Phoebe goes on a crusade to save the animals and plants of the 

desert, and discovers how well they take care of themselves. IN THE 

RAINFOREST: It’s Earth’s Day and the kids discover how cocoa pods, mud 

puddles and bugs all play a part in the Rainforest.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS DVD084-2 P-J THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS SPACE 

ADVENTURES

Arnold’s know-it-all cousin Janet drives the whole class crazy when she 

joins Ms. Frizzle’s class on a field trip and the Magic School Bus GETS 

LOST IN SPACE. After Dorothy Ann sees and asteroid on a crash course 

toward their school, the class blasts into space. Will they be able to divert 

the asteroid and save the day? Find out in this OUT OF THIS WORLD. In 

TAKING FLIGHT, Wanda and the rest of the class discover how wings and 

moving air cause flight as they are shrunk inside Tim’s model airplane.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS DVD084-3 P-J THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS, BUGS, 

BUGS!

Discover the fascinating world of insects as the class explores the sticky 

home of a bee (IN BEEHIVE), the industrious life of an ant (GETS ANTS IN 

ITS PANTS) and the surprising identify of a caterpillar (BUTTERFLY AND 

THE BOG BEAST).

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS DVD084-4 P-J THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS SUPER 

SPORTS FUN

From a “frictionless” baseball game to an up-close look at the muscles that 

make us move, the Friz and her students jump into action to solve the 

scientific mysteries of everyday life as the Magic School Bus PLAYS BALL, 

WORKS OUT and SHOWS & TELLS.
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THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS DVD084-5 P-J THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS 

HUMAN BODY

As Ms. Frizzle leads the way, the class takes an action-packed journey 

through Arnold’s digestive system (FOR LUNCH), a pulsating excursion 

through Ralphie’s bloodstream (INSIDE RALPHIE) and an exciting 

exploration through the Ralphiebot Robot to learn about bones, joints and 

muscles (FLEXES ITS MUSCLES)!

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS DVD084-6 P-J THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS 

CATCHES A WAVE

The Friz takes her class on a rainy ride through the life cycle of a water 

drop (WET ALL OVER), on the rough-“n”-tumble journey of a boulder 

subject to water erosion (ROCKS AND ROLLS) and on a bubbly trip to the 

bottom of Walkerville Lake (UPS AND DOWNS)!

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-1 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS 

HOLIDAY SPECIAL

It's the last day of school before the winter holidays and Wanda plans to see 

the Nutcracker ballet. But to her dismay, during a trip to Murph's (Dolly 

Parton) recycling plant, the toy soldier she needs to get into the theater 

accidentally becomes a plastic pellet! When Wanda wishes recycling never 

existed, Ms. Frizzle and the class show her what a world would be like 

without recycling!

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-1.1 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS IN THE 

RAINFOREST

To celebrate Earth Day, the kids surprise Ms. Frizzle with her very own 

cocoa tree from the Rainforest Rental Catalog. But when the tree’s cocoa 

bean harvest falls mysteriously short, it’s time for – you rousing tropical 

field trip!

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-10 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS 

BUTTERFLIES!

Topic: Butterflies It's time for the big soccer game and the kids need a new 

mascot, fast! But when Phoebe suggests they call their team "The 

Butterflies," the others say no way. So it's off to the swamp in search of the 

mysterious creature Ms. Frizzle calls the Bog Beast! But when the port-a-

shrinker zaps the kids to bug-size, they discover the bog's most truly 

exciting beast, as they learn there's no surprise...like butterflies!
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THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-11 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS GOES 

TO SEED

Topic: Seeds - The class's garden is going to be featured on the cover of 

PLANT IT! Magazine. But Phoebe's garden plot is glaringly empty. Always 

eager to help, Ms. Frizzle shrinks the bus to the size of a ladybug, and the 

class is off and flying to Phoebe's old school to find a plant.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-12 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS GETS 

PLANTED

Topic: Plants - When Phoebe tries to grow a big vine for her school's 

production of Jack and the Beanstalk, all she ends up with is a stunted little 

sprout. To help out, Ms. Frizzle turns her into a real vine. But to grow tall, 

Phoebe needs to figure out how plants eat - fast!

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-13 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS HOPS 

HOME

Topic: Habitats - Wanda goes over the top when she turns the entire 

classroom into a comfortable new home for her beloved pet frog, Bella. 

However, when Bella jumps out an open window, Wanda learns to rethink 

her idea of what a frog needs.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-14 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS 

GETTING ENERGIZED

The class's ferris wheel is about to cause them big trouble unless they find a 

way to power the carnival's hottest ride. Carlos's younger brother Mikey 

electrifies the crowd after he plugs into a powerhouse of alternative energy 

sources.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-15 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS MAKES 

A RAINBOW

TOPIC: Colors - There's something dazzling in Ms. Frizzle's closet: a 

magical, light-powered pinball machine! To win at this game, the kids have 

to light up all six colors of the rainbow. Crack the secret code of what 

makes color so...colorful!

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-16 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS KICKS 

UP A STORM

Topic: Weather - It's a hot and muggy summer day, and the heat is gone to 

Ralphie's head. The Friz asks, "What makes the weather?" then transforms 

the bus into a Weathermobile and in a wild ride through the skies-gives 

Ralphie the opportunity to become the meteorological superhero of his 

dreams.
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THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-17 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS BLOWS 

ITS TOP

Topic: Volcanoes - Ms. Frizzle presents the kids with the missing piece to 

their gigantic Earth puzzle-an island that hasn't been discovered yet! Both 

Dorothy Ann and Carlos want to be the first to get to the island in order to 

name it, but when they reach the spot where it's supposed to be, all they 

see is the sea. It takes a run-in with an explosive underwater volcano to 

help them understand how the Earth makes island.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-18 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS THE 

BUSASAURUS

Topic: Dinosaurs - Ms. Frizzle takes the class to a dinosaur dig. She 

completes this field trip by traveling back 67 million years to see what those 

ancient reptiles were really like.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-19 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS GETS 

EATEN

Topic: Food Chain - A field trip to the ocean becomes a search for the 

connection between two unlikely objects (pond scum and tuna fish 

sandwich). The bus shrinks and travels through the ocean food chain--

getting eaten along the way!

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-2 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS GETS 

LOST IN SPACE

Topic: The Solar System - Arnold's know-it-all cousin Janet drives the 

whole class crazy when she joins Ms. Frizzle's class on a field trip and gets 

them lost in outer space! But when the navigational system breaks down, 

and Ms. Frizzle accidentally gets lost in the solar system, Janet may be the 

only one with enough knowledge to save them! A visit to each planet with 

several basic facts on each. 

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-2.1 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS OUT OF 

THIS WORLD

Topic: Space Rocks - After Dorothy Ann sees an asteroid on a crash course 

toward their school, the class blasts into space. They discover comets and 

meteors-but will they be able to divert the asteroid and save the day?

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-2.2 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS TAKING 

FLIGHT

Topic: Flight - After Wanda asks how to fly, the class is shrunk inside Tim's 

model airplane. In a series of high adventures, the students personally 

discover how wings and moving air cause flight. 
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THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-20 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS READY, 

SET, DOUGH

Topic: Kitchen Chemistry its Ms. Frizzle's birthday, and a field trip to the 

bakery seems perfect...until the bus' shrinker-scope quits on them. The class 

experiences chemistry first hand, as they get baked into a cake.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-21 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION

When Wanda's little brother accidently port-a-shrinks Ms. Frizzle and the 

kids, they end up trapped in a bathroom with no way out! But using the 

materials at hand, and some very constructive ideas, they're soon building 

hair-roller tower and Band-Aid bridges as they discover something 

surprising: the power of improvising.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-3 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS IN A 

BEEHIVE

Topic: Bees It's a sticky situation when Tim's bike crashes while he's 

delivering jars of honey. Naturally, the Friz is ready to help out with a 

really sweet idea: shrink down and buzz off into the intriguing inner world 

of a beehive. Soon the kids are learning how nectar becomes honey, why 

bees are great dancers and other unbee-lievably fascinating bee-haviors.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-3.1 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS GETS 

ANTS IN ITS PANTS

Topic: Ants This video goes into show business when Keesha directs a 

movie about social animals for the school science fair. The class visits the 

inside of an anthill to observe their "characters" at close range. They 

discover that each ant performs a vital job.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-4 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS PLAYS 

BALL

Topic: Forces and Motion - Dorothy Ann loves her physics book. Ralphie 

loves baseball. Ms. Frizzle ingeniously combines the two in a page-hopping 

adventure through Dorothy Ann's book to a "Frictionless Baseball Game." 

The whole class learns about pushes and pulls in a remarkable day at 

thoroughly unique ball game.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-5 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS FOR 

LUNCH

Topic: Digestion - Arnold's dream comes true: He doesn't have to go on a 

field trip! Ms. Frizzle let him stay behind with Liz. But when Arnold 

accidentally swallows his miniaturized classmates, he becomes the field 

trip! Better than an action park, Arnold's digestive system is full of twists, 

turns, and surprises.
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THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-5.1 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS INSIDE 

RALPHIE

Topic: Human Health - Ralphie is crushed when a fever and sore throat 

keep him home from school the day he's scheduled to host the FNN 

(Frizzle News Network) television broadcast on health.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-5.2 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS FLEXES 

ITS MUSCLES

Topic: Body Mechanics Because he'd rather be playing ball, Ralphie wants 

to build a robot to do his choes. As he and his classmates struggle to make 

the robot, they discover the importance of knowing how joints and muscles 

work together.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-6 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS INSIDE 

THE HAUNTED HOUSE

Topic: Sound - The class is thrilled about their upcoming concert at the 

Sound Museum...until they discover that the spooky mansion is more of a 

thrill than they bargained for.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-7 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS GOING 

BATTY

Topic: Bats When Ms. Frizzle invites the class's parents for a meeting to 

demonstrate the exciting things their children are learning about nocturnal 

animals; Ralphie becomes convinced that The Friz is a vampire! Is Ralphie 

right - is Ms. Frizzle a vampire and are bats a dangerous threat to their 

parents? How does Ms. Frizzle overcome Ralphie's bad bat rap?

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-8 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS SPINS A 

WEB

Topic: Spiders Carlos and Phoebe can't decide if spiders are cool...or 

creepy. Then, the kids are all zapped into a drive-in movie about giant 

preying mantis - with Liz playing the part of (yikes!) bug bait! As their 

quest to rescue Liz reveals the many ingenious hunting methods of spiders, 

the kids gain a new appreciation for the bug-trapping skills of nature's 

original web-masters.

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS VC084-9 P-I THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS 

CREEPY, CRAWLY FUN!

Topics: Sound, Bats, and Spiders - Same information that is in "Inside the 

Haunted House", "Going Batty", and "Spins a Web".
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